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A MESSAGE FROM THE
1991 TECHNICAL PROGRAM CHAIRMAN

CLIFFORD F. AGGEN
Technical Program Chairman, ITC/USA/'91
Pacific Missile Test Center, Point Mugu, CA

I am honored to have been selected as your Technical Program Chairman for the ITC/USA/91
Conference. The rapidly changing technology of the 80's is producing in the 90's remarkable
new capabilities in terms of high performance, reliable systems at greatly reduced costs. It is
clear that the next five years will determine what system performance capabilities will take us
into the twenty-second century. I have the honor of bringing this into focus through this year's
conference. This conference exists to highlight those areas in technology which will lead us
forward and help you determine what technology can do for you today and tomorrow. The
theme of this conference, “Technology Showcase For Tomorrow's Telemetry” pretty well says it
all.

This conference would not exist without the sponsorship of the International Foundation for
Telemetering and the organizations, companies, and individuals who give of their time, talent,
and dollars to make it happen. My deepest thanks to the telemetering and test and evaluation
communities for this conference and this time to come together. It is my honor to serve you as
your Technical Program Chairman.

A strong team effort has brought together an outstanding technical program which features the
Honorable Charles E. “Pete” Adolph, Deputy Director, Defense Research and Engineering (Test
and Evaluation), as our keynote speaker. A Blue Ribbon Panel formed by key Department of
Defense weapons program personnel discusses the subject, Test and Evaluation Success as it
Equates to Operational Success; a look at some of the successes of Operation Desert Storm is a
highlight of this panel discussion. Rear Admiral Donald V. Boecker, Vice Commander, Naval
Air Systems Command, is our honored guest and speaker at our Tuesday luncheon. Lawrence 



Rauch, a previous International Telemetering Conference Pioneer Award Recipient is our
honored guest and speaker for our Awards Luncheon on Wednesday.

This year's extensive Technical Program is designed to give a sense, and feel of what is going on
in the backbone of Test and Evaluation, Telemetering and Range Technology. Practical
applications of tried and proven technology abound. The large number of United States
Government sponsored papers is of particular note this year. The technical community has come
forward with excellent material and I hope that everyone can benefit from it. The program is full
of significant events, courses, and technical sessions to challenge us all.

This year as I prepared for the twenty seventh ITC, it has been my great pleasure to work with
many government and industry personnel at all levels of responsibilities. I want to especially
thank the dedicated members of the ITC Committee and in particular the ITC/USA/'91 General
Chairwoman, Judy Peach and my Vice Chairwoman, Vickie Reynolds; without them, I would
have not been able to put the technical program together. It has been particularly rewarding to
see the genuine interest and concern for the effective application of scientific truths and
principles to telemetering and in turn to test and evaluation. The dedication of the international
community to the continual improvement of telemetering systems and their applications
convinces me that although the world power struggles are changing drastically, there is a strong
positive future for telemetry and all that it supports. The type of data retrieved by telemetering
may change but the need to retrieve and analyze data will not change.



KEYNOTE SPEAKER

CHARLES E. “PETE” ADOLPH
Director, Defense Research and Engineering (Test and Evaluation)

Mr. Adolph has extensive high level executive experience in both Development and Operational
Test and Evaluation. He became the Director of Defense Research and Engineering in May,
1991, when he was designated by the Secretary of Defense to fill that position on an interim
basis until a new Director of Defense Research Engineering could be confirmed by the Senate
and appointed. He has been the Deputy Director, Defense Research and Engineering since
August of 1987.

Mr. Adolph was born in Akron, Ohio, on December 3, 1935. He has an extensive background in
test and evaluation, and systems acquisition management. His duties have included the
assessment of weapon system development test results in support of Defense Acquisition Board
committee reviews, management of development test and evaluation policy for the Department
of Defense (DoD), the oversight of test range improvement and modernization efforts, and
management of DoD-sponsored joint test programs.

In July 1989, Mr. Adolph was designated by the Secretary of Defense to perform the duties of
the Director of Operational Test and Evaluation on an interim basis. He served as the principal
advisor to the Secretary and the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition on operational test
and evaluation. He returned to Deputy Director, Defense Research and Engineering when the
new Director, Operational Test and Evaluation was confirmed by the Senate in November, 1989.

He began his engineering career in 1956 with the Convair, San Diego Division of General
Dynamics. He began his civil service career at the Air Force Flight Test Center at Edwards Air
Force Base, California, in 1960, after active service as an Air Force officer. He held a variety of
engineering management and systems acquisition management positions, advancing to Technical
Director, the senior civilian position at the Air Force Flight Test Center. Mr. Adolph was
involved in the planning and execution of major combined developmental/operational test of Air
Force aircraft and cruise missile programs including the F-15, F-16, and air launched cruise
missile. He was the project manager for the development, system acquisition, and integration of



the Flight Test Mission Control Center. Later, as Development Division Chief, he was
responsible for managing the acquisition of all new test support equipment for the Flight Test
Center.

Mr. Adolph has a B.S. in Aeronautical Engineering (St. Louis University), and M.S. in
Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering (University of Michigan), and a M.S. in Systems
Management (University of Southern California). He was the USAF Sloan Fellow at the
Stanford Graduate School of Business in 1973-74. He is currently a member of the Senior
Advisory Board of the International Test and Evaluation Association, the Stanford Sloan Alumni
Advisory Board, and the Senior Advisory Council of the American Defense Preparedness
Association's Combat Survivability Division.

He is the author of over forty test reports, technical reports, and technical and managerial papers
and articles. In 1986, he received the Society of Flight Test Engineer's “Kelly” Johnson Award
for outstanding achievement in the field of flight test engineering. He is a recipient of the
Presidential Management Intern Alumni Group Public Service Award. He also received
numerous governmental awards including the Meritorious Executive Presidential Rank Award,
the Secretary of Defense Meritorious Civilian Service Award, and the Air Force Meritorious
Civilian Service Award.



FORWARD TO THE 1991 PROCEEDINGS

JUDITH PEACH
General Chairwoman, ITC/US/'91

Aerospace Corporation, Los Angeles, CA

I am pleased to offer to you the proceedings of the XXVIIth Annual International Telemeter
Conference. The technical program contained herein is the result of a great deal of effort on the
part of Mr. Clifford Aggen to illustrate this year's theme: “Technology Showcase for
Tomorrow's Telemetering”. In addition to the technical papers, Mr. Aggen has worked to
respond to last year's requests from you the participants, to provide more instructional
opportunities. With the cooperation of New Mexico State University, two telemetry short
courses are being offered this year as well as a course on advance realtime computing.

This conference does not run without the fine staff who volunteer year after year, making it a
continuing success and a growing show. The exhibits are expertly managed by Mr. Art Sullivan
and his expanded staff which includes Carole Albini, Bill Grahame, Wiley Dunn, and Kurt
Kurisu.

A special effort has been put forward to improve advertising, publicity, and our government
liaisons. Many thanks belong to Mel Wilks, Warren Price, Russ Smith, Linda Malone, and Dave
Kratz. The special efforts establish the ITC'91 as a unique and responsive conference.

Without the participation of all sectors of the telemetry community, we would not have the
success we currently enjoy. We deeply appreciate your support and are eager for your feedback
on your evolving needs. Particularly in these rapidly changing times, this forum provides
tremendous opportunities information exchange and the development of beneficial relationships
which help us all to be more effective and efficient.



 A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
OF THE

INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR TELEMETERING

DR. JAMES A. MEANS
President, International foundation for Telemetering

This is our 27th year of providing the annual International Telemetry Conference (ITC), and my
second year as President of the International Foundation for Telemetering (IFT), the sponsoring
body. It has been a real pleasure for me to get to work with Ms. Judy Peach, Aerospace
Corporation, as General Chairman, and Cliff Aggen, Pacific Missile Test Center, as Technical
Program Chairman. Judy is our first ever General Chairwoman, and she will be a hard act for
anyone to follow. Cliff and I started our careers together at PMTC, and it was truly a joy to get
to work with him again. Their theme, “Technology showcase for tomorrow's telemetry” is really
befitting of the excellent papers and exhibits that they have arranged for this year's show. The
entire ITC Board, made up entirely of volunteers, with the gracious support of their sponsoring
institutions, has really earned our vote of thanks.

The IFT Board also all volunteer, has been working hard this year to create a new investment
opportunity, like the Graduate Program in Telemetry that we recently helped endow at New
Mexico State University. That program, under the able guidance of Dr. Frank Carden and Dr.
Steve Horan, has become an institution of great pride for the telemetering profession. We are
currently out soliciting inputs for similar opportunities, there or at other institutions.

We have also worked a special project with our sister organization, the International Test &
Evaluation Association (ITEA). ITEA has a free booth at our conference, and they have devoted
the last ITEA journal this year to Telemetry, which will be published in the December time
frame. Indeed Test & Evaluation cannot be accomplished without telemetry, and no one needs
telemetry without Test & Evaluation. The appropriate theme for the journal will be "Telemetry,
the Cornerstone of Test & Evaluation."

The entire IFT Board, a not for profit California Corporation, only exists for the express purpose
of serving the telemetering profession. Please contact me at the following address if anyone on
the Board can be of assistance to you, or put your ideas in the suggestion box at the conference:



Dr. James A. Means
President, International Foundation for Telemetering
284 St. Andrews Way
Lompoc, CA 93436

1 want to state my appreciation to my employer, SRI International, for sponsoring my expenses
incurred serving in this position. Special thanks too to the IFT Board, the ITC Board, and
especially to the sponsoring companies that support authors, booths, and participation to make
this very worthwhile conference possible.

You can also look forward to a very special ITC/USA/92 at the Town & Country Hotel in San
Diego next year. Mr. Jim Wise, Director, National Range Directorate, will serve as General
Chairman; Ms. Vickie Reynolds will serve as our first ever Technical Chairwoman. Both are
from White Sands Missile Range. You can be assured of another outstanding program. Hope to
see you there too, and sincerely hope you enjoy this conference.
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Operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Allied-Signal Inc., Kansas City*

Division under contract number DE-ACO4-76-DP00613.

PULSE CODE MODULATION DATA COMPRESSION
FOR AUTOMATED TEST EQUIPMENT

T. A. Navickas
S. G. Jones

Allied-Signal Inc.
Kansas City Division *

P.O. Box 419159
Kansas City, Missouri 64141

ABSTRACT

Development of automated test equipment for an advanced telemetry system requires
continuous monitoring of PCM data while exercising telemetry inputs. This
requirements leads to a large amount of data that needs to be stored and later analyzed.
For example, a data stream of 4 Mbits/s and a test time of thirty minutes would yield
900 Mbytes of raw data. With this raw data, information needs to be stored to
correlate the raw data to the test stimulus. This leads to a total of 1.8 Gb of data to be
stored and analyzed. There is no method to analyze this amount of data in a reasonable
time. A data compression method is needed to reduce the amount of data collected to a
reasonable amount.

The solution to the problem was data reduction. Data reduction was accomplished by
real time limit checking, time stamping, and smart software. Limit checking was
accomplished by an eight state finite state machine and four compression algorithms.
Time stamping was needed to correlate stimulus to the appropriate output for data
reconstruction. The software was written in the C programming language with a DOS
extender used to allow it to run in extended mode. A 94 - 98% compression in the
amount of data gathered was accomplished using this method.

INTRODUCTION

Several commercial manufactures products were evaluated as a solution to this
problem. Many of the products were found to come close or meet the requirements.
However, none were found to be completely acceptable do to either cost or



performance. A combination of commercial products and custom boards was needed
to solve the problem. A commercial decommutator was purchased to decom the data
and send it to this chassis. This chassis is to be called the PCM Data Compressor.

This paper will present a brief overview of the custom hardware and software that was
developed to create the PCM Data Compressor. It will describe each custom board
and the software design that was chosen to solve the problem.

PCM DATA COMPRESSOR

Theory of Operation

The data compressor is enclosed in a 13 slot VME bus with a three slot VSB bus. The
data compressor is comprised of an 80486 embedded PC with 16 Mb of DRAM, a 32
Mb dual port DRAM memory board, and three custom designed boards numbered
781763, 781764, and 781765. 781763 interfaces the data compressor to the VME bus
and performs the actual data compression. It then sends data and control signals to the
781764 board. The 781764 board interfaces the data compressor to the VSB bus. It is
also where the timing circuits are that perform the time stamping features. The 781765
board records time for test stimulus which is needed for data analysis later.

781763 VME Interface, Data Compressor

VME Interface:
The PCM Data Compressor occupies the A32 address space on the VME bus. Each
area of the compressor is memory mapped onto the VME bus by hardware located on
this board. The embedded PC, BUS MASTER, presents the address on the bus along
with the appropriate control signals for a read or write cycle. When this address
matches the base address of the compressor the address cycle starts. The address cycle
decodes the lower twenty four address lines and enables the appropriate hardware.
The MASTER then presents the address on the address lines along with signals to tell
the board the length of the data to be used. Data can be single, double, or quad bytes in
length. The board responds by latching the data into the appropriate area. After the
data has been latched the board drives the data acknowledge signal low telling the
MASTER to end the address phase. If this was a read transfer the data acknowledge
signal would be used to tell the MASTER that the data had been placed on the data
lines.

Data Compressor:
The data compressor part of 781763 board is where the actual data analysis is
performed. When a channel is presented to the board, decisions are made whether or



not to store the channel in memory. A channel is comprised of a tag and data
associated with a particular word in a frame. This decision is based on information
about each channel that is stored in two 4K X 16 ram's prior to testing. These ram's
contain information on upper and lower limits, which algorithm is to be performed,
and if the channel is to be time stamped. The four available algorithms are fixed
limits, pass always, pass never, and delta limit. The first three algorithms perform
exactly as they seem. The delta limit is a method of computing new limits based on
the current data. This information is taken from the information the user enter on the
channel information page. The hardware also has the ability to bypass the information
for each channel and globally store each channel or never store any channel.

This board is controlled by an eight state finite state machine (FSM). The FSM cycles
through all states every time a channel is presented to the board. Each state is 800 Ns
long which produces a 6.4 Us cycle. The cycle period can be easily changed by
increasing or decreasing the clock speed. When the FSM receives a word strobe from
the decommutator the cycle starts. State 1 latches the tag and the data from the
decommutator into the compressor. States 2 generates chip enable for the two ram's.
State 3 outputs the specific information about the current channel to the compressor.
Two processes occur at state 4. First, the data for the channel is limit checked against
the limits generated in state 3 and a data error is generated if the data is outside the
limits. The channel is then sent to the 781764 board to be written to memory if a data
error was generated. If the pass always or pass never function was selected they take
priority over the data error. The second process that occurs is new limits are created if
the delta limit was selected. The limits are generated by the value of the channel and
the tolerance bits that were stored in the RAM. State 5 causes the information about
each channel to be removed from the compressor. State C6 allows the new limits to be
written back into the RAM if the delta limit was selected and a data error occurred.
State C7 resets the FSM and prepares it for the next word.

781764 VSB Bus Interface, Timer, Data Display Page

The 781764 board is configured as a VSB bus MASTER. The VSB interface is
controlled by two Johnson counters. When a data error is detected on the 781764
board the first counter is started ( control). This counter runs at 1.25 MHz and has 6
active states. State 1 increments the memory address counter and starts the second
counter (interface). States C2 and C3 are wait states for the Interface counter. State C4
is used when time is to be stored with the channel. The control counter runs up to a 5.6
Us cycle depending on the speed of the memory card. The interface counter controls
the actual bus traffic on the VSB bus. It is a nine state counter running at 10 MHz. The
cycle time is 900 Ns if no waiting occurs, with an average cycle time of 1.90 Us. The
reason for the variation in the cycle time is due to the memory cards response time.



State 1 enables the memory address buffers placing the address on the bus along with
the appropriate address size and space signals. State 2 asserts the valid address signal.
State 3 waits for the memory board to acknowledge it has received the address and
then disables the address buffers. State 4 enables the data buffers placing data on the
lines. The address and data lines are multiplexed. State 5 asserts the data valid signal
telling the memory card data is on the bus. State 6 is a wait state. The wait varies from
100 to 400 Ns. State 7 is skipped because of the asychronous characteristic of the
counter. State 8 resets the control signals and disables the buffers while state 9 resets
the counter. Figure 1 shows how the data is written into memory when a data error
occurs and when a channel is to be time stamped. Each block represents one byte of
memory.

Timer

The second function of the 781764 board is to mark time. Two events can cause time
to be recorded. The first occurs when a channel is to be time stamped and the second
is when an external event occurs on board 781765. The timing circuits have a
resolution of 2 Us which can easily be reduced by increasing the clock speed. When
time is to be stored two processes occur. The first process blocks data from the timer
from changing state while the data is being read. The second event places the time on
the bus so it can be stored in memory.

Data Page

The data display page is used as a window into the data compressor. As a channel
enters the compressor its data can be viewed on the crt. This viewing is done with two
2K X 8 dual port ram's. The channels tag is used as an index into the RAM. The first
2048 channels are written into the first RAM, while the last 2048 are written into the
other. This decoding is done using the most significant bit and the tag. At the same
time data is being written into the RAM it is being read out over the VME bus. Any



address conflict is handled by the internal circuits of the RAM. If any conflict still
arises the data compressor side of the RAM has priority.

7861765 Event Card

Boards 781763 and 781764 compress, time stamp, and store data for each channel.
The results are then stored in memory. Once all the data is compressed it needs to be
analyzed to determine if the unit responded the way it should to a particular stimulus.
This analysis requires a method to match the stimulus to the corresponding data from
the unit. This matching is done with time. Each response from the unit has a time
associated with it. This time is derived by the first channel in every frame always
stored and time stamped. Every channel can have its time computed by taking its word
location in the frame, multiplying by the word rate, and adding the result to the time
obtained for the first channel. The stimulus has a similar method to record time when
it was applied or removed. Both these times must be relative to the same source.

The 781765 board treats each stimulus as an interrupt. There are eight interrupt lines
with each lines rising or falling edge being able to cause an interrupt. Each interrupt
can be programmed for a rise, fall, or both to cause an interrupt. An example of this
would be applying a dc voltage to a unit input. When the voltage is applied a rising
edge interrupt occurs and when it is removed a failing edge interrupt occurs. When an
interrupt occurs a signal is sent to the 781764 board telling it to latch the time. This
time is then written into RAM located on the 781765 board. This entire process is
approximately 1.0 Us in length. Any event occurring in this time will not cause time
to be stored but could be recognized when the event is written into memory. There is a
200 Ns period where an interrupt could be missed.

Software

The software routines that control the PCM data compressor were written in C
Language, along with three memory access routines written in assembly language, and
linked with the C routines. The need for rapid access to all 32 Mb of data and
extremely large data segments to hold the processed PCM data forced the embedded
PC to use a compiler/linker that would run the software in extended DOS mode.
WATCOM C was chosen for the source code compiler and Phar Lap Dos Extender
was used to put DOS in extended mode.

The two software packages mated quite well and allowed the software to access
computer memory above 1 Mb, which is the DOS real mode limit, without having to
use any DOS real mode patches. This solved the large data segment problem. The
protected mode environment allowed more rapid access to VME memory by not being



restricted to 64K windows with direct access to all memory locations in the 32 Mb
block. Using the Phar Lap DOS extender the PC was able to initialize 32Mb of
DRAM in approximately 100 seconds compared to 12 minutes using the conventional
method.

The software processes for the PCM data compressor is divided into three areas, PCM
channel setup, run time data display, and PCM data post processing.

A. PCM Channel setup.
The data compressor allows up to 4096 channels to be defined. Each channel has eight
attributes associated with it. These channels and attributes are defined by the user
through a channel information user and then stored on a disk. The eight attributes of a
channel are:

1. Channel Name - Any alpha numeric name used to reference channel in the data
stream.

2. Repeat Index - The number of channels between the first and second occurrence of
a channel in the same frame. This is used for super commutated
channels.

3. Compression Method - Selects one of the four available methods.
4. Time Stamp - Indicates if the channel is to be time stamped.
5. Real Time Limits - Indicates if a channel is to have interrupt capability.
6. Compression Limits - A limit from 0 to 255
7. Compression Tolerance - a range from + 15 for delta limit.
8. Interrupt Limits - A limit range from 0 to 255.

B. Run Time Data Page.
The user issues a run command after the channel information is written to memory to
setup the compressor and the data capture memory has been initialized. When this
command is received the software will enter a window that displays channel names
and the current data for that channel. The data for the channel is continually updated
until the user issues a stop command.

The user sets up the data page using the names of the channels defined in the channel
information page. Up to 95 channels can be entered on each data page. The data for
each channel is gathered by reading a memory location using an offset equal to the tag
number. The value is read using an assembly language interface and then displayed at
specified coordinates on the crt.

The data page is also where the interrupt limits, defined on the channel information
page, are used. If a channel has these limits enabled the computer checks the data read



for the data page and if out of limits, it sets up an interrupt. This information is used
when a channel requires immediate attention if out of limits. An example of this
would be a channel that monitors temperature of the unit.

C. PCM Data Post Processing.
After data capturing is complete the raw data has been stored in the 32Mb of memory.
This raw data must then be further compressed and then converted into a user friendly
format. The post processing compression is accomplished by removing unnecessary
special channels. A special channel, typically the last channel of the frame, is utilized
to count the number of captured frames and to record what time that frame occurred.
A special channel is compressed if there is no other data between two consecutive
special channels and the time between these two channels meets certain limits. The
time requirement is to verify there is no data gap present. If these conditions are met
the frame counter is incremented and the second special channel is compressed. This
extra compression is done in seconds and compresses 2 - 3 % more data of the total
data volume.

After the raw data has been post compressed it is then ready to be converted into a
format the user can understand and use in analysis. Five elements comprise this
format: frame number, tag number, data, time, and name of the channel. The data and
tag are already in memory, the name is derived from the tag and the channel
information page. The frame and time are obtained from the compressed special
channels. The time is computed by the following two equations:
If the tag number is less than the special channel:
time = special channel time base+((special channel-(special channel - tag))*word time)
If the tag number is greater that the special tag:
time = special channel time base+((special channel + (special channel - tag))*word time)
where word time = 8.0/(bit rate *1000)

All the raw data is converted to this format and then sent on to the host computer for
analysis.

The event data also has to be converted into a user friendly format. This format
converts the digital time in a seconds reading. The conversion also determines what
event occurred and whether or not it was a rising or failing occurrence. This process
also sends back status information which aids the main computer in analysis.



CONCLUSION

The design of the PCM Data Compressor was extremely successful. The reasons for
this success are cost, maintenance, data compression, and speed.

The cost of the PCM Data Compressor was $26,213. This includes $1500 for each
custom board. The cost of the entire system was $38,213 taking into account the cost
of the commercial decommutator. This price was comparable with the cost of
commercial products. With the extra capability and customizing the cost of the pcm
compressor is justified. Having designed and proved in the custom boards the
expertise exist on site and any needed service is available immediately.

The most important reason for the success of the PCM Data Compressor is the
excellent data compression ratio and speed that was obtained. The hardware achieved
a 95% compression ratio. This was due to the flexibility of the compression methods.
The delta limit method allows the user to compress out channels whose values
fluctuated randomly during testing. The software was able to increase this ratio to
98% by deleting unnecessary special channels. This method was only possible
because of the software running in extended DOS mode and the speed of the CPU.

In conclusion, the problem stated at the beginning showed the need to be able to store
and analyze 1.8 Gb of data. The data compressor was able to reduce this quantity to
under 32Mb. This compression allows the user to test a unit faster and more
accurately than was possible before.
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ABSTRACT

Lossless data compression systems allow an exact replica of the original data to be
reproduced at the receiver. Lossless compression has found a wide range of
applications in such diverse fields as: compression of computer data, still images (e.g.,
medical or graphical images) and video (usually, in the form of entropy coding of the
output of intra/inter-frame lossy schemes). It has been studied for over forty years and
new compression algorithms are still continuously developed. This paper is a survey
of current lossless techniques with results quoted for both sequential data files and
still images.

1 INTRODUCTION

Data compression techniques can be grouped into two broad classes:  a) lossless
techniques, (also known as reversible, noiseless, bit preserving, or information
preserving algorithms) that allow an exact replica of the original data to be reproduced
at the receiver, and b) lossy (irreversible) techniques, that reconstruct an
approximation to the original data, thereby achieving significantly higher
compression. When data compression is motivated by the need to reduce storage
requirements (e.g., in storing data on computer disks or tapes, or, in archiving X-ray
material and other pictorial databases) it is usually important to employ lossless
techniques. On the other hand, in data transmission applications (such as video
transmission, teleconferencing, remote sensing via satellite) emphasis is usually
placed on reducing the amount of transmitted data and the compression technique
need not be information preserving as long as the decompressed data satisfies some
fidelity criterion. Lossy compression is commonly applied to consumer-type still
images and video, and it can be thought of as a filtering operation. However, there are
several image compression applications where certain quality and/or legal
considerations mandate the use of lossless compression (e.g., medical imaging,
compression of graphics, deep space communication of imagery data).



Data compression algorithms can be further classified as one-dimensional schemes
(e.g., for processing of sequential data such as computer programs, text files, numeric
data, digital audio) and multidimensional ones (e.g., for processing of still images or
video signals). Perhaps the best known one-dimensional lossless scheme is Huffman
coding. Originally a two-pass technique (gathering source statistics on the first pass,
and compressing the data according to its own statistics on the second pass), it has
recently been made one-pass and adaptive. It was only in the last ten years that a new
generation of “universal” coding schemes has emerged that are superior in most
respects to Huffman coding. Universal schemes (a.k.a adaptive or dynamic schemes)
have been developed for cases where the input statistics are not a priori known to the
coder. They estimate the source statistics during the coding operation and adapt
themselves thereto in order to maximize compression. Arithmetic codes and the
Lempel-Ziv algorithm are the two most important members of this class of powerful
schemes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys the two major groups
of sequential algorithms: dictionary and statistical techniques. The subject of lossless
compression of imagery data is briefly introduced in section 3. Several textbooks and
review articles  have extensively surveyed multidimensional lossless techniques[1]-[5]

and compared their performance in the context of various applications. The interested
reader should refer to these surveys for more information. We conclude this work with
examples of practical implementations of lossless algorithms and some simulation
results.

 2 SEQUENTIAL DATA COMPRESSION SCHEMES

The schemes described in this section process data in a sequential manner, input
symbol by input symbol, without special provisions for frame structure, end of line,
etc. However, together with a two dimensional scanning strategy and may be with
some preprocessing, these schemes can be used successfully for compression of 2D
data, e.g., pictures. Sequential compression techniques can be classified as: dictionary
and statistical techniques. Dictionary techniques are generally characterized by some
sort of alphabet extension, viewing a given sequence as a concatenation of fixed- or
variable-length blocks of symbols (subsequences) and encoding such subsequences
with more compact codes. Statistical algorithms encode the original data without any
extension one symbol at a time, exploiting the nonuniform distribution of the symbol
probabilities; unlikely symbols are encoded using long codewords, whereas high
probability symbols are encoded using fewer bits. It is difficult to establish the
superiority of one class of algorithms over the other with regard to the compression
performance. Indisputably, though, dictionary techniques provide the most practical
trade off between flexibility, compression, and speed.  For an overview of both[6]



statistical and dictionary compressors see Lelewer's and Hirschberg's survey  and the[7]

book by Bell et al. [8]

2.1 Dictionary Based Coding Techniques

Dictionary based compression systems (a.k.a textual substitutional codecs) remove
redundancy by detecting and exploiting the presence of repeated patterns in long
strings of symbols, e.g., common English words used in text files or certain keywords
and identifiers found in inventory records. Typically, such compressors replace a long
sequence of symbols in the input data stream with more compact codewords. Each
time a unique string of symbols occurs, it is entered into a “dictionary” and is assigned
a numeric value, a codeword. Subsequent occurrences of dictionary entries are
replaced by their associated codewords. The Lempel-Ziv algorithm and its variations
are good examples of this class. Other schemes that fall in the same class are some
locally adaptive methods  and the recency ranking code of Elias.  Fiala and[9] [10] [11]

Greene,  Storer,  and Williams  discuss textual substitution schemes in great[12] [13] [14]

detail, contain extensive bibliographies and provide extensive comparisons of the
performance of most popular dictionary encoders on large sets of test files.

2.1.1 Lempel-Ziv Coding

Most practical compression programs, including the popular Unix utility compress, are
based on a technique invented by Lempel and Ziv. The Lempel-Ziv (LZ) method - a
string matching and parsing approach to data compression - converts variable length
strings of input symbols into fixed length codes stored in a dictionary. A universal
scheme, the LZ compressor is applicable to a wide variety of data with different types
of redundancy. It does so by “learning” the redundancy of the data “on-the-fly”; no
prescanning of the data is needed. Two realizations of the LZ method exist: the LZ77
and LZ78 schemes.

LZ77: The first algorithm introduced by Lempel and Ziv  compresses a data string[16]

by converting it into a sequence of items, each of which can be either a literal item or
a copy item. Literal items consist of the text they represent. Copy items consist of an
offset and a pointer that together point to a substring of the data stream already
transmitted. This scheme is often identified as the “ sliding dictionary method” for data
compression, or data compression using “ finite windows”, for it requires that a finite
number of input symbols be stored in a buffer during the encoding/decoding
processes. This buffer consists of two parts: its initial part contains a finite number
from the past history of the input, while the remaining much smaller part contains the
future symbols to compress (the look-ahead-buffer). At each step during the encoding
process, the look-ahead-buffer is compared to the rest of the window and the longest



string in the window that matches all or a prefix of the look-ahead-buffer is found. If
this matched-string is longer than two input symbols  a copy item is transmitted[12]

informing the decoder that the string occurred earlier and providing it with sufficient
information to locate the substring within the buffer. Otherwise, the first
uncompressed input symbol is transmitted as a literal item. Control bits indicate
whether items are literal or copy items. Compression is achieved by representing long
input strings using copy items. For this scheme, the decompression is extremely fast,
since it only involves some string copying, but the compression is slow, due to the
complexity of the string matching procedure. The algorithm of Storer and
Szymanski,  the A1 and FG schemes of Fiala and Greene,  and the hardware[18] [12]

optimized scheme of Williams  are good examples of the LZ77 method.[19]

LZ78: In an effort to speed up the encoding process, Lempel and Ziv proposed a
second algorithm  in 1978 that converts strings of input symbols into fixed-length[17]

codes stored in a string-translation-table, a dictionary. The LZ78 scheme employs a
greedy parsing algorithm - repeatedly matching the input stream to the words
contained in a dictionary and returning pointers to the locations in the dictionary of the
longest match. The dictionary is initialized with all single symbol strings over the
input alphabet, and contains strings previously encountered in the message being
processed. After every match, the matched string concatenated with the next symbol
of the remaining input stream is added to the dictionary, and a unique identifier (its
code value) is assigned to it. The codeword associated with the matched string is
transmitted to the decompressor. The process continues until the input stream is
exhausted. The decoder rebuilds the same dictionary as the data stream is
reconstructed, so that no extra data is needed to transmit the dictionary. The major
concern in implementation is storing the dictionary. Welch  proposed that each[15]

string be represented by the identifier of its prefix string and the extension symbol, so
that each entry has a fixed length. Such an implementation is possible since the
dictionary growth heuristic implied by the addition of the last parsed word
concatenated with the first unmatched character causes the dictionary to contain every
prefix of every word it holds. The data structure representing such a dictionary with
the “prefix property” is an ordered labeled rooted tree (a trie). Each edge emanating
from a vertex is labeled by a character of the alphabet. A vertex represents the string
obtained by concatenation of all characters along the path from the root to the vertex
(see Figure (1)). Several variations of the LZ algorithm exist that increase
compression performance by sometimes significant amounts . The major difference[20]

between the two LZ schemes is that LZ78 makes no attempt to optimally select strings
for the dictionary. While the LZ77 scheme limits the scope of the search by confining
the string-matching process within a finite-sliding-window over the message being
compressed, the LZ78 scheme limits the search to only a subset of all possible strings
in an infinite input buffer. This suboptimal searching routine leads to very fast



hardware implementations, but typically lowers the number of strings that can be
matched, thereby reducing the achievable compression ratio. The popular Unix utility
compress (based on the Welch's implementation of the LZ78 algorithm ), when[15]

applied to text files, yields compression ratios of up to 60%, depending on the nature
of the text and the size of the dictionary, but has a large memory requirement (450
Kbytes). On the other hand, the FG algorithm (a member of the LZ77 class) requires
less memory (186 Kbytes for encoding and 130 Kbytes for decoding) and achieves
compression that is about 30 percent better than that provided by compress  but runs[12]

at half the speed of the compress routine.

2.2 Statistical Coding

A popular alternative to a dictionary based coding scheme is a statistical scheme.
Statistical coding, often identified as “ entropy” coding, generally refers to the class of
compression schemes which compact the data by reducing statistical redundancy,
having to do with similarities, correlation and predictability of the data. A statistical
compressor may be viewed as consisting of two steps : a) source modeling -[22] [23]

involving the construction of a mathematical model that sufficiently characterizes the
statistical behavior of the input source and accurately predicts the probability of the
individual input symbols, and then b) encoding these symbols with a number of bits
which is close to -log2 of the predicted probabilities (the optimal code length
according to the theory of source coding ). Efficient coding techniques are currently[21]

known. Huffman coding, for example, is quite efficient when the alphabet size is
fairly large. Arithmetic coding investigations in recent years have resulted in a class of
practical schemes which are relatively new with respect to the long-established
Huffman coding.

Given the availability of efficient coding techniques, compression depends on
correctly estimating the local statistics of encoded symbols. Therefore, of overriding
importance to statistical compression is the building of a good source model, which
adapts to the local statistics of the encoded symbols on-the-fly, as the coding
progresses. In order to improve the estimation accuracy, Rissanen and Langdon [23]

conditioned the probability of the coded symbol on a “ context” based on a number of
symbols in the immediate vicinity of the current symbol. Source models that predict
successive input symbols taking into account symbols already processed are generally
referred to as “context models” Markov models are good examples of this type of
modeling; the PPMC  algorithm, the state-of-the-art in context-modeling, is a[8]

variable order Markov model. Context modeling has proved to be the most promising
of current general purpose data compression algorithms. However, while context-
modeling algorithms provide excellent compression, they suffer from the
disadvantages of being slow and requiring large amounts of memory space in which to



execute. Bell et al.  report encoding and decoding speeds of 2000 symbols per second[8]

(sps) for an order-3 context model as compared with 12000 sps for compress and 6000
sps for algorithm FG. Recently, a major research effort has been devoted to the
designing of fast context modeling algorithms. [24]- [29]

2.2.1 Huffman Coding

Huffman coding  (HC) is one of the most popular schemes currently in use. It[30]

translates fixed-size pieces of input data into variable-length symbols whose average
length approaches the normalized entropy of the input source. The general strategy is
to assign codewords of relatively short length to those input symbols with the highest
probability of occurrence. This method is also known as variable word-length coding
(VLC). It can be shown that the HC performs optimally if all symbol probabilities are
negative powers of two. But, its average code length is also constrained to be at least 1
bit per input symbol, regardless of how small the entropy is. Construction of a
Huffman code involves the use of a tree (see Figure (2)). The symbols to be coded are
arranged according to decreasing order of their probabilities. Construction of the tree
proceeds from bottom-up as follows: the two symbols with the lowest probabilities are
combined via a node and their probabilities are added to form the probability of a
“combined symbol”. The new set of symbols is again arranged according to
decreasing order of probabilities and the procedure is repeated. This procedure
continues until all symbols are combined into a single symbol whose probability is
one. The resulting codebook is implemented as a code tree with branches that contain
the codewords.

There are some major drawbacks to Huffman coding in this way: a) the codebook has
to be transmitted as a header of the compressed data stream; b) its efficacy is limited
by the size of the alphabet, since it encodes each symbol independently; and most
important, c) the probabilities of the input symbols must be known before coding can
begin. Gallager  introduced an adaptive version of Huffman coding (further[31]

developed by Knuth ) that alleviates some of the above problems. It is a fairly[32]

complex scheme, though, and it is difficult to implement in real time. In the
meanwhile, a new class of universal statistical codes has emerged that generally
outperform Huffman codes and lead to simple implementations. This class of
powerful codes, collectively known as Arithmetic coding, can be thought of as a
generalization of Huffman coding in which probabilities are not constrained to be
powers of 2 and code lengths need not be integers.



2.2.2 Arithmetic Coding

Arithmetic coding  is a compression method that maps a sequence of symbols to[37] [6]

an interval of real numbers between 0 and 1. Shannon was the first to prove  that if[21]

the mapping is so constructed that the initial interval is divided among all possible
sequences, allocating to each sequence a subinterval that is proportional to its
probability, compression down to the source entropy is reached. Elias  presented a[33]

symbolwise recursive technique that accomplishes such a mapping. In its modern
form, that leads to real-time dynamic implementations, arithmetic coding was
introduced by Rissanen,  Pasco,  and further developed by Rissanen and[34] [35]

Langdon.  General arithmetic coding compresses an m-ary symbol stream , but[36] [6]

simplifies for binary symbols.  The technique of symbol decomposition  provides a[38] [21]

means of converting any nonbinary source using an arbitrary but fixed alphabet size
into an equivalent binary stream that can be coded by a binary code.

The encoding algorithm for arithmetic coding proceeds as follows (see Figure (3)): the
“current interval” is initialized to [0,1), the interval of real numbers between 0
(inclusive) and 1 (exclusive). For each input symbol, the current interval is partitioned
into subintervals, one for each possible alphabet symbol, with sizes proportional to the
relative probability of occurrence of the input symbols, as estimated by the source
model. The new “current coding” interval becomes the subinterval associated with the
symbol that actually occurred in the input stream. This process continues until all
input symbols are exhausted. Then, what is transmitted or stored instead of the
original sequence (i.e., the coded message) is the binary expansion of a real number
that lies in the final current interval. The number of bits in this expansion is so chosen
that permits the decoder to distinguish the final current interval from all other possible
final intervals. The decoding is also done recursively, using the same interval-partition
process as the encoding. Since the code stream always points to a real number in the
current interval, the decoding process is a matter of determining, for each
reconstructed symbol, which subinterval is pointed to by the codestring.

 In the encoding process, the length of the final subinterval is equal to the product of
the probabilities of the individual symbols, which is the probability p of the particular
sequence of input symbols. It can be shown that the number of bits in the binary
expansion of the real number that distinguishes the final subinterval from all other
possible subintervals is within one bit from -logp, the source entropy. Thus, arithmetic
coding is optimal without the need for blocking the data. This method is also adaptive
and does not need the probabilities of the symbols in the input in advance. These
probabilities could be dynamically updated as the input is read and mapped into the
interval. The system works as long as the encoder and the decoder have prior
agreement about the precise way of estimating the probabilities. Furthermore, since



the encoding/decoding processes involve binary fraction arithmetic rather than
concatenation of integer codewords, the more probable symbols can often be coded at
a cost of much less than one bit per symbol. In all these respects, arithmetic coding is
superior to the Huffman coding method. Arithmetic coding investigations in recent
years have resulted in several practical coders.  In particular, the state-of-the-art in[6] [38]

binary adaptive arithmetic coding is presented by the Q-coder. [39] [40]

3 TWO-DIMENSIONAL LOSSLESS CODING SCHEMES

New developments in the desktop computer market (visualization, multimedia, color
printers, high resolution monitors, digital video editing), and in the consumer
electronic market (digital cameras, color facsimile, video games) are creating a
tremendous need for high quality image compression systems. Lossless image
compression poses a unique set of challenges. Images are highly correlated with
respect to spatial, temporal, and chromatic variables. Sequential compression
schemes, of the types described above, while fairly adept at exploiting the redundancy
in repetitive symbol patterns, are less capable of removing correlations between pixel
values in adjacent lines and frames of raster scanned images. High order context
models are needed to capture the multidimensional structure of imagery data.
Moreover, string matching algorithms do not usually perform well on picture data
because, long repetitive patterns are only rarely found in pictures. A new class of
codes is required for the efficient compression of imagery data. Several textbooks and
review papers have been devoted to the subject of image compression.  In[1]- [5]

particular, run-length coding, contour coding, bit-plane coding, and block-coding are
among those schemes that have been considered for use in image compression.
Furthermore, recent developments in the area of sequential compression have led to a
new generation of practical schemes which first compress the image using a highly
efficient lossy algorithm, and then, encode the noisy residual with a lossless sequential
coder.

3.1 Run-Length Coding

Run-length coding  (RLC is one of the most extensively studied and simplest[41] [42]

methods among the image coding schemes. With RLC sequences of identical input
symbols (a run) are encoded as a count field (run-length) plus an identifier of the input
symbol. It has extensively been applied to the compression of facsimile images. One-
and two-dimensional versions of run-length encoding are part of both the Group 3 and
the Group 4 CCITT standards  for the compression of bilevel facsimile images as[43] [44]

well as the STANAG 5000 standard for tactical digital facsimile equipment. In
general, RLC is most practical for images with few gray scales (e.g., graphical
images) and it does not perform well on halftone images.



3.2 Contour Encoding

A contour-encoder functions by splitting an image into distinct objects; an object
being a region within which all pixels have a constant grey-level. The image may then
be represented by the boundaries or contours of the grey levels in each object. Each
contour is uniquely encoded by specifying its grey level, the location of one point on
its boundary, and a sequence of directionals which give the chain-code of the outer
boundary of the object as it is traced in a clockwise direction. Each chain-code is
composed of line segments connecting adjacent pixels in a horizontal, vertical, or
diagonal direction.  The basic premise of contour encoding as a means of data[45] [46]

compression is that an image (especially, graphical images) will contain a relatively
small number of contours compared to its total number of pixels.  The efficiency[47] [48]

of a contour-encoding scheme can be increased by further encoding the boundary
information with a standard sequential scheme, like the LZ algorithm or an arithmetic
coder.  Contour coding is a rather complex process, however, and suited only for[49]

relatively low picture transmission rates (e.g, video games, cartoon movies, etc.).

 3.3 Bit-plane Coding

Constant wordlength PCM image coding can be conceptually organized into bit planes
corresponding to the pixels' positions with the most significant bits occupying the
lower plane. In most natural images the lower plane bits seldom change, while the
upper plane bits fluctuate almost randomly. Standard bilevel image coding algorithms
can be used to compress the individual bit planes. These algorithms can be designed
separately to match the statistics of each bit plane. In order to increase the coherence
of the bit planes, i.e., to create large uniform areas of 1's and 0's, the binary pixel
values are usually converted into Gray coded  values prior to compression.[50] [2]

Common bit-plane encoding algorithms involve the use of run-lengths of the 1's and
0's, or 2 D variable-block coding . The most powerful approach, though, to[2]

compressing bilevel images has proved to be the arithmetic scheme of Langdon and
Rissanen.  This scheme conditions the probability of a pixel's being black on a[23]

template of pixels surrounding it. Two different models have been used (shown in the
following figure), wherein each binary pel is encoded based on the context of a set of
7 and 10 neighboring pels, respectively, selected from those above and to the left of
the current one (the shaded circle marks the position of the pixel about to be coded).
Each pixel's polarity is then coded arithmetically according to this probability. The
application of the resulting binary adaptive arithmetic coder to raw bit plane data is
straightforward.  Several investigations have explored the usefulness of conditional [49]



modeling schemes for bilevel images  as well as bit plane data. A similar approach[51] [2] 

has been used in the emerging JBIG standard as the coding scheme for compressing
facsimile images. [52]

Another grey-scale image compression technique similar in principle to bit plane
coding has been introduced by Rice.  Rice's scheme functions by removing the least[53]

significant k bits (k varying between 1, and 10 bits for a 16-bit input symbol) from the
binary representation of the input symbol and coding the remaining bits with a
variable length entropy coder. The removed k least significant bits are transmitted
uncompressed along with the selected code word for the most significant part of the
input symbol. This scheme has been employed by the Voyager 2 spacecraft for the
transmission of imagery information, and it has been recommended by CCSDS for use
as a basis for developing a standard data compression scheme for the transmission of
telemetry data.  A VLSI implementation of Rice's scheme has recently appeared in[54]

the form of a chip set. [55]

3.4 Block Coding

Block coding was first developed for bilevel facsimile images. However, at the
expense of some increase in complexity, it can be made adaptive and generalized to
multilevel picture coding.  Block coding groups contiguous pixels in blocks of[4] [56] [57]

size nxm, where n and m are the number of pixels in the horizontal and vertical
directions, respectively. These blocks are then encoded by an entropy coder according
to their probabilities of occurrence.

3.5 Lossy Plus Residual Techniques

Several data compression algorithms have been devised which reduce image
redundancy by first decreasing the amount of correlation in the imagery data through
the use of an efficient lossy scheme and then encoding the residual data (the
differential between the original image and the reconstructed lossy replica) via a
lossless coder to achieve distortionless reconstruction. Such compression algorithms
are generally known as “ lossy plus residual” techniques. The most commonly used
decorrelation methods can be grouped in three classes: predictive, transform, and
hierarchical (multiresolution) decorrelation.  One of the advantages of those[1] [3] [65] [67]

techniques is that they lead themselves nicely to progressive transmission,  i.e.,[65] [66]



sending a sequence of low-resolution component images that produces, in stages. an
increasingly accurate representation of the original image. The motivation for
progressive coding is: I) low bit rate transmissions (e.g., videoconferencing over
telephone lines, where one wants to send a rough sketch of the image first with details
following), ii) browsing through remotely stored pictures, iii) creation of pictorial
indices for large databases, iv) the ability of adapting the amount of data compression
and image quality to the particular needs of different users or to the variable resolution
components of a large communication network, and, v) sending images from a
transmitter threatened with imminent destruction.

3.5.1 Predictive Decorrelation

Among the various compression methods, predictive techniques have the special
advantage of relatively simple implementation. Predictive schemes exploit the fact
that adjacent pixel values from a raster image are highly correlated. With a DPCM
codec, the transmitter (and receiver) predict the value of the current pixel on the basis
of the pixels which have already been transmitted (received). Then, only the
prediction error needs to be transmitted. If a good predictor is used, the distribution of
prediction error is concentrated near zero and the error image has a significantly lower
entropy compared to the original image. The number of pixels used in the predictor
(its order), and their locations with respect to the pixel to be coded have a direct
bearing on the predictor performance.  Extensive studies with a variety of data[58][59][60]

have shown that a third order linear predictor is adequate for most applications.  The[1]

prediction-error sequence can be efficiently compressed by a lossless sequential
scheme (such as: the LZ algorithm,  the modified Huffman coding,  and Arithmetic[49] [1]

coders ) to achieve distortionless reconstruction. The Lossless function of the now[61]

emerging ISO/CCITT Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) standard for
continuous-tone still image compression comprises a two-dimensional, second-order
predictor, and an entropy encoding scheme (either Huffman or Arithmetic coding) for
compressing the error-signal. [62]

3.5.2 Transform Decorrelation

The Discrete Cosine Transform  (DCT), the Walsh-Hadamard transform (WHt) and[1]

the Subband Coding  are three of the most widely used transform methods. These[68] [69]

techniques can be used as “lossy plus residual” codes with an entropy coding scheme
encoding the residual signal.  The DCT coder is part of the JPEG standard for[3] [67]

compression of still images,  the MPEG video codec  as well as the CCITT H.261[62] [64]

visual telephony standard.  In particular, the JPEG scheme can be made progressive,[63]

and lossless. Transform coding schemes are particularly fit for progressive
transmission since they can be easily arranged to send low spatial-frequency



components of the image (corresponding to low resolution representation of the
image) in early stages of the transmission with higher spatial-frequency components
following.

3.5.3 Hierarchical Decorrelation

Hierarchical decorrelation functions by generating a sequence of different resolution
representations of the image. This allows progressive image transmission and
reconstruction: first the lowest resolution image is received, after which the higher
levels of the image structure add finer detail. The S-transform,  the Laplacian[70] [72]

Pyramid  and the Hierarchical Interpolation scheme  (HINT) are the three[71] [3]

representative examples of hierarchical methods. With the HINT method an image is
transmitted progressively starting from the lowest resolution pixels and followed by
higher and higher resolution pixels. Once the pixels at any particular resolution level
have been transmitted, the pixels at the immediately higher level are decorrelated
through interpolation of the already transmitted values and encoded via a Huffman
code. Several investigations  have shown that the HINT method is the most[3] [70]

efficient scheme among the class of “lossy plus residual” techniques.

4 APPLICATIONS - HARDWARE SOLUTIONS

The Lempel-Ziv algorithm has been accepted for use in a variety of lossless data
compression standards: the QIC-122 standard for data recorded on Quarter-Inch-
Cartridges (also submitted to the ANSIX3B5 committee for consideration as an ANSI
standard), the CCITI V.42/V.42bis standard for dial-up modems, the ACR-NEMA [72]

standard for the compression of medical images. As we have mentioned before, with
the LZ77 scheme decompression is quick and easy, but the compression is slow.
Because of the difference between compression and decompression speeds, LZ77 is
appropriate and desirable for applications which are compressed once and
decompressed often, such as CD-ROM  or on-line dictionaries, etc. The LZ78[75]

algorithm leads to much faster implementations by sacrificing some compression
performance. Fast systolic array implementations of LZ algorithms have been
investigated,  and several single-chip implementations of the LZ algorithm are[73]

already available on the market. Stack Inc., provides a chip operating at 750 Kbits/s
and implementing a proprietary scheme based upon the LZ77 processor. Recently,
InfoChips Systems Inc., introduced the IC-105 chip operating at up to 1.5 MBytes/s
compression and 3.5 MBytes/s decompression rates, which implements another
proprietary scheme similar to LZ77 and is designed to be used with all types of mass
storage devices. Hewlett-Packard, Co., which uses an LZ78 algorithm in its
tapedrives,  has recently announced a single-chip implementation of this algorithm[77]

operating at 2.5 Mbytes/s. This algorithm is expected to become the second standard



for the QIC industry. It will first appear in Digital Data Storage (DDS) and Digital
Audio Tape (DAT) systems manufactured by HP and Ardat. A number of other
suppliers  have also announced their intent to ship DAT drives with data[76]

compression. What is more important though, is that the data compression technology
is no longer limited to tape, but is finding its place in random access disk as well. [74]

Disk compression is available today in a software version or with add-in coprocessor
cards. Engineers are still faced with the challenging task of developing a single-chip
data compressor that could be effectively applied to Winchester drives and other
random access devices.

From the class of statistical compression schemes, Huffman coding has gained
universal acceptance. It appears in all compression standards requiring some form of
entropy coding. However, the class of Arithmetic codes is constantly gaining in
popularity. An adaptive arithmetic scheme has been accepted by the JBIG committee
for the now evolving standard for the compression of bilevel facsimile images.
Arithmetic coding has also been part of the JPEG standard as an alternative option to
Huffman coding. However, hardware implementations of Arithmetic coders have yet
to become readily available. All available compressors conforming to the JPEG
standard (e.g., the CL550 chip by C-Cube Inc., or the STI140 codec by SGS-
Thompson) implement only the baseline function, employing the Huffman coding. So
far, the only arithmetic coder that has been realized in hardware (as a single HCMOS
chip ) is the IBM's bit-serial adaptive arithmetic coder (the Q-coder), designed for[39]

the compression of bilevel and grey-scale images. This chip achieves a throughput of
approximately 1 Mbyte/s when applied to typical facsimile images. In general, the
throughput rate of this algorithm varies with the compression ratio.

5 SIMULATION RESULTS - CONCLUSION

The performance of several of the algorithms described above is tested on a set of
sample files. Table 1 is a comparison of compression performance of five of the
sequential algorithms: 1) two-pass HC, 2) the LZ78 scheme, 3) the multisymbol
arithmetic coding scheme of Witten, Neal and Cleary  (WNC) using a fixed[6]

distribution of probabilities for the input symbols based on typical english text, 4) the
WNC scheme with an adaptive model, and 5) a statistical scheme employing a full
first order Markov model, the tree decomposition technique for binarizing the input
symbols and the binary Q-coder  for encoding the binary decisions. The files[39]

represent a variety of types and sizes; an on-line dictionary, unformatted english text,
an engineering manual and a report formatted by a word processing package, a pin list
from an engineering design, the c source code for the Unix utility compress, and the
executable code for the Unix editor vi. All files consist of eight-bit input symbols. As
a benchmark, with have also included in table 1 the zero-order (single symbol count)



entropy averages of the test files expressed in bits per symbol (bps). The HC
approximated these entropy numbers within a few percent. (The entries in tables 1,2,
denote the “effective number of bits per symbol” in the compressed data stream). Note
that adaptive schemes performed better than the entropy measure, which is partially
due to the fact that these schemes adapt to the local statistics of the source. As
expected, the fixed WNC scheme failed to compress files with statistics drastically
different from that of english text. But, even in the case of english text, adaptive
models outperformed the fixed scheme. The Markov/Q-coder scheme achieved the
best average performance, but the LZ78 scheme did better on two files and achieved a
very good average performance. Note that the LZ78 scheme runs at about an order of
magnitude faster than the Markov/Q-coder scheme. Table 1 compares the performance
of lossless schemes on picture files. Both sequential (HC, LZ78, WNC/adaptive,
Markov/NQ-coder) and two-dimensional schemes are tested. The two-dimensional
schemes are: 1) a first-order, line-by-line predictive differential coding scheme
followed by the sequential LZ78 encoder, and 2) the Independent function of the
JPEG standard for lossless compression (two-dimensional, second-order lossless
DPCM concatenated with a binary adaptive Arithmetic coder). The corpus of test files
used consists of a set of six transverse head MR (Magnetic-Resonance) medical
images with a 256x256x8-bit format. The JPEG scheme clearly outperformed all
tested algorithms. Note that, even in this case of imagery data, the sequential schemes
were able to perform better than the zero-order entropy measure.

In general the task of choosing the “best” compression algorithm for a specific
application is quite complicated. In addition to the compression ratio there is a number
of other factors that a system designer has to take into consideration when selecting
the scheme that best fits into a given system. For example, the issues of
implementation complexity, buffering requirements, encoder/decoder asymmetry,
overall system compatibility are some important parameters in choosing a
compression system.
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 Figure (1)  The Lempel-Ziv coding scheme (LZ78): principle of operation.
Both the encoder and the decoder maintain a copy of the dictionary that
changes in lock-step.

Figure (2) The Huffman compression/decompression process applied to a sample
input sequence of three-bit symbols.



 Figure (3)  Binary Arithmetic Coding: An illustrative example.
(Fixed probability distribution: pr(0) = .25, pr(l) = .75)

Table 1     Lossless compression of sequential (byte-stream, 8 bit/byte) files



Table 2     Lossless compression of raster-scan images (MR medical images)
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Abstract

An FM television system using a baseband color TV signal with a 100
kB/s PCM data FM subcarrier is described. Techniques used are based more
like those for satellite transmission of TV images than those used for
telemetry or broadcast TV. Discussion of optimization of transmission
bandwidth, deviation, and subcarrier injection levels are discussed, along with
the philosopy and application of such designs in instrumentation systems.

1 Introduction

Recent progress in manufacture of miniature, all solid-state television cameras make
possible transmission of video from platforms not previously accessible. While tube-type
cameras suffered from microphonics and other unpleasant effects not encountered in a TV
studio, cameras are now available in packages as small as a cigarette pack or a cocktail
weenie—including the lens and often including no-moving-parts electronic shutter to
freeze fast action and adjust light levels more quickly than a mechanical iris. Telemetry
transmitters have long been available in the small package sizes needed for airborne
applications, and can be (and have been) used for transmission of television images in
some TV-based weapons systems over the last twenty years or so. These older systems
were always black-and-white, and many used nonstandard video formats beholden only to
a limited number of monitors and often no videotape recorders at all. The smaller size,
higher reliability, and lower costs of solid-state cameras make transmission of black-and-
white or color TV signals for things like miss distance measurement, bomb release,
parachute systems, etc., practical where they really werent previously. For those systems
that previously had, or would benefit from, a telemetry link as well, it is generally
appropriate to combine those functions on a single RF link.



Actual selection of 7.5 MHZ as the subcarrier frequency was somewhat arbitrary,1

determined by the commercial discriminators used in the first experiment.

A broadcast NTSC color picture is limited to a bandwidth of about 4.2 MHZ; a typical2

VHS, Beta, or U-Matic recorder is limited to about 2.5 MHZ.

2 RF System Considerations

The system described in this paper is a standard color TV signal with telemetry data sent
as an FM subcarrier carrying a pulse-code modulated [PCM] digital signal. Transmitting a
video signal with an auxiliary subcarrier isn’t new—while early commercial TV system
designs had a separate transmitter for sound and video, newer designs transmit the audio
as a subcarrier 4½ MHZ above the AM video carrier. The receiver doesn’t care—it treats
the received audio carrier as a subcarrier in either case, at least if the receiver was
manufactured after about 1950. The commercial sound subcarrier is FM, and uses a
deviation for the normal audio of ±25 kHz. The broadcast audio subcarrier may contain
other services such as stereo, second-language programming, intercom service for remotes,
and telemetry for the TV transmitter, all on subcarriers of the audio track. One common
form of satellite transmission involves sending the baseband video and one or more FM
audio tracks together on an FM transponder. In such a system, the audio subcarriers are
spaced at a greater distance above the video baseband than in commercial AM
transmission, at reasonably standard frequencies of 5.5, 6.2, 6.8, 7.5, and 8.2 MHZ. Even
when the audio related to the picture transmitted is sent through other means (such as
subscription TV services are now transmitted), as many as a few dozen FM subcarriers
may be present.

3 Implementation

The system described in this paper resembles more closely the system used for satellite TV
transmission than that used for standard TV broadcast in that the carrier is FM and the
subcarrier center frequency is 7.5 MHZ.  An FM system is used not for its bandwidth1

efficiency (it isn’t the most compact), but for its relative insensitivity to rapid and slow
fades that are often present in telemetry signals sent from moving vehicles. The baseband
video signal is a standard NTSC composite color signal, whose bandwidth is a mixture of
a typical black-and-white (“luminance”) signal and a color subcarrier signal centered about
3.58 MHZ. Because of the limitations caused by the scanning system, the luminance signal
can contain no important information nor spectral energy beyond about 6 MHZ, much of
which is lost in the receiving and recording process.  As a consequence of this frequency2

limitation, significant sideband energy in the data subcarrier can extend as far down as 6
MHZ, as long as no intermodulation products create other frequencies within the video
passband; any energy below 6 MHZ may be visible in the television picture. If an FM
subcarrier is used (as we do here), a symmetrical signal would thus extend from 6 to 9



The actual appearance of interference in a television picture depends in large measure on3

the harmonic relationship between the energy and harmonics of the horizontal repetition rate and
to a lesser extent the color subcarrier frequency. The number used here is based on a worst-case
assumption.

On the PAE transmitter used, the transmitter is capable of ±6 MHZ deviation, which can4

accommodate the video signal and several subcarriers.

The original customer request (for the Naval Research Laboratories, White Oak, MD)5

was for a multiplexer bit rate of at least 19 kB/s. The Altera chip used in this implementation has
been tested at rates in excess of 100 kB/s, and will be used at 50 kB/s in this particular
application.

MHZ. A “noiseless” television picture needs a signal-to-noise ratio of 46 dB or so.  The3

sideband energy limitation determines the envelope shape of the subcarrier and the
maximum injection that can be used. The minimum injection level for the data subcarrier is
determined by other factors that well examine shortly, as is the total carrier deviation for
the video-plus-subcarrier composite.

4 RF Bandwidth

RF bandwidth can be defined in several ways, so it’s necessary to define terms first. The
RF bandwidth that is to be optimized (not necessarily minimized) is that bandwidth which
is necessary in the IF section(s) of the receiver to allow reception of the signal without
significant distortion. For an FM signal, as is the one here, the bandwidth has a minimum
of twice the bandwidth of the modulation, so with an unmodulated subcarrier, the
bandwidth required would be at least 15 MHZ, and with the assumption that the subcarrier
contains modulation, that bandwidth would be more like 17-18 MHZ. The actual
bandwidth will be somewhat larger than these numbers, though, because these estimates
assume zero carrier deviation of the actual FM composite carrier, but will never be as great
as the result predicted from Carson’s rule (bandwidth is approximately twice the sum of
peak devition and the modulation bandwidth). In satellite transmission, signals of the type
under consideration here are sent in a 40 MHZ passband transponder, and normally
detected with a receiver bandwidth of 20-28 MHZ. In the system described here, a 141-
IRE television signal feeding a transmitter with a sensitivity of 4 MHZ per peak volt
produces approximately 4 MHZ of overall deviation. Since the system is AC coupled to
the asymmetrical video, the average center frequency varies with picture content. 4

5 Data Subcarrier

The data subcarrier center frequency is selected to be 7.5 MHZ, somewhat arbitarily
because of available equipment, as mentioned earlier. The data to be sent is a binarydigital
code, with a bit rate of 100 kilobits per second.  Theoretically, a subcarrier with a5



The BIM code was selected for convenient use with existing equipment. Future designs6

using higher bit rates will use randomized NRZ, and bit rates greater than a few hundred kHz will
by synchronized to multiples of the television horizontal rate (. 15, 734 kHz) to minimize picture
interference.

bandwidth of 3 MHZ could carry a binary NRZ signal at bit rates of up to 3 Mb/sec,
although some filtering of sideband energy would no doubt be necessary to reduce picture
interference. The bit rate used thus comes nowhere close to straining the capability of the
bandwidth available on the system baseband, even when using the less spectrally-efficient
BIM code used for the first tests.  Deviation of the 7.5 MHZ carrier is set at ±75 to ±806

kHz for the 100 kB/s data rate; deviation would be set at 0.35-0.4 times the clock rate for
NRZ and twice that for BIM. Subcarrier injection level is set at ±750 kHz; if more than
one subcarrier is used, the lower subcarrier is set for ±500 kHz injection and the higher
ones tapered in accordance with their relative frequencies and data bandwidths. The
subcarrier could also be used for high-fidelity audio transmission, again not unlike standard
broadcast or satellite TV.

6 Signal Path

The digital signal to be transmitted is from an RS422 source external to the telemetry unit.
“Multiplexing” thus consists at the transmitting end of converting the two-wire balanced
source to a single-ended TTL signal, lowpass (premodulation) filtering, and feeding the
signal to a properly-scaled voltage-controlled oscillator, as shown in Figure 1, for mixing
with the video signal for transmission.

Figure 1: Block Diagram, Sending End

The lowpass filter in the video line isn’t absolutely necessary, but when used assures that
the video signal produces no interference to the FM subcarrier spectrum space. The
lowpass filter would definitely be necessary if an AM subcarrier were used.

On the receiving end, the process is reversed—the composite signal is fed to a lowpass
filter to allow the television signal to be displayed on a standard NTSC monitor, recorded,
and/or rebroadcast as a standard NTSC television signal, and fed as well to a discriminator



which recovers the analog version of the data signal. A comparator is used to resquare the
signal and a translator is used to reproduce the desired output signal, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Block Diagram, Receiving End

At the receiving end, a lowpass filter is needed if the bandwidth of the monitor, VCR,
microwave system, etc., is great enough that the subcarrier energy might interfere with the
picture (it would appear as a fine herringbone pattern). The highpass filter for the
discriminator may not be necessary in any case. The TTL output produced by the system is
normally fed to a bit synchronizer/signal conditioner [BSSC] to recover the data clock and
convert logic levels as required; in some cases the comparator function is provided by the
BSSC. If the recovered data is fed to a computer, the comparator output may be ±12 V dc

for RS-232 compatibility, etc., as determined by the use and the user.

7 Packaging

A transmitter with integral subcarrier VCO is shown in Figure 3. Size of the package is
less than 4" x 4" x 12" inches, dictated by the user, in this case a parachute recovery
project.

8 System Power

The transmitting system is powered by a 28-volt NiCd battery pack, which allows an
operating time of around 20 minutes for the 5-watt transmitter shown. A two-watt system
runs about twice as long on the same battery package. In use, the system is turned on at
takeoff time, and the battery need not last longer than the maximum amount of time that
the airplane can fly on a single tank of fuel, but this assumption can backfire if the aircraft
doesn’t take off immediately after the power is turned on. Depending on the use, a system
such as this could be operated by thermal batteries or power “stolen” from the host, or a
pin enabling the on-board batteries can be pulled by the launching sequence. Actual curent
draw at 28 volts is around 2 amperes, or 56 watts, mainly due to the efficiency (or more
accurately, inefficiency of the transmitter.



Figure 3: Television-Telemetry Transmitting System

9 Transmitting Antenna

The transmitting antenna used for this application was a blade type, which produces a
linearly-polarized signal with a gain of essentially zero dB over isotropic. The advantages
of a blade antenna include low cost and broad bandwidth (the latter essential if different
frequencies are provided on a frequency-agile transmitter); disadvantages include a very
un-omnidirectional pattern and being relatively easily broken off. If a different type of
antenna is used, the antenna bandwidth must be sufficient to pass the wideband signal,
which means at least a 2% bandwidth, not always attainable with wraparound units.

10 Receiver Package

A receiver system made for field use is shown in Figure 4. Satisfactory results have been
obtained with a UHF spiral antenna attached to a gunstock in the parachute recovery
system.

The receiver package can also be attached to any tracking antenna system available at the
test facility. Ground stations may also already have the capability of receiving and
demodulating a signal of this type, but that is not assured.



Figure 4: Television-Telemetry Receiving System

11 Ground Station Considerations

Ground stations at most test ranges have antennas and receivers that operate in the
frequency ranges used for the television-telemetry system. A typical telemetry receiver has
adjustable IF and baseband bandwidths, but many ground station receivers may not be
adjustable enough to allow the required bandwidths for this purpose. Many telemetry
receivers also do not use the 160- and 70 MHZ IF frequencies common in television
systems, and thus cannot be used as a downconverter feeding external equipment.
Receivers capable of these bandwidths can be obtained from several manufacturers,
however, and retrofit kits for modification of some existing telemetry receivers are
available.

12 Conclusion

Television pictures produced by miniature cameras are a cost-effective replacement or
supplement to methods currently in use. If a picture is worth a thousand words, producing
the proper pictures can be very verbose indeed.
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ABSTRACT

The use of embedded asynchronous data streams is becoming a popular means of
expanding existing telemetry systems and acquiring subsystem data. In such systems,
synchronization between the primary and secondary system(s) clocks is usually
considered a prerequisite. The Phillips Laboratory has developed a software/hardware
approach to the problem of decommutating an embedded asynchronous data stream
without primary and secondary frame and clock synchronization. The methodology
employed is easily implemented and adapted to many system configurations, and
represents a low-cost option in the acquisition of subsystem data. More importantly,
the use of such a system greatly reduces the amount of systems integration effort
required to incorporate multiple subsystems into a host telemetry system.

INTRODUCTION

Two-phase (liquid/vapor) flow thermal management systems are more efficient than
single phase systems, and are therefore of great interest to the space community as a
means of reducing spacecraft mass (Best et al 1988, Mahefky 1982). The Air Force's
Phillips Laboratory has embarked on an experimental program to investigate the
operational performance of a small two-phase flow loop during a seven minute
sounding rocket flight. As the first-ever pumped two-phase loop flown in space, the
experiment is designed to demonstrate the feasibility of using a liquid/vapor mixture
for the cooling of spacecraft components. A similar boiling and condensing thermal
management system has been baselined by NASA to provide thermal control on the
space station Freedom, and other spacecraft designers are also investigating the
advantages (reduced launch mass, increased payload delivery to orbit, greater
operational flexibility, etc.) achieved by using this technology.



The Two-Phase Flow in Microgravity Experiment will piggyback into space on a
booster provided by Sandia National Laboratories. The experiment will be launched
into a suborbital trajectory from the Kauai Test Facility in Hawaii onboard the first
STARS booster in the fall of 1991. Although the experiment is the primary payload on
the flight, the main objective of the mission is to demonstrate the successful launch
and flight of the booster. The Phillips Laboratory was granted free access to the
payload volume by the mission organizers, and few restrictions were placed on the
utilization of that volume and on the nature of the experiment to be carried into space.
In addition, the payload was allocated ten words in the main Pulse Code Modulation
(PCM) telemetry stream controlled by the third stage of the booster. Due to the loss of
the payload upon reentry into the atmosphere, the experiment relies solely on the
booster's telemetry system for all data transmission to the ground station.

The experiment controller inserts the payload data into the designated words in the
telemetry stream, each sampled approximately 256 times per second. In order to make
accurate measurements of the experiment's performance, Phillips Lab researchers
require continuous readings from a minimum of 32 instruments. The temperature,
pressure and flow fluctuations being monitored in the experimental loop occur
primarily in the 0-10 Hz frequency regime. A hardware and/or software data
acquisition system was required to match the unique data requirements of the
experiment with the payload's allotted space in the Primary Data Stream.

 INTERFACE DESCRIPTION

The high reliance of the payload on the booster telemetry system mandated strict
adherence to all payload/booster interface specifications. The actual interface
consisted of 10 data words located at various points in the 512 word Primary Data
Stream as seen in Figure 1. The telemetry system samples these data words 256 times
per second and digitizes the analog (0-5 volt) signal present at the input into an 8 bit
digital signal. These 8 bits are then converted to NRZ-L format and transmitted to the
ground site.

An embedded asynchronous data stream (EADS) format was employed to condense
the 32 instruments into the ten data words dedicated to the experiment. Properly
defined, an EADS is a secondary stream which has major frame characteristics and is
inserted into a host major frame in a manner which does not allow the prediction of
the location of the embedded synchronization information based only on the host
format timing (IRIG Standard 106-86 Telemetry Standards, 1987). Specific word
positions in the host minor frame are dedicated to the embedded asynchronous format;
the subsystem then multiplexes the secondary data stream, along with frame



 
Figure 1. Payload Word Locations In the Primary Data Stream

synchronization information, into those specific word positions. Implicit in the
standard use of EADS formats is the understanding that the subsystem knows when its
allocated words in the main PCM stream are being sampled. With this knowledge, the
subsystem can index through the data words in its secondary stream while that stream
is not being sampled by the host telemetry system. Synchronization between the
subsystem and the host ensures that only steady, accurate data is sampled and
transmitted through the primary PCM stream. Without clock synchronization, data
loss will inevitably occur whenever the host telemetry system samples the secondary
data stream as it is changing state.



In this specific application, clock synchronization between the payload and the third
stage was impossible due to a number of interface design considerations. The impact
of data loss due to the lack of access to the Primary Data Stream's clock is significant.
No embedded asynchronous data stream will be immune to data loss periods as long
as it remains truly asynchronous with the primary stream. The data acquisition boards
used to multiplex the instrument data have a settling time of 12 µs. If the multiplexing
frequency of the boards is set at 256 Hz (as it was in this application), the plateaus in
the multiplexed stream where good data is available will last approximately 3900 µs.
With those constraints, there exists a 0.31% probability that a sample of the
multiplexed stream will occur during the 12 µs transition period, and the sample will
therefore contain erroneous data. Figure 2 gives a pictorial description of just how that
data loss occurs. There is absolutely no way to distinguish a good data point from one
that is bad within a multiplexed stream of 16 instruments, all of which may exhibit
normal fluctuations around their nominal values. Furthermore, the data blackout
period, or data discontinuity (i.e., that word in the primary stream which is being
sampled as the payload data stream is indexing between two consecutive points) will
move through the Primary Data Stream's major frame at a rate dependent on the
difference in the two systems' encoding frequencies. Every time the data discontinuity
reaches one of the ten words allocated to the payload, incorrect data will be
transmitted through the telemetry system.

Figure 2. Lack of Synchronization Between Primary and
Secondary Data Clocks Leads to Data Loss

The use of an embedded asynchronous format without access to the host telemetry
system's clock presented a significant obstacle to the design of the experiment data
acquisition system. The challenge was to design a data acquisition system which
would mitigate the negative effects of a truly asynchronous embedded data stream.



DESIGN METHODOLOGY

To solve this unique data acquisition problem, a system was designed that determines
the validity of the sampled data point by locating and tracking the position of the data
discontinuity. This process does not require the use of any synchronization bits within
the secondary stream, nor does it require subframe synchronization with the primary
telemetry frame. Hardware was employed to minimize the occurrence of data loss
regions due to the lack of synchronization between the two clocks. A software system
was used to identify and remove those data points in the embedded stream which
represented transition values in the multiplexed stream, and not actual instrument data.

The design of the data acquisition system alternates embedded asynchronous data
streams (EADS) and data tag words containing information about the EADS into the
primary telemetry frame to retrieve the embedded data. The specific EADS is placed
in a given word with data tags placed in the two closest surrounding data words. The
information placed in the data tags indicates to which instrument the data currently
being read belongs. The data tag signals are obtained from a completely independent
secondary data clock which is utilized to produce a binary counter which cycles from
0 to 15. The four signals constituting the binary counter are used on the experiment for
two purposes: First, they are used to multiplex the 16 instrument channels (numbered
0-15) into a single data stream. Second, after conversion to analog signals, they
indicate which channel is currently at the output of the digital acquisition board and
being multiplexed into the telemetry stream. By monitoring the voltage of the
surrounding data tags, the validity of any given data point can be determined. If the
voltage values before and after the data point are identical, then the channel selected
remained constant over the sample time and the data is valid and belongs to the
channel indicated. If the voltage values before and after the data point differ, then the
multiplexed data stream has changed state somewhere within the sample time. In this
case, the origin and identity of the received data is not immediately clear. The data
tags allow the data discontinuity to be located and tracked quite readily throughout the
frame. Once the relative speed of the data discontinuity has been determined, accurate
predictions can be made of exactly when and for exactly how long the data
discontinuity will cause erroneous data to be transmitted as part of the payload's data
streams.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE TRADE STUDIES

This design methodology described above was combined with the analysis of
expected data streams and data rates to design a system that achieves a high degree of
data resolution. Many factors played roles in the determination of the system's final
design.



The first system architecture trade study centered around the number of data tags to be
used given the total allocation of ten words in the Primary Data Stream. The ability to
track and verify the position of the data discontinuity is determined by the number of
tag words used. The use of additional tag-words improves the system's ability to
ensure accurate tracking of the data discontinuity at the expense of reducing those
words dedicated to transmitting data. If only one tag word is used, the location of the
discontinuity can be verified only when it crosses the chosen tag word. With two or
more tag words, the location of the discontinuity can be maintained within bounds at
all times; however, the discontinuity's location can only be verified when it crosses
one of the tag words. With the given location of the experiment's words in the Primary
Data Stream and the possible instability of the system clocks (which can cause
measurement and tracking errors), the decision was made to use four tag words to
track the location of the discontinuity. The use of four words provides a reasonable
balance between the desire to track the data discontinuity as much as possible and the
need to transmit the experiment's data at die same time. In this configuration, six
words are left dedicated to the experiment's data.

The use of the six data words was the subject of the second design study. The
experiment's 32 instruments are multiplexed by two commercial data acquisition
boards into parallel streams of 16 instruments each. In addition, those same 32
instruments are also routed to an entirely redundant set of multiplexing boards,
providing four embedded asynchronous data streams in all. This parallel redundancy
provides two key advantages: first, the failure of a single board during the mission
will not lead to the loss of data on that board's instruments because of the existence of
the backup board; second, and more importantly, the effect of the data discontinuity
can be minimized with two words transmitting the same data throughout the flight.
Although the data within one word may be discarded for a certain length of time, the
same data is successfully retrieved at the same time from the redundant word in the
telemetry system's major frame. There are no data blackout periods; only periods of
time when data is collected at a reduced frequency because one of the two streams had
to be omitted due to the presence of the data discontinuity. The remaining two data
words are dedicated to the experiment's two most critical instruments. The signals
from these two instruments are fed directly into the telemetry system, and are
transmitted without the induced disturbance and inherent complexity of an EADS
format.

The third system architecture trade study involved the placement of the tag words,
multiplexed data streams, and steady instrument channels into the ten data words. The
sampling intervals between consecutive words varied greatly because of the random
nature of the location of the words in the Primary Data Stream. The desired objective
was to alternate multiplexed data streams and data tags, minimizing the amount of



space within a single tag/data stream/tag group. The sampling intervals between all
possible three word groups were calculated, and the eight tags and EADS words were
carefully placed into those words in such a way as to enhance the ability of the system
to ascertain the validity of the data. The position of the steady instrument channels
was far less important because of the ability to identify the data discontinuity merely
by inspection of the steady, non-multiplexed stream. The remaining two words were
therefore used to transmit the steady channels.

The choice of the frequency at which to encode the secondary data streams was the
topic of the fourth system trade study. The knowledge of the primary telemetry clock
frequency and the ability to select the frequency of the secondary data clock allowed
the rate at which the data discontinuity moves to be established by the system
designers. By selecting the primary and secondary frequencies very nearly the same,
the region can be made to move very slowly and very predictably through the
telemetry frame. In fact, if the secondary frequency is chosen such that the primary
clock rate is an integer multiple of the secondary frequency, the data discontinuity
becomes much easier to track. If the secondary clock rate is chosen to vary widely
from the frequency of the primary clock, the data discontinuity will move great
distances in consecutive frames and become more difficult to track. The direction of
movement of the data discontinuity is likewise easily set. If the frequency of the
payload's clock is slower than the telemetry system's clock, as it was in this
application, the discontinuity appears to move forward through the data stream at a
rate relative to the difference in frequencies. To minimize any tracking problems, the
frequency of the secondary clock was chosen to be within .03 Hz of the primary
frequency.

The last major system design trade study was the determination of the optimal format
of the secondary data stream. The redundant nature of the embedded asynchronous
data streams permitted a twofold increase in the achievable sampling rate of all the
instruments. Because a single set of digital counter lines are used to select channels on
all data acquisition boards simultaneously, all instruments on the same channel on
different boards are fed to the telemetry system at the same time. By placing
redundant instrument signals on different data acquisition boards 180 degrees out of
phase, the sampling rate of each instrument is effectively doubled, with minimal
added system complexity. For example, the water flowmeter signal was placed on
data acquisition board 1 channel 0 and on data acquisition board 3 channel 8. Each
instrument is therefore read twice during each cycle of the 16 channels, once on board
1 and once on board 3 a half cycle later. The result is that each instrument is sampled
at 32 Hz instead of 16 Hz, which would have been the maximum achievable sampling
rate of 16 instruments with a clock frequency of 256 Hz. The placement of
consecutive instruments was a carefully thought out complementary design decision.



By placing instruments typically generating higher voltages next to those generating
low voltages, the ability to discriminate signal sources is enhanced. The instrument
signals were arranged on each data acquisition board such that dissimilar values were
placed on consecutive channels. Minor modifications to the format of the embedded
data streams were thus responsible for doubling the sample rate of each instrument
and eliminating any ambiguity which would have been caused by the collocation of
instruments with similar values.

Figure 3. Hardware System Schematic

These system trade studies were performed in order to arrive at the most efficient
design given the existing hardware systems and interface requirements. Figure 3
provides a description of the final hardware design used in this application,
emphasizing the built-in redundancy provided at the data acquisition boards and the
simultaneous, parallel creation of the data tags. The large amount of flexibility in the
design parameters requires a good deal of thought to arrive at an optimal configuration
for a specific application. On the other hand, it also makes the design method and
approach inherently easy to adapt to systems with different requirements and
constraints.

SOFTWARE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

The performance capabilities of this design rely primarily on the system's ability to
locate and track the data discontinuity. Software algorithms have been developed to
perform the locating and tracking processes. A standard telemetry decommutation
system is used to lock onto the Primary Data Stream and extract the ten words
allocated to the experiment. To reiterate, eight of the ten words are embedded



asynchronous streams: four contain raw experiment data in a 16 word pattern, and four
contain the data tags necessary to successfully decommutate the embedded data
streams. The remaining two words are dedicated to the two most important
instruments on the experiment and do not use an embedded asynchronous data stream
format. An overview of the entire software algorithm structure is given in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Software Algorithm and Logic Structure



The four tag words are routed directly to the Frame Alignment algorithm. The primary
function of the Frame Alignment algorithm is to artificially establish an initial
condition between the primary and the secondary streams such that both streams
appear to begin multiplexing at the same time. Because the encoding frequencies of
both streams are so similar (the secondary stream multiplexes at a rate which is less
than 0.03 Hz different from the rate at which the primary stream samples each word),
the payload controller essentially places a different data point into each of the ten
words in the primary frame every time those data words are sampled. The lack of
clock synchronization between the two systems prevents any prediction of the initial
location of the data discontinuity. The Frame Alignment algorithm locates the starting
position of the data discontinuity and subsequently refers to that position as the first
word in the Primary Data Stream. The algorithm creates a repeatable initial condition,
simplifying the interface with the remaining algorithms.

The Data Discontinuity Locator and Tracker algorithm is designed to identify every
time any of the data streams in the ten payload words may be compromised due to the
proximity of the data discontinuity. The algorithm uses the four tag words to locate,
track, and monitor the progression of the data discontinuity. Once the data
discontinuity has been successfully tracked through the tag words for the entire
mission, the periods of time when the data discontinuity affects actual data channels
can be calculated. The Data Discontinuity Locator and Tracker algorithm outputs six
files, each of which contains the times for each data word during which the data
should be discarded.

The six filter algorithms accept the time files outputted by the previous algorithm and
use them to discard raw data which may have been affected by the data discontinuity.
The algorithms include a buffer with a length of one word on each side of the specific
data word in question. The one word buffer length is a factor of safety to ensure that
no questionable data is passed through and labeled as accurate. The output of the filter
algorithms is a stream of data which can be labeled as valid with a high degree of
certainty.

The final algorithm decommutates the embedded asynchronous data streams which
have been verified as accurate. Using the tag files and the outputs of the filter
algorithms, the Software Decommutation algorithm can identify individual pieces of
data and write them to specific instrument files. In addition, the embedded stream
redundancy (EADS 1 contains the same information as EADS 3, and EADS 2
contains the same information as EADS 4) is dealt with as the program is designed to
take data points from both streams and write them to an individual instrument output
file.



SYSTEM TESTING AND RESULTS

The intense interest in verifying this unique data acquisition system design resulted in
extensive validation testing of the telemetry system. A great deal of subsystem and
system bench testing was augmented and verified by three complete and distinct
system tests. The data collected during the system tests was analyzed and
decommutated by the software algorithms exactly in the manner to be used for the
actual flight data.

The first and second system tests used the same test set-up to establish whether or not
the system design would function as expected. In preparation for the first system test,
the necessity of fixing some of the input variables to facilitate the validation of system
performance was apparent. Steady voltage values (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 Vdc) replaced
the experiment's instruments on the data acquisition boards and created a distinctive,
repeatable pattern when multiplexed. The software decommutation of a distinctive,
steady pattern as opposed to actual fluctuating instrument signals was projected to be
significantly easier to work with and to troubleshoot. Unfortunately, the first system
test was cut short by an unforeseen electronics problem. Low input impedance on the
D/A converter, which creates the data tags so crucial to the system design, resulted in
an over-loading of the D/A output signals during the first system test. Certain output
voltages were drawn down resulting in inaccurately low voltage readings and
inaccurately tagged data. This impedance mismatch was corrected by the addition of
an operational amplifier to the output of the D/A electronics. The function of the
corrected electronics system was verified at the second system test, and the complete
telemetry data stream was recorded. The software data acquisition routines were
successfully able to identify the regions of data loss caused by the data discontinuity
and extract the experiment's secondary embedded asynchronous data stream.
Complete verification of the data acquisition system was achieved during the second
system test, and a better understanding of the system's characteristics was gained.

After review and validation of the results of the second system test, a complete system
qualification test was conducted with the booster. During this third system test, the
experiment was connected to the booster telemetry system and a complete mission
profile was simulated. The entire telemetry data stream (this time containing actual
instrument signals) was recorded and processed through the software decommutation
routines. The data discontinuity was easily located and successfully tracked by
looking for its distinctive pattern. Figure 5 is an example of how a data tag stream is
affected when the data discontinuity moves through its position. The steady, staircase-
like pattern is briefly interrupted as the Primary Data Stream attempts to sample the
tag stream just as the tag stream is indexing between consecutive values. The stream
returns to normal within 250 ms.



Figure 5. Impact of the data discontinuity on a data tag-stream

Actual flight hardware and software was used at all phases of the telemetry test
program with the minor exception of the simulated instrument signals used during the
first and second system tests. These three extensive tests verified the performance of
the data acquisition system design and greatly increased the confidence in the system's
ability to successfully retrieve the experiment's data from the secondary data stream
embedded within the host major frame.

A large amount of effort was also placed into quantifying the performance of the
system as achieved during the third system test. The data discontinuity was measured
to move forward through the primary major frame at a rate of 11.57 words/second, for
a dwell time on each word of .086 seconds. At that rate, it takes the data discontinuity
about 45 seconds to traverse the entire 512 word frame. The amount of data lost on
any one embedded stream is easily calculated. In any given 45 second period, the data
discontinuity will move through each of the ten words a single time. The software
uses a one word buffer on either side of the words containing embedded asynchronous
data streams, for a total data loss period of 0.259 seconds. A 45 second stream of data
will therefore have a 0.259 second gap due to the data discontinuity, meaning over
99.4% of the data on any single stream is retrieved successfully at 16 Hz. By
combining the parallel redundant streams which have their instrument positions and
respective data loss regions out of phase, data can be collected at 32 Hz approximately
98.8% of the time, with the balance of data collected at 16 Hz. This last figure is
especially important. Given the number of instruments within each stream, the number
of streams used, and the primary encoding frequency (256 Hz), 32 Hz is the
theoretical and practical limit for any system which employs an embedded data stream
format. The rate at which the embedded data is encoded can never be faster than the



primary data rate, or data will be lost continuously (Smith et al 1986). The fact that
this practical limit is very nearly achieved without the benefit of primary and
secondary clock synchronization is noteworthy. The more general result of this effort
is the development of a data acquisition system that utilizes an embedded
asynchronous data stream without primary and secondary frame synchronization to
retrieve all experimental data without modification to the existing telemetry system.

ADVANTAGES

Extracting valid data from a truly asynchronous embedded data stream is no simple
task. The methodology employed here presents a number of attractive advantages for
future telemetry system designers. First, the system does not require any primary
frame-to-frame dependence; all the information necessary to extract valid data is
contained within one frame's grouping of the ten words allocated to the payload. The
ability to track and record the position of the data discontinuity throughout the flight
(as was accomplished in this application) does increase the amount of valid data able
to be extracted from the raw data stream. However, the system can work quite
effectively without looking forwards or backwards through the Primary Data Stream.
An embedded data stream structure which may extend over several primary frames
and rely on synchronization bits transmitted far back in the Primary Data Stream is
inherently susceptible to loss of synchronization during dropout periods in that stream.
Indeed, those dropout periods may be extended as the decommutation system attempts
to reestablish synchronization with the embedded stream. If the system presented is
given only one primary frame of data, it can extract embedded asynchronous payload
data in a straightforward manner.

Second, the hardware/software system described can be adapted for many different
applications. Differences in primary telemetry system characteristics, payload data
requirements, payload/rocket interface issues, and secondary data stream format can
all be tolerated using this methodology. A number of trade studies will have to be
performed to determine optimal system configuration, but the general approach
remains the same. In the future, requirements for real-time extraction of the data from
the embedded asynchronous data streams can even be supported with a hardware
implementation of the software algorithms described above.

Most importantly, though, the use of such a system drastically reduces the system's
interface issues and systems integration effort required prior to final payload mating
with the booster. The limited access to space currently provided microgravity
researchers in the United States has forced the space test community to search for
innovative and cost-effective means of placing their payloads in orbit. Small
experiments may very well be given more “piggyback” rides into space if they can



limit the systems integration impact on the host booster. By developing a low cost,
low impact expansion to a standard telemetry system, the Phillips Laboratory was able
to gain access to space without impacting the STARS rocket program in a major way.
The Phillips Laboratory payload requires no synchronization signals from the rocket's
telemetry system in order to successfully transmit the data from the experiment. All
the payload requires, and all that future small payloads may require of a host system,
is a number of spare words in the Primary Data Stream into which they may place
truly asynchronous embedded data and data tag streams.

CONCLUSION

Methods for reducing the complexity, integration effort, and cost of designing and
producing space qualified hardware are major considerations of any space system
engineering effort. Described is a method for acquiring spacecraft subsystem data that
requires low systems overhead, minimal integration effort, and can be adapted to
support a large range of systems. The design incorporates the use of embedded
asynchronous data streams to obtain subsystem data without synchronization of the
primary and secondary data streams. The system, designed to integrate the Two-Phase
Flow in Microgravity Experiment with the STARS rocket, can be adapted to interface
a wide variety of other data formats to standard telemetry systems without requiring
multiple redesigns.
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ABSTRACT

Shortened cyclic codes are not cyclic, but many cyclic shifts of various code words
are still part of the shortened code set.  This paper addresses the probability of false
synchronization obtained through polynomial division of a serial shortened cyclic code
stream in a “sliding” window correlator.

Key words: shortened cyclic codes, “sliding” window correlators, serial bit stream
synchronization.

INTRODUCTION

Three basic operational modes have been considered for spacecraft uplink command
communications. All of these modes have forty-eight bit command words.

The forty-eight bit command words include an eight bit spacecraft address, two fixed
bits, thirty-one data bits and a seven bit parity check. Thus, each forty-eight bit command
word would be comprised of forty-one bits plus a seven bit parity check. The seven bit
parity check is formed by a polynomial division technique commonly referred to as
Cyclic Rundancy Check, CRC, using the polynomial g(x) = x  + x  + x2 + x  derived7  6    0

from the CCSDS 201.0-B-1 Standard, paragraph 3.3.1.

This polynomial is a non-primitive generator polynomial for the 63,56 single error
correcting (SEC), double error detecting (DED) Hamming code. It in turn is constructed
from the generator polynomial for the 63,57 single error correcting code which is
p(x) = x  + x + 1 by multiplication by 1 + x to produce the 63,56 cyclic code generator6

polynomial g(x).

The command word is a shortened version of the 63,56 SEC, DED code. The
shortening is accomplished in a virtual sense by assuming the first 15 bits of each word
are zeroes. Thus, the forty-eight bit command words are actually a 48,41 SEC, DED code
obtained by shortening the 63,56 SEC, DED cyclic code. (If no error correction is
attempted, the code, which has minimum distance of four, can be used to detect up to



three errors.) Importantly, it must be realized that shortened cyclic codes are not
themselves cyclic [1].

The command word acceptance technique would include an exact match for the eight
bit spacecraft address code, an exact match of the two fixed bits, a command length of
exactly 48 bits and an exact match of the error checking polynomial parity bits as
rederived on the spacecraft by division of the first 41 bits by the generator polynomial
g(x). It is the probability of false acceptance of the division process that this paper
addresses.

Normally the cyclic shift of a code word will result in another valid code word. (A
cyclic shift is easily envisioned by placing a code word in a shift register with the output
line fed back to the input of the register. A shift of the register, thus, will cycle the output
bit of the register to the input of the register. The MSB then becomes the LSB for each
cyclic shift thereof.) However, for shortened versions of a cyclic code, this property does
not hold for all code words in the shortened code set.

If a synchronization scheme incorporates the concept of division of a serial bit pattern
in an X bit window by a generator polynomial and essentially interpreting a remainder of
zero as a valid code word, then this amounts to a ‘sliding window’ correlator, i.e., as the
serial bit stream ‘slides’ by the X bit window, the contents of the window are divided by
g(x) on a bit-by-bit basis. False synchronization (false acceptance) occurs when the
remainder term from the division is zero and segments of two adjacent words, x and y, are
within the correlator window.

There are two mechanisms by which false synchronization may occur. First, a sync
will occur if an apparent ith (or(n-i)th) cyclic shift of word x (or y) occurs, as a serial
pattern is shifted through the window. Second, that portion of the bit stream within the
correlator window may accidently “coincide” with a different valid code word other than
a cyclic shifted version of the word under inspection. The probabilities of each of these
occurrences have been derived separately [2]. In order to distinguish the two mechanisms
by which false synchronization may occur, the subscripts “CS” (cyclic shift) and “CC”
(coincidental correlation) are used. The two mechanisms represent mutually exclusive
events, therefore the probability of false sync acquisition is the sum of two individual
probabilities,

P(FSA) = P(FSA)  + P(FSA) . (1)CS  CC



FALSE SYNCHRONIZATION DUE TO CYCLIC SHIFTS OF X AND Y (FULL-
LENGTH CODES, l = 0), P(FSA)  (l = SHORTENING PARAMETER)CS

After a valid word is located in the correlator window, a cyclic shift of x will occur on
the first serial shift of the bit stream through the correlator window if the bit “shifted in”
matches the bit “shifted out.” Since bit values “1" and “0" are equally likely, the
probability that a cyclic shift of x results on the first shift or the correlator window is

P(False sync on shift no. 1)  = 0.5.CS

False synchronization due to a cyclic shift of x occurs on the second shift if each of
the two bits “shifted in” match each of the two bits “shifted out.” Again, since code word
bit values of “1" and “0" are equally likely, the probability that a cyclic shift of x occurs
on the second shift of the correlator window is

P(False sync on shift no. 2)  = (½)  = 0.25.CS
2

Once the correlator window contains more bits from word y than it does from word x,
false synchronizations due to cyclic shifts are due to cyclic shifts of y. Thus, when 

full length codes are being considered, it is sufficient to calculate the first  

probabilities and use the property of symmetry to determine the remaining values.

In general, the probability of false synchronization due to cyclic shifts of x followed
by y (full-length codes) is expressed as

(2)

Once the individual shift probabilities P(False sync on shift i)  have been determined,CS

the average probability of false sync, P(FSA) , is calculated byCS

(3)
which yields an arithmetic average over all shifts.



Using Equation 3 and the symmetry of the probability P(False sync on shift i)  fromCS

Equation 2, the probability of false sync acquisition for full-length codes is [2, pages
18-21]:

(4)

  FALSE SYNCHRONIZATION DUE TO CYCLIC SHIFTS OF X AND Y,
(CODES SHORTENED BY l = 1), P(FSA)CS

Once a full-length code is shortened, the cyclic relationship between all code words is
lost. (There may still be many cyclic shift code words present but not all cyclic shifts will
be present.) Recall that the full-length code word from which the shortened word (l = 1)
is derived has a zero in the MSB position [1]:

x  x  . . . x  x  [0].0 1    n-3 n-2

The bracketed zero, [0], indicates the bit that is removed in order to shorten the code.

The full-length code words from which shortened words are derived will be used in the
following discussion to demonstrate the conditions under which a cyclic shift of a valid
(shortened) code word yields another valid code word.

Consider a full-length code word of the form x  x . . . x  x  0. The first cyclic shift of0 1    n-3 n-2

this word has the form 0 x  x  . . . x  x  . The original word, x  x  . . . x  x  0, may be0 1    n-3 n-2     0 1    n-3 n-2

shortened to form a word in a shortened code set. The new word of the full-length code
formed by the first cyclic shift, 0 x  x  . . . x  x , may also be shortened if the last0 1    n-3 n-2

bit, x , is a zero.n-2

On the next cyclic shift, the word x  0 x  x  . . . x  is formed, and may be shortenedn-2  0 1    n-3

if the last bit, x , is a zero. At each shift of a valid full-length code word, a valid coden-3

word in shortened set, l = 1, can be created if the last bit of the full-length word is a zero.
Because the form of the original full-length code word is specified with a zero in the last
bit position, cyclic shifts of the word must track the location of this zero as well. Thus,
two bit positions may be monitored at each cyclic shift:

1) the last bit, and
2) the location of the zero (or zeroes, for l > 1).



As a bit stream comprised of shortened code words passes through a correlator
window, successive “cyclic shifts” of a word x are defined as follows:

Original word in the correlator window: x  x  x  . . . x  x0 1 2    n-3 n-2

First shift.- B  x  x  . . . x  xm 0 1    n-4 n-3

Second shift: b  b  x  . . . x  xn m 0    n-5 n-4

where b  and b  represent bits from the next word in the bit stream. At each shift i, an  m

cyclic shift is said to occur and synchronization is flagged when

Rule 1) the n-l bits in the correlator window form the first n-l bits of the ith shift of
the full-length word from which the original shortened code word is
derived, and

Rule 2) the last l bits in the correlator window on shift i-l are zeroes.

These two stipulations relate to the two bit positions which may be monitored in cyclic
shifts of full-length code words of the form x  x  x  . . . x  0  . . . 0  .0 1 2    n-  n-     n-1l l

With these guidelines in place, it is now possible to determine P(False sync on shift no.
1) when l = 1. On the first shift, the bit pattern in the correlator window is b  x  x  . . . xm 0 1    n-4

x  . Synchronization will occur if the bit b  is a zero (since the first cyclic shift of then-3        m

full-length word from which the original shortened code word is derived is 0 x  x  . . . x0 1    n-3

x ) and bit x  is a zero (since a full-length word must have a zero in the last location inn-2    n-2

order to be a valid shortened word when l = 1). Stated differently, synchronization will
occur on the first shift if a zero is shifted in and a zero is shifted out. Thus, the
corresponding probability of this event is

P(False sync on shift no. 1)     = P(Zero is shifted out)•P(Zero is shifted in)CS

     = (½) (½)

     = 0.25.

Note that the events “zero is shifted out” and “zero is shifted in” are independent.



On the second shift through the correlator window, there are four combinations of
“1"s and “0"s of bits to be shifted in: 00, 01, 10, and 11. By the definition of a cyclic
shift, the bits which are “shifted in” are also “shifted out.” However, since the word on
which cyclic shifts are being performed is a full-length word of the form x  x  x  . . . x0 1 2    n-3

x  [0], the bits which are shifted out are the last two bits, x  and 0. Of thesen-2             n-2

combinations, 01 and 11 cannot yield synchronization due to cyclic shift since a “1" is in
the [0] location. This preceding discussion provides an intuitive interpretation for Rule 1
(above).

In order to evaluate the remaining combinations 00 and 10, Rule 2 must be
considered. This is best illustrated by example. If 00 is shifted in on shift i = 2, the bit
pattern in the window on each of the first two shifts is

x  x  x  . . . x  x  x Original (shortened) word in correlator window0 1 2    n-4 n-3 n-2

b  = 0 x  x  x  . . . x  x First shiftm   0 1 2    n-4 n-3

b  = 0 b  = 0 x  x  x  . . . x Second shift.n   m   0 1 2    n-4

Recall that the full-length word from which this shortened word is derived has the
form x  x  x  . . . x  x  x  x . If b  = 0 b  = 0 is cyclic shifted in, then x  = 0 x  = 0 0 1 2    n-4 n-3 n-2 n-1   n   m        n-2   n-1

must be shifted out. Therefore, for false synchronization to occur, the following three
events must occur. First, b  must be a zero (in accordance with Rule 1). Second, since bm            n

= 0, x  must also be a zero. Third, if a valid shortened word is to occur on shift i = 2,n-2

then the bit shifted out on i = 1 must be a zero (in accordance with Rule 2). Thus, xn-3

must be a zero.

Now consider the combination 10. First, by Rule 1, if b  = 1 b  = 0 is cyclic shiftedn   m

in, then bit x  must be a one. Second, since  b  = 1, x   must also be a one. Third, byn-2        n   n-2

Rule 2,  x  must be a zero.n-3

The probability of false sync on the second shift is calculated as follows. First, only
those combinations of bits shifted in which do not violate Rule 1 must be considered. For
each combination that can yield false sync acquisition, the following independent
probabilities must be considered:

1) The probability of shifting in bit pattern b b  must be evaluated.n m

2) Since cyclic shifts are being considered, the bit b  corresponds to the 0 that ism

removed when the full-length code is shortened, and bit b  corresponds to the bitm

x  which is shifted from the correlator window on shift i = 1. By definition ofn-2

cyclic shifts, x  = b . The probability of this event must be considered.n-2  n



3) Even though bit pattern b b  may be shifted in on the first two shifts, and bit x  =n m            n-2

b  may be shifted out on shift i = 1, there is still only a 50/50 chance that bit x  isn                   n-3

a 0, in accordance with Rule 2.

Thus, the probability of false sync acquisition on shift i = 2 becomes

P(False sync on shift no. 2) = P(00 shifted in) • P(x  = 0) • P(x  = 0)CS     n-2    n-3

+ P(10 shifted in) • P(x  = 1) • P(x  = 0)n-2    n-3

= (½)(½) • (½) • (½) + (½)(½) • (½) • (½)

= 0.125.

Probability derivation for the third shift proceeds in a similar manner. There are 23

possible bit combinations shifted in and out. Of these, the combinations 001, 011, 101,
and 111 cannot result in false synchronization due to cyclic shifts of the original word x
since a “1” is found in the deleted zero location of the full-length word from which the
shortened word is derived. Each of the remaining combinations 000, 010, 100, and 110
must be evaluated, and the same three independent probabilities must be considered on
shift i = 3 as were considered on shift i = 2.

The probability of false sync on the third shift is

P(False sync on shift no. 2)CS

= P(000 shifted in) • P(x  = 0 x  = 0) • P(x  = 0)n-2   n-3    n-4

+ P(010 shifted in) • P(x  = 0 x  = 1) • P(x  = 0)n-2   n-3    n-4

+ P(100 shifted in) • P(x  = 1 x  = 0) • P(x  = 0)n-2   n-3    n-4

+ P(110 shifted in) • P(x  = 1 x  = 1) • P(x  = 0)n-2   n-3    n-4

= 4 [(½) (½) (½) • (½) (½) • (½)]

= 0.0625.



If the bits within the correlator window are comprised evenly of portions from x and y,
cyclic shifts of either word are equally possible. This special case, where cyclic shifts of
both x and y may occur, is referred to as the center probability, CP. The probabilities
P(False sync on shift i)  are symmetric about the center probability.CS

In general, the probabilities of false sync due to cyclic shifts of code words shortened
by l = 1 are as follows [2, pages 21-26 contain the full derivation]:

    

(5)

*The operator int extracts the integer portion of the argument, i.e., int(4.7) = 4.



From Equation 5 (above) and Equation 3,

the probability of false sync acquisition may be written as

(6)

for the l = 1 shortened cyclic code using the symmetry property where F = integer value
of (n-2)/2.

FALSE SYNCHRONIZATION DUE TO CYCLIC SHIFTS OF X AND Y,
(GENERAL CASE: CODES SHORTENED BY l), (P(FSA)CS

Following the preceding discussion for codes shortened by l = 1, a general probability
expression for codes shortened by l has been derived for each shift of the correlator
window:

(7)

The property of symmetry is used to derive the remaining values for shift numbers greater
than [(n-l-1)/2] + 1.

As in the previous case for l = 1, Equation 3 can be used to determine the average
value for P(FSA) . A computer algorithm was written for ease in performing theCS

calculations for P(FSA) .CS



FALSE SYNC ACQUISITION DUE TO COINCIDENTAL
CORRELATION, P(FSA)CC

Coincidental correlation occurs when a valid code word is formed from segments of
two adjacent words on shift i, but this windowed code word is not the i cyclic shift ofth 

word x, or the (n-l-i)  shift of word y. In order to derive an expression for P(FSA) , ath
CC

shift-by-shift analysis of word x as it passes through the correlator window was
performed.

Analogous to cyclic shifts, the average coincidental correlation false synchronization,
P(FSA) , is:CC

(8)

Performing a shift-by-shift analysis of a non-shortened word x as it passes through the
correlator window reveals that individual shift probabilities are calculated from

P(False sync on shift i)  =CC

    P(Valid code word) • P(At least d , differences or “errors” occur on shift i). (9)min

The probability term P(Valid code word) was derived for full-length and shortened
codes. The probability term P(At least d  “errors” occur on shift i) derivation ismin

somewhat involved and refers to the possibility that a new different valid code word is
accidently formed after i shifts. A conservative approximation for P(At least d  “errors”min

occur on shift i) is presented for shortened codes, and an exact expression is given for
full-length codes. The results of both terms are applied to the final expressions for
P(False sync on shift i) , and a computer algorithm for computing upper and lowerCC

bounds for P(FSA)  was written.CC

Because the derivation of P(FSA)  is somewhat involved, an outline of the procedure isCC

given in Figure 1.



Figure 1. Outline of P(FSA)  DerivationCC

On the first shift of a full-length code word x through the correlator window, the bit
pattern in the window will appear as a cyclic shift of x, or a shifted version of x in “error”
by one bit in the first location*:

(First shift)

x  x  x  x  ... x  x  x  x  x  ... x  x  •n-1 0 1 2  n-3 n-2 ,, 0 1 2  n-3 n-2

 (No “errors”) (“Error” in first bit location)*

If a cyclic shift has not occurred, then assuming for the moment that the minimum
distance of the code is d  = 3, division of the word  x  x  x  ... x  x  by the generatormin ,, 0 1 2  n-3 n-2
polynomial g(X) will result in a non-zero remainder, and false synchronization due to
coincidental correlation cannot occur.

On the second shift of the bit stream through the correlator window, the bits within the
window will appear to be one of the following four cases:

(Second shift)

x  x  x  x  x  ... x  x  x  x  x  ... xn-2 n-1 0 1 2  n-3 ,, n-1 0 1 2  n-3
  (No “errors”) (“Error” in first bit location)

x  ,, x  x  x  ... x   x  x  x  ... x  •n-2  0 1 2  n-3 ,, ,, 0 1 2  n-3
(“Error” in second bit location) (“Errors” in first bit locations)

*The word “error” as used here is unrelated to the channel bit error rate.



The first of the four cases represents the probability of false synchronization due to a
cyclic shift of the word x, equal to 0.25. This coincides exactly with the probability of
false sync on shift i = 2 found in the previous section. However, since d  = 3, there aremin

not enough accumulated “errors” (possible differences) to cause false synchronization
due to coincidental correlation.

It is on the third shift of the bit stream through the correlator window that at least one
case accumulates at least d  “errors:”min

(Third shift)

x  x  x  x  x  x  ... x x  ,, x  x  x  x  ... xn-3 n-2 n-1 0 1 2  n-4 n-3  n-1 0 1 2  n-4

x  x  ,, x  x  x  ... x x  ,, ,, x  x  x  ... xn-3 n-2  0 1 2  n-4 n-3   0 1 2  n-4

,, x  x  x  x  x  ... x ,, ,, x  x  x  x  ... xn-2 n-1 0 1 2  n-4   n-1 0 1 2  n-4

,, x  ,, x  x  x  ... x ,, ,, ,, x  x  x  ... x •n-2  0 1 2  n-4    0 1 2  n-4
(“Errors” in 1st and 3rd bit locations) (“Errors” in first three bit locations)

Again note that the first of the eight cases listed above will generate false synchronization
due to a cyclic shift of the word x, corresponding to the 0.125 P(False sync on shift no. 1)
found from Equation 2 in the previous section. The last case, where the word in the
correlator window appears to be the third cyclic shift of Word x corrupted by “errors” in
the first bit locations, may result in false synchronization. The probability that at least dmin

“errors” occur on shift i must be “weighted” by the probability that a random set of n-l
bits forms a valid code word, where l = 0 for full-length codes. For full-length codes, all
patterns have equal probability, whereas for shortened codes the pattern probabilities
differ.

DERIVING P(VALID CODE WORD)

In any full-length (n, k) code, the total number of possible combinations of n bits is 2 ,n

and the number of valid code words in the set is equal to 2 . Therefore, the probabilityk

that any random set of n bits is a valid code word is

(10a)



 In a shortened (n-1, k-1) code, the same equation is derived:

(10b)

This expression may be substituted directly into equation 9.

DERIVING P(AT LEAST d  “ERRORS” OCCUR ON SHIFT i)min

At each of the first int  shifts of word x through the correlator window, the

pattern of bits in the correlator window at shift i will appear to be one of the following:

• the i  cyclic shift of word x, orth

• the i  cyclic shift of word x corrupted by “errors” in one or more of the first i bitth

positions.

When at least d  or more “errors” have accumulated in the i  cyclic shift of word x, it ismin
th

possible for the bit pattern to match a valid code word in the code set. For all shifts i such
that d  # i # n-d  -l, there will be at least one possible pattern containing at least dmin    min             min

“errors.” Associated with each pattern containing at least d  “errors” is a probability ofmin

occurrence; by summing the probabilities for each possible pattern containing at least dmin

“errors” at each shift i, a value for P(At least d  “errors” occur on shift i) can be derived.min

Thus, the probability P(At least d  “errors” occur on shift i) is obtained in a two-stepmin

process:

1) The number, N  (i; d , n, k), of possible patterns with at least d  “errors” must,  min min

be computed for each shift i; and

2) For each shift i, the probabilities associated with all possible bit patterns with at
least d  “errors” must be summed together to obtain P(At least d  “errors”min          min

occur on shift i).

We note that as i increases, virtually all the patterns have d  or more “errors.”min



In general, the number of possible bit patterns with at least d  “errors” in shift number imin

can be expressed as follows:

(11)

Thus, the upper bound for the probability at least d  “errors” occur on shift i is 1.0. Amin

lower bound for shortened codes has been derived by assuming that each of N  (i; d , n,, min

k) patterns have a minimum probability of occurrence. Thus, the general lower bound
expression is (l = shortening parameter):

(12)

Again, symmetry may be used to determine the values for the remaining shifts.

For full-length codes, it is possible to calculate exactly the probability of at least dmin

“errors” occur on shift i. These probabilities for full-length codes are:

(13)



COMPUTING P(FALSE SYNC ON SHIFT i)CC

Expressions for P(Valid code word) and P(At least d  errors occur on shift i) havemin

been derived in the previous section. In summary, the probability of coincidental
correlation on shift i is computed as the product of two probabilities, P(False Acceptance)
and P(At least d  errors occur on shift ), and is equal to (l = shortening parameter):min

(14a)

(14b)

(15)

A computer algorithm was developed for computing exact values for this expression
when l = 0, and upper and lower bounds when l > 0. Comparisons of exact values and the
upper and lower bound approximations are given in Table 1 for two codes. The (14,10)
code has been shortened from the (15,11) code, and the (30,25) code has been shortened
from the (31,26) code. A simulated serial bit stream was used to calculate actual
probabilities of false synchronization on shift i for various codes. Assuming all valid code 



words are equally possible, shortened code words selected at random were simulated. The
results in Table 2 were compiled using twenty sets of 1000 serially transmitted code
words and averaging the results.

CONCLUSIONS

For full-length codes, where the probability of false sync acquisition may be
calculated exactly, the theoretical and simulated results are virtually identical. The
predicted value tends to be conservative, and this result may be predicted by examining
the expression for P(FSA) . The probability of P(FSA)  is developed using theCC     CC

probability of false sync acquisition on any shift i. The P(False sync on shift i) is found to
be the product of two probabilities, P(Valid code word) and P(At least d  “errors” occurmin

on shift i). The probability P(Valid code word) is an approximation to the more
conservative (smaller) probability, P(Valid code word given the position of the
accumulated “errors”). For example, no code word from the (7,4) code differs from any
other word in the code set in three (and only three) consecutive locations. Thus, the third
shift through the correlator window of a code word x from the (7,4) code set will not yield
a coincidental match. Therefore, false synchronizations from this code set are a function
of cyclic shifts only. The predicted value for P(FSA), however, will account for some
coincidental correlation. The percent error in each is small: less than 4% of the predicted
value in each of the three cases (1.17% for the (15,11) code; 1.35% for the (31,26) code;
and 3.5% for the (63,57) code).

For shortened codes, where the actual probability of false sync acquisition lies
between theoretical upper and lower bounds, the results again compare well; the
simulated results lie between the theoretical bound for all but the (12,8) and (58,52)
codes. For these codes, the error can be explained by examining the shift-by-shift
probabilities of false sync acquisition, where the bulk of the error can be traced to the
second and second-from-last shift probabilities. Whereas the predicted probability of false
sync acquisition on these shifts is approximately 0.0625, the simulated value is
approximately twice that, or 0.125. Simulations of (13,9) and (59,53) codes (where the
code has been shortened by a lesser amount), and (11,7) and (57,51) codes (where the
code has been shortened by a greater amount) yield simulated values which again lie
between the predicted bounds. By examining the generator polynomial and the shortened
code words, this discrepancy can be explained.



 Table 1. Comparison of Exact and Upper and Lower Bound Values
for P(False sync on AM i)CC



Table 2. Average Probability of False Sync Acquisition Over All Possible Shifts

 Each of these two code sets has a generator polynomial of the form g(X) = 1 + X +
X . When the code sets are shortened by n-k + 1, the percentage of (shortened) code(n-k)

words which form a shifted version of the generator polynomial is approximately
doubled. This may be shown empirically by successively shortening the full-length code
sets and monitoring the location of cyclic shifts of the generator polynomial.

It should be noted that these results do not include any bit errors which might be
incurred during transmission.
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IMAGE DATA COMPRESSION (USING DPCM)

By 1. Mrs. Maya Karki**       2. Dr. H.N. Shivashankar*
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ABSTRACT : Advances in computer technology and mass storage have paved the way for
implementing advanced data compression techniques to improve the efficiency of
transmission and storage of images. The present paper deals on the development of a data
compression algorithm suitable for images received from satellites. The compression ratio
of 1.91:1 is achieved with the proposed technique. The technique used is 1-D DPCM
Coding. Hardware-relevant to coder has also been proposed.

INTRODUCTION : This paper is devoted to the new algorithm developed using 1-D
DPCM for satellite images. It could be extended to 2-D images. Comparision with other
coding techniques which are used for the same images are also given.

Satellites which are in orbit for remote sensing are LANDSAT, SPOT, IRS-1A and
MOS-1. The successful launching and operationalisation of IRS-1A spacecraft has
established the value of satellite based earth’s resources observation. Image data
compression is necessary for satellites for speedy data transmission, effective image
processing to extract the desired information and easy interaction between the user and a
distant archive. SPOT an European satellite has used 1-D DPCM for image data
compression but could achieve a compression ratio of 1.33:1 (3) ISRO - Bangalore is
working image data compressor for IRS-lA. In this connection they tried with Hadmard
Coding and got 2:1 compression ratio. Now they are trying with different transform coding
techniques to achieve a compression ratio of 10:1. The ability of compressor is based on
data compressing ability, minimum reconstruction error and easy implementation. Based
on these considerations 1-D DPCM Coding for IRS-1A images is designed. Further the
advantages of both DPCM and transform coding can be used to design hybrid coders.

* Professor, Dept. of Electrical Engg., U.V.C.E., Bangalore.
** Research Student, Dept. of Electrical Engg., U.V.C.E., Bangalore.
*** Head, DSD-ISRO, Bangalore.
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PREDICTIVE CODING : The technique exploits the redundancy in the data. Predictive
Coding is best suited for the real time on line transmission because of the ease and the
economy with which they can be implemented. A common data compression method
utilizing predictive coding is DPCM (Differential Pulse Coded Modulation). Predictors
based on recent waveform history and time variant predictor coefficients lead to a class of
coders which constitutes an example of low-to-medium complexity designs. These
predictor gives high quality digitization at bit rates in the order of 3 or 4 bits/sample. By
representing a correlated video signal in terms of difference samples or prediction error
samples one can achieve an increased SNR at a given bit rate or reduction of bit rate for a
given requirement of SNR. The DPCM coder consists of predictors and quantizers. The
linear 1-D predictor uses previous elements in the same line. The overall system of 1-D
DPCM Coder-decoder is shown in Fig. 1.

The quantizer input in a DPCM coder is prediction error or a difference signal, given
by :

By using feedback prediction the transmitter and receiver estimate could be made identical
and hence reconstruction error accumulation could be minimised.

DESIGN OF PREDICTORS : If we assume a linear predictor using previous samples X ,1

X , ... X  to predict sample X  then prediction is given by :2   n    o

Predictor coefficients are nothing but auto correlation functions which quantifies the
closeness of the 2 samples as a function of their time or space separation. It is a function
that tells how close and similar samples X(n) and X(n+k) are on average.



  For non zero mean sigmal R (k) can be calculated as follows :xx

7    =   mean of the signal

The quantity A  has the value in the range of (-l, +1).k

ORDER OF PREDICTORS : Variation of prediction error as a function of N = 1, 2, 3 is
described. For analytical simplicity prediction based on past unquantized samples are
taken.

First Order Predictor : Uses one previous sample of the same line for rediction

Optimum value of H 1 is calculated by minimizing variance of the prediction difference

H 1 - opt - A 1

Second Order Predictor : Uses 2 previous samples on the same line for prediction.

Considering the mutual correlations between the samples optimum values for H 1 and H 2
are calculated as follows :

 Third Order Predictor : Uses 3 previous samples on the same line for prediction,

SOFTWARE REALIZATION : The simulation flow chart for 1-D DPCM coder and
decoder is given in Fig. 2. The image of 512 x 512 is divided into block of 16 x 16 pixels.
For 1-D purpose lx16 pixels are taken. Autocorrelation coefficient for each line is
calculated and averaged for 512 lines. For many images auto correlation coefficient is



calculated and by using the design optimum values of auto correlation functions are
calculated.

Thus ACF for First and Second Order Predictor are 0.875 and 0.5. The algorithm
for first and second order is

given below :

The quantisation process is simply a floating point to integer round off conversion. To fix
up the quantisation levels, the histogram for DPCM errors have been developed, from
which limits for quantisation level for each DPCM error can be determined.  This
histogram procedure is done for a large set of images to make the quantisation level to be
fixed as a unique one which can be applicable to any image. The histogram of 2nd order
predictor for some images are shown in Fig. 3. The bits are allocated according to the
preselected patterns which ensures as far as possible that B - log  (E /q) where B  is the i-thi  2 i   i

component, E  is proportional to DPCM error and q is quantisation level for transmission.i

In order to reduce the transmission error the first pixel in each block is transmitted as an 8
bit number. Thus 1 x 16 pixels are transmitted as follows:
Thus for a minimum mean square error of 0.001% the bits are reduced from 128 to 68. At

the decoder the same predictor is used to reconstruct the image. Reconstruction error,
mean square error, error histogram, compression ratio are all done by another program.
The compression ratio for different quantization steps are calculated and tabulated in Table
I. Fig.4 shows the graph of mean square error vs. Bit/pixel. The simulation is done for 



LISS 1, LISS 2, LTM, SPOT and Cotton Images. The photograph of a original and
reconstructed image is attached.

 PROPOSED HARDWARE : The Fig. 5 shows block schematic of second order DPCM
coder by software realization. It is designed using only adders and registers. The coder
consists of Predictor

Quantizer/Limiter
Adders
Loop delays and bit serializers

By shifting register once to right is equivalent to multiplying by 0.5. Two D-F/F are used
to store 2 previous predicted samples. A 4 bit ALU is used as adder/substractor. For
regular layout the quantiser and limiter is designed using ROM. All the possible
combinations of inputs are decoded in the row decoder and programmed by bit line
outputs. The appropriate limiting table being selected by control input to furthur ROM
address line. The required bits are then selected from the ROM output and passed to the
serializer and to the prediction loop adder. The control signals to the limiter, bit selector
and the bit serailizer come from a furthur ROM whose inputs are the sequence being
processed and the selector for required bit rate.

DPCM DECODER : The decoder consists of input buffer, bit paralliser, inverse quantiser
and the adder and the same predictor as that of coder. By using VLSI technology the
design could be made very simple and used for real time applications.

COMPARISION WITH OTHER CODING SCHEMES:

PCM : Basic PCM affords simplicity compare to DPCM but suffers from in-efficiency
since it does not use redundancy present in video signal. By using 1-D DPCM bit rate is
reduced to 4 bit/pixel in comparision with 8 bit/pixel (PCM) with the same quality of
reconstructed image. Compared to PCM, in DPCM error variance is decreased, hence the
improvement in SNR.

Transform Coding : The performance of higher order predictor is superior to all 2-D
transform technique, when the system is optimised for a particular picture. In concerned
with implementation, TC coders are more complex. They require arry multipliers, a
complex inverse transformation, buffer requirements. Thus hardware complexity, cost and
delays involved are all in favour of DPCM coding. However, for more realistic case of
unmatched statistics, the performance of DPCM system changes significantly while change
in the performance of transform technique is relatively small. But addition of variable
length coding scheme to DPCM system further improves the performance. For a



compression ratio of 2:1 the M.S.E. performance of present 1-D DPCM is same as that
obtained in Hadamard transform technique. But in DCT transform coding MSE
performance is better for a higher compression ratio compared to 1-D DPCM. Furthur
hybrid coding could be designed using DCT transform and 1-D DPCM for 2-D images. Bit
rate is reduced to 1-0.5 bit/pixel by hybrid coding.

CONCLUSION : First, second and third order predictors are tried and it is noted that
second order DPCM with optimised ACF gives better compression ratio. The coder design
is based on minimum mean square criteria. Through simulation result it is observed that
there is not much improvement in MSE or SNR in third order predictor but it increases the
hardware. Thus second order predictor with minimum hardware gives the same quality of
picture that obtained by PCM. A compression ratio of 2:1 is achieved using uniform
quantization. The hardware suitable for implementing the scheme is proposed.
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INTERFRAME CODING OF VIDEO TELEMETRY SIGNALS

Alan R. Deutermann
Richard A. Schaphorst

ABSTRACT

Television signals have been digitally transmitted for telemetry applications for
several years. Reasons for digital transmission include the need for encryption,
bandwidth compression, and the efficiency of time division multiplex. All digital
coding techniques which have been employed to date, for video telemetry, are based
on intraframe technology. In this case each TV frame is coded independently of the
previous frames. In most video telemetry scenes there is a high degree of correlation
between adjacent TV frames, and an interframe coding system which compresses the
signal by reducing this frame-to-frame redundancy should be effective. This paper
explores the potential advantages of interframe coding for video telemetry. Since this
high level of compression typically causes the transmitted signal to be more sensitive
to data link errors, the paper also examines advanced error control techniques.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Figure 1 is a functional block diagram of a generic secure video telemetry system
which digitally transmits TV images from an airborne platform to the ground. At the
transmitter, the input analog signal is first filtered such that the upper cut off
frequency of the signal is B cycles/sec. The filtered signal is next sampled at a rate of
at least 2B samples per second (the Nyquist rate) to avoid aliasing distortion. Each
sample is defined as a pixel (picture element) which is commonly encoded with 8-bit
accuracy because this precision is required to avoid any visible distortion in the output
image. At this point the bit rate is typically 16B bits/sec. which may exceed the bit
rate of the transmission channel (C bits/sec). The purpose of the compressor is to
reduce the 16B bit rate by reducing the pixel-to-pixel redundancy inherent in the
image. The channel coder (e.g. modem) processes the binary compressed signal for
efficient transmission over the communication channel. The compressor is commonly 



referred to as a source coder (signal source) as contrasted with the channel coding
process. As shown in Figure 1, the functions at the receiver are the inverse of those at
the transmitter.

FIGURE 1
A GENERIC SECURE VIDEO

TELEMETRY SYSTEM

The input video signal is highly compressible due to its inherent redundancy within
the TV frame (intraframe) and from frame to frame (interframe). This paper deals
primarily with coding techniques which reduce interframe redundancy. The remainder
of this paper introduces the subject of predictive coding, examines one particular
interframe coding technique, and discusses advanced techniques for error control.

PREDICTIVE CODING

PCM transmits each pixel as an independent sample without taking advantage of the
high degree of pixel-to-pixel correlation existing in most TV signals. Predictive
coding is a basic bit-rate reduction technique that reduces this pixel-to-pixel
redundancy. Figure 2 is a functional block diagram illustrating the basic predictive
coding process. A predictor (located in both encoder and decoder) predicts the
brightness value of each new pixel (or block of pixels) based solely on the pixels
previously quantized and transmitted. The predicted brightness is subtracted from the
actual value of the new pixel, resulting in a bipolar prediction error signal. This error
signal is quantized and transmitted. At the receiver, the inverse of the quantization
process is performed, and the decoded error signal is added to the predicted value to
form the output signal for viewing. The output signal is fed to the predictor to be used 



FIGURE 2
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM OF A GENERIC

PREDICTIVE CODING SYSTEM

for prediction of the next pixel (or block of pixels). Referring back to the predictive
encoder, the reader will note that the transmitted signal is decoded at the transmitter
using exactly the same decoding process which is used at the receiver. The predictive
encoder can be viewed as a servo loop which continually forces the decoded output
signal to be as close as possible to the input signal.

The most common predictor uses the previous pixel in the scan line as the basis for
prediction. If the brightness of the pixel being transmitted is similar to that of the
previous pixel (which is usually the case) the predictor error is small and therefore
able to be efficiently transmitted. The predictive coding process can also be used for
interframe coding by using the previous frame as the basis for prediction. The
interframe coding discussed in this paper is based on this principle.

AN INTERFRAME CODING SYSTEM

The interframe prediction error signal (Figure 2) can be encoded on a pixel-by-pixel
basis, or it can be encoded on a block-by-block basis using a coding technique such as
the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). Since the DCT is more efficient than pixel-by-
pixel coding, the interframe coder discussed in this paper is based on the DCT. A
functional block diagram for such a system is shown in Figure 3. Basically the system
subtracts a predicted block of 8 x 8 pixels from the corresponding block of incoming
video. A block of error pixels is generated and fed to the DCT encoder, quantizer, and
VLC for transmission. At the receiver the error block is decoded and added to the 



ENCODER

FIGURE 3
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM OF AN

INTERFRAME CODEC USING PREDICTIVE AND DCT CODING

predicted block for viewing. Since the predicted block and incoming video block are
highly correlated the error block will tend toward zero and be encoded with few bits.

The bit rate at the output of the Variable Length Encoder is highly variable, and
depends upon the complexity of the input signal. Since the transmission rate of the
data link is constant, buffers are needed at the encoder output and decoder input to
smooth the variable bit rate. The buffer fullness is measured and is used to control the
quantization accuracy to avoid buffer overflow or underflow. Buffer size and control
criteria are important issues to be considered by the compression system designer.

Obviously the image quality for this system will degrade as the operational scenario is
modified to reduce the overlap between adjacent TV frames (down looking, low
altitude, high ground speed). If this occurs it may be desirable to electronically
measure the translational shift of the picture so that the incoming video block may be
shifted relative to the predicted image. This shifting more accurately aligns the
predicted block with the incoming video. This enhanced prediction, defined as motion
compensation, gives rise to the acronym PRECOM  (PREdictive coding using the
COsine transform and Motion compensation). PRECOM increases the accuracy of the
match between the input video block and the predicted image.



The PRECOM system measures the magnitude of the error signal on a block basis. If
the error signal is below a threshold no information would be transmitted about that
block with a resultant very high compression ratio. Table 1 illustrates the budget for
the bits which may be allocated to encode a typical TV frame consisting of 256
pixels/line and 240 lines.

The reader will note that approximately 14% of the bits are used for intraframe
coding. This is necessary because if a block encoded in the interframe mode is
contaminated by a transmission error the distortion from that error could be retained
indefinitely. To correct this defect each block is transmitted by intraframe coding
every two seconds.

It is concluded in Table 1 that 3,584 bits of information are needed to define each
typical TV frame. This bit count must be increased by approximately 3% to account
for the overhead structure. It is also desirable to include forward error control (FEC) to
make the transmitted signal more robust. The typical FEC overhead is 4%. These two
sources of overhead would increase the total bit count per frame to 3,839 which yields
a net coding rate of .06 bits/pixel.

TABLE 1
BIT ALLOCATION FOR CODING A TYPICAL TV FRAME

CODING MODE BLOCKS BITS/PIXEL BITS/FRAME

BLOCKS NOT TRANSMITTED 752 (78%) ----- -----

BLOCKS INTERFRAME CODED 192 (20%) .25 3,072

BLOCKS INTRAFRAME CODED    16 (2%)   .5   512 

TOTAL 960 (100%) 3,584

ERROR CONTROL

The PRECOM coding algorithm is a very aggressive coding technique. As a general
rule as the compression is increased the error sensitivity also increases. Therefore
techniques to reduce the effects of data link errors must be considered. The following
are some of the techniques that can be used:

FORWARD ERROR CORRECTION (FEC)  - It is proposed to use a
BCH(511,493) FEC. This uses a block of 493 bits of data and adds 18 correction bits.



To this is added a framing bit, bringing the block total to 512 bits. This adds less than
4% overhead. It can correct up to two isolated random errors per block, but can have
difficulty with burst errors. It is expected that a useful signal will be obtained at an
input BER of as high as 1*10 .3

GROUP OF BLOCKS  - Each frame is divided into a number of equal segments
called Groups of Blocks (GOB). The unique GOB start code at the beginning of each
GOB limits the propagation of errors to a small fraction of the field. It might be
possible to obtain a useful image, despite the fact that a large portion of one or more
GOB's is totally in error, providing that the target is not in the GOB that is in error.

INTRA MODE  - It is proposed to send a fraction of each GOB by the Intra mode on
each transmitted frame. Since the Intra mode does not rely on any previous data,
errors will be erased from the screen.

ERROR DETECTION  - A GOB would be declared in error if any of the following
occurred during the GOB:

1) following the last EOB, the Start Code of the next GOB does not follow
immediately (no extra bits)

2) the last block in the GOB is beyond the last possible address
3) the coefficients of any block are beyond the 64th position
4) any illegal VLC's occur
5) the GOB number is out of order-- the numbers must increase by one each time

until the picture header is received

It is expected that the chance of a GOB with a significant error (that gets the VLC
decoder out of step) passing all the above error detection tests is very small, perhaps
about 5%.

POST PROCESSING  - If an uncorrectable error happens to occur in a critical GOB
in a critical frame, it still may be possible to recover virtually all of the image. This
can be done by recording the digital signal that was received. Then the offending GOB
can be decoded from both the start and finish, until the location of the error is found.
This should correspond with an FEC block that was found to contain errors, but were
corrected incorrectly. During post processing the FEC should not be used, since it was
an FEC failure that caused the problem, and presumably added errors.

Decoding in the forward direction is simple, and proceeds until a detectable error is
found. Decoding in reverse can be done by going back from the next GOB Start Code
to each potential EOB code, and decoding from there forward. Only if that decoding is



error-free will the potential EOB be considered valid. Proceeding in this manner,
potential decodes of the end of the GOB can be obtained. It may be possible to isolate
the error to a specific block, or to a specific coefficient of a block, or even to
completely correct the error.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have reviewed the system aspects of secure video telemetry and the
general principles of predictive coding. An interframe video coding system has been
described which suggests that TV scenes may be compressed down to approximately
0.06 bits/pixel. It is concluded that motion compensation may be required to achieve
this level of compression. It is concluded that, with this high level of compression, the
transmitted signal becomes more susceptible to data link errors. Advanced error
control techniques were presented which minimize the effects of these errors.



RF SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
RANDOM PCM/FM AND PSK SIGNALS
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ABSTRACT
The telemetry radio frequency (RF) spectrum is rapidly becoming more crowded.
Therefore, telemetry system engineers and frequency managers must become more
knowledgeable about the RF spectral characteristics of telemetry signals. This paper
presents methods to calculate the expected RF spectrum of random non-return-to-zero
(NRZ) pulse code modulation (PCM)/frequency modulation (FM) and phase shift key
(PSK) signals. The discussion includes the effects of bit rate, peak deviation,
premodulation filtering, and spectrum analyzer resolution bandwidth. The methods are
easily implemented using a personal computer and a spreadsheet program with
graphics capability. Calculated spectra agree well with measured spectra. Equations
are presented for accurately estimating the peak deviation and unmodulated carrier
power of a random NRZ PCM/FM signal from the measured RF spectrum. Adjacent
channel interference is also calculated. Key words: radio frequency spectral
occupancy, pulse code modulation, frequency modulation, phase shift keying,
premodulation filtering, adjacent channel interference.

PCM/FM RF SPECTRA
The calculated PCM/FM spectra are based on a paper by M. G. Pelchat . Pelchat1

presents an exact expression for the power spectrum of an unfiltered, random
PCM/FM signal. The power spectrum (dBc) can be calculated using (spectrum
analyzer bandwidth added to Pelchat's expression):

(1)

where:
S(f) = power spectrum (dBc) at frequency f
B = spectrum analyzer resolution bandwidthSA

f = bit rateB

D = 2)f/fB

X = 2(f-f )/fc B



)f = peak deviation
f = carrier frequency.c

Figure 1 shows the spectrum calculated using equation (1) and the measured spectrum
for the following parameters: bit rate = 800 kb/s, peak deviation = 280 kHz, and
spectrum analyzer resolution bandwidth (RBW) = 30 kHz. The agreement is excellent.
The measured values were increased by 1.7 dB to correct for the fact that Hewlett-
Packard spectrum analyzers do not accurately measure power when many spectral
components are present in the resolution bandwidth. The correction factor may be
different for other spectrum analyzers. The measured spectra in this paper are
“average” spectra. The averaging was accomplished by using a video bandwidth
which was much narrower than the resolution bandwidth. I believe that average
spectra provide a more accurate measure of interference than “peak” spectra
(measured using peak hold feature) for random NRZ signals. I selected 201 points and
an RF bandwidth of six times the bit rate for the spreadsheet calculations in this paper.
This number of points gives a good representation of the actual spectrum. Using less
points results in a less accurate spectrum while using more points resulted in slow
response (I used an 8 MHZ AT). It is also desirable to insert a very small frequency
offset in f–f  (e.g., 0.001 Hz) to minimize the probability of dividing by zero. Figure 2c

shows the agreement for a peak deviation of 560 kHz. The agreement is again
excellent. The optimum deviation for PCM/FM is approximately 0.35 times the bit
rate. For this deviation, more than 90% of the total power is contained in a bandwidth
equal to the bit rate. The example with a peak deviation of 0.7 times the bit rate was
included only to demonstrate that this equation works well for more than one peak
deviation. A peak deviation of 0.7 times the bit rate is not a recommended peak
deviation. The nulls in the RF spectrum occur when cos BD = cosBX, (X…D). The
nulls occur at offsets from the carrier frequency of ±(nf  ± )f), that is, integerB

multiples of the bit rate away from the peak frequency deviation frequencies. This fact
can be used to accurately estimate the peak deviation ( )f<f  when the bit rate isB)

known using

(2)
The null spacing is the frequency difference between the first nulls (one on each side
of center frequency). The null spacing is 1040 kHz in figure 1 and 480 kHz in figure 2.

Equation (1) shows that S(f) is inversely proportional to the bit rate and directly
proportional to the RBW (for any given values of X and D). Figure 3 presents the
effect of increasing the bit rate from 800 kb/s to 2400 kb/s (RBW = 30 kHz). The
power spectral density changed by ten times the log of 800/2400 or -4.8 dB.
Decreasing the resolution bandwidth from 30 kHz to 3 kHz will change the displayed
power spectrum by ten times the log of 3/30 or -10 dB.



PCM/FM RF SPECTRA WITH PREMODULATION FILTERING
The sidebands in figures 1 to 3 decrease at 12 dB/octave. The rolloff rate can be
increased by using a premodulation filter. This filtering minimizes the interference
with adjacent channels. General, exact expressions do not appear to exist for PCM/FM
RF spectra with premodulation filtering. The basic problem is that frequency
modulation is a complex, non-linear operation. Watt, Zurick, and Coon  discuss the2

calculation of spectral sidebands for PCM/FM with premodulation filtering. Their
basic approach is to shift the low pass filter zero frequency to the peak deviation limits
of the modulated signal. This method can be easily implemented on a spreadsheet. A
premodulation filter bandwidth of 0.7 times the bit rate does not have a significant
impact on PCM/FM bit error rate performance . Figure 4 presents the measured and3

calculated spectra for a 4-pole constant delay (CD), also known as linear phase,
premodulation filter with -3 dB bandwidth of 560 kHz. Figure 5 displays the measured
and calculated spectra for a 1-pole resistor-capacitor (RC) filter with -3 dB bandwidth
of 540 kHz. The agreement between measured and calculated spectra is reasonably
good for the 4-pole CD and 1-pole filters. The calculated spectra are slightly wider
than the measured spectra. The calculated spectra have slightly less power near center
frequency than the measured spectra. The best match for this 4-pole CD filter occurs
with a frequency shift of 200 kHz. Figure 6 displays the measured and calculated
frequency responses for the 4-pole CD filter. Figure 7 shows the measured and
calculated spectra for a 4-pole constant amplitude (CA) filter. The calculated spectrum
is slightly narrower than the measured spectrum for this CA filter. Figure 8 shows that
the RF spectra are similar for both a 4-pole CD and a 4-pole CA premodulation filter
(same -3 dB bandwidths).

The power gain as a function of frequency can be calculated for a 4-pole CD filter
using the following equation :4

(3)

where:
z = 2.114f/f-3

f = desired -3 dB frequency-3

The power gain as a function of frequency for an n-pole CA filter can be calculated
using:

(4)



The Telemetry Standards  (Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG) Standard 106-5

86) states “In any 3 kHz bandwidth outside bandwidth A' (A' = Authorized bandwidth
+ 1.0 MHZ), the minimum required attenuation for all emissions is 60 dB below the
transmitted power, except that it shall not be necessary to attenuate below a level of
-25 dBm”. Textbooks typically calculate the 99% fractional power containment
bandwidth  (the frequency band where 0.5 % of the power is below the lower band6

limit and 0.5% is above the higher band limit). Many modern spectrum analyzers can
easily find the bandwidth that contains N% of the total power. It is more difficult to
find the -60 dBc points when an unmodulated carrier is not available. Equation (1) can
be used to estimate the power in dBc at any point in the spectrum. Setting X=0 yields
the power (dBc) at the center frequency:

(5)

Equation (5) is plotted in figure 9 for RBWs of 3 and 30 kHz. Equation (5) can be
used to accurately estimate the signal power at the spectrum analyzer input by adding
*S(f )* plus any spectrum analyzer correction factor to the power measured at thec

center frequency.

The -60 dBc (3 kHz RBW), 99%, 99.9%, and 99.99% bandwidths were measured for
several different combinations of bit rate, peak deviation, and premodulation filtering.
These values are listed in table 1. The -60 dBc and 99.99% bandwidths are
approximately equal for the bit rates, peak deviations, and premodulation filters
presented in table 1 (excluding the cases with no premodulation filter). The -60 dBc
bandwidth (MHZ) with a 4-pole CD premodulation filter (-3 dB at 0.7f ), peakB

deviation=0.35f , and bit rates between 0.8 Mb/s and 20 Mb/s can be estimated usingB

(2.45-0.025f )f . The -60 dBc bandwidth for a bit rate of 1 Mb/s is slightly greaterB B

than 2.4 MHZ and the -60 dBc bandwidth for a bit rate of 10 Mb/s is approximately 22
MHZ. The 99% power bandwidth is slightly less than 1.2f  for these parameters.B

Figure 10 plots the -60 dBc bandwidths (RBW=3 kHz) versus bit rate for a 4-pole CD
and a 1-pole RC filter with -3 dB points at 0.7f . Figure 10 also shows the A'B

bandwidths for IRIG 1, 3, 5, and 10 MHZ authorized bandwidths.



Table 1. NRZ PCM/FM Measured Bandwidths.

Bit Rate Peak Dev Premod Filter -60 dBc 99% 99.9% 99.99%

kb/s kHz kHz Type kHz /f kHz /f kHz /f kHz /fB B B B

400 140 None 2450  6.13 716  1.79 1280  3.13 2430  6.08

800 200 None 3360  4.2 960  1.2 2000  2.5 3900  4.88

800 280 None 4030  5.04 1430  1.79 2480  3.1 4830  6.04

800 320 None 4030  5.04 1500  1.88 2860  3.58 4920  6.15

800 560 None 5650  7.06 2100  2.63 4020  5.03 7080  8.85

1600 560 None 6750  4.22 2800  1.75 4850  3.03 9310  5.82

2400 840 None 8570  3.57 4200  1.75 7170  2.99 12200  5.08

400 140 280 5-pole CD 1060  2.65 480  1.2 820  2.05 980  2.45

800 280 560 5-pole CD 2030  2.54 930  1.16 1630  2.04 1930  2.41

800 280 800 4-pole CD 2400  3.0 1070  1.34 1740  2.18 2290  2.86

800 280 560 4-pole CD 2020  2.53 930  1.16 1620  2.03 1920  2.4

800 280 400 4-pole CD 1870  2.34 890  1.11 1460  1.83 1790  2.24

800 280 560 4-pole CA 2060  2.58 930  1.16 1620  2.03 1950  2.44

800 280 540 1-pole RC 2500  3.13 920  1.15 1680  2.1 2490  3.11

800 320 560 4-pole CD 2090  2.61 1180  1.48 1680  2.1 1990  2.49

2400 840 1680 4-pole CA 5760  2.4 2850  1.19 4950  2.06 6020  2.51

 PSK RF SPECTRA
The term phase shift keying implies that the information is contained in the relative
phase of the transmitted signal. Two methods of generating a binary PSK signal are
multiplying a sine wave by ± 1 (also known as amplitude shift keying) and linearly
changing the phase between 0 and 180 degrees (also known as phase modulation). The
two methods are equivalent with no filtering but are not the same with premodulation
filtering. Classical PSK signals are usually generated by multiplying the carrier signal
by the baseband modulation signal. This method is equivalent to translating the
baseband signal to the carrier frequency (two-sided spectra). The power spectrum with
no filtering can be calculated using:



(6)

Figure II shows the measured and calculated spectra for an unfiltered, random 800
kb/s PSK signal. The agreement is again excellent. An unfiltered PCM/FM signal is
also shown in figure 11. The PSK sidebands roll off at 6 dB/octave while the FM
sidebands roll off at 12 dB/octave. The 99% power bandwidth  for unfiltered PSK is7

19.3f . The -60 dBc bandwidth (3 kHz RBW) for unfiltered 800 kb/s PSK isB

approximately 30 MHZ. The RF spectra for PSK with premodulation filtering can be
calculated by multiplying the equation (6) values by the premodulation filter gain (no
frequency shift is necessary because the carrier frequency is not being changed).
Figure 12 presents the measured and calculated spectra for the 560 kHz 4-pole CD
filter. The differences are mainly caused by the extra attenuation of the actual filter
between 800 and 2000 kHz and the lower attenuation of the actual filter above 2000
kHz. The measured bandwidths for this PSK signal were: -60 dBc 2.69 MHZ, 99%
1.19 MHZ, 99.9% 2.12 MHZ, 99.99% 2.7 MHZ. These bandwidths are approximately
30% larger than the bandwidths of PCM/FM with the same premodulation filter. The
filtered PSK signal does not have a constant envelope (see figure 13). If a filtered PSK
signal is amplified using a nonlinear amplifier, the sidebands are restored to
approximately the level with no filtering .8

Offset quadrature phase shift keying (OQPSK) is a modulation technique in which
alternate bits modulate the carrier (I) and the carrier phase shifted by 90 degrees (Q).
Both the I and Q components contain one-half of the total power. Since the I and Q
components do not change state at the same time, the amplitude of only one
component goes to zero at any time when a premodulation filter is used. Therefore,
the envelope of the filtered signal only decreases to approximately 70% of the
amplitude with no premodulation filter (see figure 13). The sidebands are not fully
restored when a limiting amplifier is used with filtered OQPSK  . Tests using a8

saturated preamplifier showed a restoration of OQPSK sideband levels of
approximately one-half the attenuation expressed in decibels. That is, when the filter
caused a sideband reduction of 30 dB, the sideband was only attenuated by
approximately 15 dB at the output of the saturated amplifier. The spectrum for
OQPSK can be calculated using equation (6) with the bit rate cut in half. Minimum
shift keying (MSK) can be viewed as either OQPSK with sinusoidal weighting or as
PCM/FM with a peak deviation of 0.25 times the bit rate. The spectra of unfiltered
OQPSK and MSK are shown in figure 14. The spectrum of OQPSK with rate ½
coding is the same as the spectrum of unencoded PSK (with linear amplification).



ADJACENT CHANNEL INTERFERENCE
The results of the previous sections can be combined with information about the
receiver predetection filters to predict adjacent channel interference expressed as
desired signal to interference (S/I) ratios. Figure 15 displays a typical 1 MHZ receiver
filter and the receiver intermediate frequency (IF) outputs for a signal centered at the
receiver center frequency and a filtered 800 kb/s PCM/FM signal shifted by +1 MHZ.
The calculated and measured S/I values were 9.9 and 10 dB respectively. Figure 16
shows the calculated receiver IF output for a signal at center frequency and a filtered
PCM/FM signal shifted by +2 MHZ but with 30 dB more power at the receiver input.
The calculated and measured values were 14.3 and 18.4 dB respectively. The 4 dB
difference was caused by the higher sideband levels of the calculated spectrum. The
calculated S/I value with a 1-pole RC premodulation filter was 10.5 dB and the
calculated S/I value with no premodulation filter was only 3.6 dB (+2 MHZ, +30 dB).
Figure 17 presents the calculated receiver IF output for a signal at center frequency
and a filtered 800 kb/s PSK signal shifted by + 1 MHZ. The calculated and measured
S/I values were both 10.5 dB. Figure 18 shows the calculated receiver IF output for a
signal at center frequency and a filtered PSK signal shifted by +2 MHZ but with 30
dB more power at the receiver input. The calculated and measured values were 8.6
and 9.7 dB respectively. The calculated S/I with no premodulation filter was -11.7 dB
(+2 MHZ, +30 dB). The premodulation filter for figures 15 to 18 was a 4-pole CD
with -3 dB frequency of 560 kHz.

CONCLUSIONS
1.  The RF spectra of unfiltered PCM/FM and PSK signals can be predicted very
accurately for various bit rates, peak deviations, and resolution bandwidths using a
personal computer and a spreadsheet.

2.  The RF spectra with premodulation filtering can be predicted with acceptable
accuracy for PCM/FM and PSK.

3.  The peak deviation can be accurately estimated when the bit rate and the frequency
separation between the first power nulls are known.

4.  The unmodulated carrier power of a PCM/FM signal can be accurately estimated
when the bit rate, peak deviation, and spectrum analyzer resolution bandwidth are
known.

5.  The ratio of the -60 dBc bandwidth to the bit rate decreases as the bit rate increases
(peak deviation and premodulation filter held at constant fraction of bit rate).



6.  The spectral sidebands are lower for PCM/FM than for PSK with the same linear
phase premodulation filter.

7.  The adjacent channel interference is lower for PCM/FM than for PSK with the
same linear phase premodulation filter.
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ABSTRACT

The high cost of real estate in countries with expanding populations, coupled
with the long range capability of modern weapon systems has resulted in the
need to expand test ranges to remote desert areas or areas over sea water. In
order to preclude the cost of duplicating existing test centers, and the high cost
of manually operating ground tracking stations, the requirement for unmanned
remotely controlled telemetry tracking systems has emerged.

Until recently, implementation of such systems has been trivial because the
microwave link had sufficient bandwidth. However, with the advent of multi-TM
bands, encrypted T.V. video and dual-polarization diversity requirements,
implementation of unmanned remote stations has become cumbersome,
expensive and less reliable. For instance, a pair of dedicated computers are
now required to remotely control as many as eight receivers and four diversity
combiners.

This paper analyzes the advantages, limitations and feasibility of remotely
controlling a wide-band antenna/pedestal with the restriction that all frequency
downconverters, receivers, and combiners be located at the test center where
they can be manually controlled and monitored, and more readily maintained. A
comparison is made between the use of coaxial cable and fiber-optic cable as
short-haul (0.25 to 25 kilometers) RF transmission media.

 BACKGROUND

Until recently, dual polarization diversity telemetry tracking systems have been
remotely operated by co-locating the data/tracking receivers with the
antenna/pedestal. To accomplish this, the receivers, combiners, and associated
test equipment were controlled via a GPIB bus from a remotely controlled local



computer. Not only were the TM data and received signal strength transmitted
to the control site, via narrow-band microwave links, but system operators
demanded that the IF spectrum also be received for presentation on spectrum
analyzers at the remote site.

Because of BAUD rate limitations, and overhead of the local and remote
computers, the receiver control response time is slow, but acceptable. The
response problem is compounded when two or more 100 MHZ telemetry bands
and/or encrypted T.V. video from the instrumented vehicle must be
accommodated by the tracking system. For this case, either a pair of receivers
and a combiner are required for each band, or a dual-channel downconverter
for each band, followed by a remotely controlled switching matrix and two or
more receivers are required. For either solution, additional power, cooling, and
rack space are required at the unmanned local site.

For multi-band telemetry tracking systems, it is preferred by operators and
maintenance personnel to have the receivers and optional downconverters
located at the manned remote site where patch panels and decrypting
equipment are available, and where the environment is well controlled. In
addition to the economies gained in reduced maintenance costs for the
receiving and environmental control equipment, this approach provides the
operator with immediate response of monitored parameters and eliminates the
links and associated computers required for receiver control and spectrum
display.

COAX VS. FIBER CABLES

The luxury of having the receivers at the manned remote site requires that the
wide-band RF (1.4 to 2.4 GHz) be transmitted from the local site to the remote
site. Since microwave links are currently limited to two 30 MHZ bandwidths by
the receiver/transmitters, only two methods are currently known for meeting this
requirement, either coaxial cable or fiber-optic cable.

It is neither cost effective nor practical to link an antenna/pedestal with a remote
controller, via a hard-wire cable, longer than 200 meters. But, what are the cost
effective and practical limits of using coaxial cable to link the antenna with the
remote receivers?

The cost of driving a long length of coaxial cable becomes excessive when
cable attenuation exceeds 40 dB. One-half inch diameter foam-dielectric coax is



Foam-dielectric cable was selected because it does not require pressurization with dry1

air and therefore the cost comparison with fiber cable is more equitable. 40 dB of cable
attenuation limits its length without a repeater amplifier.

limited to 350 meters in length and costs $5,400 per pair including connectors.1

Five-eighths inch diameter foam cable is limited to 550 meters in length, and
costs $22,700 per pair. One and one-fourth inch diameter cable is the largest
diameter cable that supports 2.4 GHz and is limited to 800 meters in length. The
cost of a pair of 800 meter long high-quality 1 ¼-inch foam flex cables exceeds
$54,000. Currently, at nine known existing installations, four dual-channel
frequency downconverters are employed at the pedestal to drive eight one-half
inch diameter coaxial cable runs 650 meters in length at a cost of $72,500. The
cost of the latter two alternatives far exceeds that of a high-quality dual-channel
fiber-optic link, which would remote the data/tracking receivers at a distance
exceeding 15 kilometers.

In order to maintain a low system noise temperature and drive a long coaxial
cable, the RF low-noise preamplifier (LNA) not only must have a net gain of 63
dB, but must have a tapered frequency response to compensate for the 8 dB
differential attenuation between 1.4 and 2.4 GHz in the coaxial cable. The same
63 dB LNA, but with a flat frequency response, will drive a single-mode analog
fiber-optic transmission line 6 kilometers in length and provide virtually the same
noise performance, and almost the same dynamic range. Since the frequency
response of the fiber-optic transmission system is flat to within 0.5 dB over the
band of interest, no leveling vs. frequency is required.

ADVANTAGES OF FIBER-OPTIC CABLE

Besides being more rugged and flexible than foam-dielectric coaxial cable, the
four principal advantages of using fiber-optics over coaxial cable are EMI,
security, moisture immunity, and cost.

Since the medium of transmission (glass) in optical fiber is totally non-electrical,
the signal in the fiber will not be disturbed by the presence of external EMI, EMP
or moisture. Also, since the medium is a dielectric, the signal cannot be tapped
using current probes. The only way to tap the signal, short of breaking the
connection, is to strip away the cable jacket and bend the bare fiber tightly
enough so that some of the light is transmitted through the cladding. Either way,
the loss in light power is immediately detectable at the photodiode receiver.

For cable runs longer than 550 meters, the most compelling reason for using an
analog fiber-optic RF transmission system is cost: For a dual-diversity (two-



channel) TM ground station, the cost of two 800 meter long 1 ¼-inch diameter
foam-dielectric cables having low VSWR is $54,000. Installing the cables in a
secure conduit will incur additional costs. The cost of two pair of laser
transmitters and photodiode receiver modules, and an 800 meter long bundle of
four single-mode fibers is $33,000. The cost of installing the fiber cable is
modest because it can be blown through existing conduit. The cost of installing
the fiber-optic laser transmitter modules in the pedestal, and the fiber-optic
receiver modules in the control console requires an additional $3,000 yielding a
total cost of $36,000. (Note that the laser transmitter modules are designed for a
severe environment and do not require an environmentally-controlled housing.)
It is concluded that a savings of at least $18,000 is realized by utilizing a secure,
EMI-proof fiber-optic transmission line system.

LIMITATION OF FIBER-OPTICS

The only limitation of a fiber-optic link, though not insurmountable, is dynamic
range. The dynamic range is defined as the signal level range (in dB) between
noise floor and LNA compression where the AM tracking error signal drops to
one-half its nominal peak-to-peak level.

Telemetry receivers typically amplitude-limit at a -10 dBm input and have a
noise figure of 10 dB. Assuming a 40 dB coaxial cable loss, the final stage of the
power amplifier driving the transmission line must not limit below an output of
+30 dBm, or have a 1 dB compression point of less than +30 dBm. The
combined gain of the LNA and power amplifier driving the line must be 63 dB to
overcome the cable loss and minimize the receiver noise contribution to the
system noise temperature. This transmission system typically provides a
dynamic range of 85 dB and a system noise temperature of 200 Kelvins. (Note
that for each additional dB of cable loss, one must not only increase the
amplifier gain and compression point by 1 dB but also increase the output power
capability by 1 dBm.)

The typical laser transmitter of a fiber-optic link begins to amplitude-limit at an
input level of + 1 5 dBm. The noise figure of the fiber link can be held to 46 dB
for a fiber length ranging from 0.25 to 15 kilometers. The corresponding power
gain (loss) of the fiber link ranges from -32 to -37 dB. To achieve a system noise
temperature of 200 Kelvins, the gain of the amplifier driving the fiber link again
must be 63 dB. However, the laser transmitter goes into compression before the
telemetry receiver by a power level ranging from 10 to 12 dBm. Thus, the
dynamic range of the receiving system is reduced 7 to 12 dB depending on the
length of the fiber-link. However, the dynamic range of 85 dB can be retained
simply by automatically controlling the gain of the drive amplifier, bypassing the



final stages of the amplifier or switching to a low-gain antenna once the received
signal strength exceeds 60 dB above noise floor.

EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON

A direct comparison of analog fiber with coaxial RF transmission line was made
at Edwards Air Force Base, CA., using an 8-foot diameter tracking system at
S-band. The 400-foot long LHCP channel coaxial cable was replaced by a fiber
link and compared with the unmodified RHCP channel using one-half inch foam
coaxial cable. A common Microdyne 1200MR receiver with an IF bandwidth of
1.5 MHZ was used to compare RF channels.

The two RF sources employed for the test were the solar disc and a boresight
tower using a vertically polarized antenna located seven (7) miles distant. The
gain of a second RF amplifier preceding a low cost laser transmitter module,
located at the base of the pedestal, was adjusted to equalize the noise level of
the two channels.

The solar disc was acquired and tracked using each channel. The RHCP (coax)
channel showed a Y-factor (ratio of solar disc noise power to cold-sky noise
power) of about 0.5 dB better than the LHCP (fiber) channel. The vertically
polarized source was autotracked by the RHCP channel when the signal-plus-
noise was equal to twice the noise. The signal level had to be raised
approximately 3 dB before autotracking, via the LHCP (fiber) channel,
performed equally well. (A bias in the tracking loop prevented stable
autotracking of either channel on a lower signal level.)

The signal level of the RHCP (coax) channel had to be raised 30 dB above
system noise floor before the bit error rate (BER) was less than one per 10  bits.6

The signal level in the LHCP channel had to be raised an additional 1.5 dB to
achieve equal performance. The signal level was then raised 60 dB above
system noise floor near laser saturation. No bit drop-outs were observed on
either channel. Autotrack snap-on tests of either channel using both the high-
gain antenna, and the low-gain acquisition aid antenna showed only a ten
percent overshoot and no variation in the tracked angle. (The lack of a higher
level RF test signal precluded measuring the full dynamic range of the fiber link.)

SYSTEM NOISE TEMPERATURE CALCULATION

Once the noise figure and power gain (loss) of the RF fiber-link in the TM
frequency band are known, the system noise temperature can be determined
using Friis’ formula. The three sources that contribute to the noise temperature



of the fiber link are laser noise, photodiode receiver thermal noise, and
photodiode shot noise, (see Reference 1). The latter two sources are functions
of system optical losses and become worthy of consideration when cable
lengths exceed 1 kilometer where the optical loss due to fiber and connectors
exceed 1.4 dB. The power gain (loss) of the link is a function of the laser to fiber
coupling, the photodiode output impedance matching device and fiber
attenuation. For longer cable lengths, photodiode thermal noise coupled with
high power loss eventually limits link performance. Once the required cable
length and quality are determined, the vendor will provide the Equivalent Input
Noise power (EIN) for the link, and the link power gain (loss). The system noise
figure can then be calculated.

By definition, the Noise Figure (F) of a device is a figure of merit determined by
the ratio of the noise power generated by the device, to the noise power
generated by an ideal device, which is 4 x 10  milliwatts/Hz at 290K or -174-18

dBm/Hz when terminated in a passive load. When the equivalent input noise
power of the link (EIN) is given in dBm/Hz, the noise figure for the link (in dB) is
found by subtracting -174 dBm/Hz from EIN. Thus, for an EIN of -128 dBm/Hz,
the noise figure (F) is -128-(-174) = 46 dB. The noise temperature (Te) of the
device is log - [F/10)-1] times the operating temperature of the device. The-1

typical laser is peltier cooled and operates at 296K ambient or 24.7 dBK. Since
F is typically 4 x 10  dB an adequate approximation for Te is F  + 24.7 .4

(dB) (dBk)

The noise temperature contributed by the fiber link can be washed out by
selecting a low noise RF preamplifier that provides a net gain 22 dB higher than
the link's effective noise temperature. Typically, the gain will compensate for the
fiber-link power gain (loss) and wash out the noise temperature contributed by
the TM receiver being driven by the link. To achieve maximum dynamic range,
the amplifier gain should be selected to cause its final RF stage to go into
compression after the laser transmitter starts to limit (+ 15 dBm typically).

Instead of employing a single high-gain amplifier, it is best to use two RF
amplifiers in cascade with provision for automatically bypassing the final driver
amplifier in order to extend the dynamic range.

Figures 1 A and 1 B are the noise temperature block diagrams for a coaxial
cable link system and an optical fiber link system. In both systems an LNA is
employed at the tracking antenna feed, and a power amplifier is employed at the
base of the pedestal to drive the RF cable or laser transmitter. A foam dielectric
cable 700 meters in length is compared to a 700 meter long fiber cable. The
coaxial cable has an insertion loss of 35 dB, while the fiber cable and
connectors has an electrical loss of 2.5 dB or twice the optical loss of 1.25 dB. A



FIGURE 1 A COAXIAL CABLE LINK SYSTEM

FIGURE 1 B FIBER-OPTIC LINK SYSTEM



5 dB loss is assumed for the RF distribution network and patch panel. (Note that
a 800 meter long cable could be used if an active multicoupler replaces the RF
distribution network.) In Figure 1 B, the coaxial cable is replaced by the optical
fiber link having a 50 dB noise figure (EIN = - 124) with power gain of -40 dB.

Using Friis’ formula, the system noise temperature, referenced at the antenna,
for the coax system of Figure 1 A is calculated in the usual manner where the
0.6 dB of antenna feed loss is used in each downstream calculation. The 63 dB
net gain upstream of the 700 meter long cable compensates for the 40 dB of
cable attenuation, leaving an excess of 22 dB to reduce the noise contribution of
the data/tracking receiver. The resulting noise temperature is 202.1 K.

The system noise calculation for the RF fiber optic link of Figure 1 B is
accomplished in the same manner. The net gain of 63 dB upstream of the laser
transmitter adequately reduces the noise temperature contribution of the laser,
but is 6 dB short of fully compensating for the downstream noise sources. The
calculated system noise temperature is 253.2K. Were it not for the dynamic
range problem, one could increase the gain of the power amplifier an additional
6 dB. An alternative method is to use a distributed feedback laser with an optical
isolator to reduce link noise. With this improvement, noise figure of the fiber link
is 44.5 dB (EIN = -129.5 dBm/Hz), the power gain loss is only -35.5 dB, and the
resulting system noise temperature is 208.2K. (The same noise temperature
can be attained by a fiber 6 kilometers long by using fiber in lieu of an optical
attenuator that protects the photodiode.)

For fiber links greater than 15 kilometers in length, the noise contributed by the
photodiode receiver becomes the critical factor. Here again, performance of the
standard optical receiver module can be improved by utilizing active or reactive,
rather than a resistive impedance matching devices at the diode output. Using a
close-coupled active RF amplifier having a 5 dB noise figure and a gain of
12 dB, the fiber link noise figure of 44 dB is achieved and the power gain is
reduced to -36.5 dB for a 15 kilometer link. Further, the added amplifier helps to
wash out the noise contribution of the RF distribution network and receiver, but
does not reduce the dynamic range of the system. The resulting noise
temperatures for a 15, 20, and 25 kilometer link are 192.9K, 198.7K and 218.6K,
respectively.

Once the lower, limit of EIN is reached, one has no alternative but to increase
the gain of the power amplifier and to adopt measures to achieve the desired
system dynamic range. For example, a gain increase of 2 dB lowers the system
noise temperature of the 25 kilometer link from 218.6K to 203.1 K, but
compresses the system dynamic range by an additional 2 dB. The RF gain will



have to be increased approximately 0.6 dB for each additional kilometer of high
quality single mode fiber cable to compensate for both the increased noise and
power gain loss.

REMOTE CONTROL OF THE ANTENNA/PEDESTAL

Hard-wire cabling from the antenna control unit at the control console to the
antenna/ pedestal is limited to 200 meters in length. Besides being bulky, heavy
and expensive, it is susceptible to EMI, lightning, and is not secure.

Antenna/pedestals have been successfully “remoted” using full duplex
telephone lines at a 4800 BAUD rate, and via full duplex microwave links at
9600 BAUD rates. For both cases, a modem, a multiplexer and a
microprocessor-based control unit, were employed at each end of the
transmission line. At these BAUD rates, a refresh rate of at least 10 times per
second is achieved. The time division multiplexer/demultiplexer allows one to
address three or more different devices, such as a Wake-Up Device, T.V.
Camera, Antenna Control Unit and/or a computer.

Using two inexpensive optical fibers and replacing each modem with an
inexpensive optical transmitter/receiver pair, the same technique used by
microwave commutation links may be employed. Now, the wide bandwidth
available with a fiber cable allows extremely high data transmission rates. The
logical candidate for a high-speed interface is MIL-STD-1553B which
accommodates data rates to 2.5 megabytes/sec and eliminates the need for a
multiplexer and a microprocessor-based control unit at the pedestal.

This design employs a MIL-STD-1553B Manchester II encoded digital interface
coupled to a fiber-optic transducer to relay data and commands between the
antenna control unit and the antenna pedestal. The link is transparent to the
EMP Model ACU-6 Controller which will continue to close the autotracking loop
(digitally) via a pair of angle error demodulators. The details of this design will
be presented in a subsequent paper.

CONCLUSIONS

The recent development of semi-conductor lasers and photodiodes have made
practical the transmission of wide-band amplitude-modulated radio frequency
signals as well as television video over single mode optical fiber transmission
lines. This new technology coupled with the highly developed digital
communication fiber-link technology, make practical, and cost effective, the
remote control of an unmanned autotracking antenna pedestal. Telemetry



tracking data receivers and an antenna control unit can now be located at the
operator's control console up to 15 miles away, in a controlled environment
without use of repeater amplifiers. A high speed full duplex data link allows the
autotracking loops to be closed (digitally) via a microprocessor based antenna
control unit, and the simultaneous control of remote T.V. camera and zoom lens.
These high speed wide-band links make control and response virtually
instantaneous to the operator.
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ADVANCED TELEMETRY TRACKING SERVO SYSTEM
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ABSTRACT

The primary objective of the Advanced Telemetry Tracking System Integration and
Development program at WSMR was the development and evaluation of an advanced,
almost totally digital servo tracking and control system. This was satisfied by replacing the
aging analog servo tracking and control system in one of WSMR’s seven Transportable
Telemetry Acquisition Systems (TTAS) with a Digital Control Unit (DCU), an Antenna
Control Unit (ACU), and other related equipment, and then evaluating the performance of
the resultant digital tracking system, referred to as the Advanced TTAS (TTAS-A).

The ACU is the primary interface between the operator and the DCU. Through the ACU,
the TTAS-A operator has independent control over each pedestal axis (elevation and
azimuth) involving the selection of tracking mode and servo bandwidth. The DCU reports
various servo system status and warning conditions back to the operator through the ACU.

In this paper, a discussion of the TTAS-A servo system, with emphasis upon hardware
external to the DCU, is presented. This includes the operation of servo position and rate
loops, system status and warning conditions, and a description of the operator-to-system
interface via the ACU display and control functions.

INTRODUCTION

The seven TTAS, produced by the Symmetrics Corporation, were acquired by WSMR in
1967, with the first being delivered in 1969. (TTAS-1 is illustrated in figure 1.) The TTAS
is a self-contained, transportable, dual-axis telemetry tracking system--using, originally, a
single-channel monopulse antenna feed to automatically track a moving target transmitting
an S-band or L-band telemetry signal with a tracking threshold (receive level) of -120 dBm
with a 100 kHz bandwidth. The tracking system can be slaved to externally derived
pointing data (from a radar, for example) for initial target acquisition or reacquisition if it
loses automatic track (called Autotrack), or it can be manipulated manually by an operator.
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 OVERVIEW OF THE TTAS SERVO SYSTEM

The TTAS-A servo system is illustrated in figure 2, which shows only one rate loop axis
since each is functionally equivalent. The DCU closes the position loops for both the
elevation and azimuth axes for all tracking modes and all servo bandwidths. The operator
commands the DCU as to which tracking mode and servo bandwidth to use for each axis
through the ACU. The three tracking modes available for each axis are Manual, Autotrack,
and Digital Slave. Three servo bandwidths are also available for each axis.

Knowing which tracking mode to use, the DCU reads in the appropriate position drive
command and the present position of the antenna, to determine the position error. The
DCU then compensates the position error using a Proportionality-Integrator-Differentiator
(PID) controller. The PID controller, illustrated in figure 3, creates a type-2 servo system
for the TTAS-A because of the presence of the pure integrator within the controller. For a
constant acceleration input, the servo system will attain a nonzero, steady-state position
error inversely proportional to the PID integrator gain. For a constant velocity input, the
steady-state position error will become zero.  After computing the PID controller output,*

the DCU sends the output to the rate loop using a digital-to-analog converter.

The rate loop is closed using an analog tachometer. An internal current limiting loop also
exists to prevent the dc motor windings from overheating and to limit the ability of the
motor to accelerate. The current loop is contained within the Pulse-width Modulated
Power Amplifier (PMPA) and is set to limit the acceleration of the antenna to a maximum
of 120 degrees/second  in each axis. The motor, coupled to the antenna through a 420:12

gearbox, turns much faster. The PMPA output saturates at a maximum of 150V dc. At
saturation, the antenna reaches a maximum velocity of approximately 45 degrees/second in
each axis.

The position loop feedback exists in two forms. First, the DCU can monitor the actual
position of the antenna through a synchro and synchro-to-digital converter (SDC). The
other method involves the conical scanning antenna feed which produces an amplitude
modulated radio frequency (RF) signal if the antenna is not pointing directly at the RF
transmission source. The azimuth and elevation tracking position error signals are derived
by demodulating the amplitude modulated RF with the appropriate scan reference signal,
also originating from the feed. If the operator selects either the Digital Slave or Manual
tracking modes, the DCU closes the servo position loop, using the SDC feedback. The 



tracking error signals, originating from the antenna feed, are used to close the servo
position loop--if the operator selects the Autotrack tracking mode.

SYSTEM WARNING AND STATUS CONDITIONS

Figure 2 does not completely illustrate the operation of the rate loop. Contained within the
rate loop are several system warning and status conditions concerned with the physical
limitations of the pedestal and several switching functions. These are illustrated more fully
in figure 4, which shows only one axis since each is functionally equivalent.

The first status condition is pedestal power. Pedestal power is toggled by the operator, and
its status is monitored by the DCU. The DCU has no control over pedestal power. When
pedestal power is engaged, the operator is actually only turning on power to two blowers
inside the pedestal, which cools the motors. If the blowers are working properly, they
close two pressure switches that are connected in a series. When closed, the pressure
switches turn on the main power relay to supply power to the power amplifiers and other
rate loop equipment. The pressure switches are known collectively as the Blower
Interlock. The DCU monitors the Blower Interlock status and reports it to the operator
through the ACU. If the Blower Interlock is not on when pedestal power is on, the servo
system will not function, and the DCU will inhibit the Drive On mode.

Another interlock in the TTAS rate loop is the Brake Interlock. There is one Brake
Interlock for each axis. Both the elevation and azimuth axes can be mechanically stowed
through the use of two stow pins. Prior to operating the TTAS, the stow pins must be
removed from their stowing positions and be inserted into two receptacles attached to the
pedestal brakes. When this action is taken, the brake on each axis is engaged, and
interlock switches within the brake stow pin receptacles are toggled. Each interlock switch
closes a Brake Interlock line monitored by the DCU. Like the Blower Interlock, if the
Brake Interlock is not activated in one of the axes, the servo system will not function in
that axis.

When either axis of the TTAS servo system is not active, that particular axis is in the
Standby mode. To activate either axis of the servo system, the operator must select the
Drive On mode by pressing the appropriate switch on the ACU front panel. If pedestal
power has not been turned on, or if either the Blower Interlock or the Brake Interlock, or
both, have not been activated, the DCU will prevent the operator from activating the servo
system by keeping that particular axis in the Standby mode.

When one of the servo system axes is activated in the Drive On mode, the DCU closes a
two-pole relay causing two actions simultaneously; the brake of that axis is released
electronically, and the rate loop is closed with the connection of the PMPA output to the



armature of the drive motor. In the Drive On mode, the operator can select one of the three
operational tracking modes and one of the three servo bandwidths for each axis.

When the servo system is in the Drive On mode, the DCU and the operator must be
observant of several conditions; the travel limits of each axis and the Azimuth Cable Wrap.
The antenna in the elevation axis can move freely between -10 and 90 degrees; in the
azimuth axis, it can move between -360 and +360 degrees. At both extremes of each axis,
there is a set of three travel limit switches; they are named, from least to most extreme,
Rate, Servo and Electrical Limits. When the first of the three limit switches (the Rate Limit
switch) is activated, the DCU notifies the operator of the limit condition by activating the
appropriate warning indicator on the ACU front panel, and by activating an audible alarm.
The DCU also reduces the maximum drive output to the rate loop, to reduce the maximum
velocity of the antenna while it is in the limit condition. If the antenna continues to move
beyond the Rate Limit and activates the Servo Limit switch, the DCU will no longer allow
the operator to drive the antenna in the direction of the limit. If the antenna had been
traveling at a high velocity, and reaches the Electrical Limit, the DCU will place that axis
into the Standby mode to open the rate loop and engage the brake. While in the Electrical
Limit, the DCU will permit the operator to place the servo system in the Drive On mode to
drive the antenna in the direction out of the limit condition.

The azimuth travel limit switches, alone, are incomplete indicators regarding the
limitations of the azimuth axis since they only indicate an extreme condition. As illustrated
in figure 1, the elevation axis of the TTAS pedestal rides atop the azimuth axis. All of the
RF and elevation servo control cabling, terminating in the upper elevation half of the
pedestal, twists as the azimuth axis is rotated. Since the azimuth axis can travel 720
degrees, the amount of cable twisting must be continuously monitored by the DCU and the
operator, to insure the protection of the cabling. This is referred to as the Azimuth Cable
Wrap. The DCU monitors the Azimuth Cable Wrap through a potentiometer whose shaft
is connected to the azimuth axis, and reports its status to the operator through the ACU.
Zero cable wrap is the center point where the azimuth axis can travel 360 degrees in either
direction.

THE ANTENNA CONTROL UNIT

The ACU was designed to be similar to control panels already in use at WSMR on other
telemetry tracking systems and is illustrated in figure 5. It is the primary interface between
the operator and the DCU. For the most part, all functions associated with the elevation
axis are on the left-hand side of the front panel, and all functions associated with the
azimuth axis are on the right-hand side. The left-hand and right-hand sides of the front
panel are mirror images of each other.



The position of the antenna is displayed in the center of the panel, using 1-inch height
seven-segment LED displays. These displays are accurate to 0.1 degrees. The tracking
mode select switches are below the position displays. The operator can select one of the
three tracking modes: Manual, Digital Slave, or Autotrack. Both the Digital Slave and
Autotrack select switches contain valid indicators to inform the operator that these tracking
modes can be engaged. The Autotrack valid indicator will illuminate when the received
signal strength from the RF source is greater than a preset signal strength threshold. The
Digital Slave valid indicator will illuminate when a valid external pointing data message
exists. Two extra switches for each axis were placed here for a fourth tracking mode,
Synchro Slave, which was later deleted when it was no longer required.

Immediately below the tracking mode select switches are the servo bandwidth switches
labeled Low, Medium and High. Only one of the three switches in each axis can be
selected at one time. Below these are the Standby and Drive On select switches. In the two
lower corners of the panel are two 10-bit digital encoders, used for moving the antenna in
the Manual tracking mode.

Above the position displays are three analog zero-centered edgewise meters. The two
outer meters display the elevation and azimuth Autotrack tracking error. These meters can
also display the Digital Slave tracking error if the button on the bottom left of the panel is
pressed. The central analog meter displays the Azimuth Cable Wrap.

Above the analog meters, the switches and indicators are used primarily for the pedestal
status and warning conditions. The two outermost buttons are the alarm override switches.
Next to these are the split-legend indicators which display the status of the rate travel limit
switches. Next to these approaching the center of the panel are the Forced Auto Select
switches which the operator can select to override the validity of the Autotrack tracking
mode.

The indicator immediately to the right of center at the top of the panel has a split legend.
The top legend displays the status of the Blower Interlock. The lower legend displays the
DCU Remote condition, which illuminates when the DCU is controlling the tracking
system through software. When the Remote condition exists, the DCU ignores all operator
input from the ACU front panel. Immediately to the right of this indicator is the audible
alarm which sounds when an antenna travel limit has been reached in either axis.

In the center of the ACU front panel are two potentiometers which the operator uses to
adjust the signal strength thresholds for both left-hand circular polarization (LHCP) and
right-hand circular polarization (RHCP) reception for Autotrack validity. Below the
potentiometers are valid indicators illuminating when the received signal strength in that
polarization is greater than its signal threshold level. Below the valid indicators is a three-



way switch where the operator chooses which polarization to use for Autotrack: LHCP,
RHCP, or combined.

CONCLUSION

The incorporation of the DCU and other related hardware into the TTAS has clearly
demonstrated the successful development of an improved, almost totally digital servo for
use in telemetry tracking systems. The dynamic tracking capability of the TTAS has been
enhanced by the type-2 PID algorithm. Through the self-diagnostic software and
automated test system developed for the TTAS-A, operators will be able to quickly
identify problems within the system and measure various system parameters far more
efficiently.
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Figure 1. TTAS-1.
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ABSTRACT
This paper will present the results of an investigation of the feasibility of using
broadband analog fiber optic technology to send telemetry antenna outputs from
remote sites to a central site. The fiber optic hardware consisted of a prototype analog
fiber optic transmitter and receiver plus 10 km of single-mode fiber. Laboratory tests
were performed to simulate the performance in the real-world. The fiber optic system
had a noise figure of 33.5 dB and a third order intercept point of 16.75 dBm. The use
of this fiber optic system to transmit a 215-320 MHZ telemetry antenna
downconverter output over a 10 km fiber would only degrade the quality of real-world
telemetry signals by a few tenths of a decibel. Key words: analog fiber optic
transmission, remote telemetry antennas.

INTRODUCTION
The Pacific Missile Test Center is installing new telemetry receiving antennas on
Laguna Peak and San Nicolas Island. These antennas are located at unmanned remote
sites at distances up to 10 km from the main telemetry receiving sites. Each antenna
will be able to receive signals in four separate frequency bands (1435-1540, 1750-
1850, 2200-2300, and 2310-2390 MHZ). The bands are separated in the antenna
pedestal and each band is applied to a separate downconverter. The output frequencies
of all downconverters are between 215 and 320 MHZ. Telemetry receivers can be
used to convert the downconverter outputs to relatively narrow band predetection
signals. The telemetry receivers can also demodulate these signals. The receiver
predetection and demodulated outputs can be sent to the main sites using off-the-shelf
baseband fiber optic systems. There are several advantages to sending the antenna
outputs rather than the receiver outputs. These advantages include: less hardware at
remote sites, antennas can be used to receive more signals because all of the receivers
at the main site are available, and wide band telemetry signals can be processed by
installing wide band receivers at the main site only. One disadvantage of sending the
antenna outputs rather than the receiver outputs is the large dynamic range of the
telemetry signals at the antenna output. This variation is illustrated in figure 1. The



variation in received signal power can exceed 70 dB. Off-the-shelf fiber optic systems
do not have the dynamic range to handle real-world telemetry signal level variations.
The purpose of this task was to determine the ability of custom fiber optic systems to
transmit real-world telemetry antenna outputs.

The advantages of optical fiber compared to coaxial cable include lower loss and
smaller size. The optical loss of fiber optic cable at a wavelength of 1300 nm is only
0.5 dB/km (an optical loss of 0. 5 dB/km is equivalent to an electrical loss of
1 dB/km). The loss of 1. 625 inch diameter coaxial cable is 13.2 dB/km at a frequency
of 300 MHZ and 33 dB/km at a frequency of 2000 MHZ.

 Fiber optic technology is currently being used to distribute cable television and
satellite earth station signals [1]-[5]. These applications have some similarity to
aerospace telemetry. However, they are much easier applications because the signals
have nearly constant amplitudes.

This task was divided into two phases. The first phase studied the feasibility of
sending the antenna downconverter outputs (215-320 MHZ) over 10 km of nine
micron diameter single-mode fiber optic cable. The second phase will investigate the
feasibility of sending the 1435-2400 MHZ band over a single fiber. This paper
presents the test results of the first phase.

One limiting factor on dynamic range is the very high noise figure of fiber optic links.
Typical values are in excess of 40 dB. The main causes of noise in a fiber optic system
are laser relative intensity noise (RIN) and detector noise. The degradations in
receiving system noise temperature for several combinations of gain before the fiber
optic transmitter and fiber optic noise figure are shown in figure 2. The excess noise
generated by the fiber optic system (referenced to the preamplifier input) can be
calculated by dividing the noise temperature of the fiber optic system by the net gain
between the preamplifier input and the fiber optic input. The required difference (dB)
between the net gain and the fiber optic noise figure can be calculated using

where:
NF = noise figure (dB) of fiber optic systemFO

G = net gain (dB) between preamplifier input and fiber optic inputAMP

T = receiving system noise temperature (K)S

D = allowable degradation (dB) in receiving system sensitivity.



If the receiving system noise temperature is 250 K and the maximum allowable
degradation is 0.3 dB, the gain before the fiber optic transmitter must exceed the fiber
optic system noise figure by 12.1 dB. A reasonable value for gain is 46 dB. Therefore,
the maximum allowable noise figure is approximately 34 dB (noise power of -80
dBm/MHZ or -140 dBm/Hz).

Another factor which limits dynamic range is system linearity. The modulation and
detection processes must be linear over a wide dynamic range. The modulation
process is the main source of nonlinearity in current analog fiber optic systems.
Extraneous signals will be generated if any nonlinearities are present. The linearity is
typically specified in terms of the third order intercept point (the point at which the
third order products would have the same amplitude as the input signal). The expected
power in the intermodulation products is equal to three times the input power minus
two times the third order intercept point. A third order intercept point of +18 dBm and
two input signals with power equal to -15 dBm would result in intermodulation
powers of -81 dBm (3(-15) - 2(18)). This is approximately equal to the noise power
density per MHZ of a fiber optic system with a noise figure of 34 dB.

TEST RESULTS
A prototype wide band analog fiber optic transmitter, receiver, and 10 km of single-
mode fiber were ordered in 1989. The critical specifications included:

frequency band: 215-320 MHZ
bandpass ripple: ±2 dB maximum
third order intercept: $18 dBm
1 dB compression: $dBm
spurious response: #-85 dBm (3 kHz bandwidth)
noise figure: #34 dB (-140 dBm/Hz)
link distance: 10 km

The initial hardware had a noise figure of approximately 49 dB and was somewhat
unstable with small input signals and less than 60 dB of amplifier gain in front of the
fiber optic transmitter. This instability is illustrated in figure 3. The hardware was
returned to the contractor. The contractor determined that this problem was caused by
reflected energy being fed back to the laser output. The contractor applied index
matching fluid to the connectors and replaced the laser with a higher power laser
(output power of new laser was 2 mW).

The modified hardware has a noise figure of 33.5 dB, is stable with 40 to 56 dB of
amplifier gain before the transmitter, and has a third order intercept point of 16.75 dB.
These values are similar to the values presented in reference [6] for direct modulation.



The fiber optics transmitter uses a 1300 nm distributed feedback (DFB) InGaAsP laser
diode. The laser is kept at a constant temperature using a thermoelectric cooler. The
data is applied to the optical signal using direct intensity modulation. The laser output
is connected to an anti-reflection isolator. The 10 km spool of cable was connected to
the receiver and transmitter using ST connectors. Fusion splicing would probably be
used in the actual application. The optical detector is an InGaAs PIN diode.

The system does have some low frequency spurious components with no input signal
and no microwave amplifier before the fiber optic transmitter. However, the system
will never be used in this mode. No spurious signals were detected when the gain
before the fiber optic transmitter was at least 40 dB. DFB laser diodes have narrow
spectral occupancy when no modulation signal is applied. The modulation broadens
the output spectrum. This spectral broadening reduces the coherence of the reflected
signal which minimizes the spurious signal problem with the DFB laser diode [7]-
[10]. This hardware meets our specifications in all areas except third order intercept
point. The lower intercept point would only cause a 2.5 dB increase in intermodulation
product levels when two or more very strong signals are present in any 100 MHZ wide
telemetry band. Predicted intermodulation levels are shown in figure 4 for both the
specified intercept point and the measured intercept point. This data shows that the
degradation is small. The predicted intermodulation power is insignificant (below -80
dBm) for ranges in excess of 32 statute miles with a transmitter effective radiated
power (ERP) of 34 dBm. The gain of the fiber optic system was flat within ±0.4 dB.

The setup for static bit error rate (BER) testing of the fiber optic system is shown in
figure 5. This setup simulates the real-world receiving systems. The effect of the fiber
optic system on bit error rate is shown in figure 6. The data in this chart shows that the
fiber optic system degraded the overall performance by approximately 0. 15 dB with
46 dB of gain before the fiber optic transmitter. The degradation was approximately
0.5 dB with 40.5 dB of gain before the fiber optic transmitter. The calculated
degradations are 0.14 dB and 0.48 dB respectively (the test system noise temperature
was 500 K). BER tests were also performed with 25 dB fades. The degradation caused
by the fiber optic system was approximately the same with fading as with static signal
levels. The fiber optic system had no noticeable effect on noise power ratio values
with a gain of 46 dB before the fiber optic transmitter.

CONCLUSIONS
Fiber optic technology is capable of transmitting antenna downconverter outputs for
distances of 10 km with only a small degradation in data quality. The main problem is
the wide dynamic range of the telemetry signals. The gain before the fiber optic
system and the fiber optic system noise figure and third order intercept point must be
optimized to minimize signal degradation. The dynamic range of state-of-the-art



wideband fiber optic systems is not as large as the dynamic range of good telemetry
equipment. Therefore, wideband fiber optic systems modulated by antenna outputs
will be more susceptible to degradation from large undesired signals than will fiber
optic systems modulated by receiver outputs. The best system for transmitting signals
from remote antennas may include both receivers plus multiplexed baseband fiber
optic systems and wideband fiber optic systems.
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The following acronyms and abbreviations were used in the figures contained in this
paper.

AMP Amplifier
BER Bit Error Rate
ERP Effective Radiated Power
FO Fiber Optic
G Gain
G/T Gain/Temperature
NF Noise Figure
NO FO No Fiber Optic
RF Radio Frequency



Figure 1. Received Signal and System Noise Power.

Figure 2. Calculated Degradation in System Sensitivity.



 Figure 3. Receiver Video Noise Level Instability.

Figure 4. Predicted  Intermodulation Power.



Figure 5. Test Setup for Bit Error Rate Test.

Figure 6. Bit Error Rate Data.
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ABSTRACT

Portable Telemetry Data Receive/Record Sets (TDRRS) are temporarily installed in Navy
ships to record and display data from tactical surface-to-air and surface-to-surface missiles
(e.g., STANDARD, HARPOON, TOMAHAWK and SEA SPARROW). The Arleigh
Burke DDG 51 AEGIS class Destroyer is the fleet’s newest Man-of-War. The first ship of
this class, the USS Arleigh Burke (DDG 51), was recently commissioned on 4 July 1991.
Permanent telemetry data RF and control transmission cabling systems will be installed in
these Destroyers. The purpose of the dedicated cabling system is to deliver high quality
telemetry data to the portable TDRRS. A dedicated quality interface guarantees reliable
communications with the STANDARD Missile (SM) 2 during the pre-exit and initial
airborne stages during missile launched from the ship’s Vertical Launch System (VLS).
Previous ship classes depended on portable cables and equipment to provide for this
function. Cables were brought through hatchways and bulkheads to the telemetry receiving
and recording equipments. The DDG 51 AEGIS Class Destroyer uses a Collective
Protection System (CPS) that provides for differential inside air pressure that is greater
than the outside air pressure. This is intended to prevent chemical, biological, and nuclear
contamination from entering the ship. To preserve CPS integrity, telemetry cabling is
routed through airtight bulkhead connectors.

This paper introduces the new integrated shipboard telemetry cable interface and the
recently developed fleet telemetry receive and record system. Discussions will be provided
on the SM 2 Vertical Launch System telemetry data transfer and the latest state-of-the-art
receive and record equipment installed on the Arleigh Burke DDG 51 AEGIS Class
Destroyers.



INTRODUCTION

Prior to 1991 the U.S. Navy utilized portable telemetry cabling and equipment positioned
on AEGIS Cruisers involved in missile exercises, on various missile ranges, in different
parts of the world. With the advent of AEGIS MK 41 Vertical Launching System (VLS),
AEGIS Cruisers had minor amounts of permanent telemetry cabling installed; all other
cabling had to be portable.

The Arleigh Burke DDG 51 AEGIS Class Destroyer is being built with permanent
telemetry cabling routed between the antenna systems above deck and the physical fitness
room below deck. The physical fitness room is temporarily converted to the telemetry
equipment room to facilitate capture of missile flight data. Missile systems used on this
class of ship are the SM 2 (surface-to-air), and the HARPOON and TOMAHAWK cruise
missiles (surface-to-surface). During the same development time frame as the Arleigh
Burke, a new compatible Telemetry Data Receive/Record Set (TDRRS) was developed
and manufactured along with the associated Portable Medium Range Antenna (PMRA)
system. The telemetry cabling on Arleigh Burke was designed and installed to
accommodate the new TDRRS Portable Telemetry Receiving System (PTRS) and PMRA
system.

SHIPBOARD TELEMETRY SYSTEM DESIGN

The shipboard telemetry system design was required to accommodate a diverse and
dynamic set of system interface requirements. System cabling provides pseudo bus
structure that interfaces the systems antenna resources above deck with the telemetry
instrumentation below deck. Figure 1 provides a summary illustration of the cabling
interface system. In Figure 1 the shipboard telemetry cabling resources are indicated in
bold lines, equipment bounded by the dashed and bold lines are permanently installed in
the ship. Major elements of the system operational requirements that helped forge the
shipboard telemetry system design are discussed in the following paragraphs.

A. Missile Configuration

The majority of missiles fired from DDG 51 AEGIS Class Destroyers during training
exercises will be the SM 2 missiles with Warhead Compatible Telemeter (WCT) (e.g.,
AN/DKT-53A/B, AN/DKT 71). All STANDARD Missiles, with the WCT installed,
launched from DDG 51 AEGIS Class Destroyers have the capability to be warhead burst
tactical rounds. This occurs when the ship’s telemetry power is not applied before missile
launch. However, variations exist and are listed as follows:



Figure 1 Shipboard Telemetry Interface System

1. WCT with missile warhead enabled and telemetry antenna configured as either
directional (RF energy focused for optimum shipboard reception) or omni-
directional (RF energy in the form of an expanding donut around the missile).

2. WCT with missile warhead disabled and telemetry antenna configured as either
directional or omni-directional.

General round selection planning requires ships to order out telemetry configured missiles
based on missile-to-target geometry. This geometry is from review of flight profiles and
primary missile receiving site location. Round selection planning includes definition of the
communications requirements between the missile and the telemetry receiver. SM 2
operational requirements are selected from a range of telemetry frequencies prior to missile
build-up. These frequencies are standard IRIG E-band frequencies and range between 



2200.5 MHZ and 2300.5 MHZ. Each missile is built-up at a Naval Weapon Station or all-
up-round facility with an assigned frequency and cannot be changed on the ship.

B. Ship operator and computer program

The Missile Systems Supervisor (MSS) in the Combat Information Center (CIC) selects
the primary and back-up telemetry equipped missiles. The MSS selects the missiles from
available inventory at his ship’s console. Once the missile location is entered into the
Combat System computer, the system will power up the selected missile’s WCT, and if
appropriate, power down the same missiles. Normally power down would not occur unless
warm-up time is exceeded due to excessive target engage time. MSS will make sure that
during a multi-missile firing event, missiles will not be launched using the same telemetry
frequency. Frequency conflicts usually cause loss of usable telemetry data. However, even
when missiles are configured with the same telemetry frequency, data can be recovered
when missiles are launched at a minimum of ten seconds intervals. This assumes close pre-
launch communications between the MSS, the shipboard telemetry operator, and the
missile range telemetry operator.

C. Telemetry transmission from missile to ship and retransmission from ship to
shore

1. The VLS missile canisters are RF radiation tight. This means external RF radiation
cannot get into the canister and pre-launch telemetry transmissions cannot get out of
the VLS canister.

2. The SM 2 MK 13 missile canisters have a telemetry antenna inside the canister and
a coaxial cable connection for this antenna on the outside of the canister. In order to
transmit telemetry from the ship prior to launch, the canister antenna must be
coaxially cabled through a retransmission amplifier system to an external
transmitting antenna. Heliax coaxial cables going from each VLS launcher bulkhead
to a Hoffman type connector box in the physical fitness room and on to a Hoffman
type connector box located by the ship’s quarterdeck, are permanent parts of the
ship. The other permanent cables from the physical fitness room are the telemetry
auto-track antenna, MK 56 Portable Medium Range Antenna (PMRA), system
cables and dual polarized manual horn antenna input heliax coaxial cables to the
telemetry receiving station located in the physical fitness room. The rest of the
transmission and receiving system is portable and must be installed prior to the
missile exercises. These portable items are listed in the following paragraphs:

a. Intra-launcher coaxial (Type N) cabling between the VLS missile canister and
the permanent VLS bulkhead connector.



b. Intra-launcher microwave signal combiners (if there are multiple telemetry
equipped missiles in the same launcher).

c. Telemetry retransmission amplifier and coaxial (Type N) cables for physical
fitness room, that is temporarily converted to the telemetry equipment room.

d. Telemetry retransmission transmit antenna and coaxial (Type N) cables to the
Hoffman type connector box in the passageway by the quarter deck.

e. Receiving antennas and coaxial (Type N) cables to the Hoffman type connector
box in the passageway by the quarter deck.

f. The TDRRS (e.g., AN/SKQ-9, 10, AERO, PTRS) is provided and operated by
Naval Sea Center, Atlantic or Pacific. The TDRRS is installed in the physical
fitness room, that is temporarily converted to the telemetry equipment room.

D. Ship Telemetry Antenna Placement and Cabling

The telemetry auto-track antenna system, the Portable Medium Range Antenna (PMRA),
will be placed port or starboard of the ship’s quarterdeck. Reversible Baxter bolts, low
profile padeye in the deck, will be used as hold downs for anchoring the antenna system to
the deck. The portable telemetry dual polarized manual horn antennas will be placed on
the 02 deck level around the forward stack and will be manually pointed. Positioning of
these antennas is shown in figure 2.

Figure 2 DDG 51 Telemetry Antenna Locations

This telemetry cabling system is designed to provide interface with two auto-track antenna
systems and two receiving dual polarized manual horn antennas mounted topside.
Additionally, the system is designed to interface with the two topside pre-exit transmit
antennas. During missile exercises, the Antenna Control Unit (ACU) for the auto-track
antenna system (PMRA) is located in the physical fitness room. The physical fitness room
is temporarily converted to house the telemetry receive/record and antenna systems control
equipment.



TELEMETRY RECEIVING AND RECORDING SYSTEM

A. Telemetry Data Receive/Record System (TDRRS) equipment

The following discussion focuses on the U.S. Navy’s most recently developed TDRRS
system. The MK 75 Mod 0 Portable Telemetry Receiving System (PTRS) with its
associated antenna system the MK 56 Mod 1 Portable Medium Range Antenna (PMRA)
are new telemetry equipment resources to the fleet’s TDRRS inventory. The PTRS and
PMRA are currently undergoing field level evaluations and acceptance testing.
Introduction of the PTRS and PMRA system into fleet operations is expected in early FY
92.

The PTRS and PMRA system is designed to support a comprehensive family of PAM and
PCM missile telemeters. The system design has many strengths not available in other
telemetry ground station systems. The system design provides a portable rugged shipboard
compatible TDRRS, that can be configured as a single console record only system or dual
console real-time reception, analysis and display system. The system is compatible with
the KGR-66 encryption system to provide for full encrypted data processing of modern
high speed digital telemeters, such as the AN/DKT-71 WCT. The system provides real-
time and post-processing multi-media displays of telemetry data in engineering units or
digital data. Displayed information provides functional titles, signal magnitudes, and
scientific parametric units. The system design has the added advantage of an open
architecture which allows for ready adaptation to anticipate future PAM and PCM system
evolutions. Accommodation of future systems operational requirements will be
accomplished by providing for additional system operating software, that is easily
developed.

B. PTRS/PMRA System Characteristics

The PTRS and PMRA integrate into a portable high digital data rated shipboard telemetry
receiving, recording, and processing system. The system is fully integrated with shipboard
operational and support systems, servicing a wide range of PAM and PCM configured
missiles. The MK 75 and MK 56 telemetry receiving system was designed to give the
SMS fleet the capability to support the modern missiles systems with high PCM bit rates
and encrypted communication.

Functionally the PTRS/PMRA system is designed to acquire and track telemetry
configured SMS missiles operating with S-band transmitters. The PTRS/PMRA is
configured with menu selectable software operating routines that are designed to set-up the
system in pre-established operating modes for each missile/telemetry configuration. These
menu selectable routines include the SM configurations planned for use in the Arleigh



Burke DDG 51 Class Destroyers. The PTRS/PMRA was designed to provide S-band
telemetry reception in either PAM or PCM data transmission formats. The PTRS/PMRA
system receives, records, processes, and displays telemetry data in real time and post-
processing modes. The system also has built in capability to provide complete SM post
flight recorded telemetry data analysis. In flight data capture is provided for by on-line
magnetic tape and removable hard disk storage medias. System level functional and
interface characteristics are summarized in subsequent paragraphs. The PTRS/PMRA
system is design to be a portable stand-alone telemetry receiving system. Packaged in
separate stackable enclosures, the system builds up into two operationally independent
consoles. For a record only configuration only the first stack is needed. The PTRS
compatibility and capability attributes are summarized in the following paragraphs.

C. PTRS Compatibility and Capabilities

The PTRS is designed for shipboard operations, with portable rugged modular equipment
packaging. The PTRS system design integrates the use of commercial telemetry equipment
for optimal system maintenance and minimal cost of ownership. Figures 3 provides
illustrations of the MK 75. Figure 3 is an illustration of the PTRS fully configured for
normal telemetry data recovery operations. Figure 4 provides a functional block diagram of
the PTRS.

1. The PTRS is designed to operate with existing SMS telemetry antenna tracking
systems. The design provides for compatibility with:
a. The Portable Short Range UHF Receiving Antenna System EMP STS-12.
b. The existing Dual Polarized Manual Horn Antenna System.
c. An additional PMRA. The Antenna Control Unit (ACU) for the second PMRA

will be provided by interconnecting cabling not further than 8 feet away.
d. The Communications Tracking Set AN/SYR- 1 (the shipboard Phased Array

Antenna used with the SM Extended Range Missile).
2. Provisions are included for a second (optional) dual channel receiver combiner

which can be utilized for tracking of a second WCT configured STANDARD
missile.

3. The MK 75 PTRS and MK 56 PMRA system is designed for functional
compatibility with the Navy PAM and PCM telemeter systems listed in Table 1. In
order to provide for this comparability, the system has the equipment setups, missile
operational formats, and requisite data base included to allow real time telemetry
data reduction, display, or playback. The system Strip chart recorder/digital printer
and magnetic recorder/reproducer channels and range settings are predetermined for
fast and accurate data recovery. The interface configuration, instrumentation,
display and recording equipment set up and data base software are readily updated
or modified by the system user to provide for future growth.



Figure 3 MK 75 MOD 0 PTRS System

Figure 4 PTRS Functional Block Diagram



4. The high speed serial digital data UHF Satellite Communications Set AN/WSC-3.
5. The ship’s 110 VAC, 60 Hz single phase (MIL-STD-1399B, Type 1) power source.

Maximum power consumption does not exceed 2600 Watts of which 400 Watts
reserved for PMRA antenna system.

6. The ship’s sound powered telephone system defined in MIL-T-15514.
7. Provisions are provided for a second ACU/receiver status interface.

Table 1
PAM & PCM Telemeter Compatibility

The PTRS packaging design is based on a modular 19" rack mounted equipment case. The
system consists of several individual 19" instrument cases that house each of the PTRS
system resources. This approach provides for convenient system build-up and safe
transportability. Each instrument case houses selected commercial telemetry instruments
that are integrated into a complete system. This modular design accommodates both
system integration and equipment handling and transportation. The instrument cases
provide for secure equipment stacking, build-up, and tie-down. When completely racked
and integrated the system is designed to withstand sea state 5 levels.

The system modular cases are easy to handle aboard ship, providing for passage through
narrow and confined ship’s spaces. The system is designed for two technicians to
unpackage and integrate the system in less than 8 hours. The system is packaged with
interface cabling that limits interconnection error and promotes ease of integration at
remote sites.

The PTRS consists of a Telemetry Receiver Console and a Process/Display Console. The
Telemetry Receiver Console is designed with an integral Personal Computer (PC) to
function in either a fully integrated telemetry data processing mode or a stand-alone
telemetry record mode. In the stand-alone mode under PC control the console provides for
telemetry data capture and record operations. In this mode telemetry data is collected on
tape and hard disk media for post-processing or analysis at a later date. In the integrated
mode the Telemetry Receiver Console provides real-time telemetry data to the
Process/Display Console for analysis and display. The Process/Display Console provides
for real-time and post-processing analysis and display of missile flight telemetry data. The
Process/Display Console post-processing capability provides for analysis of missile



telemetry data that has been stored on magnetic media (e.g., analog tape or removable hard
disk). Figure 5 provides an illustration of the modular packaging and relative size of the
system. The left rack in Figure 5 is the Process/Display Console and the Telemetry
Receiver Console is positioned on the right.

Figure 5 PTRS Consoles and Instrument Modules

C. PMRA Compatibility and Capability

The MK 56 MOD 0 PMRA, illustrated in Figure 6, provides the missile telemetry
acquisition, reception, and tracking functions for the PTRS. The PMRA is an orthogonally
polarized, dual axis, space-stabilized, tracking antenna system that is used to receive
telemetry from surface-to-air missiles. Used in conjunction with a TDRRS telemetry
receiver that can supply conditioned detected AM and processed AGC feedback signals,
the PMRA provides for STANDARD missile telemetry signal acquisition and tracking.
The PMRA was developed for compatibility with the AN/SKQ-9, 10, AERO, and PTRS
TDRRS systems. The PMRA features a high gain (20.5 dB), suppressed side-lobes, dual
axis tracking, and stabilized operation in both azimuth and elevation. The PMRA is a fully
ruggedized and self-contained design for unattended operation in all-weather
environmental conditions.



Figure 6 Portable Medium Range Antenna

The PMRA consists of two units, the antenna/pedestal, and the Antenna Control Unit
(ACU). Figure 7 provides a functional block diagram of the PMRA with limited
information on the system interface characteristics. The antenna/pedestal is located above
deck, operating unattended in all weather conditions. The ACU is located below deck with
the PTRS to provide for system functional control. The ACU is microprocessor controlled
to provide for automated antenna positioning, missile autotrack, and status outputs. The
PMRA provides for manual, acquire/auto-track, search, and directed modes of operation.

CONCLUSION

The PTRS/PMRA coupled with Arleigh Burke DDG 51 AEGIS Class Destroyers’
permanent telemetry interface cabling system establishes a significant advancement in the
integrity and support of telemetry missile data collection and processing in the Surface
Missile System shipboard environment. Telemetry data acquisition and recovery have been
improved immeasurably by incorporation of dedicated ship, missile, and telemetry system
interfaces into the ships system interface. The long term preservation of cabling condition, 



Figure 7 PMRA Functional Block Diagram

reduced cable lengths, improved signal quality, reduced integration manhours, improved
quality and quantity of telemetry data recovery are but a few examples of the
improvements brought about by this approach.

Introduction of the PMRA brings about a whole new era of telemetry signal acquisition
and tracking. Its potential for improving pre-exit, near-hull, radiation cluttered, and
tangential flight telemetry data processing are only limited by the newness of its
introduction.

The introduction of the PTRS into the Navy TDRRS inventory provides a substantial
improvement over existing systems functional limitations and maintenance posture. Due to
available technology from the commercial sector, the PTRS design has proven to be a
supportable, high performance, affordable solution to the requirement for highdata rate
telemetry support. System supportability was made possible by the selection of
commercial telemetry instrumentation. Selection of commercially available telemetry
instrumentation permitted adaptation of established maintenance resources and procedures.
The functional superiority of the PTRS springboards the Navy TDRRS resources into
state-of-the-art high speed digital and encrypted telemetry data capability.



A PRECISION TRANSPORTABLE TRACKING
TELEMETRY SYSTEM

R.A. Morris, Scientific-Atlanta, Inc.
W.R. Powell and S.N. Bundick, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center

ABSTRACT

Changing mission requirements have forced NASA to procure a new generation of
tracking telemetry system with performance and features greatly exceeding existing
system capabilities in many areas. These requirements and the system that was
designed to meet them are discussed. Initial results of system testing are presented.

INTRODUCTION

The NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center/Wallops Flight Facility provides telemetery,
command, and metric tracking support for several types of missions. Those missions
include launch vehicle support and sounding rocket mission support as well as LEO
satellite support. These missions often require support from remote sites with no
existing tracking resources.
The requirements of these missions have increased beyond the capabilities of existing
transportable telemetry tracking systems, and the need for a new generation of
tracking system which incorporates the latest advancements in technology was
evident.

THE REQUIREMENT

To meet the increased requirements the system needed to improve upon the existing
capabilities in three basic areas; improved RF performance, automation, and target
positional accuracy. It was also required that the new system retain the transportability
of current smaller, less capable systems. The driving forces behind each of the new
requirements as well as the existing transportability requirement are discussed below.

Slant ranges and data rates have increased, yielding negative link margins with
existing transportable telemetry systems. Even after optimizating the downlink
modulation, and employing the most efficient flight transmitters available, a minimum
station G/T of 21 dB/K at 2250 MHZ is required. Also, the telemetry band was
recently expanded into the 2300-2400 MHZ range, and it is anticipated that future



expendable launch vehicles will downlink in this new range. It was therefore essential
that the new system cover that band as well as the 2200-2300 MHZ band.

The Ground Network, which was originally deployed in support of the Apollo
program, has been phased out. The low earth orbit satellite support originally provided
by these systems was largely taken over by TDRSS, but a great number of low cost
satellites are not TDRSS compatable. Also, a number of these satellites will have to
downlink in real time to remote sites. To that end, the relatively small number of these
systems available (three at present) must support a wide variety of missions in rapid
succession, from dispersed points of the globe. The system would be called on to
perform in environmental conditions that range from Alaska to the tropics. Once the
system has been transported to a new site it must be erected from the ground up in
three days by a crew of three men.

Wallops Flight Facility has been using existing telemetry tracking antenna systems as
pedestal type radars. These systems accomplish ranging by measuring the delay to a
serial bit stream which is uplinked and the loop is closed via the telemetry downlink.
The telemetry systems currently employed were not designed to provide the needed
angular accuracy in real-time. They require laborious manual calibrations of the RF
beam squint at the frequencies and polarizations of interest, and celestial alignment
with rifle scope type optics.

With these systems corrected data is only available post mission. Frequently more
than a month elapses before the data processing is complete. The new systems are
required to an absolute beam radial accuracy of +/- 0.050 degrees three sigma in both
azimuth and elevation axes, as referenced to true north and the local gravity vector.

The existing stations utilized for LEO satellite support are quite labor intensive, and
require a large crew, as well as engineering support to install, align and check out.
They also require continous manning during routine satellite pass support. NASA
required the new system to be highly automated so that it could be fielded without
increasing the existing staffing. This means that the system has to automatically align
itself after erection, perform self-testing, an run a 24 hour satellite pass support
schedule without operator support.

THE SOLUTION

The system Scientific-Atlanta developed to meet the above mentioned requirements
for NASA employs an eight meter prime focus antenna illuminated with a high
efficiency ESCAN feed, mounted on a dual drive elevation-over-azimuth pedestal.
The system simultaneous receives signals in the 2200-2400 MHZ band in both RHCP



and LHCP channels, while transmitting in either polarization in the 2025-2150 MHZ
band via a 200 watt solid state transmitter. A simplified block diagram of the system
is shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows two views of the antenna/pedestal assembly.

There are four primary elements which differentiate this system from the current
transportable telemetry systems. They are:

1) The ESCAN feed
2) The unique transportation system
3) The absolute angular accuracy provisions
4) The automation afforded by the system computer and operating system

Each of these features is discussed in detail below.

ESCAN FEED

A new type of tracking feed was developed to meet the dual NASA requirements of
high aperture efficiency and low side lobes. This new feed, the ESCAN, employs an
electronically rotated, or scanned, beam with an instantaneous pattern identical to that
of a mechanically scanned beam. However it offers several distinct advantages over
mechanically scanned beams. These include a sum channel beam which is not
scanned, and has, therefore, no synthetic amplitude or phase modulation.

Using this feed design the system was able to acheive a G/T of over 21 dBK across
the 2200-2400 band in both tracking and data channels while producing sidelobes
more than 20 dB down.

The ESAN feed also has the capability of being scanned at rates equivalent to 1,000
cycles per second. This feature is crutial to high accuracy requirement because it
provides a high level of immunity to fast fades and swells in the signal strength caused
by the spinning antenna pattern of the sounding rocket.

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

The system was designed from the start with the tranportability requirements in mind.
When packed for transport, the entire system is contained in two ISO containers (one
20 foot and one 40 foot) and a telemetry van, permitting ecconomical shipment by air,
sea, or rail.

Three specially designed skids provide a permanent means of securing the antenna
and pedestal, and are designed to assist rapid erection. The pedestal skid is designed to



hold the pedestal, base extension, and counterweight arms in a single major assembly
to minimize erection time.

The skids also contain reels for the range and RF cables, and an “hor d'oeuvres” tray
containing the RF and waveguide assemblies preassembled for rapid deployment.

Once erected, the system is aligned using a portable boresight system and the built in
automatic sextant. The portable boresight system consists of a two foot diameter dual
polarized reflector antenna, mounted atop a 40 foot telescoping tower. The antenna is
driven by a low power comb transmitter, which simultaneously generates 11 test
carriers across the 2200-2400 MHZ band (one every 20 MHZ). An optical flag target
is mounted on the tower to assists in the alignment of the telescope.

The automatic sextant uses the video telescope and a computer stored catalog of over
200 stars to align itself to true north.

ANGULAR ACCURACY

The tracking system is required to provide azimuth and elevation angles to the target
in absolute geodetic coordinates at a rate of up to 10 samples per second. These angles
must be accurate to a tolerance of +/-0.050 degrees 3 sigma.

To acheive this accuracy, the system compensates the measured servo angles in real
time for mechanical alignment errors, RF alignment errors (or beam squint), reflector
droop, and residual error (or the servo’s inability to precisly follow the autotrack
error).

The mechanical errors consists of azimuth bias and non-orthogonality of the elevation
axis to the azimuth axis. The azimuth bias, or offset of the synchro zero from true
north, is determined by an automatic plunge-and-rotate on one of the 200 stars in the
computer’s catalog. Any non-orthogonality measured by theodelite can be manually
entered into the computer.

The RF alignment errors are quantized periodically using the boresight source, and the
automatic RF alignment routine in the system computer. The errors (azimuth
colimation and elevation bias) are stored in a look-up table in the computer with the
corresponding frequency and polarization. The computer automatically determines the
current tracking frequency and polarization, and applies the corresponding
coefficients.



The system also continously monitors the detected autotrack error, and applies a
correction to the target position output to correct for residual error induced by wind
gust or servo lag. The autotrack error is processed by a multistage digital filter, which
permits the operator to select a bandwidth of 0.5 Hz, 5 Hz or 50 Hz depending on the
expected SNR to the optimize the response to his link.

SYSTEM AUTOMATION

The Precision Transportable Tracking Telemetry System employs a computer control
system to automate nearly every phase of the system operation. The system uses was
an Hewlett Packard 9000 series, Model 360 CM computer with an operating system
program written primarily in HP BASIC, with compiled subroutines in 68030
assembler and PASCAL. This operating system program is nearly 15,000 lines of
code, and performs the four main functions of orbit/launch scheduler, automatic
equipment configuration, real time control, and system alignment and verification.
Figure 3 summarizes the sub-functions available under each of the main functions.

In the orbit scheduler function the computer stores the mean orbit elements, or IIRV’s
for up to 12 satellites, and allows the operator to schedule any visable passes. At T-2
minutes before the pass, the system will automatically wake up and configure all of
the system equipment to any of up 100 equipment configuration files. During the pass
the computer will track the satellite with up to 10 commanded az/el angles per second.

All of the system instruments, which consist of four receivers, two diversity
combiners, antenna control unit, power meter, time code generator, and VHF switch,
are connected to the controller via an IEEE-488 bus, and can be controlled in real time
by an operator sitting at the computer console.

The computer also serves as an automatic test and alignment aid, acting as a
computerized sextant for syatem alignment and offering the operator a wide range of
RF and mechanical tests to verify the systems performance. The system also provides
a Quick Look analysis of satellite pass which compares the actual autotracked position
of the satellite to that calculated in the orbital predictor for a verification of the system
alignment.

Figure 4 shows two typical screens, Figure 4 a) shows the Track Screen, which
provides a single point heads up status of the system during the pass. Figure 4 b)
shows the Receiver Configuration Menu, which allows the operator to select all of the
receiver configuration parameters to be used during a pass.



In addition to the automation afforded by the computer control system, the antenna
control unit incorporates a number of “smart” features to assist the operator. These
include automatic beam switching routine aids in the transition from the 20 degree
beamwidth acquisition antenna to the 1.4 degree main beam, and a zenith pass routine,
which predicts direct and near direct overhead passes and slews the azimuth under
program track to prevent loss of the target.

SYSTEM TESTING

The system test program was devised to rigorously exercise the Precision
Transportable Tracking Telemetry System, and to precisely quantitize the angular
accuracy under conditions which duplicate its actual use.

During the acceptance test, the system was assembled from its skid mounted
configuration, and aligned for service using only the built in alignment aids available.
In good weather conditions, three men can easily erect and align the system in three
days. The angular testing was commenced immediately after the erection and
alignment.

ANTENNA ANGLE ACCURACY TESTING

System angle accuracy testing was conducted by tracking a number of satellites with
the system, and relaying the azimuth and elevation angle data in real time to Goddard
Flight Dynamics Facility (FDF). At FDF the data transmitted was compared to a
definative orbit for the satellite generated by the Goddard Trajectory Determination
System. Predicted az/el look angles with accuracies of better than 0.001 degrees were
obtained by using a GPS survey to locate the Atlanta site to sub-foot accuracy in three
dimensional space, and by simultaneously reducing tracking information from a
number of other tracking sites to produce a definative orbit.

The angle accuracy test setup is shown in figure 5. The Tracking data formatter time
tags az/el data from the tracking system at a rate of 10 samples per second. The data is
then output to a synchronous modem at a rate 2400bps in Minimum Data Delay
Format (MDDF). MDDF is used primarily by NASA radars, and is compatable with
the FDF system. The data was then analyzed, and accuracy plots were generally
available by FAX within four hours.



CONCLUSION

A typical angle accuracy test plot is shown in Figure 6. Without additional adjustment,
the system routinely falls within an absolute accuracy of +/-0.075 degrees, 3 sigma,
and on most passses acheives +/-0.05 degrees, 3 sigma. Small contributing factors
such as synchro package nonlinearity and droop caused by spar flexture were easily
discerned from the test output, and were corrected.
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ABSTRACT

Various high performance fiber optic networks have been in existence and available
now for over 10 years. Virtually all of them, until recently, have been designed around
the “better idea” of some single company or engineer, and therefore were or became
expensive, proprietary systems, with limited support, and limited or no growth
potential. Many benefits were still realized by the users in spite of that; primarily in
the areas of increased bandwidth, improved security, and the capability to have data
transmission over long distances. However, after 5 years of continued development
and refinement, the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) X3T9.5 committee
has nearly completed acceptance and final approval of the Fiber Data Distributed
Interface (FDDI) specifications. The new FDDI standards have already evidenced a
tremendous and eager acceptance by the end user community, and are clearly destined
to replace Ethernet as the most prevalent network media. FDDI also offers additional
benefits specifically of interest to the telemetry market, and therefore represents an
ideal Local Area Network (LAN) technology towards which any TM installation
should migrate.

Key Words: Real time, Telemetry, Fiber Optics, FDDI, Local Area Network,
Distributed Processing.

INTRODUCTION

Virtually all Telemetry systems around the world today are implemented using a
combination of several different specialized, high speed data paths. Typically, the
system is built around point-to-point links, reflective memory schemes, or “networks”
based on a star topology. The telemetry market has been driven to these solutions by
the overriding need for higher performance than that usually offered by any
standardized network system. However, the ANSI X3T9.5 committee is nearing
completion and acceptance of the final sections of the Fiber Data Distributed Interface
(FDDI) specifications. This new fiber optic-based network specification offers great
promise for future telemetry upgrades and installations as a common and very cost-



effective replacement for what traditionally was implemented as multiple unique data
paths.

FDDI represents a 10x performance improvement in standard networking technology,
offering a 100 megabit per second media. Although some of the older Local Area
Network (LAN) standards actually do support data transmission over fiber (Token-
Ring, Ethernet, or 802.5), FDDI is the first entry into the market of a 2nd generation
network, and offers many new benefits by design. This paper will discuss those
strengths, along with some of the possible direct benefits to a typical telemetry or
range application. However, to begin with, this paper will provide a more complete
definition of the FDDI specifications, along with a discussion of some of its
alternatives and current supporters or users.

FDDI NETWORK OVERVIEW

The first preliminary specifications for a fiber optic-based network standard were
proposed in 1985 by the ANSI X3T9.5 committee. These specifications have
undergone much development, testing for interoperability, and resulting revisions
since then. At this time, however, the specifications are very stable and have been
firmed up in virtually every respect. For the Interop 91 conference, held in San Jose
last month, over 50 different vendors were hooked up to an FDDI network,
demonstrating network-wide interoperability of their products. This surprisingly large
number of vendors who have all been carefully following the development of, and
now adhere to the FDDI standards is a clear indication of the solid industry-wide
support that FDDI has generated.

The FDDI network was designed to take advantage of the tremendous potential of
multimode silica fiber. It is a high bandwidth (100Mbits/sec) LAN offering reliable
and secure data transmission over separation distances of up to 2 km. The network
itself is configured as dual (redundant) timed token-passing, counter-rotating optical
rings. Up to a thousand stations may be connected to a total fiber path of over 200 km.
The specification supports synchronous and asynchronous classes of service to meet
the requirements of both real-time and less time-critical interactive applications.

Strict adherence to the Open Systems Interconnection networking standards are
maintained. The Physical Layer (PHY) defines the hardware level (cable, connectors,
drivers and receivers, etc). The Data Link Layer (DLL) implements both the Media
Access Control algorithms and the Logical Link Control (LLC) layers. The Station
Management (SMT) layer provides for all the station control services such as
initialization, fault recovery, etc. Full compliance with the well-tested and widely
accepted OSI model has helped to guarantee the fast and thorough vendor support that



FDDI enjoys. The currently available FDDI chip sets implement the three lowest
layers of the seven layer OSI standards. Software support for the remaining four levels
is already existent, running in the host, in most cases.

INTEROPERABILITY AND SUPPORT FOR FDDI

One of the greatest advantages of using a widely supported standard in any system is
the fact that the engineer can take advantage of interoperability in the design. One of
the simplest examples of this is the wide freedom of choice that any individual has in
assembling a component quality audio system for the home. By the same token, FDDI
will soon represent the “RCA plug” of computers. This will allow system engineers to
optimize their design for the unique application requirements by selecting among
many different subsystems, and literally just hooking them together, with little worry
of any significant incompatibilities.

Current supporters of the standard include virtually every major chip and board level
product manufacturer, as well as the biggest users and consumers of those products,
including the US Government. There are at least a half-dozen different FDDI-
compliant chip sets now being produced or nearing design completion by various
manufacturers, including Advanced Micro Devices (AMD), Intel, National
Semiconductor, and Motorola. Every major computer maker now supports FDDI
connectivity with off-the-shelf hardware available today, including IBM, DEC, CDC,
AT&T, and HP. Almost all of the workstation manufacturers, such as Silicon
Graphics and Sun similarly support FDDI, with others regularly jumping onto the
bandwagon by announcing their planned or future network support in trade
publications. Engineering and technical development support is also available today
with a full range of test and debug tools from a completely different set of
manufacturers such as DTI, NSC, DSI, and others. Finally, various agencies of the US
Government, including the Department of Defense and NASA, are actively
encouraging continued and stepped up implementation of the FDDI standards. FDDI
networking connectivity is a defacto requirement for most government procurements
today.

In addition to the existing high level of interest and support throughout all areas of
industry and government, there have also been two test centers established to insure
interoperability among vendors. On the west coast, Advanced Micro Devices (AMD)
has sponsored the Advanced Network Test Center; and in the east, at the University of
New Hampshire, the InterOperability Lab (IOL) brings together a consortium of FDDI
product suppliers. Both of these labs are designed solely to provide a standardized
environment for developers to test and insure compliance of their FDDI products to
the specification. The payoff for the telemetry engineer is shown in walking the floor



of any network-oriented conference: hundreds of different products doing different
functions, with different strengths and weaknesses. The engineer can now pick and
chose from among the many, to meet his or here own unique application requirements.

WHAT MAKES FDDI A BETTER ALTERNATIVE

Telemetry systems are built around, and dependant upon several different “classes” of
high speed data links. As an example, one common top level design block diagram is
shown below in Diagram 1. Multiple processors often are used to form a group or a
single test monitoring and processing “channel”. The processors within a single group
are usually interconnected via a shared or reflective memory scheme. Each group
(often a triad of computers) has multiple high speed comm links to the graphics
display stations, usually based on parallel I/O such as an HSD or DR11. Finally,
multiple triads will be interconnected via some kind of high speed network. With few
exceptions, the hardware and software associated with each of these links is unique,
bus-specific, proprietary and expensive. It is difficult and costly to maintain, and
usually severely inhibits future system expansion or modification. FDDI used as a
backbone LAN to the telemetry system offers the necessary interoperability and
performance to replace them all with a single network.

Figure 1 - Typical Telemetry System Topology

The FDDI specification meet the requirements of high performance real-time
applications in three different areas of LAN technology; backbone, backend, and
front-end LAN topologies are supported. In a typical FDDI backbone LAN
installation, the network is used to tie together all of the main components of the
systems. A backend LAN is one where the mainframes are connected via the network
primarily to high speed peripherals such as data storage devices. When FDDI is used
as the front-end LAN media, its purpose is to interconnect the system with



workstations. Most current FDDI installations are of the backbone type, due to the
increased performance available, and few have been implemented as front or backend
networks.

The fact that FDDI allows support of all these types of mixed network installations, as
well as various star and ring topologies, is one of its other great strengths. An FDDI-
based system allows easy integration of multiple differing networks into a single
system. There are off-the-shelf products available today which allow the user to hook
up an existing 802.3, Ethernet, 802.4 (MAP), 802.5, or many other types of networks
directly to the FDDI backbone LAN through a gateway or filter device (even
including already existing networks based on twisted pair cabling). One installation in
Mass is a good example, where over 20 different 10 Mbit per sec Ethernet networks
are hooked into the FDDI backbone LAN. Diagram 2 shows one example of how the
overall topology for a future telemetry system could look.

Figure 2 - FDDI Backbone Network Topology

There are at least a dozen different high speed fiber optic-based data transfer schemes
on the market today. They range from very specialized gigabit-capable links offering
only extremely limited support of a single type of computer to others with wider
mainframe compatibility. Some are strictly point-to-point links, whereas others
support some type of network topology. FDDI is the only one that has planned or
existing support for virtually every workstation, bus, and/or mainframe computer, and
the only one with wide development engineering support. It stands out clearly as the
most cost-effective choice in any tradeoff analysis, unless the performance
requirements for actual data throughput are unusually high, and exceed the 100 Mbps
bus bandwidth.



Because of the compliance of FDDI to the OSI standards, the user has the unusual
option of selecting among many different possible communication protocols. Some
real-time applications may choose to use the network with only the minimal protocols
implemented (PHY, DLL, LLC and SMT layers). Other, more interactive applications
may have a requirement for full support of TCP/IP, Gossip, XTP, or other upper layer
protocols. Again, FDDI is unique in its capability to be used in any of these modes, or
even a combination of them. This offers the application engineer a design freedom
that is refreshing in its ease of use and versatility.

FDDI also offers the real-time user another major advantage: the MAC layer (DLL +
LLC) guarantees that time-critical data can be sent deterministically. Every node can
be programmed so that the maximum synchronous transmission time not greater than
a known latency, determined by optical path length and the total number of nodes.
This feature can be used, in combination with the protocol programming versatility, to
eliminate the traditional data I/0 latency problems often faced by the real-time
telemetry engineer in dealing with other standardized networks.

EXAMPLES OF POTENTIAL TM INSTALLATIONS

This section is a presentation of the block diagrams of several specific major telemetry
systems either recently completed, or still in the process of final development. Each of
them represents a high performance state of the art installation that is expected to
work well, and meet all of its performance goals. These examples are presented only
with the intent of evaluating them from the standpoint of hardware available today.
The discussion is not intended to be any kind of after-the-fact “Monday morning
Quarter-backing”; because, in fact, all of these new installations were designed
anywhere from 1 to 3 years ago, when FDDI was by no means mature, and did not
look nearly as attractive as it does today.

Diagram 3 presents the block diagram of a major telemetry system used by NASA in
California. The system consists of multiple Encore Concept/32 processors variously
connected to a proprietary 80 Mbps fiber optic LAN, a high performance (link level)
802.3 LAN, standard Ethernet, and a 16 bit multiplexed parallel I/0 link. This mix of
various data paths could be significantly simplified by taking advantage of FDDI as a
backbone network, and adding in some FDDI-to-Ethernet gateways. Other than the
I/O boards themselves, no other hardware in the system would have to be changed;
although there would be a good deal of software modification in the front end of the
system, to accommodate changing from the existing parallel I/0 scheme over to
Ethernet.



Diagram 3 - New Topology using FDDI

Diagram 3 - Old Topology

A range facility in the Pacific Ocean is still under design, but nearing completion, and
will soon be handed over to the US Navy for operation. It relies on both shared
memory and multiple one-way, dedicated Ethernet LAN. In order to achieve the
highest possible performance over Ethernet, each of the LANs are dedicated, semi-
deterministic links, with only a limited number of nodes connected. Similarly to the
NASA installation, this facility also represents an ideal candidate for upgrading to an
FDDI backbone LAN, supported by front-end LANs through gateways. In this case,
actual data throughput could actually decrease, with improved performance, based on
an FDDI upgrade.

As one final example, Figure 5 represents the block diagram of a large range in the
California desert. This range system, managed by the US Air Force, is currently in the
final stages of being upgraded to a fast fiber optic based central shared memory
system. The new centralized memory system will enable all processors in the system
to share the same blocks of data, while each processor will separately be responsible
for updating some portion of the data block(s). The new system incorporates its own



Figure 4 - Example 2 Block Dia

Figure 4 - Example 2 Block Diagram

front-end point-to-point link to the monitoring workstations, each of which has
required the development of bus-specific specialized high speed hardware. In this
case, as in each of the others, similar performance at a much lower per node cost could
be achieved by building a system based on the new FDDI specification.

The purpose of discussing these three specific examples of current range installations
has been to graphically illustrate the topological simplicity and long-term viability of
FDDI as the baseline network for the next generation of range and telemetry systems.
FDDI meets the performance requirements of most of todays test ranges, and can be
optimized if necessary without sacrificing its main asset... that is, its promise of wide
interoperability and future cost-effectiveness.



Figure 5 - Example 3 Block Diagram

FUTURE GROWTH POTENTIAL FOR FDDI NETWORKS

One final aspect of FDDI that makes it stand out heads above many of the other fiber
optic-based comm links is its future growth potential. Although the current
specification is set at 100 Mbps, higher data rates are already planned. In fact, the
existing hardware set currently supports rates double that. Each node on the network
can be programmed to be either a Dual Attached Station (redundant), a Single
Attached Station, or a non-redundant DAS. In that case, the two counter-rotating rings
do not carry redundant data for error checking purposes, but instead carry different
data messages. The new specification for “FDDI II" for already under discussion, and
will purposefully make use of the already completed FDDI I standards in most
respects.



SUMMARY/BENEFITS

All of the pieces are in place to design, install, test, and use FDDI as a backbone LAN
for any telemetry system. It represents the next generation in networking technology,
and will prove to be more cost-effective than virtually any other alternative, just as
Ethernet has now taken the place of many other lower performance and/or proprietary
1st generation local area networks. Any FDDI installation will realize some mix of the
following benefits, depending upon what the FDDI is replacing, and some of the
specific application characteristics:

* Allows easy migration towards a Distributed Processing Environment;
* Lower Cost Per Node than specialized or proprietary solutions;
* Supports Data Transmission Over Long Distances, up to 2km between two

nodes;
* Secure Transmission Media is Immune to EMI or tapping interference;
* Special features support Determinism and High Performance applications;
* Wide Vendor Support provides interoperability and full OSI model

compliance;
* Multiple Network Topologies Supported individually or mixed in

combinations;
* Fault-tolerant, redundant path design leads to High Data Transfer Reliability; 
* Elimination of Proprietary I/O boards, usually very expensive and hard-to-

maintain;
* Simple System Modification and/or expansion;
* Uses Commercial-Off-The-Shelf equipment (COTS).

CONCLUSIONS

FDDI will prove to be an excellent selection as the backbone LAN for any telemetry
or range installations. Each of the examples cited here were real-time telemetry
systems hosted on the Gould/Encore Concept/32 line of computers. However, FDDI is
supported on virtually every mainframe computer or workstation currently in use at
every range facility across the nation, and the concept of a high speed data highway
based on standards, is easily applicable to any site, and any computer system which is
used in a semi-deterministic application, with time-critical data.

Years of development have gone into the ANSI X3T9.5 FDDI specifications. The
cabling, test, hardware and software elements of the media are all finalized and
available now to support an FDDI LAN installation. It represents the second
generation of network technology, and is destined to replace Ethernet as the
workhorse network of the industry. The really nice thing about FDDI is that its



performance and features are perfectly suited to the requirements of the telemetry
market in many aspects. New TM installations, or those sites which are scheduled for
major upgrades or rehost activities should carefully consider FDDI as a potential
backbone network and avoid reliance on proprietary solutions which turn out to be
short-lived and expensive.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the design considerations and methodology applied to solve the
practical problems posed in the creation of a high bit rate telemetry relay system and
specifically the techniques implemented to enhance signal to noise performance under
adverse operational conditions.
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INTRODUCTION

The system under discussion here was designed to operate as the data link for an
airborne synthetic aperture radar imaging system used for support of navigation
through ice in Canadian waters. Data are generated by a dual sidelooking X band SAR
carried aboard a Canadair Challenger CL-600 Aircraft. The data stream is encoded,
scrambled and modulated onto a carrier, then transmitted to Canadian Coast Guard
icebreaking ships as a navigational aid. The data are also relayed via satellite to a
ground facility, where they are used in the preparation of a daily ice synopsis which is
sent out to shipping.

The data link must have line of sight performance, which means a maximum range of
400 KM at high altitudes. A 700 Kbs downlink rate is necessary to ensure adequate
real time information suitable for “tactical” navigation through ice. Bit error rate was
specified as less than 10e-5 at maximum range, with adequate S/N and fade margins.



Both the aircraft and the ship were assumed to have a combined roll stability of ± 5
degrees.

In this paper we will examine each of the major components of the system designed
and built by Aydin's Vector and Computer and Monitor divisions.

 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The data link (see figure 1) consists of an airborne modulator/transmitter, an airborne
antenna, a shipboard antenna, receiver, and demodulation equipment. An essential
consideration here is the behavior of the data link in marginal conditions, especially
low elevation reception, and fade due to reflection multipath phenomena. All system
choices are predicated on the necessity of maintaining the link margin at both 0
degrees and 5 degrees roll. Since each system choice involved tradeoffs in
performance, the possibilities had to be evaluated as a series of link budgets to assess
their overall value. Each system choice also had to be evaluated on a cost per benefit
basis.

The final choices can be summarized as follows:

1) Fixed tuned single bit rate transmission and reception, at 700Kbs;

2) Viterbi ½ rate encoding;

3) Filtered ±90E phase modulation;

4) Antennas which provide omnidirectional hemispherical coverage, with excess
gain at the horizon to compensate for scattering and multipath losses;

5) Scrambling and differential encoding;

6) Demodulation and bit synchronization equipment optimized for BER
performance.

Block diagrams of the airborne transmitter and the shipboard receiver are shown in
figures two and three.

Sidelobe regeneration was a major concern during the design phase of this project. It
was anticipated that the frequency management authorities might severely bandlimit
radiated energy in order to avoid interfering with other services. If QPSK were to be
used, a linear power amplifier in the transmitter would be required. A TWT amplifier



is thus the logical choice. However, they are costly, power inefficient, and at times
unreliable. Paralleled solid state amplifiers are cheaper, but are limiting amplifiers,
which would regenerate QPSK sidelobes.

Filtered ±90E phase modulation is a continuous envelope modulation. As such it does
not regenerate sidelobes when passed through a limiting amplifier. Other continuous
envelope modulation schemes, such as MSK, have a more compact emission spectrum
but require more complicated transmission and receiver circuitry, with no significant
advantages in BER vs SNR performance. The PM approach was therefore chosen for
this project. The transmitter was then designed around four class C solid state
amplifiers, paralleled through couplers. These amplifiers use approximately 63
percent of the power input required by a TWTA. They also require much less space
and weight allowance on the aircraft. Such a design has the further advantages of a
graceful failure mode; the transmitter will still operate (though at a reduced output
power) if a stage fails.

The requirement that the system operate in severe fade and multipath environments
demanded excellent performance from the antennas. Various forms of tracking
antennas and beam switching techniques were considered and rejected, for reasons of
cost and complexity. Omnidirectional hemispherical pattern coverage was therefore
chosen. The roll stability of both the airborne and seagoing platforms meant that the
transmit and receive gains could be arithmetically added to generate a combined
radiation pattern as a function of elevation angle and roll angle.

The antenna system had to provide for a 200 nautical mile range with the aircraft at
30,000 feet. The ideal elevation pattern requirements are shown in figure 4. The peak
azimuth gain is referenced to +4.5 dBi and 5 E platform roll. The azimuth pattern is of
course required to be omnidirectional for all elevation angles.
The effects of atmospheric conditions and reflections are most severe at elevation
angles below 5E. The dependence of multipath induced fading upon range reflectivity
can be seen in the data below:

REFLECTIVITY REFLECTION NULL DEPTH

0.2 -2 dB

0.4 -4 dB

0.6 -7.5 dB

0.8 -14 dB

1.0 Infinity



  





  



The reflectivity of the ice flow is dependent on surface roughness; at grazing angles it
is expected to be .6 or greater. A link margin of at least 8 dB (over the CNR required
for a BER of 10E) near the horizon is therefore necessary. That in turn requires an
omnidirectional antenna gain at the horizon of at least +4.5 dB. Circular polarization
of the transmitted signal offers a statistical advantage over linear polarization, as
quadrature polarized components are unlikely to fall into a null at the same time.

Based upon these considerations a bifilar helical antenna was chosen for both the
transmit and the receive antennas. The airborne antenna was reduced in size and
enclosed in a radome for aerodynamic reasons. The combined transmit/receive pattern
of these antennas is shown in figure 4.

MODULATION, ENCODING AND SCRAMBLING

Carrier generation and modulation is accomplished by modulating the output of a
crystal modulated with a ±5E phase deviation, then multiplied 18 times to achieve the
requisite carrier controlled oscillator with a linear analog phase modulator. In this case
the oscillator signal is modulated with a ±5 E phase deviation, then multiplied 18 times
to achieve the requisite carrier frequency with ±90 E phase modulation. The advantage
of this method is that the carrier level is constant and no AM component is present.
Thus a limiting (i.e. solid state) amplifier can be used in the transmitter without
sidelobe regeneration. The premodulation filter cutoff frequency is chosen to optimize
the tradeoff between emission bandwidth and bit error rate.
In addition to reducing the signal bandwidth, prefiltering a PM signal has the
undesired effect of introducing a carrier component. The magnitude of the carrier
component varies directly with the amount of filtering used. The presence of the
carrier degrades both carrier acquisition and the bit error rate performance. The size of
the carrier component can be reduced by increasing the deviation beyond ±90 E.

The final transmission modulation parameters were as follows:

Premodulation filter: five pole, linear phase, 2.1 MHZ cutoff frequency.

Deviation: set for carrier null with 1.4 MB/s 2047 PRN pattern. This is
approximately ±96E peak phase deviation.

Carrier Null: 20 dB minimum over temperature, which is equivalent to 96 E
±6E peak phase deviation.



  



The receiver and demodulator filters were chosen as a compromise between
performance and selectivity. The receiver was designed to reject an identically
modulated carrier 6 MHZ away from the desired carrier. The receiver/demodulator
filter characteristics are as follows:

IF Bandpass Filter: four pole Butterworth, 4.2 MHZ 3dB bandwidth

Demodulator Lowpass filters: 4 pole Bessel, 1.4 MHZ 3dB bandwidth.

The desired carrier to noise ratio, with equal levels of desired and undesired signal
power at the receiver inputs, was calculated to be 30.7 dB. Worst case interference
occurs with the aircraft overhead at 30,000 feet. Worst case desired signal occurs at
the horizon with 200 nautical mile slant range, and -5 E of aircraft and ship roll. From
the antenna performance described above, the relative received carrier levels are:

DESIRED INTERFERENCE DELTA

Air plus ship antenna gain +5 dBi -16.5 dBi DESIRED

Path loss -151 dB -119 dB +32 db

Interference level above desired + 10.5 dB

CNR for equal interference and desired carrier: 30.7 dB

Worst case CNR (due to interference): 20.2 dB

 Based on a required BER of 10 E, a CNR of 7.7 dB is necessary. The link therefore
has a worst case fade margin at the horizon of 20.2 dB - 7.7 dB = 12.5 dB. It will be
seen that this is almost identical to the overall link margin.

To assure data transitions required for bit synchronization and avoid creation of high
power spectral lines, a CCITT V.35 scrambler was used.

The V.35 scrambler consists of a modulo 2 adder, a 20 stage shift register and an
adverse state detector. The incoming data is added to the third and twentieth stages of
the shift register. The result is a 1,049,575 pseudorandom pattern for a flat data input.
The adverse data detector limits high frequency components by sensing and avoiding
short repetitive sequences. To avoid having to resynchronize the Viterbi decoder due
to a fade-induced carrier cycle slip, the scrambled data is then differentially encoded
using temporary memory and an exclusive OR gate. By comparing each incoming bit
with the previous bit, a logical one is produced when the bits are different, and a
logical zero when they are the same. A convolutional encoder, paired with a Viterbi



decoder is also employed. The differentially encoded data then goes to the
convolutional encoder, which computes check bits or parity as a function of up to
seven data bits, which corresponds to a constraint length of K = 7. Each bit into the
encoder produces two output bits, which creates an input to output data rate of ½. The
output data streams are multiplexed into one data stream, in which the G1 bit
coincides with the first half of the clock, and the G2 bit coincides with the second half.
Propagation delay errors in the encoder are corrected by putting the encoder output
through a deglitcher.

The model 2713 integrated receiver was developed to perform the functions of down
conversion, demodulation, bit synchronization, Viterbi decoding, differential decoding
and descrambling. Special attention was given to selection of the carrier and clock
recovery phase lock loop bandwidth. The bandwidths were chosen to assure that the
loops were slow enough to flywheel through the expected duration of a fade, yet fast
enough so that carrier synchronization, bit synchronization and node synchronization
are typically acquired within 2 seconds at an Eb/No of 7.7 dB, and within 10 seconds
as worst case. The worst case figure is based on the maximum time to sweep the
500 KHz bandwidth and acquire phase lock. The loss budget allocated for the 2713 is
shown below, for a BER of 10 .-5

THEORETICAL Eb/No 9.6 dB

DIFFERENTIAL DECODING LOSS +0.1 dB

DESCRAMBLING LOSS +0.2 dB

BIT SYNC LOSS + 2.0 dB

CONVOLUTION DECODE GAIN -5.5 dB

REQUIRED Eb/No 6.4 dB



PERFORMANCE

The system link performance at the horizon is shown below. It should be noted that
the performance is given for both 0 E and -5E roll angles from the horizon.

ROLL ANGLE FROM THE HORIZON 0E 5E

TRANSMITTER POWER OUTPUT +52 dBm +52 dBm

TRANSMIT CABLE LOSS -0.5 dB -0.5 dB

COMBINED Rx/Tx ANTENNA GAIN +6.5 dBi +4.5 dBi

POLARIZATION LOSS 0.0 dB 0.0 dB

PROPAGATION LOSS (200 nmi) -151 dB -151 dB

RECEIVED CARRIER LEVEL -93 dBm -95 dBm

PRESELECTOR LOSS -0.2 dB -0.2 dB

PREAMPLIFIER GAIN 40 dB 40 dB

CABLE LOSS 15.5 dB 15.5 dB

RECEIVER NOISE FIGURE 12 dB 12 dB

SYSTEM NOISE FIGURE 1.3dB 1.3 dB

ANTENNA TEMPERATURE 100 K 100 K

EQUIV.SYSTEM NOISE FIGURE -1.6 dB -1.6 db

NOISE INPUT POWER (BW = BR) -114.1 dBm -114.1 dBm

RECEIVED Eb/No 21.1 dB 19.1 d B

Eb/No REQUIRED FOR BER 10E-5 6.4 dB 6.4 dB

LINK MARGIN WITHOUT FADE 14.7 dB 12.7 dB
(AT 200 nmi RANGE)

LINK MARGIN WITH FADE OF 6.7 dB 4.7 dB
8 dB (200 nmi RANGE)

LINK MARGIN WITH FADE OF 0.7 dB- 1.3 dB
8 dB (400 nmi RANGE)



 CONCLUSION

The system has been installed in aircraft and ships of the Canadian Coast Guard as a
part of a high reliability SAR based airborne reconnaissance system to provide
navigational support to shipping. The use of convolutional and differential encoding,
scrambling, and judicious antenna choices establish a highly reliable data link at small
grazing angles over ice at ranges well in excess of 200 nautical miles.
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ABSTRACT

The simulator of PCM data stream is an important apparatus. Without an advanced high
data rate simulator, were not there a PCM system with advanced performance. After
careful study, a simulator in laboratory of PCM stream with the data rate up to 30 Mbps is
now designed. Our simulator differs from the traditional ones in the design principle and
can bring all potentialities into play. It is more powerful in function, easier to test and more
accurate in control. In the meanwhile, it can keep compatible with old simulators.

INTRODUCTION

The PCM simulator is an indispensable insrtument used in the system-debugging and
performance-testing of any PCM systems. Based on a PC or a single-chip microcomputer,
A PCM simulator with the highest rate of 30 Mbps can be constructed. Formally, a PCM
simulator can be designed either in the form of a PC's standard card to be inserted into any
PC's extension slot or in the form of a standalone single-chip microcomputer system
without any hardware and software support from a PC. Technically, both schemes adopt
the global ping-pong RAM technique whth the aid of our elaborately-programmed
software which provides great flexibility to the whole system. Accouding to our
experiences, the design is successful and the resulting modulator works quite well. It can
simutale the format-constant statically or the format-changing data signals dynamically. It
can also generate the radio frequency modulator signals or generate the video frequency
signals directly. Last but not the least, the structure of the simulator does not vary with the
complexity of the data format which revews our PCM simulator is a general purpose one
with a preferable ratio of performance to cost.



THE BASIC REQUIREMENTS OF PCM SIMULATOR

 According to the range of use, the simulator can be classified into two types: simple ones
and complex ones. The former is mainly used to determine whether a system a performs
well or not quickly. It is often a component of the whole system and its function is not too
complete. Compared to the simple simulators, the complex ones can meet different
requirements of all kinds of systems and can undertake the important performance test of a
system and the sophisticated real simulation of a specifec task. The focus of this paper is
on the design of the complex type of simulator for general purpose.

First of all, we well list the basic requirements of a simulator as follows:
(1) The format of data signals must be uniform.
(2) The simulator must be able to generate quadriphase clock with wide range of

code rate.
(3) The ratio of signal to noise (S/N) must be adjustable.
(4) The baseline offset must be adjustable.
(5) The simulator must be able to generat synchronous signals of minor frame,

frame, and word as well as the counter value of minor frame, frame, and word.
(6) The simulator nust be able to carry out the conversion of multiple code

waveforms.

The above requirements correspond to the fixed format of the first class in the American
IRIG standard. To meet the demands of more sophisticated test systems, the standard also
stiputates the varied format of the second class, the characteristics of which appear in the
part of “PCM standard” in the American IRIG 106-86 (ref 1).

GLOBAL PING-PONG RAM TECHNIQUE

The global ping-pong RAM technique is based on a kind of hardware structure with a high
rate of data transmission and processing. The data are transmitted and processed by two
CPUs parallelly in the unit of block. Because this technique utilizes the parallel operation
rather than the time sharing operation. The throughput capality is therefore doubled. The
block diagram of the hardware structure is shown in Fig.l.

As shown in the block diagram, the gardware is composed of two groups of identical IC
chips. Either group includes its own CPU, data buffer, RAM,and address switcher. The
two groups are controlled by control logicso that the access of the two storage areas by the
two CPUS will not conflict at any time. That is to say, if CPU1 occupies RAM1, then
CPU2 can only occupy RAM2, and vice versa. The treansmission and process of data is
carried out in the unit by block. When CPU1 sends data to RAM1 block by block , CPU2
can then fetch the previous block of data from RAM2. In this way, the input and output



doesn't affect each other and there is no conflict on the bus. Obviously, CPU1 is the
provider of data and CPU2 is the consumer of data. And their speed must be matched
prevent to loss of data. After a block is processed the two CPUs make a real time storage
switch. It must be guaranteed that the data processing speed CPU2 must be higher than the
data transmission speed of CPU1. This kind structure increases the overhead of hardware,
but can raise the speed significantly. Therefore it is suitable structure used in high speed
data acquisition, data transmission, and data processing. This structure is used in the
following design scheme.

A PCM SIMULATOR WITH HIGH RATE

From our point of view, it is wise to use global Ping-pong RAM technique for constructing
the PCM simulator with high rate. if it were conbined with single-chip microcomputer or
personal computer, the intelligent simulator with high rate will be constructed, which is
discussed as follows. The block diagram is shown in Fig 2.

In figure 2:

S0 -- Parallel data output
S1 -- Serial data output
S2 -- Noise-adding serial data output
S3 -- Baseline offset-adding serial data output
S4 -- Word synchronous signal
S5 -- Frame synchronous signal

This block diagram is composed of CPU, global ping-pong RAM, system control logic,
phase-splitter variable clock, parallel-serial converter, code waveform converter, noise-
adding circuit, baseline offset, frame counter, word counter and the corresponding
synchronous signal generator and modulator. The two RAMs are used as the dynamic
storage of which the capacity is selected according to the size of minor-frame, which are
separately defind as odd minor-frame and even minor-frame. Their working mode is as
follows: when the odd minor-frame is used as output, the even minor-frame makes real-
time amendment dynamically and prepares well for the next frame's output; vice versa. The
data to be amended can be formed into a format file and saved in the inner storage in
advance according to the demand of the designer. The dynamic simulation can also be
realized by software for the regular modulation to some data in the minor-frame. In RAM,
every word is composed of two parts:the lower-byte and higher-byte. The lower byte
represents the data or a part of the data; The higher byte represents the length of the word
or includes the other characteristic information related to the word. When a word is
fetched, its lower byte will directly be output parallelly through the buffer, at the same time
the other sequences will be transmitted to the parallel-serial converter circuit and formed



into NRZ-L code, and then be put into the next circuit to make further processing such as
code waveform converter and so on. It can form the different code mode of PCM serial
data stream(S1), noise-adding data stream(S2), noise-adding and baseline offset data
stream(S3) respectively. The higher byte is loaded to the decoding circuit to form word
length control, memory address increased by 1 and the other control signals.

The CPU undertakes the task of the initialization of the simulator, the control of the
code rate, the amendment of the even or odd minor-frame data, system display, self-testing
and so on. The modulator modulates the video frequency PCM data stream to radio carrier
frequency in order to achieve radio channel simulation. The phase-splitter clock sourcer is
in fact a frequency synthesizer under the control of CPU which generates pre-selected
code rate as well as 0, 90, 180, 270 quadriphase signals to meet the demands such as code
waveform conversion. The system control logic is responsible to generate various kinds of
time sequence and address decoding signals necessary to ensure the system to work
circularly according to the format needed. The working rate of the simulator mainly
depends on the speed of the IC chips used. It is easy to build a 30M bps high rate
simulator if we select the memory chip with access time of 20-30ns, TMS320C25 as CPU,
and 74F series chips for other parts. The main restriction to the rate of the simulator comes
from the phase splitter sourcer. If the length of the word can vary between 8 to 16 bits,
with the instruction cycle of TMS320C25 being 0.1us(ref 2), the parallel data stream can
reach to 10M Byte or 10M word. In this condition, the rate of serial data stream will vary
between the range of 80-160M bps, its maximum shift clock rate must be between 80-
160MHz. Of course, generating such a high rate quadriphase clock will inevitably meet
some difficulties. But it is still safe to say that a simulator with a rate of 30M bps can be
constructed using IC chips currently available in the market.

CONCLUSION

The simulator described here belongs to a kind of general-purpose, high-rate, intelligence
mode.

During the design process, we have been emphizing the idea of standardization. The
specific form of the simulator can be different. For example, as mentioned at the beginning
we can design it as atandard PC card to made a PC into a intellegent personal apparatus or
a programmable waveform generator. In fact, the greater deal we get from standard design
is that only by changing the software (often the format file required by it alone), we can
make the system adaptable to any kinds of test tasks. To summarize, the simulator is the
fruit of standardized combination of computor technique, frequency systhesizing
technique, and radio frequency technique. As a whole the system appears to be a high
performance simulator in our laboratory.
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GREATER THAN 3 MHZ
MULTICHANNEL A/D CONVERSION

ON A SINGLE VME BOARD
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ABSTRACT

A VME computer can be used to provide the basis for a telemetry data processing
station. Using “off-the-shelf cards” the designer is able to build up a front end that
meet several of the data processing requirements. The ease in interfacing to the VME
bus also provides a convenient platform for the development of highly specialized
interfaces requiring programmable control. The results are a low-cost high-
performance system that is easily expandable as needs and/or technology grow.

Based on this strategy, the Physical Science Laboratory (PSL) at New Mexico State
University developed a multichannel high-speed analog-to-digital converter (ADC)
assembly on a single VME board.

The design approach used at PSL to develop the VME-based ADC is discussed in an
effort to describe both developments in analog-to-digital conversion integrated circuits
and the use of a VME CPU to control them for data processing purposes.

INTRODUCTION

PSL developed and installed the Telemetry Processing System (TPS) at Holloman Air
Force Base (HAFB), NM for processing data acquired from the Holloman High Speed
Test Track. One of the requirements for the TPS was to provide a high-speed analog-
to-digital conversion subassembly (ADS).

The ADS had to be capable of accepting up to ten simultaneous channels of analog
data carrying frequencies of up to 64 kHz each with a channel sample rate of five
samples per cycle, maximum 320 Ksamples per second per channel, for a total
aggregate throughput of 3.2 Msamples per second. If only one channel of the ADS is
utilized, a frequency response of 640 kHz or 3.2 Msamples per for a single channel



had to be possible. If any number of channels up to the ten channels of the ADS was
utilized, the per channel frequency response and sample rate had to be programmable
by the operator for sample rates less than 3.2 Msamples per second. Data also had to
be available for real-time display at an aggregate rate of 100 Ksamples per second.

Recognizing the need for programmability and given the desire of the customer to
have expansion capabilities over the long period of the system's life, the decision was
made to develop a VME-based system that would meet the requirements.

THEORY OF OPERATION

The ADS (see Figure 1) was developed to meet the requirements of the Analog-to-
Digital section of the TPS. The ten analog data inputs come from the TPS patch panel
into the ADS subassembly and enter the buffer boards. The buffer boards route the
analog data to the two A/D boards. At user-selected rates (see Table 1), each channel
of analog data is then converted to a 12-bit digital word. The output data from the
discriminators, along with the appended 4-bit channel number, are then routed to the
ACROAMATICS telemetry processing front end for storage or real-time display.

System operation commands are sent to the ADS from the DEC system computer.
Data are packaged in frames that are 256 words wide. Frame synch is provided by
having the frame synch bit in the first word of the frame set low. Additional header
bits such as time tag are appended inside the ACROAMATICS front end. The user
has the ability to select data rates (see Table 1) that are eight base two divisions of the
maximum or aggregate data rate for the processing being used. The storage and real-
time rates are mutually exclusive.

The DEC-based system software creates a frame map which ensures that all the
samples occur at the right time. The algorithm is implemented as follows:

a) The operator, through the user interface, selects the rates from Table 1 at
which each of the desired channels should be sampled.

b) The ADS program sorts the sample rates in order of magnitude.

c) The channels are then loaded into the map, starting with loading the channel
requiring the highest sampling rate into the first word.

d) The channel with the next highest, or equally high, sample rate is started at the
next available slot



e) The channels are loaded into slots repeatedly at the desired frequency (as an
example, 800 Msamples would be every fourth word) until the frame boundary
of 256 words is reached

f) This process is repeated until all of the channels have been loaded.

g) The DEC computer downloads 256 16-bit words to the VME CPU to later go
to the A/D board. The word command contains the required bits to perform the
conversion on the A/D board.

An example of how a frame map would look is presented here. Consider the following
entries by the operator:

CHANNEL NUMBER SAMPLING RATE (Ksamples/sec)

1 100
2 400
3 800
4 25
5 200
6 400
7 200
8 50
9 200
10 200

The resulting first 256 words (the second 256 words are identical) of the frame map
can be seen in Table 2. Blank spaces indicate word blocks where a conversion is not
required. Null data is not sent to the ACROAMATICS front end, but rather a
conversion is skipped.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The high-speed A/D subassembly is based on a standard VME chassis which includes

a) a VME CPU board
b) a standard VME J1/P1 bus, with terminators
c) P2 connector plugs
d) two A/D boards
e) two buffer/interface boards
f) a linear +5 volt and a linear ±12 volt power supply



The CPU board ROM contains all the code necessary to allow it to act as a conduit for
the system is DEC computer to operate the A/D boards. The commands to the CPU
board are transmitted via an RS232 port on the front of the CPU board. The DEC
system computer downloads to the CPU board the bit patterns required to set up the
A/D boards. During the data conversion processing time, the CPU board is in an idle
mode waiting for a stop command.

A standard VME J1/P1 backplane is used to interface the CPU to the two A/D PCBs
and two buffer PCBs. Power to all of the boards in the chassis is supplied through the
P1 backplane. P2 connector plugs are provided to interface the output of the A/D cards
to a 37-pin sub-miniature D connector mounted on the rear of the VME chassis. From
there, the parallel digital data go to the ACROAMATICS telemetry processing
hardware. The A/D boards pass data by handshaking directly with the
ACROAMATICS front end FIFOs.

The A/D boards consist of both an analog and a digital front end. The analog inputs
are scaled, multiplexed, and then converted. The digital front end interfaces to the
standard VME bus to receive setup commands from the CPU board. Upon CPU
command, at the board frequency, the A/D board digitizes the user-selected analog
inputs with 12-bit accuracy, appends the 4-bit channel number, and strobes the
resulting 16-bit data into the ACROAMATICS front end FIFOs.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE A/D BOARDS

For this paper, detailed description is limited to the A/D boards.

VME BUS INTERFACE

The following VME bus signals on P1 are used to operate the A/D boards:

a) A01-A23  - Decoded to indicate that the CPU is talking to that board and also
to provide addressing for the control RAM.

b) D00-Dl5  - Used to pass the control bits to the A/D board RAM.

c) DTACK, AS, DS0, DS1, WRITE, AM0-AM5  - These signals are used for
VME bus for address and data validation.



DIGITAL CONTROL CIRCUITRY

This section describes the digital control portion of the A/D board. Figure 2 is a block
diagram of the A/D board digital section.

The digitization process on the board is controlled by a pattern of bits stored in the
onboard RAM. With the rising edge of the board TTL clock (either 3.2 MHZ or 100
kHz), a new A/D cycle begins. On that rising edge the RAM outputs a new control bit
pattern. The following circuitry makes up the digital circuits used to control the board
command and timing operations. The purpose of this section of the board is to receive
the logic patterns from the main computer, load them into onboard RAM and clock
them to devices under RAM control upon receipt of the start command from the main
computer. The bit pattern will then control the process of digitizing the analog data
and appending the channel number for transfer to the ACROAMATICS front end for
real-time display and/or storage. This circuit also has the capability to stop digitization
operation on main computer command.

a) Control Bit Pattern  - Each bit has a distinct control or data function on the
board. D00 through D02 control the two 8:1 analog multiplexers. D03
controls the 2:1 analog multiplexer. D04 is low when a conversion is to be
done on that clock cycle. D08 through D11 provide the channel number to be
appended to the data. D12, when low, indicates the beginning of the frame.

b) Data Transfer Operation Control  - Data is written from the CPU board to
the onboard RAM by word transfer. The addresses going to the RAM are
routed through two multiplexers. During data transfer operations, the flow
line out of the DECODE PAL is set high so that the address multiplexers will
feed the addresses from the VME bus to the RAM.

c) A/D Conversion Operation Control  - All A/D conversion operations are
controlled by the bit patterns from the RAM. During A/D conversion
operations, the flow control line out of the DECODE PAL is set low so that
the address multiplexers will feed the addresses from the 8-bit-wide counters
bank to the RAM. These counters are clocked by the A/D timer clock, which
runs at 3.2 MHZ for the storage HSAD board and 100 kHz for the real-time
ADS board. When the conversion process is started, a START command is
issued by the CPU board.

The RAM is loaded with 256 command words, with each of these 256 words
corresponding to one word of a minor frame of ADS data. The A/D conversion
circuitry continuously sequences through these 256 words.



TIMING CONTROL

The two A/D boards are identical except in the area of timing. The storage data
digitizer board uses a 3.2 MHZ TTL crystal oscillator. The real-time data digitizer
board uses a 100 kHz TTL crystal oscillator. The combination of the oscillator output,
some additional timing logic, and the D04 line out of the RAM being low (indicating a
conversion is to take place on that clock cycle) cause the required convert signal to go
to the A/D converter.

ANALOG CIRCUITRY

The analog circuitry for the A/D board consists of gain adjustable buffer inputs, two
8:1 multiplexers, one 2:1 multiplexer, and an A/D converter.

a) Gain Adjust Resistors and Buffer Amplifiers  - Each of the ten inputs from
the buffer boards is first passed through a voltage divider network. Since most
flash converters are only capable of digitizing inputs of around ±1.25 volts the
typical input ranges of ±10 volts must be attenuated.

b) 8:1 Multiplexers  - The first stage of multiplexing is done using high-speed
8:1 multiplexers. This is one of the key stages to the circuit. Multiplexers that
can settle to less than 1% in under 300 nanoseconds have become available
only recently. Only the first five channels of each multiplexer are used with
the other inputs grounded in the HAFB/TPS application. This is due to the
requirement for only ten channels. Expansion to allowing the board to take
the inputs of sixteen channels is trivial. As detailed in the section on digital
control circuitry, the RAM outputs a new decode pattern (D00-D02) to the
multiplexers at the start of every clock cycle. Both multiplexers will have
inputs selected even though ultimately only one will be digitized by the A/D.

c) 2:1 Multiplexer  - The next stage of multiplexing is done using a wideband
switched-input op amp. Each of the outputs of the 8:1 multiplexers is fed into
the op amp with the feed from channels 1 through 5 going into the A input
and the feed from channels 6 through 10 going into the B input. As detailed in
the section on digital control circuitry, the RAM outputs a bit (D03) to the op
amp at the start of every clock cycle. This enables either the A or B channel
to go to the output and on to the A/D converter.

d) A 10 MHZ 12-bit A/D converter  (a hybrid that contains all required sample
and hold circuitry, etc.) - This is used to digitize the analog output of the 2:1
multiplexer. When a rising TTL edge is applied to the convert control input of



the A/D, a conversion process begins. After approximately 100 nanoseconds,
the conversion is completed, and the 12-bits of data are latched into output
buffers by the converter's data valid pulse. It is important to understand any
pipeline delay within the converter to ensure that the data is tagged with the
correct channel number.    During board manufacturing any gain or offset pots
associated with the converter should be set and locked. End-to-end signal
offset and gain adjusts must be done on a per-channel basis. In the
HAFB/TPS system the offset is done on the buffer and the gain adjust is done
at the gain adjust resistors.

DESIGN DISCUSSION

The most difficult part of this design is to ensure that the analog front end circuitry is
settled to within the resolution range of the A/D. For a 12-bit converter, meaning 4096
counts, the input should ideally be settled to ±0.025%. For a 12-bit converter with a
full scale of ± 1.25 volts, the bit weight is 610 microvolts per bit. The front end
devices must be selected to meet the setting percent requirement. As previously stated,
the storage board is designed to do a conversion at 3.2 MHZ, which is a sample every
312.5 nanoseconds. When the 6 nanosecond setup time of the A/D (time that the
signal must be present and stable at the input to the A/D) is considered, this means
that the front end analog hardware must be able to switch and settle in just over 300
nanoseconds. The speed of the front end parts used on the HAFB/TPS design based on
data sheets specifications is as follows:

a) Input buffers  - The input buffers are selected for their speed. The buffers
used in the HAFB/TPS design are specified to settle a 1 volt step in about 20
nanoseconds.

b) Digital control circuitry  - The relevant digital control circuitry is guaranteed
in 31 nanoseconds.

c) 8:1 Multiplexers  - The 8:1 multiplexers used were found to consistently
settle to the required 0.025% in less than 150 nanoseconds.

d) 2:1 Multiplexer  - The delay due to the settling to within 0.01% is 25
nanoseconds.

The resulting delay due to the analog front end becomes
delay due to the input op amps 20 ns
delay due to the 8:1 mux 150 ns
delay due to the digital set up 31 ns



delay due to the 2:1 mux 25 ns
total propagation and settling 226 ns

This indicates that the analog front end should be able to switch in the channel desired
and have it settled to the required 0.025% before the 300 nanoseconds has elapsed.

The HAFB ADS board design was under the constraint of allowing the user to select
any channel to operate at any frequency, only limited by the bandwidth. This meant
that adjoining channels of the same multiplexer could be selected for sequential
output. Better performance from the additional settling time for the multiplexers could
have been obtained by having the operator interface tell the operator where to plug the
analog inputs into the patch panel. This would have ensured that the n + 1 channel
selected would come from the other 8:1 multiplexer, resulting in more settling time.
This would require the multiplexers to be addressed separately, but the, gain in
performance would have been significant.

CONCLUSION

Given today's high-speed analog integrated circuitry and the ease of interfacing to the
VME bus, multichannel high-speed analog-to-digital conversion is obtainable on a
single VME printed wiring assembly. Resolution specifications are not given here
because of the difficulty in accurately measuring them; however, the system was
easily demonstrated to provide resolution better than 1% even before the assistance of
software calibration. In addition, the board could have operated at a higher data rate
than that specified by the HAFB/TPS requirements.
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TABLE 1
SAMPLING RATE SELECTIONS

STORAGE A/D BOARD REAL-TIME A/D BOARD
(samples/sec) (samples/sec)

3,200,000 100,000

1,600,000 50,000

800,000 25,000

400,000 12,500

200,000 6,250

100,000 3,125

50,000 1562.5

25,000 781.25

TABLE 2
SAMPLE OF THE 256 WORDS OF AN ADS FRAME

3 2 6 10 3 5 7 9 3 2 6 10 3 1 8 4

3 2 6 10 3 5 7 9 3 2 6 10 3

3 2 6 10 3 5 7 9 3 2 6 10 3 1

3 2 6 10 3 5 7 9 3 2 6 10 3

3 2 6 10 3 5 7 9 3 2 6 10 3 1 8

3 2 6 10 3 5 7 9 3 2 6 10 3

3 2 6 10 3 5 7 9 3 2 6 10 3 1

3 2 6 10 3 5 7 9 3 2 6 10 3

3 2 6 10 3 5 7 9 3 2 6 10 3 1 8 4

3 2 6 10 3 5 7 9 3 2 6 10 3

3 2 6 10 3 5 7 9 3 2 6 10 3 1

3 2 6 10 3 5 7 9 3 2 6 10 3

3 2 6 10 3 5 7 9 3 2 6 10 3 1 8



TABLE 2
SAMPLE OF THE 256 WORDS OF AN ADS FRAME

3 2 6 10 3 5 7 9 3 2 6 10 3

3 2 6 10 3 5 7 9 3 2 6 10 3 1

3 2 6 10 3 5 7 9 3 2 6 10 3

ADS SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
FIGURE 1



A/D BOARD DIGITAL BLOCK DIAGRAM

FIGURE 2



 



HARDWARE PRE-PROCESSING FOR DATA
OF UNDERWATER MEASURING SYSTEM

Wang Mukun Liu Gozhi
Li Zhenglian

ABSTRACT

The synchro double pulse signal mode is freqently used in Short Base Line (SBL)
underwater positioning system so as to obtain the information of both distance and depth
of a target simultaneously. Howerer, this signal mode also brings about ranging
indistinctness resulting in a shorter positioning distance much less than that limited by the
period of the synchro signal. This paper presents a hardware distance gate date acquiring
scheme. It puts the original data sent to the computer in order of “direct first pulse--depth
information pulse (or first pulse reflected by water surface)•••- to guarantee the effective
positioning distance of the system. It has the advantage of reducing the processing time of
the computer thus ensuring the realtime functioning of the system.

UNDERWATER MEASURING PRINCIPLE

To position an underwater target, up to now, the more efficient way is the underwater
acoustic positioning. This system has one measurement array. Becarse the distance
betweent he target and the measurement system is larger than the dimension of the array.
this positioning system is called the Short Base Line (SBL) system.

The signaler mode SBL underwater positioning system, which requires to place a
synchro-signaler on the measured target, receives a signal from the synchro-signaler. The
signal which is transmitted according to some fixed moment, is usually a set of double
pulse. The first pulse transmitted at the moment controlled by the synchronic clock
system placed on the targed and the SBL measurement system is used for positioning and
the time interval between the double pulses gives the information of the navigation depth
of the target.

The positioning method of the underwater target carrying a synchro-signaler always uses
the way of the cross of spheres .1

The position equations are:

(X  & X )  + (Y  + Y )  + (Z  & z )  = c  ()t )  (i = 1,2,  •••;j = 1,2,•••,N)i  j   i  j   i  j    ij
2    2    2  2 2

where (X  , Y  , Z ) are the position coordinates of the target at i-th transmitting moment i  i  i

(x  , y  , z ) are the position coordinates of j-th array element; c is the sound velocity inj  j  j



water, approximately equal to 1500m/ s; )t  is the time interval between the i-thij

transmitting moment and the moment that the signal is received at the j-th array element.

For conveniently getting the solution of the above coupled equations of 2-nd degree, it is
necessary that Nis equal to 4,so that there are 4 unknown quantities:   X  , Y  , Z  and )ti  i  i  ij

time interval between the transmitting moment and the moment that the signal is
received).

In our system, the value of N is 6, the aim of using the surplus equations is to increase the
accuracy of the result.

PROBLEM CAUSED BY THE DOUBLE-PULSE

As mentioned above, in the signaler-mode underwater positioning system, the first
problem is the synchro-time operation accuracy. Two clocks working synchronously
should be used. One is placed on the sound signaler and the other is placed on the SBL
measurement system. Then this system can measure the propagating time of acoustic
signal in water and evaluate the distance between thd acoustic source (signaler) and every
element of the array.

(a) Transmitted sygnal waveform; (b) Received signal waveform
Fig.1 Waveform of transmitted signal and received signal

But in practical measurement, however, we have discovered that the practical effective
positioning range is any the less than maximum positioning range limited by the synchro-
signal period. The reason is very simple: the double-pulse signal makes a remarkable
influrence. In the follwing we can explain the reason. Let us see Fig.2.



Fig.2 As the second pulse of the doublc-pulse signal invades in the next signal period,
the effective positioning range is reduced (the waveform of water surface 

reflection signal is not drown up)

SupposeT=0.1s, t=20ms, the maximum of positioning range R  is limited:max

R  = cT = 150mmax

As a result of the existence of the double-pulse signal, however, if the target did not get
into the range R , the second pulse would fall into the next signal period. So that, in themax

next period ,the received singals are put in the following order:“ the second pulse belongs
to the last period, the first pulse belongs to this period•••” (see Fig. 2 (b)).

Under these conditions the solving computer ust judge first, then selects the direct first
pulse and sends the correct data to solve the target position.

In fact, at the measuring scene, the codition is much more complex: except for the
double-pulse signal, there are the reflected signals form the water surface and other
boundary sections (such as sea bottom and lake bottom). Particularly, the effect of the
surface reflected signal is much more serious. This is because that received water surface
reflected signal is the summation of many random reflected signals from some points.
The amplitude of the above signal envelope may be considered as random. Measured
result indicates that the amplitude ratios between the direct signals and the reflected
signals undulate from !20dB to +10dB. In the receiver, by using amplitude threshold
detector, those reflected signals become a set of randomly delayed signals following the
direct signal. Those mentioned above will make the computer spend a lot of operating
time and frequently make the original data unbelievable.

As assumped above T = 0.1s,  )T= 20ms, the practical positioning range is merely:

R  = R  ! )Tc = 120mmax  max

In consideration of the water surface reflected signals, the effective positioning range
would be less than this value. In order to solve this problem, the author of this paper
designed a set of hardware pre-processing system for data of SBL underwater positioning
system. Besides using typical frequency filter and pulse width selector, there is a



“distance gate”, which utilizes some prioriknown parameters such as the signal period
and the moving velocity of the target. The gat, system can pledge the original data to be
sent to computer in order of “direct first pulse-depth information pulse (or first pulse
reflected by water surface•••”). It has the advantage of reducing the processing time of
the computer and ensuring the real time function of the system. In other hand, this data
acquisition scheme ensures the maximum positioning range.

THE FUNCTION AND BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE DISTANCE GATE

(1) function
a) Beginning state, when there is no received siganl ,is in the “ALL PASS” state: the

receiver is in the waiting state.
b) After having signal, utilizing the priori known parameters: the period T and the

moving velocity of the target, gate system automaticaly selects every channel of receiver
which brings the “selective pass” state according to the fixed ahead of time. So that the
direct first pulse signal can be sent to computer first.

c) When the target moves in different modes: in straight line mode, in curve mode,
coming close to, going away from and even stopping at some places, the gate system can
automaticaly keep the track and catch the direct first signal pulse.

d) When the signal is lost, within the predetermined period of time, the “gate system”
automaticaly mends “gate” 1 to “gate” 2, to catch signals again.

e) If the system does not catch the signals again, its will return to the “beginning state”.

(2) The circuit blockscheme (Fig.3)
The explanation of Fig. 3:

As mentioned above, Function a)the beginning state of the system, there is no received
signa, therefore, control switches No. 1 and No. 2 are in the “on” state.

Timer, which is reset by synchronic pulse signal, sends out three timing signals: 10ms,
40ms and 70ms to trigger a monostable multivibrator, using the multivibrator output
function, and makes the sum of the three pulses with width 35ms. This is the “ALL
PASS” gate signal.

When the receiver catches the signal from the signaler, the first signal makes the switches
No. 1 and No. 2 “off”. Then the reset signal remains only one from the output signals of
the receiver. In this case the “gate width” is 35ms and that ensures fully the system to
catch the direct first pulse, no matter the target is moving in what mode and with what
velocity.



Fig. 3 The circuit block scheme of the “distance gate”

As a result of the undulation of the signals the receiver may lose some signal. This means
the the receiver does not have any output signal which is used to reset the timer, but the
timer has also the 170ms and 270ms trigger signals, which are used to mend the “gate
signal”. During the pass period of the “gate system”, the receiver may catch the signal,
then the timer is reset, and the system works repeatedly as before. But if the receiver
cannot catech any signal during this period, then at the end of the complemented gate
signal the timer is also reset. The system returns to the beginning state (i. e. the “ ALL
PASS” state).

On the design of distance gate circuit, the crux is to ensure the credibility of the trigger
signal of the gate system. Due to the unduration of the signal and the discrepancy
between the channels, the detection probability is not equal to 100%, especially, for long
distances where the signals are weak, the detection probability is approximately 90%.
Only using the signal from any individual channel the system is not assured to operate
regularly. But practical meansurement indicates that loss probability of different channels
is independent statistically especially when the elements are placed further apart from
each other. So that we can make the output signals of all channels trigger the gate system
together for increasing the credibility. Taking two channels for example, suppose the miss
probability of each signal channel to be P(A) = P(B) = 10%, when the output singals of
these two channels are used to trigger the gate system together, the total miss probability
only is P(A • B) = P(A) • P(B) = 1 %.



In practical circuit design, the output signals of all six channels are used to trigger the
“gate system”. We use thses six trigger signals as “logic addition” and then its putput
goes to trigger the gate system. In practical measurement, the fault trigger appearance has
not been found yet.
On the other hand, in order to prevent the false trigger appearance, the following
measures are adopted:

1) Using the big signal detector to raise the threshold suitably.
2) Using the “pulse width selector” to get rid of the sharp pulse interference.
3) Using the Noise AGC circuit . (3)

When the above measures are used, the credibility of the gate system is greatly increased.

Fig. 4 The relationship among transmtting signal, recived signal and distance gate signal
(a) Transmitting signal T = 100ms;
(b) Gate signal when the system does not receive any signal;
(c) Gate signal will get narrow when the system has received signal;
(d) Mending the gate signals, when the signal is undulating.

The relationships among transmitting signal, received signal and the distance gate signal
are shown in Fig.4.
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ABSTRACT

Recent advances in acoustic detection and array processing have led to a new, state of
the art, Sonobuoy Missile Impact Location System (SMILS). This system was
developed for the 4950th Test Wing by E-Systems and the Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory to support ballistic missile testing in broad ocean areas.

The hardware and software required to perform the SMILS mission were developed in
two different areas: 1) The flight system, installed aboard the Advanced Range
Instrumentation Aircraft (ARIA), which provides everything necessary to guide the
aircraft to the target area of Deep Ocean Transponders (DOTs), deploy sonobuoys,
recover signals from the sonobuoys, and to process the recovered signals. The
sonobuoy positions and impact locations of reentry vehicles are determined aboard the
aircraft in real-time by telemetering the acoustic signals sent from the sonobuoys via
Radio Frequency (RF) link to the aircraft. These acoustic signals are also recorded on
analog tape in the aircraft. 2) The Post Mission Analysis System (PMAS), located at
the 4950th Test Wing, processes the analog tapes recorded by the aircraft to do more
sophisticated Processing than that performed on the aircraft, providing higher
resolution of impact times and positions.

This paper addressees the theory of PMAS operation and the specific approach used to
perform automated acoustic detection of both narrow and wide band acoustic signals.
It also addressees the processing technique employed to determine sonobuoy
navigation and impact scoring.



“Key words: Sonobuoy Missile Impact Location System (SMILS), ballistic missile
testing, Advanced Range Instrumentation Aircraft (ARIA), Deep Ocean Transponder
(DOT), acoustic processing.”

INTRODUCTION

The ARIA fleet, comprised of three EC-135E and four EC-18B aircraft, are employed
as flexible airborne telemetry data recording and relay stations. These aircraft were
designed and developed to supplement land and marine telemetry stations in support
of Department of Defence and NASA space and missile programs. ARIA support of
ballistic missile programs requires the aircraft to fly to a broad ocean target area,
receive telemetry from instrumented reentry vehicles and equipment sections, provide
photo documentation of the reentry bodies, collect meteorological data from the
ocean’s surface up to 100,000 feet, and launch a pattern of sonobuoys which will
telemeter acoustic data to the aircraft, allowing the impact positions and splash times
of the reentry bodies to be “scored”.

The SMILS data collection operates in the following manner: a pattern of 16
sonobuoys is air deployed over an array of Deep Ocean Transponders (DOTs) whose
geodetic locations are known. The DOTs are interrogated periodically by three of the
sixteen sonobuoys using an acoustic signal of identical frequency (16 KHz) but of
different repetition rates. This interrogation is also received by all other buoys in the
pattern. Each DOT in the array, when interrogated, replies with it’s own acoustic
signal of unique frequency (between 7.5 and 12 KHz) for its position in the array.
These acoustic signals are then received and telemetered to the aircraft by all sixteen
sonobuoys. Ten of the sonobuoys in the array are active surface pinging sonobuoys
that ping at unique repetition rates, but all on the same acoustic frequency (2.33 KHz).
These signals are received by all sonobuoys in the pattern and are relayed to the
aircraft via an RF link. When each of these interrogating or surface pinging sonobuoys
pings, it also sends a marker tone (4 or 4.66 KHz respectively) to the aircraft via an
RF link to identify the source of the ping. The remaining three sonobuoys in the
pattern are passive sonobuoys that are little more than microphones. These passive
sonobuoys receive acoustic information from DOT replies and surface pinging
sonobuoys and transmits this acoustic information to the aircraft via an RF link. The
last acoustic signal of interest is the reentry vehicle impact. This high energy, broad
band signal is received by all sonobuoys in the pattern and is transmitted to the aircraft
via an RF link. This information along with Inter-Range Instrumentation Group
(IRIG) timing provides all the information that is necessary to perform the scoring
operation. All of this information is recorded on 14 track analog tapes along with a
servo reference signal to control tape playback at 7.5 inches per second.



The Post Mission Analysis System (PMAS) of the Advanced Range Instrumentation
Aircraft Sonobuoy Missile Impact Location System (ARIA/SMILS) is an advanced
set of software installed on a MicroVax III computer in conjunction with a Honeywell
Model 97 Magnetic Tape Recorder/Reproducer System, a time code processor, and
associated input and output interfaces. The software is comprised of two functional
areas, the Post Mission Pre-Processor (PMPP) and the Post Mission Processor (PMP).
The PMPP provides the hardware and software necessary to recover the acoustic
signals from the analog tape. It determines the time of reception and frequency of each
ping received at each sonobuoy.

The PMPP also determines the reception time of each reentry vehicle impact splash at
each sonobuoy. The recovered acoustic data is passed on to the PMP portion of the
PMAS, in the form of data tables. This data is then processed into highly accurate
geodetic locations and time of reentry vehicle impacts.

POST MISSION DATA TRANSFER

The acoustic data from the mission is recorded on two 14 track analog tapes. On each
tape, one track contains the IRIG-B time code and another contains the servo
reference signal used to control tape playback speed. Twelve tracks remain an each
tape for recording of sonobuoy acoustic data. In addition to the sonobuoys mentioned
above, a special purpose sonobuoy is launched early in the mission to measure the
sound velocity profile of the ocean environment. This data is also recorded on analog
tape. These tapes are individually played back on a Honeywell Model 97 recorder.
Each tape is played into a two channel analog-to-digital (A/D) converter, allowing
only two of the twelve tracks of sonobuoy data to be sampled at a time.

The PMPP portion of the PMAS has been designed to handle the data transfer
between the analog tapes and the MicroVax storage disks and provides three major
processing functions. These three functions provide their results in three tables for
further analysis by the PMP. These three functions are Ping Processing, Impact
Processing, and Sound Velocity Processing.

PING PROCESSING

Every 200 milliseconds, two channels of acoustic data on the analog tape are sampled
by the A/D converters. A third channel of time marks are added and the resulting data
is stored in an input data buffer. The three channels of data are interleaved throughout
the entire data buffer. The two acoustic channels are deleaved into two continuous
acoustic data buffers and the data is converted to floating point. A Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) is performed on groups of data samples from each acoustic data



channel. The FFT determines the frequency content of each of the groups of raw data
samples and returns the frequency component amplitude in a range of 0 to 31750 Hz
in 250 Hz increments. The data is then examined for the presence of acoustic events of
interest using a four step process.

Event Detection

An event, in this case a ping, is detected by comparing the present amplitude of a
particular frequency of interest to a past history (noise) of that same frequency. When
the signal to noise ratio increases beyond a certain threshold, we say that a potential
event has occurred. The sonobuoy marker tones are determined when the frequencies
of interest exceed an absolute threshold. To determine if the event is valid, it must
satisfy the following conditions: 1) the time duration of the event mist fall within a
specified range; 2) the signal to noise ratio must exceed the control parameter at least
once; 3) the noise history must not exceed its control parameter.

Edge Detection

Detection of the beginning of the event is accomplished at the .125 millisecond level
by sliding a table of values produced by a sinusoid at the frequency of interest across
the raw sample and computing the correlation between the two over a 8 millisecond
correlation interval. (See Figure 1-1)

Figure 1-1

Sorting

The PMPP examines all the event detected ping data and using the edge detection
times, determines the presence of pings repeating at a nearly constant period for all the



various frequencies encountered. The periods are determined by subtracting the first
ping time from subsequent ping times then dividing each result by successively
increasing integers until a predetermined valid period is obtained. A check is then
made to verify that a sonobuoy was operating with that period and that the period
repeats. This process continues until all the various pings are discovered. The periods
are then used to predict the occurrence of a sequence of pings at the given period and
frequency. If pings can be found which match the predicted period, these are
considered to be valid. All other pings will be considered false alarms.

  Linking

This portion of the PMPP is activated after data from all sonobuoys has been
processed. It relates ping receipt times at each sonobuoy with the transmit times at the
sonobuoy that caused the received ping. The result is one of the three files to be used
by the PMP for final scoring.

IMPACT PROCESSING

There are two impact processing routines available in the PMPP. Impact detector #1
tends to be quick; however, it is very sensitive to parameter adjustments. Impact
detector #2 runs much slower but does not exhibit the same sensitivity as impact
detector #1, resulting in excellent impact detections.

Impact Detector #1

This algorithm makes use of four windows to examine the data: the noise window, the
signal window, the data window, and the FFT window. The algorithm performs three
tests on the data and must pass before an impact is considered detected. The first test
compares the signal and signal to noise ratio to a controlled signal threshold and signal
to noise threshold, respectively. The purpose of this test is to detect the increase in the
amplitude of the data coincident with an impact and to ensure that the signal data is
high enough for a potential impact. The second test is the FFT test. The purpose of the
FFT test is to reject reverberations which have a lower energy content in the higher
frequency regions. From the frequency spectrum data, the energy in two frequency
bands is computed. The ratio of the energy between the upper and lower frequency
bands is computed and compared to a controlled threshold. The third test is to reject
short duration noise which would otherwise be detected as an impact. This test
compares the mean absolute value of the data in the data window to a controlled
threshold. If one or more of these tests fail, the windows are moved ahead by one
millisecond and the tests are repeated. If all three tests pass, the windows are
advanced enough to avoid multiple detections of the same impact due to fluctuations



in the noise level associated with an impact. The output from Impact Detector #1 is
one of the three files to be used by the PMP for final scoring and contains a listing of
impact detection tunes for each sonobuoy in the pattern.

Impact Detector #2

This routine also uses four windows: signal, noise, FFT, and data. Impact detector #2
uses three levels of processing to detect impacts. In level 1, the signal to noise ratio is
computed and compared to the controlled threshold. If the signal to noise ratio is
greater than the threshold, then level 2 processing begins. In level 2 processing, the
data is moved backwards slightly and a counter is initialized to one. The windows are
then slid forward in one millisecond intervals and the signal to noise ratio, power in
the signal, power in the upper and lower frequency bards, and variance of the raw data
are computed and saved and the counter is incriminated by 1. This continues until the
signal to noise ratio drops below a controlled threshold. Once the signal to noise ratio
drops below the controlled threshold, the count is checked to see if it is greater than a
minimum threshold. If it is below the minimum threshold, the routine reverts back to
level 1 processing, otherwise level 3 processing begins. In level 3 processing, the data
from level 2 is averaged and the values of the upper to lower frequency power ratio
and the upper frequency power to variance of the raw data averages are computed.
Finally, if the two computed values are greater than their corresponding controlled
thresholds, the detection is consider valid. The output from Impact Detector #2 is one
of the three files to be used by the PMP for final scoring and contains a listing of
impact detection times for each sonobuoy in the pattern.

BOUND VELOCITY PROCESSING

The PMPP invokes a routine which reads the analog tape to produce a file containing
frequency versus time. This file is the last of the three files that is passed on to the
PMP for final data processing. The data from the sound velocity sonobuoy is a
sinusoidal frequency, controlled by a voltage controlled oscillator. The frequency of
the data signal from this sonobuoy is directly proportional to the sound velocity of the
ocean. Knowing the sink rate of the probe and the time of release of the probe, it
becomes a trivial task to calculate the sound velocity versus depth profile for the
ocean environment.

POST MISSION PROCESSOR

The PMP portion of the PMAS processes the three input files from the PMPP to
produce highly accurate solutions for the RV impact times and geodetic positions. It
accomplishes this by using a number of operator entered database files containing



information such as DOT positions, mission day and time, sonobuoy definitions, and
historical sound velocity data. The PMP may be divided up into six functional areas:
Controlling Software, External Functions, Load PMP Inputs, Navigate Buoys, Solve
Impacts, and Report Results.

Controlling Software

This is the top-level software from which all PMP modules are invoked. This software
presents screen menus, manages the operator interface, handles file allocation and
usage, checks completion codes from all subordinate processes, and maintains log
files to document all PMP operational runs.

 External Functions

This software manages the database files in which DOT array coordinates and
historical ocean profiles are stored. Updates to these files and creation of new files is
handled under menu control by the controlling software.

Load PMP Inputs

The data files loaded are: a file of sound velocity data giving frequency versus tine
from the PMPP; a file of detected pings for each sonobuoy from the PMPP; a file of
detected impact splashes for each sonobuoy from the PMPP; and a sonobuoy
definition file from an external database. The data loading software also invokes
sound velocity processing software which processes the PMPP sound velocity file to
obtain sound velocity versus depth and then merges historical data by means of a
decaying exponential technique to limit discontinuity at the transition point,
completing the profile down to the ocean floor. Ray tracing and curve fitting routines
are used to compute the harmonic velocity, average surface velocity, surface and
bottom gradients, and the coefficients of a third order refraction correction polynomial
which yields the error in the sound travel time introduced by assuming straight line
travel at the harmonic velocity. The refraction correction data, which is a function of
the slant range, is used to correct sonobuoy-DOT and DOT-sonobuoy ping
propagation times.

Navigate Sonobuoys

Because the PMPP has identified the transmitter corresponding to each received
acoustic event at each sonobuoy based on a known pinger period, estimated ranges are
associated with the signal paths and a iterative, batch least-squares solution for
sonobuoy positions versus time is produced. Sonobuoy solutions are produced in the



form of a set of position/velocity/uncertainty solutions for a series of sequential time
intervals. Each interval represents a new batch least-squares solution for the set of
sonobuoys. The starting estimate for each sonobuoy is set to the solution results from
the previous interval, except in the first interval, where a standard sonobuoy pattern is
assumed with known positions for each sonobuoy. The software iteratively computes
estimates of sonobuoy positions based on the known DOT positions and the measured
ping transmit times, except in the first interval, where only the known DOT positions
are used and all surface pingings are omitted in generation of the solution. These
measured times are corrected for the effect of refraction by applying the cubic
refraction correction polynomial to compute the travel time adjustments. If
convergence of the least-squares solution occurs before reaching the minimum
number of pings and DOT responses, then the solution is considered valid and returns
the sonobuoys position and uncertainties in position. If the solution for the position of
the sonobuoy during one or more intervals does not converge, then the sonobuoys
position will be interpolated for that interval using the previous and next good
solution. The sonobuoy navigation software also solves for the surface and harmonic
(vertical) components of sound velocity simultaneously along with the uncertainties
for these values.

Solve Impacts

Because any least-squares technique requires some starting estimate, the software first
performs a “grid search” to identify locations in the DOT array that are probable
impact points based on an assessment of the splash table. At each detection time, the
software also interpolates sonobuoy positions to be used in the impact solution. Each
splash detection is then paired with each of the estimates in an attempt to produce a
least-squares impact solution which satisfies convergence and uncertainty criteria,
with a shrinking window editor which rejects false or unrelated splash detections. The
software automatically removes any false solutions that are due to bubble-collapse
phenomenon. Once all criteria is met to validate an impact and obtain its position and
time of occurrence, the position, time, and their relative uncertainties are stored as
valid impact solutions. DOT array uncertainty parameters are used to produce
geodetic uncertainty and error ellipse components for each valid impact and a set of
final impact solutions are generated and saved.

Report Results

This software produces graphical and tabular Output to printer, screen, or magnetic
tape, of the sonobuoy positions, reentry vehicle impact positions and times, and sound
velocity reports along with all associated errors. This software also allows the
selection of the output units of measure.



SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

The Post Mission Analysis System has been undergoing operational testing since May
1990, using data collected from the ARIA/SMILS aircraft supporting United States
Air Force and Navy ballistic missile test programs. Repeatability of solutions has been
demonstrated through every stage of the system. Typical scoring accuracies are less
than 1 millisecond in time and less than 4 meters uncertainty in relative [x,y]
positions. To date, all reentry vehicles for each ballistic missile test support have been
scored with final test results being reported to the user. This process of reading the
tapes and processing the data, Producing the final ballistic missile scoring report from
this state of the art, highly accurate system takes less than 3 working days.
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ABSTRACT

For the last dozen years, ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE has been using a digital telematry
system mountable on the rotors of its generating machines in case of acceptance tests or
after technical hitch, under difficult environmental conditions (125 degrees C and
centrifugal acceleration of 100,000 m/s ). This system, manufactured by2

SCHLUMBERGER, has proved itself in many test programs on high-power electrical
motors, primary pumps of PWR reactors, steam turbines, alternators, etc.

Today, the need is growing towards operational monitoring of equipment.

Using this type of equipment in a monitoring system is a greater challenge. In fact, it is
necessary to obtain an MTBF longer than the fuel refilling period (approximately 18
months) to make significant savings in product costs.

A technological upgrade of the existing product was undertaken in late 1989.

A very effective product capable of meeting the needs expressed is now available on the
market. The system can be used to build systems with 1 to 63 channels with pass-bands
ranging from 250 Hz to 10 kHz and very high precision (approximately 0.1%), under the
above-mentioned environmental conditions.

Its size, low power consumption, range of operating temperatures (-20 to 125 degrees C),
resolution (12 bits), adaptability and capability of operating under conditions of
acceleration and vibrations (100,000 M/s  and 1000 m/s  from 20 to 1000 Hz), make it a2   2

unique product of its type.



Although designed for use on rotating machines, these devices, thanks to the designs and
technologies used, are compatible with other types of applications.

The central equipment is also modular, a change in the structure of the rotor-mounted
system does not call any of the investments into question; only the equipment’s software
configuration is modified.
A full line of standard equipment for reception, decommutation, recording and processing
is available.

This paper is intended to show how this product was developed so as to meet the main
constraints of a system mounted on rotating machines. Problems related to installation on
the machine, the power supply to the system and data transmission are not dealt with here.
A short video film will illustrate our analysis.

 INTRODUCTION

For many years, ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE has been testing its machines to gain
knowledge about their operation so as to make better use of them and to dimension new
generating plants.

In 1980, ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE asked SCHLUMBERGER Industries to
manufacture a digital remote measurement system that can be mounted on machine rotors
(electrical motors, pumps, steam turbines, alternators, etc.) in a difficult environment:
continuous operation at 125 degrees C and centrifugal acceleration of 100,000 m/s .2

This system has proved effective under operation in such varied applications as:

- the study of vibration behavior of the blades of conventional thermal and nuclear
low-pressure turbines

- determining the bending and torsion characteristics of the a.c. turbogenerator shaft
system

- determining the output of turbo-feed pump sets
- testing the cooling of the 1750 MVA alternator rotor
- endurance tests on primary pump motors (1500 starts/stops).
- etc.

But using this type of equipment in a monitoring system, i.e. over a long period of
operation, requires performance levels that are particularly difficult to achieve. The
product must be led through two seemingly contradictory stages: improving the degree of
reliability (the minimum objective is to guarantee an MTBF greater to the fuel refilling 



period of a nuclear set, i.e. approximately 18 months) and significantly reducing equipment
costs, with the equipment of some fifty a.c. turbogenerators at stake.

In 1990, ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE and SCHLUMBERGER Industries, to reach the
objective, decided to join together to improve the product.
A preliminary study of the available technologies showed that a correct choice had been
made at the time of initial manufacturing: digitizing in the rotating part prior to
transmission and the production of hybrid integrated circuits, which is the technology
providing the best MTBF. To improve it, it is necessary to increase the density of
integration, minimize the number of interconnections, use a maximum of VLSI components
and control the heat dissipation of the components.

It should be pointed out that EDF was already using PCM techniques when the equipment
available on the market was (and, in some cases, still is) based on frequency modulation
processes, which are inefficient for obtaining high precision with the direct current
component and for building multi-channel systems.

In addition, digital techniques greatly facilitate central data processing: storage of the
transmitted data, recording with no distortion or loss of precision, direct digital processing
(FFT, correlations, etc.).

THE OBJECTIVES

Since the first manufacturing, the technologies and components have been improved a
great deal (incidentally, some components are not longer available). To make sure that the
product will endure, it would therefore be useful to upgrade the technology and improve
certain performance levels, while maintaining compatibility with the old generation. The
decision to overhaul the coding and amplifying subassemblies was made in late 1989. At
the time, the objectives were: a significant reduction in volume (50%), obtaining an MTBF
of 18 months for an amplifying + coding-emission assembly, substantial price reductions
for industrial products (at least 20%), doubling the measurement rate (50,000
measurements per second), creating a single channel with a broad pass-band and, finally,
researching a new modularity for better adaptation to the latest needs.

It turned out that the modularity chosen previously (a minimal structure of 8 channels) was
not always optimal and that it would be desirable, for monitoring alternator rotors, to have
a structure of one channel for measuring the rotor current and four channels for the
resistance of insulation. These observations, along with the experimental results from the
above-mentioned tests, helped to advance development, as we shall see.



 RESULTS

All the objectives have been reached and some have even been exceeded, especially in
terms of volume, reliability and cost.
Each of the two subassemblies is made from a single large-sized hybrid circuit, reducing
their volume from 90 to approximately 35 cm  (photo 1).3

The coding-emission subassembly is the “core” of both the multichannel structure and
SINGLE-CHANNEL system with a 10 kHz pass-band. The measurement rate has
doubled, amplifier gains are switched via logic levels instead of hard-wire switches.
The MTBF obtained for the coding-emission/amplifying-multiplexing assembly is much
greater than expected (40 months instead of 18 months).
The costs savings are twice those expected at the beginning of the study.

Photo 1: Comparison of the two generations (the new one is on the left)



A NEW MODULARITY

The new functional and geometrical modularity makes the system upgradeable and allows
for the minimum structure (the coding-emission unit for the rotor-mounted part) to be used
as a base for building a modular multichannel system.
The central receiving and synchronizing equipment requires software modifications only.

A 35 cm  module contains the coding-emission unit (remember that it serves as a single-3

channel system). The same is true of the amplifying-multiplexing unit. It will therefore be
possible to create structures ranging from 1 to 63 channels, e.g.: one 10-KHz channel,
three 4-KHz channels, four 2-KHz channels, seven 2-KHz channels, fifteen 1-KHz
channels, thirty-one 500-Hz channels, sixty-three 250-Hz channels.

 The single-channel structure and a few others allow for transparent transmission of a
measurement internal to the system (internal temperature or internal voltage) at the same
time as the measurements from the sensors; this capability is very useful for operation of
the rotor-mounted equipment.

Electrical compatibility with the old generation is ensured. If desired, it is even possible to
choose the old measurement rate and to combine generations.
In addition, some potential users have expressed their desire to power the rotor-mounted
system via d.c. sources (batteries, storage cells, ring collectors or rotating generators).
Such users can now choose the type of power supply. Core transformers distributing
rectified currents are now housed in a specific module. The rotating transformer system
used on the machines provides power supply and transmission with no contact between the
fixed part and rotating part. In this case, the remote measurement clock is synchronized
with the time base supplied by the 32786-Hz power signal. The block diagram in figure 1
shows a “15-channel” structure.

The coding-emission subassembly represented by the block diagram in figure 2
implements sampling, digitizing, sequencing (both internally and for the multiplexers of the
amplifying subassemblies), PCM pulse train coding, modulation and transmission. Clock
signals and carriers are generated via a phase lock loop. After digitizing over 12 bits with
an additional parity bit, a synchronization word is inserted at the zero address of the cycle.

The message is then serialized and converted to a biphase signal, which is applied to two-
state synchronous phase modulator prior to transmission.
It also includes rectifying and stabilizing functions.



Figure 1 Structure of a “15-channel” System

Figure 2: Block diagram of the coding-emission subassembly



The amplifying subassembly includes four instrumentation amplifiers with programmable
gain from 1 to 1000, 24 db/octave anti-aliasing filter, a multiplexer that can be cascaded
with the ones in the other units, and rectifying and stabilizing devices for the power supply.
It is driven by the coding-emission subassembly.

Figure 3: Block diagram of the amplifying-multiplexing subassembly

THE TECHNOLOGY USED

To reduce size and increase the MTBF, all the functions of the new units have been
installed in a hybrid integrated circuit whose 25-by-50 mm chip contains five connecting
layers. An ASIC supporting all the logic elements (PCM coder, PSK modulator, clocks,
etc.) has been specially designed.
The hybrid circuits have been designed to guarantee the best possible reliability with this
type of technology; the heat dissipation of the components has been monitored with special
attention to minimize heat-buildup and to make the temperature distribution as even as
possible on the surface of the chip which, at 125 degrees C, becomes very important and
can severely damage the MTBF.
They are tested individually before being mounted on a 7-layer printed circuit board used
to connect the hybrid to the two lateral terminal blocks.
The filter capacitors are the only components external to the hybrid.
The assembly is then mounted in cast aluminium cases filled with a resin that ensures
proper mechanical behavior of the components.



Photo 2: Hybrid integrated circuit

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS

Rotor-mounted equipment

A series of modular units is available for building a machine-mounted system: power
supply to the sensors (current or voltage), bridge closing branches , filters, amplifiers and
conditioning, PCM coder.

The power supply to the units may either be d.c. (+/- 15/17V, +/-8/10V) or a.c. (11 or 22
V at 32768 Hz); each unit has its own rectifying and stabilizing devices.

All the indicated characteristics are applicable in the range of - 20 to + 125 degrees C and
with a constant acceleration of 100,000 m/s . The burn-in and storage tests comply with2

the standards MIL STD 883 B.

- Power supply to the voltage sensor
.+/-2.5 to +/-15 V, with a limit of 50 mA
. drift under 0.2 %



- Power supply to the current sensor
. 6 times 6.3 mA at 0 to 3000 Ohms
. drift under 1 %

- Bridge closures
. fourth bridge, half bridge, full bridge
. 50 or 100 Ohm temperature probes
. 120, 350, 1000 or 3000 Ohm strain gages

- Passive filters
. high-pass or low-pass
. Cut-off frequency upon request

- Amplifying/Multiplexing
. 4 channels with differential amplifier
. gains programmable by 3 bits:
1, 15, 30, 60, 120, 250, 500, 1000
. input protection
. anti-aliasing filters
  24 db/octave
  cut-off frequency: 250, 500, 1000, 2000 Hz
  (as needed, depending on the number of channels)

. zero drift: +/- 1 µV/degree C

. gain drift: 10 ppm/degree C

. precision of gain at 25 degrees C: 0.1 %

. multiplexing control: 3 address bits and 1 mask bit

. reliability (MTBF): 62,000 hours at 25 degrees C, 1300 hours at 125 degrees C
(complies with standard MIL.HDBK 217 E)

- Coding/Emission

. measurement rate: 25,000 or 50,000 per second

. resolution: 12 bits

. precision: 0.1% throughout the temperature range

. multiplexing control for 1 to 63 channels

. internal bit rate: 327 or 654 kbps

. code: bi-phase or NRZL with parity bit

. synchronization word with fixed profile of 13 bits

. synchronous phase modulation (PSK)

. carrier frequency: 6.55 or 10.48 MHZ



. reliability (MTBF): 90,000 hours at 25 degrees C, 1783 hours at 125 degrees C
(complies with standard MIL.HDBK 217 E)

Note: the coding-emission unit is stand-alone; it contains a broadband amplification
channel (10 KHz) with an anti-reversal filter (30 dB/octave), which allows for using a
SINGLE-CHANNEL system.

Central Equipment

All the necessary equipment is available from the catalog of SCHLUMBERGER
Industries: the 32768-Hz power supply, the receiver demodulator, the bit and format
synchronizer, etc.

Users can choose between a basic product such as the decommutator 8725 specifically
developed for this system applications and the open, upgradeable DELTA system.
The 8725 handles only digital reconversion functions for signals from the sensors. It
includes PSK demodulation, bit and format synchronizing, decommutation and display of a
channel on the front panel, as well as a parallel digital port for channels for data
processing.

The far more sophisticated DELTA system, in addition to the functions handled by 8725,
can be used to process the results, display them in real size, store them, compare them
with threshold values, process them on workstations, etc.

CONCLUSION

This study was carried out on schedule and the results are generally better than expected.
The performance levels for metrology, precision, pass-bands, measurement rate, etc., are
excellent.
The new modularity and reduced size allow for big savings, e.g., with respect to
mechanically installing the modules on the machines.

The MTBF obtained (40 months instead of 18), amply meets the EDF objectives.

Although the main objective of this study is to integrate remote measurements into
alternator monitoring systems, the results obtained provide a particularly effective
instrument of measurement for rotating machines (electrical motors, pumps, steam
turbines, alternators, etc.). The results also allow us to offer manufacturers a system
capable of operating under extremely harsh environmental conditions with all the
resolution and performance levels allowed by digital technics.



The technologies used and the new concepts have made it possible to create a product
open to applications of all types.

Its size, low power consumption, range of operating temperatures (-20 to 125 degrees C),
resolution (12 bits), adaptability and capability of operating under conditions of
acceleration and vibrations (100 000 m/s  and 1000 M/s  from 20 to 1000 Hz), make it a2   2

unique product of its type.
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ABSTRACT

The Solar Energy Research Institute’s (SERI) Wind Research Program is using Pulse
Code Modulation (PCM) telemetry data-acquisition systems to study horizontal-axis
wind turbines. Many PCM systems are combined for use in test installations that
require accurate measurements from a variety of different locations. SERI has found
them ideal for data-acquisition from multiple wind turbines and meteorological towers
in wind parks.

A major problem has been in providing the capability to quickly combine and examine
incoming data from multiple PCM sources in the field. To solve this problem, SERI
has developed a low-cost PC-based PCM telemetry data-reduction system to facilitate
quick, in-the-field multiple-channel data analysis. Called the “PC-PCM System,” it
consists of two basic components. First, PC-compatible hardware boards are used to
decode and combine multiple PCM data streams. Up to four hardware boards can be
installed in a single PC, which provides the capability to combine data from four PCM
streams directly to PC disk or memory. Each stream can have up to 62 data channels.
Second, a software package written for use under DOS was developed to simplify
data-acquisition control and management. The software provides a quick, easy-to-use
interface between the PC and multiple PCM data streams. Called the “Quick-Look
Data Management Program,” it is a comprehensive menu-driven package used to
organize, acquire, process, and display information from incoming PCM data streams.

This paper describes both hardware and software aspects of the SERI PC-PCM
system, concentrating on features that make it useful in an experiment test
environment to quickly examine and verify incoming data from multiple PCM
streams. Also discussed are problems and techniques associated with PC-based
telemetry data-acquisition, processing, and real-time display.



INTRODUCTION

PCM-encoded telemetry data systems provide highly accurate measurements over a
wide dynamic range with low noise (Strock 1983). These systems are ideal for
collecting data related to the study of wind turbines, especially in multiple-turbine
wind parks. Typical wind park test installations require multiple-channel
measurements taken from a variety of different locations. These can be grouped into
three basic categories: turbine rotating, turbine nonrotating, and meteorological.

In the rotating-turbine frame, measurements are made on the turbine blades, blade
attachments, and hub. Typical parameters include strain-gauge bending moments and
torsion, airfoil surface pressure distributions, total dynamic pressure, and blade pitch
angle. These measurements provide data to determine blade aerodynamic and
structural loads. In the nonrotating-turbine frame, measurements characterize machine
performance and determine turbine loads. This requires data from the turbine nacelle
and tower, such as generator power production, tower bending, azimuth and yaw
angles, and rotation speed.

To determine characteristics of the wind at a turbine or wind park, meteorological
conditions are measured. Anemometers are used to measure near-field horizontal and
vertical wind shear. This requires many channels of data on wind speed and wind
direction from local upwind anemometer arrays. Atmospheric stability measurements
are also important in evaluating characteristics of wind park inflow and outflow. This
requires far-field atmospheric boundary layer measurements, including anemometer,
temperature, barometric pressure, and dewpoint.

To increase accuracy, simplify installation, and reduce noise, many channels of analog
signals are digitized, multiplexed, and encoded into a single PCM stream as close to
the measurement source as possible. The stream is then telemetered to a convenient
central receiving location and combined with streams from other sources to form a
complete digital data set. Streams originating from remote or difficult-to-reach
locations can be easily transmitted over a radio-frequency (RF) link. RF links have
been especially useful in simplifying data-acquisition from sensors located on rotating
wind turbine blades.

SERI’s wind program is conducting various field tests in an effort to assist wind
industries in the United States to improve reliability and performance of wind
turbines. Some current studies include an unsteady aerodynamics experiment
(Butterfield 1989, Butterfield and Nelsen 1990), wind park inflow-outflow
characterization (Kelley 1989), and advanced airfoil testing (Tangler et al. 1990). A 



typical test layout is shown in Figure 1. Multichannel hub-mounted rotor packages
facilitate rotating-frame measurements from multiple turbines.

SERI has been using PCM systems for many years, bearing their high cost to ensure
quality data measurements. Given conditioned analog signals, it is relatively
inexpensive to encode and multiplex multichannel data into a PCM stream. The
expense lies in providing adequate multi-PCM stream data decoding and reduction. In
the past, we had two ways to decode PCM data streams. One involved using a
portable PCM-decoding test instrument called a D/PAD (Loral Instrumentation 1987)
in the field. The other was to use our laboratory-based telemetry data-reduction
system (Fairchild Weston 1985). These two systems represent the extremes of PCM
data decoding capability. Neither adequately satisfied our data-processing
requirements. What we really needed was a system that combined features of both to
provide test engineers in the field with full processing, analysis, and display
capabilities for data from multiple PCM streams.

Specifically, we required multiple-stream decoding, derivation of parameters from all
channels (across PCM streams), graphic display, data storage, and a means to rapidly
update calibration coefficients of many channels. We also needed the ability to
monitor long-term meteorological conditions to evaluate test status. These field
capabilities are essential because debugging using laboratory-based postprocessing is
inefficient and impractical. We could not find a commercial system with these
features that could be inexpensively duplicated at our many test sites. We therefore
decided to develop our own PC-based PCM system to provide the required field test
capabilities. The system consists of PCM-decoding hardware boards (Simms and
Butterfield 1990) and a custom Quick-Look PCM data management software program
(Simms 1990.) A graphic depiction of data flow through the system is shown is Figure
2.

INTERFACING A PC TO PCM DATA STREAMS

The main function of the PC-PCM system is to interface a PC with PCM data. This
requires some type of PCM-decoding hardware that can transfer data into a PC. Over
the past few years in conjunction with a subcontractor, SERI has developed the PC-
based PCM-decoding hardware system. This system consists of basic control software
and printed circuit boards (APEX Systems Inc. 1988) that fit directly inside the
chassis of a PC/AT or compatible computer. PCM data are decoded on the board and
transferred to PC memory or disk. One board can decode one PCM stream at a time.
Up to four boards can be installed in a PC, permitting data from four streams to be
simultaneously combined. The PC-PCM decoder board specifications are summarized
in Table I.
 





  



Bit rate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1-800 Kbits/sec
Input streams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 per board (only one processed at a time)
Input polarity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Negative or positive
Input resistance . . . . . . . . . . . . . > 10 K ohms
Codes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bi-phase L, NRZ
Bit sync type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Phase locked loop (PLL)
Input data format . . . . . . . . . . . . 8-12 bits/word, MSB first
Words per frame . . . . . . . . . . . . 2-64 (including sync)
Sync words per frame . . . . . . . . 1-3 (maximum 32 bits)

Analog outputs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 channels (user selectable via thumbwheels)
Output polarity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Unipolar or bipolar
Output range . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 to 10V, 0 to 20V, -5 to 5V, -10 to 10V
PCM inputs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 (only one processed at a time)
Status lights . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PLL lock, frame sync, FIFO, disabled

Table I. Specifications for PCM Decoder Board

In conjunction with the PCM decoder boards, we also developed an analog interface
module which reconstructs analog output from up to eight channels per stream. The
basic intent was to enable test engineers to use real-time analog test instruments such
as a spectrum analyzer or chart recorder. The analog module is an optional part of the
system. Specifications are shown in Table II.

Table II. Specifications for Analog Interface Module

A full complement of four boards in a PC allows the Quick-Look program to manage
data from up to 16 PCM streams. Each board has four inputs and can be quickly
reconfigured to cycle through the inputs to grab-sample data from different PCM
streams. Various combinations of cyclic or concurrent acquisition can be used.
Maximum data-collection rates vary depending on hardware limitations and other
variables discussed in following sections.

The PC-PCM boards support standard-format Inter-Range Instrumentation Group
(IRIG)-compatible PCM streams with bit rates in the range of 1000 to 800,000
bits/sec, and a maximum of 64 data words (including sync) per frame. Assuming
12-bit data resolution, channel sample rates from 1.3 to 33,000 Hz are possible.
Decoding subcommutated or supermultiplexed PCM data is not currently supported.

During acquisition of PCM data, all values are digital raw “counts” derived from
binary data words that have been decoded from the PCM data streams. Data resolution



is determined by the number of bits used to represent each measured data value. We
typically use 12-bit resolution, which is 1 part in 2 , corresponding to count values12

ranging from 0 to 4095. The Quick-Look program interprets the raw count values
provided by the PCM decoding hardware and converts them to engineering units using
calibration coefficients from its data-base.

OVERVIEW OF THE QUICK-LOOK PROGRAM

The Quick-Look program is a comprehensive software package designed to manage
data from multiple incoming data sources. The major objective in developing the
program was to provide a way to quickly examine data from PCM streams in an
experiment test environment. Other objectives include on-line channel data-base
management, hardware debugging capability, and automated calibration procedures.

Menus are presented to the user enabling quick selection of desired options. Each
menu contains a title followed by lines listing current available options. The user
moves a highlighted bar to select the desired operation. At that point, another level of
menu options may appear or option execution may begin. The main program menu
presents the user with options that are summarized in Table III. These options identify
all the basic features of the Quick-Look program.

Typical components of PC-based data-acquisition systems common to both the Quick-
Look system and most commercial data-acquisition systems are not described here.
This report concentrates on the particular capabilities of the Quick-Look program
related to quick handling of PCM data in the field and to conducting calibrations.
Although this program was developed to allow the PC to be interfaced with PCM
data, the capabilities for data management outlined here could be applied to other
types of telemetry-based data-handling systems as well.

LIMITATIONS OF PC-BASED DATA-PROCESSING

A basic premise of the Quick-Look program is that the PC cannot process all
incoming data in real time. Because of DOS and central processing unit (CPU)
limitations, data collection and data-processing are not done at the same time. These
tasks could be combined if incoming data rates are sufficiently slow. However, for
most of our applications, we have found that the typical PC cannot concurrently do
both adequately. If the processes are independent, then the CPU can be fully dedicated
to each task separately. This allows access to higher-rate incoming data and provides
greater data-processing capability.



Table III. Quick-Look Program Features
Hardware Set-Up

Define all parameters related to interfacing the PC with peripheral PCM decoding devices.

PCM Configuration Data-Base  
Define and maintain the characteristics of all potential incoming PCM streams.

Channel Data-Base
Define and maintain information associated with all measured data channels.

Derived-Parameter Data-Base
Establish and organize ancillary derived channel equations.

Acquire Data
Select channels, monitor current conditions, collect data and store them in a disk file.

Display Recorded Data
Comprehensive graphic or alphanumeric display of previously recorded data sets.

Channel Calibration
Generate calibration coefficients using a multiple-channel least-squares linear regression data

processor.

File Maintenance
Organize and catalog experiment-associated data files and channel data-bases.

Test Event Log
Record the sequence of experiment events.

To compensate for the limitations imposed by the PC, two techniques can be used to
effectively reduce the quantity of incoming data to a manageable level. First, the PCM
data streams can be periodically sampled at a controlled rate. This allows the PC’s
CPU to selectively alternate between acquiring and processing data. Second, data can
be contiguously recorded to disk or memory over a given duration of time and then
postprocessed. These techniques are described below.

SAMPLED DATA-ACQUISITION

Sampled data-acquisition is used to provide real-time data-monitoring capability. The
incoming PCM streams are periodically sampled to acquire small segments of
contiguous data. The segments are quickly processed and displayed to show current
conditions. The process is continuously repeated. Up to 135 channels from any
combination of incoming PCM streams can be displayed. Each representative value
for each channel is determined by averaging 1 to 10,000 contiguous samples. The user
selects channels for display and defines an appropriate averaging interval.



For example, selected channels would be displayed on the monitor in the following
format:

The first digit of the channel number identifies the PCM stream, and the next two
digits identify the data word. The mean and standard deviation values continuously
change as data monitoring cycles. The monitor display may lag behind real time by a
few seconds, depending on number of channels displayed and calculation overhead.

CONTIGUOUS DATA-ACQUISITION

In contiguous data-acquisition, data streams are recorded in real time, with no gaps.
Data from up to four streams can be simultaneously acquired to a disk file up to the
limit of available disk space. The data blocks are then postprocessed using features of
the Quick-Look program.

During contiguous data collection, no other process can run on the computer. After the
block of data is acquired, summary statistics are presented on the monitor display.
From these, the user can decide whether the data set meets the necessary criteria.

These data-reduction techniques impose restrictions that the user must be aware of,
and they may not be appropriate in certain situations. For example, transients may be
missed, or aliasing could be introduced. To provide data values representative of
existing conditions, the data segments should be stationary time history records
(Bendat and Piersol 1980). The Quick-Look program provides many features that
allow evaluation of time series data. It is up to the user to ensure that the data
segments are sufficiently long and statistically meaningful to produce adequate
results.

For most of our Quick-Look requirements, the limits imposed by the PC-based system
are not of concern. In typical field experiments, we have found this system to be
extremely useful, especially for monitoring current conditions and conducting channel
calibrations. With high-rate incoming data, we do not use this system for full data-
processing. Usually, we record all PCM data streams independently to provide
complete data sets for comprehensive postprocessing using a full laboratory-based
PCM data-reduction system (Fairchild Weston 1985).



DATA-BASE OF PCM STREAM CONFIGURATION AND
CHANNEL PARAMETERS

The Quick-Look program provides a form into which a set of configuration
parameters defining each PCM stream can be input. The parameters are then used to
set up decoding hardware to access streams whose channels are requested. Typical
configuration parameters are:

1. PCM stream title
2. Number of data words per frame (data channels)
3. Number of sync words per frame
4. Binary sync bit pattern
5. Bit rate in bits/sec
6. PCM data format (Bi-phase L or NRZ)
7. Signal polarity
8. Bits per word
9. Samples to average.

A data-base is kept for each channel of each PCM stream. A maximum of 70 channels
per stream is allowed. The data-base consists of a set of user-definable parameters and
corresponding data. The following list contains a typical set of useful parameters:

1. Channel description
2. Sensor location
3. Sensor type
4. Sensor ID number
5. Anti-alias filter setting
6. Sample rate
7. Engineering data units
8. Slope (engineering units per count)
9. Offset (engineering units)
10. Range maximum
11. Range minimum
12. Reference channel for calibration
13. Low, zero (mid), and high calibration values
14. Flag to print mean values to a log file
15. Date and time of latest revision.

Parameters 2-6 are available for bookkeeping purposes, and except for comprehensive
printouts they are not used elsewhere in the program. Values do not have to be entered
in these fields. Parameters 1 and 7-14 are used in various other places in the software.



It may be necessary to enter values in these fields depending on the program option
selected.

The channel data-base option of the Quick-Look program provides access to these
parameters for any channel on any PCM stream. The user is presented with a form on
the screen that displays current parameter values, which can easily be updated or
modified. If any changes are made, a new version of the data-base file is written and
becomes the current version. Parameter 15 is updated automatically if any changes are
made in any field.

Previous versions of the channel data-base are retained so that a history of the
channel, including calibration coefficients, is available. The program allows previous
versions to be easily recovered. This is especially useful for postprocessing raw PCM
data recorded on tape, allowing ready access to data values in correct engineering
units.

RAPID MULTICHANNEL CALIBRATION CAPABILITY

Only linear engineering-unit conversions are provided, one slope and offset pair for
each channel. The slopes and offsets can be input manually into the channel data-base,
if known. They also can be generated based on measured data obtained during
“calibration runs” and automatically inserted into the channel data-base. It is possible
to quickly generate and update calibration coefficients for many channels from many
PCM streams simultaneously. There are four options for calibration runs:

1. 3-level high/mid/low calibration data
2. 2-level high/low calibration data
3. 1-level zero calibrations (determines offset only)
4. A function of another “reference” data channel.

For the first two options, PCM count data are collected at the constant calibration
levels for a short duration of time and stored in a file. The channel data-base contains
a value in engineering units that should coincide with the measured count value at
each level. The count data are read from a file and compared to the reference values.
A least-squares regression line is generated from which a slope and offset are found,
and correlation statistics are calculated.

For the third option, count values corresponding to the channel zero (or any known
level) are stored to a file. The data-base zero value is used as a reference, and a new
offset is calculated.



For the fourth option, engineering unit data are concurrently measured from a
“reference channel” used to generate coefficients for the channels to be calibrated.
The relation between the reference channel and the channel to be calibrated is limited
to a simple user-defined mathematical function entered in the channel data-base. A
least-squares regression line is generated to obtain the relation between the two
variables. This allows a "ramp" calibration to be done, in which the data values are
distributed over a wide range, as opposed to discrete known levels.

Upon completion of a calibration run, the user is presented with a page of summary
regression statistics, other information pertinent to the least-squares fit, and new
calibration values. The user can opt to accept or decline the calibration coefficients
based on these statistics. He or she can also set up criteria that automate the
acceptance process using defined tolerances. For example, the user can identify
acceptable ranges of standard error and correlation coefficient. If the regression
statistics are within the ranges, calibration coefficients are automatically accepted and
inserted in the data-base. This provides a means to quickly calibrate many channels. It
has proven very useful in some of our experiments which require frequent rapid
calibration of hundreds of data channels.

CONCLUSIONS

In a single PC, the PC-PCM decoding system provides continuous data-acquisition to
memory or disk from up to four streams simultaneously. A variety of software
packages can subsequently be used to read and process the data.

The full complement of boards in a PC permits data-handling from a maximum of 16
PCM streams containing up to 62 channels each. The boards are IRIG compatible and
are designed for use with standard PCM encoders. The data streams can be accessed
by cyclic sampling or simultaneous acquisition or both. Maximum acquisition rates
and data storage capacity depend on PC hardware.

Optional analog interface modules can be used in conjunction with the PC-PCM
decoder boards. These provide digital-to-analog conversion of up to 8 user-selectable
channels per PCM stream, or 32 channels total.

The Quick-Look program, a comprehensive software package designed to work with
the PC-PCM hardware boards, is used to manage data from multiple incoming PCM
data sources. It provides a way to quickly examine field data in an experiment test
environment. Program menus allow easy access to options that facilitate organization,
acquisition, processing, and display of information from many PCM data streams.



The Quick-Look program presumes that a PC cannot process all incoming data in real
time. It compensates for this by using techniques to reduce the quantity of incoming
data to a manageable level. The data-reduction techniques impose limitations that the
user must be aware of, and they may not be appropriate in certain situations. However,
for most of our Quick-Look requirements, the imposed limitations are not of concern.

In our typical field experiments, we have found the Quick-Look program to be
extremely beneficial, especially for real-time monitoring and for conducting
multichannel calibrations. The ability to grab contiguous time-series data blocks from
multiple streams allows access to high-rate phenomena. Graphic review features
provide the test engineer with a means to quickly interpret results. Data bases
providing histories of channel configurations and calibration coefficients are essential
for accurate postprocessing of recorded raw data sets.

Incorporating the PC-PCM system into small portable computers simplifies remote
test monitoring of PCM data. The complete system provides field test engineers with
the ability to quickly decode and analyze PCM data.
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ABSTRACT

The performance testing of underseas weapons involves many of the same challenges
as for other “smart” systems. Data sets on the order of GigaBytes must be extracted,
processed, analyzed, and stored. A few KiloBytes of significant information must be
efficiently identified and accessed for analysis out of the great mass of data. Data from
various sources must be time correlated and fused together to allow full analysis of the
complex interactions which lead to a given test result. The fact that the various
sources all use different formats and medias just adds to the fun.

Testing of underseas weapons also involves some unique problems. Since real time
data transmission is not practical; the vast bulk of the test data is recorded and then
recovered with the vehicle at the end of the test. Acoustics are relied on for
identification and ranging.

As systems continue to get smarter; the rates, capacities, and “smarts” of the
equipment and software used to process test data must similarly increase. The
NUWES telemetry capabilities developed to test and analyze underseas weapons
could be of use on other government related projects.

“Key words: Telemetry, data processing, data analysis, undersea weapons, smart
weapons, torpedoes, performance testing.”

INTRODUCTION

Before the attack on Pearl Harbor, the Mark XIV Torpedo was considered one of the
most lethal weapons in the history of naval warfare. It had two exploders. One was a
very secret “magnetic exploder”. It was backed up with a contact exploder.
Unfortunately, the torpedo had a tendency to run about 10 feet too deep which kept
either exploder from doing its job. This was finally established 6 months and 800



warshots later when a group of submariners decided to conduct their own test.
However after some more combat, it was found that the magnetic exploder did not
reliably perform even if the torpedo approached the enemy ship at the proper depth. It
had a tendency to explode prematurely. And finally, after the depth was compensated
for and the magnetic exploders were deactivated, it was discovered that the contact
exploders were faulty. It took 21 months of warfare before all the problems with the
torpedo were corrected. As you can imagine, it is rather disconcerting for a submariner
to shoot a dud torpedo at an enemy ship. Particularly when the bubble trail from the
torpedo marks the spot, and you are the spot.

One of the missions of the Naval Undersea Warfare Engineering Station (NUWES) at
Keyport Washington, is the performance testing and evaluation of undersea weapons
during development and production. The point of testing is to confirm that the weapon
will actually perform as intended or more importantly what specifically will prevent it
from successful performance. You cannot always depend on having developed a
Patriot missile that works fine the first time. Torpedoes these days, just like other
“smart” weapons; are designed to seek out, lock on; and then pursue their targets until
interception. A vast amount of data is required to monitor the complex functions the
weapon must perform to accomplish its mission.

TYPICAL DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS

For example, the Mark 48 Advanced Capability (ADCAP) Torpedo, records on the
order of 1.2 GigaBytes of data on an internal, 14 track, analog tape. Approximately
3,000 variables are distributed across 6 independent data streams. Each data stream is
recorded over 1 to 4 of the 14 tape tracks. Each tape track is Pulse Code Modulated
(PCM) encoded in Pseudo Random NRZ-L code at 1.25 MegaBits per second. The
tape is recovered along with the torpedo at the end of the test.

To process the tape, the analog signals from each track of the tape must first be
filtered, bit synchronized, and then derandomized. The reproduced bit stream is then
collected into words. This portion of the process is referred to as decommutation.
Word frames are formed directly after decommutation for data streams which were
originally recorded over only one tape track in the torpedo. For data streams which
were recorded over multiple tracks, the decommutated words from those tracks are
first multiplexed back together again before frame formation. Synchronization words
are embedded in the data by the torpedo to support collection of the words into frames
which are fixed length per type of data stream. The next step in the process is to feed
the framed data to a computer. The computer supplements each frame of data,
regardless of type of data being processed, with a series of header words. These 



header words signify the approximate test time when the data of the frame was
recorded by the torpedo.

This time tagging is accomplished as follows: One of the single track data streams
includes the values from the torpedo's run clock. The computer always extracts and
stores the current value of the clock from each frame of this data stream. The
computer then assigns each frame of data being concurrently processed with header
words encoding the current value of the clock. It is assumed that data from
approximately the same position along the tape, which will result in concurrent
processing by the computer, should have been sampled at approximately the same
time. However, only a limited number of tracks of data may be concurrently processed
due to throughput limitations. Thus the data stream containing the timing variable is
processed multiple times so that it can supply clock values to all other data frames.
After time tagging, the computer writes each data stream to 9 track digital tape. The 9
track tapes can be directly read by other computers during the subsequent analysis
process. The described process of converting Mark 48 ADCAP recorded data to
parallel digital form was developed in the early 1980s by Hughes Aircraft Corporation
in conjunction with DECOM Systems Incorporated (DSI). A data flow diagram of the
system assembled by DSI is shown in Figure (1).

NUWES actually uses various data extraction and preprocessing procedures. Modern
technology within certain capacity and performance boundaries, has provided a wealth
of various media and techniques for the recording of data. There always seems to be
several systems available which can do the same job. There is also some compulsive
force of nature that makes system developers choose a different recording media for
each project or independent source within a project. And the odds are pretty good that
the extraction and preprocessing system will also be fundamentally different from
anything previous. One result of handling data from multiple projects is a diverse
collection (or zoo) of front end equipment with the common characteristics of being
mutually incompatible and totally useless on any future job.

The technique for time tagging data from the Mark 48 ADCAP, discussed above, is
relatively straight forward and reliable. However, problems may be encountered in
accurately time tagging the data from other sources. Common problems in time
tagging include unreliable or non-existent clocks for a given source. Reliance is then
typically placed on some sort of periodic pulse which is recorded with the data. These
pulses may come from the range or other source. However, the pulses are usually
widely spaced in relation to the data; and accurate time tagging may be further
exasperated by a non-constant recording speed in between pulses. In any case, time
tagging data can turn into quite a computational chore which often leads to the entire
data set having to be reprocessed solely to add time tags.



A common challenge in analyzing test data is just how to handle the great mass of
data available. Particularly when only a few KiloBytes here and there are of
significance. The usual approach is some sort of data indexing, typically time. Once
you have an indexing scheme, you have to match the events of interest to the index.
Up to now, essentially manual means have been relied on. A time log is maintained
during the test or a strip chart is manually reviewed afterwards to identify key times.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques are currently being developed to perform this
event identification task.

Concerning other aspects of data handling and analysis, in 1984, we invested in the
development of an interactive analysis software package called DataProbe by Bolt
Beranek and Newman Inc. (BBN). It was a good decision. Once the data is time
indexed on a per frame basis, and the positions of the variables in a frame are mapped,
DataProbe pretty well takes care of the rest. It can open multiple input devices such as
a combination of tape and disk drives. It then extracts from the various devices all of
the variables of interest in a given time period. The values of interest are cached for
efficient access. DataProbe then provides a wide spectrum of signal conditioning and
other mathematical functions with which to manipulate the cached data. There are also
several choices for output to record results.

COMMON DATA BASES

Since “smart” weapons interact with their situational environments, additional data
from other sources must be analyzed to get a true perspective of the performance of
the weapon. In torpedo testing, there is typically a target vehicle which simulates an
enemy ship. Most of our targets are designed to acoustically respond to an attacking
torpedo. By comparing the signals received and transmitted by the target against the
signals received and transmitted by the torpedo, another perspective of what is
actually occurring under the water is provided. It should be noted that a given vehicle
may generate multiple data recordings of different sets of variable values which are
considered independent sources. When all this data is combined with instrumented
range data, a pretty complete picture of the situation can be developed. (That is the
theory anyway. In practice it’s a little more difficult.)

Time synchronizing all data sources in order to form a common data set adds another
level of complication. Assuming all the sources of data are some how time tagged, the
approach is to locate a common event in each of the data sources and to offset each
source’s time tags to match at that event. However, there are not that many common
events that all the sources will record. The precise location of a given event in each
source’s data set may require either manual inspection or a complex set of search
criteria if done computationally. And even if the original time tagging of each source



is reasonably accurate, some interactive resynchronization (fudging) may still be
required at each point of interest to get a reasonable result.

There is another practical challenge to merging the data from all sources into a
common data base. How do you form, store, and access in a reasonable amount of
time; a common data base which is GigaBytes in size and includes thousands of
distinct variables. We are still working on that one. Currently, we analyze individual
sources via independent processes and then compare results at times of interest.

I suspect that the above facets of data handling are fairly typical for the testing of any
type of “smart” weapon and have many similarities to large data handling/analysis
efforts in general. Figure (2) is a flow diagram typical for multi-source test data.
However, there are some unique elements to undersea testing.

UNIQUE ELEMENTS OF UNDERSEA TESTING

It must be nice to visually watch a good portion of a test while knowing that
significant quantities of test data are being sent to your ground station via radio
telemetry. On the other hand, it is nice after the test to recover an intact torpedo with
an onboard recording device full of data (hopefully unexposed to sea water) rather
than some scrapes of twisted metal. Since radio telemetry is not possible underwater,
torpedo testing depends on large capacity recording devices and associated encoding
electronics which can be packaged in the vehicle and protected until recovery.

Another significant difference is that range tracking and weapon/target interactions are
all based on underwater acoustics rather than various forms of electro-magnetics.
While the acoustic wave equation is identical to the electromagnetic wave equation
except for a few wrinkles like polarization, there are enormous differences in the
engineering parameters involved. The speeds of propagation differ by a factor of
200,000. The speed of acoustic signals is also significantly variable depending on the
temperature, depth, and salinity of the water along the signal’s path. The variation of
the index of refraction in a few meters of water depth is more than 100 times greater
than it is from the bottom to the top of the atmosphere. The available EM bandwidth
in air and space is at least 1 million times greater than acoustics in water. The relative
Doppler for torpedoes is 10,000 times greater than for air missiles. Multiple paths with
a dispersion of travel times for a given acoustic signal commonly occur. The variable
speed of the signal and the uncertainties as to what path a received signal actually took
makes precise ranging difficult. There is also a lot of noise in any large body of water.
These noises are from the wind, waves, shrimp, fish, sea turbulence, unrelated
shipping, and even the self noise of the vehicle doing the transmitting. All this noise
clutter along with various attenuation effects reduces the signal to noise ratio of the



received signal to pretty low levels. On the other hand, most everything in the water
makes some sort of characteristic noise, particularly target ships. So much use can be
made of passive signal collection with frequency domain analysis to identify items of
interest.

There is an additional aspect to underseas testing which always adds a bit of zest. The
exact state of the test environment is usually unknown. Environmental variables such
as temperature which determine the engineering parameters of the test can only be
approximated along the test route. Further, the very nature of the undersea
environment under varying conditions is still being explored. In essence, every
torpedo test is an experimental probe into the nature of the environment, i.e., the
environment itself is being tested along with the weapon. Needless to say, this adds
additional complexity to the normalization of data and the determination of cause and
effect.

As previously discussed, there are many similarities in torpedo testing to the testing of
other smart weapons as far as data handling and interactive analysis techniques.
However, torpedo testing is performed in an environment remote to the observer and
relies on recovery after the test rather than essentially real time observation and data
receipt. This remoteness combined with the engineering parameters involved and the
uncertainties of the environment make undersea testing a unique undertaking.

IN THE FUTURE

In the future, undersea weapons are expected to continue to get “smarter” along with
other advanced weapons. If past trends are any indication, there will be an associated
increase in required data rates and capacities. As previously mentioned, the bulk of the
data in undersea testing is recorded and stored by the vehicle being tested. In the near
future, we are going to need small, ruggedized, digital recorders; with read/write rates
on the order of 5 MegaBytes per second, and 5 or more GigaBytes of capacity. It
would really be nice if the recorder can be made hardware and software compatible
with a range of hosts. The development of common busses such as the SCSI and
Ethernet busses is a step in the right direction.

However, the translation or emulation software to take advantage of the common
busses across various hosts and operating systems is still lacking. We have run into
this problem while trying to develop a common, intermediate, data storage system. By
intermediate, I am referring to the storage of data after its been processed and prior to
it being re-input for analysis. Data from different sources is typically processed by a
variety of hosts with various operating systems. Along with a broad range of
compatibility, the intermediate storage media needs to be high capacity with



corresponding fast access to handle all the data involved. It must also be capable of
high read/write rates to keep from slowing down the high speed host processors that
have become a reality. And of course, it needs to be relatively inexpensive. We would
also like to use this media for data distribution to other facilities which again requires
compatibility with various computational resources. The digital 9 track tape used to
fill the bill quite nicely. It is now severely rate and capacity limited. We are looking
for something to replace it. There must be 10 different vendor representatives out
there who have labeled me as “difficult” (or worse) after I have told them what I want
to hook up to what, and how fast I want it to go!

In the future, we will be merging multiple sources of data into a common data base
and using AI techniques in data processing and event identification. We are also
considering a greater participation in the area of performance simulation. These plans
will require a significant upgrade of our processing and data storage resources. We
have already started the development of a communications network which will allow
remote terminal access by other government related projects to our interactive analysis
facilities.

SUMMARY

NUWES has been testing and analyzing the performance of undersea weapon systems
since World War II. While undersea testing is a unique undertaking, we have gained a
lot of experience in data processing and interactive analysis techniques which have a
common application to various test situations.

NUWES is committed to a Total Quality fulfillment of its mission of performance
testing and evaluation of undersea weapon systems. As the weapons get “smarter”, so
will we. We are also upgrading our resources to support other government related
projects which can benefit from the data processing and analysis expertise we have
developed over the years.
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ABSTRACT

The Naval Ocean Systems Center (NOSC) has
developed the Advanced Tethered Vehicle (ATV) that
can perform a variety of tasks at ocean depths to
20,000 feet. The ATV employs a bidirectional, fiber
optic telemetry system. The design of the telemetry was
validated by at-sea testing and its reliability contributed
to the ATV’s successful deep ocean operations.

The telemetry system transmits commands to the
vehicle, and two videos and sensor data to the surface
over a single optical fiber. Design requirements,
descriptions, and implementation of a high speed 200
Megabits-per-second (Mbps) uplink and a 5 Mbps
downlink Time Division Multiplexed telemetry system
are discussed in this paper.

Figure 1

SYSTEM CONCEPT

Figure 1 shows the overall concept of the ATV system. The system [1] consists of an
undersea work vehicle, a tether cable, a surface handling system, and a control van. The
submersible vehicle performs work missions such as installation, maintenance, repair,
rescue, or recovery. Five thrusters, a deep ocean navigation system, and various sensors
onboard the vehicle are employed by the operator to guide the vehicle to the work site. To
perform its mission, the vehicle has two state-of-the-art, position controlled, force
feedback manipulators and a variety of tools. Six TV cameras, including a stereo pair,
provide visual feedback.



Attached to this vehicle is a tether cable which is comprised of three electrical conductors,
three optical fibers, and kevlar strength members [1]. Signals are multiplexed over one of
the three optical fibers, while electrical power is transmitted over the three electrical
conductors.

At the surface, the handling system launches and recovers the vehicle, and manages the
tether cable. The control van houses the operators, the control consoles, and the
electronics necessary to operate and to communicate with the vehicle. The auxiliary
equipments include two power generators and navigation acoustic transponders.

 TELEMETRY REQUIREMENTS

The telemetry system provides full duplex communications between the surface and the
vehicle. Transmission of the command signals is required to control the vehicle and the
transmission of video and sensor signals is required to monitor the vehicle. This full duplex
communications system is required to operate over 23,000 feet of fiber optic cable.

There are two links between the vehicle and the control station: the uplink and the
downlink. The uplink channel is the data link from the vehicle to the control station. The
downlink channel is the data link from the control station to the vehicle. The major
characteristics of the uplink and downlink signals are described in Table 1.

Uplink Signal Requirements

Signal Data Type Bandwidth/Bitrate

Video 1 Analog, 1Vp-p 4 MHZ
Video 2 Analog, 1Vp-p 4 MHZ
Instrumentation Digital, TTL level 20.8 kbps
Sonar Digital, TTL level 64 kbps
Navigation Sync Digital, TTL level < 1 Hz
Depth Digital, TTL level 40 kHz
Left Manipulator Digital, TTL level 20 kbps
Right Manipulator Digital, TTL level 20 kbps
Hydrophone 1 Analog, 1Vp-p 130 kHz
Hydrophone 2 Analog, 1Vp-p 130 kHz



Downlink Signal Requirements

Signal Data Type Bandwidth

Vehicle command Digital, TTL level 20.8 kbps
Sonar Digital, TTL level 9.8 kbps
Left Manipulator Digital, TTL level 20 kbps
Right Manipulator Digital, TTL level 20 kbps
Emergency command Digital, TTL level I to 3.5 kHz

Table 1

TELEMETRY CONFIGURATION

Figure 2 shows the major components of the telemetry system. The use of Wavelength
Division Multiplexers permits simultaneous transmission of the uplink and downlink
signals over a single optical fiber. The downlink optical signal is combined with the
received uplink optical signal in an optical duplexer using wavelength division
multiplexing. A duplexer with a dichroic filter is used to separate and integrate the
two optical wavelengths of transmission. The uplink signal is transmitted at an optical
wavelength of 1300 nanometers and the downlink signal is transmitted at the 1550
nanometers. The optical power budget is described in Table 2.

Optical Power Budget
Uplink Downlink
1300 nanometers 1550 nanometers

Source -3.0 dBm -20.0 dBm
Duplexers 2.8 dB 2.8 dB
Slip ring 1.9 dB 4.1 dB
Optical switches 2.6 dB 2.6 dB
Cable loss* 5.6 dB 5.6 dB
Optical penetrator 1.1 dB 1.8 dB
Connectors 6.0 dB 6.0 dB

Received power -23.0 dBm -42.9 dBm
Receiver sensitivity -32.0 dBm -52.0 dBm

Excess power 9.0 dB 9.1 dB

*Cable loss is measured at maximum load and stress conditions.[1]

Table 2



The fiber transmitting the full duplexed signal is connected to an optical slip ring in
the storage reel. The fiber from the slip ring is connected to optical switches which are
connected to the three fibers in the tether cable. The switches route the full duplexed
optical signal to one of the three fibers in the tether cable. The three fibers are 50/125
(core/cladding) micron graded-index multimode fibers.

The three fibers are separated from electrical conductors in a pressurized, oil-filled
breakout housing at the vehicle. Because the ATV was designed with a modular
approach, optical connectors were used in many places to allow quick connect and
disconnect of the fibers. The three optical connector pairs in the breakout housing
must withstand a differential pressure of 10,000 psi. This connector was proof tested
through hydrostatic pressure qualification testing.

Each fiber is then terminated to its own Electro-Optical (E/0) housing through an
optical penetrator that was invented at NOSC [2]. This pressure penetrator was a
developmental item. The survivability of the penetrators was a concern even though
they were hydrostatically tested to 10,000 psi. Therefore, three separate E/O housings
with identical laser transmitter modules and optical receiver circuits were used to
provide redundancy in an event a failure occurs in any of the E/O housings. This
concern was proven to be over emphasized because there were no failures in any of
E/O housing in all the dives.

A special concern during the conceptual stage of the development was the bandwidth
of the multimode fibers over 23,000 feet of cable. As it turned out, the fibers were
manufactured with excellent performance specifications. The three fibers were tested
to have electrical bandwidths of 402, 263, and 297 MHz. If the fibers are band-limited,
then an equalization filter has to be used to compensate for the band limitation. As it
turned out, a simple 200 MHz PINFET optical receiver was used without the need for
equalization.

UPLINK TELEMETRY CONFIGURATION

The ATV telemetry system uses Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) to transmit video
and sensor information to the surface. The ATV uplink telemetry is made up of
several tiers of data multiplexers. This multiplexer in the TDM scheme divides the
time domain into time slots or bits. The main uplink multiplexing circuits block
diagram is illustrated in Figure 3. The uplink serial data stream contains 18 bits for
each message frame.

This message frame is divided into two 9-bit fields. The first field consists of a
message sync bit, the 7-bit video, and the analog subchannel bit. The second field



consists of the 8-bit video and the digital subchannel bit. The frame rate was chosen as
11.1 MHZ to meet the Nyquist sampling rate criteria for the NTSC video signal which
is the highest bandwidth signal. The data rate is derived as follows.

7 bits (video) + 1 bit (analog subchannel) + 8 bits (video) + 1 bit (digital
 subchannel) + 1 bit (message sync) = 18 bits

18 bits X 11.1 MHZ = 200 Mbps

This multiplexer uses both high speed ECL circuits wherever needed and low speed
TTL circuits. The use of these high speed ECL circuits demanded special design
considerations. The division of the ECL and TTL circuits were critical to minimize
the use of power hungry ECL circuits and to decrease circuit complexity. All vehicle
electronics were limited to boards with dimensions of 3.5 by 3.5 inches and were
enclosed in an underwater housing with minimal thermal transfer. The circuits were
partitioned to decrease complexity and minimize thermal hot spots. In addition, the
lengths of the coaxial cables between circuits were critical in properly phasing the
clocks with the serial data.

UPLINK MULTIPLEXING

Multiplexers
The top tier is a 9 bits to 1 bit parallel-to-serial multiplexer. The first 9-bit field is
loaded into the 9 to 1 parallel to serial shift register. The two 9-bit fields share the
same bus because only a 9-bit bus was used. This 9-bit bus is actually the second tier
of multiplexer because it acts as a 2 to 1 Multiplexer. After the first field is loaded and
shifted out, the second 9-bit field is then loaded and shifted out. The 9 to 1 parallel-to-
serial shift register loads the data at a rate of 22.2 MHZ and shifts the serial data out at
a rate of 200 MHZ.

Message Sync
In a synchronous system, the successive frames are usually made up of a fixed number
of bits, in this case, the frame is made up of 18 bits. The problem then becomes that of
properly phasing the frame timing. This is usually accomplished by using a preamble
code or reserving one bit for frame synchronization. A message sync bit is used here
to identify the order of the frame as to enable the demultiplexer to synchronize the
frame with the multiplexer.

A unique feature is associated with the message sync bit in order for it to distinguish it
from the other video, digital and analog subchannel bits. An alternating “1” and “0”
pattern is used as the sync bit to distinguish it from the other bits. A logic “1” appears



on a message frame, m (t), and then a logic “0” appears on the next frame, m (t+1).
Because the frame rate is 11.1 MHZ, the “1” and “0” signal appears as a square wave
with a frequency of 5.5 MHZ.

Video Channels
The two video channels use most of the bits in the message frame. Each video signal
is digitized with a Flash Analog-to-Digital-Converter (ADC) and data is placed on the
9-bit bus using tri-state latches at 11.1 MHZ.

Digital Subchannel Multiplexer

On the third tier of the multiplexing scheme is the Digital Subchannel. Eight low data
rate instrumentation bits and one sync bit are sampled at 1.23 MHZ (11.1 MHZ + 9 =
1.23 MHZ). These eight bits are some of the vehicle sensor data such as vehicle
instrumentation, sonar, navigation sync, depth, and the two manipulator data. One
additional bit is used for the digital subchannel synchronization. The same alternating
logic “1” and “0” pattern is used for the digital subchannel sync bit with a frequency
of 0.615 MHZ. The one serial bit stream output of this digital subchannel multiplexer
is multiplexed into the main message frame.

Analog Subchannel Multiplexer
Also on the third tier of multiplexer is the analog subchannel multiplexer. Forty bits of
data are multiplexed into one analog subchannel bit. The 40 bits are divided into four
different analog subchannel words each with 10 bits: words 0, 1, 2, and 3. Each word
is sampled with a 278 kHz clock(11.1 MHZ + 40 = 278 kHz). However, each of the
four ten-bit words is applied onto the bus at different times to avoid bus conflicts.

Twenty bits are from the two ADCs digitizing a narrow band and a wide band
hydrophone at a rate of 278 kHz. One bit is used for analog subchannel sync with the
same alternating “1” and “0” sync pattern at 137 kHz. The last 19 bits are reserved for
spare bits.

UPLINK DEMULTIPLEXING

Clock Recovery/Bit Retiming
After the 200 Mbps serial data is transmitted from the multiplexer, it goes through the
optics and arrives at the uplink demultiplexer. The 200 Mbps serial bit stream is first
sent to a clock recovery module that extracts the 200 MHZ clock frequency from the
NRZ serial stream. The clock recovery module consists of an edge detection circuit
and a Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) filter that has a center frequency of 200 MHZ.
The edge detection circuit extracts all the rising and falling edge transitions in the



serial data stream. With these edges and transitions, the SAW filter outputs the 200
MHZ fundamental frequency. Synchronization of the 200 MHZ clock with the 200
Mbps data is also performed by the clock recovery module.

Demultiplexer
The demultiplexing scheme is a mirror image of the multiplexing scheme. The
demultiplexer shifts the 200 Mbps serial data into nine parallel bits with the retimed
200 MHZ clock. An 11.1 MHZ clock then latches the nine bits into two 9-bit fields.

Video DAC
Eight of the nine parallel bits are sent to a Digital-to-Analog Converter board. Eight
bits from the first field is latched with one phase of the 11.1 MHZ clock. Then,
another eight bits from the second field is latched with a clock that is 180 degrees out
of phase. Only seven bits of the first field are video information. Two DACs convert
the seven bits from the first field and the eight bits from the second field back to
analog video signals. One remaining bit from the first field is sent to the sync
detection circuit for the synchronization of the message frame.

Digital Subchannel Demultiplexer
The digital subchannel demultiplexer converts the Digital Subchannel serial data to
parallel bits. A 1.23 MHZ clock is used to latch the nine parallel bits. Eight of the nine
bits are usable information for the uplink digital subchannel. One bit is used for the
digital subchannel sync detection.

Analog Subchannel Demultiplexer
The analog subchannel demultiplexer converts the Analog Subchannel serial data to
parallel bits. Four different phases of the 278 kHz clock are needed to extract the 40
bits of data. The same sync detection circuit is used to synchronize the demultiplexer
with the analog subchannel multiplexer.

DOWNLINK TELEMETRY CONFIGURATION

The downlink telemetry is used to transmit low data rate digital channels from the
surface to the vehicle. A block diagram of the downlink telemetry is illustrated in
Figure 4. The highest data rate of the downlink data channel is 20.8 kbps. Since only
low data rate channels are transmitted on the downlink. a Manchester or biphase data
format (Mil-std-1553) is used for transmission. A Universal Asynchronous Receiver
Transmitter (UART) device eliminates the need for clock recovery, retiming, and
synchronization circuits. The UART device is user programmable and requires very
little peripheral circuits.



Downlink Multiplexing
The serial downlink message frame is made up of 12 bits. The first 3 bits are used for
the synchronization of the frame. Eight bits of data are used for the downlink channels
and the last bit is used for a pre-selected parity.

The downlink data channels are sampled at a frequency of 208 kHz or 10 times the
highest data rate of the digital signal. Therefore, a maximum of 10% jitter appears on
the received data bit due to the sampling of the data. This 10% jitter has not caused
any problems to the received data. After the data channels are sampled and serialized,
the output data stream appears as a 2.5 Mbps data. With the Manchester encoding, the
actual downlink telemetry bit rate is 5.0 Mbps. The downlink serial data is then sent
through the optics and is received in the vehicle’s downlink telemetry.

Downlink Demultiplexing
At the vehicle, the downlink outputs from the three optical receivers are sent to the
switching circuit. This switching circuit determines which output has the valid data
and then sends this valid serial data into the Manchester UART. The fiber switching
technique will be discussed in the next section. The UART then performs the bit
retiming, frame retiming, and data conversion. The UART output is a NRZ format
data with the sync and parity bits stripped off. The NRZ serial data is then shifted
through a 1 to 8 demultiplexer which outputs the individual downlink data channels.

FIBER SWITCHING

As stated previously, the ATV telemetry system employs only one optical fiber to
meet the full duplex communications requirement. Thus, the two additional fibers
provide dual redundancy. The ATV design incorporated a switching scheme that
enabled the operators to select any one of the three fibers even while the ATV was
deployed. This switching capability has proven to be a versatile and valuable feature
in the telemetry design. It has allowed diving operations to continue even when a
problem occurred in the fiber link or the E/O housing circuitry. Also, this switching
capability facilitated fault isolation. It enabled the operators to quickly isolate
problems to either the surface equipment, the vehicle, or the fiber. This fault isolation
feature helped decrease the ATVs mean-time-to-repair.

The following describes how the fiber switching scheme is incorporated in the system.
At the surface, optical switches located in the tether storage reel are connected to the
three fibers. The operator selects the fiber to be used by controlling the optical
switches. At the vehicle, each of the three fibers is connected to its individual uplink
transmitter and downlink receiver located in the E/O housing. The same electrical 



uplink signal is simultaneously inputted to all three uplink optical transmitters. Thus.
the same uplink optical signal is transmitted on all three fibers at all times.

The downlink electrical signal output from each of the optical receivers is checked for
data validity. This validity check Is performed by monitoring the detection circuit of
one of the digital subchannel signals. A switching circuit in the Main Electronics
housing sequentially checks the three downlink received signals. When a valid
downlink signal is detected, this circuit locks onto this valid signal.

DEVELOPMENTAL TESTING & PROBLEMS

BIT ERROR RATE TESTING
The telemetry system was tested extensively throughout the development phase of the
project. Because the fiber optic telemetry system is the only data link between the
vehicle and the control station, the system must operate error free. The system went
through system functional checks and was induced to environmental screening.

The entire vehicle telemetry electronics including the uplink multiplexing circuits, the
downlink demultiplexing circuits, the uplink E/O components, and the downlink E/O
components were subjected to environmental screening from temperatures of -20 to 60
degrees C (-4 to 140 degrees F). Bit error rate of the uplink and downlink were
measured to be less than 10 e-9.

MODAL NOISE PROBLEM
The low data rate and the low fiber loss at 1.55 microns allow for the use of an LED
source for the downlink transmitter. During the early stages of development when a
laser transmitter was used, it was found that the bit error rate was very sensitive to any
physical distortion of the optical fiber. This random source of noise, commonly called
modal noise is typically seen in multimode fiber systems that use a coherent laser
source. Modal noise can be generated at joints with a mode selective loss, such as at
connectors or splices, and even at microbends.

Initial efforts to solve this problem resulted in the optimization of the connector losses
and the use of different 1.55 micron laser transmitters. Better success was obtained by
adding a high frequency square wave to the 5 Mbps data stream as means of
decreasing the coherence of the laser by forcing it to oscillate in multi-longitudinal
modes. This, however, was only partially successful in preventing bit errors from
occurring when the optical fiber was moved. The only viable solution was to use an
optical source with a broad optical spectrum. Modal noise was not observed when an
LED was used.



OPERATIONAL TESTING

During the test and evaluation phase of the ATV system, 21 dives were performed
with a total operational time of 248 hours using this fiber optic telemetry system. The
deepest dive was to 20,060 feet with a bottom time of 10 hours. The ATV system
demonstrated a reliability exceeding 90% based on having no critical failures in over
248 hours of operations. Critical failure is defined as one which prevents the system
from performing its operational mission, and requiring it to be returned to port for
repairs, spares, or supplies. During these tests, the fiber optic telemetry system
operated reliably at all depths.

SUMMARY

The ATV fiber optic telemetry system is incorporated on a tethered, undersea, work
vehicle. It simultaneously transmits a 200 Mbps uplink and a 5 Mbps downlink over a
single optical fiber using wavelength division multiplexing. This telemetry system has
contributed significantly to the overall success of the program because of its reliability
and redundancy. The reliable operation of the telemetry system greatly contributed to
the successful test evaluation of the ATV System.
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FREQUENCY DOMAIN EFFECTS OF LOW
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Introduction
There is a requirement to digitize certain wide-band analog signals in telemetry
applications. Typically, an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) with eight or more bits
of resolution is used. The resulting signal requires a much larger transmission
bandwidth than the original analog signal. The frequency domain information is of
primary interest for many applications. In these cases, there are several methods for
minimizing the transmitted bandwidth. One method is to perform fast fourier
transforms (FFTs) on the signals and only transmit information about the largest
signals. The disadvantages of this approach include: relatively long time delay before
transmission, resolution bandwidth fixed when FFT performed (unless phase
information is also transmitted), and extra complexity in the telemeter. This paper will
discuss some effects of minimizing the transmitted bandwidth by quantizing to a small
number of bits. The performance will also be compared with analog frequency
modulation (FM). Measured performance will be presented for four different input
signals and one-, three-, and eight-bit quantization. These signals are amplitude
modulation, angle modulation, sum of sine waves, and frequency sweep. The test
setup is shown in figure 1. The analyses presented in this paper were performed using
either fast fourier transforms (FFTs) or a Kay DSP Sonagraph. The FFT length was
1024 points and a Hann (cosine) window was used. The analysis hardware used for
these tests has an analog input, therefore, all digitized signals were converted to
analog signals before analysis. The signals were low pass filtered before analysis to
minimize aliasing in the analysis and display process.

Sampling and Quantization

Sampling and quantization can create several undesired effects. Two of these effects
are the creation of signals which were not present at the input to the telemeter and the
modification of signals that were present at the input to the telemeter. One-bit
quantization does not preserve amplitude variations in the input signal. However, one-
bit quantization does preserve the approximate locations of the zero crossings. Three-



bit quantization preserves coarse amplitude variation information and also provides a
better estimate of zero crossing locations than one-bit quantization. Eight-bit
quantization preserves both amplitude variation and zero crossing information with
reasonable accuracy.

The performance of an ADC is frequently specified by signal-to-noise and distortion
ratio (SINAD) or effective number of bits. If the quantization errors are assumed to be
uniform, the rms value of the quantization noise can be shown to be 0.2887q where q
is the quantization step voltage (often presented as variance = q /12) . The maximum2 1

rms signal amplitude for a single sine wave is 0.7071×2 q where n is the number ofn-1

bits in the ADC output. Therefore, the maximum rms signal-to-noise ratio  (SNR)2

expressed in decibels is 20 × {log(2 ) + log(.7071/.2887)} = 6.02(n-1) + 7.78 orn-1

6.02n + 1.76 dB. The maximum SINAD for a three-bit ADC is therefore 6.02×3 +
1.76 = 19.82 dB. The noise plus distortion term is the sum of all the noise and
distortion components between DC and the Nyquist frequency. The nominal power in
the individual noise components will be reduced by 3 dB each time the transform
length is doubled. Spurious spectral components caused by distortion will not decrease
in amplitude with larger FFTs. Therefore, low level signals can be recognized more
easily when the number of points in the FFT is larger and the ADC is not saturated .1

However, using large FFTs or averaging several FFTs will not work well when the
signal frequencies are changing rapidly.

Sum of Sine Waves
This test signal consisted of the sum of five sine waves. The relative amplitudes were
(lowest to highest frequency): -40 dB, -30 dB, 0 dB, -10 dB, and -20 dB. Figure 2
shows that this signal has variations in both the envelope and the location of zero
crossings. Figure 3 shows the spectrum with eight-bit quantization. All extraneous
signals are nearly 60 dB below the amplitude of the largest signal. The effective
resolution of the ADC was slightly greater than 7 bits. Figure 4 illustrates the effects
of one-bit quantization. The “*”s indicate the frequencies and relative amplitudes of
the input signal. One-bit quantization of a signal with one dominant sinusoidal results
in conversion of the lower amplitude signals to signals with the characteristics of
angle modulation (constant amplitude with information in the location of the zero
crossings). The effective modulation index is equal to the arcsin (in radians) of the
ratio of the amplitude of the small signal to the amplitude of the main signal. The
reconstructed output was applied to a frequency modulation discriminator. The
measured effective modulation index of the -10 dB signal was approximately 0.3. This
result agrees well with the calculated value of 0.32. The effective modulation index of
the -20 dB signal was only one-third of the calculated value. This reduction occurs
because one-bit quantization suppresses the smaller signals. The conversion to angle
modulation resulted in sidebands on each side of the main signal. The amplitude of



each sideband was 6 dB lower than the amplitude of the original small signal. The
large high frequency signals are the carrier and sidebands resulting from the third and
fifth harmonics of the input signal. The modulation index of the third harmonic is
three times the modulation index of the fundamental and the modulation index of the
fifth harmonic is five times the modulation index of the fundamental. The fifth
harmonic is aliased because the sampling rate is less than twice the frequency of the
fifth harmonic.

Figure 5 shows the result of averaging two FFTs with three-bit quantization. Three-bit
quantization preserved the relative amplitudes of the -10 dB, -20 dB, and -30 dB
signals fairly accurately. All spurious signals were below -30 dB. The effective
number of bits was approximately 2.5 (SINAD of slightly greater than 17 dB). This
value is the expected value because the signal level was set to give an input amplitude
to the ADC that is less than full scale. This setting allows for moderate peak to
amplitude ratios before clipping occurs. Figure 6 shows the variation in noise levels
between two FFTs. Figure 7 shows the result of averaging eight 4096-point FFTs. The
-30 dB component is now easily recognizable. Signals with relative amplitudes of -40
dB have been detected with sufficient averaging and a linear 3-bit ADC.

Figure 8 shows the FFT of the same signal transmitted using analog FM techniques.
The receiver carrier-to-noise ratio was 12 dB. The peak deviation and receiver
intermediate frequency bandwidth were similar to values used in current telemeters.
The “FM THEORY” line is the calculated average noise spectrum with no low pass
filtering. The analog FM signal has less noise than the 3-bit ADC signal at low
frequencies but more noise than the 3-bit ADC signal at high frequencies. The relative
amplitudes of the noise components will decrease by one dB for each one dB increase
in the carrier-to-noise ratio. Optimum pulse code modulation/FM systems have a bit
error rate of 10  for a carrier-to-noise ratio of 12 dB. Therefore, 31 out of 32 FFTs-5

would be error free at a 12 dB carrier-to-noise ratio with a three-bit ADC and 1024-
point FFTs.

A similar test was performed with two equal amplitude signals summed with signals
at -10, -20 and -40 dB. The amplitudes of the four largest signals were preserved
within ±2 dB for both one- and three-bit quantization. The amplitudes of the third
order intermodulation products were approximately -12 dB for one-bit quantization
and -24 dB for three-bit quantization. The higher peak/average ratio of this signal
caused saturation of the 3-bit ADC. The lower level signals were not converted to
angle modulation signals with this input signal.



Angle Modulation
This test signal consisted of a sine wave carrier frequency modulated by a single sine
wave. This test signal is more accurately called an angle modulated signal because
frequency and phase modulation are identical with a single sine wave as the
modulation signal. The modulation index of this test signal was .0.62. Therefore, the
amplitudes of the first three sideband pairs are approximately -10 dB, -26 dB, and -46
dB with respect to the modulated carrier amplitude. Figure 9 shows that this signal has
a constant peak amplitude with variable spacing between zero crossings. Figure 10
presents the spectrum with eight-bit quantization. The extraneous signals are again
nearly 60 dB below the amplitude of the largest spectral component. Figure 11 shows
the results of one-bit quantization. The relative amplitudes of the first sideband pair
are accurately preserved. The relative amplitudes of the second sideband pair are
within 3 dB of the correct values. The large high frequency signals are the spectral
components of the third and fifth harmonic of the input. The large low frequency
signals are the spectral components of the seventh harmonic of the input signal. The
largest mid-band signals are the first sidebands of the ninth harmonic of the input
signal. Figure 12 shows the results of three-bit quantization. The amplitudes of the
first sideband pair are preserved very accurately. The amplitudes of the second
sideband pair are preserved to within 3 dB. All spurious signals are at least 29 dB
below the amplitude of the main signal.

Amplitude Modulation
This test signal consisted of a sine wave which was amplitude modulated by the sum
of three sine waves. Analysis of figure 13 shows that the peak amplitude varies from
cycle to cycle but the distance between zero crossings is constant. The relative
amplitudes of the spectral components with eight-bit quantization is illustrated in
figure 14. The largest spurious signal is approximately 55 dB below the amplitude of
the carrier. Figure 15 shows the results of one-bit quantization. The spectral
components due to amplitude modulation have been essentially eliminated. The large
spectral components are the third, fifth, seventh, etc. harmonics of the input carrier. If
the input also contained noise or other signals, the zero crossings would be perturbed
to some extent and some indication of the amplitude modulation may appear in the
frequency spectrum of the output. However, the relative amplitudes of the spectral
components due to amplitude modulation would be decreased relative to the
amplitudes at the telemeter input. Figure 16 shows the results of three-bit
quantization. Much of the amplitude modulation information is preserved. All
spurious components are at least 26 dB below the amplitude of the main signal.



Frequency Sweep
This test signal consisted of a slow sweep between two frequencies. This signal was
only analyzed using the Kay DSP Sonagraph because one or two FFTs would not
show the “big” picture. The spectral variation with eight-bit quantization is shown in
figure 17. The effect of one-bit quantization is illustrated in figure 18. The lines
crisscrossing the graph are aliased versions of the harmonics of the input signal. The
slope is proportional to the harmonic number. The relative amplitude of any harmonic
is just one over the harmonic number. Therefore, the ninety-ninth harmonic is only 40
dB below the fundamental. The dynamic range of the display exceeds 40 dB,
therefore, many harmonics are displayed. Figure 19 presents the effect of three-bit
quantization. The number and intensity of harmonics is greatly reduced when
compared with one-bit quantization.

Conclusions
The effective dynamic ranges of one- and three-bit quantization are a function of the
characteristics of the input signal. One- and three-bit quantization perform best for
angle modulated signals and worst for amplitude modulated signals.
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Software Development of a Standardized

User Interface for the HAFB Telemetry Ground Station

Otto P. Seebold, Jr.
Physical Science Laboratory

P.O. Box 30002
Las Cruces, New Mexico

The Systems Development (SD) group at the Physical Science Laboratory (PSL) has
developed and integrated many telemetry data acquisition systems for both
government and non-government customers. PSL/SD normally only develops
telemetry hardware when there is no commercially viable equipment available within
the cost restraints of the contract. Over the years, PSL/SD has chosen the best
commercially available hardware that fulfilled the requirements of the specific project.
Each project presented a unique set of requirements that necessitated a custom
designed user interface for the setup of each vendor’s telemetry hardware. PSL found
that it was redeveloping the telemetry definition user interface for each vendor’s
product and this was consuming a larger percentage of the development budget.
Therefore, in the development of the user interface for Holloman Air Force Base
(HAFB) Telemetry Processing System (TPS), PSL decided to develop a user interface
that could be easily modified to support new telemetry hardware with a minimum
effort and present a common user feel to all future telemetry systems.

HAFB TPS Description

The HAFB TPS incorporated requirements for multiple streams of multiple format at
very high data recording rates. This single telemetry ground station would accept input
for 4 PCM (Pulse Code Modulation) streams at up to 10 Mbits/second, 1 PAM (Pulse
Amplitude Modulation) stream, 3 MAD (Multichannel Analog Demultiplexer)
streams, 1 A/D (Analog-to-Digital) stream sampling up to 10 channels with an
aggregate sampling rate up to 3.2 Msamples/sec, 2 simultaneous time sources from a
selection of three time formats, and up to 8 independent discrete-event recording
streams. The aggregate data storage rate for all the data streams was over 16 Mbytes
of raw data/second. The contract required that the system be capable of storing on
temporary disk up to 5 minutes of data with all streams active at the maximum input
data rates.



The contract specified that for the PCM data stream, both hardware and software,
should meet or exceed all requirements in IRIG 106-86 in both Class I and II input
stream formats. The contract required that for the PAM data stream, both hardware
and software meet or exceed all requirements in IRIG Standard 106-86. The contract
required that the MAD streams meet or exceed IRIG Standard 106-86. The A/D
stream was to be composed of any combination of one to ten input channels with an
aggregate data input rate up to 3.2 Msamples/sec and any channel being capable of
sampling at the full sampling rate of 3.2 Msamples/second. The TPS would be capable
of handling 3 different time source formats with two input time sources active during
any mission. These three time formats were IRIG-A, IRIG-B, and a HAFB specific
time format specified as GTC (General Time Code, a T ! to T+ launch time format) .
In addition to the collection, generation, and/or storage of the three time formats, the
system was designed to have time stamping of data with 10 microsecond accuracy.

In addition to the telemetry front end (TFE) equipment, the TGS was to support three
graphics workstations for user interface and display of both real-time and post-mission
data. The host computer was to be supplied with the capability of printing 30
pages/minute of graphics, and archiving a minimum of 60 Gbytes of on-line data.
Many additional requirements were specified in the contract that are to numerous to
be listed in this paper.

To allow the HAFB track personnel control and setup of this complex set of hardware,
the contract required a user interface that was menu driven, of consistent form, and
with on-line help at all menu levels. The contract implied that the user interface be
designed to allow quick manipulation of large data formats up to the maximum
allowed size as specified by the appropriate telemetry standard. As can be seen by the
complex requirements for so many different data streams and formats, a user friendly,
easy to use user interface had to be designed and developed for the HAFB TPS.

Early Decisions

HAFB TPS presented a perfect opportunity to design this generalized user setup
interface from scratch. The hardware by Acroamatics came with a very rudimentary
user interface which did not fulfill the contract requirements for the user setup
interface. Therefore, PSL was required to design and develop the user interface.

Early in the design, a strategy was accepted that was based upon three compelling
goals for this software development which were:

1) Fulfill the contract requirements for the HAFB TPS
2) Minimize the cost impact of any decision for standardization upon the

development of the HAFB TPS user interface



3) Maximize standardization of the user interface so that the interface could
easily be adapted for future project

To fulfill both the contract requirements and the desire to standardize the user
interface, decisions had to be made at the outset of the project that would guide the
development of the user interface.

 The following guidelines were the requirements of the HAFB TPS contract and for
conformity to the goals of designing a generalized user interface:

" Incorporation of software standards
" Incorporation of telemetry standards
" Isolation of the user interface software from vendor hardware dependence

wherever possible
" Isolation of contract specific requirements

Software Coding Standards

Software coding standards are important. The trend by both government and
nongovernment contracts is to require software coding standards for all developed
software systems. The software coding standards applied to this development effort
were divided into three categories:

1) Programming language standards
2) Graphics language standards
3) Presentation standards

To complete the project, a particular standard for each of the three categories had to be
chosen.

Programming Language Standard

The contracts for new systems appear to stress that the software be developed in one
of the accepted high-level languages. To meet these future government and
nongovernment requests for proposals, three standard software coding languages were
considered by development team. These three high-level languages were considered
by the development team to be the generally most universally accepted programming
languages for telemetry specific contracts. The three languages are ADA, “C”, and
FORTRAN.



After reviewing previous experience, future trends, and user acceptance, FORTRAN
was chosen to be the base programming language for this software development.
FORTRAN is a mature language which is supported by most if not all computer
platforms. There is a large pool of experienced FORTRAN development personnel.
Finally, FORTRAN appears to be acceptable in most requests for proposal except
where the DoD is promoting ADA for mission critical systems. FORTRAN appeared
to the development team to be the most acceptable high-level language when both
government and non-government agencies requirements are considered.

Graphics Language Standard

Integrated within the user interface, the HAFB TPS contract required graphical
support for realtime strip charts and bar graphs, and a graphical post-test editing
capability. To satisfy these requirements, a graphics language had to be selected.
There are many high level graphics packages such as DISPPLA, PV-WAVE,
TEMPLATE, and others that supply complete packages for such data manipulation.
However, in keeping with the desire to use recognized standards whenever feasible, it
was decided that the graphic portion of the user interface would be selected from the
available graphics standards. Two possible standards were considered. These
standards were GKS (Graphic Kernel System, ISO IS 7942 and ANSI X3.124-1985)
and PHIGS (Programmers's Hierarchical Interactive Graphics Systems, ISO/ANSI
PHIGS standard). GKS was designed to be a standard two-dimensional device-
independent graphics system. PHIGS was designed to be a sophisticated three
dimensional graphics support system. Since the contract required only two-
dimensional graphical data presentation, GKS was chosen as the graphical standard.

Presentation Standard

The software world of presentation standards is one of the hottest and most contested
arenas of debate in todays software universe. Currently, many user presentation
systems such as “X”, “OPENLOOK”, “DECwindows”, “MOTIF”, “MICROSOFT
WINDOWS”, and others are competing to be recognized as the user presentation
standard. However, when a decision was made upon the presentation standard to be
used in HAFB, “X” appeared to be the top runner in the presentation standard race and
was supported by most of the computer platforms that were considered. Therefore,
“X” was chosen to be the presentation standard for the HAFB TPS.

As the project proceeded, the development staff realized that to develop the extensive
user interface in native “X” would be to costly and time consuming for the HAFB
TPS contract. Therefore, for the first version of the user interface, many of the
displays were developed using the “DECwindows” tool kit. The development staff



will attempt with time and later versions of this standard user interface to convert the
software to native “X” or whatever presentation format becomes the defacto standard
for the industry.

Telemetry Standards/Hardware Isolation

The HAFB TPS contract was very explicit in its requirements that the hardware and
software must be capable of handling input data streams that comply with the
accepted standards for that input data stream format. Below is a table of the input data
streams and the guiding standards specified by the contract for the HAFB TPS
hardware and software:

Data Stream Type HAFB TPS Contract Specified Standard

PCM IRIG Standard 106-86, Chap. 4
All Class I and most Class II

PAM IRIG Standard 106-86, Chap. 5
MAD IRIG Standard 106-86, Chap. 3

Class I, Class II available manually
ADS IRIG Standard 106-86 Class II analog data
TIME IRIG-A, IRIG-B, IRIG Standard 200-70

For briefness, to illustrate the handling of the telemetry standards by the user interface
and the isolation of the vendor hardware dependencies, only the PCM portion of the
user interface will be discussed further.

PCM User Interface

The contract specified that the PCM input hardware and software comply with IRIG
Standard 106-86 both Class I and II input data formats. The hardware purchased from
ACROAMATICS to handle the four PCM streams was capable of handling all the
IRIG Standard 106-86 requirements if properly setup by the user.

The goal of the development team in the design of the user interface for the PCM was
many fold, but, the major objectives are listed below:

" Meet requirement for compliance with IRIG Standard 106-86 Class I and
II support

" Isolate hardware dependence from user setup software
" Minimize cost of the first version of the user interface



Compliance with IRIG Standard 106-86

The version of the user interface for the HAFB TPS was designed to allow the user
the widest ability to define information both at the parameter and stream level. All
IRIG Standard specified capabilities are available to the user with the proper
definition of the parameter list, basic map attributes, and decommutation map layout.
Due to time and cost limitation, the first version of the user interface does not have
extensive error checking and allows the user to define PCM formats that would be
unacceptable to the IRIG Standard. However, this lack of error checking is both a
benefit and a problem. The benefit is that the user can define a setup that is not strictly
IRIG Standard. The problem lies in the fact that the user is not guaranteed that the
proposed format is in the compliance with the IRIG Standard. The next version of the
standard interface will incorporate more extensive error checking but will allow the
user to override any error check when required.

Isolation of Hardware Dependence

To isolate the user interface and its associated database from hardware dependence, a
structured information file format was developed that retained all the user definition
information. This structured file system supported all the necessary information for
the definition of the standard input data streams and their processing. No hardware
dependence was incorporated into these structures. To generate the device specific
download information required for the hardware, the structured files were input to a
hardware dependent interpreter that generates the necessary device specific download
modules.

This interpretation method allowed for the isolation of any hardware dependence from
the user interface and its associated file system. If new hardware is incorporated in the
next delivered TFE, only the interpreter software need be modified.

PCM User Interface Screens

To support the implementation of the IRIG standard for PCM, three user interface
screens had to be developed.

PCM Parameter Definition Screen

The first screen (Figure 1, top) allowed for the input of information specific to
parameters in a PCM data stream where a parameter is a logical grouping of data
normally associated with a physical measurement, for example, a pressure or
temperature.



For those information fields that IRIG specified a known range, for example, data
word bit length (4 to 64 bits), a table of possible values was established and the user
need only toggle through the list until the desired value was displayed.

For those information fields that were more site specific or hardware dependent, for
example, archive format, a comprehensive list of possible states was establish with an
associated truth table indicating system support for that state. To illustrate, the archive
format state/truth table is shown below:

State Truth Table

Unsigned Byte Not Supported
Unsigned Word Not Supported
Unsigned Longword Not Supported
Unsigned Quadword Not Supported
Signed Byte Supported
Signed Word Supported
Signed Longword Supported
Signed Quadword Supported
Discrete Bit Supported
Discrete Bit Cluster Supported
4 Byte Floating Point Supported
8 Byte Floating Point Not Supported
etc.

Again the user need only toggle through the list until the desired state was displayed.
This establishment of IRIG Standard 106-86 specifications and state tables allowed
the definition of a parameter to be expandable, hardware-independent, easy for the
user definition, and easily modifiable in future versions to meet changing
requirements.

PCM Map Basic Definition Screen

The second screen (Figure 1, middle) defines the basic structure of the PCM map.
Most of the information fields in this screen has value ranges that were dictated by
requirements in the IRIG Standard 106-86. Again, each the user need only toggle
through the list of acceptable IRIG Standard 106-86 values until the desired value is
displayed.



PCM Map Decommutation Screen

The final screen (Figure 1, bottom) is used to allocate parameter fields to the word
positions in the major/minor frame map. The user is presented with the list of
parameters defined in the parameter definition screen and by choosing a parameter
from the list and clicking on the brick wall word position, the data content of the PCM
map is defined.

Conclusion

The PSL development team has developed an initial version of a standard user
interface that will allow minimization of the cost of implementing a user interface to
any telemetry front-end equipment included in a telemetry data handling system. This
development was accomplished by 1) incorporating software standard; 2)
conformance to telemetry standard; 3) software independence from hardware and 4)
isolation of contact specific requirements.



 



DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR A FM/FM SYSTEM

Frank Carden
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ABSTRACT

Design parameters for a FM/FM telemetry system are determined in terms of the IRIG
specifications for proportional bandwidth channels. Three mathematical models used
by designers of the above processes are extended and compared. That is, FM multi-
tone models are used to establish the relationship between frequency deviations,
modulation indices, signal-to-noise and IF bandwidth for the IRIG channels. Since
spectral efficiency and signal quality are of major importance, a goal of the design is
to have a minimum IF bandwidth, while fixing as large as possible the values of the
modulation indices for the subcarriers modulating the carrier in order to achieve as
large as needed output signal-to-noise ratio.

INTRODUCTION

Since the noise spectral density after the carrier demodulator is parabolic, it is
necessary to vary system parameters such that the signal quality in each individual
channel is the same. In these channels the frequency deviation of the subcarrier
oscillator by the signal is a constant percentage of the frequency of the subcarrier and
the deviation ratio is nominally set to 5. Since the only remaining unspecified
parameters are the frequency deviation of the carrier by the individual subcarriers they
must be used in order to achieve equal signal to noise ratios in all the channels. The
frequency deviations by the individual subcarriers on the carrier is related to
maximum specified peak frequency deviation of the carrier. The FM/FM spectrum is
complex and is basically multi-tone. Three mathematical models used by designers of
the above processes are extended and compared. That is, FM multi-tone models are
used to establish the relationship between frequency deviations, modulation indices,
signal-to-noise ratios and IF bandwidth for the IRIG channels. These models are then
used to determine parameters such that specifications are met.



The output signal-to-noise ratio, numerically, in the i  subcarrier channels is given byth

[1]

[2]

where

Bc= Carrier IF Bandwidth
fmi= maximum information frequency in the i  channel,th

fdci=deviation of the carrier by the i  subcarrier,th

fsi=frequency of the i  subcarrier,th

fdsi=deviation of the i  subcarrier by the message,th

Dci=modulation index of the carrier and the i  subcarrier,th

Dsi=modulation index of the i  subcarrier and the message.th

[S/N] = carrier-to-noise ratio in the carrier IFC

A bandwidth equation, known as Carson's rule, which predicts the necessary IF
bandwidth is given by

[3]

where
fd=peak frequency deviation of the carrier by the message
fm=maximum frequency of the message.

For single tone modulation and modulation indices greater than one it is known that
the Bc predicted by this equation contains all but one percent of the sideband power.
However for multi-tone modulation it has been found that a better prediction for the
necessary bandwidth is given by

[4]

where

[5]

It is instructive to look at the maximum peak deviation, say fdp, the carrier could have
if all the individual peak subcarrier deviations occurred at the same time although this
is an extremely low probability event.



This peak value is given by

[6]

This worst case deviation will be determined and compared for the three design
procedures.

It is also instructive to look at the spectrum of fm/f m for the simple case of only two
subcarriers. For two-tone fm [1] the carrier spectrum is given by

[7]
 where

$ =modulation index of the first tone1

$ =modulation index of the second tone2

and n and n are summed from !infinity to +infinity.

A simple but illustrative case occurs for small modulation indices and when T >>T . 1 2

The resulting spectrum is shown in figure 1. The higher frequency establishes
sidebands as in single tone modulation. The lower frequency creates sidebands around
the carrier and the higher frequency sidebands with the sum and difference
frequencies. Each higher frequency sideband appears to be a tone with fm modulation.
The net result is that the bandwidth of the two tone fm signal is determined primarily
by the higher frequency. Although this is for a simple case of only two tones, it will be
seen from the models for the general fm/fm case that the higher subcarriers basically
set the required bandwidth.

DESIGN PROCEDURES

I. The first design procedure [2] considered, uses equation [1] and specifies the desired
signal-to-noise ratio of the individual subcarrier channels, then solves for the deviation
of the carrier by each subcarrier in order to achieve the desired signal-to-noise ratio. In
order to use equation [1] using this procedure, the IF bandwidth must be established
by some rule of thumb. Rearranging equation [1] such that fdci, the deviation of the
carrier by the i  subcarrier is given explicitly,th

[8]

Setting the carrier-to-noise to 12 db and inserting factors for filter attenuation which
results in an effective subcarrier channel output signal-to-noise ratio of 40 db (ibid)
gives



[9]

Equation [9] (ibid) will be used to design an fm/fm system by computing fdci for
fifteen proportional bandwidth subcarriers from fsi=93KHz down to 1.3kHz. Bc is set
equal to 500 KHz, one of the available IF bandwidths. On the first iteration, fdci for
the highest subcarrier is found to be 40KHz which will not utilize the chosen IF
bandwidth therefore a factor of 2 is inserted into equation [9] giving

[10]

Using equation [10] to compute the deviation of the carrier by the 93KHz subcarrier
gives

[11]

Table 1 lists the deviation of the carrier by the fifteen individual subcarriers computed
from equation [10]. The second column lists the deviation calculated from equation
[10], while the third column list the deviation of the carrier by the subcarriers
modified such that all subcarriers will deviate the carrier by at least 10% of the
anticipated total deviation.

The rule of thumb used to insert the factor of two into equation [9] leading to equation
[10] is that the RMS deviation of the total signal will be 1.3 times the deviation due to
the highest subcarrier and that this deviation due to the total signal should be about 1/6
of the IF bandwidth (ibid).

Using equation [4] to compute the fdn or the norm for this case and using the
deviations before being modified for the 10% requirement gives

[12]

Computing fdn after increasing the deviation of the lower subcarriers gives

[13]

Computing fdn for only the highest five subcarriers gives

[14]



The predicted IF bandwidth based upon the RMS of the individual deviations is given
by equation [3] and is

[15]

The increase in required bandwidth is marginal after increasing the deviations of the
lower frequency subcarriers. Further, using only the highest five subcarriers to predict
the bandwidth is a good first cut and supports the multitone model developed for only
two tones that suggests the bandwidth is predominantly determined by the higher
frequency tones.

The peak carrier deviation, fdp, is

fdp=310 KHz.

II. The second design procedure also employs equation [1] but does not assume an IF
bandwidth [3]. Solving equation [1] for fdci gives

[16]

Bc is factored out of equation [16] since it is unknown and a preliminary fdcpi is
solved for each subcarrier modulating the carrier. This preliminary deviation is given
by

[17]

Using equation [5] and letting fdcl be the deviation of the carrier by the highest
frequency subcarrier and fdcn be the deviation by the lowest and normalizing with
respect to fdcl gives

[18]

[19]
[20]

where

[21]



Note the relationship between fdci and fdcpi is

[22]

or
[23]

That is by substituting the preliminary fdcpi into the expression for A and noting the
Bc term divides out in each term which allows each A  and hence A to be calculatedi

knowing only the fdcpi's. Further, this allows the calculation of Bc in terms of fdcl.
Using equation [3] and [22] gives

[24]

Using equation [23] and specifying [S/N]c, fml, fdsl, and fsl allows fdcl to be solved
for. Since each A  is known, multiplying each by fdcl gives fdci the necessaryi

deviation of the carrier by the i  subcarrier to achieve the specified and uniformth

signal-to-noise out. Also knowing fdcl allows the required IF bandwidth to be
calculate using equation [23].

A design process for the fifteen PBW used in process I was completed with a
specified [S/N]c=12db and [S/N]oi = 46 db. The calculated deviations of the carrier by
the individual subcarriers are shown in table 1 column 4.

The RMS deviation and fdp are given by

[25]
[26]

III. The third method [4] does not use equa [1]. In proportional bandwidth fm/fm the
peak subcarrier frequency deviation, fdsi by the ith subcarrier is set as a constant
percentage of the subcarrier frequency f . The subcarrier deviation ratio, D , is also seti si

as a constant. Therefore, the message bandwidth, f , capability is proportional f . Thatm i

is
[27]

[28]

[29]



In order for the signal-to-noise ratios to be equal for all of the subcarrier channels

[30]

The peak carrier deviation is equal to or less than the sum of the individual subcarrier
deviations and is given by

[31]

The equality only holds whenever all the subcarriers are in alignment, an event of low
probability. Further constraints and relations are,

[32]

[33]

where

Bi=bandpass filter bandwidth in the ith subcarrier channel.

In order to determine the deviation of the carrier by the individual subcarriers,
equations [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], and [33] are solved giving

[34]

In the IRIG proportional bandwidth channels P=.075 or .15 or .3.

Using equation [34] for the .075 channels gives values as shown in Table 1 for N=15.
Column 5 shows fdci in terms of a specified fdp.

Column 5 was generated assuming the carrier peak frequency deviation was specified.
Observing both fdn and fdp from procedure I and II it is seen that their relationship is
approximately fdp = 3fdn.

This procedure does not specify Bc therefore assume Bc = 500Khz. Using the rule of
thumb that fdn = Bc/6 and fdp = 3f  gives fdp = (500/6) 3 = 250KHz. Using this value dn



of fdp, column 6 shows the resulting fdci's. The actual calculated fdn and fdp from the
deviations are fdn = 96 KHz (assumed 83) and fdp = 253K Hz (assumed 250).

Summary

All three procedures produce similar subcarrier deviations of the carrier. Estimates of
fdn are comparable. Peak deviation of the carrier exceeds the RMS deviation by a
factor of 3 on the first two procedures and is so constrained in the latter.

In all procedures the deviation by the lower frequency subcarriers should be increased
to 10% of fdn which will have a very small effect on Bc. All three are sound
approaches, but the first two seem to furnish more insight into the system parameters.
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A DIGITAL DEVICE FOR FAST ACQUISITION
OF PSEUDO-RANDOM CODE

X.M.Gu J.P.Wang
S.J.Yuan W.S.Li

Y.J.Zhang

ABSTRACT

A digital device for rapid acquisition of the initial phase of PN code has been
implemented. The principles and results of the experiment are introduced in this paper. The
m PN code is modulated on IF with BPSK type. The cycle of PN code P=255 chips. The
rate of PN code R=5.1 × 10  chips /s. The IF is not acquired. The shift in Doppler6

frequency f  is within l-4KHz. In these conditions, the phase of PN code can be acquiredd

within 3 ms and the error of sychronization is less than 0.5 chip.

KEY WORDS

Fast acquisition device, PN code, Multiple signal.

INTRODUCTION

In the past twenty years, satellites have been widely used for navigation, location and
communication for ships, aircraft and ground users. The Globe Positioning System (GPS)
with eighteen satellites was developed in the late 1960s in the US. The GEOSTAR system
using six satellites was proposed in 1983. On account of the possible reqirements to
develop a similiar system in our country, we are interested in developing a fast acquisition
device (FAD). Such devices are now available in the fields of mobile communication and
adaptive control, etc.

We assume that in the future system some connections between ground centre station and
users must be set up. In general, it is necessary that the central station should acquire the
burst signal from user rapidly. The central station acquisition of the carrier wave, must
possess ability to acquiring the initial phase of the video modulated code. Obviously, for
the system to effectively accommodate many users, the frequency division, code division
and time division system should be adapted, In the case of code division, it is necessary to
discreminate signals coming simultaneously from multiple users in which the time division
between them comprises one chip of the PN code. The downward power transmitted from



satellites are usually small, thus we may assume the SNR at input to the ground station
receiver as !17dB, with an acquisition time of 3 msec.

CONSIDERATIONS ON FAD DESIGN

1.Modulated signal waveform design––ambiguity function
The essence of fast acquisition is the two dimensional resolution for time shift J and
frequency shift f . If ground station receives signals from two users simultanuously,d

(1)
where: J and f  are the time shift and frequency shift respectively.d

We can use the ambiguity function

(2)

to denote two dimensional resolution of modulated si nals. Its absolute value in J!f  planed

should approximate to impulse function as closely as possible.

After comparing some signal’s ambiguity function, it can be seen that the ambiguity
function of PN code signal modulated with BPSK type is a good approach for impulse
function. Its J!f  resoolution must be able to satisfy the needs of code division in receivingd

multiple signals.

The PN code modulated on the carrier wave with BPSK type is

(3)

The ambiguity function is given by

(4)

Its ambiguity graph is shown in Fig. 1.

2. Constituting the principle block diagram of FAD

The digital device for fast acquisition designed in our laboratory consists of an IF
demodulator, a digital matched filter (DMF) and a second processing circuit. A simplified
block diagram is shown in Fig. 2, and the principle block diagram is shown in Fig. 3.



3. Principles

HF signals received by the ground station is

(5)

where: P(i)) = ± 1, and is the video signal function of m PN code;
) is the chip time
n(t) is Gaussian white noise.



A. IF Demodulator

Using orthogonal processing, the outputs at the demodulator are:

(6)

where: 2 is the initial phase, and n is the initial phase of noise.

B. A / D Converter

The signal is sampled and quantized by A / D converter.
a. Sample: In order to avoid losing signals of PN code, the sampling rate at least

equals Nyquist rate, i.e. the period of the sample is

(7) (7)

where:     B is the band width of PN code signals, in the device B=5.1 MHz.
In order to avoid sample time always sampling at the intersection of the two code bits,
using

(8)

or

(9)

b. Quantizing:  To keep the signal from losing, each quantized value is less than the
magnitude at the input of A / D converter.
One stratification value

(10)

where: b = word length of A / D converter
U = allowable maximum voltage at the input of A / D converterD

U = magnitude of input signal of A / D converterS

U = variance of noiseN



From equation (10) and (11), we obtain

(12)

If S / N =!20 dB, then b>6 bits (contains sign bit).
The longer the word length b is, the better the signal information will be. But if b is too
long, it will make the digital matched filter and the second processing circuit too complex.

C. Digital PN code Matched Filter

a. circuits:  Because of fast acquisition, we adopt parallel signal processing circuits.
In this situation, simulative convolution device and simulative matched filter or digital
matched filter are usually used. We used digital matched filter in this device.

b. Speed of the device:  The following convolution is completed by digital matched
filter.

(13)

where: x(n) = samples of input sequence
h(n) = impulse response digital matched filter
   N = number of chips in one period, N = 255.

From the above, the output of PN code matched filter is 98.39 nscc / bit.
c. The word length of digital PN code matched filter b :D

The useful information per sample at the output of A / D converter is 1 - 2 bits.
Cumulative number in one period at matched filter is 255 times, and it requires 8 bits,
including 1 bit sign, therefore

take (14)

D. The second processing circuit

The theoretical gain of digital PN code matched filter is
 

(15)
 input SNR

(16)
(17)



If signals are detected in this SNR, the error probability is very large. Therefore, the output
of matched filter should be processed subsequently. If we add the output cumulatively 64
times, we get the theoretical gain

(18)

and theoretical output SNR is

(19)

Minus loss of 8 dB in circuits, therefore total gain of the fast acquisition device is

This can satisfy the requirements of the error probability

EXPERIMENT                 RESULTS
1. Measured Data





CONCLUSION

Fast acquisition device is the key technique of satellite position location and
communlcation systems. The fast acquisition device described by this paper is theoretically
advanced. The experiments proved that the device can acquire the initial phase of PN code
reliably within 3 msec in the simulation described in this paper. because of the limitation of
time and conditions, the experiments of multiple signal acquisition were not carried out.

Besides the satellite fast position location and communication system, this device can be
applied to high speed adaptive control, beam formation, mobile communication and image
processing, etc.
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COMPLEX FORMAT
SYNCHRONIZATION AND DECOMMUTATION
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ABSTRACT

Today's advanced commutation systems and on-board computers present a difficult
challenge to many existing ground station systems. This paper describes various
complex telemetry formats generated by these airborne systems and further describes
methods for synchronizing and decommutating these formats.

INTRODUCTION

For various reasons, airborne data acquisition systems cannot always transmit data in
simple PCM minor frame formats. These reasons include irregular data sampling
rates, data sampling complexity, transmission bandwidth limitations, airborne
packaging limitations, etc. The constraints placed on the commutation equipment
generate creative solutions to the data transmission formats. These formats, while
easily generated by the commutation equipment, can cause real problems for the
synchronization and decommutation equipment.

The following sections present a review of various PCM formats and discusses some
techniques for decommutation.

SIMPLE PCM FRAME FORMATS

The basic PCM telemetry formats were developed in order to transmit sampled
transducer measurements from a remote (or moving) source to a laboratory or other
physically separated destination. These formats allowed the sampled values to be
transmitted as they were sampled.

This ‘traditional’ PCM frame format begins with a minor frame. A minor frame
(Figure 1) is defined as the period from the beginning of one frame sync pattern to the
beginning of the next. A frame synchronization pattern is transmitted to mark the



beginning of the frame. Usually, all data samples have the same word length and the
frame sync pattern is a multiple of that word length. The minor frame is one complete
cycle of commutation having the highest rate.

This structure only allows each transducer to be sampled at the minor frame rate.
Allowances had to be made for data sampled at a slower rate (sub-commutated) and
data sampled at a higher rate (super-commutated). See Figure 2.

The sub-commutated data is organized into subframes. A Subframe (Figure 3)
includes one cycle of commutation having a rate as a submultiple of the minor frame
rate. The Major Frame includes one or more minor frames and is defined as the period
in which all data is sampled once. The Major Frame contains as many minor frames as
the longest subframe requires. Subframe synchronization methods include:

- Subframe Counter. Incrementing or decrementing binary counter located
in a fixed position in the minor frame.

- Recycle Pattern. A synchronization pattern present in a subframe data
word location marking the beginning of the subframe.

- Complementing Frame Sync Pattern. The minor frame sync pattern is
inverted to mark the beginning of the subframe.

Super-commutated data is a data sample which occupies multiple word locations in
the minor frame or sub-frame. These locations are usually evenly spaced throughout
the minor frame or sub-frame and allow the data to be sampled at a rate higher than
the minor frame rate.

The PCM frame formats described above fall into a category defined in IRIG 106-86
Chapter 4, revised May 1987 as Class 1 formats. This Standard further defines Class II
characteristics which will be discussed in the following section. Class I formats can
easily be handled by a variety of equipment from simple format synchronizers having
fixed length serial to parallel converters to complex telemetry preprocessor
subsystems. These formats represent the basis for all changes resulting in more
complex formats.

IRIG CLASS II FRAME FORMATS

IRIG 106-86 also describes the characteristics of frame structures for complex
applications defined as Class II. These frame structures have all of the characteristics
of the Class I frames with the following changes:



- Variable minor frame lengths.
- Multiple independent subframes.
- Asynchronous embedded formats.
- Tagged data formats.
- Format changes.

The IRIG Standard defines other possible changes such as bit rate which do not
necessarily have a large impact on format structure. These changes will not be
discussed here.

The Class II characteristics allow for more complex frame structures. These complex
formats may not be readily decommutated by equipment which was originally
designed for the Class I formats. The characteristics listed above impact different
functional elements of the telemetry synchronization and decommutation equipment
and will be described in the following sections.

VARIABLE FRAME LENGTH

Variable frame lengths are generally caused by synchronization of the PCM stream (or
data sampling) to a mechanical event whose period is not absolutely constant. Frame
lengths may vary in a variety of different way which determines the complexity of the
decommutation function. Figure 4 shows three different variable frame length
structures. For all of these, the frame synchronizer must be able to detect a frame sync
pattern which is not located a fixed number of bits from the last frame sync pattern.

In case 1, the useful data quantity and position are fixed, and additional fill data is
inserted at the end of the frame until the next frame is ready to be transmitted. This
can be handled in two ways. First, the useful data can be treated as the minor frame in
which case the synchronizer will acquire synchronization and then drop
synchronization for each frame. This approach does not present good sync correlation
characteristics because a key element of frame synchronization is not used. That is
frame to frame correlation. The second method allows the frame synchronizer to begin
searching for the frame sync pattern after the useful data is received. Synchronization
is maintained as long as an acceptable pattern is found before some maximum frame
length is reached. This approach provides frame to frame correlation within an
expanded but fixed window. The decom list remains the same for either approach and
is essentially the same as a standard minor frame decom list.

Case 2 presents a new problem. Not only does the frame length change, but so does
the useful data content. The same frame synchronization methods described for Case 1
apply here. The decom list now must be programmed for the maximum amount of



expected data and be able to be truncated when that data is not present. As long as the
variable data is position dependent, no further processing is required. If it is not
position dependent, then a method must be used to identify the variable data content.
This usually involves some type of frame identifier which may indicate data content
as well as frame size and is further discussed in the section Adaptive Formats.

Case 3 allows fill data to be mixed with useful data. The data words are position
dependent but may be separated by a variable number of fill words. The problem here
is to determine which words are fill words and which are data words. Usually the fill
words contain a pattern which has a high probability of not being found in the data
words. If this is the case, then each word can be compared to the fill pattern and
deleted if a match occurs.

Case 1 and 2 formats can usually be handled entirely by the frame synchronizer and
decom list. Case 3 has been implemented for specific cases using a hardware fill data
detector, however, processor based implementations are also common.

MULTIPLE INDEPENDENT SUBFRAMES

An Independent Subframe (Figure 5) is not synchronous with or not an integer
submultiple of other subframes in the Major Frame. A Dependant Subframe is
synchronous with and is an integer submultiple of another subframe in the Major
Frame. Theoretically, the only limit to the number of independent subframes is the
number of words in the minor frame. Typical frame structures are limited to one or
two independent subframes in the minor frame. There is also no limit to the number of
subframe levels in a format. A word slot in a subframe can contain sub-sub
commutated data (Figure 6) and a word slot in the sub-subframe can contain sub-sub-
sub commutated data and so on. Fortunately, typical frame structures stop at sub-
subframes although specific applications have had deeper subframes. Synchronization
to the subframes is relatively easy. Decommutation of multiple subframes becomes
more difficult because many levels of indirection are required to determine the
definition of a parameter. For example, a sub-sub frame parameter can only be
uniquely identified by knowing the minor frame word number, the minor frame
number, and the subframe number. If there are multiple subframes at the different
levels, then which subframe and sub-subframe is being processed also needs to be
known. This information is usually combined to form an address into a decom list
which provides the decommutation information about that parameter.

These various subframe formats are relatively easy to handle if the format is fixed. If
the subframe formats vary, a flexible subframe synchronization scheme is required
which allows a pool of subframe synchronizers to be used in any combination at any



level. This not only means synchronization, but also must provide a flexible method
for complex decommutation. One approach is shown in Figure 7.

ASYNCHRONOUS EMBEDDED FORMATS

Subframes, represent data streams which are synchronously embedded into a host
format. The prediction of the synchronization information location is based only on
the timing of the higher level format structure. For example, once minor frame
synchronization is achieved, the location of the subframe synchronization word is
known. The location does not change. Another form of embedded data is known as
asynchronous embedded data (Figure 8). This is a data stream which is embedded into
a host format in a manner which is completely asynchronous to the host structure. The
asynchronous format may consist of various subframes and has a word and frame
structure of its own which may not be related to host structure.

For example, the host structure may identify two eight-bit word slots which contain
the asynchronous format and may consist of four frames per major frame. This
provides 64 bits (8 eight-bit words) of information per major frame. Suppose the
embedded frame consists of 63 bits (7 nine-bit words). The embedded data will walk
through the two host format words one bit per host major frame. A sync pattern in the
embedded format will not occur in the same place for 64 host major frames.

One method for handling the asynchronous embedded format is to re-serialize the host
format words which contain the embedded format and apply that serial data stream to
another format synchronizer. The second synchronizer will only see the data
associated with the embedded format which it can easily handle.

TAGGED DATA FORMATS

Tagged data formats are used when the data in the frame can not be placed in a fixed
position. One reason for this is non-periodic sampling or event based sampling. This
may also occur when on-board computers must transmit a variety of different blocks
of data. If the data is not located in fixed positions, it cannot be identified solely from
its relationship to the synchronization information.

One method of overcoming this problem is to transmit an identification word with
each data word (Figure 9). This makes a frame consisting of ID/Data pairs. The
decommutator can then use the ID information to determine what to do with the
associated data word.



Another method is to transmit an identification word with a block of data. As in the
case above, the decommutator can use the ID information to determine the contents of
the data block. The data block can be contiguous samples in the minor frame or major
frame, or it can be distributed throughout the minor frame or major frame. In either
case, the location of the words associated with the data block are known, however, the
contents of those locations are not defined without the identifier word. This type of
format is sometimes called a Measurement List. This is also sometimes called a Jam
ID Subframe because it can appear to be an ID Subframe where the ID counter does
not increment or decrement sequentially. The ID synchronizer is put into a Jam mode
which just uses the ID word as a frame identifier. There are three classes of
measurement list formats.

The first class contains a prefix identifier (Figure 10). That is, the identifier word
precedes the data block. This makes decommutation easier because the definition of
the data block can be determined prior the receiving the associated data. Some forms
of Packet Telemetry are similar to measurement lists having prefix identifiers. The
identifier is located in the packet header.

The next class contains a postfix identifier (Figure 11). That is, the identifier follows
the data. This format requires the data block to be buffered until the identifier is
received in order to properly determine the contents.

The final class contains a fragmented identifier (Figure 12). Fragments of the
identification word are located throughout the major frame. Not only does the data
need to be buffered as with the postfix identifier, but the fragments must be assembled
before it can be used to identify the data.

IRIG 106 CHAPTER 8 FORMATS

IRIG 106 Chapter 8 defines a method of transmitting MIL-STD-1553 bus data using a
PCM stream. The characteristics of the MIL-STD-1553 bus necessitate the use of
Tagged Data Formats. The 1553 bus data follows a command/response protocol. The
1553 bus controller send or requests messages from remote terminals. The order that
these messages are transmitted, the number of words transmitted for a given message,
and the response time of the remote terminals are not fixed. This prevents the data
from being placed in periodic position dependent word slots in a minor frame. This is
further complicated because the IRIG standard allows up to eight 1553 dual redundant
busses to be monitored. Data from the busses may be merged in any order as long as
the data for each bus remains in the correct sequential order. Thus a message from one
bus may have data from other busses intermixed.



Since the MIL-STD-1553 bus data cannot be made position dependent, a tagged data
format is used. The Tagged Data is put into minor frames (Figure 13) but the data
location does not identify the data. The decommutation problem is further complicated
by the fact that the MIL-STD-1553 bus protocol must also be used by the
decommutation device in order to uniquely identify each data word. For example,
information in the tag (Figure 14) identifies which bus the data is from and whether it
is command, data, or status. The last received command word for that bus identifies
the current message as ‘to or from’ a particular remote terminal and how many words
are to be transferred. The position of the current word in the current message must be
determined to identify the current parameter received. In addition to decommutating
the Tagged Data format, the ground equipment must also interpret the message
protocol.

Today, this is most efficiently handled using a processor following the minor frame
synchronization and decommutation equipment. The frame sync/decom identifies the
parameter as a 1553 word and passes it to the processor. The processor interprets the
tag, and keeps track of the current massages from each bus. When a new parameter is
received this information is used to uniquely identify it. The IRIG 106 chapter 8 data
lend itself to being identified and buffered at three levels. First, the data from each bus
can be separated and buffered together. This is especially useful for history recording
the complete bus activity for each bus. The second level is to separate the data by
messages. A message is a uniquely identified by the transfer direction, remote
terminal address, and sub address fields in the command word. A message contains
the command word, status word, and associated data words. This is useful for history
recording all of the messages to or from a particular remote terminal (ie guidance data
or armament commands). The final level is at the parameter level. An individual
parameter (ie fuel flow) can be identified and further processed as any other PCM
parameter.

There are other formats which are similar to or related to the IRIG 106 Chapter 8
format. Grumman uses a very similar technique for transmission of their 1553 data
from aircraft. The definition of the Tag field is different but the overall concept is the
same. Tagged data can also be combined with standard position dependent PCM data
in the same host format. A minor frame can contain words which are uniquely
identified by their position in the frame and other word slots which contain IRIG 106
Chapter 8 data. The decom list uniquely identifies the position dependent data and
provides a general identifier for the other words so they can be further processed as
1553 data. A track split format is also identified in which multiple PCM streams are
used to transmit the data from each bus. This allows reduced bandwidth streams
usually for tape recording. The multiple streams must then be merged properly so that 



the data maintains proper order and be given an identifier that allows them to be
processed as 1553 data.

MULTIPLEXED FORMATS

Another format which is becoming more common is multiplexed or bit interleaved
formats. These formats take two or more PCM data streams and multiplex them into a
single data stream. This allows a single transmission to be made from the vehicle but
puts the burden on the reception equipment to make sense of the transmission.
Multiplexed formats fall into two major classes: Asynchronous and Synchronous.

The Asynchronous class combines data streams with unrelated data rates. The data
streams are asynchronous with respect to each other. This type of multiplexing usually
requires special multiplexing and demultiplexing equipment called statistical
multiplexers which will not be discussed here.

The Synchronous class multiplexes data streams which are either generated from the
same clock or phase locked to a common clock. The data streams are synchronous
with each other. The location of each data stream is fixed with respect to the others in
the composite stream. Within the Synchronous class there are two types of
multiplexes. The first (Figure 15) has a single sync pattern for the composite stream
and each data stream has a fixed time slot with respect to that sync pattern. This is
relatively simple to handle and can be processed the same as a standard minor frame
with embedded formats. The second type (Figure 16) does not use a common sync
pattern, however, the streams have a fixed relation to each other. Synchronization to
one stream allows the other streams to be uniquely identified. Once the locations of
the streams are known, they can be synchronized and decommutated as standard
formats.

ADAPTIVE FORMATS

An Adaptive Format is one that changes over time. This change is usually in response
to some event on the vehicle that causes a different set of data to be sampled or causes
the sampling rate to change. This may happen due to stage separation where a set of
parameters are no longer available and new parameters must be transmitted. This has
the potential of severely disrupting the reception of data. IRIG 106-86 defines some
characteristics of adaptive formats which attempt to minimize this disruption. These
characteristics are:



- Formats change only on minor frame boundaries.
- Changes include frame structure, word length, word locations,

commutation sequence, and sample interval.
- Bit synchronization shall be maintained.
- Frame Format Identifier shall be present in every minor frame and

identify the current minor frame.

The IRIG standard also defines two format change types.

The first is decommutation list changes. This involves maintaining format structure
and only changing the parameters and their locations in the frame structure. This type
provides the minimum disruption in data reception. Decommutation equipment exists
which can monitor the frame identifier word and change to a new decommutation list
when required. This can be done without loss of synchronization or data.

The second type involves format structure changes. This type will generally result in
both loss of synchronization and data. The frame length can change, the subframe
structures can change and the decommutation list can change. In actual use, the bit
rate may also change even though the IRIG standard implies that the bit rate remains
the same. Format structure changes require advanced warning of the change. If
synchronization is lost, there is no way to find the frame identifier word to determine
what the format is. One method used to handle this is to use multiple sets of hardware.
Each set is programmed for a different format. When the format changes, one set of
equipment looses synchronization and the other set gains synchronization. This
method looses the least amount of data. Another method used is for the equipment to
detect the format change word and load new setup information for the new format.
This usually takes time and if the data rate is high, data may be lost. The benefit is that
it uses less equipment and provided more flexibility for switching between many
formats.

 SUMMARY

Complex PCM frame formats are not new. Those described above are the most
commonly used formats today but do not represent all complex formats currently in
use. The IRIG standards are there for a guide but have not eliminated non-standard
formats. New requirements will continue to cause compromises between vehicle or
sampling constraints and format complexities. Decommutation systems intended to
have an extended life or support multiple applications must be designed to be flexible
to adapt to these new formats. Existing complex formats may be a guide to designing
in flexibility for future requirements.



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



A Useful Method of Error-Correction
and Data Synthesis for Telemetry

Fan Chuan-hang
Xinan Electronic Engineering Institute, China

ABSTRACT

In the field of telemetry, data synthesis is an interesting problem for multi-beam and
multi-receiver system. This paper introduces a useful method of coding and decoding
for linear block code, and describes a decoding method of M repeatition codes---a
special product code, the data synthesis is based on this method.

INTRODUCTION

Some telemetry system features short operating time, easy variation of channel
parameters and serious discontinuity of signal. As the vehicle nears the ground, the
difficulty in tracking antenna increases due to the increase of angular speed in tracking
the vehicle. One of methods overcoming this difficulty is adopting multi-beam, multi-
receiver and multi-telemetry-station, i.e. a receiver or a telemetry station receives
signal from a part spacial domain of dependence, the whole receivers or stations have
covered commonly the whole spacial domain which the vehicle pass through. This
method proved advantages in simplicity, practicability and reliability. But it is
required to solve the synthesis of data received by the receivers. In the case of PCM
data synthesis, the simple logic addition can be ineffective, the other suitable ways
should be used. Paper [l] made exploration in this respect. This paper introduces a
useful method of error-correcting and data synthesis for telemetry where the (n,k)
linear block code is adopted for error-correcting, the operation of coding and decoding
is simple. Data synthesis is based on the decoding theory of M repeatition codes---a
special product code. This decoding method is simple and easy and has weel anti-
fading nature.

FORMAT

A frame period is equal to 20ms, a word is 12 bits length, the frame synchro is Barker
Code (16 or 32 bits), the frame structure can be arranged as following:



BIT RATE BIT/WORD WORD/FRAME FRAME SYNCHRO
kbit bit bit
25.6  12 40  32
51.2  12 84  16
102.4  12 168  32

As bit rate is equal to 25.6kbit the format  is shown in Fig.1.

TELEMETRY SYSTEM

The block diagram of a telemetry system which possesses the function of error-
correcting and data synthesis is shown in Fig.2. The information source is the
measured voltage, the source encoder is A/D converter, the channel encoder converts
the message into error-correcting code. The system has m receivers and decoders. The
outputs of decoders are synthesized real-time or non-real-time, the synthetic data are
exported.

CHANNEL CODING

The channel encoder converts the 8-bit message into the (n,k) linear block code, hence
k=8. The block code can correct 1-bit error, therefore the minimum distance equals to
3, the weigh of each non-zero vector code is equal to or greater than 3 ( T$3). Let n be
equal to 12, hence each vector code has four monitor code elements (n-k=4), these
vector codes can meet the above-mentioned demand. Let M=(m , m , . . . .,m )1 2 8

represent the message, C=(C , C , . . . ., C ) represent the vector code. Let G represent1 2 12

the generator matrix, the vector code can be calculated b the following formula:

(1)
We can write G=[I  P], where, I  is a 8-rank unitary matrix,8 8

(2)



the matrix P is called monitor matrix

(3)

Substitute (2) and (3) into (1), we may write,

(4)

We can calculate the whole vector codes which are corresponding to the message
codes. For example, the code C=(000000000000) is corresponding to the message
M=(00000000), the code C=(000000010111) is corresponding to the message
M=(00000001) etc. Above the (12,8) linear block code is the systematic code, the
most significant eight bits are the same with the corresponding message code. This
feature makes coding simple. At first, we can calculate the monitor elements of the
whole 256 message codes, then write them into EPROM, theirs write-in-address are
equal to the corresponding message. When a message is encoded, it is only required to
read the monitor elements out from the EPROM (the read-out address is equal to the
encoded message), and then to combine the message and the monitor elements into a
vertor code.



DECODING

The generator matrix G is used for encoding, the parity-check matrix H is used for
decoding.

(5)

Where the matrix P  is the transposed matrix of the matrix P, the matrix I,  is  the  4-T

rank unitary matrix.We may utilize  the matrix H for checking the vector code C
whether or not it is produced by the help of the matrix G. If the following equation is
established

(6)

Where, the matrix H  is the transposed matrix of the matrix H, in that way, the vectorT

code C must have been produced by the matrix G. Let R represent the received code
passing through the noise channel, C represent the primitive vector code, E represent
the error vector, we have

(7)
the operation in relation (7) is modulo-2 addition. The vector C and E are unknown to
the receiving terminal, it is required to obtain the vector C from R, and then to get the
message M from C.
Decoding needs the help of the vector S,

(8)

The vector S is called syndrome, substitute (7) into (8), we have

(9)



If the vector S equals to zero (S=0), we have R=C, i.e. there is no error. If S …0, there
must be a error. The decoder detects and corrects error using the vecter S.

The (12, 8) linear block code is used on the error correction, there are 2  =256 vector8

codes ( also be called permissible code) which locate the first line in the standard
array (see Fig.3). When a certain vector C is transmitted passing through a noise-
channel, the received vector R can be any n-tuple of the 2  n-tuples. Each decoding12

scheme is a rule of arranging the 2  n-tuptes into the 256 subaggregates T , T , . . .,12
1 2

T  which do not intersect each other, the subaggregate T, only includes the vector256

code C , i.e. there is one-to-one correspondence between the subaggregates T and thei

vectors C. If a received code R is included in the subaggregate T , the decoder willi

determine C  to be the primitive vector code. Each line of the standard array is called ai

coset, the first element of a coset is called coset leader whose weigh is the least. There
is only one n-tuple whose weigh is equal to zero, there are twelve n-tuptes whose
weigh is one. When a vector code is transmitted passing trough the binary symmetry
channel without memory, the appering probability of a error patten whose weigh is
light is large, hence above the thirteen n-tuple are arranged in the first column and
used for being the coset leaders (i.e. the error pattens E -----E ). There are sixty sixi 13

n-tuples whose weigh is two, most of them appear in line 1----13. The weigh of the
error pattens E , E  and E  is two, the error patten E  does not appear in line 1----13,14 15 16 14

E  does not appear in line 1----14, E  does not appear in line 1----15. In a word, each15 16

of the whole n-tuptes appears and only appears once in the standard array.

In Fig.4 the column S is syndrome, the value of S can be easily worked out by the help
of equation (9). Syndrome and error patten are one-to-one correspondence, the
n-tuples of a coset have the same syndrome. Having established the standard array,
decoding follows the following steps:

1. To  receive the code R and then to calculate its syndrome S=RH T

2. To find out the corresponding coset leader (E) to S, and define E to be the error
patten of R.
3. We obtain C=R+E, define C as the primitive vector code.
Ought to point out decoding is correct when the error patten is the coset leader
utilizing the standard array to decode, otherwise decoding is wrong. In fact, the (12,8)
linear block code can correct the whole 1-bit errors, and also correct a few 2-bit errors.

DECODING OF M REPEATITION CODES

In Fig.2 there are m receive sets at the several stations that simultaneously receive the
signal which is transimetted by a telemetry transmitter, these stations are far from
each other. This telemetry system can be equivalent to a system of one transmitter and



one receiver, merely changing the number of times of transmitting the same vector
code from one to m, The primitive code are transmitted repeatedly, a new code,
product code, is obtained, its line codes are the linear block code, its row code is
repeatition code. The paper [2] puts forword a method of decoding this special product
code and has demonstrated in theory that this method can at least get to the minimum
distance of the product code. Let C represent the product codeGGGG

(10)

 In relation (10) the right matrix has m lines. Let d represent the minimum distance of
the line code C, ÷ represent the minimum distance of the product code, we have

(11)
because  the minimum distance of m repeatition codes is m. When the code C isGGG

transmitted, a array R is received by the receive terminal,GG

(12)

At first, separately decode R , R  . . . .R  according to the decoding method of the   1 2 m.

linear  block  code, obtain the vector codes C , C  . . . .C , and then calculate the1 2 m

distance D , j=1, 2, . . .m between C  and R  ,j j i

(13)

find out the minimum value among D , D , . . . . D , if D  is the minimum,1 2 m k

(14)

the decoding of the line R  is considered correct, the decoding output of the productk

code can be witten

(15)

This decoding procedure is also the data synthesis.



The m repeatition codes at least correct any combinations of l-bit errors (Where, l is a
integer which is equal to or less than (md-l)/2). Obviously, when there is at least one
code among C , C  . . . . and C  which is equal to the primitive vector code, the1 2 m

decoding of the product code will be correct, otherwise if none is equal to it, the
decoding will be wrong.
As the product code is transmitted passing through the binary symmetry channel
without memory, the upper limit of the word error probability can be calculated by the
help of the following formula

(16)

where, ‘ is the weigh of the error patten, m is the line number of the repeatition codes,
n is the length of the line code, d is the minimum distance of the linear block code, P
is the transition probability of the channel,
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A Real-time Counting-measuring
Method for PPM(PPK) Signals

Li Xi-Hua
Xinan Electronic Engineering Institute, China

ABSTRACT

On the disscussion of custom real-time counting-measuring method, this paper
presents a new method suitable for the working condition of non-man duty, which
possesses the feature of 100ns counting-measuring accuracy and high fidelity. In
addition, the concept of “Signal-time/digit converter” is proposed for the first time and
the principle and working procedure of this method are introduced in brief.

KEYWORDS

PPM(PPK) signal, Real-time Counting-measuring, Signal-time/Digit Converter

INTRODUCTION

In order to ensure the transmission accuracy and working distance, and meet the
demand of information rate in pulse position modulation (PPM) or pulse position
keying (PPK) system , usually take the measures of compressing the signal into
narrow pulses (generally the narrow pulse width is shorter then 1 µs) to get higher
pulse signal noise rate (P /P ). For this reason , PPM system is still used in someS N

practical system and studied continuously even it disappeared from the international
telemetry standard many years ago. With the development of digital technology in
telemetry and communication system, the PPM system which has specific advantages
is not forgotten. The concepts of quantity pulse position modulation (Q-PPM) and
pulse code modulation/pulse position key which is call PPK in brief are proposed in
succession  , so the quantity pulse transmission system appears correspondly, such as(1)

PPK system. Then, the engineering designer deeply discussed the problems pertaining
to PPK system for example, the energy utilization coefficient  , the method of(2)

increasing code rate, the threshold detection, channel transmission and synchronous
technology, etc. These discussions not only enriched the theory knowledge of this
system, also laied a solid foundation of the development in practical engineering
system. However, in the courses of the theoretical studys of PPM(PPK) system and
the continuous improving of the corresponding feature in practical system, the Real-



time Counting-measuring methods and technologies are less involved. In the practical
engineering especially in the working conditions of non-man duty and meeting the
demand of higher counting-measuring accuracy for PPM(PPK) signal, it becomes a
very important and essential solving problem. On the brief analysis of custom real-
time counting-measuring method in PPM(PPK) system, this paper emphatically
discusses a solid-store counting-measuring method suitable for the working condition
of non-man duty and higher accuracy, which has the advantages of simple equipment,
reliable working, variable accuracy, real-time and high fidelity. A new concept of
“signal-time/digit converter” is also proposed, as well as the operation principle and
working procedure are described. This method is also suitable for typical PPM(PPK)
system without the reference pulse.

1. The custom real-time counting-measuring method

1.1 The real-time counting-measuring analog mode
A few of the real-time counting-measuring analog methods for PPM signal have
published, such as the waveform fidelity method used by SAN DIEGO lab  . i.e,(3)

received series of 0. 5 µs PPM signals are converted to a width of 50 µs, then recorded
with fidelity on a standard tape recorder which possesses 100KHZ frequency
response. According to the properties of the mentioned standard tape recorder, the
counting-measuring accuracy of the 0.5 µs recovered position pulses can be deduced
as (1-2)%, which are obtained by taking a waveform fidelity record, playback and
recovering of the 50 µs pulse width signals. At that time, this accuracy could meet the
PPM system's demand. When the system request for higher accuracy, usually the wide
frequency band tape recorder possessing higher frequency response is utilized or the
special patent technology is used in intermediate frequency band equipment.
However, it is very difficult to get the 1%. accuracy. Aalthough with the development
of tape record technologies recent years, especially the double density technology, it
becomes convenient for counting-measuring the received signals of higher frequency
response, but the intrinsic weakness of tape recorder was not overcome
fundamentally, especially for PPM(PPK) signals. For example, it is impossible to
prevent the longitudinal tape recorder from being affected by mechnical operation
parts, of which the mechnical flutter bring about a time error of the counting-
measuring result of PPM(PPK) signals. Assuming the flutter function is consine and
the record speed is the same as the reproduce speed, when the counting-measuring
interval between pulses is t , the lead-in time error )t  is as the following formula:x x

)t = t -t ,x x xp

 = t (acos(sinx/x)+b(siny/y))x

in which, )t : the lead-in time errorx

t : the interval between the unrecorded pulsesx

t : the interval between the recovered pulsesxp



a: the record flutter peak value, at the frequency f r

b: the reproduce flutter peak value, at the frequency f p

x: Bf tr x

y: Bf tp x

The time error )t  will turn into amplitude error in the course of demodulation of PPMx

signal, and into error code in the course of PPK/PCM conversion of PPK signal.
The crosswise tape record technalogy is developed rapidly and the running flutter is
reduced greatly, but it is not still used because of its expensive price, heavy
equipment, and the difficult of signal transfer. Although the citizen's buyiness video
equipment is being diverted into the specific high properties counting-measuring
equipment, it will need time to put it into use (4)

In addition, almost all the longitudinal and crosswise tape recorders which have high
accuracy demand larger power consumpation, because all of them obtain the wide
frequency band counting-measuring function by increasing the relative velocity
between the tape and the magnet head. For instance, the power consumpation of a
standard longitudinal wide frequency band equipment working at the speed of 120
inch/s and a two-channel crosswise wide frequency band equipment are 200 -300T)
and 300-400T), respectively. Thus, it is very difficult to use them on the condition of
non-tan duty and of providing the DC energy by DC battery set.

Further more, the remote control function is requested very simple on the condition of
non-man duty, for the sake of synchronous remote control of the non-man duty
receiving equipment. If the controlled contents includes only DC power’s “ON” and
“OFF”, this kind of simple control is very convenience. But it is so simple that the
tape recorder can’t work properly, because the tape recorder usually needs many
control instructions, such as “drive”, “stop”, “forward”, “rew”, etc, and those are just
that shold be avoided when choosing equipment.

1.2 The custom real-time counting-measuring digital mode
In order to increase the accuracy of modern measure technology, the digital
transmission, counting-measuring and processing have been adopted almost without
exception. As the above pointed out, the PPK system which is the digitized PPM
system seemly has the all charactristics of digital signals, in fact, it is very different
from the all kind of continous wave pulse code modulation system, such as
PCM/FSK, PCM/PSK and PCM/FM. Such as, with a wide frequency band tape
recorder, the predetection record can be finished for continuous wave pulse code
modulation signals, otherwise, it can not be for PPK signals, because its intermediate
frequency band of receiver is up to 10MHZ which is resulted from the wide frequency
band for transmission of narrow pulses and the frequency drifting of high frequency.
So the postdetection recording and storing method is widely used for the digital
counting-measuring of PPM(PPK) signals. Figure 1 shows the brief procedure of



changing the typical PPM(PPK) signals without reference pulse into PCM signals, and
Fig2 furthurly shows the circuit structure of “synchronous timing circuit” in
Fig.1 .Obviously, the PPK/PCM conversion has finished at the register G's parallel(5)

output pins q  - q , in which the procedure of frame synchronous recoginization0 7

(including frame synchronous compensation), timing remedy reference pulses and
threshold detection have experienced, i.e, some of the procedures of demodulation and
date processing have finished . At this time, if the digital real-time counting-(6)

measuring method is used for the obtained PCM signals, the sense of real-time and
fidelity is losed and the true features and originality of the received field signals also
no longer exist. In case some problems appear in those procedures, the original state
of the received signals can’t be recovered by this method, so the other digital real-time
counting-measuring method must be studied.

2 A new digital real-time counting-measuring method

Can a digital real-time counting-measuring method which meets the requirements of
high fidelity and high accuracy be found?  As an example of the real-time counting-
measuring accuracy on the condition of non-man duty, the main specification of the
following, in which assuming that the average interval between pulses is 500 µs and
the counting-measuring accuracy is 100ns.

2.1 “The conceptive time/digit cenversion”

2.1.1 Features of the counted and measured signals
The frame pattern of typical without reference pulse PPM(PPK) signals is shown as
Fig.3. As the above described, although PPK is a kind of quantized digital information
transmission system, the information quantity of the before quantization measured
signals is still carried an the positions of each narrow pulses and the time relationships
among the narrow pulses on the time axis. Obviously, the PPK counting-measuring
accuracy in this quantized digital system is affected by the expansion, compression
and random or regular changes of time axis. Thus, similar to the PPM signals, the key
to the realization of high accuracy counting-measuring lies in the accurate position of
the narrow pulses on the time axis and the steadiness of the time axis itself. In other
words, when choosing the counting-measuring method, the changable factors which
bring about the expansion and compression of time axis must be avoided for the sake
of higher counting-measuring accuracy of the received PPM(PPK) signals, or the
variable quantity is less than the permisson range of the counting-measuring accuracy
even if the changable factors exist. Simultaneously, the chosen method should contain
the strict and accurate position finding measures.
Then, the received PPM(PPK) pulse signals shown in Fig.3, which is not coverted by
the frame synchronous recognization and timing remedy reference pulses in Fig.1 and



Fig.2, can not provide the synchronous signals for calibration, marking and coding
clock and other reference signals for real-time counting-measuring. The system’s
oringinal clock that is implicated in signal series is nonsensical for real-time counting-
measuring, because it can not be collected directly and meet the requirement of real-
time counting-measuring accuracy. So the clock signals used for real-time counting-
measuring must be setted refreshly.

2.1.2 The conceptive time/digit (T/D) conversion
As the above analyzed, the key to the counting-measuring accuracy lies in the relative
change between each pulse signal and the time axis for the received PPM(PPK) pulse
signal series. So the object of quantity is time, i.e, realize the quantization of the time
axis that contians PPM(PPK) pulse signals. The normal time/digit (T/D) conversion is
a coding process that the time-axis is quantized successively by the main clock’s time
unit )T, in which the pulse signals that interrupt the coding process shold be avoided.
Thus the received PPM(PPK) signals can not meet this requirement. Because the
variable rang of the interval among the signal pulses is very wide which is from a few
µs to tens of ms and is irregular, if the T/D converting process is divided by the pulses
signal of PPM(PPK) signal series, the converted binary datum will have quite a
difference, which leads to that the datum storage and read, and the recover of original
state for PPM(PPK) signals become difficult, and the following operations repeat the
process shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2. A new method for T/D conversion which can
simply and directly reflect the properties of PPM(PPK) signal series should be opened
up, thus it is necessary to build a changed concept: when the pulse signals doesn’t
appear in the signal series, the T/D converter’s output is “0” state, otherwise, it is “1”
state, which only means that there is a pulse signal on that position of time axis.
According to the changed concept, the PPM(PPK) pulse signal series is directly
considered as a series of binary PCM datum, of which the variable clock frequency is
unknowing and the accuracy is suitable for real-time counting-measuring. Regard the
position on which there are pulse signals as “1”, and the position an which there are
not pulse signals as “0”, and ignore each pulse’s position in the original PPM(PPK)
system and relationship among then and the system’s clock frequency. Without any
hardware, the PPM(PPK)/PCM conversion can be finished by only the change of
concept. The changed concept is called “conceptive time/digit conversion”

2.2 “signal-time/digit (ST/D) converter” and its quantization accuracy

2.2.1 “ST/D converter” concept

When discussing the “conceptive time/digit conversion”, the PPM(PPK) signals are
considered as binary series datum, of which the variable clock frequency is
unknowing and the accuracy is suitable for the real-time counting-measuring. In



which the unknown clock frequency is the key to the realization of the counting-
measuring method in this paper. Before determining the unknow clock frequency, the
PPM series datum that is converted by the conceptive time/digit conversion is not
different from the PPM(PPK) signal series in form. So it is still difficult to realize the
digital real-time counting-measuring. After determining it according to the counting-
measuring accuracy all the signal pulses and their positions on time axis are detected
by the quantized PCM datum. However, this kind of quantization mode is different
from both normal time/digit coder (t/D converter) and the widely used signal level
coder (A/D converter). Because it holds the above two kinds of coder's functions
simultaneously, and it is different from them in nature. It only records the every point
and pulse signal position on the time axis, and doesn't have the function and regularity
of the binary’s 2  coding carry. So this is a specific concept--”signal-time/digit (ST/D)n

conversion”, and its definition is the conceptive time/digit conversion possessing
deterministic counting-measuring clock frequency, and the corresponding circuit unit
is called “signal-time/digit (ST/D) converter” or “ST/D converter” for short. It is the
key to the real-time counting-measuring method discussed in this paper. The produced
real-time PCM signals not only lay a foundation for real-time fidelity counting-
measuring, but also provide the sufficient conditions for the realization of the high
accuracy or controllable accuracy counting-measuring.

2.2.2 The quantization accuracy of ST/D converter
It is important to dertermine the real-time counting-measuring clock frequency for the
operation of ST/D converter and the requirement of PPM(PPK) signal quantization
accuracy. Especially, the ST/D conversion accuracy, I. e quantization accuracy, is the
key to the real-time fidelity counting-measuring method for ensuring the counting-
measuring accuracy. It is almost the only factor then brings about counting-measuring
error besides the steadiness of the main clock frequency.
Fig. 4 shows the received signals’ quantization process and the possible maximum
quantization error, and the quantization accuracy’s diagram analysis of ST/D
converter. The assumptions In Fig. 4 are the followings:
(1) According to the counting-measuring accuracy, choose the main clock frequency
20.48MHZ , frequency stediness better than 10 , and the corresponding quantization-8

time unit )T=48.83ns
(2) The received PPM(PPK) signal pulse width is about 2 )T(100ns). In fact, this
assumption is not important for counting-measuring but only for the convenience of
discussion.
(3) When quantizing the narrow pulses in signal series, the main clock’s rising edge is
the accurate position point, by which all the space positions on time axis is quantized
“0”, and the quantization unit is 1)T.
Fig.4 (a) shows a part of the received PPM(PPK) signals, in which the interval
between pulses is the same as the system’s average interval in Fig.3; Fig.4 (b) shows



the chosen counting-measuring main clock of which frequency is 20.48MHZ; Fig.4 ©
shows the state of which the possible maximum quantization error appers between the
counting-measuring signals and the main clock. In other words, when the narrow
pulse p s rising edge arises, the corresponding main clock's rising edge just right leads1

and the lead time makes the process that the p  pulse is quantized by the clock’s rising1

edge for the first time lose efficiency. Thus p  pulse is quantized effectively by only1

the second main clock's rising edge, and the result of the quantized p  pulse is “0 @ 1”1

within the range of p  pulse width; being different from p  pulse’s quantization1 1

process, when the narrow pulse p 's rising edge arises, the corresponding clock’s2

rising edge just right arises simultaneously, p  pulse can be quantized for the first2

time, then the second, and the result of the quantized p  pulse is “1 @ 1” corresponding2

to two main clock’s rising edges within the range of its width. All the space positions
between p  pulse and p  pulse are quantized “0 @ 0 @ @ @ @ ” by the main clock. Fig.4 (d)1 2

shows the output signals that are still recovered into PPM(PPK) pulse signal series of
which width is 100ns of post-read and post-process after the real-time counting-
measuring is finished. However, comparing with Fig.4 (a), the maximum unilateral
quantization error 1)T expresses in the processed output signal series because of the
lose of  1)T (.50ns) time in the process of quantizing p  pulse. Otherwise, when the1

relationship between p  pulse and p  pulse and the counting-measuring clock is in1 2

reverse, p  pulse and p  pulse are quantized “1 @ 1” and “0 @ 1” respectively, the1 2

maximum quantization error appears in the other direction, which is shown in Fig.4
(e). Obviously, various distributed states of the received PPM(PPK) signal series and
the counting-measuring main clock may exist, which bring about quantization error is
in the range of the above analysed limit values. So the maximum quantization error is
±/)T, and the counting-measuring result of average interval among the pulses is
500µs±50ns, that is satisfied with the requirement of counting-measuring accuracy
100ns for the average interval among pulses.
Although the quantized PCM datum are needed to pass the processes of writing, post-
read and post-processing, no other kinds of error may be led due to those processes are
very simple (the circuit’s on-off speed is high enough and the delay times of all
quantization processes are equal), so the maximum quantization error brought from
ST/D converter is the maximum counting-measuring error of this counting-measuring
method.

2.3 Circuit structure and counting-measuring process

Fig. 5 shows the principle diagram of the real-time counting-measuring method’s
circuit structure. The signal counting-measuring channel mainly consists of counting-
measuring itself adaptive unit, N-bit ST/D converter, signal storage unit, ST/D
conversion control gate, accuracy and time control unit, signal storage address 



indicator, reading and writing function control unit, N-bit D/ST converter and the
corresponding circuit units of timing channel.

2.3.1 N-bit ST/D Converter(N-bit ST/D)
It is the key to the real-time counting-measuring method, on which the counting-
measuring accuracy mainly depend. But the circuit structure only is a N-bit serial-
parallel shift register included, which is the key devise for high accuracy quantization,
accurate position and code conversion. The quantizations of the time axis and of the
pulse position signals of irregular distibution on it are carried out at the same time, and
those are different from the time quantization of T/D converter and the level
quantization of A/D converter. Here the binary code carry regularity is never found
and only are the standard codes of all time points and signal positions seen. It is a
original creation of this paper to ensure the changes of compression and expansion of
time axis are within the range of counting-measuring accuracy, and every pulse’s
position on the time axis is accurate. After dertermining the counting-measuring main
clock frequency, the number of bits of N-bit ST/D converter is not important to real-
time counting-measuring accuracy which can be chosen according to the convenience
of device assembling, such as 8, 16 and the number of bits of corresponding latcher.

2.3.2 Signal storage unit
It is used for storing the quantized datum. The low power consumption and large scale
solid-state storage device is very suitable for the non-man duty condition. When the
number of bits is 8, the store capacity is 25.6M bytes, and the counting-measuring
time is 10 seconds, the power consumption of storage unit is about 0.5w. If the
counting-measuring time is longer, the storage capacity can be expanded or the
storage unit can be replaced by softdisk settings.

2.3.3 Accuracy and time control (Accu/time contr.) unit
This circuit is used for producing quantization clock and other control signals, and for
some conditions in which the required counting-measuring accuracy is higher or
tower. In the high of the real-time counting-messuring accuracy, it can adjust accuracy
and time, and the main clock frequency and the quantization clock frequency at any
time. For example, the counting-measuring time is 5 seconds when the accuracy is
±25ns, or it longer than 20 seconds when the accuracy lower, relatively the counting-
measuring pulse width is adjusted.

2.3.4 ST/D Conversion control (ST/D-C @ C) gate
This circuit which is controlled by the counting-measuring itself adaptive unit doesn't
permit the main clock pass befor receiving the order produced by the counting-
measuring itself adaptive unit. So all the following units, including the N-bit ST/D
converter, the accuracy and time control unit, signal storage address indicator, datum



storage unit and the circuit units corresponding to the timing channel, are in the
waiting state. Only dose the counting-measuring itself adaptive unit send “work”
instruction which means PPM(PPK) signals are inputting, ST/D conversion control
gate permits the main clock pass and makes all circuit units enter into writing state.

2.3.5 The counting-measuring itself adaptive (C-M @ I @ A) unit
This circuit is setted for avoiding all circuit units from entering into working state
results in power idle consumption without PPM(PPK) signals input on the conditions
that the system is in the state of remote control and the DC power is turned on. When
receiving the first signal pulse of PPM(PPK) signal series, it permits the main clock
frequency pass the ST/D conversion control gate and makes all circuit units enter into
working state; Otherwise, when the interval between any together two pulses is longer
than the stipulated maximum value, it makes most of circuit units enter into waiting
state.

2.3.6 Signal storage address (S @ S @ Addr) indicator
It is setted for the storage unit. The range of address indicator is 0000000H to
186A000H when the main clock frequency is 20.48MHZ and the storage capacity is
25.6M bytes (N=8).

2.3.7 Timing signal counting-measuring channel
The equipment includes two storage units, one is signal storage unit and the orther
timing storage unit. The two counting-measuring channels’ operations and processes
of storage are synchronous on the time axis controling by the itself adaptive unit. This
is not simple synchronous by which a group of signal quantized datum follows a group
of timing datum, but a synchronous storage by which the corresponding timing datum
and the first group of quantized PPM(PPK) datum are stored into the first address of
their own storage units according to the requirememts of counting-measuring state,
and the start point is the rising edge of the first pulse in input PPM(PPK) signal series.
Then the two channels work at the different speed on the same time axis: the time of
which the signal counting-measuring channel stores a group of PPM(PPK) quantized
datum is N @ )T, and the time of which the timing channel stores a group of timing
datum is M @ )T , in which N>>M (both M and N are positive integer). For instance,
when N:M=256, the storage capacity of timing unit should be 100K group timing
datum.

2.3.8 Reading and writing control (Rea/Wri control) unit
It is utilized for receiving the writing and reading instructions from remote control
signal and board manual control signals, and controlling the read and writing state of
signal storage unit and timing storage unit, along with the accuracy and time control
units. And it controls the on or off of the counting-measuring itself adaptive unit and



ST/D conversion control gate as well as timing counting-measuring (timing @ C @ M)
gate, in order to avoied the stored datum from being refreshed or the confusion
phenomena of read writing states.

2.3.9 N-bit D/ST converter (N-bit D/ST)
It is used for recovering the N-bit parallel datum from storage unit into the original
state of the counted and measured PPM(PPK) signals in read state, and it consists of
N-bit parallel-series shift register matching with the suitable main clock, which can be
the main clock frequency in writing state or the conversion that is converted by the
lower rate of 2  (n is positive integer) in the accuracy and time control unit for the-n

sake of the convenience for terminal processing. If the datum in storage unit is
processed directly, it can be directly inputted into computer with interface circuit, and
all processing operations are finished by the computer an the condition of decreasing
read speed.

2.3.10 Auto cycle working mode
On the condition of non-man duty, the key information of the real-time counted-
measured PPM(PPK) signals is almost concentrated on the time that are in front of the
end of signal series. For this reason, the requirement is more strict for the method of
finite capacity and counting-measuring time. So this circiut is setted for the counting-
measuring for those key signals in this real-time counting-measuring method. In order
to ensure the counting-measuring for the whole signals which is within the time range
of 10 or 20 seconds before the signal series ends, when all the storage space is full of
the ahead received signals, the quantization datum is written automatically from the
first address again and the ahead datum is refreshed. Relatively, the timing signal
channel synchronously enters into cycle working state for keeping synchronous
between the counting-measurings of signal quantization datum and timing datum on
any occasion.

2.4 Main functions

2.4.1 With the specific counting-measuring method, realize the two-dimensional
fidelity digital real-time counting-measuring for time and pulse signal of PPM(PPK)
signal series, and the counting-measuring method of PPM(PPK) signal series is the
same as the tape recorder’s.

2.4.2 With only the simple conversion according to the distribution state of signal
series on the time axis, finish the real-time high accuracy counting-measuring and
keep the original state of the received PPM(PPK) signals.

2.4.3 The circuit structure is simple and reliable, and no mechanical running device.



2.4.4 The remote control program is simple and suitable for the remote control on the
condition of non-man duty, in which only are “on/off” and “writing/read” setted.

2.4.5 The power consumption is low and suitable for DC battery providing power,
which is about 5-10w.

2.4.6 The accuracy can be adjusted according to accuracy requirement at any time, and
the main clock and quantization clock frequency can be replaced or adjusted.

2.4.7 The auto cycle working mode is setted.

2.4.8 Have the function of synchronous counting-measuring for signal counting-
measuring channel and timing counting-measuring channel.

CONCLUSION

The real-time fidelity counting-measuring method for PPM(PPK) signals and timing
signals, and the state of the involved practical equipment were discussed on the
condition of non-man duty. In fact the principle of this real-time counting-measuring
method may he suitable for the requirements of the equipment which has larger
capacity and longer counting-measuring time. The range of the change of accuracy
can be expanded by increasing the main clock frequency. Besides, because the
conversion speed of ST/D converter is finally determined by N @ )T and the storage
speed of storage unit is done so, the conveniences of which using the devices those
have the same storage speed and getting the higher data storage speed are provided.
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RT TELEMETRY NETWORK UPGRADE BASED ON ETHERNET
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ABSTRACT

New techniques for using Ethernet in real time systems are applicable to the typical
requirements of high performance Telemetry installations. Most TM installations
around the world today are currently implemented using specialized, high speed,
point-to-point data paths which have reached their limits in performance. By using
Ethernet in real time as a “Data Highway” path, system performance is optimized, and
the effective life of a Telemetry system can be significantly extended. Additionally, by
integrating a Local Area Network into the system, further advantages are realized.
New graphics display hardware and software may be used to provide virtually an “off-
the-shelf”, and very cost-effective major system upgrade. Meanwhile, little
modification to the host processor hardware or software system is required. This paper
examines these premises, and discusses several examples of major Telemetry systems
which have made this upgrade.

Key Words: Real time, Telemetry, Ethernet, Local Area Network.

INTRODUCTION

In general, most currently installed Telemetry systems around the world are
approaching the end of their planned, effective lifetime. They were originally installed
somewhere between 5 to 15 years ago, and were expected to last only 5 to 10 years
before a major redesign effort. New flight test and performance measurement
requirements now are becoming difficult to meet or monitor in real-time due to
inherent system limitations. Meanwhile, although the pressure builds toward a
complete rehost and/or redesign of the Telemetry system architecture, the funding
picture looks bleaker than ever. The result is that many installations are aggressively
looking for some way to improve performance and extend the useful life of the
existing system without having to implement an expensive rebuild.

The approach taken by several installations has been to offload complex and CPU-
intensive display processing from the host onto an upgraded, intelligent workstation. 



Real-time data transfer then occurs over a standardized network such as Ethernet. The
beneficial results to the facility include:

1. Existing host mainframes are relieved of anywhere from 10 to 80% of their
current CPU workload;

2. Multiple, old and expensive to maintain, specialized parallel I/0 boards are
replaced by commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) equipment;

3. Older technology “dumb” graphic display terminals are replaced by COTS,
intelligent displays such as PC/AT’s, SUN or Silicon Graphics IRIS
workstations.

4. Dedicated displays computed in the host may be replaced by generic,
versatile display generation software in a distributed environment.

5. All changes are subsystem upgrades, which coincidentally include a gradual
and purposeful migration towards a standardized environment. This insures
that future system upgrade and maintenance activities will be less expensive,
by widening the available “vendor pool”, allowing greater competition and
lowered costs.

PROBLEM SUMMARY

Many telemetry installations across the country are becoming compute-bound in
several areas. One of the most critical problems is that the central host processors are
being pressured at both ends for improved performance. New front end pre-processor
systems are being developed to handle increasing telemetry stream requirements, and
new, user-friendly graphics display technology is constantly being introduced to meet
the requirement for better monitoring capability. However, the central element in a
typical Telemetry system (see diag 1) is typically virtually maxed out in terms of how
much additional data it can handle. At the same time, it is this central processor, the
host computer, that is easily the most expensive element in any TM system and the
most difficult to replace, considering the usually very significant software
development investment.

As processing power increases in capability and decreases in footprint, and with the
advent of the newer parallel processing techniques that can be used in Telemetry
applications, there are many new tools and utilities for the DOS, UNIX, and other
operating system environments that are now often considered basic for engineers.
These useful tools include mouse/icon coordinated displays, 3D graphics, windows,
database management, touch screen technology, etc. These engineering tools can have
a great impact on both ends of the typical telemetry system, both in the development
or maintenance phases, as well as in everyday use. They offer the engineer greater 



Figure 1 - Typical Telemetry System

productivity through user-friendly programmability and versatility, and are applicable
to all subsystems within a telemetry processing both. Unfortunately, without
modernization, many of the tools are unavailable due to software or operating system
incompatibility, processing limitations, and/or other reasons.

 So, there are really two separate but related problems facing many telemetry
installations today. Firstly, there is the question of how to most cost-effectively take
advantage of new technology in both hardware and software, without losing the
significant investment in host software. The second issue is how to take the existing
system and “tweak” it to offer improved real-time performance. Again, the goal is
often to achieve increases on the order of 100% or even more, without having to
totally rehost or redesign the system.

The elements driving these desired improvements are very basic. For example, on the
input side of the system, front end receiving or pre-processing systems are now
available to handle much faster and larger telemetry data streams. However, how can
the increased data flow be handled by a central processor system which has already
been optimized, and has reached its top end in performance?  Similarly, on the display
side of the system, many of the graphic workstations now available are no longer
dumb graphics display units which need to be driven by the host. Rather, they include
high performance graphics processing engines that are capable of generating their own
displays in real-time from raw data, with more data coming in than ever before.



The central processor appears to be the obvious bottleneck, and could be replaced;
new, higher performance central host processors are readily available on the market.
However, rehosting a system is never a simple task. Generally, a great deal of very
specialized and carefully optimized software has been integrated into the system, and
the software is seldom very transportable to a new host or different operating system.
In the future, Telemetry systems may actually migrate to eliminate the “middle man”
processor. But it is inescapable that for today, the central Telemetry processor in many
systems must somehow be cost-effectively upgraded to handle more data and generate
or interface with more complex displays.

PROPOSED SOLUTION STATEMENT

One solution is immediately available that optimizes the use of Commercial Off-The-
Shelf (COTS) technology, solves the problems discussed above, and offers many other
benefits as well. An Ethernet Local Area Network (LAN) may be implemented as an
effective real-time LAN media. The LAN can then be used to easily and conveniently
hook up many different workstations, with integrated software packages.

Ethernet is a well-tested, mature technology. It is supported by literally hundreds of
different vendors. Virtually any computer, terminal, or workstation offers Ethernet
compatibility, and its bandwidth of 10 Mbps offers more than enough room to meet
the requirements of most telemetry applications.

One strength of any network scheme, including Ethernet, is that all messages are of
equal priority. In a deterministic, real-time system with cycle times on the order of 30
to 100 milliseconds, a large data transfer that takes only 20 or 30 ms, could delay or
tier up one or two frames worth of real-time data, or even more. If a non-real-time data
transfer (say, moving a large file from one node to the next) occupies the bus, it will
block out all other messages. This leads to the one major TM LAN guiding principle
then; that is, to separate TIME-CRITICAL events from NON REAL-TIME events or
messages. Ethernet then becomes an excellent choice for the LAN media. It also is
extremely cost effective when compared with virtually any other LAN technology;
whether standard or proprietary types, has much greater vendor support, and is very
easy to implement.

The second part of the proposed solution is to select and connect (via the Ethernet
LAN) intelligent workstations that are designed for programming flexibility, and will
support the displays needed. The workstations will offer all the latest available
graphics programming tools, and must be capable of calculating and painting the
displays in real-time.



Implementation of the solution is relatively simple. All of the graphics processing in
the host will be moved to the workstations; just as the host performed all graphics
processing from a telemetry database, that database is moved onto the workstations,
and the local workstation now does the requisite graphics processing. The data in the
workstation must be refreshed only once per frame, even though it may be updated
more often in the host.

The critically important task of real-time database transfer occurs over the Ethernet
LAN. Either the entire database is moved, or subsets of it. In either case, that remains
an application or facility-specific issue. However, the workstation will now either
have the ability to “scatter-gather” the specific subset of telemetry data required for
any commanded display, or it will merely use all data that has been presented.

Software at the workstation and LAN traffic determinism allows full bidirectional
data transfers. This enables the control station engineer to select from among multiple
displays in real-time, or to pass any type of command/control message back to the
host. Control traffic sent back to the host in real-time may be used for various
purposes. For example, it may signify an important response to be returned to the
telemetry “vehicle”, or it may simply be used to command the host to start sending a
different subset of the available data. (Missile is off course, send “Destruct”
command; a plane being monitored is entering a critical maneuver, requiring change
to a different display; or perhaps the control room engineer wants to change from
“OWN” to “TARGET” data stream, etc.)

EXAMPLE 1 - NWC/CHINA LAKE; RIPS DISPLAY UPGRADE PROGRAM

SITE LOCATION: Range Control Center, Naval Weapons Center at China Lake,
California

PROBLEM: The Range Control Center Integration and Processing System (REPS) at
NWC, China Lake was a fully operational, well-established system. It was designed
with Gould Concept/3277 computers as the hosts, driving up to four control rooms.
All data links between the displays and the hosts were based on the HSD,
implemented as multiple point-to-point communication paths. Anticipated new test
programs has performance requirements far beyond the capability of the existing
system, however, and would be delayed or limited without significant improvements
in the computational, monitoring and graphic display capability.

SPECIFIC RANGE UPGRADE GOALS: The REPS System is presently being
upgraded with readily available Commercial-Off-The-Shelf Equipment (COTS). The
upgrade was planned carefully over a two year period to meet anticipated higher



performance Time/Space/Position Information (TSPI)/telemetry processing
requirements of new Naval Test Programs involving both airframes and missiles. A
complete system rehost was considered, but not pursued due to the prohibitive costs,
limited budget, and fast schedule. Alternative approaches were evaluated that could
meet these requirements:

1. Minimal or no changes to the existing TSPI/telemetry database;
2. Implementation of a distributed processing environment to offload hosts;
3. Take advantage of established networking technology;
4. Increased/improved Real-time performance;
5. Intelligent workstations to allow programming in Unix/C;
6. Reduction in the number of system boards, and transition from proprietary/

customized I/O hardware to standard COTS technologies.

SOLUTION: Each Encore Concept/32 host processor was upgraded with an Ethernet
interface capable of both high performance, real-time data transfer and more typical
network operations such as file transfer, etc. Four new Ethernet backbone networks
were installed throughout the facility to totally segregate real-time vs non-real-time
network data transfer activity (see figure 2). An “AT” type of IBM clone computer
was selected as the workstation. Each 25Mhz, 80386-based AT is equipped with dual
Ethernet interfaces and a high performance graphics card. A total of 40 AT’s are
installed on the network(s), distributed throughout various reconfigurable control
rooms. New, additional control facilities are planned, and will be added to the network
as required by increases in usage or demand.

At the beginning of any flight test, a digital map of the area is downloaded over the
non-RT network to each workstation. During a test, real-time data is transferred over
the RT network to all “interested” workstations, who then paint real-time TSPI data
over the static map display. Command and control data is returned to the host over the
non-RT network.

AT-resident display software is being developed to allow selection from many
different independent displays at the workstation. The number of on-line workstations,
the number of different active displays, and the complexity of each display no longer
has any affect on host processing load.

BENEFITS ACHIEVED: The approach taken for the RIPS upgrade work has enabled
the RIPS facility to meet all of their required objectives, and resulted in the following
additional benefits as well:

1. Host CPU processing workload has been significantly reduced, allowing a
possible future elimination of mainframe computers;



Figure 2 - RIPS Block Diagram

2. RIPS Facility migration to a standardized network technology has begun,
supported by many vendors with COTS hardware;

3. The effective/useful life of several older host computers has been increased,
eliminating need for immediate rehost activity;

4. Telemetry/control room display technology has been brought into the PC/AT
environment, with many new and useful COTS tools and utilities available;

5. Effectively, a complete system upgrade was achieved at minimized cost;
6. Facility has quickly migrated from a command-line oriented, “user-

unfriendly” system to a simple, menu-driven “point and click” system.

SITE CONTACT: Dan Harris, NWC China Lake (619) 939-6964

EXAMPLE 2 - YUMA PROVING GROUNDS REAL-TIME
RANGE UPGRADE

SITE LOCATION: US Army Yuma Proving Grounds, Yuma, Arizona

PROBLEM: The Range Control Room at YPG is a modem installation, using up to
date technology. However, the displays were still being processed and driven by the
host computers. Therefore, an individual, dedicated I/O channel was required for
every display, and there was a significant processing load on the CPU. The displays
were limited, and difficult to change for different test environments. An increasing
variety of types of range tests and user test monitoring requirements demanded that a



more user friendly and easily reconfigurable display system be designed and
implemented. Because of the heavy current processing load on the master real-time
computers, and anticipated increased requirements, it was also important to offload
some of the display generation activity.

SPECIFIC RANGE UPGRADE GOALS:

1. Offload at least a portion of the graphics display processing to intelligent
workstations;

2. Refresh workstations with real-time telemetry data over some type of
standardized network;

3. Take advantage of established networking technology;
4. Take advantage of new graphic display software programming tools now

available in Unix;
5. Develop a hard copy capability for network stations;
6. Maintain program security; control network access;
7. Support multiple real-time missions simultaneously.
8. Use Commercial-Off-The-Shelf equipment (COTS).

SOLUTION: Each Encore Concept/32 host processor was upgraded with an Ethernet
interface capable of both high performance, real-time data transfer and more typical
network operations such as file transfer, etc. Two backbone networks were installed
throughout the facility to totally segregate real-time vs non-real-time network data
transfer activity. All network connections were made through a simple Ethernet
patching box for network security and selection. (see figure 3)

All of the display requirements were met by having two types of displays - one
computer was designated to perform the “Centralized Graphics Processing” for the
limited number of displays which were constant. The “Networked Graphics” are used 
for all other displays, including customized, test specific displays. Megatek graphic
display engines were selected for the Centralized Graphics monitors, and Silicon
Graphics Personal IRIS 4D/20 computers were selected as the networked intelligent
workstation. Each IRIS had dual Ethernet interfaces installed, to enable both real-time
and nonrealtime data transfers.

The host processor (an Encore/Gould 32/9780) broadcasts telemetry data to all of the
attached workstations over the real-time network once every frame (typically around
200 milliseconds). A single mission data “refresh” usually takes from 4 to 8 standard
Ethernet “packets” of 1500 bytes each. If multiple missions are being executed
simultaneously, then each different mission may have its “set” of associated real-time
data transmitted sequentially over the network to its respective stations. (Typically, 



Figure 3 - YPG Real-time Ethernet Routing Control

there would be up to 6 workstations in a single control room, and although several
control rooms all share the Ethernet network, this technique allows each room to
simultaneously monitor different missions, coming from different host processors.)

The YPG installation provides an excellent example of a real-time telemetry facility
which has taken advantage of new technology in several areas. In each case, the
benefits of migration towards standards and making use of commercial off-the-shelf
equipment are realized. All these advances are an integral part of, or a result of using
Ethernet as a system backbone Local Area Network (LAN). They fall in several
different areas:

* Real-time Ethernet - This is an area of new technology that formed the backbone of
the YPG upgrade design. Simply put, a new Ethernet interface was used that
supports both normal (slow) network activity, as well as a more specialized high
speed, deterministic Ethernet LAN. The interface selected (VC-ETHR controller
by Vista Controls) is able to make use of virtually the entire available Ethernet bus
bandwidth of 10 Mbps. Most Ethernet LANs, as typically implemented, are not
used in a deterministic environment, and start to seriously bog down noticeably in
performance once the actual data throughput gets much above 10% of bus
bandwidth. However, using the Vista High Speed Ethernet LAN technology, we
can literally swamp the LAN with the real-time data, and get it out fast enough to
allow the workstations to do all of their graphics processing well within a single
frametime. In fact, for this implementation, the host 32/97s actually had to be 



“throttled down” a bit to insure that the IRIS workstations could read all the data
broadcast to them.

* Hard Copy Capability - A full color plotter is installed in each control room, and
attached to each of the workstations. Each engineer may be monitoring different
aspects of the mission, or may have totally different displays on their IRIS. If an
engineer notices something on his(her) display that should be kept for further
evaluation, then a command may be instantly issued to the slaved hard copy
printer. The display is temporarily frozen for about 3 to 5 seconds while being
dumped to the copy buffer. If no other prints are in the queue, then the full color
hard copy is available within a minutes Up to 5 screen dumps may have been
ordered and queued up by any combination of workstations in a single control
room.

* Security - A physical network patching box is used to connect or disconnect
computers, control rooms, or individual IRIS workstations as appropriate for
different missions. The result is a completely secure environment, with positive
controlled access to the network. This aspect of the upgrade was vitally important,
yet relatively inexpensive to implement, as all equipment used was COTS. As
implemented, both classified and non-classified tests may now be simultaneously
run in separate control rooms, (see figure 3) and any computer may drive any
control room.

* Graphics Processing - The Centralized Graphics displays are still processed
completely in one of the host Encore computers. However, all other graphics
processing has been offloaded to the IRIS stations. The real-time I/O is simply an
Ethernet broadcast of the new mission database, and the local IRIS has software on
board capable of using any desired subset of the data refreshed over the LAN.

* New Displays - The programming time required to develop a completely new or
customized display has been drastically reduced from literally weeks of
programming time to sometimes just an hour or two. The IRIS stations are capable
of rendering 3D graphics and shaded polygon mapping using database coordinates
downloaded from the host over Ethernet. This approach also allows multiple
stations to view the same display, without having to pay the penalty of repeat host
processing of the same data.

* User interface - The older system that this upgrade replaced had a large,
specialized control console with literally over a hundred buttons, knobs, and
switches. The new IRIS workstations are equipped with just the standard keyboard
and mouse. However, a software support routine was developed to make the screen



look similar to the old console that most of the engineers had good familiarity with.
Buttons and switches then have turned into on-screen icons. Currently, the system
has been implemented using mouse input. However, input via touch screens or
light pens are being investigated as a potential future upgrade activity.

* Post-Processing - All network traffic is captured to allow post-mission
reprocessing and/or replay. Entire missions may be completely replayed at real-
time speed, or may be replayed at rates either significantly slower or faster than
real-time.

BENEFITS ACHIEVED: As can be seen from the section above, all of the original
program goals have been achieved, along with other benefits as well. The available
Ethernet bandwidth is sufficient to support continued system expansion for a number
of years, and by offloading the central processors from a significant portion of their
work, new tasks may be added as necessary.

SITE CONTACT: Larry Goad, US Army Yuma Proving Grounds; (602) 328-6744

 SUMMARY/BENEFITS

By using Ethernet as a Local Area Network, and transferring real-time data over the
LAN to standard graphics display workstations, any Telemetry system may be very
cost-effectively upgraded to meet advanced display and processing requirements
through the 1990’s. The following benefits may be achieved in whole or part, and at a
much lessened cost, as compared with trying to solve the problems through a
processor rehost effort or any type of proprietary high speed communications link:

1. STANDARDS -
* Migration towards a distributed processing environment to offload graphics

processing from the host computer system to intelligent workstations;
* Migration towards standards to insure wider future vendor support and greater

transportability;

2. PROCESSING LOAD -
* NO degradation in real-time performance;
* Elimination of proprietary, hard-to-maintain I/O boards, and often a reduction

in the total number of system I/O boards;
* Will facilitate a future reduction in the number of main processors due to a

significant host CPU processing workload reduction;



3. DISPLAY COMPLEXITY -
* Allows facility to take advantage of the many new graphic display software

programming tools now available for DOS, Unix, or other operating systems;
* Multiple missions or tests are supported simultaneously, with no impact on

central host CPU;
* Display type or complexity is now independent of host, and may be changed

in real-time.

4. SECURITY -
* System security is not compromised, as network access can always be strictly

controlled;

5. COST & EASE OF INTEGRATION -
* Uses Commercial-Off-The-Shelf equipment (COTS).
* Takes advantage of established networking technology;
* Minimal or no changes are required to the existing telemetry database(s);
* Effective life of older host computers is increased;

6. OTHERS -
* The Telemetry system may be more easily expanded in any way, with

preprocessors or additional graphics displays;
* Maintenance costs are lowered.

CONCLUSIONS

Ethernet has proven to be an excellent selection for upgrading several extensive
telemetry/range installations throughout the United States. Each of the examples cited
here were real-time telemetry systems hosted on the Gould/Encore Concept/32 line of
computers. The technique of using the 10Mbps Ethernet LAN in a deterministic
fashion is relatively new, but is very easily implemented in any typical telemetry
installation. The hardware selected by these sites was particularly designed for high
performance by Vista Controls Corporation, however, the concept of a high speed data
highway based on standards, is easily applicable to any site, and any computer system
which is used in a semi-deterministic application, with time-critical data.



REAL TIME PRESENTATION
FOR RAFALE

IN-FLIGHT TESTS

Philippe PATUREAU Douglas ULLAH
DASSAULT AVIATION LORAL INSTRUMENTATION

ABSTRACT

The current control rooms at Dassault Aviation, Istres were built in 1978 for the
flight tests of the MIRAGE 2000 GENERATION. After 13 years of gradual
improvements, the time has come to renew our instrumentation. New concepts
and future technologies have been taken into consideration and the new
equipment that is implemented must allow flight tests to be performed
throughout the current decade.

These changes have occurred to enable testing of a new breed of combat
aircraft, i.e. the RAFALE, for the coming years.

However, this improvement is in keeping with what has already been achieved
over the last 22 years at DASSAULT AVIATION.

A brief background reminder will allow assessment of the company’s real time
philosophy.

A ground control room provides two types of displays, namely:

# a decommutator controlled display for minimum refresh rates. It is
concerned with flight monitoring and hence safety.

# a second display is connected to the host computer dedicated to data
handling during flight time.

A more accurate description will show how a locally available item of equipment
was customized to match specific requirements and to enhance its basic
functionalities so as to make up the display chain needed for flight safety.



INTRODUCTION

The real time processing and display technique is one of our preferred test
methodology tools. With more than twenty years of experience in this field, we
have proved that it provides:

# increased safety during flight,
# a reduced number of flights,
# shorter development times,
# a reduced number of aircraft being tested.

1. A TOOL AT THE SERVICE OF A TEAM

Methods implemented during test flights are designed to satisfy needs
expressed by test teams. In order to complete these tests in complete safety,
the DASSAULT AVIATION Company has always taken care to respect the
following basic principles:

# Composition of homogeneous teams under the control of a test
engineer. This engineer must be thoroughly familiar with the aircraft in
order to assist the pilot in carrying out the tests.

# The best possible knowledge about allowable limits and the risks
involved.

# Thorough and strict preparation of test flights between the pilot and the
test engineer. After being informed, the pilot takes responsibility for the
flight. The test engineer on the ground provides him with assistance by
monitoring safety parameters.

At the present time, a typical test team for carrying RAFALE D C01 in flight tests
comprises:

# the pilot
# the test engineer, assisted by:

P a flight monitoring assistant engineer,
P an engine specialist engineer,
P one or two avionics systems engineers,
P an electrical flight control system engineer,
P an operations engineer,
P a forces engineer,
P a flutter engineer.



For technical support, there is also the aircraft preparation technician, flight line
team leaders and representatives of cooperating companies. The latter attend
the flight in the control room but do not have any display equipment. They attend
simply as advisers to the test team.

2. CURRENT DISPLAY PRINCIPLES

Real time display facilities must be a tool capable of:

#  Flight monitoring:

P by making it possible to check that the flight is taking place as
planned and that the aircraft remains within the planned
exploration range.

P by providing intermediate results for deciding whether or not to
pursue the test sequence.

# To inform when a failure occurs - generated by the aircraft system.

# To inform about an anomaly - not detected by the aircraft system.
The airborne measuring system transmits information for its detection.

# To provide decision elements - complementary to the above two
cases.

3. CONFERENCE PLAN

After this introduction, we will present a brief history describing the development
of our real time display resources since their origin. The second part will then
describe the principles on which these resources are selected and designed.

We will finish with an outline of improvements to appear in the near future, and a
conclusion.

PART 1 - HISTORY

Since its appearance in 1968, the real time technique has continuously and
regularly evolved. Always driven by the arrival of new prototypes, improvements
are made in master plans marked by three major landmark dates:



1968: Display by FM channel and decommutator. Some real time
monitoring by computer.

At this time, preferred methods were galvanometers and indicators, strip chart
recorders and megascopes. Galvanometers were driven by:

# continuous FM channels for basic aircraft parameters (altitude,
incidence, speed, etc).

# PAM and PCM decommutators for engine information.
# the computer for calculated parameters (for example Mach).

Information transmitted by the five PAM messages were displayed on the
megascope. Strip chart recorders logged parameters obtained from FM
channels and decommutated outputs.

The PAM decommutator processed sixteen parameters and the PCM
decommutator processed twenty two.

Programming was elementary, based on a matrix of diodes and a patch panel.
The computer monitored a small number of parameters and controlled
indicators and a TEKTRONIX 611 storage CRT on which twelve alphanumeric
parameters were displayed. This computer was an IBM 1800.

There was an interaction by means of a function key.

Flutter phenomena was monitored by a TIME DATA 100 two-channel analyzer,
from which the copied spectra went to the control room.

The MIRAGE G8 variable geometry aircraft, the MERCURE short haul aircraft,
the ALPHA-JET tactical support-training aircraft, FALCON 100, FALCON 50
aircraft were developed with this equipment.

1978: Arrival of a single PCM message for surveillance.

For the MIRAGE 2000 tests, and after ten years of experience between 1968
and 1978, we made a significant development in our processing methods. The
appearance of electrical flight controls systems, new on board systems and new
structures based on composite materials all contributed to a new telemetry:

# a PCM DANIEL message, already described in previous ITCs and
ETTCs,



# a 15-channel FM multiplex for flutter analysis,
# a video message associated with transmission of the pilot's voice.

Ground processing resources are also far more powerful:

An INTERTECHNIQUE 78-420 decommutator based on a minicomputer
capable of processing about fifty parameters (16 analogue outputs, 32
alphanumerics on screen, 4 digital output ports). Sixteen galvanometers were
still used for the basic safety related display resources, together with a screen
displaying 32 parameters converted into engineering units by means of simple
AX+ B and A/X algorithms. The disappearance of PAM cycles and
corresponding advantages is compensated for by an innovative function of the
unit: four screens are capable of displaying 32 consecutive parameters in the
minor frame in the form of bar graphs.

A new generation computer was used. The SEL 32/55 outputs displays on a
1024 x 1024 graphic screen, an alphanumeric console and indicators.

Interaction is provided by a function key and an alphanumeric keyboard
associated with the console.

This provides a larger scale surveillance and the result is displayed on the
graphic screen and is synthesized on alarm indicators.

The flutter analysis is carried out by a two-channel analyzer, but the operations
work is carried out by a second SEL 32/55 computer equipped with an AP 120 B
Array processor. The result is sent to a specialist engineer on a graphic screen.
These facilities were used for the development of the MIRAGE 2000, the
FALCON 900 and 200, the ATL 2 maritime patrol aircraft.

SEL 32 computers evolved in a 32/77 80 configuration. They were replaced by a
GOULD 32/97 for the RAFALE experimental aircraft.

1991: For the coming decade, and in particular for carrying out test
flights on the RAFALE D family, we will be using a new generation of
displays.

Control rooms are now equipped with:

# 3 workstations for analogue and synoptic type displays.
# 4 high resolution color graphic terminals for real time plotting and modal

analysis.



# 5 alphanumeric consoles, video monitors, indicators and screens
showing strip chart recorders.

We will review the requirements which resulted in this organization.

PART 2 - CURRENT METHODS

1 – PRINCIPLES

1.1 Flight monitoring

The test engineer, responsible for the flight procedure together with the
pilot, must be able to:

# be aware of flight conditions and the aircraft condition within a
fraction of a second.

# carry out a detailed analysis of the operation of a specific system.

1.1.1 Fast awareness

Clear symbology must provide results defining the aircraft condition at a
glance. The following are the vital surveillance parameters:

# basic parameters: altitude, speed, attitude, etc.
# parameters quantifying the operation of the engine(s).
# alarm and blip display defining the aircraft configuration (air

brakes out, engines in PC, etc.). Fast (at least 10 views per
second) and simple displays are required.

1.1.2 Detailed analysis

These are obtained by alphanumeric display (time plots and cross
plots) and synoptics. This concerns:

# vibrational phenomena,
# structural forces,
# electrical flight controls,
# avionics systems.

Parameter analysis and interpretation is carried out by specialist
engineers assisting the test engineer.



1.2 Alarm on appearance of a fault

When failure bits transmitted by the measurement system are received, it
must be possible to:

Generate synthetic information, the results of logical boolean operations
on tens of possible failure bits, by lighting up color blocks on the screen.

Display a plain text message describing the nature and severity of the
failure.

1.3 Alert on anomaly

This is surveillance of parameter limits.

1.4 Decision elements

This involves operations work during the flight. Access to these elements
requires reference to failure files and the display of information recorded a
few instants earlier.

2 – ORGANIZATION OF CURRENT DISPLAYS

We developed the following restitution chain architecture in order to satisfy
these requirements:

2.1 Restitution chain architecture

Information is processed as follows (figure 1).

After demodulation and demultiplexing, the following information is useful
to flight monitoring in the control room:

# Distributed unprocessed, as for the video signal, voice and
vibrations.

# Decommutated by the PCM decommutator for fast and safe display.
# Processed by the computer for real time operation and related tape

storage for archiving and disk storage for replay.



2.2 Displays using raw data

2.2.1 Video signal

We receive a PAL color 625 line CCIR analogue video signal which is
transmitted through a wide band telemetry link from several sources on
board the aircraft: camera in the sights, symbol generation box, etc.

Restitution takes place on color monitors. This is a simple flight
monitoring method.

2.2.2 Pilot (or crew) voice

An IRIG 19 C or J subcarrier transmits the audio signal either in
analogue or digital in the case of encryption. This is one of the flight
monitoring components.

2.2.3 Vibration signals

Analogue information is still the fastest, safest and most economic
display method. It provides the experienced engineer with a reliable
surveillance tool. The 15 vibration signals transmitted by telemetry are
displayed for this purpose.

2.3 Displays from a decommutator

Historically, due to its simplicity, this instrument was known to be the
safest part of the display. This was unlike the computer, more complex but
less reliable at the time and used with software which was not always
completely debugged.

Although this caricature is now anachronic, the commutator is still a
computer standby, and still produces the fast displays required for flight
monitoring.

2.3.1 For flight and alarm monitoring

2.3.1.1 Outputs under the supervisor animation software

IMAGIN (registered trademark of the SFERCA company) is a
graphic display program which is used with a high performance 



animation system to create analogue shapes - bar graphs or dials
are associated with alarm windows (figures 2 and 3).

On a DEC VS 3100 workstation, the refreshment speed is of the
order of 14 pictures/sec for the fastest displays. Two screens are
thus animated. One screen is assigned to basic aircraft parameters,
its configuration and its alarms. The second screen is provided for
engine parameters and engine alarms.

Using a switching keyboard, a large number of different views can
be called on each screen. The keyboard has proved to be a faster
access tool for the test engineer than the mouse or the track ball.

2.3.1.2 Link between the decommutator and IMAGIN stations

Parameters necessary for flight monitoring used to be produced by
the decommutator analogue outputs. The animation software now
reads a standard file. This file is prepared by the INGRID interface
(Fig 4).

Designed by Dassault, this interface is driven by a TAG/DATA
module in the Loral Instrumentation System 500 decommutator. This
produces data-label pairs.

The interface, programmed to receive selected data, listens to the
TAG/DATA module which outputs information as soon as it is
available. On recognition of the label, the interface stores the data in
the file. This file is transmitted as the contents of a current-value
table at the rate set by IMAGIN workstations.

2.3.1.3 Decommutator outputs

2.3.1.3.1 Parallel outputs for the workstation

These outputs are produced by the TAG/DATA module.
Parameters selected for flight monitoring and alarm restitution are
created on the decommutator with a distribution code for directing
them towards this module immediately that they appear or
immediately after their processing by the FPP or the compressor.



2.3.1.3.2 Digital outputs

The four 16-bit ADP 170 digital outputs module animates
indicators in order to restitute alarms or statuses.

2.3.2 For detection of anomalies and decision elements

This role is carried out by the normal decommutator display. DATA
PAGES are used mostly. The “warning” and “critical” functions on the
display mode inform engineers about anomalies. DATA PAGES
propose listings useful to engineers to analyze the flight in more detail.

2.3.3 Special processing

One new feature compared with previous decommutator generations is
the use of a powerful and easy to use processor. This FPP processor,
together with a standard compressor, processes input data obtained
from the telemetry. We have developed the following algorithms in
addition to the basic algorithms provided by the manufacturer:

MACHNORM

Calculation of the MACH number from the ambient pressure and
DELTAP. The output is on a 16-bit integer (the output is actually
MACH* 103).

MACH LARG

Ditto above, but output in IEEE 32-bit floating format.

RAPP ASURX

Calculation of the ratio of a coefficient A and the source X.

XSY NORM

Division of the source X by the source Y. The output is integer (set to
zero if Y = zero).



YSY LARG

Ditto, but with output in IEEE 32-bit floating format.

TEMPS

Calculation of 3 integers (hours, minutes, seconds) from a DANIEL
packet time sources.

PUISSANCE A

The source parameter is raised to a power A input as a coefficient. The
output is in IEEE floating format. The power A is floating.

SURVEILLE 1

Check that a parameter remains between a high and a low limit. If it is
outside the limits, 1 is output on the MUXBUS.

SURVEILLANCE 4

Check that four parameters remain within their respective limits.

If any parameter goes outside the limit, the corresponding bit is set to 1,
otherwise the value 0 is output on the MUXBUS.

Examples:

SOURCE 1 outside limit 0001
SOURCE 4 outside limit 1000
SOURCE 2 and 3 outside limits 0110

SURVEILLE 8

Ditto, same as SURVEILLE 4 but for 8 sources.

COMPA S2 S1

Check that a parameter remains between a lower limit value and the
value of a second parameter. LOWER < S2 < S1.



COMP S1 S2 A

Ditto but S1 < S2 < UPPER.

COMP SI S2 S3

Ditto, but SI < S2 < S3.

CALCULZP

Calculation of the altitude based on the ambient pressure.

BIBUS

Surveillance of a parameter on the two aircraft buses. These algorithms
are not especially optimized and are fairly efficient (the execution time
is 20 to 40 fs). They enrich displays on the IMAGIN workstation. The
service quality is comparable to that provided by a computer.

Obviously, DATE PAGES also make use of these algorithms.

2.3.4 Synthetic displays, synoptics

A third workstation animated by IMAGIN and driven by INGRID
includes circuits complementary to the displays designed for
specialists. In this case INGRID can take this information output from
the decommutator or the computer.

The decommutator is used when data acquired by telemetry is
sufficient to animate synoptics.

When animation is the result of an existing calculation elsewhere in the
host computer, the engineer selects the host computer as the source
for INGRID (figure 5).

2.4 Computer generated displays

An ENCORE CONCEPT 32/97 80 computer participates in each flight by
systematically exhaustively acquiring the PCM surveillance message
generated by the telemetry.



The acquisition rate of 10 500 data per second is maintained knowing that
the processing procedure consists of:

# acquisition of raw data from a frame synchronizer,
# conversion to engineering units by the application of polynomial and

segmented calibrations,
# parameter dating,
# the calculation of derived parameters such as the corrected Mach,

the mass, the centre of gravity, the Cz, the real incidence, etc.,
# monitoring limits.

This first class of software is used together with display software and
operation software which may run during the flight time

2.4.1 Displays

There are three types of displays in the control room:

# 4 high resolution graphic screens, one of which is intended for
flutter specialists and is connected to a second ENCORE
CONCEPT 32/97 80 computer equipped with an Array processor.
It is used to carry out modal analysis during real time.

# 5 alphanumeric consoles,
# 48 indicators,
# 1 workstation screen shared with the decommutator.

2.4.1.1 Graphic screens

These screens are 1280 x 1024 resolution graphic terminals. They
feature time plots with scrolling or non-scrolling curves, X-Y plots,
spectra, frequency damping tables and other items.

There is also an alphanumeric parameter display window. Screens
are connected to a color hard copy unit.

2.4.1.2 Alphanumeric consoles

These are used with the graphic screens. They are used to access
surveillance files, failure listings and out-of-limit display by means of
simple commands.



2.4.1.3 Indicators

To provide more clarity, limit overrun information is synthesized and
displayed on ergonomically laid out indicators.

2.4.1.4 Synoptics screen

This function, described above, was added to reduce the number of
indicators and to enrich synthetic surveillance displays.

2.4.2 Other computer functions

2.4.2.1 Listing printout

2.4.2.2 Interaction

Using alphanumeric keyboards, engineers can control the computer
requesting the execution of programs relevant to the current test,
change plot scales, and select parameters to be displayed.

2.4.2.3 Magnetic archives

These are provided firstly to create a complete history of the flight,
and secondly to allow playback of flight passages after storage on
the disk, to provide decision elements during the current test.

2.5 SYSTEM 500 - LORAL INSTRUMENTATION

The SYSTEM 500 currently being used at Dassault Aviation, Istres
consists of two major components these being the ACQ 510 chassis and
the colour graphics workstation, namely a DECstation model 3100 running
under the ULTRIX operating system. The ACQ 510 chassis houses the
telemetry decommutation, processing and output modules to provide real
time functions in the telemetry front end. In addition the ACQ 510 has a
module to control an external Bit Synchroniser. All control, setup and
administration is accomplished via the colour graphics workstation over an
industry standard TCP/IP Ethernet LAN. The workstation and application
software provide a very user friendly interface.

Real-Time flight test data is derived from either a telemetry receiver or pre-
recorded flight test. The external bit synchroniser provides data and clock
signals to the ACQ 510 chassis. Housed within the ACQ 510 chassis are



the following modules to perform the necessary decommutation,
processing and output of standard IRIG or Daniel PCM data streams:

- External Bit Sync Controller
- System Controller
- Ethernet Processor
- Single Board Decommutator
- FPP Daniel Decommutator
- FPP
- Data Processor/Compressor
- Analogue Output Ports
- Rear Panel Interface
- Tag/Data Output

Each module has access to the ACQ-510 administration bus and the high
speed parallel ‘MUXBUS’. The MUXBUS is a fully arbitrated broadcast bus
- data is passed on the MUXBUS as a 32 bit token made up of 16 bits of
TAG and 16 bits of data. MUXBUS speed is 4Mega Words/sec.

2.5.1 External Bit Sync Controller

The EBSC controller module allows the remote programming of a
Intertechnique 7700 bit sync from a set-up window on the workstation
display.

2.5.2 System Controller

The System Controller module is the data acquisition subsystem’s
control processor - on power up it initialises itself and performs a
memory check. Each module in the ACQ-510 is interrogated and
logged in before executing a system generation. The System Controller
module is based on an 8086 processor operating at 4 MHZ.

2.5.3 Ethernet Processor

The Ethernet Processor module functions as an I/O device between the
ACQ-510 and the workstation. Set-up and control information is passed
over the standard TCP/IP Ethernet network. In addition the EP module
transmits display information from the ACQ-510 to the graphics
workstation over Ethernet.



2.5.4 Single Board Decommutator

The Single Board Decom is a standard IRIG telemetry decommutation
module performing frame and sub-frame synchronization up to
2Mb/sec. The serial PCM data is converted to parallel then tagged
before outputting to theMUXBUS. This module is also used to
synchronise a Daniel data frame and provide parallel words to the
MUXBUS. These words are passed to the MUXBUS and include the
Program ID word used by the Daniel FPP module.

2.5.5 FPP Daniel Decommutator[1]

The Daniel FPP module is based on a dedicated FPP module to
provide a word based decommutator under software control.
Decommutation of Daniel zones, MS & LS time plus data is
accomplished by creating the necessary Daniel prime parameters
within the parameter environment of the SYSTEM 500. These Daniel
parameters are then tagged and output to the MUXBUS for further
display, processing and output.

2.5.6 FPP (Field Programmable Processor)

A major advantage of the SYSTEM 500 is its ability to provide
substantial processing power on a single module, the FPP. A single
module can process over 2000 parameters at aggregate rates up to
750K words/sec. As a practical example each FPP performs 220K fifth-
order EU conversions per second. The peak processing rate for 64-bit
floating point processes is 20 MFLOPS or 10 MIPS.

A standard library of processing algorithms is provided for, but more
important is the ability to create custom algorithms which can simply be
added to the standard library. A high level language environment allows
unique algorithm development using “C”. Utilities such as linkers,
loaders, debugging tools and simulators are provided with the algorithm
development environment.

2.5.7 Data Processor/Compressor

In addition to the FPP the Data Processor/Compressor module
provides further front end processing algorithms such as bit
manipulation, logical functions, in and out of limit checks and
decommutation of embedded asynchronous data streams within an



IRIG PCM frame. This processing module is based on the AMD29116
bit slice processor which allows preprogrammed algorithms to run at
typical throughput rates of 280K parameters/sec.

2.5.8 Analogue Output Ports

This module provides eight analogue output ports for presentation on a
oscillograph or similar strip chart recorder. The resolution of each
analogue output is 12 bits.

2.5.9 Analogue/Digital Output Ports

This module provides 4xl6 bit output ports for discrete data output.  In
addition each parameter output also is available in analogue form.

2.5.10 Tag/Data Output

The Tag/Data output module allows selected prime and processed data
to be output in parallel for interfacing to external devices and host
computers using the DR11W interface standard. In this particular
application it passes data to the Dassault INGRID device for providing
synthetic displays and synoptics.

2.5.11 Rear Panel Interface

The rear panel interface simply provides connections to all external
devices from the modules within the ACQ-510 chassis.

2.6 System 500 Software and Workstation

The SYSTEM 500 a high level user interface taking advantage of high
resolution colour graphics displays. Pull-down menus and pop up windows
controlled by a mouse or keyboard provide an easy to use operation. The
Applications software provides for various security levels to restrict access
to unauthorised users. Focusing on industry standards, the X windows
system client/server architecture allows the multiple display terminals to
access applications on clients physically located on computers or
workstations on the Ethernet.



2.6.1 System Administration

A series of windows allow tasks such as system management, front
end set-up and algorithm development. In addition alarms and user
history review and module configuration and status viewing is featured.
A standard, commercial, high performance database management
system with integral SQL is used to manipulate alarms, system errors
and operator history files.

2.6.2 System 500 Parameter Database

The system server manages the parameter database information that
the user stores on hard disk and which is downloaded to the ACQ-510
at system set-up. Files in the parameter database consist of two types
of information:

1. ACQ 510 Sub-system setup
2. Workstation display setup information

Once parameter databases are created for each platform to be tested,
they are stored and recalled from the workstation hard disc.

2.6.3 Standard Data Displays

Any parameter which has been created and stored in the data base can
be displayed on the workstation display in bar chart, strip chart or
simple data tables. The size and colour of such displays can of course
be changed to suit user preferences. At the very top of the display is a
status panel and an annunciator panel for quick look display of flight
critical data.

2.6.4 Display Builder Software

For customising the display of data for presentation to engineers
attending a flight test, Ll’s Display Builder software provides such an
environment. The standard catalogue of widgets includes strip charts,
meters, bars, scrolling data pages, bit mapped images and process
diagrams of on-board systems.

To automate the display changes, macros can be assigned to function
keys. Such macros could be triggered by parameter value, time or
alarm conditions.



Several tools are provided to enhance the interpretation of analogue
data displays. It is also possible to engage rulers and cursors to
determine exact values of analogue data anywhere on the tracing.

PLANNED IMPROVEMENTS IN THE SHORT TERM AND CONCLUSION

Telemetry is benefitting from new techniques in order to provide higher and
higher performance services. Computer software is being continuously
improved to satisfy new demands made by our computer engineers.

When coupled to workstations, the next generation of computers that we will be
installing will make the use of powerful calculation and display programs to
provide even more complete and synthetic decision elements.

Better use must be made of important results obtained in real time by a
significant improvement in the telemetry transmission quality. An effort must be
made to reduce the error rate, which means that more frequencies must be
allocated.

Relegated to the role of standby to the host computer for many years, the
decommutator is coming back into the limelight. With previous generation
decommutators, about fifty parameters were processed for a flight.

About 500, or ten times more, are now processed for the RAFALE C D01. Tasks
are carried out with a complexity similar to those carried out by a computer.

General surveillance of the airborne measurement installation is provided by the
addition of an X terminal equipped with a track ball to access the parameter
listpick menu. We are relying on a decisive enrichment of decommutator
displays with the arrival of Loral Instrumentation display builder software version
3.0.

The rather simplistic DATA pages will be replaced by custom designed and very
clear pictures. Together with the track ball, this will be a flexible and powerful
tool available to specialist engineers.

This interesting function should be associated with the imminent programming
of the system 500 by the host computer. PCM format description files,
calibration characteristics and processing of most parameters will be transmitted
through the ETHERNET network to the DS 3100 master station. All parameters
will then be input and may be used on the system 500 through parameter
selection menus.



Finally, a connection with the host computer is currently being prepared using a
TAG/DATA module. This could also replace the currently used frame
synchronizer. This would then be the prelude to the system 500 being used as
preprocessor. The slow but continuously increasing transmission rates will force
us to select information sent to the computer for real time processing.

The SYSTEM 500 is ideally suited to the task. We can see that this
decommutator can relieve the host computer from this task and can provide
even better performance. This is the purpose of the developments we are
making with our supplier Loral Instrumentation.

We hope to make some of our telemetry stations capable of simplified operation
by adding a printer to the decommutator, operating with a data spooler being
developed by Loral Instrumentation.

Similarly, the evaluation of a disk connected to the MUXBUS bus presages
replay possibilities. We anticipate improved performances from this concept.
Developments at Loral Instrumentation include the PRO 550 sub-system,
offering even greater throughput with the next generation MUXBUS II. This
offers a natural upgrade and growth path from the current system.

We have invested in training and the development of algorithms and a
methodology for this equipment, which will be the basic principle of the solution
to be adapted for DASSAULT Flight Tests over the next ten years (figures 7
and 8).
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ABSTRACT

There have been many recent technological advances in small computers, graphics
stations, and system networks. This has made it possible to build highly advanced
distributed processing systems for telemetry data acquisition and processing. Presently
there is a plethora of vendors marketing powerful new network workstation hardware
and software products. Computer vendors are rapidly developing new products as new
technology continues to emerge. It is becoming difficult to procure and install a new
computer system before it has been made obsolete by a competitor or even the same
vendor. If one purchases the best hardware and software products individually, the
system can end up being composed of incompatible components from different
vendors that do not operate as one integrated homogeneous system. If one uses only
hardware and software from one vendor in order to simplify system integration, the
system will be limited to only those products that the vendor chooses to develop.

To truly take advantage of the rapidly advancing computer technology, today’s
telemetry systems should be designed for an open systems environment. This paper
defines an optimum open architecture system designed around industry wide standards
for both hardware and software. This will allow for different vendor’s computers to
operate in the same distributed networked system, and will allow software to be
portable to the various computers and workstations in the system while maintaining
the same user interface. The open architecture system allows for new products to be
added as they become available to increase system performance and capability in a
truly heterogeneous system environment.



SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The optimum Open Architecture System for telemetry (see Figure 1-1) supports
workstations and servers from different vendors in an integrated homogeneous system
environment. System software can execute on any workstation or server in the system
with the same look and feel. Different software packages execute on different
workstations while maintaining a consistent man-machine interface.

Data acquisition is performed by the Telemetry Front End equipment which
synchronizes, decommutates, and processes raw telemetry data for storage to disk or
digital tape. In an open system the data is stored in either the Telemetry Front End or
on a server. The stored data is available to all workstations regardless of the file and
number storage format.

Realtime display can be performed from any workstation utilizing the same display
software. The displays have the same look and user interface regardless of the
workstation vendor.

Playback and analysis display software accesses the stored data files as if the data was
stored on the local workstation. For example, a particular system stores data on a DEC
server in DEC file and number format. A Sun workstation on the system can access
the stored data files as if they were stored in Sun file and number format. The system
automatically translates the files and data between workstations whenever a data file
is accessed.

Each workstation in the system is capable of performing setup and control. While the
system maintains a central setup database for control and configuration management,
a user can control system operation from any node in the network.

The Open Architecture System can accommodate new hardware and software
products as they become available. This capability eliminates the need to redesign the
entire system or rewrite all of the existing software each time the system is to be
modified.

To achieve a truly open system, all of the system hardware and software is designed
around industry standards. While the hardware and software packages may be
different, the interfaces between them are consistent with widely accepted industry
standards. In the optimum Open Architecture System there are four critical areas of
system compatibility:



! Operating Systems
! Network Communications
! Network Database Setup
! Distributed Network Graphics

OPERATING SYSTEMS

In the optimum Open Architecture System, software is source code compatible across
vendor hardware platforms. Therefore, the operating systems on workstations must be
compatible. The only operating system on the market which is supported by most
major vendors is UNIX. However, each vendor has its own variation. In order to
achieve some compatibility between systems, two major consortiums of companies
have been formed to establish UNIX standards (see Figure 1-2). UNIX International is
recommending AT&T’s System V Release 4 as the standard for UNIX operating
systems. The Open Software Foundation has been working on OSF-1 as a standard for
UNIX. What both consortiums agree on is that a common operating system should
conform to IEEE’s Portable Operating System for Information Exchange (POSIX)
standard. This includes IEEE 1003.1 System Services, 1003.2 Shell Scripts, and
1003.4 Realtime Draft.

Therefore, the Open Architecture System is designed to conform to the POSIX
standard. DEC has even announced that VMS is going to be POSIX compliant,
making it possible to have workstations running VMS and UNIX in the same system.
It is not always possible to write software without using some vendor specific
extensions of UNIX. When this needs to be done, then the code is clearly identified
and isolated so that it can be easily modified to run on other vendor’s systems.

The operating system must support popular ANSI programming languages such as C
and FORTRAN. In addition the system provides ADA support, since this is becoming
a government requirement for new programs. The system software also supports
bindings to ADA software since government software may require interfacing with
Open Architecture System software packages.

NETWORK COMMUNICATIONS

All of the workstations, the server, and the Telemetry Front End equipment
communicate over a common network in the Open Architecture System (See Figure
1-3). Currently the only network which is supported by all major vendors is Ethernet
IEEE 802.2. In the future the system will use the new fiber optic FDDI network.
Whereas Ethernet operates at 10 Mbits/second, the new fiber optic network will
operate at 100 Mbits/second.



The Open System packet protocol is the Transmission Control Protocol / Internet
Protocol (TCP/IP). TCP/IP is supported by all major workstation vendors and network
software systems. TCP/IP supports all system network functions except for data
broadcast. In this case the system uses the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). In the
future, the Open Architecture System will use the Government Open System
Interconnect Protocol (GOSIP) when it becomes more commonly supported.

In order to translate file and number formats between different vendor’s workstations
and servers, the Open Architecture System uses the Network File System (NFS). NFS
allows all files in the system to be available to any workstation regardless of where
the file is actually stored. In addition to translating the file formats from one
workstation to another, the Open Architecture System supports system application
code for further translation. This is where the system performs number format
translation on the actual data stored in a file.

NETWORK DATABASE

In the optimum Open Architecture System all setup, processing, and display
information is stored in a commercially available relational database (Figure 1-4). The
system supports databases from multiple vendors such as Ingres, Oracle, and DEC’s
Rdb. This allows the system to use a database which is in common with existing
systems. The system user can also use the same database to support mission specific
processing routines.

For portability, all software which accesses the database uses ANSI Standard Query
Language (SQL) for reading and writing database information. The database records
are never accessed directly. This allows the database to be changed without rewriting
all of the software, since the SQL calls remain the same. Most commercial databases
support SQL as well as providing powerful SQL extension instructions. The Open
Architecture System minimizes the use of extensions. Whenever a non-SQL
instruction is used by a software routine accessing the database, the instruction is
clearly identified and isolated. When the database is changed, the instruction is
replaced by an equivalent instruction in the new database.

In an open system, a user can access the database for any workstation in the system.
To support this the Open Architecture System provides network communications
interfaces for accessing the database over the system network. This allows software
such as display packages to access information from the database using embedded
SQL calls in the code. The software may execute on any workstation but will still
access the correct database stored on the server.



If the Open Architecture can not use the same database as the existing telemetry
system, then the information will have to be copied. Most commercial databases offer
gateway routines for copying data between different vendors databases. If a gateway
is not available, the user can easily write a copy routine using SQL instructions for
accessing the Open Architecture System’s database.

In order to provide a consistent man-machine interface for setup across all
workstations, the database setup menus are implemented separately from the database.
The setup menus provide a standard windows based user interface. While the database
itself may be changed, the user setup menus will remain the same.

NETWORK GRAPHICS

Users will interface with the optimum Open Architecture System through its
OSF/Motif graphical user interface based on Version 11 of the X Window System
(see Figure 1-5). Its familiar Microsoft Windows / Macintosh style appearance and
behavior make it easy to learn and use with the advanced telemetry applications.
Using a mouse or keystrokes, the user points and clicks on icons, pull-down menus,
and control buttons to operate the entire system and its applications.

The Graphical User Interface (GUI) allows the telemetry user to view and run
multiple applications in separate windows at the same time. Because of the networked
client-server capabilities of the X Window System, programs can run locally or on
remote servers with complete transparency to the program.

The Open Architecture System’s Graphical User Interface consists of the Motif
window manager, X Window System, menu manager, and numerous graphical
applications. The graphical applications support functions such as telemetry front end
setup, data acquisition, realtime display, playback display, and system administrative
functions.

A complete set of user tools are provided with optimum Open Architecture System
which supply industry standard services for supporting future needs without requiring
the architecture of the system to be modified.

Application Programming Interfaces (API) are provided for:

! Networking
! X Window utility features
! Display hardcopy
! Data file manipulation and analysis



! Database access utilities for stream and parameter information
! Realtime calculations
! Data display primitives

 SUMMARY

The optimum Open Architecture System as defined here, is truly a homogeneous
system based on widely supported industry standards. The system software can
execute on a variety of workstations and servers which support the POSIX operating
system standard. Workstations from different vendors communicate across a com-
monly supported network based on Ethernet, TCP/IP, and the Network File System.
The system can be setup and controlled from any workstation using a commercial
SQL relational database. Network graphics support is provided by the X-11 Graphical
User Interface. The Open Architecture System provides a common user interface for
setup and display based on the Motif user interface style guide. The system is
designed around industry accepted standards instead of specific vendor products. This
allows the Open Architecture System to take advantage of the best hardware and
software products available today and in the future.
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ABSTRACT:      Real-time data processing of telemetry data has evolved from a
highly centralized single large scale computer system to multiple mini-computers or
super mini-computers tied together in a loosely coupled distributed network. Each
mini-computer or super mini-computer essentially performing a single function in the
real-time processing sequence of events. The reasons in the past for this evolution are
many and varied. This paper will review some of the more significant factors in that
evolution and will present some alternatives to a fully distributed mini-computer
network that appear to offer significant real-time data processing advantages.

KEYWORDS:      Telemetry, Real-Time Systems, Large Scale Processors, Shared
Memory, Flight-Test.

INTRODUCTION:      In the late 1960s it was readily apparent to most of us in the
real-time data processing community, that the use of large scale general purpose
computer systems to accomplish the ingest and processing of high-speed real-time
data was not only very impractical but also very expensive. The ability of the IBM
System 360, CDC 6600/7600, and other such general purpose systems to ingest and
process real-time data was just not on a par with their ability to process large amounts
of batch data. The ability to service interrupts and move data through their Operating
Systems in a timely fashion was something that they could never seem to quite make
work efficiently. There was also some hesitancy from the Corporate level to make the
necessary changes to the data ingest capability and operating systems to support the
real-time world, as that would entail maintaining two different operating systems and
sets of data channels. Those of us who still had to play in the real-time data processing
arena, took what we had learned in the laboratory at school, and utilizing the existing
capabilities of such mini-computer systems as the PDPs and the System Engineering
Labs (SEL) Data Acquisition processors, developed our own real-time operating



systems and high-speed data ingest systems. As our requirements grew to ingest and
process more and more data in even shorter time periods in the 1970s and 1980s, we
developed distributed networks of mini-computers and distributed operating systems
to support them. As we outgrew their processing capability and the computer
industries ability to build faster systems to meet our requirements, we started using
shared memory systems, reflective memory systems, and more processing power in
the Front End equipment to allow us to continue to meet our real-time data processing
requirements. Our success rate in meeting these continually growing requirements for
more and faster real-time data processing by the users of these systems is not very
good. The complexity of transferring large quantities of data between shared/reflective
memories and distributed networks of minicomputer systems has not been adequately
solved and becomes more and more expensive each time we try it again. Maybe it is
time to relook at the ability of large scale processors to provide the real-time ingest
and processing capability to meet our ever growing real-time needs.

PROBLEM STATEMENT:      What type of processing platform should by used as
the base to meet the real-time telemetry data processing requirements that result due to
increased system user needs for higher and higher telemetry downlink rates and higher
capacity on-board systems?

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION:      We will now look at three successful
implementations of real-time telemetry data processing systems: (1) the Telemetry
Integrated Processing System (TIPS) installed at Vandenberg AFB, CA in the late
1970s; (2) the Integrated Flight Data Analysis System (IFDAPS) installed at Edwards
AFB, CA in the mid 1980s; and (3) the Test Support Facility-Integrated Flight Data
Analysis System (TSF-IFDAPS) installed at Edwards AFB, CA in the late 1980s. We
will compare the actual capabilities of these three systems against the original user
requirements and quantify their shortcomings. We will then look at future telemetry
system downlink requirements and large scale processors and describe how these
large-scale systems could satisfy those shortcomings, as well as, meet the ever
expanding requirements for more and faster real-time telemetry data processing in the
future.

TELEMETRY INTEGRATED PROCESSING SYSTEM (TIPS)

The TIPS was designed and developed for the Western Space and Missile Center
(WSMC), Vandenberg AFB, CA by Systems Development Corporation (SDC) during
the mid to late 1970s to support ballistic and space missile launches and Test and
Evaluation programs. There were four significant development aspects of the TIPS
system which contribute to the technical discussion that is the subject of this paper.
These are: (1) the Fast Multiplexer System; (2) the use of shared memory blocks; (3)



the development of a Distributed Operating System (DOS); and (4) a tightly coupled
distributed telemetry processing network so that the entire TIPS could be operated by
2 to 4 operators at full load while maintaining positive control of all TM data. There
were a number of other significant development aspects to the TIPS, but they were
concerned with peripheral devices and telemetry processing software and are not
germane to the technical discussions for this paper.

DISCUSSION:      The TIPS currently includes eight real-time telemetry data
acquisition and preprocessing processors (TPPs), six interactive real-time telemetry
data display area processors (QLDAs), four mass storage control processors (MSCs),
three configuration interface control processors (CICs), and a large scale near-real-
time batch processor (NBP). The twenty one real-time processors (TPPs, QLDAs,
MSCs, and CICs) are System Engineering Laboratory (SEL) 32/55 & 32/75 computer
systems. The NBP processor is a Control Data Corporation (CDC) Cyber 840. Figure
1 depicts the original system configuration for the TIPS. See Reference 1 for
additional technical details regarding the original TIPS configuration. Figure 2 depicts
current TIPS configuration after some ten years of operation. The major differences
are that the TIPS has been re-configured from a fully integrated and tightly coupled
network of 21 processors supporting eight telemetry streams, to three identical
configurations of two TPPS, one MSC, one CIC and two QLDAs that can support two
telemetry streams each and one configuration of two TPPS and one MSC which
supports the Range Safety function in a stand alone fashion. See Reference 4 for
additional details concerning the current TIPS configuration. The Range Safety
system is connected to one of the other configurations CIC processors for control
functions. This reconfiguration was accomplished to off-set problems encountered in
the communications between the various system elements as a result of the tightly
coupled network in the original design. The particular problems encountered and their
solution will be discussed later in this section. Let us now review the four significant
development efforts of the TIPS which are relevant to the technical discussion of this
paper. These are:

1.  Fast Multiplexer System (FMS):      The FMS was developed for the TIPS by
SEL to provide a capability to ingest high rate telemetry data into the TPP from the
Telemetry Front End (TFE) equipment for processing, digital storage, and display
without swamping the internal TPP SEL BUS with the high rate data. The FMS
provided and still provides the TIPS with the functional capability to: (1) select the
incoming TM data by ID (both compressed and raw TN data) and direct its
transmission to the proper subsystem of the TIPS for processing, storage, and/or
display. This selection is dynamic and can be modified by the TIPS system during the
real-time operation; and (2) at the output side of the FMS to insert the TM data in the
proper (and predefined by TM sample ID) memory location of the TPP, utilizing a



true DMA transfer into non-contiguous memory space. With a 26.6 MB per second
bus bandwidth the FMS was more than able to provide the TIPS with the capability to
ingest TM data from a 5 Mbps stream. Figure 3 depicts a normal TPP configuration
for the TIPS FMS. See Reference 2 for additional technical details concerning the
FMS.

2. Shared Memory:     The TIPS system implementation included one of the first
uses of shared memory between real-time telemetry data processors. The FMS was
interfaced to the TPP through a separate shared memory bus. This method of interface
was selected as it permitted the DMA transfer of TM data from the FMS
simultaneously with TPP processing and reading/writing to its own private memory.
The TPP shared memory bus also had a third DMA memory interface to the MSC that
permitted all TM data that was to be written to the mission history file to be accessed
and extracted by the MSC without TPP intervention. Although this implementation of
shared memory has worked very well over the past ten years, it does have some
disadvantages. The first of these is distance between processors. The adjacent memory
connections can be no further apart than a cable length of twenty feet. Since this
included vertical as well as horizontal cable runs, this forces the two processors to be
in close proximity to each other. The shared memory was synchronous and required
very close clock tolerances to operate at all. As a matter of fact the computer
manufacturer (SEL) never could solve the problem of the small tolerances for the
memory clocks, and the development contractor (SDC) had to solve it for TIPS by
judicious usage of wire cutters to trim the clock connections and make the shared
memory system operate. The other disadvantage that this shared memory
implementation encountered was that the maximum memory size for the SEL 32/55
was only 1MB, and the shared memory had to fit within that limit as additive to the
system private memory. For the original TIPS implementation each TPP was
configured with 256 KB of private memory and 128 KB of shared memory. All TIPS
processors had less than the maximum memory (1 MB).

3. Distributed Operating System (DOS):      The only real-time Operating System
available for the SEL 32/55 at the time of the TIPS development was the Real Time
Monitor (RTM) from SEL. RTM was operable only on a single processor system and
would have been difficult to modify to meet the TIPS requirements for a multi-
processing environment, SDC developed the DOS to fill this need for the TIPS. The
major disadvantage of the DOS is that it is a one-of-a-kind operating system, it will
work only in the TIPS environment. Due to this feature it becomes very unwieldy and
costly to maintain and no standard software packages are transferable to the real-time
TIPS system. Also since it was developed and tailored specifically for the TIPS all
changes to the TIPS must operate within the DOS parameters or the DOS must be
changed, not a very attractive alternative.



4. Tightly Coupled Distributed Network (TCDN):      The TIPS was originally
designed and developed as a tightly coupled distributed network. This was done for a
number of different reasons, the two main reasons being: (1) to have positive control
of all TM data as it was flowing through the TIPS system; and (2) to reduce the
number of operator positions necessary to control all aspects of the TIPS. The TIPS
was designed as a fully integrated system with six Telemetry PreProcessors (TPPs),
expandable to twelve TPPs, and six Quick Look Display Area Processors (QLDAs),
expandable to nine QLDAs. Any TPP being able to process TM data and forward it to
any QLDA for display. Since there were varying speed communication channels
between all the various elements of the TIPS it was felt that only a tightly coupled
network could maintain positive control of the data. As indicated above, the TIPS
configuration was modified during the early 1980's to overcome some of the
communication problems encountered by the tightly coupled distributed network.

LESSONS LEARNED:      The major lessons learned from the design, development,
and operation of the TIPS system were:

1. That the TIPS system was extremely through-put limited. Even though the TFE
and the FMS were able to pre-process and place TM data samples in TIPS
processor memory (DMA) at the very high rates required to support a 5 Mbps
TM stream, the processors due to BUS bandwidth (26.6 MBps) and CPU power
(0.5 MIPS) could not reliably process the TM data at rates much greater than
1.6 Mbps.

2. That the TIPS system processors were extremely memory limited. The SEL
32/55 processors were limited to 1 MB of memory, this included both main and
shared memory.

3. Communications between all elements of the TIPS system were not tuned. The
problem of being able to ingest the high rate TM data was solved by utilizing
the FMS, the ability to move processed TM data rapidly and efficiently between
the TPP and the other TIPS processors, especially the QLDA’s, was limited by
the capabilities of the SEL communications links.

4. The TIPS operating system (DOS), as a one of a kind operating system,
increases significantly the software support requirements for the system.

INTEGRATED FLIGHT DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM (IFDAPS)

The Integrated Flight Data Processing System (IFDAPS) was designed and developed
for the US Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC) at Edwards AFB, CA by Computer
Sciences Corporation (CSC) during the early to mid 1980s to support aircraft and
aircraft weapons system testing. The IFDAPS was an evolutionary design derivative
of the TIPS system. We applied engineering solutions to the design shortfalls of the



TIPS to improve the overall system capability to ingest, process, store, and display
real-time telemetry data. Reference 3 provides additional details regarding the design
of the IFDAPS system. Figure 4 portrays the most common telemetry data processing
element of the IFDAPS.

DISCUSSION:      IFDAPS   used  the same basic building blocks as the TIPS,    
although in some cases the blocks were enhanced due to evolving technology, Aydin
Monitor (AMS) TFEs were used to pre-process the serial TM data into a parallel
digital format. The TFEs were almost a duplicate of that used by the TIPS for PCM
and PAN/PDM, while the FM subsystem was totally redesigned to fully support the
AFFTC mission requirements. FMSs and Shared Memory systems were used to
transfer the TM data from the TFES to the first of the real-time processors, the Front
End Processors (FEPs). The Shared Memory system had been upgraded from a
synchronous to an asynchronous system to reduce timing problems and to permit
greater distances between the IFDAPS processors.

The IFDAPS FEP processors were the upgraded Gould evolution from the SEL 32/55
to the Gould Systems 32/7780, which had almost twice the CPU power of the SEL
32/55. The Gould 32/7780 still had a memory limitation of 1 MB, however, each FEP
was fully configured with the maximum memory. The IFDAPS is configured into tri-
processor subsets to support individual missions. This memory limitation continues to
place constraints on the systems capability to meet all real-time requirements.
Figure 4 provides a pictorial display of that tri-processor configuration. By utilizing
the shared memory between the three processors, each processor could perform the
processing steps allocated to it from the full range of all processing to be
accomplished for that mission. Figure 5 portrays the entire IFDAPS system
architecture.

To improve communications capability between the various elements of the IFDAPS
system, a standard HyperChannel network from Network System Corporation was
provided. See Figure 6 of Reference 3 for a pictoral display of the IFDAPS
communications/data network. The initial design for the IFDAPS system called for
the HyperChannel protocols and drivers to be rewritten to permit small message
blocks of real-time data to be passed on the network efficiently. However, the design
was changed during the development and the implementation was made using the
standard NSC HyperChannel hardware drivers and protocols and the standard NSC
NETEX software. The result of this was that the HyperChannel network was never
able to meet the data transfer requirements for the non real-time data let alone the real-
time data.



The Gould standard real-time operating system, MPX-32, was provided as the
operating system for the IFDAPS. This was a good decision in the early 1980's, but as
more and more UNIX operating systems became available and the number of third
party applications programs available on UNIX operating systems grew, MPX-32
became less attractive as there was no convenient methodology to transition the third
party programs over to the IFDAPS. It should also be pointed out that very few real-
time UNIX operating systems exist yet today.

LESSONS LEARNED:      The major lessons learned during the design,
development, implementation, and operation of the IFDAPS were:

1. Although the average CPU power was almost doubled and the memory size per
processor was still 1 MB for the IFDAPS system, like it’s predecessor it is still
CPU and BUS bandwidth limited. The IFDAPS can process TM data streams at
the 5 Mbps rate but has limited capability beyond that.

2. Memory capacity was still a major limitation to the full utilization of the
IFDAPS.

3. Utilizing a Loosely Coupled Network for the IFDAPS improved the overall
communications efficiency for the system, but standard network systems such
as the HyperChannel are not really suited to real-time transfer of data without
major rework of their software and protocols.

4. Shared Memory, while initially used to support the high-speed transfer of TM
data into the data processing elements of the real-time system, has now become
the central element in the system that ties together sufficient processors to
perform the required processing.

TEST SUPPORT FACILITY-INTEGRATED FLIGHT
DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM (TSF-IFDAPS)

The Test Support Facility-Integrated Flight Data Processing System (TSF-IFDAPS)
was designed and developed for the US Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC) at
Edwards AFB, CA by Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC) during the mid to late
1980s to support aircraft and aircraft weapons system testing. The TSF-IFDAPS was
an evolutionary design derivative of the IFDAPS system. We applied engineering
solutions to the design shortfalls of the IFDAPS to improve the overall system
capability to ingest, process, store, and display real-time telemetry data. Reference 5
provides additional details regarding the design of the IFDAPS system. Figures 6 and
7 portray the evolving design of the IFDAPS and the TSF-IFDAPS systems.

DISCUSSION:      The Telemetry Front-End Equipment (TFS) portion of the TSF-
IFDAPS was completely redesigned from that used for the TIPS and the IFDAPS.



Aydin Monitor Systems (AMS) had made some evolutionary enhancements to their
product line to provide better performance for more complex TM data stream
structures. The AMS System 2000 (S2K) (See Figure 7) was selected as the TFE
system that best matched the TSF-IFDAPS PCM telemetry requirements. The original
TM requirements for the TSF-IFDAPS specified that each of the three identical TFE
systems must be able to simultaneously handle three (10 Mbps) PCM streams, and
three FM/FM streams (72 FM channels). The system was to be configured to support
a total of 25,000 separate TM word ID's. The final design for the TSF-IFDAPS TFE
was reduced in capability (2 PCM streams of 5Mbps and 2 FM/FM streams of 36
channels each with a system total of 8000 ID's) due to the internal processing
limitations of the TFE and the Acquisition Processor. Table I provides additional
details regarding the TIPS, IFDAPS, and the TSF-IFDAPS telemetry system
capabilities.

The data processing element of each of the three identical Flight Monitoring
Subsystems (FMS1, FMS2, and FMS3 of Figure 6 and should not be confused with
the Fast Multiplexer System (FMS) described for the TIPS)) for the TSF-IFDAPS is
composed of three Gould computer systems. The Acquisition Processor (ACQ1), a
Gould 32/9780, a History Recording Processor (HIS1), a Gould 32/6705, and a
Display Processor (DPS1), another Gould 32/9780. The Acquisition Processor
(ACQ1) also has a Floating Point Systems 5310 Array Processor attached to it. The
three Gould systems are coupled together via a Gould Reflective (shared) Memory
System (RMS). The RMS contains 4 NH of memory. The RMS has not performed as
expected, based on its specifications. The Shared Memory System used on the
IFDAPS would have probably worked much better. The Gould 32/9780 and 32/6705
minicomputer systems could each be configured with a total of 16 MB of memory,
including the RKS memory. Each 32/9780 has a compute power rating of 9 MIPS, the
32/6705 is rated at 5 MIPS and the FPS 5310 has a power rating of 30 MFLOPS. The
use of the FPS 5310 on the TSF-IFDAPS is one of the first uses of array or vector
processing for a real-time telemetry data processing system. Prior to the TSF-IFDAPS
most systems treated TM data as only being scalar data.

HyperChannel and HyperBus communications networks from NSC were utilized by
the TSF-IFDAPS for interprocessor communications of non-real-time files and data.
No real-time data flow was to be accommodated by these networks.

The Gould MPX-32 operating systems was used for the TSF-IFDAPS.

LESSONS LEARNED:      The lessons learned during the design, development,
implementation, and operation of the TSF-IFDAPS were:



1. Although there was a significant increase in the CPU power and the total
memory size for the tri-processor element of the TSF-IFDAPS the TM data
requirements still were more than the system could process and had to be
significantly reduced to meet processing capabilities.

2. Shared Memory still remained a central element in the system to tie together
sufficient processing power to process the real-time data.

3. Distributed processing adds a significant software overhead to maintain the
status and control of all of the systems elements.

4. Vector processing of real-time TM data will continue to grow and expand.
5. Telemetry system downlink rates and number of ID's will continue to grow,

especially due to the increased emphasis to be placed on Test and Evaluation by
the Services as production budgets for military hardware continue to decrease in
the future.

SUMMARY:      The design, development, integration, and operation of the three
major test range real-time telemetry processing systems described above, TIPS,
IFDAPS, and TSF-IFDAPS, points out that there is a serious shortfall in the real-time
data processing capabilities required to stay up with the increasing capabilities of the
on-board telemetry systems. These shortfalls in capability are spread between both
hardware and software. The major hardware deficiencies are:

1. Insufficient CPU processing power to adequately process the real-time
telemetry data.

2. Processor and I/O system bandwidths insufficient to ingest, process, store and
display the quantity of real-time data required to meet user requirements.

3. Insufficient memory capacity to meet real-time requirements.
4. Significant reliability decreases due as a result of having to attach multiple

CPU’s together via shared memory to apply sufficient processing power to meet
the total processing requirements.

The major software deficiencies are:

1. No industry standard real-time operating system, such as UNIX or POSIX,
which would permit application software portability between CPU’s.

2. Lack of higher order language compilers that have been optimized for real-time
applications.

3. Limited availability of standard Data Base Management Systems for use with
real-time Systems.

A major real-time telemetry processing system deficiency which has not been
included above is the inability of the existing real-time telemetry processing systems



to adequately process vector data. The TSF-IFDAPS is the only one of the above three
systems which has a vector processing capability. Although most telemetry system
analysts when asked, will state that they do not have any vector processing
requirements as their data is strictly scalar, the authors firmly believe that Test and
Evaluation community will significantly increase its requirements for additional real-
time vector processing capability in the near future.

It should also be noted that in all of the above examples of current real-time telemetry
data processing systems (TIPS, IFDAPS, and TSF-IFDAPS), they each have one or
more CDC Cyber systems providing non-real-time batch processing support.

LARGE SCALE REAL-TIME TELEMETRY PROCESSING SYSTEMS

Can Large Scale SuperComputers or MiniSuperComputers be effectively utilized to
process real-time telemetry data?  Before we can answer that question, we should take
a look at the structure of telemetry data words, what the downlink rates are in the
future for on-board telemetry systems and make some predictions regarding the real-
tine data processing capabilities required to meet the requirements of these future on-
board systems. The material presented in References 6, 7, 8, and 9 provided excellent
background data to the authors in preparing the following section of this paper.

TELEMETRY WORD STRUCTURE:      The telemetry word that is input to the
computer for real-time processing normally consists of the following four elements:

1. The telemetry data itself. This typically ranges from 1 - 16 bits in length.
2. The Identification (ID) Tag. Normally from 12 - 16 bits.
3. The time of occurrence for that word. Up to 16 bits.
4. Processing and Limit Flags. Up to 16 bits.

Since the average telemetry word is only 8 bits in length this represents an eight to one
expansion from the raw data sample to the digitized telemetry word sample (64 bits)
that is input to the host computer for real-time processing. If the host computer is a 32
bit machine, (as most real-time computers are today), this requires a double word
fetch and store for all processing operations. The following paragraph presents an
example of the data ingest requirements for a typical (current) TM system and what
processing requirements that can generate.

TM INGEST EXAMPLE:      A 5Mbps telemetry downlink stream with 4000 ID's
would consist of approximately 500,000 samples per second (sps) (5Mbps/10 bits per
sample). Ten bits per sample were used for this example to simplify the mathematics
and to provide for downlink synchronization and control. If the system under



consideration is processing, displaying, and storing raw, compressed, engineering unit
converted (EUC), and derived TM data this could result in over 625,000 sps being
ingested in to the computer system (500,000 sps raw, 50,000 sps compressed (a ten to
one compression ratio), 50,000 EUC sps, and 25,000 derived sps). A 625,000 sps
ingest rate equates to 5 MBps (625K sps X 8 Bytes per sample) of data flow into the
host computer. If the number of ID’s are increased to say 8000 for this example, the
compression ratio should be reduced to a 5 to 1 ratio to insure sufficient samples are
received during the time period for plot stability. This could double the number of sps
for compressed, EUC and derived data samples. Also as the number of ID’s are
increased the amount of main memory required to store the Current Value and Display
Tables increase at the same rate. The TSF-IFDAPS, described in Reference 5, utilizes
three Gould processors rated at a total of 23 MIPS to process two 5 Mbps TM streams
with a combined total of 8000 ID’s.

During the 1970's telemetry downlinks for real-time test range processing were
typically in the 300K bits per second (bps) to 5Mbps, with from 1000 to 4000 different
measurements (ID’s). By the end of the 1980’s these downlink telemetry streams had
increased to 10 - 20 Mbps with over 10,000 ID’s per stream. The USAF has been
working on a 20 Mbps airborne system with an evolution to a 50 Mbps airborne
system as a DOD standard. The DOD 50Mbps std airborne instrumentation system
should be available by the mid 1990’s. Due to the increased capabilities of todays on-
board systems, more compact and higher capability airborne computer systems and
more plentiful and higher capacity avionics bus structures for handling digital data, we
predict that the DOD standard 50Mbps airborne telemetry systems will generate
ingest rates to the ground station real-time data processor in excess of 90MBps for
periods of peak data transfer. NASA currently has a 300 - 600 Mbps downlink
requirement for supporting the Space Station. This NASA requirement will require
serious consideration being given to the use of large scale supercomputers in support
of the real-time processing of the downlinked data. Although this NASA requirement
will be composed of multiple TM systems multiplexed together into a 150Mbps or
greater downlink system, the composite still represents a significant integrated real-
time processing load.

The Telemetry Processing System (TPS) being developed for the Pacific Missile Test
Center (PMTC), is one of the last major Test Range Telemetry System upgrades to
enter into the development arena during the 1980’s had an initial requirement to
support eight (8) 20 Mbps TM streams with 70K ID’s. Upon industry review this
requirement was decreased to eight (8) 10 Mbps TM streams with 65K ID’s total for
the system, since the capability to process that much data in real-time was not
available in 1988. In the reduced mode of operation this system could generate a TM 



ingest rate of approximately 80 MBps. The CPU processing power needed to satisfy
the reduced requirements of this system is between 100 and 120 MIPS.

FUTURE DOWNLINK TELEMETRY SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS:  
The authors have also conducted a separate review of the expansion of the on-board
telemetry system characteristics. The results of this review are fully described in
reference 10 and are summarized below. This summary is somewhat biased, as the
authors have tried to concentrate on on-board telemetry systems which are of
sufficient high capacity that existing systems such as the TIPS, IFDAPS,
TSF-IFDAPS, and TPS cannot process the digitized data after it has been
decommutated and converted to a parallel digital stream. Existing systems, such as
TIPS, IFDAPS, and TSF-IFDAPS, etc. were designed to process single TM streams
up to 5 Mbps (TIPS and IFDAPS) and 10Mbps (TSF-IFDAPS) and are not capable of
being upgraded to handle the increased rates. The summary below was extracted from
TM systems that will be implemented in the 1990’s and will require the real-time
processing of data that has been downlinked at rates in excess of 20Mbps for a single
stream and 10Mpbs for multiple streams for the same mission.

DOWNLINK NUMBER UPLINK TIME
TEST ARTICLE RATE            ID’s          RATE    FRAME
Aircraft Weapons Sys

Single Stream 10 Mbps 8000 N/A Current
Multiple Streams 10 Mbps 65000 N/A 1995

Ground Weapons Systems
Single Stream 5 Mbps 4000 N/A Current
Multiple Streams 5 Mbps 8000 N/A Current

Ballistic Missile Sys
Single Stream 20 Mbps 16000 5 Mpbs 1995
Multiple Streams 20 Mbps 65000 10 Mbps 1995

Aircraft
Single Stream 50 Mbps 65000 5 Mbps 1995
Multiple Streams 20 Mbps 65000 10 Mbps 1995

Space Systems
Single Stream 50 Mbps 65000 20 Mbps 1995
Multiple Streams 150-300 Mbps 65000+ 50 Mbps 1995

LARGE SCALE TELEMETRY PROCESSOR CHARACTERISTICS:    Over the
past 5 - 6 years the authors have reviewed future TM processing system requirements
and have established the following list of key processor characteristics for high-speed
real-time telemetry data processing systems:



-  64 BIT CPU, MEMORY, & ARCHITECTURE -  MINIMUM 256 MB MEMORY
-  MINIMUM 250 MBps SYSTEM BUS -  MULTIPLE CPU’s WITH 25 - 40 MIPS EACH
-  INPUT/OUTPUT CHANNELS 100 MBps PLUS -  STANDARD I/O INTERFACES (VME, HIPPI, F/0)
-  REAL-TIME OPERATING SYSTEM (UNIX/POSIX) -  STANDARD COMPILERS (FORTRAN, ADA, C)
-  SUPPORT STANDARD DATA BASE
        MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS -  SUPPORT VECTOR PROCESSING
-  PROVIDE LARGE-SCALE BATCH PROCESSING -  HAVE INHERENT EXPANSION/GROWTH

There are a number of reasons for each of the above characteristics, but for the sake of
brevity, just a few of the more important ones will be addressed. No attempt has been
made at assigning a priority to these characteristics, however the ones that are
discussed would have to be considered of prime importance in selecting a real-time
data processing system in the future.

The first characteristic in this lead group is the architecture of the system. As
indicated in the discussion regarding the Telemetry Word Structure, above, by the end
of the telemetry preprocessing by the TFE (bit synchronization, decommutation,
serial-parallel conversion, identification tagging, time tagging, limit checks,
processing flag identification, and preparation for transfer to the host processor) the
individual telemetry data sample is now 64 bits in length. Current telemetry data
processing systems treat this TM data sample as two 32 bit words. The majority of
steps in the processing, storage, and display of that TM data now requires double word
transfers and processing as the sample progresses through the real-time processing
sequence. This adds a significant amount of latency and processing overhead to each
and every TM data sample processed through the real-time system. The selection and
use of systems that already have a full 64 bit architecture will significantly enhance
the overall system throughout by eliminating dual reads/writes for all processed
samples as compared to todays 32 bit architecture systems.

The next characteristic to be discussed is the capacity system bus for the real-time
processor. As we have indicated above, future on-board TM systems will be
downlinking TM data to the ground station at a rate of 50Mbps or greater. The 50
Mbps rate could generate a peak input load to the real-time processor in excess of 100
MBps. Given that the input data can be input directly to main memory (true DMA) at
that peak rate, the real-time processing system would require a main system bus
structure that has the capability and capacity to move that data internally for additional
processing, storage and display at a rate at least 2 to 3 times greater than the input rate.

The third characteristic for discussion is the ability of the system to ingest the TM
data into the system via it’s Input/Output (I/O) system. This characteristic is
intimately tied to the previous two characteristics discussed. Without the capability
and capacity to meet the peak TM data input rates (100 MBps) mentioned earlier, the
first two characteristics are somewhat academic for real-time processing. The system



must be able to support a true DMA 100 MBps input rate. All too often in the past,
when we have reviewed vendor literature or discussed their systems architecture with
vendor personnel for what initially appears the be a very interesting real-time
processing candidate, we determine that external I/O to all non-vendor devices is
limited to RS-232, IEEE-488, or low rate Ethernet devices with no true DMA
capability. At these peak rates, if one has to use CPU cycles and main Bus bandwidth
to input the data to memory for further processing, the system will normally not be
able to provide the required processing capacity.

Previous, successful real-time TM systems (TIPS, IFDAPS, TSF-IFDAPS, etc.) have
made up for their shortfall in processing capability by interfacing multiple CPUs via
shared or reflective memory where the TM data is stored. This process, although it has
worked in a limited fashion in the past, has some serious overhead penalties which can
not continue to be paid for the 50 Mbps or greater downlink systems of the future. The
data processing industry has made some significant strides in the past few years in
terms of producing multiple processing systems which are fully integrated and fully
support multiprocessing. The system architecture and software have been designed to
fully support multiple processors without the penalties we saw in the earlier TIPS and
IFDAPS systems.

The remaining characteristics are of somewhat lesser importance, however they must
be given full consideration when selecting the final system to perform the real-time
processing for these future TM systems. Memory size is directly dependent on the
number of ID’s in the TM system, the types of real-time processing to be
accomplished, scalar, vector, or both, the number and types of real-time displays, etc.
We have determined the 16 MB of main memory is insufficient for a 10 Mbps TM
stream. We feel fairly comfortable that a 64 MB memory would probably be more
than sufficient for a 10 Mbps TM stream, but have not analyzed thoroughly the
memory requirements for higher capacity TM systems. Programmer support is also a
key consideration when selecting a TM system. The current systems, discussed above,
all used unique operating systems. Although MPX was vendor supplied it had limited
support utilities for the programming staff and little or no third party software
availability. An operating system that is compliant with UNIX System V and has an
efficient real-time kernel appears to be the leading OS today. The availability of third
party software coupled with the availability of programmers who are UNIX and C
experienced weights this in the favor of UNIX.

Another advantage of moving into the supercomputer arena is that most of the vendors
in this line can and will support all required features. This reduces the number and
different types of I/O interfaces, shared memories, reflective memories, etc. to the
prime computer system supplier inventory and also improves the overall system



reliability over having to have multiple processors interfaced to each other through
shared/reflective memory. Another advantage that occurs because of using a
supercomputer for the real-time portion of a TM data processing system is that each of
the existing systems described also has a significant amount of non-real-time work
associated with it. That work is currently performed today on large scale computers,
such as the CDC Cyber line. By using a single processor to perform both the real-time
and non-real-time portions of the TM systems data processing a significant cost
savings could be realized.

There are a number of 64 bit computing machines available now that seem to offer
promise with regard to fulfilling the above characteristics. A few that the authors have
considered over the past 5 - 6 years are the Elxsi 6400, the CDC Cyber and the new
CDC RISC 4000, and the CRAY Y-MP and Y-MP(EL) product lines. More recently
the authors have taken a serious look at the evolving real-time capabilities of the
CRAY Research, Inc product line. The principal characteristics which led us to
consider the CRAY product line to be a serious contender for real-time telemetry data
processing are:

CHARACTERISTIC CRAY Y-MP CRAY Y-MP(EL)
-  64 BIT CPU, MEMORY & ARCHITECTURE YES YES
-  256 MB MEMORY OR GREATER YES YES
-  SYSTEM/CPU BUS GREATER THAN 250 MBps YES YES
-  MULTIPLE CPU’s YES YES
-  I/O CHANNELS GREATER THAN 100 MBps YES YES
-  STANDARD I/O INTERFACES YES YES
-  SUPPORT VECTOR PROCESSING YES YES
-  SUPPORT DBMS YES YES
-  SUPPORT LARGE SCALE BATCH PROCESSING YES YES
-  STANDARD COMPILERS YES YES
-  OPERATING SYSTEM UNICOS UNICOS
-  INHERENT EXPANSION/GROWTH YES YES

 &
WITH Y-MP

CONCLUSIONS:      That current real-time telemetry data processing systems are
becoming saturated by the growth of the onboard systems and their capabilities.
Having to operate on all TM data samples (64 bit TM words) in a 32 bit environment
requires almost all operations to take twice the amount of time over a 64 bit system.
The capabilities of input/output devices such as the Fast Multiplexer System and the
Shared Memory Systems have enabled those current systems to reach well above their
individual capabilities, but the much higher rate downlink systems being developed
for the future will not be able to be accommodated by those existing technical
capabilities. As system engineers and system designers we must start looking now for



solutions to match the problems we will encounter in the next few years as the
onboard systems continue to grow in capability and the Test & Evaluation community
presses for more rigorous testing of weapons systems prior to start up of production.
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THE FABLE OF “REAL-TIME”TELEMETRY DATA MOVEMENT

Thomas W. Gustin, Senior Design Engineer
SYSTRAN Corp., Dayton, Ohio

ABSTRACT

This paper presents an exciting new concept in real-time information distribution that
can be easily integrated into existing and future telemetry reception and data dispersal
systems. After briefly examining the evolutionary path and various perceptions of the
concept “real-time”, a variety of techniques are explored in achieving the expedient
movement of real-time information. Many non-telemetry application environments are
now using real-time shared-memory networking techniques to obtain large, high-
speed integrated sharing of common information. The phenomenal results are partially
attributable to high reliability, extremely low latency, and ease of use. This paper
attempts to present various telemetry applications and scenarios with descriptions of
benefits achieved by simply changing existing data movement techniques to those
using shared-memory networking techniques. KEY WORDS: fiber optics, GOLD
RING™, local area network, real-time, SCRAMNet™.

INTRODUCTION

The evolving computer technology and the unquenchable widespread “need” for
information have forced a comparable, yet divergent, growth in information dispersal
techniques. Time-based throughput, specifically from when information exists until
when it is available for use, has been one common understanding of the “real-time”
concept, and the evolving data dissemination methodologies have enabled this subset
of “real-time” to diminish to a micro-portion of that which it used to be. Depending
upon certain conditions, some currently used message-passing protocols may soon
become extinct due to the growing demands upon the information sharing techniques.
A few of the more recent versions already have vaulted into new areas of capabilities
that are not attainable by some of the older ones. Much of this evolution has been
spawned by ever-changing “real-time” requirements.

Early telemetry systems helped to define some of the older computer system
techniques in data movement. It appears that now it is the computer systems’ turn to
boost telemetry data movement from quasi-inert methodologies into a realm of “real-
time” and “in-the-loop” system performance capabilities; a dimension thought



unreachable until just recently. It is this evolutionary path in data movement as it can
be applied to telemetry systems that is the focus of the following discussion.

“REAL-TIME” EXPOSE'

Years ago an early implicit understanding of “real-time”computer throughput involved
getting my program printout back within an hour, instead of overnight. A more recent
telemetry-related comparison of data availability involved receiving the bound
computer printout of PCM-collected event data within one week of the test, instead of
one month. Granted, both of these data movement examples lack “real” urgency, but
they adequately demonstrate typical throughput capabilities for their system resources
and intended uses. If my telemetry test results were available the same day as the test,
experiment parameters and the phenomenon monitored could have been modified for
an immediate repeat test on the following day. These represent actual experiences for
many experimenters, especially during unconstrained tests. Therefore, “real-time”
may be defined as information transit time; from data existence to availability for use.

 McGraw-Hill’s Dictionary of Electronics and Computer Technology remarks about
real-time include: data processing systems that control an ongoing process and deliver
results no later than the time when they are needed for effective control; or a computer
system that operates in real time; or the handling of information at a rate sufficient to
ensure that it will influence the operation under control at the required time. These
real-time definitions express that real-time is rather loosely defined.

Often a computer’s worst-case response time is defined as a measure of its ability to
operate in real-time. Since there are so many different ways of measuring such a
parameter (interrupt latency, context switching time, etc.) it is difficult to place much
credence in numbers without standards for measurement that are generic enough to be
applicable for all machines, to avoid comparing apples and oranges. Satisfaction of the
real-time need ultimately depends on the application, and many machines or no
machines may be able to satisfy such timing requirements.

The terminology “real-time” is often made synonymous with “frame-time” in both
telemetry and simulation environments. Especially for the simulation environment, the
frame time, and hence the real-time period, is usually chosen to be short enough to
ensure the subjective sense of realistic operations. For telemetry test applications, the
frame time is chosen to maintain a sufficiently high enough sampling rate so that
when the data is “played back”, it will provide a realistic motion picture of the actual
events that were recorded through the telemetry system. For “in-the-loop” telemetry
control systems, the frame-time definition of real-time closely approximates the
dictionary’s presentation for process control applications.



One may legitimately ask why is real-time operation so important?  In process control
applications not running in real-time, the catastrophic results would be evident. It is
far more subtle when aliasing errors are introduced during data acquisition operations
due to a frame time that was too long. An aircraft simulator not operating in “real-
time” may manifest this problem by jerky visual displays or sluggish responses to
control manipulations. In many cases, what looks fine to one person is totally
unacceptable to another, depending upon experience and other technical factors.

Trying to locate or derive a more precise definition of real-time is a little like trying to
catch a spark, it may be done but it may not be necessary. There are now effective
ways to eliminate the bottlenecks of speed in achieving “real-time” performance in
many types of systems, and these will be discussed shortly. While it is obvious that
the quantitative measure of speed is a very important element in the concept of real-
time, it is not so evident that there are also subtle qualitative figures of merit also.

The next task is to identify several options available for the movement of information
from source to destination within the revised operational envelope of “real-time”
operations.

INFORMATION DISPERSAL

There are many different methods of transferring information from its source to its
destination(s). The reasons for selecting one method over another are as varied as
those for any other system configuration decisions; including (but not limited to) cost
of material and labor, user friendliness, best solution available, reliability, fit into
long-range plans, factory support, retrofit minimum impact, broad acceptance by
others, etc.

A few of the slower (non real-time) information movement techniques have been
presented already. For stand-alone systems, those involving only one backplane where
all involved resources have fair accesses to information, real-time information
movement is not a problem. Real-time communications has been a problem since the
trend of using multiple, linked-together subsystems became a viable alternative to
performing all operations within one supercomputer/system. As the speeds and
performance capabilities of these subsystems increased with technological
improvements, fast and reliable intrasystem information sharing techniques have
grown comparatively worse due to their inability to keep pace with other system
improvements. Over chronological time, many different types of subsystem
components with varying capacities have been combined into useful quasi-
supercomputer complexes with an arsenal of memory, user interface and
communication techniques.



For computational systems based upon a single vendor or architectural concept,
linking multiple resources together to perform a supercomputer’s task load for real-
time operations is typically accomplished using a physical shared-memory scheme.
The obvious advantages of minimum information transit time, low or no software
overhead, fast error recovery, and quick system reconfiguration potential are very
appealing to the system architect. However, when another computer from a different
architecture needs to be added to accomplish a slightly larger task, or some of the
machines need to be spread out or moved beyond the physical link’s capabilities, or
the access and protocol schemes are really only efficient for small numbers of on-line
users, the disadvantages become overwhelming.

The most common solution to the disadvantages of a physical shared-memory
technique of moving information between sources and users is the usage of one or
more forms of a message-passing network. The advantages of message-passing
networks over physical shared-memory methods of sharing information is that great
distances can exist between larger numbers of resources, resources that can be based
upon completely different architectural approaches. Figure 1-1 presents a partial tree
of some of the more common methodologies used to perform information movement,
based upon, their network/media access schemes. Note that point-to-point
communications is not represented explicitly, although many of the communication
classes presented can be used for just two resources sharing information. It is also
important to point out that there are other ways to represent networks besides their
access methods.

Within the envelope of the revised “real-time” definition most of these protocols can
be eliminated as serious contenders for generic real-time communications due to one
or more of the following: very low throughput performance values because of
inefficient physical links; the need for software drivers to perform some or all of the
communications and interface functions, robbing valuable CPU time; poor or non-
existent error recovery schemes; message length performance dependency; and
nondeterministic operations due to protocol methodologies, arbitration schemes, and
message collisions for random uncontrolled accesses to the media.

An ideal “real-time” network would have information transit times approaching those
of normal memory interactions, completely deterministic behavior, total transparency
(no software overhead), host platform independency, large node number capacity,
long-haul capability, proven reliability and industry confidence. It would have all of
the combined advantages of physical shared-memory and message-passing networks,
and none of the disadvantages. At the system level, all sharing resources would have
no contention (immediate) access to the shared data pool, and would do so by merely
reading from and writing to memory as needed by the application program; no I/O



driver subroutine calls. Due to the time-associative nature of “real-time” applications,
the data needs to be moved from the source to all of its destinations (for usage) on
time, every time; no exceptions for collisions or media access arbitration allowed.
Higher reliability can be achieved by using fiber-optic media to eliminate EMI/RFI
error susceptibility, and novel forward error detection/correction techniques for error
free information passing. These characteristics must hold true regardless of message
length, one byte to millions of bytes.

If performance generalizations were made to include all operations involved with
information movement, then the list would include resource contention/access times,
collision recovery times, error detection and correction times, CPU time to process
and handle information, and actual information movement times. Lumping together
the times for these activities, where applicable, and then using each method to move
medium to large amounts of information to be shared between resources, a
comparative diagram will result as depicted in Figure 2-1. Recall that the working
definition for “data movement transit time” is that time span from when the
information first exists until it is available to the user. For most information
movement techniques, there is far too much “overhead” time required to perform the
actual information movement. Arguments and usage stipulations supporting each type
of networking technique, where throughput would be maximized, can be proposed; but
in general, the relationships hold as depicted for medium to heavy network bandwidth
utilizations. For instance, many of the data movement techniques suffer from
indeterminant performance characteristics due to access methodologies that are
seriously degraded when more than one shared information resource is “broadcasting”
data. Many of the other methods were designed to avoid access collisions by using a
more controlled access scheme which actually hampers potential information
throughput. Most techniques require CPU time to form a message before sending it.
This is totally unnecessary when using the GOLD RING shared memory networking
method for real-time information dispersal.

Before exploring the features of GOLD RING Networking, an interesting trend needs
to be addressed. Over the last few years, there have been a number of proposals for
“loosely coupled telemetry systems” with strong arguments advocating that there are
very few properly designed systems that really need to operate as “real-time”
complexes. It is possible that these non-real-time positions have been expressed
because of the lag in data movement technology with respect to the needs for it. If the
arguments were excuses, they are no longer needed.

GOLD RING is a high performance, state-of-the-art, shared memory network utilizing
a (modified) register insertion ring topology. It is designed for fully random memory
mapped operations, supporting individual and blocked communication requirements.



The user’s real-time tasks involve normal, in-line code operations to “local” memory
that is dual ported to the network for replication to all other nodes mapped in as
“shared” memory. There are no communication calls or special I/O routines required;
simply memory reads and writes. The protocol’s overhead is minimized for maximum
throughput and minimum. per-node latency to provide the highest performance
possible. All protocol overhead, error checking and correction, message driven
interrupt and control functions, and access arbitration functions are performed in
hardware automatically.

At the system level, all nodes appear to be using the same single memory bank. Each
node appears to have immediate (no-contention) access to the shared memory resource
because each node has its own private copy of the latest version of the shared memory
contents.

Access to the GOLD RING is guaranteed, regardless of bandwidth usage, and is
nearly always immediate. There are no tokens or slots to wait for, and there is no
master/slave arbitration scheme to contend with. Each node is its own master and is
self throttling with all other nodes using the network.

Its use in “real-time” simulation and data acquisition activities can be better presented
by example. While many features are left unpresented, the concepts of “real-time”
performance in data movement will still be understood.

MAN-IN-THE-LOOP TESTING

“Real-time” experimentation is not the hopeless paradox of times past. While
analytical preparations, emulations, and simulations reduce the number and severity of
system errors, there will always be a need for experimentation and gathering of “real”
empirical information. Conducting “live” tests of subsystem components or complete
systems is a very expensive operation and needs to be carefully planned and expertly
executed. The more versatile and complex system components become, the more
difficult and expensive the testing becomes. Wouldn't it be nice if...

Figure 3-1 presents an experimental unmanned aircraft that is operational as a fully
controllable test platform on which new devices can be tested in an environment that
may not be safe for a manned vehicle. To be cost effective, efficient use of flight time
is mandatory. Therefore, the more experiments that can be performed in one flight, the
better. Additionally, if experiments can be modified or aborted based upon results of
current testing, much time can be saved for other batteries of tests or shorter flights. If
an unforeseen problem arises that can cause catastrophic results if allowed to continue 



“as is”, “wouldn't it be nice if” the test could be aborted, reconfigured, and rerun while
in the same flight?

To perform “live” experimentation safely, inexpensively, and thoroughly, real-time
dissemination of tests results is mandatory. Placing the experimenter or artificial
intelligence packages in-the-loop for tightly coupled, closed loop experimentation
becomes a reality provided the loop performs as a real-time system. This is possible
when moving data using the GOLD RING networking architecture.

As an example, assume that the ten computers shown in Figure 3-1 are linked together
using 10 meter cables between each of them. A sensor on aircraft #2 indicates that a
major catastrophe will occur within 5 milliseconds unless its high-power laser
experiment is terminated. It takes 1.2 milliseconds to report that information to a
memory location in the “aircraft data acquisition computer”. It takes the “lambda laser
experiment computer” 185 microseconds to be interrupted, and then to evaluate the
data, perform an abort decision, and issue a command word to a memory location in
its computer. It takes another 3.6 milliseconds to upload and execute an abort
command once data is written to a memory location in the “digital up-link command
computer”. That leaves 15 microseconds for computer-to-computer communications.

Users of “standard” message-passing networks are now grieving for the lost aircraft.
Skeptics are saying it can’t be done by any method. GOLD RING can do it on time,
every time. From the instant the “aircraft data acquisition computer” writes the sensor
state into its shared- memory location until it is available for use at the “lambda laser
experiment computer”, 8.591 microseconds will have passed (absolute worst case).
Typically this data transit time will be about 4 microseconds, but never more than
8.591 microseconds. It takes another 3.527 microseconds worst case (2 microseconds
typical) to move the abort command data from the shared-memory location in the
“lambda laser experiment computer” to the “digital up-link command computer” for
subsequent experiment termination. Computer-to-computer communications took 6
microseconds (typical), and worst case 12.118 microseconds is still within the
operational window for this example. All ten computers were fully aware of the entire
chain of events at speeds that equal memory access times.

SPACE STATION COMMUNICATIONS

While this concept is little more than food-for-thought because the time for system
design for the Space Station is long gone, it still acts as a catalyst for serious
consideration for similar system designs. There are two major classes of information
for this type of example, general communications and telemetry information. There
are many sources of many forms of data to be provided to many different users.



Most non-GOLD RING local area networking techniques are generalized by the 7
layer model known as the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) standard, as put forth
by the IEEE Computer Society and by the International Standards Organization (ISO).
The GOLD RING consists of two quasi-layers; the hardware which automatically
performs all of the “physical”, “data link”, “network”, and “transport” functions of the
lower 4 layers of the OSI standard model, while reads from and writes to local
memory automatically perform all of the “session”, “presentation”, and “application”
functions of the upper 3 layers of the OSI standard model. Despite the apparent
standard fit, the GOLD RING networking concepts are as different from the OSI
standards as night and day.

The trend for the space station’s task of integrating many different forms and sources
of data into a coherent universal format is to require all data sources, including
telemetry information, to conform to the OSI structure. Some of the penalties for
doing this include: the immediate loss of the ability to perform many multi-processor
tightly-coupled operations at memory speeds; a dramatic increase in CPU processing
requirements and years of software development labor to handle the huge
communications tasks; an unnecessarily cumbersome system structure for integrating
telemetry data into the standard communications LAN channels; increasingly
noticeable lags in information throughput and more frequent “crashes” as more users
are brought on-line; the total loss of deterministic performance, and therefore loss of
all hope of being a “real-time” communications system.

An alternative technique is to link all computing resources together, regardless of
manufacturer or system architecture, and use overlapping shared data pools or a single
common data pool information sharing scheme. Every information user will have a
local copy of all data, and every local write to shared memory is replicated to all other
shared-memory copies at memory (network) speeds. Using this technique, it is
possible to perform a real-time update of telemetry sourced data instead of waiting
until it is stale and nearly useless while it is packaged into some kind of message
format that conforms with the adopted, on-board OSI structure.

Assume that this hypothetical space station has 100 computers all linked together in a
single GOLD RING via fiber optics for a total ring distance of 5 kilometers (about 3.1
miles). Any single computer performing a write to shared memory will have
successfully changed the contents of that same location in the other 99 computers in
less than 104.601 microseconds (absolute worst case); typically, in 55 to 65
microseconds assuming near maximum network loading. This averages out to slightly
more than 1 microsecond per computer shared memory write operation (worst case),
with typical times at about 1/2 microsecond each; truly networking at memory speeds. 



Challenge any other information movement network to come close to those numbers,
and behold the results.

EJECTION SEAT TESTING

Figure 4-1 presents a very specific example that is but a sampling of a broad spectrum
of possibilities for telemetry-based data acquisition tasks. It also could have been race
car or parachute snap or target drone or motorcycle or rocket or pilot support
equipment or gun range or vehicle crash or missile guidance or wind blast or
experimental aircraft or ... testing. If a class description is needed, it might be those
tests requiring the orderly acquisition and processing of large amounts of high-speed
information in a hostile test environment, one that forces the use of unconstrained data
gathering equipment like PCMs and Telemetry equipment.

The GOLD RING network’s concept of large amounts of data at high speeds is access
to 8388608 different addressable bytes of information at a throughput rate that equates
to a telemetry data stream running in excess of 50 million bits per second; obviously, a
greater PCM output rate than normally available. Or, from a PCM/Telemetry source
perspective, 128 sensor charmers being converted to 8 bit resolution data being
sampled at 10000 samples per second per channel would not use 20% of the available
bandwidth on the GOLD RING network.

For this example, assume that the new ejection seat being tested is not only a variable
performance intelligent seat with clear-sky-driven guidance and adjustable nozzle
thrustors, but it also has radio coupled manual override capabilities, in case difficulties
develop during the testing phases of seat development. This positive feedback link
requires that data be made available in real-time to the computer system monitoring
seat performance for manual override decision and implementation operations.

For the sake of simplicity and high speed, assume that each remote data collection
system is linked to the track data center via a one-way, two kilometer (about 1-1/4
miles) fiber-optic cable. Each remote system contains a receiver, a telemetry
decommutator, and a computer for storing a backup copy of the data and providing a
host platform for the GOLD RING network node that is transmitting the data to the
data center. The transit time for each piece of information from when written to shared
memory by the decommutation system at the remote data collection system until it is
available for use in the shared memory at the track data center is just 11.175
microseconds. Of that total transit time, 10.000 microseconds is required to move the
optical version of the information across the fiber optic cable.



At the track data center, the incoming raw data can be sent around a GOLD RING
network to online analysis computers for real-time computations such that real- time,
in-the-loop override control is possible and the test report is finished (except for the
printing) before the dust has settled trackside. The data would be available for system
and experiment procedure changes before the system was returned to the hanger
following the test. This kind of total system, real-time performance can be reality,
right now.

“REAL” and SIMULATED FLIGHTS

Realistic and cost-effective training can be achieved by flying one or a few live
aircraft with several simulators, in real-time. A subset of this concept is depicted in
Figure 5-1. In-the-air safety is maintained by the total isolation of aircraft operations
from the simulation environment, and it is enhanced by subjecting fewer men to
dangerous situations per training hour.

The airborne vehicles are outfitted with PCMs and telemetering equipment for
providing important flight parameters. The system configuration could include (not
depicted) an information link from the range control’s radar system for position
information. For this example assume that each aircraft’s PCM is running at 1000
frames per second, generating 32 (32 bit) words per frame including frame
synchronization and error detection/correction information, for an aggregate NRZ
throughput of 1024000 bits per second. Not including radio link time, each word of
information therefore requires 62.5 microseconds to be serialized on the aircraft and
subsequently decommutated for use in parallel format on the ground.

With the simulator running at 100 frames per second, it is obtaining ten times the
information necessary to remain linked with the airborne aircraft with which it is
flying. While this fact is relatively insignificant, the time from when a particular
parameter is measured on an aircraft until the value can be used in a simulation flight
equation is crucial. The unachievable ideal of no delay time can be greatly reduced by
the GOLD RING network.

The following table analytically provides the deterministic minimum and maximum
transit times for two different configurations for this example, differentiated by
physical distances. The left half of the table is based upon quasi-long distances
between resources (in meters), while the right half is based upon machines more
tightly clustered. The maximum node latency of 794 nanoseconds occurs when a
message coming into a computer node must wait for network access due to new
information being placed (at that same instant) onto the network by the node. The
minimum node latency of 247 nanoseconds is achieved when a message coming into a



computer node does not have to wait on an outbound message. To achieve the
situation where all nodes experience maximum node latency is almost statistically
impossible. If all computer nodes are just listening to one data source, then the
minimum node latency is experienced and “Tmin” values can be used. Plotting
empirical statistical information of minimum through maximum transit times for a
variety of network configurations results in a sample distribution curve with a positive
Kurtosis and heavy skewing towards the minimum latency time. For the table below,
the “Tmax” and “Tmin” values are accumulative from the “real-time data link
computer” and are presented in microseconds. Note that the table entries for the
termination node at link “I” in the table is the origin, which therefore represents the
total network transit time.

LINK: LENGTH: “Tmax”: “Tmin”: LINK: LENGTH: “Tmax”: “Tmin”:
(in meters)   (in  F seconds) (in meters)    (in F seconds)

A 100 2.289 1.675 A 20 1.889 1.275
B 10 3.133 1.972 B 3 2.698 1.537
C 10 3.977 2.269 C 3 3.507 1.799
D 20 4.871 2.616 D 3 4.316 2.061
E 100 6.165 3.363 E 20 5.210 2.408
F 10 7.009 3.660 F 3 6.019 2.670
G 10 7.853 3.957 G 3 6.828 2.932
H 30 8.797 4.354 H 3 7.637 3.194
I 100 10.091 5.101 I 3 8.446 3.456

As with most systems, many options are available to the system designer for data
manipulations and movements. For instance, the “real-time data link computer” can
perform sliding window averaging of aircraft data and provide it to the networks
shared memory, once per simulator frame time, to minimize network traffic.
Additionally, enabling the GOLD RING data filtering will also reduce network traffic
to that representing real changes in data. By performing these two operations, a much
larger portion of network bandwidth can be used for other communication operations,
especially between the four computers tightly coupled to the simulator and with the
non-flying human interface workstations’ graphic displays.

“Tmin” and “Tmax” times are completely deterministic. “Ttyp” (typical) however is a
function of network bandwidth loading and chance, but will always occur in the time
window between “Tmin” and “Tmax”. For instance, actual data movement time for
the radar altimeter reading on aircraft #1 from the “real-time data link computer” to
the “instructor station computer” in the clustered model may almost always be less
than 3 microseconds, but it will never be more than 6.019 microseconds. Also, note
how little time is needed to disseminate real-time information via the network
compared to getting the information to the network from the aircraft sourcing it.



CONCLUSIONS

“REAL-TIME” computer communications is: information transit times at memory
speeds, with the data arriving error-free and on time every time, with total
transparency to the user, regardless of host machine types or numbers or distances
between linked machines. Departing from classical message-passing networking
techniques (because they can’t perform as real-time networks) the GOLD RING
replicated shared-memory network redefines all of the necessary attributes for real-
time computer communication networks. Its versatility, reliability, and ease-of-use in
other market areas has established its place in the real-time computer communication
arena. This robust data-sharing technique is a natural candidate for infusion into the
many different applications now using telemetry systems, and it can open the door to
new areas of use previously not tangible.
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THE REAL/STAR 2000: A HIGH PERFORMANCE
MULTIPROCESSOR COMPUTER FOR TELEMETRY

APPLICATIONS
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we describe the design of the REAL/STAR 2000 system, a high-
performance real-time computer for telemetry applications. The REAL/STAR 2000 is
a symmetric, tightly-coupled multiprocessor, optimized for real-time processing. The
system provides a high level of scalability and flexibility by supporting three
configurations: single, dual, and quad processor configurations, based on Motorola
88100 RISC processors. The system runs the multiprocessor REAL/IX operating
system, a real-time implementation of the AT&T UNIX System V. It compiles with
BCS and OCS standards, meets the POSIX 1003.1 standard, and has the current
functionality of the emerging POSIX 1003.4 real-time standard. The REAL/STAR
2000 promotes an open system approach to real-time computing by supporting major
industry standards. Benchmark results are also presented in the paper.

Key words: Real-time architecture, Tightly-coupled multiprocessor, RISC-based
architecture, Multiprocessor real-time UNIX operating system.

INTRODUCTION

The heart of a modern ground-based telemetry system is a high-performance real-time
data processing, data management, data analysis, and engineering interfaces computer
system. One of the characteristics of these systems is an increased demand for
computer processing power, which can be achieved by the introduction of
multiprocessor architectures [1, 2, 3].

Multiprocessor architectures can improve the speed of computation; however, they
may or may not be optimized for real-time processing. In real-time, in order to meet
time-critical requirements, a system must be based on an architecture that:



• allows tasks to be scheduled on a fixed-priority basis,
• provides mechanisms for intertask communication and synchronization,
• provides high reliability,
• provides predictable execution time, low interrupt latency, and
• supplies high-computational performance.

The REAL/STAR 2000 is a symmetrical, tightly-coupled multiprocessor, which meets
these requirements, and is optimized for real-time computing. It includes RISC CPU
technology, open system architecture, high-speed memory, real-time system software,
and a high-speed process I/O subsystem. The REAL/STAR 2000 system is based on
the open system philosophy by supporting industry standards, such as the REAL/IX
operating system, a real-time implementation of the UNIX System V Operating
system, and standard buses and interfaces, such as VMEbus, SCSI, Ethernet, and
others. By incorporating industry standards, the system enables users to take
advantage of the latest technological developments while maintaining compatibility
among diverse systems.

Besides high computational performance, the REAL/STAR 2000 system also provides
deterministic and fast response time, fast task switching, low interrupt latency, and
high real-time I/O throughput.

The REAL/STAR 2000 system meets the requirements of time-critical applications in
real-time data acquisition and control, government, aerospace, communications,
process control, and factory automation markets.

 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The REAL/STAR 2000 system is a tightly-coupled, symmetric multiprocessor using
Motorola’s 88100 RISC technology. The system supports three configurations: single,
dual, and quad processor configurations. The quad processor system architecture is
shown in Figure 1.

The base system consists of three standard VME modules: main logic board, memory
board, and system controller board, interconnected through a high-speed local bus.
The main logic board consists of one, two, or four 25 MHZ 88100 RISC processors
and eight MC88200 Cache/Memory Management Units (CMMU), integrated into a
HYPER-module, and the control logic required for the system bus. The 88100
processors also integrate integer and floating-point operations. The CMMU chips
support tightly-coupled multiprocessing functions by providing a cache coherence
protocol. In this way, all eight caches (each of 16 KB size) contain a coherent image
of their shared data on the system bus. For the fastest operation, the system supports 



Figure 1 - The architecture of the quad processor REAL/STAR 2000 system

the copy back algorithm for maintaining the cache coherence. The memory board uses
dynamic RAMs offering a capacity of from 16 MB to 64 MB. The system can be
expanded up to six boards including three additional memory boards, which provides
the maximum memory capacity of 256 MB.

The system controller board contains the VMEbus interface, system controller
functions, and other facilities, including those commonly required for a computer
operating in a VME bus environment. It also includes two RS-232C communication
ports.

All local interrupts to the CPUs are controlled by logic on the system controller board.
A multiprocessor interrupt controller enables any of 25 interrupt sources to be directed 



to any of four processors. The availability of multiple processors allow the acceptance
of interrupts and the scheduling processes in parallel.

The system is optimized to support I/O operations on the standard VMEbus and
supports a number of I/O controllers and high-speed process I/O subsystems. The I/O
controllers supported include the DR11W, the IEEE-388, the HSD, the external
interrupt expander, and the 1553 Avionics bus. It also provides an interface to high-
speed process I/O subsystems, such as Computer Products’ IOBC and G2, and Tustin
high-speed data acquisition subsystem as well as an interface to Modicon’s
Programmable Logic Controllers via MODBUS+. The VME interfaces are
implemented via a fully preemptible kernel for maximum performance.

The scalability of the REAL/STAR 2000 system is provided by the HYPERmodule,
which contains one, two, or four CPU clusters, as shown in Figure 2. Each cluster has
a single CPU and from 32 KB to 128 KB of cache memory. The HYPERmodule
connects to the main logic board via a multiplexed Mbus interface.

Figure 2 - The scalability of the REAL/STAR 2000: single, dual, and
quad processor configurations



MULTIPROCESSOR REAL/IX OPERATING SYSTEM

The UNIX System V operating system has become a standard operating system
gaining rapid acceptance because of its superior flexibility, portability, and large
number of support tools. However, the UNIX operating system was originally
designed for multitasking and time-sharing, and therefore the standard UNIX
operating system does not have an adequate response time and the data throughput
needed to support most real-time applications.

Many attempts have been made to adapt the UNIX kernel to provide a real-time
environment [4]. These real-time UNIX systems have been considered for telemetry
applications [5, 6, 7].

The REAL/STAR 2000 runs the multiprocessor REAL/IX operating system, which is
MODCOMP’s real-time enhancement of the AT&T UNIX System V. The REAL/IX
operating system incorporates all the benefits inherent in the UNIX System V
operating system while providing real-time performance. The REAL/IX operating
system provides full kernel preemption, enhanced task scheduling, a variety of
interprocess communication facilities, a fast file system, and enhanced I/O subsystem
capabilities. It delivers the predictable and deterministic response required by real-
time applications. A single copy of the multiprocessing REAL/IX operating system
resides in global memory and provides total operational control over all processing
within the system. The multiprocessing REAL/IX operating system includes key
features such as tightly-coupled, symmetric multiprocessing with load balancing, and
a multiprocess-threaded kernel.

A standard single process-threaded UNIX operating system does not make full use of
a multiprocessor because UNIX allows only one thread of control at a time. Because
standard UNIX is single threaded, most often UNIX -based multiprocessor systems
are set up in master/slave configuration.

The multiprocessing REAL/IX operating system, designed to comply with BCS and
OCS standards, meets the POSIX 1003.1 standard, and has the current functionality of
the emerging POSIX 1003.4 real-time standard. This allows the portability of
applications with real-time requirements.

Other features of the REAL/IX operating system include support for priority-based
process scheduling and disk I/O scheduling, asynchronous disk I/O operations, buffer
cache bypass and write-through for data integrity, enhanced memory management
facilities which enable a process to be locked into memory, directly connected
interrupts and common event notification capabilities. In addition to the standard



interprocess communication facilities, such as signals, messages, semaphores, and
shared memory, the REAL/IX operating system supports a fast binary semaphore
mechanism. The binary semaphores reduce system call overhead, allowing several
processes to communicate without restricting real-time performance.

SOFTWARE TOOLS

The REAL/STAR 2000 system supports a full range of software tools as well as a
specialized application generator. The full complement of programming languages for
development of real-time applications is provided with General Language System
(GLS). GLS features the ANSI C, FORTRAN 77, and Pascal programming languages.
In addition, GLS provides a symbolic debugger for program testing and debugging.
The REAL/VU Graphical Environment, a real-time graphical user interface, is also
supported by all REAL/STAR 2000 systems. The REAL/VU Graphical Environment
software consists of the X Window System, version 11.4 and the OSF/Motif User
Environment, version 1.1.

Additional software tools available for the REAL/STAR 2000 system are the Ada
programming environment, industry standard relational database management systems
such as Informix and Oracle, and an interface to local area networks using either
TCP/IP or DECNET protocols. The REAL/STAR 2000 system also supports the
PACE/IX Process Automation and Control Executive. PACE/IX is a powerful
application generator tool and man/machine interface used for development of data
acquisition and process control applications.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A number of benchmarks were run on the REAL/STAR 2000 system in order to
assure that the system provides very high overall system performance, which balances
three key features needed for time-critical applications: (1) computational speed, (2)
interrupt handling, and (3) I/O throughput. A summary of results is given here, while
detailed benchmark results and their description are presented in [8].

Standard Computational Benchmarks

The results of the standard computational benchmarks (Whetstone, Dhrystone and
Linpack) for the REAL/STAR 2000 systems are presented in Table 1.

Note that in the case of the Whetstone and Dhrystone, the aggregate performance
increase is practically linear with the addition of two or four processors. However, in
the case of the Linpack, the performance increase is not linear. For a dual-processor



system, the speed-up is 1.85, while for the quad processor system, the speedup is 2.76.
The reason for this is that both the Whetstone and Dhrystone fit into the cache
memory, while the Linpack uses the large data arrays which do not fit into the cache
memory.

Table 1
Standard Computational Benchmarks

SPEC Benchmark

The SPEC Benchmark Suite provides a more objective speed rating (SPECmark) than
the “old” MIPS rating. The SPEC also introduced the SPECthruput metric, which is
an enhanced SPECmark, prorated according to the number of CPUs in the system. The
SPEC result for the single processor REAL/STAR 2000 system is shown in Figure 3.
The obtained SPECthruput for the quad processor REAL/STAR system is 4 @ 9.2,
which gives 36.8 aggregate thruput [1].

Single-Parameter Real-Time Metrics

Single-parameter real-time metrics are typically concerned with priority interrupts and
scheduling, which significantly impact real-time system responsiveness. The
following seven matrices are used: task switching time, preemption time, interrupt
latency time, semaphore shuffling time, deadlock breaking time, intertask message
latency time, and process dispatch latency time.



 Figure 3 - SPECresults for the single processor REAL/STAR 2000 system

The definition of these metrics are given in [4, 9]. The results are shown in Table 2
and Figure 4.



Table 2
Single-Parameter Real-Time Metrics

Figure 4 - Process dispatch latency time for the REAL/STAR 2000 system

Process dispatch latency time, which is often referred to as wall clock time is defined
as the time it takes to transfer control from a lower priority to a higher priority process
as a consequence of an external event. Figure 4 presents the range (the best and worst
case) for the process dispatch latency time for the REAL/STAR 2000 system.

The worst case time is about 10 times higher than the best case time. The main reason
for this is the existence of the cache memory. When an interrupt occurs and the
corresponding interrupt response is not in the cache, additional time is required to
update the cache and bring the interrupt routine into the cache. In the REAL/STAR
2000 systems with two and four 88100 processors, a processor can be assigned to
handle interrupts, and consequently, interrupt routines can often be found in the cache
memory. This will significantly reduce the process dispatch latency time.

The REAL/STAR 2000 system provides efficient and fast interrupt handling
capabilities. The maximum number of interrupts that a single processor system can
handle is 10,000 interrupts per second. The interrupt handling capability increases
linearly with the addition of two and four processors.



The REAL/STAR 2000 system provides extremely fast intertask communication and
synchronization facilities. The lock/unlock semaphore operations take only 2.7
microseconds using the Turbo™ (binary) semaphores, and 60.7 microseconds using
AT&T System V semaphores. The average number of messages/sec transferred using
pipes, FIFOs, and messages ranges from 1000 to 7500 messages/sec.

The REAL/STAR 2000 system supports asynchronous I/O operations, wherein a
process can initiate an I/o operation, and then continue execution while the I/O
operation is performed concurrently.

APPLICATION IN TELEMETRY

The REAL/STAR 2000 system has the flexibility and the power to handle various
requirements within the range site. Figure 5 illustrates a typical telemetry processing
application within an aerospace test range. The REAL/STAR 2000 system is receiving
high-speed composite data streams from the front-end gear, and is displaying and
archiving this data in real-time.

This open system solution provides a combined development and run-time
environment which fully adheres to open systems standards, thereby reducing
development complexity and costs. Often other solutions are “open” in the
development environment, but offer reduced standards – conformance in the run-time
portions of their systems.

The REAL/STAR 2000 computational power allows room for application growth
even in today’s demanding telemetry and range applications.

The REAL/STAR 2000 also meets or exceeds the stringent requirements for interrupt
handling and process dispatch latency times. I/O performance is a key requirement for
telemetry and range applications and the REAL/STAR 2000 system meets this
requirement through the high-performance I/O subsystem within the REAL/IX
operating system.

The REAL/STAR 2000 provides the major connectivity interfaces and the real-time
device drivers, incorporated into the REAL/IX operating system, for those interfaces.



Figure 5 - Telemetry processing application using the REAL/STAR 2000 system



CONCLUSIONS

The REAL/STAR 2000 multiprocessor system is well suited for a number of time-
critical and I/O intensive applications. It provides very high overall system
performance, which balances three key real-time features: computational speed,
interrupt handling, and I/O throughput. The REAL/STAR 2000 is based upon an open
systems computer concept which uses off-the-shelf standard microprocessors (a
standard multiprocessor real-time UNIX operating system, the REAL/IX operating
system), standard communication protocols, and standard interface buses.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present the REAL/STONE Real-Time Tester, a tool for performance
evaluation of real-time UNIX operating systems. The REAL/STONE Real-Time Tester is
a synthetic benchmark that simulates a typical real-time environment. The tool performs
typical real-time operations, such as: (a) reads data from an external source and accesses it
periodically, (b) processes data through a number of real-time processes, and © displays
the final data. This study can help users in selecting the most-effective real-time UNIX
operating system for a given application.

Key words: Real-time UNIX operating systems, Real-time benchmark

INTRODUCTION

Rating a computer’s performance and comparing one computer with another has always
been difficult. Conventional methods of rating only processor performance do not give a
true picture of overall system performance. Therefore, processor performance is not an
adequate measure of total system performance, especially in the arena of real-time
computing.

The best possible benchmark for determining the performance of a new design is the actual
application which will ultimately run on the target system. This is normally not possible.
The next best solution is a “synthetic” benchmark which mimics the statistical distributions
of instructions and events that will be encountered in the ultimate target application, and
thereby simulates the production environment. This is also sometimes difficult since such
statistical data is rarely available, and since target applications often change from the time
of conception to the time of implementation.

In this article we use the REAL/STONE Real-Time Tester benchmark, which simulates a
typical real-time environment, in order to evaluate several popular real-time UNIX
implementations. By exercising critical components of real-time computers (such as



context switching, process synchronization and communication, and file I/O) the Real-
Time Tester provides objective data which allows users to make realistic assumptions
about how a particular UNIX-based system will perform in a real-time environment.

The Real-Time Tester has been applied to a number of real-time and non-real-time UNIX
implementations, and the results are presented in [1]. The Real-Time Tester can also be
ported to other non-UNIX operating systems, such as the DEC VMS operating system [2],
and others.

REAL-TIME UNIX OPERATING SYSTEMS

The UNIX operating system has become a standard operating system gaining rapid
acceptance because of its superior flexibility, portability, and large number of support
tools. However, the UNIX operating system was originally designed for multitasking and
time-sharing, and therefore the standard UNIX operating system does not have an
adequate response time and data throughput needed to support most real-time applications.
Several studies have been done on the application of UNIX-based systems in telemetry [3,
4, 5].

Many attempts have been made to adapt the UNIX kernel to provide a real-time
environment [6, 7, 8, 91. Given the diversity of the approaches in that each implementation
is dependent on the application code and type of processor, it is very difficult to compare
performance among all the versions of real-time UNIX operating systems.

One classification method [8] divides real-time UNIX implementations into six categories.
These six categories, along with the companies taking these approaches, are summarized
in Table 1.

1. Adding Extensions to Standard UNIX System

This approach to implementing a real-time UNIX system adds extensions to the core
UNIX operating system. The real-time extensions can be implemented in the kernel or
outside of the kernel. This is the approach taken by some system-level vendors, such as
AT&T in its System V.4 UNIX release. Some examples of adding extensions to create a
real-time UNIX system can involve implementing priority-based scheduling in a task
scheduler, and implementing real-time timers and priority disk scheduling. Although this
approach provides some real-time functionality, it has severe drawbacks. The main
drawback is that this approach does not allow full preemption in the kernel mode. When
an application task makes a system service call, and the task goes into kernel mode, the
system has to complete that service call before a higher priority task can gain access to the
CPU.



Table 1
Classification of Real-Time UNIX Implementations

2. Host/Target Approach

The host/target approach toward developing a real-time UNIX environment is to develop
an application on a UNIX host and then download it for execution on a proprietary real-
time kernel or a dedicated operating system running on a target system. This approach
connects a real-time kernel to a UNIX host via a communications interface. For example,
in the case of the VxWorks operating system, developers use the UNIX host for
development. This includes editing, compiling, linking, and storing real-time applications.
Then the program is tested, debugged and executed on the target machine running
VxWorks. The host and target communicate via sockets and the TCP/IP protocol.

3. Integrated UNIX Environment and Real-time Executive/OS

This approach provides a UNIX interface to a proprietary real-time kernel or a proprietary
real-time operating system. Both the UNIX system and the proprietary kernel/OS run on
the same machine. The MTOS real-time kernel, for example, can log onto a UNIX system.
The user can utilize the development tools in the UNIX environment in the development of
real-time applications, and then run those applications in the proprietary operating system
environment. This approach, similar to the host/target approach, provides the fast real-time
response of the proprietary real-time systems, but requires that programmers understand
two operating systems. The porting of applications is therefore considerably more difficult



4. Proprietary UNIX-like Operating System

This approach to real-time UNIX implementation consists of developing the real-time
kernel from the ground up while, at the same time, retaining standard UNIX interfaces.
Since a complete rewriting of the software is required, this approach is referred to as being
proprietary. Their internal implementations are proprietary, but the interfaces are fully
compatible with a standard UNIX operating system such as AT&T’s System V operating
system. These interfaces are specified with standards such as SVID and IEEE POSIX.
This approach provides relatively high-performance, however porting applications to or
from another real-time UNIX implementation often requires rewriting code. Standard
UNIX applications will run under these operating systems, but code using the real-time
extensions generally must be rewritten.

5. Preemption points

Another real-time UNIX implementation approach is to insert preemption points, or
windows into the operating system kernel. Preemption points are built into the kernel, so
that system calls do not have to block or run to completion before giving up control. This
can reduce the delay before the higher-priority process can begin or resume execution.
However, as an impact of preemption points, there is still a preemption delay which may
be as high as several milliseconds. This delay corresponds to the longest period of time
between preemption points. The preemption points approach is taken by the RTU
operating system, HP-UX operating system, and VENIX™ operating system. The RTU
operating system includes approximately 100 preemption points and 10 preemptible
regions. At the preemption points, the operating system performs a quick check to see if a
real-time process is ready to run. At these preemption points a preemption region is
initiated in the kernel wherein the scheduler is always enabled. The preemption points
approach provides a high degree of determinism and better than normal response times,
but it is still not a fully preemptive system. The drawback is similar to the drawback of the
adding extensions approach previously described: true real-time performance is not
achieved.

6. Fully preemptive kernel

This approach provides for full preemption in the UNIX environment, wherein preemption
can occur anywhere in the kernel. The preemptible kernel can be built by incorporating
synchronization mechanisms, such as semaphores and spin locks, to protect all UNIX
global data structures. By implementing a fine granularity of semaphores, the preemption
delay can be significantly reduced to 100 microseconds or less. A fully preemptive kernel
provides the system with the ability to respond immediately to interrupts, to break out of
the kernel mode, and to execute a high-priority real-time process. This approach is 



implemented in the REAL/IX and CX/RT operating systems. VENIX and RTU versions of
fully preemptive UNIX kernels are under development

THE REAL/STONE REAL-TIME TESTER

The REAL/STONE Real-Time Tester is a benchmark and demonstration system that
enables users to compare and evaluate real-time computer systems. By exercising critical
components of real-time computers, the Real-Time Tester provides objective data which
allows users to make realistic assumptions about how a particular computer system will
perform in the user’s real-time application, and so helps users to determine the most
effective real-time computer system for their application.

The Real-Time Tester simulates a typical real-time environment by:

C Reading data from an external source
C Processing the data through a user-specified number of real-time processes
C Displaying the processed data

The data transferred by the Real-Time Tester is an image consisting of thousands of pixels.
While the benchmark is running, the monitor displays progress through screen refreshes,
each of which adds pixels to the image. The computer system with the best deterministic
real-time performance displays the image fastest without any image distortions or missing
pixels. The demonstration provides even non-technical users with an easy-to-understand
comparison of each tested system’s real-time performance.

The Real-Time Tester, the structure of which is shown in Figure 1, consists of a master
process, which runs a selected real-time priority, and a number of lower priority real-time
processes that are generated by the master process. The real-time processes serve as a
pipeline for the data being acquired and displayed.

The pipeline consists of a head process, a tail process, and the real-time processes. The
user selects the number of real-time processes in the pipeline. The logical flow of the Real-
Time Tester is as follows:

1. The head process reads the data from an external source (a file or a device) and
places the data into an input buffer in a shared memory region.

2. The data is then transferred through the process pipeline. The head process
activates the next process in the pipeline (P1) through the use of semaphores,
then P1 activates P2, etc. Each transfer of control from one process to another
causes a full real-time context switch.



Figure 1 - The structure of the REAL/STONE Real-Time Tester benchmark

3. The last process in the pipeline, the tail process, transfers the data from the input
buffer to the output buffer, and then displays the data on an X terminal or on a
character-based terminal if an X terminal is unavailable.

For each block of data, two cycles must be executed by the computer. The first cycle
transfers the block of data through the pipeline of tasks. This transfer must occur within a
deadline time limit, which is controlled by the internal timer. If the whole block is not
transferred within the deadline time, then the remaining data in the block is lost, simulating
what occurs in real-world applications. The second cycle displays the data (image) that
was successfully transferred through the pipeline. These two cycles are performed
continuously until all data is transferred and the image is complete.

The Real-Time Tester examines the computer system’s real-time performance in the
following areas:



C Context switch time
C Interprocess communication and synchronization mechanisms, such as

semaphores and shared memory
C File I/O system
C UNIX system calls

The user-friendly interface is based on the X Window System™ and the OSF/Motif™
graphical user interface (see Figure 2). The menu-driven system consists of the following
user-selectable fields:

Figure 2 - User interface

C Description - Allows the user to display or print the description and structure of
the Real-Time Tester.

C Select process - Allows the user to select the number of real-time processes in
the pipeline (1 to 12) to simulate different process loads.

C Select image - Allows the user to select the image to be displayed during the
demonstration. The images are different sizes and represent different real-time
applications.

C Start and stop - Allows the user to initiate or interrupt the execution of the Real-
Time Tester.



NUMBER OF PROCESSES 5
QUANTITY OF DATA PROCESSED 120,256 PIXELS
PROCESSING TIME 45 SEC
PERCENTAGE OF DATA LOST 15.2%

Completion of the benchmark results in an image being generated on the X terminal. Better
real-time computers (with faster response time and higher data throughput) will generate
the image in shorter times.

As the user increases the number of real-time processes in the pipeline, the computer’s
workload increases and image generation slows. Computers with poor real-time
performance will lose data because they are unable to transfer each block within the
specified deadline time. Consequently, the image displayed by these systems shows blank
spots which represent lost data.

At the end of execution, the displayed image gives a visual measurement of the tested
system’s real-time performance. For additional quantitative comparisons, the Real-Time
Tester automatically calculates and displays a summary of results, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 - Sample summary of results

RESULTS

The results presented here are provided to demonstrate the capabilities of the Real-Time
Tester and are not intended as a competitive evaluation of the performance of various
systems. In Figure 4, visual measurements of three tested systems’ real-time performance
are shown. System A provides fastest response, while System B is slower than System A,
however, it is generating the image without distortion. System C is the slowest system and
it displays a distorted picture due to lost data.

For an additional quantitative comparison, the Real-Time Tester has been applied to four
real-time UNIX operating systems and two non-real-time UNIX operating systems. These
results are based upon operating systems A, B, D, and E executing on hardware platforms
which used a 25 MHZ Motorola 68030 processor. Operating System C was executing on a
platform which used a 33 MHZ Motorola 68030 processor and Operating System F was
executing on a platform which used a 20 MHZ Motorola 68020 processor. A total of 1,500
data characters were transferred and processed in each test. The number of real-time
processes in the pipeline was varied from 1 to 12. A sample of results is shown in Figure 5
in which the processing time is plotted as a function of the number of real-time processes
over the range of 1 to 12. The results show that four real-time UNIX operating systems (A,
B, C, and D) perform better than the two non-real-time UNIX systems (E and F). This 



System A provides the fastest response,
completing the image fastest and without
distortion.

System B is slower than System A; however,
System B, like System A, is generating the
image without distortions.

System C is the slowest system and it
displays a distorted picture due to lost data.

Figure 4 - Demonstration of visual measurements for three real-time UNIX systems



 Figure 5 - Performance of UNIX operating systems

real-time performance superiority of real-time UNIX systems (even recognizing the slower
hardware platform of System F) is attributable to their preemptive kernels, fast context
switch, fast interprocess communication facilities, and other real-time features. However, it
should be pointed out that there are significant performance differences between real-time
UNIX implementations in that the real-time UNIX systems with a fully preemptive kernel
(A, B) generally performed better than those which use preemption windows [C, D]. In
addition, System A, which uses ultra fast interprocess communication facilities, performed
better than any of the other systems tested.

CONCLUSIONS

The REAL/STONE Real-Time Tester provides substantially more information about total
system performance than general-purpose benchmarks, which typically only measure CPU
performance, floating-point performance, and compiler maturity. Features and capabilities
tested by this benchmark include: operating system features for real-time, operating system
interprocess calling and semaphores, timer scheduling features, real-time library
capabilities, and disk I/O subsystem.



The Real-Time Tester can easily be ported to any open system, regardless of the system’s
supplier, CPU, or configuration. It is also available for some proprietary real-time systems.

The Real-Time Tester can help in selecting the right computer system for any real-time
application, which may be the most critical decision in a project.
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ABSTRACT

Boeing Commercial Airplane Group’s Flight Test Engineering organization is
developing a new test data recording format to be used on the new model 777
airplane. ARINC 429, ARINC 629 and IRIG PCM data will be formatted for
recording test data. The need to support a variety of data recorders, and three
types of data, mandate the development of a new recording format. The format
Flight Test chose is a variation of IRIG Standard 106-86, Chapter 8. The data
from each channel is treated as a data packet, including time and channel ID,
and then multiplexed into 24 bits. This allows a time accuracy of 10
microseconds and a minimum latency caused by multiplexing.

INTRODUCTION

The requirement to record many high speed ARINC 629, ARINC 429, and IRIG
PCM data channels in support of testing the new model 777 airplane has
resulted in a data rate beyond the capability of existing instrumentation tape
recorders and ground based data systems. To add ARINC 629 data to the Flight
Test Data System without a major change to the data base software, a new
recording format must be developed. It must include several different types of
data, real time monitor requirements, support multiple recording devices, and be
easy to install and maintain on a test airplane.

CURRENT FORMATS

Flight Test currently uses IRIG PCM and a second format for recording ARINC
429 data. Both formats are recorded using six data tracks and one time track on
an analog instrumentation recorder. The maximum combined bit rate of the six
data tracks is six megabits per second. Time accuracy is less than 100
microseconds. Telemetry data is limited to any two of the six data tracks.



NEW FORMAT REQUIREMENTS

The recording format required for the 777 airplane test program must adhere to
the following:

Digital test data recorder and instrumentation recorders.
A multiplexed data rate of 1 2 Mbits/sec. minimum.
Up to 31 channels of data.
One format for all flight test data systems.
Time accuracy of 10 microseconds.
Recording of data in increasing time order.
The selection of parameters from all data channels for telemetry.
Faster than real-time Playback on ground based data system.

FORMATS EVALUATED

Several recording methods where evaluated before the selection of a 24 bit
format. The following approaches were given the most consideration.

1. Conventional PCM using commercially available multiplexers. This
approach was complicated, time correlation was insufficient, the data rate
was not flexible, and the equipment was large.

2. Packets made of one label word, two word-count words, three time
words, and from one to 510 data words, are recorded on a PCM channel.
A frame synchronization pattern is inserted at fixed intervals. Fill words
are used when a packet exceeds the frame. To process data as it is
extracted from the recorder it must be in increasing time order to minimize
time skew between data. Due to the large packet size data is not in
increasing time order. This approach does provide the best use of
recorder bandwidth when six or more data words per label are recorded.

3. A 24-bit packet defines the channel, function and associated data word.
This data word can contain data, minor time, status, label, frame
synchronization pattern, or fill pattern. Channel zero is common to all
other channels and contains major time and any other system information
necessary.



24-BIT FLIGHT TEST DATA RECORDING FORMAT

The 24-bit format (Figure 1) is similar to the IRIG Standard 106-86; Chapter 8,
used to record MIL-STD-1553 data. To support 31 input channels, five bits are
used. This leaves only three bits to define the function of a 1 6-bit data word.

Figure 1

CHANNEL ID

The Channel ID(bits 19-23) identifies up to 31 data channels and one special
function channel. Channel 0 is the special function channel and is used to
record parameters common to all data channels. Some examples are Major
Time, Airplane Number, Test Number, and year.

FUNCTION OF DATA

The function field(bits 16-18) define the information contained in the data field as
follows:

Bit Function
18 17 16
0 0 0 Spare
0 0 1 Data
0 1 0 Minor Time
0 1 1 ARINC 629 Status
1 0 0 Label
1 0 1 Frame Synchronization Pattern
1 1 0 Spare
1 1 1 Fill Pattern

DATA

The Data field(bits 0-15) contain a 16-bit word defined by the Function bits and
Channel ID bits. A database must be maintained to relate the Channel ID to a
type of data and labels to a parameter.



TIME

Major time is recorded as a 32-bit integer divided into high order and low order
words on channel zero using label zero. It identifies days of the year to a
resolution of one hundredth of a second. Minor time is recorded on all channels
and is relative to the last bit of the label with 1 microsecond resolution. The
Minor time word is a 16-bit integer with a value of 0-9999 microseconds and is
recorded between the label and first data word.

ARINC 629 STATUS

The ARINC 629 hardware sends a status word when an error occurs and the
bus transmitter will truncate the data string. This status word must be included in
the data string or the 24-bit decode process will interpret the short string as a
recording error.

LABEL

The Label defines each word that follows it. Some labels have variable word
lengths. In this case, the word after the label tells how many words follow the
label.

FRAME SYNCHRONIZATION PATTERN

A 24-bit frame synchronization pattern occurs every 512 24-bit words to allow
synchronization of a serial bit stream required by telemetry and continuous
speed recorders. Disk drives and most digital data recorders have byte wide
interfaces and do not require the use of frame synchronization patterns.

FILL

The provision for fill words is for applications that require a fixed bit rate.
Telemetry and continuous speed recorders will use fill words.

MULTIPLEXING

Data sources can be organized as labels followed by a string of data words.
IRIG PCM will have from 1 to 508 data words following the label. ARINC 429 will
have 2 data words following a label. And ARINC 629 will have from 1 to 256
words following the label. Multiplexing these different data sources into a single
data stream works like this. As each word arrives at the multiplexer it is encoded
with its channel ID and Function and merged into the output data stream. This



keeps data in increasing time order. Minor time is added after each label. To find
the time of any word in the multiplexed stream the word interval of that channel
must be known. For example, the time of the fifth word after a label is found by
combining Major time from channel 0 with the Minor time of the label and adding
five times the word interval.

A limited bandwidth exists for telemetry data on an airplane. This format
allows an output card in the multiplexer to select only the labels needed for
telemetry and output those parameters to the telemetry hardware while a
second output card is transferring all data to a recorder.

Because this format is a multiple of eight bits it can support parallel and
serial interfaces. This allows the use of incremental tape drives, continuous
speed tape drives, and disk drives.

CONCLUSION

This 24-bit format simplifies the recording, monitoring, and retrieval of Flight
Test data. It allows a standard formatting of all types of data, supports a time
accuracy of 10 microseconds, can be used for all types of recording devices,
and allows the telemetry of selected parameters.
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ABSTRACT:

Chart recorders are needed both for producing a permanent record for post-mission
analysis and for providing real-time information during a test. Immediate feedback is
important when test conditions may require mid-course warnings or corrections. In the
traditional galvanometer based chart recorder, the operator can look directly at the
pens moving on the paper and quickly judge speed and amplitude. When using a
thermal array recorder, there is a small delay between the time of printing and the time
when the trace is visible. This is due to the construction of the thermal array itself.
Individual printing elements are deposited on a ceramic substrate which eliminates all
motion from the printing process and physically blocks the operator’s view of the
printhead so that for a short time there are no visual clues as to the exact waveform
position.

At higher chart speed this gap only represents milliseconds of elapsed time, well
below human reaction time, and therefore of no real importance. At trending speeds,
however, the delay could be half a second or even more and could be a problem in
some situations. The first solution offered by manufacturers of thermal array recorders
was a row of LED’s that stretched across the recorder directly over the printheads and
reflected printing activity in real-time and indicated the actual position of the
individual waveform traces. This was found to be a satisfactory solution by most
telemetrists who wanted to change to the new technology in order to take advantage of
the thermal array recorder’s higher frequency response and flexible formats.

While the LED array satisfies basic real-time response requirements, there are many
other applications for auxiliary displays which include variable chart labeling and
graphic display of waveforms.



OBJECTIVE

To examine display alternatives which are available now or will be in the near future
including CRT (Cathode Ray Tube), LCD (Liquid Crystal Display), EL
(Electroluminescent), EF (Electroflourescent) and Plasma Technologies which cover a
variety of sizes, costs, and capabilities.

CURRENT DISPLAY APPLICATIONS

Graphics displays, both CRT and flat panel, are used in many industrial and scientific
fields. Of course, telemetrists are familiar with the large, high resolution CRT’s that
are normally found in quick-look and control centers but there are other uses and
technologies which could be of interest in the future.

In the industrial and manufacturing areas, displays are used in three basic ways; for
information exchange, in product design, and in-process monitoring. Information
exchange is mostly alphanumeric and is generally used for material lists, schedules,
accounting and related business functions. Because graphics are not used, except
maybe for bar graphs, low resolution monochrome monitors are normal - the least
expensive of all displays. Product design applications, both electronic and mechanical,
run on large, high resolution color monitors which allow the designer to look at
complex detail. Unlike the telemetry user, the product designer is interested in a static
display - the designer needs the ability to focus on minute detail that would be blurred
by motion. Computer aided design (CAD) demonstrations often feature real-time
animation but this is really presentation graphics and is not used or needed in the
actual design process.

Process control applications use graphics displays in conjunction with chart recorders
or, sometimes, tape recorders for permanent record storage. Typicaly, process
monitoring displays are of medium size and resolution to reduce cost without losing
the ability to handle waveforms. The signal sources are usually from a variety of
transducers that monitor temperature, vibration , and strain in manufacturing
machinery. In many ways this is a similar application to aerospace telemetry except
that everything is much, much slower. Instead of monitoring tests that take minutes,
these systems are tailored for continuous, around the clock operation. In addition, the
display is also often the control device for a local computer on the shop floor. Touch
screens and special oversized sealed keyboards are often used to make operation
easier under adverse conditions.

Medical monitoring was the first large volume use for CRT displays and the medical
profession now uses graphics displays in a wide variety of applications. In the clinical



environment, which includes operating rooms, the displays are used by several
different doctors and technicians simultaneously. The monitor usually displays heart
rate, respiration rate, blood pressure and ECG. The actual operating staff glance at the
monitor occasionally from across the room for a quick reference while a medical
technician and perhaps an anesthesiologist study the display constantly. A strip chart
recorder is run in parallel but it’s mainly for documentation, the display is the primary
real-time reference. For emergency medical applications like defibrillators and
portable ECG monitors, it’s the other way around; size and weight restrictions limit
the usefullness of a display. They are usually very small and low resolution so that
doctors or technicians rely more on the strip chart recorder - some manufacturers omit
the display altogether. Recent developments in flat panel displays have led to a
renewed interest in portable monitors and will probably have a direct effect on future
designs.

DATA PRESENTATION TECHNIQUES

There are four main ways to display data; static, wipe-bar, scroll, and waterfall. In a
static display the image is fixed for noticable periods of time, usually at least several
seconds and often much longer. This is useful for detailed images that require very
close inspection or for applications where a strip chart recording is not available for
reference and the waveform must be frozen for interpretation.

A closely related variant is the “snap-shot” presentation in which a series of static
images are shown a few seconds apart. This technique is useful for reviewing the
contents of data buffers and is within the speed capabilities of the relatively slow LCD
technology.

The wipe-bar presentation is most often found in medical instrumentation. It is a real
time waveform display that draws an analog waveform across the screen, usually from
left to right. Once a point on the screen is marked, it remains static until the new data
point moves all the way to the right and re-starts at the left. The process is then
repeated with the new data, over-writing the data from the previous screen. The name
“wipe bar” comes from the fact that there is a small blank gap just ahead of the new
data point and when the display is viewed at a normal distance, especially when
several channels are being recorded, there appears to be a vertical bar traveling across
the screen. A related mode is known as the “bouncing ball” presentation. This is found
on older technology CRT’s with very persistent phosphor coatings. It’s basically a
wipe bar but the phosphor at the new data point glowed brightly so that when looking
at an ECG, there seemed to be a ball bouncing across the screen leaving a faint comet-
like trail behind it.



The scroll presentation is the most widely used in non-medical applications. The scroll
is also real time but the entire screen shifts constantly from right to left. The effect is
that of viewing chart paper moving under a window. At high scroll speeds it is hard to
follow the traces exactly but it does give a very good picture of overall activity and it
does reproduce the printed record very closely. One disadvantage is that the entire
screen must be updated every cycle, usually 60 times per second, but with processor
and memory costs constantly coming down, that’s no longer a major consideration.

The waterfall presentation is basically the same as the scroll but from top to bottom. It
is not as popular as the right to left scroll because as the display conventions
developed, the right to left scroll seemed to present a more graph-like presentation
with positive signals going up and time moving from left to right. The waterfall
presentation, however, is much closer to the format actually used by most telemetrists
today and should probably be used more often than it is.

DISPLAY RESOLUTION

The display resolution is a major factor in determining the usefulness of the data
presentation for any given application. Naturally, the more closely a display needs to
be examined, the more resolution is required. As a basis for comparison, let’s consider
the standard eight channel, 40mm strip chart format to be the reference point.

When speaking of thermal printhead resolution, it is common to refer to the number or
dots or picture elements (pixels) per mm because the printing width per channel is
relatively stable from recorder to recorder. Displays, however vary widely in size so it
is more useful to consider the number of elements per channel as the measure of
resolution.

In the thermal array recorder, there are from 300 to 500 elements per channel
depending on whether 8 dot per mm or 12 dot per mm printheads are used. The normal
LED array on the same recorder would typically have only 16 to 20 elements per
channel. While this might seem surprisingly low resolution, in fact, the number of
elements is perfectly adequate for its intended use which is to indicate waveform
activity and to locate the approximate trace location in relationship to the chart paper.
Remotely mounted auxillary displays used for monitoring must provide enough
resolution to identify waveforms separately from the context of the printed chart but
need not provide all the resolution of the chart itself. The chart is a permanent record
which can be minutely examined for precise measurements while the display is
constantly moving and changing. The display screen should, however, provide enough
resolution so that the shape of the waveform can be seen clearly and the size of the
waveform at least closely estimated.



The most common CRT format is the 640 by 480 element format popularized by the
personal computer market. This format is usually referred to as “VGA” resolution.
The 640 figure is the number of horizontal elements available. In the eight channel
example, there would be 80 elements per channel which, while much more coarse than
a printhead still allows changes of a little over one percent of full scale to be seen.
This would be a very reasonable resolution for auxillary display purposes. For users
who need to display 16 channels or more, however, 640 elements may not be enough
to provide much more than an indication of waveform activity. In such a case, 1024 by
768 element CRT’s are available at higher cost. These high resolution displays were
developed for computer aided design applications but are more and more found in
general purpose high resolution graphics uses. A 16 channel format with 1024
elements gives about 60 elements per channel, still allowing changes of less than two
percent of full scale to be seen.

ALTERNATE DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY

The most popular kind of display today is the CRT and that is what has been described
in the preceeding examples. There are many reasons for this popularity; it is a mature
technology, it is available in a wide range of sizes and resolutions, it has very complex
color capabilities, it has a high contrast, bright image and it is relatively inexpensive.
It does have some drawbacks however; it uses more power than other technologies
and, probably most important, it requires considerably more volume for a given
display area than other technologies. Alternate technology devices are all of the so
called “Flat Panel” construction. In this case, “Flat” means that the thickness of the
display or, in other words, the depth behind the display screen is much less than the
width of the display. In practice, Flat Panel displays are less than an inch thick,
sometimes much less, regardless of width. Contrast that with a standard CRT which is
usually as deep as it is wide.

Liquid Crystal Displays (LCD) are very popular for small alphanumeric applications
but only lately have been used in high resolution graphics. LCD’s have the advantage
of very low power consumption and small size and weight for the display size. This
gives LCD’s a distinct edge in portable applications. Unfortunately, they also have
disadvantages; the display image contrast is lower than a CRT’s, they are very
expensive in larger sizes, and they have relatively slow data update rates. The last
problem is the most important to real-time waveform monitors since a slow update
rate results in noticable “flicker” which is distracting to the observer.

Electroluminescent (EL) displays solve the update problem since they are just as fast
as a CRT and, of course, much smaller. Compared to CRT’s, EL displays have two
disadvantages; they are currently available in monochrome only and they are very



expensive in large sizes, that is, over 25 cm wide or over 640 elements wide. They
may be a good choice where small size is important but probably won’t be a factor in
the telemetry field until refinements in their manufacturing process allow reasonable
cost, large, high resolution displays, especially in color.

Gas Plasma displays have mostly the same strenghts and weaknesses as CRT’s. In
fact, the biggest difference the average user will see between Plasma and EL will be
the color - red as opposed to yellow.

Electroflourescent displays (EF) have very high contrast and are fast but have one
very important practical drawback; they are not commercially available in large, high
resolution sizes so that their use is currently limited in graphics applications. Their
brightness and contrast however, make them very good choices for front panel control
applications.

Conclusion

There are several competing display technologies, each of which satisfies at least one
industry group. For the telemetrist, however, for whom size, weight and power
consumption are usually secondary concerns, only CRT technology offers the
auxillary display capabilities of high speed, high resolution, large format, high
contrast, color and moderate cost.



THE USE OF HIGH-SPEED DIGITAL TAPE RECORDERS AS 
COMPUTER PERIPHERALS

Kenneth J. Bisson

ABSTRACT

While the scientific press brims with descriptions of state-of-the-art projects using the
latest technology to produce huge amounts of data, little attention is given to the
system requirements that result when Terabytes of data are generated. This paper
examines the affect on telemetry, and replay/analysis systems and the necessary
integration of high-speed digital tape recorders in such systems. Specifically, it
considers how the tape recorder interfaces to the computer system, how the interface
is integrated into the computer’s I/O architecture, and how much the user can expect
in performance.

THE DATA DELUGE

Users wage daily battle against the data deluge. Consider the problems NASA faces.
The space agency estimates that the recently launched Hubble Space Telescope can
produce a continuous 1 Mbit/sec flow of data (86 Gbit/day or 30 Tbit/year). When one
considers that this is the product of only one project, it is easy to understand why
NASA now has more than 48 Tbits (6 TBytes) of data in storage and why it expects
the amount of new data to double every two years.

NASA is not alone. In high-end installations around the world, computer systems
regularly confront greater quantities of data for processing and storage at higher data
rates. Computer designs must provide a way to record continuous high-speed data
streams. They must provide fast access to stored data for analysis. Computer designs
must also provide compact and robust long-term storage. With this perspective, the
role of high-performance digital tape recorders and their use in integrated systems will
be examined.

CURRENT DIGITAL TAPE RECORDER CAPABILITIES

Digital tape recorder manufacturers have developed units to meet user requirements,
however, the integration of high-performance recorders into computer systems has
lagged behind.



Available digital tape recorders range from 9-track units to the latest 19mm devices.
The low-end devices have a large installed base. While they offer low areal storage
capacity at a low I/0 rate, they are still the most popular units on the market. At the
mid-range are devices like the Metrum VLDS, a VHS-based tape recorder. The VLDS
supports a sustained I/O rate of 4 MBytes/sec and has more storage capacity than a
9-track unit. A VHS cartridge for the VLDS holds more than 5 GBytes of data.
Although the VLDS represents the mid-range in tape recorder performance, many
computer system interfaces and I/O architectures cannot support the 4 MBytes/sec
sustained I/O rate.

At the high-end, 19mm tape recorders can capture data at a faster I/O rate. These
recorders also have a large storage capacity. Examples are the AMPEX DCRSi and
the Sony DIR-1000 ID-1 recorder. These devices operate at sustained I/O rates of
more than 10 MBytes/sec and store tens of GBytes on a single cartridge. At this
leading edge of recorder technology, there are few computer interfaces that can
support the sustained I/O rates.

Figure 1 compares some of the different digital tape recorders.

Figure 1

APPLICATIONS

To illustrate how high-speed digital tape recorders can enhance a computer system
solution and increase end-user productivity, two applications will be discussed;
telemetry, and data replay and analysis.

Telemetry

Telemetry applications use digital tape recorders for saving data from one or more
sources. In telemetry systems, one or more Analog/Digital (A/D) converters digitize



telemetry signals from receivers. The digitized data may be saved, and all or part of it
must be processed. The processed data may be saved and/or displayed. Figure 2 shows
a functional diagram of a digital telemetry system.

Figure 2

In such a system, the A/D converters digitize incoming telemetry signals. The latest
converters operate at rates ranging from 100 MSamples/sec to 1 GSample/sec for a
single channel. Sample sizes can vary from 1 to 16 bits, and the A/D can handle
multiple channels. The newest models can capture more data channels at higher
speeds and have the I/O bandwidth to send data to a computer system at high data
rates. At these higher rates, corresponding high-performance processors and a high-
speed digital tape recorder are needed.

Many telemetry applications operate in a continuous mode; data is digitized at high
bandwidths for an indefinite period of time. Processing of the digitized data is most
often required, and the processed data may be recorded. To accomplish this, the
computer system must route data from the A/D converter to the processor(s) and then
to the digital recorder.

In addition, the A/D converter is likely to input data at an I/O rate different than the
sustained output rate required by the tape recorder. Because the tape recorder is a
streaming device, the mechanics to start tape moving over the recording head takes a
few seconds, making it undesirable to stop the data flow to the tape recorder once it
has started. The computer system must buffer the incoming A/D converter data to
provide a continuous flow to the tape recorder. This process is called speed matching.



In the overall system architecture, moving data between devices is most important.
The computer system must speed-match data between input and output sources.
Receiving digitized data, processing, displaying and recording data are asynchronous
operations tied together in a pipeline. In rating a computer system and interface to a
digital tape recorder, consider the I/O architecture of the complete system. The
configuration in Figure 3 shows such a telemetry data acquisition system.

Data Replay / Analysis

Data replay/analysis applications have different requirements. Data has been collected
on a high-speed digital tape recorder and the data tapes must be played back for
processing and analysis. (See Figure 4.) In addition to data processing, the computer
or recorder interface must demultiplex the single data stream into multiple smaller
streams.

Figure 3 Figure 4

In these applications, each smaller data stream can represent information from
receiving devices. Individual streams are processed separately and summed for
analysis. Because it is advantageous to replay the data at I/O speeds greater than those
at which the data was recorded, multiple-speed digital tape recorders are needed.

This replay/analysis application uses a high bandwidth point-to-point link between the
tape recorder and computer. The link can run at different I/O speeds and demultiplex
the continuous data stream. The smaller individual streams are loaded into different
parts of the computer’s memory. All of this functionality requires a high-performance
interface with built-in intelligence. Figure 5 illustrates a system configuration
solution.



Figure 5

HIGH-SPEED INTERFACES

The integration of a high-speed digital tape recorder to a computer system requires a
fast data link, one that will allow sustained high-speed data exchange. For high-end
recorders this means a minimum of 10 MBytes/sec. And in the ideal system, the
hardware link is under software control so data may be streamed to any resource on
the computer system. Two interfaces that meet these requirements are Aptec
Computer Systems High-Speed Interface-50 (HSI-50) and the American National
Standard for Information systems (ANSI) standard High Performance Parallel
Interface (HIPPI).

HSI-50

The HSI-50 connects high-speed peripheral systems and channels to Aptec Computer
System’s I/O Computer, performing data transfers at rates of up to 50 MBytes/sec.
The data flows from the tape recorder to the HSI-50 device bus, through the HSI-50 to
the I/O Computer system bus and to shared memory. (Figure 6 illustrates this data
flow.) The HSI-50 provides a point-to-point transfer method from tape recorder to
computer memory. In addition, it has the performance capacity to interface to high-
speed commercially available tape recorders. 

The HSI-50 hardware consists of four components: a Motorola 68030 CPU, 1 Mbyte
local memory, an interface to the I/O Computer system bus and the HSI-50 device
bus. (See Figure 7.) With the 1 MByte of memory, the Motorola 68030 CPU controls
the HSI-50. The CPU is programmable using high-level programming languages,
Fortran-77 (ANSI X3.9 1977 compatible with MIL-STD 1753 extensions) and C
(UNIX 4.3 BSD f77 with extensions).



  Figure 6

Figure 7

Local memory is used to store programs, local variables and data structures. This
means data going to or from the device attached to the HSI-50 is not routed to local
memory. Data goes directly between the I/O Computer system bus and the external
device.

The HSI-50 device bus is the hardware communication link between the external
device and the HSI-50. Aptec Computer Systems has made the device bus an open
design. Detailed hardware and timing documentation for the device bus is available,
and Aptec offers technical support to help complete an HSI-50 interface to a device.
Designed for high-speed, 32-bit data transfers the HSI-50 device bus is bi-directional
and synchronous. The 12.5 MHZ clock rate and 32-bit data path allow peak
performance data transfers of 50 MBytes/sec.



The performance of the HSI-50 makes it especially suited for interfacing to high-
speed digital tape recorders. Active as a data pipe, the HSI-50 blasts large blocks of
data to memory. Additionally, because the HSI-50 device bus is an open architecture,
integration efforts by recorder manufacturers, computer manufacturers or end users
are reduced.

HIPPI

HIPPI is an ANSI standard defining a high-performance point-to-point interface. The
ANSI X3T9.3 working group defined the standard and has been working on it since
1987. The HIPPI standard describes the mechanical, electrical and protocol
specifications of a high-speed interface. (Note that HIPPI was formerly known as
HSC.)

HIPPI standardizes the high-speed interconnection of computer equipment. This
standard defines a point-to-point connection running at data rates of 100 or 200
MBytes/sec. The connection is a simplex channel. Along with the hardware interface,
HIPPI also defines a data-framing protocol. The protocol specifies how to connect and
exchange packets of data between devices. The HIPPI interface is optimized for large
block transfers, matching the high-speed digital tape recorders needs.

Because HIPPI is a new standard, few HIPPI interfaces are available. Some computer
manufacturers have announced HIPPI support while Aptec Computer Systems has
offered a HIPPI interface since the beginning of 1991. The Aptec HIPPI interface uses
an adapter attached to an HSI-50. The adapter performs the HIPPI protocol and
conforms to the HIPPI physical interface specifications. Figure 8 illustrates HIPPI
performance on the Aptec Computer HIPPI Adapter.

No high-speed digital tape recorder manufacturer currently offers a HIPPI interface.
There are third-party HIPPI interfaces to recorders, such as the SONY DIR-1000,
which will be available in the fall of 1991. Recorder manufacturers should embrace
the HIPPI standard, and the end-user community should pressure the market to
conform to this standard.



Figure 8

SUMMARY

Digital tape recorders operating at I/O speeds of more than 10 MBytes/sec are needed
as computer peripherals in a wide variety of applications, but to increase high-speed
recorder integration into more systems, the industry must adopt a broader systems
perspective.

For their part, digital tape recorder manufacturers must provide computer interfaces to
support the full range of product capabilities. The computer interface, like Aptec
Computer System’s HSI-50 and HIPPI, ought to support the recorder’s high
bandwidth and its design should be compatible with industry standards.

On the other hand, computer designers also must consider how high-speed digital tape
recorders will coexist in the system with memory, disks, processors and other
peripherals. This will require computer makers to look beyond processor performance
to concentrate on I/O performance as well. The system bus and interfaces must be
structured to support all peripherals involved in an applications data flow.

For computer designers and digital tape recorder manufacturers alike, the ANSI HIPPI
standard for high-speed, point-to-point connections should be adopted. Already, Aptec
Computer Systems, using an HSI-50 interface to HIPPI, and other manufacturers have
demonstrated HIPPI’s capability.

End users also figure in this calculation. They must set high expectations for system
bandwidth performance. Digital tape recorder manufacturers ought to be told that
users will not tolerate devices with no supported computer interface. They must be



told that high-speed recorders with I/O pipes that do not support the full recorder
bandwidth are incomplete products. Also, end users must demand that computer
manufacturers pay as much attention to I/O architecture as CPU performance. The
computer system should not limit the I/O performance of the recorder. In the end,
customers have the right to expect manufacturers to provide complete systems
solutions.
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CHART RECORDERS EVOLVE INTO
DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Grant M. Smith, Marketing Manager
Western Graphtec, Inc.

ABSTRACT

A synopsis of the very recent evolution of telemetry chart recorders from “closed” chart
paper output devices to powerful “open” Data Management Systems. A Data
Management System (DMS) is defined as one which incorporates a video screen for
waveform preview and monitoring, direct connection of hard or optical disk via SCSI for
real-time data archiving, and DR11 digital interfacing. The DMS concept of providing
real-time waveform monitoring independent of hard copy recording is discussed, as well as
the capabilities of the hard copy recorder.

The realities of budget shortfalls makes wholesale system upgrades to eliminate DAC’s
entirely difficult at best. These concerns—and a potential remedy: a DMS which accepts
any mix of analog and digital waveforms—are reviewed.

Objectives:   How DMS’s can be integrated with existing telemetry systems, encompass
the functionality of conventional recorders and add new capabilities, with an emphasis on
how data can be digitally pre-formatted in real-time, simplifying—or even
eliminating—post-mission reduction and analysis. A demonstration of how a video display
allows real-time trace viewing—a major weakness of conventional thermal array
recorders.

INTRODUCTION

Chart recorders have been getting more and more capable over the past several years, due
primarily to the introduction of thermal array printing technology, which eliminated pens
and most other moving parts, and introduced new functionalities, such as computer
interfacing, direct digital input, line and graphics printing, X–Y plotting, recording in
engineering units, and data capture in memory.

However, due to the small viewing delay caused by the printhead itself, thermal array
recorders have been found lacking in applications where direct observation of the
waveforms in real-time is a requirement, and even the smallest delays cannot be tolerated.



Attempts at adding a row of LED’s above the chart exit are well-intentioned but do not
satisfy telemeterists who must make go/no go decisions based largely on real-time data.
Also, thermal array recorders have not been particularly easy to integrate with other test
and measurement equipment, and generally require custom software to take full advantage
of their computer interfaces.

As a result of these limitations and concerns many telemeterists have been forced to
abandon recorders altogether in favor of PC-based acquisition systems which provide
analysis and archiving to disk. Those who have been unable to do without real-time hard
copies have continued to use stylus or thermal array recorders and data acquisition
systems in parallel, an expensive and cumbersome arrangement.

To address the needs of these disenfranchised flight test professionals, a whole new type
of instrument has been developed: the Data Management System (see Figure 1). The heart
of the Data Management System (DMS) is a powerful 32-channel thermal array recorder
with 330,322 dot per square inch resolution on a 15.3" wide chart. It uses a single
printhead which eliminates the unprintable gap down the center of the chart of dual-
printhead systems, and allows waveforms to be expanded up to the full chart width.

Figure 1. 32-channel Data Management System



The DMS offers a large number of input channels: up to 32 analog or digital waveforms (in
any combination). Each input channel has an associated event marker and line of
alphanumeric text. Event markers and text may appear simultaneously. Incoming
waveforms may be analog or digitized in any combination. The DMS has 12 expansion
slots on the rear panel for accepting up to eight 4-channel analog input cards, one 32-
channel high speed digitized input card, and IRIG translator card, a SCSI interface card,
and an RS-170A video output card. A thirteenth slot is always filled with a standard
interface card containing RS-232C (or RS-422A) and GPIB (IEEE-488). If their data is not
high speed, users may input up to 32 12-bit digitized waveforms via GPIB. The total
number of channels that may appear at any one time is 32, although they can be of any
combination of sources.

VIDEO MONITORING

To address the real-time waveform viewing issue, incoming data may be monitored on a
built-in front panel video display (see Figure 2). This video monitor has its own set of
scroll rate and channel selection controls, allowing it to be operated independently of the
chart presentation. Users have found that it is most useful to display just a few channels of
particular interest on the display, since displaying all 32 is confusing and generally not
necessary anyway. This video image can also be output to an external video monitor for
remote viewing. This has been found to be especially useful in flight test control room
applications, where the same data needs to be viewed at several locations at once, or
where a larger monitor is required. Besides the familiar “squiggly line” presentation,
waveforms can be displayed in bar graph form if desired.

Figure 2. Built-in Video Display



SCSI INTERFACING AND DATA STREAMING

An integral SCSI (Small Computer Systems Interface) port allows direct connection of a
hard disk or other mass-storage device. Much like a data acquisition system, incoming
waveforms are digitized and streamed to disk at a selectable rate. Unlike PC-based
systems, however, a high-resolution real-time chart can be printed continuously, with up to
32 waveform channels of any size on the chart. Telemeterists have already discovered the
value of allowing the DMS to stream or archive data to disk, since it writes a
comprehensive header containing all set-up and recording parameters with the data. Days,
months or years later, files can be read back from disk in precisely the same fashion in
which they originally appeared, including the interchannel annotation, scaling, offset,
engineering units, and so on. Of course, these parameters may also be changed during
playback if desired.

SYSTEM ARCHITECURE

Figure 3. illustrates the architecture of the DMS. Of particular note is the level of
independence that this architecture permits. We have already described how the video
display may be operated independently of the chart output. In addition, data may be sent to
memory “in the background,” i.e., without interrupting the real-time recording in any way,
even if a different sample rate has been chosen. In the same fashion, data may be streamed
to disk via SCSI, and the video display echoed to an external monitor without affecting any
other operation of the system.

CUSTOM CHART PRESENTATIONS

Telemeterists require the standard chart presentation of eight 40 mm wide channels for a
variety of good reasons. In many cases, calibrated scales—either Gerber or home
made—are placed against the recorded charts in order to make comparisons or
measurements. Some thermal array recorders have been introduced which do not have 40
mm wide channels—they are slightly larger or smaller, presenting analysis problems of all
sorts. Even when they can emulate the familiar “eight 40 mm channels” and several other
fixed modes—including overlapped waveforms—most thermal array recorders but do not
allow custom chart presentations to be defined.

The DMS is the first device of its kind to allow the user to define any combination of
channel order, size, grid patterns, and the location of event markers and annotation.
Custom charts are designed graphically on the video screen, or via host PC. Once created,
any number of custom charts can be stored internally, onto hard disk, or to RAM cards.
Set-ups include every recording parameter, including interchannel annotation, gain, offset,
and so on.



Figure 3 Data Management System Block Diagram

Text entry is facilitated by a complete set of alphanumeric keys is located on the front
panel. In addition, users may plug a standard AT-style PC keyboard directly into the DMS,
making the process much faster and easier. Since the typed text appears instantly on the
video screen in its entirety, text entry is fast and foolproof.

MEMORY ORGANIZATION

One of the most powerful features of thermal array recorders is their ability to capture
incoming waveforms in RAM memory for subsequent replay and analysis. This is even
more important with thermal array recorders, since their real-time chart speeds are
currently limited to 500 mm/sec. This is only about 20 inches per second, paltry compared
to the 160 inches per second speed of some light beam oscillographs (LBO’s). Capturing
data in memory and replaying it on a longer time base allows high effective chart speeds to
be emulated. Obvious limitations include the maximum sample rate, quantization, memory
size, memory organization, and the sheer time required to replay the data out of memory.
In addition, although some thermal array recorders can acquire data without interrupting
the real-time chart recording, they cannot replay it without doing so.

Data Management Systems have improved each of these parameters over typical
specifications, providing a 200 kHz sample rate per channel, 16 bit quantization, a 2



million sample RAM, and the ability to play data out at a variety of higher and lower rates.
Most important, however, is their ability to mix real-time recording with data being
replayed from memory. Typically, users set up a set of conditions whereby the DMS will
continuously cycle incoming waveforms through RAM while making a real-time chart
recording. When a trigger condition is met the data are frozen according to the pre-trigger
percentage previously chosen, then output at a preselected rate on a portion of the chart
which along with the proper time scale references. This allows users to capture and replay
data that meets programmed trigger conditions without interrupting the real-time recording.

Memory organization has been improved over conventional recorders, most of which must
overwrite the entire buffer when a new acquisition is performed. A DMS allows multiple
acquisitions to be stacked—one on top of the other—until the memory is full. Additionally,
memory can be divided freely among any or all channels—there is no preset amount of
memory that must be used per channel. The user can call up a directory of what’s in
memory onto the video monitor, similar to typing the familiar  command on DOS
PC. In fact, files are stored in a very DOS-like manner. Each file has a name like

. Configuration files use the  extension. Files are also
shown by size, and time/date captured.

If a hard disk is attached to the SCSI port, it is treated much like an extension of the
internal RAM, and the above kind of file management is also employed, making record
retrieval simple and intuitive.

THE DMS—A VIABLE REPLACEMENT FOR LBO’S

Thermal array recorders may never achieve the real time chart speed capabilities of
LBO’s, which range higher than 100 inches per second (>2500 mm/sec!). Telemeterists
using LBO’s have been eager to “trade up” to the computer-era capabilities of thermal
array recorders. Another important consideration is the high cost of photosensitive chart
paper. Despite frequent predictions regarding the imminent demise of LBO’s, however,
they continue to attract repeat sales. This is because although conventional thermal array
recorders can capture small segments of time in memory for replay at very high effective
chart speeds, there is no way to preview the data, or record continuously. Also, no thermal
array recorders have offered several important DMS breakthroughs:

C 32 Channels
C 20 kHz bandwidth
C 15" wide chart—no gap
C Video Monitoring
C Real-time streaming to disk



DATA ANALYSIS & ARCHIVING

Once acquired in RAM/hard disk, waveforms can be previewed on the video screen to
facilitate editing, analysis, and playback. It is generally useful to view the entire record at
once, then “Zooming in” on the area(s) of interest. Cursors are used to selected the zoom
locations, and also provide an easy way to calculate delta-T and delta-V. Mathematical
operations can be performed on any or all waveforms, including averaging, integration,
differentiation, RMS conversion, filtering, AC/DC coupling, and even FFT’s (Fast Fourier
Transforms). The cursors are used here to select the portion of the record for these
operations. Records can be edited right on the screen, saving disk space and reducing
calculation time. Once analysed, waveform data is available for permanent archiving to
disk (or any SCSI device), hard copy recording, or both.

HIGH SPEED DIGITAL INPUT

Telemeterists are increasingly interested in inputting data in digital format
directly—skipping the usual Digital-to-Analog Converters (DAC’s) and eliminating their
expense, calibration time and ongoing maintenance, and freeing up some badly needed
rack space. This makes sense, after all, the DMS is a digital instrument already—why
convert digitized waveforms back to analog just to send them to a recorder that digitizes
them again?  Not only is this wasteful, but it increases the potential for conversion and
truncation errors. A single plug-in card adapts the DMS to most high-speed 16-bit
telemetry data buses, as typified by the DR11 system by a prominent manufacturer. In fact,
the DMS is directly compatible with this data bus, and can keep up with its aggregate
throughput of 500 kHz, picking off any 32 channels and event markers for printing on the
chart. The channels are selectable either locally or via RS-232C/GPIB interfaces.

COMPUTER INTERFACING/GPIB WAVEFORM INPUT

All this may sound like a PC is not required at all by the DMS. This is true, but does not
mean that a PC cannot add value to the system. Both IEEE-488 (GPIB) and RS-232C
interfaces are built into the system for just this purpose.

Up to 32 waveforms may be input via GPIB at rates up to 400 Hz per channel. Users may
elect to have the DMS print data points synchronous with their data stream, or
asynchronously, as required. Many users have chosen to input waveform data via GPIB,
simultaneously controlling the system via RS-232C—and the front panel controls are still
available for local use if needed. This kind of multiple access brings unprecedented power
and convenience to operators who would otherwise be forced to adapt some very
expensive equipment to make up for the limitations of comparatively inexpensive
equipment. This imbalance has been long overdue for correction.



PASSWORD ACCESS CONTROL/HANDLING CLASSIFIED DATA

Of equal importance to providing increased access to functions is the programmable
restriction of access. This particularly true in uncontrolled environments, where systems
are set up by engineers but attended by less experience operators, or where classified data
is processed. The DMS allows any combination of functions to be locked out by a main
user, who may assign tiered password access to the system for multiple users. The benefits
here are obvious, and far superior to simplistic “all of nothing” approaches to security.

Recorders used in classified applications must have their memories overwritten according
to standard classified data handling procedures at some interval, often daily. This has the
unfortunate side effect of wiping out all of the annotation and set-ups held in internal
RAM. Users may download complete set-ups—including annotation—onto RAM card
before purging their system’s memory, locking up this RAM card in an overnight safe just
as they would a classified floppy disk. Next day, simply plug in the RAM card reload the
set-ups and annotation instantly.

400 DPI PRINTHEAD FOR RELIABILITY, AND...

We have seen how a single, continuous printhead makes recordings across the entire 15"
wide chart without a gap or drop-out in data. The printhead itself is a 400 dpi model which
has every two dots electrically tied together as if they were one. This results in the industry
standard printing resolution of 200 dpi across the printhead, but provides for two important
features:

C 100% dot redundancy
C Potential for future increase to 400 dpi resolution

The potential for actually implementing each dot individually, while perhaps intriguing
from a marketing perspective, pales in significance compared to the reliability benefits
which may be realized by telemeterists today. 100% dot redundancy reduces bu half the
negative effect on performance of the failure of any single dot Figure 4 illustrates the
reduced loss of data resulting from losing one large dot versus losing one smaller one in
the 400 dpi scheme:

SUMMARY

The Data Management System combines the best features of conventional thermal array
recorders with those of PC-based data acquisition systems. It puts busy telemeterists back
in charge of their data—letting them manage it better and more effectively. The result is a
whole new kind of instrument, one which offers high-speed. high-resolution, customizable 



Figure 4. 100% Dot Redundancy Scheme

real-time hard copy recordings, video monitoring, continuous streaming of data to hard
disk, advanced memory organization features, and powerful post-mission analysis
capabilities. The data management, analysis and hard copy platform of the ’90’s.

Key Words:  Data Management Systems, Chart Recorders, Data Recording, Telemetry
Recording
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ABSTRACT

Recorders conforming to IRIG Standards have served the data recording community
well for many years. Initially, most systems were analog in nature, recording data in
either direct or FM modes but as the need for digital recording developed, the IRIG
recorder was successfully adapted for this purpose by the addition of formatting and
coding sub-systems to form the High Density Digital Recorder (HDDR). Today, user
requirements for higher speed, higher capacity and more convenient systems have
presented equipment designers with new challenges in terms of the correct choice of
technology and system architecture.

It is not surprising that system designers should turn for inspiration first to the very
high speed transverse and helical products which had been developed for the
broadcast industry since these technologies possess many of the attributes necessary
for a high rate digital data recorder. It is unfortunate that it has now become a truism
that the only logical progression from the longitudinal IRIG system is by means of
rotary technology.

Recent developments in a technology known as micro-track recording now call this
assumption into question. Recording systems based on micro-track technology are
available and others are in an advanced state of development, and these offer a cost-
effective, attractive and low risk alternative to rotary systems for both high rate data
capture and tape mass storage applications.

KEY WORDS:  Data Recording, Helical, Transverse, Micro-track, Mass Tape
Storage.



INTRODUCTION

When the data recording user community turned from analog to digital recording
techniques, manufacturers met these needs by adapting their conventional longitudinal
recorders to the digital recording role by the addition of high rate formatting and
coding sub-systems while retaining the widely accepted IRIG 14, 28 and 42 track
recording formats. Systems of this type are in general use in many applications where
high rate, high capacity data capture is a requirement. These environments include
Remote Sensing, Anti-Submarine, Telemetry and Signal and Electronic Intelligence
Gathering. While the short-comings of this approach were recognised, systems of this
type were, for many years, the only practical solution available.

Today’s applications require the capture, storage and management of ever larger
amounts of data and the point has been reached where the need for a radically new
approach is overwhelming. The principle driving forces behind these demands are:

* Ever-increasing quantities of data emanating from the sensing platform or
data source.

* The increasing power and speed of the data processing system.

* The need to provide the ‘product’ of the process quickly.

* The need to maintain extremely large databases in computer-accessible form.

* The requirement to be able to transfer very large files rapidly to and from the
database.

Today’s system designer or integrator is faced with a bewildering array of possible
solutions, each with its advantages, disadvantages, costs and technical risks. This
paper discusses the options available to the designer of very high rate, high capacity
data capture and storage systems and introduces a new, low risk and cost-effective
solution.

HIGH DENSITY DIGITAL RECORDERS (HDDR’s)

Since this class of system is currently the most widely available and understood
method of recording, it provides a useful starting point for comparison purposes.
Typical systems have the following characteristics:



* Twenty-eight parallel recording tracks (1 inch tape).

* Data rates up to 150 Mbps.

* 100 Gbit capacity per 15 inch reel.

* Bi-directional record/reproduce.

* Open-reel tape transport.

* Continuous (streaming) record/reproduce.

* Rudimentary computer control (RS-232, IEEE-488 etc).

These systems have served the user well in many applications, but their limitations are
obvious. The low track density (28 tracks/inch), coupled with an in-track packing
density of around 35-40 kbpi results in a relatively inefficient use of the available
storage area of the tape - typically 1 Mbit/in . While a reel of tape represents a more2

efficient volumetric storage method than a cassette containing the same type of
medium, the latter in now preferred by many users on grounds of ease of both manual
and automated handling. The continuous (generally high speed) tape movement, while
appropriate for many high rate data capture applications, does not lend itself readily to
the needs of either burst-mode data capture or computer-based fast start/stop
environments. Allied to this last point is the question of computer control. At best, the
typical HDDR is able to respond only to such basic commands (Start, Stop, Change
Speed, Change Direction etc) as may be received via its RS-232 or IEEE-488 control
bus. This often represents a major problem for the system integrator who is forced to
design procedures which are able to take account of the needs of the processing
activity and turn them into commands for the HDDR, often involving relatively long
waiting times while the HDDR slows to a stop, backs up, restarts etc. Clearly, there
has to be a better way.

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES

We have confined our discussion to the needs of the high rate, high capacity
application, thereby conveniently eliminating the wide range of lower speed, lower
capacity technologies available today. In defense of such a cavalier action it is
important to recognise that half-inch cartridges, 8mm, DAT, VHS and magnetic or
optical disks each have their places in the data storage hierarchy, but few, if any,
currently satisfy the needs of the applications addressed by this particular paper.



There was once a time when it was possible to divide the total magnetic tape
recording market into a number of fairly water-tight compartments:

* Audio (domestic and studio).

* Video (domestic and broadcast).

* Computer.

* Instrumentation.

The technology and products of each were driven by, and funded from, the needs and
economics of that particular community. In the case of the Instrumentation market, it
is probably true to say that all significant advances resulted from the needs of new
intelligence, ASW or aerospace applications. Because of their strategic importance,
such programs could support the necessary developments. In today’s climate of
financial constraint, such a parochial approach is no longer possible and even the
largest and best-financed users must seek solutions and assistance wherever they can.
This has had a number of interesting effects on the whole recording landscape. Today,
we find both audio and video products being adapted for the computer market (DAT,
8mm, VHS etc), and broadcast video products forming the basis of advanced data
recording developments. It is likely that this trend will continue to the point where
some inter-application boundaries may eventually become indiscernible. Recently,
there has been considerable exposure to the attempts by manufacturers to adapt rotary
recording systems designed originally for video applications to the needs of the data
recording user.

ROTARY TECHNOLOGY

In the context of this paper, three sub-sets of rotary recording are relevant. Their
characteristics, advantages and disadvantages have been discussed at length in recent
years both in this forum and elsewhere and it is sufficient to give only a brief
overview at this point. All the versions discussed share two perceived advantages over
the IRIG-based longitudinal recorders mentioned earlier in that a scanning head is able
to write tracks which are both narrower and closer together than is the case with the
IRIG format and they all use some form of cassette rather than an open reel.

Transverse recording, as typified by the Ampex DCRSi was the first major
breakthrough to reach the data recording market and this approach has achieved wide
acceptance in recent years. The axis of the rotating scanner is parallel to the plane of
the tape so that the heads write at approximately 90º to the edge of the tape (hence,



transverse recording). The main technical claims for this approach are that the
head/tape interface is well suited to operation in a hostile environment and that the
transverse format and slow tape speed permit fast stop/start operation in computer-
based applications. DCRSi is able to record at a rate of 107 Mbps for 1 hr, giving a
capacity of approximately 385 Gbits/cassette

The availability of a range of VHS transports on an OEM basis has encouraged a
number of manufacturers to adapt such transports for both data recording and archival
applications. Of the systems now on the market, the Metrum VLDS is probably
representative of the performance currently achievable. This model offers a baseline
data rate of 32 Mbps and a capacity of 86.4 Gbits/cassette. Unlike DCRSi, the scanner
rotates at a slight angle to the edge of the tape, describing relatively long helixes
across the tape. While it is possible to stop and start the tape under computer control,
this process takes several seconds to perform.

When Sony introduced their 4:2:2 or D-1 format to the broadcast industry several
years ago, this created considerable interest in the data recording world since it
appeared to represent a significant advance in both data rate and capacity per cassette.
Several manufacturers were awarded contracts to develop the D-1 technology for data
recording applications and first deliveries are now being made. The situation has been
complicated by the emergence of two competing standards (MIL-STD-2179 and
ANSI X3.175-1990), the relative merits of which need not concern us here. The 19
mm D-1 cassette is available in three sizes, small, medium and large. Taking the Sony
DIR-1000 product as typical, the maximum data rate is 256 Mbps and the capacity is
100, 330 or 770 Gbits/cassette, depending upon the size. These products are generally
aimed at military, or quasi-military applications and as such are relatively expensive
and possibly beyond the reach of many general purpose data capture and storage
applications.

MICRO-TRACK RECORDING

It is a popularly held view that the only method of achieving an increase in areal
packing density, or capacity per medium is to move from conventional longitudinal
recording to some form of rotary technology. Indeed, the supporters of D-1 technology
generally use as ‘evidence’ a comparison of the areal density of a 28-track IRIG
system with that proposed for D-1. The standard track width for the 28-track format is
25 mil while the inter-track guard-band is of the order of 10 mil. These values were
themselves the result of an up-grade in the facilities of the IRIG recorder from 14 to
28 tracks in the mid 1970s when the applications they were primarily intended to
support were analog. The track width of the standard 14-track wideband recorder is 50
mil. Such dimensions took account of the need to provide a good signal/noise ratio



(say, 50 dB) and crosstalk performance given the types of tape and quality of tape
guidance mechanisms available at the time. The ability to support a wide range of tape
speeds without adjustment had also to be considered. Clearly, in the context of a
digital-only recording environment, and given the superior tape formulations available
today, the IRIG format represents a somewhat inefficient use of the medium. First,
only about 70% of the tape is actually used for recording and second, the recording
tracks are about twenty times wider than they need be to support a digital waveform.
A recognition of these facts, taken with other important factors, suggests that the
comparison between IRIG and rotary technologies as generally portrayed may not be
strictly valid. Indeed, there are applications, notably Very Long Baseline
Interferometry (VLBI), where important advances in the micro-track approach have
been made and successfully deployed.

In late 1989, Penny & Giles Data Systems Ltd were awarded a contract by the
Netherlands Foundation for Radio Astronomy, on behalf of the European VLBI
Network (EVN) to study the problems of the recording and reproduction of high rate
digital data using very narrow multi-track headstacks. The fifteen month project was
to include:

* an analysis of the problems of tape guidance in the context of very narrow
track recording.

* the development of a suitable 36-track headstack assembly.

* the development of an advanced track-following servo system.

* the delivery of a demonstration systems to the VLBI Correlator facility at the
Max Plank Institute for Radio Astronomy in Bonn, Germany.

This project was completed successfully with the installation of the demonstration
system taking place on time in April 1991.

The salient characteristics of this particular system are:

* 36 tracks within a single headstack (1 inch tape).

* Track width - 1.5 mil.

* Track pitch - 27.5 mil.



* Dynamic track following, using the voltage of the reproduced waveform for
control.

* In-track data rate - 4.5 Mbps at 135 ips.

* Tape transport - standard (unmodified) Penny & Giles open-reel Model
MDR.

* Number of recording passes - between 12 and 16.

The VLBI study was a particularly interesting starting point for research into very
narrow track recording, particularly as we were aware that this technique had been
viewed with scepticism in certain quarters and a few words of explanation may be
helpful at this point.

One of the fundamental difficulties of increasing the number of tracks within a 1-inch
headstack, and thus the number of tracks on tape, is the problem of the physical space
occupied by individual coils, inter-track shields etc. Without going to some form of
thin-film technology, for example, the practical physical density is in the region of 40
to 50 tracks per inch. As explained earlier, this represents a very inefficient utilisation
of the capabilities of modern media. The VLBI format recognises these physical
limitations but nevertheless reduces the track width to 1.5 mil at the head-to-tape
interface. At first sight, this would appear to represent an even less efficient approach,
since the 36 tracks are now registering with only about 5.4% of the available medium.
This would be true if recording only took place as one pass of the tape. In practice, at
the end of the first pass, the headstack is incremented laterally to a new position and
recording continues in the reverse direction. This process is repeated until the required
number of passes has been completed.

Ignoring guard-bands, it is theoretically possible to make up to 18 passes before the
tape is totally full. In practice, the VLBI format calls for 12 passes at present with
expansion to 16 in due course. Of course, many applications would be unable to
tolerate the discontinuities during the direction reversal at each end of the tape but this
is not so for VLBI. While the tracks-per-inch figure is still lower than those of some
rotary systems, the wider track width, superior signal/noise and simplified error
detection/correction strategies which are possible with a parallel recording system
mean that user data densities are comparable. Several other interesting facts were
noted during the project. First, given a transport with the tape guidance properties of
the Penny & Giles MDR, it is possible to record and reproduce 1.5 mil tracks
satisfactorily without using the dynamic track following system at all, uncorrected
error rates of 1 in 10  being typical. Second, pre-recorded tapes exhibiting7



considerable track ‘wandering’ could be reproduced to a similar fidelity using the
track-following system, allowing the problems of tape interchange to be successfully
addressed.

The capacity per 15 inch reel, using 16 passes of 36 tracks each gives a capacity per
reel of over 2.4 Terabits. Where storage or shipping considerations are important, the
capacity of the VLBI approach compared with other technologies is of interest:

Technology Capacity Volume Efficiency
(Gbits) (in ) (Gbits/in )3 3

VHS 86 30 2.9

2179 770 151 5.0

VLBI 2,488 177 12.5

So it can be seen that the VLBI approach compares very favorably with rotary
technology in terms of capacity per unit of medium and capacity per unit volume and
has been demonstrated to perform satisfactorily. Clearly, it has the limitations of being
based on a 15 inch open reel and requires the acceptance of periodic breaks in the data
flow. Nevertheless, the technology offers a very useful starting point for an attractive
alternative to rotary recording.

A NEW DEVELOPMENT EMPLOYING MICRO-TRACK TECHNOLOGY

In parallel with the VLBI contract just described, Penny & Giles Data Systems
conducted a study into the future needs of the large-scale data capture and storage
market, with particular reference to the relevance of micro-track recording in this area.
The results of this study were very clear. The general data recording market:

* Wants a cassette-based solution as soon as possible.

* Wants an improved capacity per medium.

* In a majority of cases needs data rates not exceeding 105 Mbps.

* Had expected to be satisfied by 2179 but is now concerned about the
technical risk and complexity.



* Is concerned about the apparent high cost of rotary technology.

* Wants to finally bridge the gap between data recorders and true computer
peripherals with one product which can operate in both environments.

It is also recognised that there is an important and growing market for a very large
(1 TeraByte-plus), but cost-effective Mass Tape Storage system which appears to
share many of the attributes of the proposed data recording product.

Once the requirements of these markets was overlaid on our knowledge of the benefits
micro-track recording compared with the competing technologies the specification of
a new family of products could be developed.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

It was decided that, while the requirements of the data capture market and those of the
emerging very large scale mass tape storage application were essentially similar, and
indeed converging, it was necessary to specify two versions of the new product aimed
at the specific needs of each. The product aimed at the conventional data capture
market is designated Model 1085.

PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MODEL 1085

Model 1085 is designed as a cost-effective and convenient replacement for the
traditional HDDR systems.

Medium: D-1 (L). D-2 (L) optional.

Input Data Rate: 0 to 110 Mbit/sec (continuous).
0 to 128 Mbit/sec (burst)

Output Data Rate: 0 to 110 Mbit/sec (continuous).
0 to 128 Mbit/sec (burst).

Minimum Duration: 1 hr at maximum data rate.

Recording Format: Parallel micro-track.

Data Input/Output: Continuous or Burst data.

Input Format: 8, 16, or 32-bit parallel. Serial Input optional.



Record/Reproduce: Forward and Reverse. Down-stream monitoring
standard.

Bit Error Rate: 1 in 10 .9

Head Life: 8,000 hr. minimum.

Cassette Loading: Manual or Robotic (optional).

Remote Control: RS-232 and IEEE-488. Other interfaces optional.

Price Target: Less than 30% of competing products.

Availability: Mid- 1992.

Data is input to and output from the system via a buffer whose capacity is sufficient to
support fast stop/start write and read operations at any input/output rate in the rated
range. Write and read operations are performed incrementally, with a fixed linear tape
speed regardless of input/output data rate, the period during which the tape is
stationary being the variable which takes account of the actual data rate. This greatly
simplifies the data electronics, substantially reduces cost and virtually eliminates
system adjustments. Data is written to the system under the control of the input data
clock and retrieved by an appropriate read clock. Data is recorded in blocks, each
having a unique address which greatly enhances the scope for search and control
strategies. At the end of each pass of the tape, the headstacks are incremented laterally
during a convenient inter-block gap, thereby eliminating the possibility of any
discontinuity in the write or read process. An internal time code generator can be set
under remote control or slaved to a conventional station time code system. All the
features normally found in an HDDR system are preserved, but in a convenient
cassette-based product.

MICRO-TRACK RECORDING IN TAPE MASS STORAGE APPLICATIONS

The parallel micro-track recording approach as described here overcomes one of the
fundamental difficulties of rotary recording when considering the requirements for a
true computer peripheral, namely the ability to respond efficiently to fast, structured
file transfers without complex and time-consuming tape motion routines. The fast
stop/start capabilities and blocked data format employed lend themselves readily to
these requirements. A development of the Model 1085 system is now underway which
addresses the small number of additional features which would be necessary to permit 



operation as a genuine computer peripheral capable of integration into the tape mass
storage environment.

Specifically, these enhancements involve the up-rating of error rate to better than 1 in
10 , the modification of input/output to a choice of standard data/control interfaces13

(SCSI-2, IPI etc.) and provision of the file management and directory facilities
associated with a sequential storage device. The target minimum capacity per medium
is 50 GBytes at sustained transfer rates as high as 12.5 GBytes/sec. When used as the
basis of a robotic tape library system it is possible to project 1 TeraByte-plus
computer-accessible storage systems with form factors and costs significantly superior
to any competing technology available today.

CONCLUSION

It is clear that the user community has an urgent need for a cassette-based recording
system which addresses the questions of high data rate, high capacity data capture
plus convenient integration into the computer environment, but is at the same time low
in technical risk, complexity and cost of ownership. Attempts have been made to
address these issues with systems based on adaptations of rotary video technologies
but to date, and notwithstanding the best efforts of those involved, significant
operational and economic problems remain.

Micro-track recording, using available and standardised media such as D-1 and D-2
cassettes represents a major break-through in this respect. It is now possible to offer a
practical alternative to rotary recording which is ideally suited to the needs of high
rate data capture applications while at the same time provides an extremely cost-
effective platform for very large-scale computer-accessible data storage. Low cost
products, based on micro-track technology are available now and these are confidently
predicted to play an important role in a great many data capture and archival
applications.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the design of the TCM Plus, an integrated 500 MSample/second
snapshot recording system that achieves high performance in a compact, modular
implementation. The system can record and playback analog and digital signals at sample
rates from 10 KHz - 500 MHZ with RAM-based storage of up to 256 MBytes. High
density multi-layer circuit card designs and custom and semi-custom chips were required
to meet the physical size design objective of a 7" high rack mount chassis for the memory
unit. A highly graphical computer with standard busses was imbedded as the system
controller, resulting in the capability to tightly couple wideband acquisition with signal
processing application software which can turn the system into an ultrahigh performance
signal processing workstation.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The fundamental system requirements for the TCM Plus system were as follows.

o500 MS/sec sample rates when acquiring and playing back data
osingle and dual channel acquisition at full sample rates
oRAM-based memory storage at 500 MS/sec rates with minimum data fan out
ohighly modular architecture that allows easy enhancements
ominimum size, weight, and power
ohighly graphical imbedded processor for stand-alone signal processing
oself-contained high density archival storage media for long term storage

These requirements were met with the design of the TCM Plus system. A photograph of
the TCM Plus system complete with a high resolution monitor is shown in Figure 1. The
general system architecture is shown in Figure 2. Two chassis make up the TCM Plus
system. The VP2 host chassis contains a Macintosh IIx computer mothercard with 6
NuBus slots and 8 MBytes of system RAM, along with a 650 MByte magneto-optic (MO)



disk drive, a 45 MByte hard disk drive, and a 1.4 MByte floppy drive. The host chassis is
a 5.25" rack mount unit. All drives have removable media, and are mounted so that the
media can be inserted or removed through the chassis front panel. The 650 MByte MO
and the 45 MByte hard drive are both SCSI devices, and were selected to provide straight
forward inexpensive paths for next generation SCSI storage upgrades when devices with
higher densities and transfer rates become available. The Macintosh IIx was chosen
because of its excellent graphical user interface, its cost effectiveness, and the large
number of available software applications and hardware peripherals.

The VP2x memory chassis contains the 500 MHZ data acquisition card, the 500 MHZ
data playback card, the memory controller card, an anti-aliasing filter and gain control
card, and up to eight 32 MByte memory cards. The memory chassis mothercard has two
regions which can be jumpered together for single channel systems with up to 256 MBytes
of storage, or left unjumpered for completely independent dual channel operation with up
to 128 MBytes of storage per channel. A proprietary high speed data bus, called a
FLASHBus, transfers data between the data acquisition card, data playback card, and
memory. Each FLASHBus is a 64 bit TTL level data bus capable of operating at 250
MB/second. Two FLASHBus data busses are required for 500 MB/second acquisition and
playback. Each FLASHBus transfers data in 4 KByte packets at a constant 250
MB/second rate. FIFOs on the data acquisition and data playback cards packetize the data
and match real-time acquisition and playback data rates with the FLASHBus packetized
rates. Each memory card has a high speed data port that can read from and write data to
the FLASHBus. The memory cards also have a low speed data port that operates
independently from the high speed port, allowing data to be passed through the memory
controller to the Macintosh computer for storage or processing. The memory controller
card controls all modes of memory record and playback operations. The standard NuBus
interface in the Macintosh IIx. is extended in the VP2x memory chassis, and all cards
except for the 32 MByte memory cards have NuBus interfaces.

SYSTEM OPERATION

The TCM Plus was designed for highly flexible snapshot recording and playback
capabilities. The design of multiple recording modes ensures maximum utilization of the
system. The standard SNAPSHOT record mode allows the system to record from a
Record Start Address for a Record Length when Armed and Started. The PRETRIGGER
record mode allows the system to store data up to one half of the total memory prior to the
Record Start trigger event. This mode is useful in capturing the initial part of a signal
waveform where the signal waveform is responsible for generating the trigger. The
BURST record mode allows the system to record an amount of data equal to the Burst
Record Length whenever a burst trigger event occurs. This mode provides the unique 



capability to capture multiple snapshots of burst-type waveforms and efficiently pack them
together in memory for storage or analysis.

The playback modes were designed to provide flexible analog and digital playback control
of the memory for analysis of the stored signals with analog and digital processors
downstream. The flexible analog output control was widely used in a predecessor to the
TCM Plus, and greatly enhances the signal analysis possible using standard oscilloscopes
and spectrum analyzers. The analog output also allows the TCM Plus to be used to
optimally match signal bandwidths to input bandwidths of existing signal processing
equipment.

The disk storage/retrieval modes make use of the hard disk removable storage capability of
the system. Storing to disk from memory or retrieving data from disk is simplified with the
highly graphical system control interface.

The imbedded Mac IIx processor in the system allows the addition of high speed signal
processing analysis software that turns the TCM Plus recorder into a stand alone wideband
signals workstation. Signal processing applications can be written which make use of the
real-time data acquisition to perform on-line signal detection and analysis as well as off-
line processing.

500 MHZ DATA ACQUISITION CARD DESIGN

The VP-ADC500 500 MHZ data acquistion card is a wideband input card responsible for
digitizing signals and formatting the signals into 64 bit or 128 bit wide words. The card has
three signal inputs: analog, parallel digital, and high speed serial. The data stacked into the
64 bit or 128 bit words is temporarily stored in a lKword FIFO before being sent over high
speed wide word busses (FLASHBus) in 512 word packets to the designated destination,
which most often is the memory. The analog signal is passed unbuffered to the Tektronix
TKAD10C 500 MHZ A/D converter. Standard operation makes use of anti-aliasing low
pass filters on the AGF200 anti-aliasing filter and gain control card to limit the input signal
frequency range from DC-200 MHZ. The A/D converter has 8 bits of resolution and an
input bandwidth of 1.1 GHz, allowing undersampled down conversion if care is taken to
avoid out of band aliasing. The digital outputs of the A/D converter are stacked in 64 or
128 bit words and passed to FIFOs for output over the high speed FIASHBus. The parallel
digital input allows differential ECL-level signals to be acquired at rates of 500
MB/second (8 bit input) or 250 MW/second (16 bit input). The digital input data is latched
and, like the A/D data, is stacked in 64 or 128 bit words and passed to the FIFOs for
output over the high speed FLASHBus. The high speed serial input allows a serial bit
stream to be recorded at rates up to 1 Gbit per second. The input is latched synchronous
with the record clock, stacked into 64 or 128 bit words, and again passed to the FIFOs for



output over the high speed FLASHBus. Control of all functions on the card is via a
standard Macintosh NuBus interface, and both NuBus and FLASHBus interfaces connect
with the VP2x motherboard. An on-card 500 MHZ crystal clock is used as the internal
clock, and this clock can be divided down in multiples of 2 to provide 500 MHZ, 250
MHZ, 125 MHZ, 62.5 MHZ, 31.25 MHZ, 15.625 MHZ, 7.8125 MHZ, and 3.906 MHZ
internal sample rate clocks. An external clock can be used to control the A/D converter at
an external sample rate. This clock is nominally a 10 dBm sine or square wave, and allows
sample rates in two ranges: 10 KHz-250 MHZ and 250 MHz500 MHZ. Any clock
frequency in these two ranges is valid as a record sample rate clock.

The card has built in data path test capabilities via two internal test signal generators. A
ramp generator generates a 0-255 level ramp at any valid input clock rate to test the digital
signal data paths of the data acquisition card, data playback card, and the memory cards.
The ramp can be stored in memory and viewed as plots on the monitor or played back
using the data playback card to view the DAC analog output or the digital data output.
Automatic testing of all digital data paths of the TCM Plus system is achieved by an LRS
scrambler chip, which generates a maximal length R7 or R15 bit stream that can be used
for bit error rate testing and isolation of digital data path faults to the card level. A high
speed companion descrambler chip on the D/A playback card descrambles this data and
provides an indication of any bit errors, which indicates data errors. Software in the host
computer also can descramble the data stored in memory and determine errors on the low
speed port.

The card is a very high frequency design, and makes use of controlled impedance stripline
and microstripline for all high frequency signals. The card is a 10 layer design, and is
predominantly double-sided surface mount with a few through-hole parts. A custom
Vitesse GaAs gate array was custom designed for this card, and four are used for all high
speed fan-out from 16 bits to 128 bits as well as ECL-to-TTL conversion of the input
signal data. Most of the other high speed components are Sony SPECL parts.

500 MHZ DATA PLAYBACK CARD DESIGN

The VP-DAC500 data playback card is a wideband output playback card responsible for
formatting the signals from 64 bit or 128 bit wide words into 8 bit bytes and converting the
bytes into analog data using a D/A converter. The card functionally is a mirror of the VP-
ADC500 500 MHZ data acquistion card. The card has two signal outputs: analog and
parallel digital. Data packets of 512 words per packet are input from the high speed
FLASHBus data busses and temporarily stored in lKword FIF0s before being unstacked
into 8 bit bytes. The 8 bit byte is converted to an analog signal with a Triquint 600 MHZ
DAC and passed unbuffered to an output connector. Standard operation makes use of
reconstruction low pass filters on the AGF200 anti-aliasing filter and gain control card to



limit the output signal frequency range from DC-200 MHZ. The parallel digital output
allows differential ECL-level signals to be output at rates of 500 MB/second (8 bit output).
Control of all functions on the card is via a standard Macintosh NuBus interface, and both
NuBus and FLASHBus interfaces connect with the VP2x motherboard. The card uses the
same clock source as the VP-ADC500 data acquisition card, and a twisted pair differential
ECL-level signal cable brings the clock from the VP-ADC500 card. This clock can be
divided down in multiples of 2 for 500 MHZ, 250 MHZ, 125 MHZ, 62.5 MHZ, 31.25
MHZ, 15.625 MHZ, 7.8125 MHZ, and 3.906 MHZ internal sample rate clocks. An
external clock can be used to control the D/A converter at an external sample rate. Any
clock frequency from 10 KHz - 500 MHZ is valid as a playback sample rate clock.

The card has built in test capabilities via the descrambler test signal receiver. The LRS
scrambler chip on the VP-ADC500 data acquistion card which generates a maximal length
R7 or R15 bit stream can be used for bit error rate testing and isolation of digital data path
faults to the card level. The high speed descrambler chip on the VP-DAC500 playback
card descrambles this data at full playback rates and provides an indication of any bit
errors, which indicates data errors.

This card, like the 500 MHZ data acquisition card, is a very high frequency design and
makes use of controlled impedance stripline and microstripline for all high frequency
signals. The card is a 10 layer design, and is predominantly double-sided surface mount
with a few through-hole parts. The same custom Vitesse GaAs gate array that was used on
the 500 MHZ data acquisition card is used for this card. Four are used for TTL-to-ECL
conversion of the signal data and high speed fan-in from 128 bits to 16 bits before being
sent to the D/A converter chip. A novel design of the GaAs gate array allows its use in
both fan-in and fan-out modes, resulting in the requirement for only one unique custom
part for the entire TCM Plus system. As in the data acquisition card, most of the other high
speed components are Sony SPECL parts.

32 MBYTE MEMORY CARD DESIGN

The VP-M32 32 MByte memory card is a high density memory card assembly responsible
for storing the signals via the high speed FLASHBus data busses. It is controlled by the
VP-MCG general purpose memory controller. The memory assembly has five unique
circuit cards. A NuBus style mothercard with SIMM-style sockets allows an ultra-high
density configuration of custom 4 MByte memory SIMMs, packing 32 MBytes of storage
into a card with dimensions of approximately 14" wide by 4" high by 0.9" thick. The 4
MByte memory SIMM’s are arranged in a 64 bit by 64K configuration. The memory chips
used on the SIMM’s are 1 Mbit VDRAM (Video DRAM) technology, a dual ported
technology that offers fast access times coupled with the high density low power attributes
of DRAM. Eight 4 MByte memory SIMMs, a high speed data (HSD) SIMM-style



daughtercard, a low speed data (LSD) SIMM-style daughtercard, and a decoder SIMM-
style daughtercard are mounted on the mothercard to make up the complete assembly. The
assembly is capable of 250 MB/second data transfers via the FLASHBus, both reading and
writing. A second slow speed memory access port allows data to be written to or read
from the card while the high speed port is operating at full rate. Up to 8 memory card
assemblies can be used in a VP2x chassis for a maximum storage capability of 256
MBytes. Increases in VDRAM densities to 4Bit chips expected in 1992 will allow each
card to hold 128 MBytes and a system of 8 cards to have a maximum storage of 1 GByte.
The memory card assembly does not have any NuBus controls, and relies on the VP-MCG
for all memory transfer controls, both high speed FLASHBus and low speed transfers.

MEMORY CONTROLLER CARD DESIGN

The VP-MCG CCA is a general purpose memory controller that controls all functions of
the VP-M32 memory card assemblies via an address/control interface. The card controls
the system record modes of snapshot, pretrigger, and burst, and the playback modes of
auto, single, and step. The memory address space capability of the card is 2 GBytes, but
the system memory is currently limited to 256 MBytes due to memory card limitations.
This card is the hardware ‘brains’ of the system, making use of high density PALs and
ACTEL gate arrays to pack many features and functions into a small card. The card
controls the VP-M32 memory assembly high speed FLASHBus and low speed data ports.
It also controls all memory refreshing and arbitration. The low speed data bus from the
memory is connected directly to the VP-MCG controller and allows direct transfer of
stored memory data via the NuBus between the VP-M32 memory cards and any source
and destination on the NuBus. The maximum transfer rate of the low speed data bus is
approximately 10 MBytes per second, although the current NuBus handshaking speeds on
the Macintosh IIx limit the transfers to less than 2 MBytes per second. The VP-MCG
controller card has sync signal outputs for synchronizing system outputs with record or
playback events, as well as TTL-level control inputs for external control of the TCM Plus
record and playback events. These sync outputs and control inputs allow the system to
control other systems or be controlled by other systems. System control of all functions on
the card is via a standard Macintosh NuBus interface, and both NuBus, address/control,
and slow speed data interfaces connect with the VP2x motherboard. An on-card 33 MHZ
crystal clock is used as the internal clock which controls all high speed and low speed data
transfers. The high speed data transfers over the FLASHBus interfaces take place in 512
word packets at a constant 33 Mword per second transfer rate.

The card has built in test capabilities to extensively test most on board registers. The card
can be used to exhaustively test all system VP-M32 memory assemblies via the low speed
data port. The VP-MCG controller is also instrumental in reading test data from the
memories or writing test data to the memories so that the VP-ADC500 data acquisition



card and the VP-DAC500 data playback card can be tested. The entire system can also be
tested in system level operational readiness tests. The card makes use of field
programmable ACTEL gate arrays and PALs to yield a design with very high functionality.
The card is a 10 layer design, and is predominantly double-sided surface mount with a few
through-hole parts.

ANTI-ALIASING FILTER AND GAIN CARD DESIGN

The VP-AGF200 anti-aliasing filter and gain control card is a wideband analog
input/output card responsible for conditioning the analog signal prior to digitization. The
card has a 1 dB bandwidth of 200 MHZ, and allows selection of 1 of 2 wideband inputs,
selectable anti-aliasing low pass filters with 3 dB cutoff frequencies of 200 MHZ, 100
MHZ, 50 MHZ, 25 MHZ, and 12.5 MHZ, and input gain/attenuation control of ±30 dB.
The card also measures input power levels and passes this information to the host via the
NuBus connector. The card has a buffered signal output with levels compatible with the
VP-ADC500 card.

MMI AND CONTROL SOFTWARE DESIGN

The ViewIDAP system control software is the main control application for the system.
This software makes use of the Macintosh-style windows, menus, edit fields, and mouse
driven cursors to allow full set up and control of all features and functions of the TCM
Plus. The software is highly graphical and designed to be intuitive to use. Preliminary tests
have shown that an average system operator requires less than four hours to be able to
fully utilize all features of the system. The software controls data acquisition, data
playback, and data storage of wideband signals, along with the graphical monitoring of
input and stored waveforms via time, frequency, and histogram plots. Figures 3 and 4
show examples of the control software screens for the TCM Plus system.

Libraries of driver calls for each of the TCM Plus cards are available for C, Pascal, and
QuickBasic to allow the user to create their own applications utilizing full control of all
functions on the cards. These libraries have been used to create the ViewIDAP software
and the test software for testing and debugging each card as well as isolating errors in the
complete TCM Plus system.

Signal specific applications called Software Toolkits are being developed that are
optimized to turn the TCM Plus into a signal processing workstation for a variety of signal
types. These applications include wideband spectrum analysis and signal detection.



SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

The TCM Plus system was designed to have a worst case spur free dynamic range of 40
dB while sampling at 500 MS/sec. This goal has been exceeded, and the spur free dynamic
range is typically 45-50 dB. The system’s effective number of bits has not been measured,
but this specification in the Tektronix TKAD10C A/D converter is typically 6.5 bits with a
200 MHZ sine wave sampled at 500 MS/sec. Figures 5 and 6 shows time plots of 1 MHZ
and 10 MHZ sine waves sampled at 500 MS/s, respectively. The ‘fuzz’ on the waveform
in Figure 5 is due to misalignment in the two A/D converter paths which are ping-ponged
to achieve the 500 MS/sec rate in the TKAD10C. This fuzz can be minimized by gain and
offset potentiometers. Figures 7 and 8 show plots of the power spectra of 10 MHZ and
125 MHZ sine waves, respectively, sampled at 500 MHZ. Both spectral plots were
generated using 4 KPoint FFTs of the time data and rectangular weighting. The dominant
spur in both plots at 33 MHZ is due to the FLASHBus clock.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

The TCM Plus system is by design a flexible, highly modular system that can be enhanced
and upgraded by adding or replacing single cards, peripherals, or components rather that
by replacing the entire system. This modularity is reflected in the plans for future cards and
system components. A new memory controller card has just been completed that when
exchanged with the standard memory controller card, turns the TCM Plus into a wideband
signal delay line with a maximum sample rate of 240 MS/s, a maximum bandwidth of 100
MHZ, and a maximum analog time delay of 1 second. A new data acquisition card that can
sample 12 bits at 20 MS/sec will be developed early in 1992. The spur free dynamic range
goal for this is at least 65 dB. A VLDS recorder controller/data transfer NuBus card is
planned for late 1991, and will allow the TCM Plus to transfer data between the RAM
memory and the VHS format tape recorder at a 2 MB/sec rate. Finally, a two suitcase
portable system is planned for late 1991 which will replace the two rack-mount chassis
with two 24" by 18" by 9" shock-mounted suitcases. The host suitcases will also contain a
high resolution electro-luminescent flat panel display in its cover.

CONCLUSION

The system design goals for a compact 500 MS/s snapshot recorder were achieved,
resulting in a high performance wideband data acquisition system with an input signal
frequency range of DC to 200 MHZ and greater than 40 dB spur free dynamic range. The
entire system requires only 12.5" of rack height. The imbedded Mac IIx controller allows
the system to operate in a stand alone acquisition mode with virtual control panels and
real-time graphical signal monitoring. The Mac IIx also allows the development of custom
signal processing applications that utilize the wideband snapshot recording capabilities for



real-time signal processing applications. The system is very flexible and highly modular,
making use of standard interfaces and peripherals to allow system enhancements and
upgrades by adding or replacing single cards, peripherals, or components rather that by
replacing the entire system.
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SCOPE

This paper discusses signal performance of longitudinal
Double Density acquisition recordings made an flight
recorders and reproduced on a single laboratory ground
station recorder. it includes comparisons with standard
bandwidth recording signal performance.

INTRODUCTION

The technology for Double Density recording has been
available to the user community of longitudinal
instrumentation recorders since 1984. The impact of the
technology an the user is the ability to either double
mission time or double data rate capability. However,
questions of reliability and compatibility between
acquisition and ground station systems, plus the expectation
of rotary class recorders, have been factors in the limited
use of this technology. Advancements in head manufacturing
quality and experience along with improvements in signal
electronics have answered these questions.

GOAL

This paper is a report on the test results from an
evaluation run on the signal performance of MARS and M14
longitudinal acquisition recorders when reproduced on a
3700J ground station or laboratory recorder. Our intent was



to establish an understanding of compatibility in Double
Density recordings made with flight recorders and their
ground station counter-parts.

We will first review some of the definitions of terms used
in Double Density recording followed by an overview of our
approach. The equipment used will be described along with a
review of the test procedure. Test results will be shown in
graphic form.

DEFINITIONS

Standard Bandwidth--33 kilobits/inch (kbpi) maximum
packing density at up to 120 ips as defined by IRIG
for Wideband data.

Double Density--a generic name for double the standard
bandwidth (Wideband) packing density or 66 kbpi
maximum packing density at up to 120 ips.

Half-speed--66 kbpi maximum packing density at one-half
the standard bandwidth speed for an IRIG. data
frequency range.

ex.1--the standard bandwidth MARS acquisition
recorder has a top speed and frequency of 1 MHZ
@ 60 ips. The half-speed version of this and
the one used in this paper is 1 MHZ @ 30 ips.

ex.2--any standard IRIG recorder with a top speed
and frequency of 2 MHZ @ 120 ips would have a
half-speed version that would be 2 MHZ @ 60
ips.

Double Bandwidth--66 kbpi maximum packing density or
double the IRIG frequency range at any of the
standard bandwidth speeds.

ex.3--the MARS recorder in ex.1 above would have a
double bandwidth version of 2 MHZ @ 60 ips.
This is the double bandwidth acquisition
recorder used in this paper.



ex.4--any standard IRIG recorder with a top speed
and frequency of 2 MHZ @ 120 ips would have a
double bandwidth version of 4 MHZ @ 120 ips.

Note:  the 3700J recorder/reproducer used in the
tests reported, herein, can be used for either
double bandwidth or half-speed when configured in a
Double Density made.

SNR (This Paper)--for the discussions in this paper SNR
is the RMS signal to the RMS noise UNFILTERED. The
purpose for this is to avoid confusion over
different methods of filtering.

IN-LINE Double Density--the odd channels only of a 28
channel system.

APPROACH

Using a computer aided test system developed by DATATAPE
engineering for frequency response and signal-to-noise
evaluation, recordings were made on the acquisition
recorders and played back on a baseline tested ground
station recorder/reproducer. The results were plotted and
compared without equalization adjustments. A second
comparison was made after equalization was optimized for the
acquisition recordings. Some additional comparisons were
performed between standard bandwidth and Double Density
recordings.

EQUIPMENT and TEST PROCEDURE OVERVIEW

Three different acquisition recorders were used to acquire
the data with all tapes reproduced on one ground station
recorder/reproducer. The recorders used are listed below:

Acquisition Recorders

## MARS 1400LT-3B, 28 channel double bandwidth recorder

## MARS 1400LT-3B, In-line half-speed recorder

## M14ER, 28 channel standard bandwidth recorder



Ground Station Recorder

## 3700J re-configured by head changes to support all of
the acquisition recorders used.

The computer aided test system used as the controller
consists of a DATATAPE developed menu driven program with an
HP 300 series CPU, color monitor, a 9153B disk drive, and a
7474A platter. The program allows for either read-while-
write or reproduce only frequency response data which can be
previewed on screen prior to either plotting or storing to
disk.

In addition to the tape recorder/reproducers and the
computer controller, some special test equipment was
required. Below is a list of that equipment with brief
descriptions:

Equipment Name/Number Description

HP-3325A Synthesizer Digital display signal
Function Generator generator for record signal 
frequency response.

HP-3586C Selective Digital display signal level
Level Meter measuring meter.

Tektranics 7603 Oscilloscope

The test procedure followed normal recorder alignment
practices per IRIG 118-89. Some specific items of interest
are:

## All data was from direct bias recordings;

 - 2% third harmonic distortion for all acquisition
recordings.

 - 1% third harmonic distortion for ground station
baseline.

## All data is playback on the ground station reproducer
from channels 5, 9, and 11 as they were the only
channels configured the same on all recorders.



## Reproduce equalization is adjusted for flat frequency
response with upper bandedge set intentionally at 2 dB
below the 1 Volt rms system output level.

## Noise response data is time phased measurements in a
50 Hz to 40 MHZ bandwidth (effectively UNFILTERED).
Time phased measurements are noise data taken in the
same time interval it took to gather frequency
response signal data. In other words multiple
measurements over time. In the graphic presentations
these measurements results in a straight line noise
plot that represents unfiltered SNR.

## Two sets of reproduce amplifier cards of the same
configuration were used, one set for standard
bandwidth recordings and one set for Double Density
recordings. The purpose was to keep the number of
adjustments to a minimum.

## The same record cards were used in the ground station
recorder for all baseline alignments regardless of
bandwidth.

## All data was screen previewed and then stored on disk
for later analysis and comparison.

PERFORMANCE RESULTS and SPECIAL COMPARISONS

The first tests performed were baselining the ground station
recorder/reproducer. This was done for standard bandwidth 14
track and 28 track system configurations. The data was only
taken for system frequency response at 120 ips and 60 ips (2
MHZ and 1 MHZ top frequencies respectively). Results of the
14 track (50 mil track width) standard bandwidth performance
yielded SNR ranging from 29 dB to 31 dB for both 120 ips and
60 ips tape speeds. Frequency response was well within IRIG
± 3 dB of 1/10 bandedge signal for all tracks at both
speeds. The 28 track SNR results ranged from 26 dB to 28 dB
at 120 ips and 27 dB to 29 dB at 60 ips. Frequency response
was also well within IRIG specification for the 28 track
configuration.

Figures 1 through 4 on the following pages show the complete
standard bandwidth results graphically.



FIGURE-1. 14 Tk Ground Station Baseline 2 MHZ @ 120 ips

FIGURE-2. 14 Tk Ground Station Baseline 1 MHZ @ 60 ips



FIGURE-3. 28 Tk Ground Station Baseline 2 MHZ @ 120 ips

FIGURE-4. 28 Tk Ground Station Baseline 1 MHZ @ 60 ips



Baseline alignments were then made to the ground station
system in Double Density mode. In this Configuration the
frequency response and SNR data was taken for 60 ips and 30
ips (2 MHZ and 1 MHZ top frequencies respectively). With
what will later be referred to double bandwidth (2 MHZ @ 60
ips acquisition), the SNR results ranged from 21 dB to 26 dB
with frequency response well within IRIG requirements. One
of the tracks appeared to have higher noise than the others.
Because of time constraints we were unable to determine the
cause. The data was, therefore, not excluded from this
report. The half-speed (1 MHZ @ 30 ips acquisition) SNR
results ranged from 23 dB to 26 dB with again the frequency
response well within IRIG requirements. Figures 5 and 6
contain the detailed results.

FIGURE-5. 28 Tk Ground Station Baseline 2 MHZ @ 60 ips



FIGURE-6. 28 Tk Ground Station Baseline 1 MHZ Z 30 ips

Upon completing the ground station performance baseline
effort, we began the Double Density acquisition recording
effort. The in-line half-speed acquisition recording was
made first. Without rewinding the tape, it was removed from
the recorder and put on the double bandwidth acquisition
recorder. In order to determine compatibility with the
ground station system, the recordings were first reproduced
without any equalization adjustments. Figures 7 and 8 on the
next page show that these recordings have low end response
well above the nominal 1 Volt system output. The response
begins to dip at 1/10 bandedge and then level out towards
upper bandedge. This less than flat response is not
unexpected. The 2% record level produces the higher output
while differences in the record pre-emphasis between
acquisition recorders and the ground station produce the
difference in the response curve shape. It should be noted
that the noise level is the same as it was for the baseline
ground station alignment which is to be expected.



FIGURE-7. 28 Tk Acquisition 2 MHZ @ 60 ips-No Rep Adjustments

FIGURE-8. Inline Acquisition 1 MHZ @ 30 ips-No Rep Adjustments



However, when the tape was rewound and the equalization
adjusted, the response curves were well within IRIG
specification. The SNR fell in a range of 27 dB to 29 dB for
double bandwidth and 26 dB to 28 dB for half-speed as shown
in Figures 9 and 10.

FIGURE-9. 28 Tk Acquisition 2 MHZ @ 60 ips-With Rep Adjustments

FIGURE-10. Inline Acquisition 1 MHZ @ 30 ips-With Rep Adjustments



The ground station standard bandwidth performance was
compared to the acquisition recordings Double Density
performance. In these comparisons, however, an aggregate
track was used instead of all three tracks. This was done to
simplify the graphic presentation and eliminate confusion.
Figure 11 compares the acquisition double bandwidth
recording (2 MHZ at 60 ips) to the ground station standard
bandwidth (2 MHZ at 120 ips) results. The three curves are
the acquisition recording before equalization adjustment,
after adjustment, and the ground station response. It can be
seen in this figure how the acquisition noise level improved
when the equalization was adjusted. Effectively no
difference in frequency response can be seen between the two
recordings after adjustment of the double bandwidth levels.
Only a 1 dB difference in SNR was seen after adjustment.

FIGURE-11. 28 Tk Acquisition 2 MHZ @ 60 ips Before and After
Rep Adjustments Compared to 28 Tk Ground Station
2 MHZ @ 120 ips



Figure 12 compares the half-speed acquisition recording (1
MHZ at 30 ips) to the ground station standard bandwidth (1
MHZ at 60 ips) results. Once again the response before
adjustment vs after adjustment can be compared to the
standard bandwidth result. Although some difference is
evident, it is not significant. The half-speed SNR is
approximately 2 dB less than the standard bandwidth
recording, but very respectable at 26 dB.

FIGURE-12. Inline Acquisition 1 MHZ @ 30 ips Before and
After Rep Adjustments Compared to 28 Tk Ground
Station 1 MHZ @ 60 ips



As we progressed in our testing, a standard bandwidth
acquisition recorder became available. Figure 13 compares
this recorder's 2 MHZ at 120 ips performance with the double
bandwidth 2 MHZ at 60 ips performance. The frequency
response was again virtually identical while the standard
bandwidth SNR was better by approximately 1 dB.

FIGURE-13. 28 Tk Acquisition 2 MHZ @ 60 ips Before and After
Rep Adjustments Compared to 28 Tk Standard
Bandwidth Acquisition 2 MHZ @ 120 ips



Two final comparisons were performed. A lot of discussion
has taken place related to 50 mil vs 25 mil track widths for
Double Density performance. These last two comparisons look
at 25 mil double bandwidth and half-speed performance from
acquisition recorders to the 50 mil standard bandwidth
ground station performance. Figure 14 shows the response
with adjusted equalization of a double bandwidth 25 mil
track to a ground station 50 mil track (2 MHZ at 60 ips vs 2
MHZ at 120 ips). No difference in frequency response
resulted. The double bandwidth SNR was only 4 dB less than
the standard bandwidth SNR (27 dB vs 31 dB).

FIGURE-14. 28 Tk (25 mil) Acquisition 2 MHZ @ 60 ips, After
Rep adjustments Compared to 14 Tk (50 mil)
Ground Station 2 MHZ @ 120 ips



Figure 15 shows the response with adjusted equalization of a
half-speed 25 mil track to a ground station 50 mil track (1
MHZ at 30 ips vs 1 MHZ at 60 ips). Again little difference
in frequency response resulted. The half-speed SNR was 28 dB
while the standard bandwidth SNR was 31 dB.

FIGURE-15. Inline (25 mil) Acquisition I MHZ @ 30 ips After
Rep Adjustments Compared to 14 Tk (50 mil)
Ground Station 1 MHZ @ 60 ips

SUMMARY

Graphic presentation of tests performed for 28 track
standard bandwidth direct ground station performance was
compared to direct Double Density acquisition performance.
The test results of the direct recordings yielded the
following:

## Acquisition double bandwidth 2 MHZ-60 ips recording vs
ground station standard bandwidth 2 MHZ 120 ips--
Result 27 dB SNR vs 28 dB SNR



## Acquisition half-speed 1 MHZ-30 ips recording vs ground
station standard bandwidth 1 MHZ-60 ips--
Result 26 dB SNR vs 28 dB SNR

Additional comparisons of standard bandwidth 50 mil track
performance vs Double Density 25 mil track performance were
made. These test results yielded the following:

## Acquisition double bandwidth (25 mil) 2 MHZ-60ips
recording vs standard bandwidth (50 mil) 2 MHZ-120 ips-
Result •• 4 dB SNR degradation but > 25 dB SNR

## Acquisition half-speed (25 mil) 1 MHZ-30 ips recording
vs standard bandwidth (50 mil) 1 MHZ-60 ips--
Result •• 3.5 dB SNR degradation but > 25 dB SNR

CONCLUSION

In every case tested the acquisition recorder Double Density
frequency response compared favorably to the standard
bandwidth ground station system response yielding full
compatibility. In a comparison with a standard bandwidth
acquisition recording very little performance difference was
found. Although a small degradation in SNR does occur from
the ground station standard bandwidth recordings the
acquisition Double Density recordings are compatible with
ground station reproduce systems. In every case the results
showed very respectable SNR.
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ABSTRACT

The international market for telemetry systems is growing, and U.S. companies offer
technology that cannot be matched.  Foreign customers increasingly require local
language user interfaces on delivered systems.  Emerging software standards allow
these requirements to be addressed.

INTRODUCTION

Imagine you are responsible for setting up equipment to monitor the safety of a
prototype aircraft during flight testing.  Development of the aircraft cost billions of
dollars, and you are using a state-of-the-art, foreign-manufactured, computer
controlled, data acquisition system to set up equipment and monitor the incoming
data.  Your first menu to set up equipment looks like Figure 1-1.

Now imagine your operators are technicians with no training in any foreign language. 
Successful equipment setup, data collection and accurate flight safety monitoring can
be compromised by the foreign language interface.

Foreign customers must consider these problems when evaluating U.S. manufactured
telemetry data processing systems.  To address these problems, Loral Data Systems is
developing telemetry systems with user interfaces in the user’s native language.  This
is a very challenging task.

Information that must generally be supported in the user’s language include menu
prompts, choice lists, help facilities, error messages, and annotation of displayed data. 
User input in the native language can also be supported, but concurrent support of
multiple languages results in compromises; if one user defines measurement names in
one language and a second user refers to the measurements in a second language, then



Figure 1-1. Equipment Setup Menu

 operator-defined measurement names must be entered in both languages.  This
usually is not desirable.

INTERNATIONALIZATION CONSIDERATIONS

There are two basic approaches to converting systems to a foreign language
environment.  The first approach is localization.  Localization involves rewriting
software to support foreign text and conventions instead of English text and
conventions.  This approach is straightforward, but if a third language support is
required then the software effort is repeated.  Software development and maintenance
costs increase linearly with each language added.

The second approach is internationalization: the process of generalizing system design
to make it capable of handling a variety of languages and national conventions. 
Internationalization of software is more difficult than rewriting, but is far more cost
effective for addressing a broad-based foreign telemetry market.  This paper addresses



considerations for internationalizing telemetry systems, primarily in the software
arena.

I18N is a commonly used abbreviation for “Internationalization” (it begins with “I,
followed by 18 letters, and ends with “N”). I18N and internationalization are used
interchangeably.

Character Sets

The interface between the user and the computer must be in the user’s language. 
Fundamental to the communication is the character set used.

ASCII code defines 96 characters that include the standard 26 upper and lower case
English language characters.  Standard ASCII also supports two other languages:
Hawaiian and Swahili, neither of which gives a telemetry company a significant
competitive advantage.  Other character sets are needed.

International standard ISO 8859/1-1987, commonly referred to as “Latin-1,” extends
the ASCII code to include other North American, South American, and Western
European languages such as French, Spanish, German, and Italian.  Additional ISO
standards define character sets for the following geographic regions:

ISO 8859/2-1987 Eastern European
ISO 8859/3-1988 Southeastern European
ISO 8859/4-1988 Northern European
ISO 8859/5-1988 English & Cyrillic-Based
ISO 8859/6-1987 English & Arabic
ISO 8859/7-1987 English & Greek
ISO 8859/8-1988 English & Hebrew
ISO 8859/9-1988 Western European & Turkish

Compatibility with the above standards places new constraints on telemetry software. 
ASCII defines 7 bit codes, ISO defines 8 bit codes.  Any software using the MSB in
ASCII characters must be redesigned.  Also, some languages, such as Arabic and
Hebrew, require a right to left writing direction.  Typically, support for ISO character
sets is provided by the computer manufacturer through special peripherals, system
software, and language tables.

Software design for Asian language character sets is somewhat more complex, and
typically U.S. companies support only Japanese, Chinese, and Korean, if they support
any Asian languages at all.  Asian languages are based upon complex characters



formed by root radicals that are indivisible.  When different root radicals are
combined, characters with specific meanings are created.  Two or more characters are
often strung together to represent compound words or phrases.  In Japanese, for
example, a special character means woman; a complex character composed of two
characters for woman means women.  And a complex character composed of three
characters for woman means noisy.

Each Asian language has one or more character sets, defined by its own national
standards organization.  Complex characters number in the thousands, each of which
must be uniquely identified in an Asian language equivalent of the ASCII character
set.  Each character set contains identifiers that may require one, two, or four bytes per
entry.  For expediency, only Japanese is discussed to gain a general understanding of
special considerations for Asian languages.

Japan has three commonly used character sets.  Kanji is a set of ideographic characters
originally derived from Chinese.  The full Kanji set numbers about 50,000 characters;
a subset of over 6,000 characters has been selected for computer implementation.  The
other two character sets represent phonetic characters.  The Hiragana character set
contains 46 phonetic characters and is used for writing Japanese words not expressed
in Kanji and for verb endings.  The Katakana character set contains 46 phonetic
characters and is used for all foreign words.

The Japanese Industrial Standard Committee (JISC) has defined three character set
standards for computer use.  JIS X 0208-1983 consists of 6877 characters made up of
Hiragana, Katakana, Kanji, the Roman alphabet, and special graphic characters.  This
is the character set commonly used by computers in Japan.  JIS 0212, containing 6067
characters, was announced in October 1990.  Both standards require a two-byte code
for each character.

The third character set is JIS X 0201.  It consists of Katakana and Roman alphabet
characters only.  Each character is a one-byte code.

The best advice for developing Asian language telemetry systems is to work with a
computer manufacturer who delivers general purpose hardware and software
supporting the Asian language required.  Typical companies are DEC, Hewlett
Packard, IBM, and Sun.



User-Defined Characters

In Asian languages, proper names and special terms may not be included in the
standard character set, and there must be provisions for a system administrator to add
them as required.  User-defined characters require a unique character code, a character
bit map, and rules for collation.

Input Method

User input for one-byte ISO character sets is similar to ASCII.  Special caps on the
keyboard and EPROMs for decoding the keystroke are generally adequate to support
the language.

For multi-byte Asian language character sets, various special methods have been
developed for user input.  The most commonly used include: code-based input, where
the assigned numeric code is entered; sound-based input, where phonetic characters
are used to define the sound of the desired character; shape-based input, where
keystrokes define the component shapes, radicals, or strokes; and direct key in, where
a large digitizing tablet with character overlay charts is used.  Each has major
disadvantages, and no standard for input of Asian language characters exists.

Collating Sequence

In ASCII character sets the collating sequence is usually determined by the ASCII
code for the character, with the major sort performed on the first character of the
words, a secondary sort on the second character, and so on throughout all characters in
the words.  In ISO 8859 the character code cannot be used for collation, and
independent collation sequences must be defined.  Several special considerations are
added: new characters must be incorporated into the collating sequence; multiple
characters (such as CH in Spanish) must be collated as a single character; and several
different characters may be collated into the same position.

In Asian languages collation rules become more exciting.  Three different sorting
sequences are commonly supported for computer processing.  First, characters may be
sorted by the root form of the character that gives the character its basic meaning; if
more that one character has the same root form, then similar characters are sorted by
the number of strokes that make up the character.  Second characters may be sorted by
the number of strokes in the character if more than one character has the same number
of strokes, then similar characters are sorted by the root forms of the characters.  And
finally, characters may be sorted according to the sequence in which they appear in a
phonetic alphabet, organized by romanized spelling.



Date And Time

International users expect the date and time in a variety of different conventions. 
Names of months and days should be in the user’s language, using local formats.

The telemetry industry in the U.S. has defined dozens of standard formats for time. 
Converting time to a foreign national standard format probably violates all sense of
reason.

Numeric Formats

Different cultures interchange commas and decimal points in representing numbers. 
Local conventions should be supported.

Monetary Symbols

Most countries have different symbols for monetary formats, and some do not
represent monetary amounts with two decimal places.  Normally, these are incidental
concerns for telemetry systems.

Answering Yes And No

It’s common for a program to ask questions requiring yes/no responses. I18N must
support responses in characters appropriate to the user’s local language.

Terminals And Printers

Support of one-byte ISO character sets is commonly supported with custom EPROMs
containing a bit map for each character, or with custom print wheels for character
printers.

Support of multi-byte Asian language characters is supported on dot matrix printers
and bit mapped terminals.  The minimum size for a character cell is l6x16 bits; 24x24
bit cells are generally preferred.

STANDARDS

Until recently, each computer manufacturer developed I18N support independently. 
Non-English application software designed and developed for one computer was not
compatible with other computers.  Moreover, software often could not be ported to 



another country on the same computer.  None of this should be surprising, considering
that even U. S. application software often could not be ported between computers.

The emerging POSIX standards can improve the situation.  POSIX.1 (reference 1)
defines the international standard interface between application software and
operating systems.  By reference, POSIX.1 also defines the international standard for
the C programming language (reference 2).  POSIX.2 (reference 3) defines the
international standard for the command language and system utilities.  These
standards are the basis for “Open Systems,” by which conforming application
software will be portable from one manufacturer’s computer to another with minimal
change.

Each of the above standards addresses a uniform method to specify processing of local
language character sets and conventions.  Each computer manufacturer is free to
choose the languages to be supported, and the method of implementation, but
interfaces to application software must be identical for all systems.

The C language standard defines a <locale.h> header which defines local conventions
for numeric data.  It includes:

a data structure, “lconv,” defining formats for numeric values,

macros for use in the setlocale( ) function.  Each macro defines the scope, or
“category,” of the locale being defined:

LC_ALL locale for entire program
LC_COLLATE locale for collation functions
LC_CTYPE locale for character handling functions
LC_MONETARY locale for monetary functions
LC_NUMERIC locale for decimal point information
LC_TIME locale for date/time functions
LC_XXXX implementation-defined categories

the “setlocale ( )” function sets, changes or queries the entire locale of a process,
or portions thereof, according to the values of a “category” defined above and a
“locale” argument.  Choices for the “locale” argument are limited to
implementation-defined strings.  There are no firm standards on the way locales
should be named.  OSF recommends (reference 4) that the locale name specify
language name, territory name and code set name, and offers a specific format
for use.  The rationale is that each of the items may be specified independently.



the “localeconv” function sets components in structure “lconv” with values
appropriate for formatting numeric quantities according to the rules of the
current locale.

The C language “locale” capability is incorporated into POSIX.1 and POSIX.2 by
reference, and is extended to include shell language functions.

The C language standard includes provisions for multi-byte character sets, wide
character type definition, and wide character processing in a limited number of string
handling functions.  However, the LC_CTYPE macro only supports one-byte,
alphabetic languages.  Independently, some companies are adding all-new functions to
support multibyte character sets.

A fundamental requirement for software I18N is to separate messages from code. 
Then, as a user’s language changes, the same program selects text from a different
file.  This is an essential requirement for any I18N design, but is not addressed by
current standards.  The application designer must either implement a custom text
management and retrieval system, or use the facilities supported on a particular
manufacturer’s computer.

IMPLEMENTATION

Theory and emerging standards are fine for philosophical debates and technical
papers, but customers need systems that work, and are delivered on schedule.  How is
a real system built?

Loral Data Systems has delivered a number of telemetry systems to foreign customers. 
The implementation approach used includes developing software to international
standards to the extent feasible, and to work with a computer manufacturer who has a
strong presence in foreign markets.  LDS is designing its software to the standards
discussed above, as well as a number of standards sponsored by industry groups. 
Software for the user’s interface complies with the OSF/Motif standard (reference 5). 
Motif provides support for non-English languages, including the multi-byte characters
of the Asian languages.

Loral works closely with Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC™), a company with an
excellent world-wide reputation, and a strong presence in most of our foreign markets. 
DEC also aggressively supports system integrators selling their products in the
international market.  They have published a general reference for developing
international software which covers design considerations, VMS tools, Unix tools, and
summaries of specific requirements in various geographic area (reference 6).  DEC



has also published documents to aid the integrator with Asian language software
(references 7, 8).  Recently, DEC delivered to Loral Data Systems a system for
Japanese language functions, including Japanese language hardware and software. 
The hardware included printers and terminals, while the software included the POSIX
operating system, Windows user interface, 3-D graphics, and a relational data base
management system.  Both hardware and software have Japanese and English modes
for system and application functions.  DEC assigned a product manager to help with
the start up, and a consultant from Japan was hired to help with language specific
issues.  Progress to date has been on schedule and budget, with remarkably few
surprises.  This was the first Japanese system delivered by DEC to a U.S. customer. 
Now DEC offers it as a standard product.

Other computer manufacturers also support foreign language requirements.  Sun is
addressing the Japanese market (reference 9), and general articles addressing overseas
applications are appearing in the open literature (reference 10).

SUMMARY

Emerging software standards allow internationalization of telemetry systems.  The
increasing costs of flight tests is rapidly outdistancing the decreasing costs of
customizing software for non-English languages.  Non-US users must consider the
desirability of specifying delivery of user interfaces in the user’s native languages.
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ABSTRACT

An ARINC 429 data acquisition system has been developed by Flight Test
Engineering for the Boeing Commercial Airplane Group.  Traditionally, acquired
ARINC 429 data is stored in the acquisition system and periodically sampled for
recording.  This paper describes a system which acquires data from many different
ARINC 429 digital data buses and records that data as soon as it is has been
transmitted on the bus.

INTRODUCTION

Boeing developed the Advanced Digital Data Acquisition System (ADDAS) two
years ago in support of testing the model 747-400 airplane.  The ADDAS is capable of
selectively acquiring every label from up to 30 ARINC 429 buses and recording the
data on a single track of an analog tape recorder.  The system makes the data available
for recording as soon as it has received a complete word and also time tags each data
word, for time correlating data.

Prior to the development of the ADDAS, digital data was acquired with the use of
small bus interface cards controlled by a Remote Multiplexer / Demultiplexer Unit
(RMDU).  Each card was programmed with an Erasable Programmable Read Only
Memory (EPROM) and could store data from up to 64 labels per bus.  Using an actual
certification program involving 56 ARINC buses for comparison, the RMDU
approach required 131 bus interface cards and 40 enclosures consuming 175.5 inches
of rack space.  Additionally, it took two months of preparation time to format the
EPROMs, design the rack layouts and draw the cable diagrams.  The same program
could have been done with two ADDAS enclosures consuming 17.5 inches of rack
space and requiring less then one day of preparation.  In addition, on the old system,
since the data being recorded on tape was periodically sampled by the RMDU after it
had been transmitted on the bus, very limited time correlation could be performed
between data on different buses or even different labels on the same bus.



RECORDED DATA FORMAT

Data is output in a Pulse Code Modulated (PCM) stream to a constant bit rate analog
recorder.  The operator-programmable bit rates are: 64KBS, 128KBS, 256KBS,
512KBS and 1024KBS.  Data is output in major frames that are 64 words long and
contain a 24 bit frame synchronizing pattern as illustrated in Figure 1. The data is
written in a message sensitive format and is not position dependent.  Each word in the
frame is 48 bits wide and contains a six bit binary bus identification number which
determines the contents of the rest of the word.  Currently, the system only uses 32 of
the possible 64 bus identification numbers with the rest reserved for expansion.

A bus identification number of zero indicates a major time word.  Major time words
are output 10 times per second and contain hours, minutes, seconds, tenths of seconds,
hundredths of seconds and test number.  All information in the major time word is in
Binary Coded Decimal (BCD) except for the test number which is in a binary format.

A bus identification number between 1 and 30 indicates a valid data word consisting
of the full ARINC 429 word[l] and a 10 bit binary minor time tag.  The minor time tag
has a resolution of 100 microseconds and can be added to the major time word to
compute the actual time that the data word was received.

Figure 1  Recorded Data Format



A bus identification number equaling 63 indicates fill data to keep the output data rate
constant.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The entire system is contained in an 8-3/4 inch high rack mount enclosure.  The
enclosure has 24 card slots, of which 20 are utilized, and is powered from a 48 Volt
DC external uninterruptable power supply.  Each card is a five inch by seven inch
multi-layered printed circuit board which plugs into a Boeing proprietary bus.  All
cards are accessible from the front of the enclosure via a hinged panel, and all
electrical connectors are on the back panel.

The system is designed with a dual bus / dual mode architecture.  Figure 2 is a block
diagram showing the buses, modes and the cards contained in the system.  Every card
in the system is connected to both a setup bus and an acquisition bus, however, each
card can only operate in the data source mode or the data sink mode.  If a card places
data onto the acquisition bus it is defined as a data source card while any card that gets
data from the acquisition bus is defined as a data sink card.  The setup bus is used for
system initialization and contains eight data bits, sixteen address bits and some control
bits.  The acquisition bus is designed to transfer data from multiple data sources to
multiple data sinks and contains 48 bits of data and some control bits.  The physical
location of a card within the enclosure determines whether it is a data source or a data
sink.

Figure 2  ADDAS Block Diagram

Control of the acquisition bus is handled by a printed circuit board which also contains
all card connectors.  This controller has a 16 input priority encoder and is responsible
for determining which data source card can place data on the acquisition bus.  When a
data source card has data for recording, it asserts its REQUEST line.  The controller



responds with a GATE signal and places the most significant bits of the bus
identification number onto the acquisition bus.  The requesting card will put its data
onto the bus along with the least significant bit of the bus identification number.  At
the same time, the controller asserts a XFER line to signal all data sink cards that data
is available on the bus.  Each of the sixteen data source cards has its own unique
REQUEST and GATE lines but, there is only one XFER line.  In the event that
multiple source cards simultaneously assert their REQUEST lines, the controller will
grant the bus to the card with the highest priority.  The highest priority belongs to the
Time Interface Card with priorities decreasing as the bus identification number
increases.

An external setup computer is responsible for maintaining a database of programming
information.  This database contains information on the output bit rate and what buses
and labels should be recorded.  The setup computer will program the system by
transmitting and then verifying this information.  Once the system is programmed, it
requires no further operator intervention, and it contains non-volatile memory in order
to retain its format during power outages.

ARINC BUS INTERFACE CARD

The ARINC Bus Interface Card contains circuitry to interface with two ARINC 429
digital data buses.  Each bus interface is identical and completely separate up to the
acquisition bus interface logic.  The cards are designed to operate with buses that are
considerably out of electrical / timing specification[l].  The input impedance of the
card is much higher than specification and the card will operate at input voltage levels
that are much lower.  This design guarantees the ability of the system to gather data
under the worst of conditions.  The card has special logic to be able to automatically
operate with either a high or low Speed bus.  The card can be programmed to look at
labels with or without Source / Destination Index (SDI) bits for data selection.  The
data selection logic centers around non-volatile memory, in order to retain formatting
information during power outages.  The card contains two light emitting diodes that
indicate the presence of data activity on the bus, which is invaluable during check out
of the system.

MASTER TIMING INTERFACE CARD

The Master Timing Interface Card accepts IRIG-A[2] and outputs a major time word
for recording 10 times per second.  If the card is not outputting a major time word, it
gates the 10 bit minor time tag on the acquisition bus.  The minor time tag has a
resolution of 100 microseconds, and with a 10 bit value, the minor time will repeat
once every 100 milliseconds; therefore the major time word must be output 10 times



per second.  Additionally, the card can accept an IRIG-G[2] input signal.  If IRIG-G is
used, system timing is increased by a factor of ten.  When this happens, the minor
time tag has a resolution of 10 microseconds, and a major time word will be output
100 times per second.  This mode will also activate the hundredths of seconds field in
the Major Time Word.

FIFO BUFFER MEMORY CARD

The First In First Out (FIFO) Buffer Memory Card is used to synchronize the
incoming data to the fixed rate output stream.  The card contains a 4096 deep FIFO
memory that is 48 bits wide.  The card will place any data transmitted on the
acquisition bus into the FIFO Memory and make that data available to the PCM
Output Card.  Data is transmitted to the PCM Output Card via a ribbon cable located
on the front edge of the card.  If the FIFO Memory is empty when the PCM Output
card wants data, the FIFO Memory Buffer Card asserts an EMPTY signal.  If the
FIFO Memory is full and the XFER line is asserted, the card will generate an
OVERFLOW signal which is used to alert the operator of a problem.

PCM OUTPUT CARD

The PCM Output Card gets data from the FIFO Memory Buffer Card and sends the
data to a tape recorder.  It also generates the output data stream and inserts the Frame
Synchronizing Pattern at the appropriate time.  It will output data from the FIFO
Memory Buffer Card, and if that card has no data, the PCM card will record a user
programmable fill word.  The PCM Output Card serializes the data and outputs Non
Return to Zero, Bi-Phase and Delay Modulation-Mark codes for recording.

LOCAL ACQUISITION MONITOR CARD

The Local Acquisition Monitor Card provides diagnostic data to the system operator. 
The card contains logic to selectively capture any data which is being recorded by the
system.  It can also calculate the data rate for any parameter being processed in the
system.  In addition, the card can calculate the number of Fill words being recorded. 
This information is transmitted to an operator via the Setup Controller Interface and is
not used in normal operation.

SETUP CONTROLLER INTERFACE CARD

The Setup Controller Interface Card is used for communication with an external setup
computer and to initialize and program the system.  The Setup Controller is based
around an Intel Corporation 8085 microprocessor operating at a clock rate of 4.096



MHZ.  This clock is used by the PCM Output Card to generate the output bit clock. 
With the exception of this clock signal, the entire Setup Controller Interface Card
could be removed, and the system would still acquire and record data.  The card
contains 8 KB of program EPROM, 16 KB of EEPROM for setup database storage,
1KB of volatile memory, reset logic, a watchdog timer, two serial interfaces and an
interrupt controller.

Upon command from the external setup computer, the Setup Controller Interface Card
will use the data in its setup database to program the system.  This process is rather
analogous to compiling source code into executable modules.  The system was
designed this way to isolate the external setup computer from the internal workings of
the ADDAS.

DATA INTEGRITY FEATURES

The prime objective of the ADDAS is to reliably acquire and record data.  With this in
mind, several features were designed into the system to preclude accidental data loss. 
The enclosure and the ARINC Bus Interface cards are designed so that no single point
failure can cause a bus fault.  Each enclosure has a unit identification switch mounted
on the front panel.  Every message transmitted from the external Setup Computer to
the system contains this identification number, or the system will ignore that message. 
The front panel also has a guarded SETUP ENABLE switch.  Any accidental or
intentional modification of the non-volatile system memory when the SETUP
ENABLE switch is not enabled is prohibited by logic contained in the Setup
Computer Interface Card.  Since the SETUP ENABLE switch should be enabled only
when the system format is being modified, the PCM Output Card stops outputting data
but continues to output a Frame Synchronization Pattern and FILL Words when the
SETUP ENABLE switch is enabled.

FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS

A new card to allow the recording of ARINC 629 data is currently under development. 
This card will be used for some initial test processing of ARINC 629 data and is not
intended for long term use.  The card decodes ARINC 629 data and processes it just as
it would process ARINC 429 data.  It is programmed exactly as an ARINC 429 bus
interface card would be.  When a word string is received, logic in the card decides
whether or not to record the data.  If the word string is to be recorded, each sixteen bit
word in the string is processed as an ARINC 429 data word.  This format contains an
inordinately high amount of overhead since every sixteen bit word in the string is
recorded with its sixteen bit label, as well as a 10 bit time tag and six unused bits.  The
time tag is completely redundant, since once the time of an ARINC 629 label is



known, the time for every word in the string is also known.  The unused bits are left
over since an ARINC 429 word may contain up to 22 bits of data.

CONCLUSIONS

The ADDAS has been used for over two years and has considerably improved the
ability of Flight Test to record and analyze ARINC 429 data.  The computerized setup
allows formats to be modified in minutes as compared to hours with the older system. 
Additionally, since all data is time tagged, accurate time correlation between buses is
greatly enhanced.  This is of considerable importance due to the increasing complexity
of avionics on today’s modern aircraft.
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BCD Binary Coded Decimal
EPROM Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory
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PCM Pulse Code Modulation
SDI Source / Destination Index
RMDU Remote Multiplexer / Demultiplexer Unit
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ABSTRACT

The Boeing Commercial Airplane Group’s Flight Test Engineering organization is
developing two new data acquisition systems. One of these systems will be used to
investigate problems on aircraft which are being flown by the airlines in normal
airline service. The second system is intended for use as the data acquisition system
during the certification of the new 777 airplane. The two systems will differ in
physical size, capacity and the recorder being used. They are expected to use as much
of the same hardware and software as possible. This paper discusses the design of
both systems.

INTRODUCTION

Boeing is developing two new data acquisition systems. One system is being designed
for use on airplanes while they are in service with the airlines. Using the system while
the airplane is in airline service requires that it meet the same environmental
requirements as the normal avionics boxes on the airplane. This system must be small
to fit into any available space on the aircraft and be installed and removed from the
airplane with as little disruption of the airline schedule as possible. The second system
is for use on airplanes which can be classified as “experimental.” This system will not
be qualified like an avionics unit for the aircraft. It will be installed in the cabin of the
airplane in racks provided for that purpose so it does not have the same size
constraints. There will be a variety of configurations available for each system
depending on the needs of each airplane test program.

GENERAL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The general approach in the development of these systems is to develop a series of
building blocks. These building blocks are then assembled in a variety of ways to
implement different systems as needed. Figure 1 is a diagram showing all of the



blocks. Dotted lines indicate that either of two blocks could perform the function.
However, only one is normally installed in a system. The Central multiplexer, the
Recorder and the Data Processor/Monitor will each exist in two different sizes. The
small units with a limited capacity will be needed when a system must be installed in
a customer’s airplane. The large units will be used for major test programs with
thousands of parameters being recorded for hours at a time. The different size units
can be mixed as described in the following paragraphs to build any size data system.

Figure 1  Building Blocks

SMALL SYSTEMS

Small systems will exist in two different forms. Figure 2 is a diagram showing an
example of a system configured for airline service. The number and nature of the input
data sources vary with each system. Some systems acquire data from ARINC-429 and
ARINC-629 buses only. Others require the acquisition of analog and/or discrete data
as well. The appropriate input modules are selected for the central multiplexer and the
unit configured and checked out in the laboratory before it is taken into the field. A
time input is not shown for this system since it is to have a built-in time source. An
operator’s panel, a Setup/Monitor Computer and a small data recorder complete the
airborne part of the system. A small panel which is mounted in the airplane cockpit
with a single data display and a few switches make up the operators panel. A laptop



computer, which is called the Setup/Monitor Computer, is used to load the system
with the data bases needed to select the data for recording, the sampling rates, etc. It is
next used to do a complete preflight test of the system. During actual conduct of a test
the operator will use this unit to monitor a small number of parameters. In systems
where an operator does not fly with the system, the Setup/Monitor Computer will be
removed before flight. The Data Processor/Monitor unit will also be taken to the
customer site. There it is set up in an office or hotel room and used to process the data
which was recorded in flight.

Figure 2  Small System for Airline Service

A second use for this same hardware is shown in Figure 3. In this case, a limited test
is being conducted out of the factory. The only difference between these systems is
that the Data Processor /Monitor is now installed in the airplane for real time data
analysis, and the Setup /Monitor Computer is not needed since the Data Processor
/Monitor can take over its functions. If the data rates are high enough it will be
possible to use the large recorder with this system.



Figure 3  Small System in Local Service

LARGE SYSTEMS

A typical large system is shown in Figure 4. This system shows two additional types
of data sources, the RMDU (Remote Multiplex Demultiplex Unit) and ADDAS
(Airborne Digital Data Acquisition System). The RMDU is a classical PCM system
built by Teledyne Controls which has been in use by Boeing Flight Test for about
fifteen years. A great deal of hardware is on hand to support the RMDU, and it will
continue to be used to acquire analog and discrete data. The difference between the
Remote Analog Multiplexer and the RMDU is that the RMDU must be installed in the
aircraft cabin while the Remote Analog Multiplexer may be installed on an engine or
out in the wing.

ADDAS is a non-position dependent PCM system which Boeing built for use in
acquiring ARINC-429 data. Since it is the subject of another paper it is not discussed
further here. This system is normally slaved to an external time source.

More outputs are often needed on this size system. A limited subset of the data being
acquired can be telemetered to the ground so telemetry outputs are provided. In
addition, it is possible to add special output cards to provide data in different recording
formats for specific applications.



Figure 4  Large System

Both the data recorders and the Data Processing /Monitor are different from the small
systems. The data recorder will be an Ampex DCRSi, ANSI ID1, or MIL-STD-2179
class of machine. The Data Processing/Monitor will be a modified ADAMS (Airborne
Data Analysis/Monitor System). ADAMS is a multiprocessor system which Boeing
began developing in 1974. It is used on board the airplanes for real time data
processing and on the ground to process real time data during telemetry flights.

CENTRAL MULTIPLEXER

The central multiplexer is the heart of both systems. Figure 5 is a block diagram
showing the general functions to be performed by this unit. It is being built around two
buses, a set up bus and a data bus. The set up bus is a normal computer type bus. The
data bus is designed to broadcast data at high speed to a number of data sinks. Input
and output modules fit into the system functionally between these buses.

The control processor communicates with the outside world to obtain set up
information. It then uses this information to set up the remainder of the modules in the
system. The data selector provides a path which the control processor uses to read or 
Figure 5  Central Multiplexer Functional Diagram



 write a subset of the data on the data bus. One data word, normally Time, is selected
and sent to the operators panel for display. The Time Interface provides the
information necessary to accurately time tag the data as it is received. The Input
Modules provide the interfaces to the various data sources on the airplane, and the
output modules provide the logic necessary to drive the recorder(s) and telemetry
links. The input modules do not have any data selection capability. When they receive
data they immediately place the it on the data bus with a tag. Data selectors on the
output modules will select the data that is appropriate for that output module. Input
modules are required for ARINC-429, ARINC-629, RMDU, ADDAS and the Remote
Analog Multiplexer. Others can be added as needed.

OPERATOR’S PANEL

The operator’s panel will be a small unit which is mounted in the cockpit of an
airplane and used to provide a minimum level of control for the system. This panel
contains a power on switch for the system, a recording armed switch and a recording
override switch. The armed switch is used to tell the central multiplexer to watch for
some event and begin recording. The software in the central multiplexer will then
control the start of recording. The override switch is used to control recording when
continuous recording is required. There will be a display on the operator’s panel
which is normally used to display system time to the operator. This is needed so the
manual notes which the operator takes can be correlated to the time tags on the data.
The operators panel is needed for tests being conducted on customer airplanes but is
only used on large systems to control application specific recorders.

REMOTE ANALOG MULTIPLEXER

The Remote Analog Multiplexer (RAM) is required to acquire both analog and
discrete data in a harsh environment. The diagram in Figure 6 is intended to represent
a possible configuration of the RAM. The general functions of signal conditioning,
amplification, presample filtering and analog to digital conversion are required on all
analog input channels. Discrete inputs are applied downstream of the analog to digital
converter. The formatter and output interface provide the interface to the central
multiplexer. Other multiplexers may be attached with either analog or digital
interfaces to form an array of interconnected units with a single output to the central
multiplexer.



Figure 6  Remote Analog Multiplexer

SET UP /MONITOR COMPUTER

This unit will be a laptop computer which the operator takes into the cockpit of an
airplane during in-service testing to set up the system and monitor the test. The unit
interfaces to the central multiplexer over a serial link. System set up files on floppy
disks are used to set up the central multiplexer and any remote analog multiplexers in
the system. Once the system is set up and checked out, the operator will use software
in the laptop to monitor data.

DATA PROCESSOR /MONITORS

Two different Data Processor/Monitor configurations are available. The Integrated
Telemetry Analysis System (ITAS) is used with the small systems. It is small and
rugged enough to be taken to a customer site and used as a ground station. The
software has been developed to make the operator interface similar to the one on our
large system. ITAS is also used for some tests which are being flown from the factory.
For these applications it is installed on the airplane and used as a real-time data
monitor.

For large systems the Airborne Data Analysis/Monitor System (ADAMS) is used.
ADAMS was developed by Boeing beginning in 1974. It has since seen been
upgraded several times. At present it is a multiprocessor system using an array of Intel
80268/80287 processors. This system has a front end preprocessor which was
developed for Boeing by what is now Loral Data Systems. ADAMS is currently being
modified to allow intelligent workstations to be added.



OUTPUT DATA FORMAT

The output data format will be similar to IRIG Standard 106-86 Chapter 8, “MIL-
STD-1553 100 Percent Acquisition Standard”. Each sixteen-bit data word will have an
eight-bit tag appended to it. The tag identifies the source of the data and the class to
which it belongs. Both telemetry links and data recorders will use this same format.
The details of the format are covered in a separate paper.

RECORDERS

Two incremental recorders will be available for use with the system: a small recorder,
suitable for use on a customer’s airplane, and a large recorder for tests requiring large
capacity and high bandwidth. The small recorder can record at least 2.4 Gbits at rates
up to 2.4 Mbits per second. The large recorder can record over 300 Gbits at rates up to
40 Mbits per second. Both recorders have interface adapters to allow the recorder
being used to be transparent to the system.

TELEMETRY OUTPUTS

For telemetry purposes the central multiplexer will output multiple data streams in the
twenty-four bit format. The major difference between telemetry and recording is that
telemetry requires that fill words be used if no data is available.

APPLICATION SPECIFIC RECORDERS

These are at the moment a dream. The idea being that if an application comes up for
which our normal recorders are not suitable then a different recorder can be added to
the system. The recorder and the data format can be unique. Since all data is available
to all output modules and data selection is a function of the output module a new type
of output module can be added on a non-interference basis.

CONCLUSIONS

The systems described in this paper are currently under development. They are
expected to meet the needs of the Boeing Commercial Airplane Group’s Flight Test
organization for the next ten years. The systems are being designed for flexibility and
expandablity. The electronics within the systems will be the same; only the chassis
and the recording media will be different. This will allow an operator to move from
system to system with a minimum of training.
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ABSTRACT

In March, 1991 the Naval Air Test Center awarded a design, development and limited
production contract to SCI Technology, Inc. for a Department of Defense (DoD)
Common Airborne Instrumentation System (CAIS). This system is being developed to
meet the flight test needs of the Air Force, Army and Navy into the 21  century.st

The CAIS will be a time-division multiplexed data acquisition system comprised of a
standard modular complement of hardware and software. These systems will be used
on both existing and future aircraft. CAIS will not be airframe or weapon system
dependent nor will its use be restricted to any Test and Evaluation activity. This paper
describes the CAIS system as specified and proposed for implementation.

BACKGROUND

Perceiving a universal need, the Office of the Deputy Director, Defense Research and
Engineering (Test and Evaluation) initiated the concept of a tri-service Common
Airborne Instrumentation System. Early in 1989, the Naval Air Test Center at
Patuxent River, Maryland was designated as the DoD lead activity. The direction
provided by the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) was to develop an
adaptable, reprogrammable, airborne flight test capability which will facilitate
commonality of instrumentation among aircraft types and interoperability among test
ranges. To that end, requirements and specifications for the CAIS were developed by
the services. The procurement process was initiated and ultimately SCI Technology,
Inc. of Huntsville, Alabama was selected as the developer of CAIS. The remainder of
this paper will describe the CAIS concept, specifications and proposed solution to the
OSD directive.



SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The CAIS is a time-division multiplexed digital data acquisition system. It consists of
both airborne components/subsystems and a suite of ground based instrumentation
support equipment. The airborne system includes all equipment traditionally found
between the signal source and the telemetry transmitter or recorder.

The system is a family of modularized building blocks which are interconnected via a
distributed serial communications bus (CAIS bus). The architecture is modular and
open to allow the system to be user configured and expanded through the addition of
data acquisition units (DAU) which can be either centrally or remotely located
throughout the test aircraft. System design is flexible to allow for easy and efficient
expansion to accommodate new requirements without the need for redesign of the
existing components or architecture. Figure 1 depicts a system level block diagram.

Figure 1. System Block Diagram

 The modularized building block concept uses two levels, the line replaceable unit
(LRU) which is changeable at the aircraft and the shop replaceable unit (SRU) which
are submodules generally changeable in the shop or laboratory. LRU/SRU packaging
is accomplished using both the fixed volume and modularly expandable approaches
detailed in the specification and shown in figure 2. The open architecture readily
permits system expansibility through the definition of common interface points, that
is, the CAIS bus interface protocol and the interface definition for the signal
conditioners.



Figure 2. Packaging Concept

System programmability is accomplished through the airborne system controller
(ASC) over the CAIS bus to the various LRUs. The user has programmatic control
over such parameters as format, channel gain, offset and cutoff frequency all under
software control. The adjustment of potentiometers or jumpers on printed circuit cards
are not required to configure or maintain the system.

CAIS BUS SYSTEM

The CAIS bus as specified is a serial daisy chain with the capability to operate in a
star fashion when using bus splitter devices. The CAIS bus system proposed is
identical to that developed for the Air Force Flight Test Instrumentation System and
implemented in the Advanced Airborne Test Instrumentation System. The
command/response bus carries commands from the ASC to the various data
acquisition units and returns the collected data to the controller for formatting and
output.

The bus is a 10 Megabit per second full duplex serial bus. Command and response
functions are separate from one another. The command bus is designed to transmit
continuously, through the use of filler bits, a technique which permits all the remote
units to “lock onto” and synchronize with the system controller.

AIRBORNE SYSTEM CONTROLLER

The airborne system controller is the device which ties all the LRU components of the
system together and orchestrates their operation. The system output rates are 2 KBPS
to 50 MBPS with various user programmable values. The specification takes into
consideration that many users may not require output rates exceeding 5 MBPS;



therefore, a functionally modular approach was used to allow the user to expand
bandwidth incrementally. The proposed system controller, using the modularly
expandable packing approach, employs from one to three CAIS bus systems each with
a 5 MBPS data capability. The three bus systems and a four input pulse code
modulation combiner module extend the output capability to greater than 50 MBPS.
Each CAIS bus subsystem is capable of servicing up to 63 data acquisition units. In
addition to the CAIS bus modules and the PCM combiner module, an airborne
processor, a display subsystem and a MIL-STD-1553B remote terminal are modularly
available for user configuration into the ASC. This level of “personalization” makes
this approach a technically attractive and affordable (buy only the capability required)
solution for large and small users alike.

The MIL-STD-1553B remote terminal module provides the user with the capability to
output CAIS acquired or processed data onto an aircraft data bus. The host MIL-STD-
1553B system operational software must access the CAIS remote terminal. This
feature may be used for such applications as test data display on production devices
such as HUDs.

 The ASC supports system word lengths from 12 to 16 bits and has a primary serial
IRIG PCM output operating at the selected bit rate. Also available are reduced rate
dedicated and programmable secondary output serial PCM streams. In addition to the
serial data, a parallel output compatible with MIL-STD-2179A and ANSI ID-1 rotary
head tape recorders is available.

Integral to the ASC is a high performance IRIG time code generator. This generator
may be configured to operate on elapsed time or be externally synchronized through
the application of an IRIG B signal.

The PCM combiner module and a 12 input Combiner Expander Module may be
attached to a power supply module and used a separate LRU.

DATA ACQUISITION UNITS

Included in the CAIS data acquisition unit family are units to acquire conventional
analog and discrete measurement data and units which are used to extract data from
aircraft avionics buses. In the first category are the Analog-Discrete DAU or ADAU
and the Discrete DAU or DDAU. The avionics systems DAUs include the Global
Positioning System DAU or GDAU, the MIL-STD-1553 DAU or 1553DAU, the F15
avionics system DAU or H009DAU, the F16 weapons system DAU or WDAU and a
High Speed Data Bus DAU for those newer fiber optic buses found on future aircraft
such as the LHX and ATF.



ANALOG-DISCRETE DATA ACQUISITION UNIT

The fixed volume approach to packaging was selected for the ADAU. Included are an
overhead section and a user configurable signal conditioning section containing eight
card slots. The overhead of the ADAU contains format memory and control circuitry,
a 12 bit analog to digital converter, a 32 channel differential input multiplexer for
signals which do not require other signal conditioning and the necessary interface and
control circuitry to accommodate up to four Signal Conditioning Expansion Units
(SCEU). The sampling rate specified was 200K samples per second with a design goal
to achieve 500K samples per second. The proposed system details methods which will
be studied to achieve sampling rates approaching the goal of 500K. The data paths
throughout the ADAU are 16 bits wide to facilitate growth to 16 bit analog to digital
converters as they become readily available.

SIGNAL CONDITIONING EXPANSION UNIT

Signal Conditioning Expansion Units are specified to provide more signal
conditioning capacity in a smaller volume than a ADAU. This goal is achieved by
providing a fixed volume unit which accepts any of the ADAU analog output type
signal conditioning cards without the burden of all the ADAU overhead. The analog
outputs of the signal conditioners are multiplexed and the resulting PAM signal is
routed to the ADAU for conversion and output to the ASC. The SCEU interfaces to
the CAIS bus for the purpose of obtaining format and setup information. The unit is
sized based on the requirement to house 32 channels of analog data filtering (eight
card slots).

DISCRETE DATA ACQUISITION UNIT

Again using the fixed volume approach a DAU to accept only discrete (digital) data is
being developed. This unit will have 128 input lines which will be configurable in a
variety of ways. The output of the DDAU will be in eight groups of up to 16 bits each
as requested by the ASC.

GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM DAU

A data acquisition unit is being developed to interface with the Instrumentation Port
(IP) provided by ICD-GPS-215 Global Positioning System tactical receivers. The
GDAU will become one of the intelligent terminals connected to the IP for the
purpose of commanding the receiver to supply specific data. Data such as time, space
position and velocity are available from the GPS. The GDAU outputs are then
formatted and sent to the ASC when requested.



AVIONICS DAU

The concept of a configurable avionics DAU permits the user to “build” an avionics
bus monitor through the selection of particular bus receiver/interface modules. These
modules are connected to an overhead section in a modularly expandable packaging
arrangement. An architecture such as this allows mixing of bus types (MIL-STD-
1553, H009, F16 Weapons) as necessary within the same unit.

Basically all three avionics bus monitors are designed to acquire both selected data
and 100 percent of the bus traffic. Functionally the monitors include bus receivers,
message decom memory, data memory, time tagging provisions, 100 percent
acquisition and discrete digital interfaces. The message decom memory is used to
identify the selected data to be acquired. Data memory is used to temporarily store the
selected data prior to retrieval by the ASC. The data memory is configurable as one
write/read block or in a double buffered mode where one half is dedicated to storing
the incoming data while data is being read from the other half. These buffers then
swap functions on command. This technique is used to preclude inadvertent data loss
which could occur by writing over a memory location before it is read. The discrete
digital input interface provides the user with 16 DDAU type inputs for each DAU
slice. The 100 percent output is formatted in accordance with IRIG 106, Chapter 8.
The H009DAU and WDAU outputs are formatted in a similar manner to the MIL-
STD-1553 as detailed in chapter 8.

SIGNAL CONDITIONING

CAIS signal conditioning is designed on printed circuit cards 4.45 X 2.95 inches.
These cards are utilized in the ADAU and the SCEU. A family of 19 different signal
conditioners were specified to adequately cover the requirements of aircraft flight
testing. To satisfy the requirement 18 different cards were proposed. Each card
generally contains multiple identical circuits, with densities from one to eight
channels. The conditioners are software programmable through the ADAU. The CAIS
signal conditioners and a brief description of each are listed in Table 1.



 Signal Conditioner Feature/Characteristic

Analog Attenuator Inputs to + 175 volts
Analog Data Filter F  - 2 Hz to 10 KHz
ARINC 429 Monitor 1 K word storage capability
Auto-Range Conditioner Gain 1 to 1024, 60 K samples/second
Control Signal Generator Relay driver and TTL outputs
Digitized Audio Conditioner CVSD modulation; 16 KBPS to 35 KBPS
Direct Input Expansion Mux  Provide additional ADAU direct inputs
Event Time Recorder Time correlation to .01 millisecond
Frequency Converter/Pulse Converts 5 Hz to 256 KHz
           Totalizer 
Instrumentation MIL-STD-1553 Bus controller/monitor; 8 messages
           Transducer Interface
Parallel Digital Conditioner Versatile input configuration
Phase Sensitive Demodulator 20 Hz to 20 KHz excitation frequency
Serial Digital Conditioner Inputs up to 128 bits
Simultaneous Sample Conditioner On card 12 bit A/D
Synchro/Resolver Conditioner 15 bit resolution; 360 Hz to 1000 Hz
Thermocouple Signal Conditioner Types J,K,E,T supported; external ref.
Transducer Excitation Supply Programmable voltage supply
Variable Resistance Sensor Programmable current source
           Conditioner

c

Table 1. Signal Conditioner Characteristics

STAND ALONE MODE

The CAIS data acquisition units, in addition to operating as remote units controlled by
the ASC are capable of operating in a stand alone mode. In this mode, the DAU is
able to collect data, convert and format it and generate IRIG PCM outputs. The
ADAU is capable of operating stand alone and performing the task of controller for up
to 62 other DAUs of any combination. One signal conditioning card slot is used in the
ADAU to provide this capability. There are, however, limitations in format size,
structure and bit rate. The output rates supported by the various DAU in the stand
alone mode are listed here.

ADAU -- 1 MBPS
DDAU -- 1 MBPS
GDAU -- 1 MBPS
Avionics DAU -- 5 MBPS (selected data)

16 MBPS (100% data)
High Speed Data Bus DAU -- 20 MBPS



 INSTRUMENTATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

The CAIS user will be supported with a complementary suite of ground-based
Instrumentation Support Equipment (ISE). These systems range from a multi-user,
multi-tasking Laboratory Support System to a dual channel Hand Held Decom. The
support equipment systems are shown in Table 2.

Instrumentation Support Equipment Function

Laboratory Support System (LSS) Check-out/development system
Instrumentation Support Unit (ISU) Portable version of LSS
Portable Pre-Flight Unit (PFU) Hand carry; set-up, decommutate & display
CAIS Bus Decommutator (CBD) CAIS bus analysis/check-out
Signal Simulators (SS) Provide test stimuli for DAU
Time Code Head (TCH) Time Code Generator setup/display
Hand Held Decom (HHD) Dual channel raw PCM display

Table 2. Instrumentation Support Equipment Systems

LABORATORY SUPPORT SYSTEM

The key features of the LSS include; format generation and loading, airborne
processor software development, airborne system configuration verification, quick
look decommutation, semiautomatic check-out of the airborne system, exercising
initiated BIT and acceptance and fault isolation testing. The LSS employs three
computer systems (SUN SPARC station 1+ and two PC compatibles), a telemetry
front end and other commercial test equipment to perform these functions. The
operating systems used are SUN OS (UNIX) and M5 DOS. The operational software
is written in Ada with the exception of existing code.

INSTRUMENTATION SUPPORT UNIT

The ISU is intended to support an aircraft installed CAIS system in a flight line
environment. It functionally is identical to the LSS except for some fault isolation and
the acceptance test capability. The ISU is being developed in a rack-mounted
configuration for user installation in vehicles or on towable carts.



PORTABLE PRE-FLIGHT UNIT

An alternative pre-flight tool is required for those times when an ISU is unavailable or
impractical. This capability, although reduced from that of the ISU, resides in a one
person transportable system based on a Greco Systems ruggedized PC compatible.
The PFU operates from aircraft power and performs format generation and loading,
decommutation, limit checking, configuration verification and initiated BIT.

 SYSTEM DESIGN FEATURES

CAIS is designed in accordance with numerous military standards and specifications,
with the objective of building in reliability, maintainability and producibility. Each
CAIS item will exhibit a Mean Time Between Failure greater than 1000 hours. The
system is designed with Built-in-Test (BIT) provisions. Periodic BIT operates
continuously and does not interfere with normal system operation while Initiated BIT
interrupts system function but runs more extensive tests. The results of BIT are
reported via the PCM stream during flight and directly analyzed by the ISE when
initiated during a ground check-out.

CAIS is specified to withstand a wide variety of adverse environmental conditions.
Included among the specifications are operating temperature limits of 55ºC to +85ºC,-

shock, vibration and electromagnetic interference.

SOFTWARE SUPPORT

All new CAIS software is being developed to the guidelines and procedures detailed
in DOD-STD-2167A. The high order language used throughout CAIS is Ada. Some
exceptions to the Ada requirement occur when qualified Ada compilers do not exist
for particular devices or when previously developed code is being reused.

SUMMARY

In response to the OSD directive, CAIS is being developed. The system as specified
and proposed will satisfy the majority of the flight test instrumentation needs of the
Air Force, Army and Navy well into the next decade. The architecture developed
insures CAIS longevity through its openness and flexibility to accommodate future
requirements.
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ABSTRACT

Early in the 1980s White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) began
studying the problem of updating the Telemetry Tracking
Systems (TTS) used to support test range missions. The
information and equipment available at that time indicated
that very little technology advancement had occurred in the
area of TTS. Because the TTS usually have a long service
life, it was imperative that the new or updated systems be
as good as the state-of-the-art in todays technology could
produce. Because of the lack of technology advancements, it
was evident that drastic measures would be required to
achieve the objectives of the update effort.

These findings resulted in a program called the Advanced
Telemetry Tracking System Integration and Development
(ATTSID). Its objective was to determine if it was possible
to apply advanced computer technology to the solution of
servosystem problems characteristic in most TTS. This paper
and three related papers, The Advanced Telemetry Tracking
Servosystem; An Automated Testing System for a Telemetry
Tracking System; and The Microcomputer-based Digital
Controller for the Advanced Telemetry Tracking System;
document the objectives, design considerations, fabrication
and evaluation of a prototype TTS. It utilizes a dedicated
computer system to control, compensate the servo position
loop, and provide automated testing of the servo and RF
receiving systems. This computer system was installed and
evaluated in one of the WSMR Transportable Telemetry
Acquisition Systems (TTAS) for evaluation and refinement of
the system. The results of this program will determine the
evolution of TTS and extend the use of computer technology



to providing more reliable and accurate telemetry tracking
support of test range operations.

Key words: Telemetry Tracking System, servosystem, automated
testing, servo position loop compensation.

BACKGROUND

During the process of establishing the requirements for the
modernization of the TTAS at WSMR, it was discovered that
the technology being used in present day TTS has basically
remained unchanged for the past twenty years. With the
exception of updating and improving circuit components, very
little new technology has been applied to TTS servosystem.

The alternatives available for application to the TTAS for
its modernization were few. Computer controllable Antenna
Control Units (ACU) were available for the application of
remote control and automated system testing, but no basic
improvements, including computer or digital techniques, were
available for the servosystem compensation.

There are several areas in which the old technology did not
lend itself well to solution of the TTS servo problems.
Conventional high-performance tracking systems contain
analog servosystems. All related servosystems respond in a
nonlinear fashion in the transient and saturation phases,
and linearly in the steady state phase of tracking. Because
of the difficulty of altering the parameters of the analog
servosystem in real-time, based on the servosystem error
conditions, the same control laws are implemented and used
to control the basic servoloops during all phases of
operation. As a result, no specific phase can be optimized
and considerable compromise in compensating the servoloop is
normal design practice. Tradeoffs must be made to achieve
acceptable performance in each phase while using the same
control laws. A typical analog servosystem is shown in
Figure 1.

With the advances in computer technology, digital techniques
are being applied to more and more new uses. Although
computer applications to ACUs are now common, computer
techniques have not yet been applied to the TTS servosystem



compensation problems. This application seems to be
especially well adapted for computer techniques, because of
the ability to alter in real-time, the parameters of the
servosystem based upon the operational requirements and
external conditions. This would enable the elimination of
all analog components within each servoloop to the maximum
extent possible. The simplified design of a digital
servosystem is given in Figure 2. Total control of each
servoloop is then completely possible with the resultant
benefits as follows:

o Optional control of high inertia servoloads.

o Reduced sensitivity to noise and offset.

o Total adaptive control of the outer (position) and
inner (rate) loops of the servosystem.

o Elimination of several analog servo components.

o Increased operator controllability.

o Increased safety features.

o Improved maintenance features.

o Improved reliability.

The features of some external intelligent interfaces could
be included in the embedded controller and the external
interface eliminated. Such an interface, the Tracking System
Interface (TSI), is presently being used between the TTAS
and the range Precision Acquisition System (PAS). Presently,
there is no known automatic tracking system, either at WSMR
or other ranges, that has applied this approach to
implementing digital servosystems.

APPROACH

When this project was started in 1985, servosystem
manufacturers had no interest in exploring the area of
digitally compensated servosystems without external funding.
With all the unanswered questions and no apparent source for



the answers, it was not possible to develop specifications
sufficient to achieve the objectives of the project.
Therefore, it was concluded that the construction of a
prototype system employing the newest digital techniques and
most advanced auxiliary systems available would be necessary
to develop a test-bed from which to extract the required
answers at an economical cost.

In the belief that this application of computers to
servosystems would greatly enhance and improve the operation
of the servosystem, resulting in a state-of-the-art TTS that
would remain serviceable for many years, a program was
proposed to undertake this development, in-house. The
program was named ATTSID.

To implement this technology within the constraints of
funds, personnel and time, use of existing commercially
available hardware and components to reduce costs and
acquisition time, was a design objective. The system was to
use an advanced programming language to expedite software
development and simplify understanding by maintenance and
operations personnel. The Digital Control Unit (DCU) would
become the heart of the prototype system. Due to the costs
involved with some major systems, such as the pedestal
system and the trailer and shelter systems, existing
equipment to the maximum extent possible, would be utilized.
The ATTSID design had to be compatible with subsystems of
the TTAS that were to be retained in the conversion. Other
subsystems that were not compatible with computer control
and the objectives of the ATTSID task were replaced. New
capabilities to correct operational deficiencies of the TTAS
and to take advantage of the computer control capabilities
were added.

Since most of the servosystem problems at WSMR had been
experienced in the TTAS, and in anticipation that it would
be an answer to those problems, it was decided that the
prototype ATTSID design would be applied to TTAS-1. The
results of the development would influence the decisions
concerning a permanent solution for the mobile telemetry
tracking systems at WSMR. It was anticipated that these
results could be applied to the fixed Telemetry Acquisition
Systems (TAS) and TAS-II as well.



The objective of the servosystem development was to at least
retain the operational parameters of the original TTAS
servosystem.

o Acceleration - 90 degrees/second/second
o Velocity - 60 degrees/second
o Overshoot - Less than 50 %
o Servo bandwidth - 8.5 radians/second

Conditions, found in the existing pedestal system during the
development and evaluation, made some of these goals
unachievable as is discussed in the paper on the
Servosystem.

REQUIREMENTS

The evolution of TTS at WSMR has been an attempt to improve
known deficiencies and add capability as technology has
advanced. Many of the features contained in the TAS, the
TAS II, and the TTAS are useful features that must be
retained. However, there are some capabilities that have
proven not to be practical or have been overcome by other
capabilities. Taking these into consideration, the ATTSID
design capability closely follows that of the existing TTS.
The modified TTAS with the ATTSID design implemented will be
called the Advanced TTAS (TTAS-A).

Support requirements for the range TTS have changed greatly
since the existing TTS were put into service. The
requirement to insure maximum support capability from all
range support instrumentation has established a requirement
to fully test and evaluate all instrumentation prior to each
mission. Because of the amount of data required to fully
evaluate a TTS, manual methods of testing requires hours to
complete. The only answer for this requirement is the
application of automatically controlled test equipment and
computer controlled measurements. This ATS will have to be
completely computer controlled and will measure all
necessary parameters in the servo and RF receiving systems.

Another area of problems within the TTAS was the Silicone
Controlled Rectifier (SCR) power amplifier. It had
experienced many failures and was a major source of



instability. The application of a Pulsewidth Modulated Power
Amplifier (PMPA) was believed to be more compatible with the
computer control and would eliminate some of the instability
problems being experienced.

AUTOMATED TESTING SYSTEM (ATS)

A system which will able the operator to completely evaluate
the RF receiving and servosystems prior to each mission was
designed, built and evaluated. This system uses simple
operator selectable menus selected from a computer keyboard
to lead the operator through the measurements. Computer
controllable test equipment is controlled by the DCU to make
all measurements, move the pedestal and antenna as required
and provide visual and hard copy results of each test. The
following tests were provided:

o RF System Gain Response
o Antenna Pattern Response
o RF System Noise Floor
o RF System Figure of Merit (G/T)
o Tracking Error Gradient
o Sun Tracking
o Servo Small Step Response
o Servo Large Step Response
o Tachometer Gradient
o Constant Velocity
o Constant Acceleration

ANTENNA CONTROL UNIT (ACU)

The prototype system had to retain a familiar operator
interface that will make the transition from the old TTAS to
the new TTAS-A as easy as possible for operations personnel,
while retaining the flexibility offered by the new
technology. Operational controls, indicators and modes were
incorporated to give the operator full control and the
operational capability required for test range mission
support.

The interface between the operators and the TTAS-A was
considered very important. The operator must be presented
conditions with which he is familiar and can quickly adapt.



For this reason, the control of the ATTSID remains a
conventional ACU. All operational functions are selected
from the ACU and processed by the DCU. In addition to the
ACU, a keyboard and monitor are provided for communication
with the DCU, the ATS, and special setups and controls. Most
electronic technicians now have experience with computer
keyboards and will quickly adapt to the necessary keyboard
operations.

DIGITAL CONTROL UNIT (DCU)

The DCU consists of a 68000 series microprocessor using a
VMEbus system and auxiliary VME equipment to provide
Input/Output functions, Analog to Digital and Digital to
Analog conversions, and control relay functions. While far
from a desirable field operational unit, the VME system
provides an inexpensive and satisfactory test-bed for the
proof-of-concept program. “C” Language was selected for the
software to simplify the development of the required
programs and routines. The DCU houses all the software
required to operate and test the TTAS-A systems and
subsystems.

The DCU monitors all controls, indicators, limits, and
interlocks performing the indicated functions, updating
operations, and safety controls to operate the TTAS-A to
perform test range missions. It performs all except the ATS
functions while in a completely operational condition.
During the ATS operations, it is in a non-operational test
mode. The DCU performs all formatting, calculations, and
error signal development for slaving to the PAS data.

All input/output signals to the DCU are routed through a
TTAS Interface Unit (TIU). The TIU distributes,
consolidates, and conditions certain signals before being
introduced to the DCU.



SERVOSYSTEM

All functions of the Servosystem Position Loop are performed
by the DCU. The equations and variables are contained in the
DCU software. Input commands and drive signals are updated
every 50 milliseconds to produce a smooth reaction by the
tracking pedestal.

The DCU output drive signals are routed to the only analog
unit still in the TTAS-A servosystem, the PMPA unit. The
PMPA and the tracking pedestal drive motors with the
tachometer feedback makes up the Servosystem Rate Loop (SRL)
of the TTAS-A. This SRL is capable of producing much greater
drive forces than the tracking pedestal mechanical
components can withstand. For that reason, the final
performance of the TTAS-A was reduced to prevent additional
failures in the mechanical components.

PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

The three companion papers mentioned earlier will document
and explain the major features of the DCU, the ATS, the ACU,
and other equipment and interfaces that resulted from this
program. A block diagram of the final system is given in
Figure 3.
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Abstract

Revisions to RF Sections of IRIG 106.  The RF sections of IRIG 106
Telemetry Standards have changed little over the last twenty years,
although use of the VHF bands and higher data rates dictate a reanalysis
of the basic assumptions underlying RF usage on both the sending and
receiving ends of the telemetry link. This paper includes an annotated
“work in progress” for inclusion in the 1992 version of the standards, and
discusses the underlying philosophy for the proposed revisions, and cites
more recent source materials than the current 1986 revision.

IRIG-106, the “Telemetry Standards” document used by US test ranges and defense
contractors who provide or operate telemetry systems, has been around in some form
since 1960, with earlier Inter-Range Instrumentation Group [IRIG]  papers before that.1

The RCC consists of several groups and ad-hoc committees, which attempt to
standardize systems for uses on test ranges. The telemetry standards documents
undergo periodic revision, in part to keep up with the state of the art, and in part to
accommodate changing requirements. The 1992 revision presently envisioned will
have added or modified sections on digital multiplexing systems, rotary-head tape
recording, and RF system characteristics, removing much of the pre-1970 references
to the now-uncommon use of the VHF band from 216-265 MHZ for telemetry.

The task of the RF Systems Committee of the Telemetry Group includes those
sections of IRIG-106 dealing with transmitters and receivers, which is Chapter 2  and
Appendix A  of that document, annotated revisions of which are shown in this paper.



Other efforts in process include a manual on vehicular antennas (not now addressed in
RCC/TG literature), and investigations of phase-shift keying [PSK] for bandwidth
conservation.

As part of the approval process, copies of new documents and revisions of old ones
are made available for comment both within and from outside the RCC; other groups
are invited to formally comment on any documents in what is called the “pink sheet”
process. Copies of the two sections shown here were presented to the RCC Frequency
Management Group at their meeting in March, 1991. The author welcomes comments
from anyone interested enough to make any.

The revised sections follow. To make the text more readable, the parts intended to be
in the final copy are typeset in sans serif typeface, and all comments are in slanted
type. Footnotes not intended to be in the actual final version are also in slanted type.

Chapter 2: Transmitter and Receiver Systems

2.1 Radio Frequency Standards for Telemetry. These standards provide the
criteria to determine equipment and frequency use requirements. These
standards are intended to ensure efficient use of equipment, and interchange of
operations and data between test ranges. Systems not conforming to these
standards require justification upon application for frequency allocation, and the
use of such systems or frequencies is highly discouraged.

2.2 VHF Band. The frequency band from 225-260 MHZ is allocated to
government fixed and mobile communications service. Telemetry operations on
this band were not allocated after 1969, in favor of the UHF bands described in
§2.3. Allocations for operation in the VHF band are granted only upon a showing
that the UHF frequencies intended for that purpose are unacceptable. As such,
allocations are granted on a secondary, nonprotected basis only. Standards
pertaining to VHF telemetry operation have been deleted from this edition.

2.3 UHF Bands. The UHF bands used for telemetry are described unofficially as
the “L-Band”, from 1435-1535 MHZ; the “S-Band”, from 2200-2300 MHZ; and
the “Upper S-Band”, from 2310-2390 MHZ. While these band designations are
common in telemetry parlance, they may have no specific meaning to anyone
else.

2.3.1 Allocation of the L-Band (1435-1535 MHZ). This band is allocated in the
US and posessions for government and nongovernment aeronautical telemetry



As such, a telemetry system as defined here is not critical to the operational (tactical)2

function of the system.

The word used for remote control operations in this band is telecommand.3

Frequency management terminology for “weather balloons”.4

use on a shared basis. Telemetry assignments are made for testing  of manned2

and unmanned aircraft, missiles, space vehicles, rocket sleds and systems
carried on such sleds for testing, or their major components.

2.3.1.1 1435-1535 MHZ Channels. The frequencies in this range will be
assigned for aeronautical telemetry and associated remote control  operations3

for testing of manned or unmanned aircraft, missiles, rocket sleds, and other
vehicles or their major components. Permissible usage includes telemetry
associated with launching and reentry into the earth’s atmosphere as well as
any incidental orbiting prior to reentry of manned or unmanned vehicles
undergoing flight tests. The following frequencies are shared with flight
telemetering mobile stations: 1444.5, 1453.5, 1501.5, 1515.5, 1524.5, and
1525.5 MHZ.4

2.3.1.2 1530-1535 MHZ Channels. In the frequency range from 1530 to 1535
MHZ, the Maritime Mobile-Satellite Service will be the only primary service after
1 January 1990.

2.3.2 Allocation of the S-Band (2200-2300 MHZ). Frquencies in this range are
for telemetering other than manned vehicles. See Appendix A for channel
assignments for specific bandwidths.

2.3.2.1 2200-2290 MHZ Channels. These channels are shared equally with the
government’s fixed, mobile, and space research services. These frequencies
include telemetry associated with launch vehicles, missiles, upper atmosphere
research rockets, and space vehicles, regardless of their trajectories

2.3.2.2 2290-2300 MHZ Channels. Allocations in this range are for deep-space
research telemetry on a shared basis with fixed and mobile service. Telemetry
for other than deep-space uses may not be assigned on these frequencies.

2.3.3 Allocation of the Upper S-Band (2310-2390 MHZ). This band is allocated
in the US for government and non-government telemetry use on a co-equal
shared basis with radiolocation service, in a manner similar to that of the L-
Band.



The use of narrowband channels requires receiver capabilities that may not be5

available at all test ranges.

2.3.3.1 Flight Testing. Telemetry assignments are made for flight testing of
manned or unmanned aircraft, missiles, space vehicles, or their major
components.

2.4 UHF Telemetry Transmitter Systems. Air- and space-ground telemetry is
accomodated in the appropriate allocated UHF bands 1435-1535, 2200-2300,
and 2310-2390 MHZ as described in §2.3 above.

2.4.1 Center Frequency Tolerance. Unless otherwise specified for a particular
usage, frequency tolerance for a telemetry transmitter shall be ±5% of the 99%
bandwidth. For standard bandwidth channels (see Appendix A for definitions),
frequency tolerance is thus ±50 kHz, or approximately ±0.003% for L-band
systems and ±0.002% for S-band.

NOTE
Between one and 5 seconds after initial turn-on, the unmodulated
transmitter frequency shall remain within twice the specified limits for
the assigned radio frequency. After five seconds, the standard
frequency tolerance is applicable for any and all operations where
the transmitter power output is -25 dBm or greater (or produces a
field strength greater than 500FV/M at a distance of 30 meters from
the transmitting antenna, in any direction.)

2.4.2 Channel Spacing. Standard bandwidth channels are spaced at increments
of 1 MHZ, beginning 500 kHz above the lower edge of each band (1435.5,
1436.5 ... 1529.5; 2200.5, 2201.5 ... ). Wider bandwidths are permitted, centered
on standard bandwidth channels which do not allow the resulting spectrum to
fall outside the bands; narrow bandwidth channels may be assigned between
standard channels for multiple-carrier uses upon a showing with the application;
under no circumstances will such channels be separated in center frequency by
less than 100 kHz, and spaced at integral tenths of MHZ within the “split”
channel(s) used (2201.1, 2201.2, 2201.3... ).5

2.4.3 Output Power. The output power of a telemetry transmitter (and the
effective radiated power, if substantially different) shall be the minimum possible
required for the application, and in no circumstances should it exceed 100 watts
EIRP in any direction.



Note that harmonics of the carrier and of the multipliers used to produce it are6

spurious (i.e. unwanted) outputs as are those not clearly related to the transmitter frequency.

2.4.4 Modulation Polarity. An increasing voltage at the input of an FM transmitter
shall cause an increase in output carrier frequency. An increase in voltage at
the input of a PM transmitter shall cause an advancement in the phase of the
output carrier. An increasing voltage shall cause an increase in the output
power of an AM transmitter.

2.4.5 Spurious Emission and Interference Limits. Spurious emissions from the
transmitter case, through input and power leads, and at the transmitter RF
output(s) and antenna-radiated spurious emissions are to be within required
limits when measured by the methods and equipment shown in MIL-STD-461
and 462, or other applicable military standards and specifications.

2.4.5.1 Transmitter-Antenna System Emissions. Emissions from the antenna are
of primary importance. A “tuned” antenna may or may not attenuate spurious
frequency products produced by the transmitter, and an antenna may generate
spurious outputs  when a pure signal is fed to its input. The transmitting pattern6

of such spurious frequencies is generally different from the pattern at the
desired frequency. Spurious and harmonic outputs in the transmitter output line
shall be limited to -25 dBm, unless additional filtering is provided in the antenna
system. Antenna radiated spurious and harmonic outputs shall be no greater
than 320FV/meter at 30 meters. in any direction.

NOTE

Radiated tests will be made in lieu of transmitter output tests only
when the transmitter is inaccessible Radiated tests may still be
required if the antenna is intended to be part of the filtering of
spurious products from the transmitter or is suspected of generating
spurious products by itself or in interaction with the transmitter and
feedlines. The tests should be made with normal modulation with
FM, PM, SSB or DSB systems.

2.4.5.2 Conducted and Radiated Interference. Interference (and the RF output
itself) radiated from the transmitter or fed back into the transmitter power, signal,
or control leads may interfere with the normal operation of the transmitter or the
antenna system to which the transmitter is connected. All signals conducted by
the transmitter’s leads (other than the RF output cable) in the range of 150 kHz
to 25 MHZ, and all radiated fields in the range of 150 kHz to 10 GHz (or other 



This footnote is unreadable in the Proceedings.7

greater frequency ranges as specified) must be within the limits of the applicable
military standard(s) or specification(s).

2.4.6 Operational Flexibility. Each transmitter shall be capable of operating at all
frequencies within its allocated band without design modification.

2.4.7 Modulated Transmitter Bandwidth. Refer to Appendix A for standards for
emission outside authorized bandwidths.

2.5 UHF Telemetry Receiver System. UHF receiver systems shall have, as a
minimum, the following characteristics.

2.5.1 Spurious Emissions. RF energy, radiated from the receiver itself or fed
back into power, RF input, output, and control leads in the range from 150 kHz
to 10 GHz shall be within the limits specified in MIL-STD 461 and tested in
accordance with MIL-STD 462 or IRIG 118.

2.5.2 Frequency Tolerance. The accuracy of all local oscillators within the
receiver shall be such that a conversion accuracy at each stage and overall is
within ±0.001% of the indicated tuned frequency under all operating conditions
for which the receiver is specified.

2.5.3 Spurious Responses. Reception of any frequency other than the one to
which the receiver is tuned shall be a minimum of 60 dB below the desired
signal over the range 150 kHz to 10 GHz.

2.5.4 Operational Flexibility. All ground-based receivers shall be capable of
operating over the entire band for which they are constructed. External
downconverters may be either intended for the entire band or a small portion
thereof, but capable of retuning anywhere in the band without modification.

2.5.5 Intermediate Frequency Bandwidths. The standard IRIG receiver IF
bandwidths are as shown below. These bandwidths are separate from, and
should not be confused with, post-detection lowpass filtering that receivers
provide, although the two interact.  NOTE: The IF bandwidth for most purposes7

should be selected in such a way that 98-99% of the transmitted spectrum is
received. In most cases the bandwidth used for optimal reception will be a far
lower number than the bandwidth measured by any method in accordance with
Appendix A



Table 1: STANDARD RECEIVER IF BANDWIDTHS

  12.5 kHz†   500 kHz‡   3.3 MHZ’
  25.0 kHz†   750 kHz‡   4.0 MHZ’
  50.0 kHz† 1000 kHz‡   6.0 MHZ’
100.0 kHz† 1500 kHz’ 10.0 MHZ’
300.0 kHz† 2400 kHz’ 20.0 MHZ’

NOTES:

1. Bandwidths are expressed at the points where response is 3 dB below the
response at the design center frequency. This assumes that passband ripple is
minimal, which may not necessarily be the case. The 3 dB bandwidth is chosen
because it matches closely the noise bandwidth of a “brick-wall” filter of the
same bandwidth. Because the term “bandwidth” has several meanings, the
bandwidth required for a specific purpose may be other than that stated here.
Ideal IF filter response is symmetrical about its center frequency; in practice this
may not be the case.
2. Not all bandwidths must be available on all receivers or at all test ranges. In
addition to the bandwidths listed, receivers may have other bandwidths
available.
3. Bandwidths marked by a dagger (†) are for use with narrowband channels.
Narrowband channels may require greater transmitter and receiver stability than
those required in the standards to operate properly.
4. Bandwidths marked by a double dagger (‡) are for use with standard
bandwidth channels.
5. Bandwidths marked with a star (’) are for wideband systems only.
Bandwidths greater than about 5 MHZ are not obtainable on receiver with 10
MHZ IF frequencies.

Appendix A: Frequency Management Plan for Telemetry

1. Purpose. This plan was prepared with cooperation and the assistance of the
RCC Frequency Management Group [RCC/FMG] to provide guidance to
telemetry users for the most effective use of allocated UHF telemetry bands
1435-1535 MHZ, 2200-2290 MHZ, and 2310-2390 MHZ and to retain
documentation regarding special telemetry operations in the other bands.

2. Scope. This plan is to be used as a guide by frequency managers and users
of telemetry frequencies at DoD-related test ranges and contractor facilities. The
goal of frequency management is to encourage maximal use and minimal



These designations were changed to reflect reality. Since standard channel spacing is8

1 MHZ, a “standard channel” is a channel which can be used with a 1 MHZ receiver IF
bandwidth.

interference among telemetry users and between telemetry users and other
users of the electromagnetic spectrum.

3. VHF Band. After 1 January 1970, telemetry operations in the VHF band from
216-265 MHZ were to cease entirely except in certain instances. The P-Band in
use prior to 1970 included 44 channels of 500 kHz maximum bandwidth. New
assignments in the VHF band are made only in instances where standard UHF
assignments are unacceptable.

4. UHF Telemetry Frequency Assignments. Air- and space-to-ground
telemetering is allocated the UHF bands 1435-1530, 2200-2290, and 2310-2390
MHZ, commonly (but unofficially) known as the L-band, the S-band, and the
Upper S-band, respectively. Telemetry assignments in any other frequency
range are permitted only upon a special showing that the standard bands are
unsatisfactory for some specific purpose.

4.1 Application Process Frequency allocation and assignment are obtained for a
program through a two-step process commencing with the government agency
requesting frequency band allocation on a standard form DD 1494. After
granting of the allocation (called a “J/F-12”), specific frequencies may be
requested in the second step. NOTE: This complete process normally takes a
year or more.

4.2 Other Users. The bands 1435-1530 and 2310-2390 MHZ are nationally
allocated for government and nongovernment telemetry use for testing of
manned and unmanned aircraft, missiles, space vehicles, and their major
components on a shared basis. The 2200-2290 MHZ band is allocated to
government fixed and mobile communications and telemetry on a coequal
basis. Frequencies from 2290-2300 MHZ are for exclusive use in space-to-
ground and ground-to-space communications and telemetry.

4.3 Channelization. Channel spacings for all types of telemetry uses shall be as
follows:8

4.3.1 Narrowband Channels. Narrowband telemetry channel spacing is in
increments of 100 kHz beginning 100 kHz from the lower bandedge (1435.1,
1435.2, 1435.3, etc.), assigned in such a way that transmitting bandwidths
greater than 200 kHz do not fall outside the allocated band. NOTE: Not all test



This section was added to acknowledge that asymmetrical spectra may preclude use9

of adjacent channels while center frequency stability would otherwise appear to permit the
use. Asymmetrical spectra were not acknowledged in previous editions, but PAM and
unrandomized PCM bitstreams produce such spectra.

ranges can accommodate narrowband channels, which require high frequency
stability local oscillators in transmitters and receivers.

4.3.2  Standard Bandwidth Channels. Standard bandwidth channel spacing is in
increments of 1 MHZ, beginning 500 kHz from the lower bandedge (1435.5,
1436.5, 1437.5 etc.). By definition, the bandedges of a standard bandwidth
channel cannot fall outside the allocated band.

4.3.3 Intermediate and Wide Bandwidth Channels. Channels with bandwidths
greater than 1 MHZ are assigned channels on spacings as standard bandwidth
channels, or in the case of channels whose bandwidths are greater than 2N+1
and less than 2N+2 MHZ in bandwidth, N an integer, may be assigned channels
on integral frequencies (1436, 1437, 1438, etc.), assigned in such a way that
transmitting bandwidths do not fall outside the allocated band. NOTE:
Synthesized receivers may not have the capability to tune integral frequencies.

5. RF Bandwidth Definitions. The OTP manual defines the “occupied bandwidth”
as being the bandwidth over which 0.5% of the total spectral energy falls below
and 0.5% falls above. Modern spectrum analyzers can calculate total integrated
power easily, ane the readings thus obtained are less likely to depend on IF and
video bandwidth settings, or peak versus average readings. The 99% power
bandwidth is approximately equal to the band of frequencies outside of which
the power in any 10 kHz segment is at least 40 dB below the power of the
unmodulated carrier. Similarly, the 99.9% point is approximately equal to the -60
dB  bandwidth asked for by the DD 1494.uc

5.1 Asymmetrical Spectra. If a signal is such that its spectrum is asymmetrical
with respect to its center (or carrier) frequency, bandwidth is taken to be twice
the distance between the unmodulated carrier frequency and the sideband skirt
which is farther.9

5.2 Narrowband Signal. A narrowband signal is a signal which occupies a
bandwidth of 500 kHz or less.

5.3 Standard Bandwidth Signal. A standard bandwidth signal is a signal that
occupies a bandwidth of 500 kHz to less than 1 MHZ.



Bandwidths for telemetry systems greater than 10 MHZ operating on the standard10

telemetry bands are highly discouraged.

This section has been modified significantly, since it purported to assist in selecting11

specific frequencies for specific users and did not.

The extent of a geographical area over which the frequency use must be protected12

varies with the nature of the usage. For airborne systems, such an area is specified by the
actual aircraft flight path, but its maximum altitude as well.

In theory, at least J/F-12 data exists on all receivers as well as transmitters.13

5.4 Intermediate Bandwidth Signal. An intermediate bandwidth signal is a signal
that occupies a bandwidth of 1 MHZ to less than 3 MHZ.

5.5 Wide Bandwidth Signal. A wide bandwidth signal is a signal that occupies a
bandwidth greater than 3 MHZ.10

5.6 Frequency Assignments. Frequency scheduling for simultaneous use at the
same location shall not be made for systems whose closest 99% power
bandedges are separated by less than the 99% bandwidth of the wider of the
two. Frequency use schedules for multiple users at the same or overlapping
locations shall be such that the closest 99.9% power bandedges do not
overlap.11

6. Frequency Usage Guidance. Frequency uses are controlled by scheduling in
the area(s) in which the tests will be conducted. The following recommendations
are based on good engineering practice for such usages.

6.1 Geographical Separation Two or more telemetry systems operating in a
given geographical area  should be separated in frequency such that overlap12

between spectra for each pair of signals is less than 0.5% of the power of either
in the -20 dB receiver passband of the other. This separation can be provided
by a combination of frequency selection, power levels, antenna positioning and
aiming, and geographical separation.

6.2 Simultaneous Operation. Standard practice for multiple emitters at the same
location, power level, bandwidth, and transmitting antenna direction (if
applicable) should have spectra which are separated from one another by a
“guard band” greater or equal to the bandwidths of either transmitter. When
more than one transmitter is used on the same host vehicle, frequency selection
should be made to minimize spectrum overlap and RF interactions including
intermodulation between the transmitters. Multichannel operations should avoid
channels separated by the IF freqencies of the receivers used if possible.13



6.3 Multicarrier Operation If two transmitters are operated simultaneously and
sent or received through the same antenna system, interference due to
intermodulation is likely at (2f  - f ) and (2f  - f ). Between three transmitters, the1 2 2 1

two frequency possibilities exist, but also intermodulation products may exist as
well at (f  + f  - f ), (f  + f  - f ), and (f  + f  - f ), where f , f , and f  represent the1 2 3 1 3 2 2 3 1 1 2 3

output frequencies of the transmitters. Intermodulation products arise from slight
nonlinearities in the antenna systems, and harmonics present in the transmitted
signals themselves. The general rule for avoiding third-order intermodulation
interference is that in any group of transmitter frequencies, the separation
between any pair of frequencies is not equal to the separation between any
other pair of frequencies. Since the individual signals have sidebands, it should
be noted that intermodulation products have sidebands spectrally wider than the
sidebands of the individual signals that caused them.

7. Bandwidth. The definitions of bandwidth in this section are universally
applicable. The limits shown herein are applicable for telemetry operations in
the telemetry bands 1435-1530, 2200-2290, and 2310-2390 MHZ. How
bandwidth is actually measured and what the limits are expressed in terms of
that measuring system are determined by the service used.

7.1 Concept The term “bandwidth” has an exact meaning in situations where an
AM, DSB, or SSB signal is produced with a band-limited modulating signal. In
systems employing frequency modulation [FM] or phase modulation (PM], or
any modulation system wherein the modulating signal is not band-limited,
bandwidth is infinite, with energy extending toward zero and infinite frequency
falling off from the peak value in some exponential fashion. In this more general
case, bandwidth is defined as the band of frequencies in which “most” of the
signal’s energy is contained, wherein the definition of “most” is imprecise. One
measure is the bandwidth necessary in a receiver to receive the signal with
“negligible” distortion; this bandwidth is lower than a measure of the interaction
between two adjacent frequencies to determine if overlap between them will
interfere with reception of either signal. The overlap problem is exacerbated if
the desired signal is lower in power than the interfering signal or if the two
signals differ in bandwidth (however defined) or modulation type (AM, FM, etc.).
The following terms are applied to bandwidth:

C Authorized Bandwidth—the bandwidth, however measured, authorized for
a particular use. This number is fixed, no matter what actual modulation
bandwidth is used; the actual number authorized should resemble what is
actually used.



In systems involving a baseband signal, for example, the bandwidth will increase as14

the amplitude of the baseband signal increases.

Many types of modulating signal are not band-limited, such as PAM and PCM15

signals. In these cases a “premodulation filter” reduces energy in those frequencies beyond
those which are necessary to allow a reconstruction of the signal at the receiving end.

C Occupied Bandwidth—the bandwidth, measured in the same terms as the
“authorized” bandwidth above, that a transmission actually uses. Note:
Occupied bandwidth may vary with the characteristics of the modulating
signal,  but should never exceed the authorized bandwidth.14

C Emission Bandwidth—same as occupied bandwidth, here indicating the
bandwidth emitted by the transmitter or antenna system.

C Necessary Bandwidth—three definitions: (1) the minimum bandwidth
required to transmit a given modulating signal (generally one to about 2.5
times the modulating signal bandwidth); or (2) the minimum bandwidth
required to receive a specific baseband signal; and (3) the minimum
bandwidth required to receive a specific modulated signal. Note: These
three definitions are different from each other, so the term “necessary
bandwidth” should be avoided altogether.

C Received (or Receiver) Bandwidth—the bandwidth of the RF/IF section of
the receiver, however defined, often the ±1 or –3 dB points with respect to
center frequency required to reproduce the original modulating signal at
the output of the receiver with negligible distortion. Because the received
bandwidth and occupied bandwidth are measured in different ways, they
are not the same number even for the same signal, and in general the
received bandwidth is lower than the emission bandwidth.

7.2 Bandwith Estimation and Measurement. The methods used to measure
bandwidth of a signal that is not band limited vary. The most common methods
are:

C Carson’s Rule. Carson’s Rule is an empirical way to determine the
bandwidth occupied by at least 98% of the energy (power) in a signal for
FM. Carson’s rule is:

% = 2 x () f + f ) (1)max

where % is the bandwidth, ) f is the one-way peak deviation of the carrier
frequency, and f  is the highest frequency in the modulating signal.max
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For digital spectrum analyzers, bandwidth is replaced by resolution, which represents16

“bin size”.

Carson’s Rule will result in a number greater than the bandwidth if little of
the carrier deviation is due to high-frequency energy in the modulating
signal (i.e., if pre-emphasis is not used). Carson’s Rule results in a value
close to the measured 99% power bandwidth or the –40 dB  bandwidth.uc

C “Below unmodulated carrier”. To measure actual spectrum on a spectrum
analyzer, a calibration is required which places the unmodulated carrier at
the zero dB reference (the top of the display). In AM systems, the carrier
power never changes; in FM systems, an unmodulated transmission must
be used for calibration. Since frequency modulation by its nature spreads
the spectrum of a constant amount of power, this calibration is required.
With the spectrum analyzer set for a specific bandwidth, say 10 kHz,  the16

bandwidth is taken as the distance between the two points outside of
which the spectrum is thereafter some number (say, 40 dB) below the
original unmodulated carrier point. The 40 dB points in such a
measurement on an optimized (“flat-topped”) system are close to the
bandwidth predicted by Carson’s Rule.

C “Below Peak”. The modulated peak is the least accurate measurement
method, measuring between points where the spectrum is thereafter XX
dB below the level of the highest point on the modulated spectrum. Since
the most-efficient modulation methods spread energy evenly over a large
portion of the spectrum, a below peak reading overstates the bandwidth
most extremely on the most optimum signals. In the absence of an
unmodulated carrier to use for calibration, the below peak measurement is
often (erroneously) used and described as a below unmodulated carrier
measurement; using “peak hold” intended for measurement of pulsed
systems exacerbates this effect still further. In all instances the bandwidth
is overstated, but the amount varies. A 20 dB below-peak bandwidth can
correspond fairly closely to the Carson’s Rule prediction, but difficult to
measure in systems with deviation close to optimal. “Spread spectrum”
systems, which employ spectral widths far in excess of optimal, may have
no meaningful 20, or even 50 dB, bandwidth.

C 99% Power. A measure of the bandwidth containing 99% of the total
modulated power. If the two points which define the edges of the band are
not symmetrical about f , their actual frequencies should be noted as well0

as their difference.



C Receiver Bandwidth. Receiver RF/IF bandwidth is measured at the points
where the response to the carrier before demodulation is ±1 dB or ±3 dB
from the center frequency response. The carrier bandwidth response of
the receiver is, or is intended to be, symmetrical about the carrier in most
instances. Outside the stated bandwidth, the response usually falls
sharply, with the response often 20 dB or more below the passband
response at 1.5 times the passband response or so. The rapid falloff
outside the passband is to reduce interference from nearby channels, and
has no other effect on data. The receiver bandwidth for most signals is
equal to, or slightly larger than, the emission bandwidth predicted by
Carson’s Rule.

C Receiver Noise Bandwidth. For the purpose of calculating noise in the
receiver, the bandwidth of the RF/IF path must be considered, integrated
over the actual shape of the IF, which in general is not a square-sided
function. Typically the figure used for noise power calculations is the 3 dB
bandwidth of the receiver.

7.3 Phase-Modulated Systems. Telemetry systems using phase modulation
[PM] rather than frequency modulation [FM] produce spectra which are
considerably wider than FM. This sideband energy is reduced in most systems
by filtering at the transmitter output, and sideband energy is reconstructed in the
receiving apparatus as part of the demodulation process. Phase-modulation
systems, even with more than one data bit per symbol, are not necessarily more
spectrally efficient than FM transmissions.

7.4 Other Notation. The following notation is used herein and in frequency
management literature:

P transmitter power output in watts or dBmt

P received power in dBmr

f assigned center frequency0

f upper carrier deviation limitU

f lower carrier deviation limitL

% bandwidth (IRAC/FMG definition)
AA' -40 dB  bandwidthuc

BB' -25 dBm/10 kHz limit
EIRP effective isotropic radiated power, in watts or dBm
TPO transmitter power output at the antenna connector, in watts or dBm
dB deciBels above or below the power level of an unmodulated carrieruc



The BB' limit measures the bandwidth over which output is greater than -25
dBm in a 10 kHz bandwidth, which, with higher-power transmitters can be wider
than the AA' limits.

7.5 Symmetry. Most modulating schemes produce a spectrum which is
asymmetrical with respect to the carrier frequency when FM, transmission is
used. The exceptions to this are FM subcarrier systems and PCM NRZ systems
using randomization and/or BIM formats, placing f  halfway between A and A'0

(and halfway between B and B'). The most extreme case of asymmetry is due to
single-sideband transmission, which places f  at the end of the spectrum defined0

by AA' or slightly outside it. If the spectrum is not symmetrical about the band
center, the bandwidth and the extent of asymmetry must be noted for frequency
management purposes.

8. Bandwidth Measurement. A typical spectrum resulting from random analog or
digital frequency modulation produces the patterns shown in Figure 1. A
calibration made with the unmodulated carrier shows that the modulated signal
is spread over a spectral range and thus has lower power at any point, so the
maximum amplitude of the modulated spectrum is everywhere lower than the
unmodulated carrier. The drop in peak energy between the unmodulated case
varies with the detection bandwidth of the analyzer and the FM noise of the
unmodulated carrier, among other factors. In this example, a measurement at
the -30 dB  points is possible, but at levels greater than -20 dB  theuc uc

measurement is meaningless; the point where this occurs varies from system to
system. In the example shown, the 40 dB bandwidth is less than the spacing
betweeen the nulls, and a measure of the 50 dB bandwidth includes energy
beyond the nulls. The 40 dB bandwidth is greater than the bandwidth containing
99% of the power, but this is not evident in a logarithmic display. In a binary FM
transmission system where the bit rate is less than the peak deviation, the null
spacing can be used to determine the peak deviation using

(2)

Below some point, spectral energy is unreadable because of system noise.

In all cases, % is the bandwidth measured, but the measurement method must
be specified to be of use. The unmodulated carrier frequency  f  will between the0

upper and lower limits defining %, but not necessarily centered between the
limits. For asymmetrically-distributed signals, bandwidth is taken to be twice the
greatest difference between F  and the band limits, see §7.4. The measurement0

limits AA' and BB' differ when signals outside the bandwidth, however



measured, exceed -25 dBm in a 10 kHz bandwidth even when lower than -40
dB  which is significant mainly in higher-power transmissionsuc

 Figure 1: Typical Spectrum for Symmetrical FM Carrier
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ABSTRACT

Based on the theory of orthogonality, two orthogonal
multiplex systems called frequency division
multiplexing(FDM) and time division multiplexing(TDM) have
long been developed. Therefore, many people tend to think
that these two systems represent the ONLY two multiplexing
methods that satisfy the orthogonal condition. However,
after years of research, we've discovered a new kind of
orthogonal functions called Bridge functions. The Bridge
functions have the every promise of being the basis for
constructing an entirely new kind of telemetry system, which
has been named as sequency division multiplexing(SDM).

Since the Bridge functions are the mathematical basis of the
new telemetry system, we will give a summary of the Bridge
functions at first. We have successfully constructed an
experimental prototype called BAM-FM system in our
laboratory. The main ideas, block diagram, operational
principles, and technical problems are discussed in this
paper. All our work has proved that SDM has not only
research interests, but also practical value.

KEY WORDS

Telemetry system, Multiplexing, Orthogonal function, Bridge
functions.

INTRODUCTION

The IRIG standard for telemetry, as revised in 1986, is IRIG
106-86. This document contains the three systems: FM, PCM 
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Academy of Sciences



and PAM. FM is called “frequency-division multiplexing”, and 
both PAM and PCM are called “time-division multiplexing”.
The basis of mathematics which can be used to form a
telemetry system is the orthogonal functions. The sequence-
division multiplexing based on Walsh functions was first
introduced in 1980 . Another sequence-division multiplexing[1]

based on Haar functions was presented in 1983 . In the same[2]

year a kind of Bridge functions was introduced , which is a[3]

three-valued function system, only taking the values +1, -1
and 0. The Bridge functions are constructed with the
concepts of sequence shift and sequence copying. As the name
implies, they act like a bridge between the Walsh functions
and the block pulses. In this sense, we all this three-
valued system of functions the bridge functions. According
to our previous experince, a new telemetry system based on
bridge functions has been constructed.

THE MATHEMATICAL BASIS

It has been proved that all orthogonal function sets may, in
principle, be used for multiplexing. As long as the
crosstalk between the channels is minimal, the multiplex
system can be formed. Expressing in mathematical terms, the
conditions of orthogonality are

where the function f ( ) can be sine of cosine, and can also
be other orthogonal functions. If we can find a set of
functions which is orthogonal. Then based on the functions,
a new telemetry system may be constructed. Now we should
introduce the Bridge functions in some detail. The first
type of Bridge functions is obtained through copying after
shifting, and the second type of Bridge functions is
obtained by shifting after copying.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF BRIDGE FUNCTIONS

When the symmetric copying of Walsh functions and the shift
mode of block pulses is combined, the construction of the
bridge functions is obtained. The method is as follows.



(1) Let I represent the bridge function of order I. It
can be expressed in binary code

i  i  ... i  ... i  ip-1 p-2 j-1 1 0

(2) The binary number is divided into two parts.
(a) The j binary digits on the right side, i  i  ...j-1 j-2

i  i , are used as shift information.1 0

(b) The (p-j) binary digits on the left side are used
as copying information.

(3) Sequence shift is done first, followed by sequence
copying.

(a) The value of the original sequence is always +1 (+
for short) in the interval 0, in the other L-1
intervals the value is zero, where L=2 .j

(b) According to the shift information i  i  ... i ,j-1 j-2 0

the original sequence “+” is shifted to the right
side.

(c) The symmetric copying mode is used, according to
the information i  ... i . The copying is done oneP-1 j

by one At the first i  is taken as theP-1

information, then i  is taken as the information,P-2

and so on, until p-j digits are used. The process
of forming bridge functions is shown in Table I.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF COPY-SHIFT BRIDGE FUNCTIONS

It is obviously that sequence shift may be done both before
and after sequence copying. If copying is done followed by
shifting, a copy-shift Bridge functions will be obtained.
The method of constrictions is similar to that of the first
type. Table II shows the process for forming the functions
Bri ’ (i,j,p,t).w

ORTHOGONALITY OF SECOND BRIDGE FUNCTIONS

It can be proved that the second Bridge functions have
orthogonality if certain conditions are satisfied. For
simplicity, Therefore, the orthogonality in this case can be
summarized as:



That is to say when the parameters j and p are fixed and I
is variable, the second Bridge functions make up an
orthogonal function system.

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE NEW SYSTEM

The basic problem of a multiplexing system is how to
transmit many information signals over a single wire or
radio link and recover them without interference between
channels. Non-interference between channels can be
guaranteed in a multiplex system if the selected set of
subcarriers are mutually orthogonal, meaning that the
product of any two subcarrier waveforms integrates to zero
over some characteristic interval T. Any two subcarriers
P(n,t) and P(m,t) are orthogonal if they satisfy the
relationship:

The block diagram is shown in Fig.l.

THE KEY TECHNICAL POINTS

Sine there are three values for the waveform of Bridge
functions which are +1, 0 and -1, it is difficult to
generate them with only digital circuits. Analogue circuits
as well as digital one should be used. The key point is how
to make a bridge function generator. In fact there are three
ways to solve the problem: software one, hardware one and
the combination of software and hardware one. Multivalue
logic multiplier is another key point. There are three basic
types of multipliers. The first one multiplies two voltages
that can assume two values only,. say +1V and -1V. This type
of multiplier is implemented by logic circuits. The second
one multiplies an arbitrary voltage V  with a voltage V1 2

which can assume a few values only. The third one multiplies
two arbitrary voltages. Because of the property of bridge
function waveforms, we are interested in the second type
multiplier.

The two problems for building a bridge telemetry system have
been solved. A prototype with seven channels has been built
in our laboratory.



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A baseband transmission system with 7 channels has been
designed and tested. It shows that the results of
experiments are quite good, and the new system works well.
In order to fulfill the radio transmission, the combined
signal is applied to a conventional FM or AM transmitter.
Naturally at the receiving terminal, a conventional FM or AM
receiver is required. A FM system is here used as carrier
transmission. The whole system can work properly: The
frequency response is 4KHz. The crosstalk of the whole
system is less than 3%, usually 1-3%. The wave distortion is
also less than 3%. It is acceptable in engineering
applications.

CONCLUSION

According to the theory of telemetry, the mathematical basis
of a telemetry system is the orthogonal functions. The
Bridge functions are orthogonal and have many advantages.
With these ideas based on the Bridge functions, a prototype
of a new system is constructed and tested. The result shows
that the new telemetry system is reasonable not only
academically but also in practice. This is an example of the
combination of the theory and the practice. The new
telemetry system is built in our laboratory, it also serves
a good tool for further investigation.
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ABSTRACT

A satellite-mounted instrument has been developed to measure the energy spectrum
of the solar proton flux in the solar wind. The instrument consists of a sensor --- the
Faraday Cup, an analog signal processing chain, a high voltage modulator and a digital
section. This paper presents the digital section designed and built in our laboratory which
functions well to (a) interface with the main processor, (b) to provide the logic signals with
proper timing to the analog circuitry, (c) to deliver the necessary bit pattern to the high
voltage modulator, (d) to provide the calibration mode control signals when necessary, and
(e) to synchronize the sequence of events at the begining of every spacecraft rotation. As
with all space projects primary concerns beyond the logical functionality consistes of
circuit power consumption, instrumental mass, radiation tolerance levels, stability with
respect to temperature, and relative ease of component procurement. The NASA WIND
laboratory spacecraft that will carry the experiment is due to be launched in December of
1992 and eventually come to park in an orbit at the first Lagrangian point.

INTRODUCTION

Currently project WIND spacecraft scheduled for launch in December of 1992 will
carry an array of 8 experiment packages for measuring electric and magnetic fields and
charged particles. Included will be a pair of Faraday cup detectors for measuring solar
wind protons. The systemin consists of four interconnected subsystems (Fig. 1). The first
of which is the sensor, the Faraday Cup, whose sole purpose is the detection of the
incoming plasma. The cup has seven grids inside: five ground grids, one suppressor grid,
and one modulator grid. The modulator grid can be thought of as the shuders to the
window. As its voltage is modulated it modulates particle influx according to kinetic
energy. There are two cups diametrically opposed on the spacecraft, therefore, as the
spacecraft rotates about its axis once every three seconds, it can map out the solar wind
distribution in its three directions. The second subsystem is the Faraday Cup system. It has



the responsibility for processing the detected plasma, assigning a digital count to a
corresponding injected current level and interfacing with the remaining two sections to
insure the smooth operation of the experiment. The third subsystem is the High Voltage
Modulator. It is essentially a high voltage digital to analog converter. It accepts a six bit
digital voltage and a 200Hz control signal and translates this to an analog voltage which is
used to drive the modulator grid in the Faraday Cup. The fourth and the last subsystem is
the digital processing unit, or DPU, which interfaces with the FCS through the Digital
Processing Unit Instrument Interface, DPUII. The DPU acts as a central processor, it
oversees the function of the two Faraday Cup experiments, as well as the two VEIS
sensors, which detect the electrons in the solar wind. The spacecraft sunsensor actually
generates a sun pulse at a certain time in each rotation. This sun pulse is transfered to the
FCS via the DPU in the form of the “sunsync” enabling the experiment to orient itself with
respect to the spacecraft’s spin phase.

A closer look at the second subsystem, i.e., the Faraday Cup system (FCS), yields
the finer details involved. It is an intricate ensemble of smaller subsections connected in
series to yield a true measurement chain. Because there are two half cup collector plates,
there are two parallel measurement chains for each Faraday Cup. At the front end of each
chain is a preamplifier. It is directly connected to the collector plate on the cup and acts as
a transimpedance amplifier converting the input current to an output voltage signal. The
signal is then passed through three range amplifiers set to gains such that the total dynamic
range of the system is 10 . The output of each range amplifier is fed to a synchronous5

detector and then integrated. Since the output of the filter stage for all practical purposes is
a sinusoid, the synchronous detection scheme yields a waveform that is rectified and hence
carries inherent dc information. It is this information which is extracted in the integrator.
Each integrators gives its own different readings corresponding to each level of
amplification, a method for choosing the appropriate value for conversion must follow.
This choice is made by the analog multiplexer. The integration is completed and range
selection starts when the voltage of the integrating capacitor is held constant. Integration
can resume only when the integrating capacitor is discharged completely. Given that at
some higher levels of amplification saturation of the signal at 10V will occur the
multiplexer begins its search by looking at the highest range, the one with the most gain. If
the highest range is saturated it then looks at the second, followed by the third. The
multiplexer will output the highest unsaturated range to the converter. After the a proper
value has been chosen, the multiplexer outputs this to the logarithmic analog to digital
converter. The converter is made up of essentially two simple building blocks. The first is
a comparator which compares the input from the multiplexer to a decaying voltage
governed by an RC time constant. When the decaying voltage reaches the input from the
multiplexer the comparator changes state. It is this change of state that triggers the second
section of the converter, i.e, 10 bit counter. The counter begins its count when the range
selection is complete and ends when the comparator changes state thus equating a 10 bit



digital word to the input voltage. The 10 bit output word along with range information and
various control bits are thus the responsibility of the final and largest block in the FCS,
which is the provider of the control signals that are needed for the sequential operation of
the measurement chain and is the avenue for information transfer to the DPUII via a 16 bit
bidirectional bus and nine control lines and eventually to Earth through spacecraft
telemetry. This logic and latching section of the experiment, from now on refered to as the
logic board, will be presented in this paper in detail.

DESIGN METHODOLOGY

When viewed closely, the logic board can be seen as a union of smaller sections
each with its own function (Fig. 2). The board provides the calibration circuit with the nine
bits of information it needs to properly activate the current injection level. It also provides
the modulator with the alternating six bit pattern that sets the energy window at the
Faraday Cup. As a controller it assures the generation and distribution of the control
signals that are necessary for the operation of the measurement chain and it contains the
counting section of the logarithmic analog to digital converter and the output latches. The
final section is the synchronous detector logic and level shifting stage.

The design process for the logic board consistes of grouping the subunits into two
sections. The first is the latching and level shifting section consisting of the modulator
value generator, the calibration circuit controller, the data output latches, the log A/D
counters, and the synchronous detector’s logic and level shifting. The second is the control
logic section that provides the signals for the synchronous detector and the logarithmic
converter. When the timing of the logic signals is investigated one can readily see the
definition of distinct boundaries that if repeated in the correct sequence will provide the
experiment the necessary flexibility in integration times. We accomplish this through two
methods: (a) the logic signals are stored in memory segments and stepped through
sequentially; (b) the logic signals are generated through discrete combinatorial logic.

The logic board outputs seven essential control signals to the analog signal
processing chain. The calibrator and the modulator both need a 200Hz clock in order to
generate the appropriate input signal at the preamplifier. This clock is called the U200
signal ( U = undelayed ). As the input waveform is processed a time delay is incurred
between the input and the synchronous detector primarily due to the phase response of the
filter stage. For proper synchronous detection, the logic board has to provide a delayed
200Hz, D200, control signal with respect to U200. The D200 signal has a delay set to the
total delay from the preamplifier to the synchronous detector and is used in switching
between positive and negative gains. The third signal is the HOLD signal. As the name
implies, the signal has the responsibility for holding the charge on the integrating capacitor
and keeping it held until a new measurement is ready to begin. DUMP signifies the end of



conversion and the beginning of a new measurement by discharging the integrating
capacitor.

Up to this point the flow of logic has been to the inputs and the integrator. The fifth
signal, MUXCLK , is a clock that drives the multiplexer since its job is to cycle through
the three integrators and choose the highest nonsaturated output. The CHCAP  signal is fed
to the log A/D and charges the capacitor used to generate the RC time constant necessary
for logarithmic conversion. The \CHCAP  signal is used to clear the A/D counters so that
the count begins at zero as the decay is triggered.

Operation of the logic board occurs under two regimes. The first is initialization,
once every spacecraft spin, while the second is the normal mode of operation between
spacecraft initializations. Accordingly the logic signals that are generated dictate a pattern
of operation which consists of alternating variable time measurement frames and 5ms
service cycles. The time programed by the DPU for integration of the incoming flux is
equal to the time of the measurement frame. The 5ms of service corresponds to the allotted
time for multiplexing or choosing the proper range, analog to digital conversion, writing of
the output word to the latches, and dumping of the charge on the integrating capacitor. It
also allows for the segmentation of the timing diagram into four blocks. By proper
sequencing of these four blocks, the logic signals are recreated with allowances for
variable integration lengths. The four segments are I for initialization, R for repeat, F for
first, and S for service (Fig. 3).

The I segment is the first 5ms of every spacecraft spin and as such it is the marker
for the begining of the logic signals. R repeats for a period of time equal to the desired
integration time minus 5ms. F is the segment of time corresponding to the last 5ms of
integration and is also the first segment during which service begins. The S segment is the
5ms service time before the start of the next integration period. A signal P is generated in
logic and is used to step through the segments at 5ms intervals. A complete integration
period consisting of one measurement frame and one service cycle is marked by the EOCY
signal, end of cycle, and returns the order back to R.

The DPU has to provide the necessary control words and read the output data from
the Faraday Cup experiment during the measurement frame. This, coupled with the DPU’s
fixed interrupt rate of 35ms, gives us the following operating sequence: as the integration
times are multiples of 30ms and for each integration there is one 5ms service cycle the
DPU will interrupt -service the Faraday Cup at least once every integration frame. At this
time the DPU reads the data from the previous measurement and writes the controls for the
following measurement. If the set integration is longer than 30ms the DPU will interrupt
more than once. The first of these will set the conditions while the remaining are NOPs, no
operations.



One final concern is the very last integration before a new sunsync. Since the
spacecraft rotation rate varies slightly the last measurement may not be completed before
the sunsync arrives. If this is the case the last measurement will be discarded and a new
measurement started after I.

LATCHING AND LEVEL SHIFTING

Latching

The latching section of the logic board is assigned the task of writing or reading the
proper control bits and data words to and from the DPUII. The signals that are latched
consist of the two six-bit words corresponding to the modulator high value and modulator
low value, the eight-bit word for the calibration level, the eight-bit word for the integration
time, and the two sixteen-bit words for the output data. Since the DPU interrupts occur
every 35ms, and since the integration time is determined by the science, specifically what
angle the cup makes with the incoming solar wind, the control data must be double latched
in order to insure that: (a) the DPU can meet its requirements to other experiments and
service the Faraday Cup every 35ms, and (b) the digital board can continue to provide an
arbitrary integration interval followed by a 5ms service cycle. For the output data, double
latching is not required since the data will be written to the latches by the logic board,
while the output enabling of the latches will be controlled by the DPUII. The DPUII
communicates through a 16-bit bus; the least eight significant bits are used to transfer all
the control words while the most eight significant bits are activated only when transfering
data to the DPU. The latches used are HCS374 series and are octal D flip-flop’s with a
clock and an output enable.

(1) Calibration Latching

Calibration levels are entered by the DPUII when the first calibration latch is
clocked with the /Calib Data signal. Since the output enable is tied low the data will be
made available to the second latch on the rising edge of the clock signal. The second latch
is clocked with the DUMP signal assuring that the calibration level is output to the
calibrator during a service cycle. The calibration word is eight bits and includes an on/off
bit, a shift bit, and six level bits giving the system a total of 12 possible current injection
levels. If the calibrators on both of the analog boards are turned on simultaneously through
the D7 bit of the input control word the power dissipation of the system will peak at the
onset of calibration. One method for reducing this peak is to calibrate each measurement
chain individually. In order to accomplish this we must bring into action a second control
line. A possible calibration algorithm is to calibrate the FCS that is looking away from the
sun.



The second line is available to us in the CAL/\MES signal, which is the signal to
signify when calibration or measurement is occuring; combining it with D7 from the DPUII
we can decode four operating states: (a) both calibrators are off and the analog boards are
measuring solar wind, (b) both calibrators are on and the measurement chains are
calibrated simultaneously, (c) chain A is measuring solar wind and chain B is being
calibrated with a set current, and (d) chain A is being calibrated with a set current while
chain B is measuring solar wind. Before we can do the decoding we first have to latch the
CAL/\MES signal since it is the level that is important. This is done with a ’74 series D
flip-flop. The two control bits then define the bits K8(A) and K8(B) which turn on or turn
off the calibrators on the analog boards, A and B. The functionality is shown below where
the control bit D7 is equal to K8(A) and K8(B) being equal to the exclusive or of the two
controls D7 and CAL/\MES, represented below as X.

By rewriting the expression for K8(B) we see that implementation is accomplished
through the use of three 2-input NAND gates, HCS00’s, and 2 inverters.

Calibration can occur at the beginning of a sun cycle or in the middle of a spin since
the writing of the CAL/\MES signal will cause the calibrator to inject current to the cup at
the first service cycle after the data is available. Since the data at the end of each
spacecraft rotation is questionable and therefore discarded actuating the calibration mode
during the first DPU interrupt will insure that calibration mode is on during the second
integration period. One potentially useful result brought forth by the ability to calibrate
each measurement chain individually is testing for crosstalk between the two analog
boards in each instrument in flight.

(2) Modulator Latching

The two sets of modulator latches work on the same principle as the calibrator
latching. The high byte is latched in with /MH while the low byte is latched in with /ML
both are transfered to the second latch with the rising edge of HOLD. Since the output to
the modulator is a six-bit value the second latches are output enabled with D200 for the
high level and /D200 for the low level.

The resulting output is then multiplexed to yield the six bit MODVALUE through a
HCS374 latch that is appropriately clocked yielding output that alternates between the high
and low values. The clock signal is generated by delaying U200 with a HCS74 (D flip-
flop) for one clock cycle, 10µs, generating a shifted U200. Taking the NAND of U200 and
its shifted counterpart produces a signal X. Similarly the NAND of \U200 and the \Q



output of the flip-flop produces a signal Y. Finaly the clock signal for the multiplexing
latch is then the AND of X and Y.

(3) Integration Time Latching

The integration time is different in that it uses the properties of a HCS161 series
counter to mimic double latching thus saving one component. The /NI signal loads the
eight bit integration word into the first latch and with the output enable low the counters
have immediate access to the eight bits. They are loaded with this data on the rising edge
of the clock when their LOAD input, the EOCY signal, is low. This, however, occurs only
at the end of the I and S segments, the end of an old integration and the start of a new one.

(4) Output Data Latching

A 16-bit data word is the output of the electronics. It is latched into two HCS374’s
connected in series with the rising edge of the DUMP signal which signifies the last time
during an integration cycle that the data is valid. During the following integration the
DPUII reads the data by output enabling the latches with the /Coll A OE and /Coll B OE
signals corresponding to both sets of data latches. The first 10 bits of the return word are
data with the next two (11 and 12) being the range information. One bit designates wether
the data is chain A or chain B. Another bit reflects wether the chain is in measurement
mode or calibration mode and one bit tells if the modulator is on or off. The final bit is
used as parity.

Level Shifting

The logic signals, HOLD, DUMP, D200, CHCAP, Range Info. 1A, Range Info. 1B,
Range Info. 2A, and Range Info. 2B, drive the switches on the analog board and therefore
must be level shifted. This is accomplished with two CD40109 series level shifters with
each chip handling four signals.

Log A/D Counters and Range Selection

A section of circuitry used for logarithmic conversion for both chains is also located
on the logic board and consist of 6 HCS161 binary counters with asynchronous clear, 1
HCS109 dual J-K flip-flop, and 1 HCS00 quad 2-input NAND gates. The circuitry for
each chain consists of 3 ‘161’s in series yielding the 10 bits necessary for conversion, 1 J-
K flip-flop for gating the clock, and two NAND gates to place the counters in the
appropriate state at the end of conversion.



Before the converter can begin, the multiplexer has to choose between the three
ranges within 100µs. This is accomplished through a HCS161 counter that is clocked with
the MUXCLK signal. The counter is cleared with the HOLD signal meaning that its
outputs are always zero (Range Info. 1A or B and Range Info. 2A or B). As HOLD goes
high the counter bigins its search through the three ranges to find the first nonsaturated
integrator. Since the enable line of the counter is controled through the inverted
comparator output the count will be disabled when the output of the comparator reads one
corresponding to the first range with a value below that of 10V.

GENERATING THE CONTROL SIGNALS

Fairly early in the design process the approach for producing the logic signals was
separated into two methods (Fig. 4). Proper function of the analog measurement chain can
be observed by producing the necessary signals through: a) stored memory; b)
combinatory logic. In both cases the circuitry can be devided into four subsections; the
reduced clock and load generator, the integration time counter, the address and data
generator, and the segment selector in the case of memory and the reduced clock and load
generator, the integration time counter, the U200 and D200 generator, and the delayed
signals generator in the case of combinatorial logic.

Generating Signals From a Memory Table

The logic signals necessary for proper operation of the FCS and the method by
which they’ve been generated have gone through much refinement since the original
design. After calculations, the allowable jitter error from the logic signals enabled the
reduction of the driving frequency for the signals, and hence the necessary memory size to
2k x 8. This set the number of address lines needed to 10. The memory itself is a Harris
6617RH PROM (Radiation Hardened PROM).

As noted earlier the timing diagram can be separated into four segments; I (initial),
R (repetitive), F (first), and S (second). Stepping through the segments is driven by a
100kHz reduced clock so that each data byte (8 signals) accounts for 10µs. Hence, 500
bytes are required to fill the 5ms period of a 200Hz waveform. The simplest addressing
mechanism is obtained if the 5ms cycles begin at binary boundaries. The first power of 2
greater than 500 is 512, or 200H, which defines the memory segment size.

Generating Signals Through Combinatorial Logic

The second approach to the logic signals incorporated some different ideas when
compared with the first approach. Although it was not the first design choice because of its
increased complexity and chip count it quickly developed into our only alternative for the



following reasons. Since the environment in which the circuitry would operate has an
elevated radiation level the radiation hardened versions of commercial logic was used
(HCS’ series). This meant that some parts that expedited the design were not available
without extremely long lead times while others that were available had to be qualified for
flight at an enormous financial cost to the project.

The major obstacle, however difficult the logistical issues regarding the availability
of the logic components were, centered around the radiation hardness, or in this case
softness, of the Harris 6617 2K x 8 PROM. It seems that although the data sheets on the
chip state its radiation tolerance up to 100krad some preliminary evidence from the DPU
and NASA Goddard state that the part is very questionable at 20k and certainly would
have problems at 30k. Given that the radiation specification is at 20k and barring any
increased solar activity that would further add to that fact, the design with the part is
marginal at best with regards to radiation. One solution is to switch to bipolar PROMs.
This means a substantial increase in power consumption and is simply unacceptable since
the memory on the board needs to be active during continuous operation of the
measurement chain. Therefore the alternatives left to us are (a) continue with the design as
before in hope that the marginal radiation tolerances of the Harris part would cope well
with the WIND environment or (b) redesign the logic section of the board by generating
the signals normally derived from the PROM by discrete logic. Needless to say we chose
the latter and optimized the circuitry as before to yield the least amount of hardware
corresponding to the least amount of additional real estate. One area of optimization that
was not discussed in previous missions was the operating frequency of the system. The
200Hz operating frequency was as in the past a compromise between the science on one
hand requesting that the electronics take quicker and quicker snapshots at the incoming
signal and the electronical preference of lower frequencies insuring the capability of
operation within the open loop response of the amplifiers. This too has a limit since the
lower one goes in frequency the closer one gets to the natural resonance of the mechanical
components in the sensor which could couple undesired signal into the input. When it
comes to logic 200Hz is an inconvenient number since it is not a power of two. Thus the
components that were needed to generate the U200 and D200 signals included
synchronous counters, eight input gates, and up down decade counters. These could be
eliminated or replaced by less exotic approved for flight two input gates and asyncronous
counters if the frequency of operation was changed slightly to accommodate logic by using
a different reduced clock and counting to a convenient value (only two ones).

RESULTS AND DISCUSION

The two versions of the logic discussed so far differ not only in their approach to
generating a specific signal, the number of components employed in each design and the
types of logic gates used, but also in their power dissipation and the board mass. The



power dissipation is the first obvious concern in this design, since we are dealing with
space the energy source for any instrument is less aboundant when compared to a simple
wall socket here on tera firma. Therefore its reduction to the lowest possible levels is
essential. In order to acheive this both versions of the logic were implemented using CM0S
technology. An additional aspect of the design process was the mass budget of the
instrument. This should be kept at an absolute minimum saving fuel and ultimately power.
A comparison of the mass that each of the two alternatives will contribute to the
instrument budget was calculated in a straight forward manner. The total mass of the logic
board was set equal to the sum of the masses of the components (integrated circuits,
resistors, capacitors), the mass of the G10 (1/16") board, and the mass of the Cu tracing
and ground planes. In the case of memory version assuming a 6" x 7" board area and a Cu
thickness of 0.002" we have a total mass of 245 grams. In the case of conbinatorial version
we assume that an extra 3" x 7" piggyback board will be necessary. This makes the mass
of the v2.0 board 300 grams.

Thus, from a designers point of view the memory versionis the one that seems to
make the most scense. It is compact in board size, has fewer chips, and therefore easier to
lay out, fabricate, and test. However appealing at first glance, it presented some unique
problems. In order to do the functions of the logic board elegantly we were forced to use
components that although abundant and easy to acquire in comercial form were not so
readily available nor often used in space applications. First, this generated long lead times
(in some cases up to 52 weeks) for the entire project. Second, since these components
were not previously flown they had to be qualified and consequently presented an
enormous financial cost to the project. Third, the logic board needed memory which
possed problems with radiation hardness and more importantly questions concerning
single-event upsets. The memory version of logic however served its purpose in the
developemental stage of the total system and in particular the testing of the analog
measurement chain delay between the preamplifier front end and the synchronous detector.
Easily programable EPROMS allowed the fine tuning of the delay so that the final hard
wired value was optimized in that respect.

Before the second version of the logic was attempted it was recognized that removal
of the memory would increase the total number of components in our design. That fact
coupled with a requirement that the design be totaly free of difficult parts made it extemely
nessesary for complete optimization such that the final design would be comparable or
better than the first with respect to power consumption, chip count, total mass, and
mechanical orientation. One such method of optimization was established through an
analysis of the system operating frequency, 200Hz. This was chosen as a comprimize
between the mechanical aspects of the sensor on one hand and the frequency response
limitations of the electronics on the other. However adequate a solution as far as the sensor
and analog sections are concerned, this number presents problems for the logic. It is not a



number generated by 2  and therefore needs multiple counting and decoding stages. Byn

moving the operating frequency to 199.3Hz, a number as equally acceptable as 200Hz
from a scientific and analog standpoint, we can generate the system clock through a
minimum number of counters and 2-input NAND gates. This solves two problems. It
reduces the number of components and also elliminates one of the expensive gates from
the original design. Another area where optimization is evident is in the reduction of the
1MHz system clock to a 13µs reduced clock. This eventually saves on power since
consumption in the components is directly proportional to their operating frequency. A
third and power related issue is the illimination of memory. Although the memeory version
used a low power CMOS PROM it was by far the most hungry component on the board
when in continuous operation mode. Through its illimination and replacement with
conventional counters, flip-flops, and logic gates the power consumtion was reduced by
more than a factor of 60 (from .135mW to .2mW) under normal operation. The second
version however, increased the board mass primarily through the addition of extra
components nessesitating an additional piggyback to the logic board. This was an increase
of 50g only to the logic board.

From the thermal design viewpoint, the elimination of the memory was a welcome
bonus: it eliminates the one hot spot on the logic board. As this spot was to be cooled by
two flanking aluminum spacers, these spacers are now eliminated, freeing the boards real
estate for more profitable use.

CONCLUSION

A low power, low mass, radiation hardened logic board that functions as the system
interface to the main processing unit aboard the spacecraft has been built and tested. The
logic board also delivers the bit pattern to the high voltage modulator driving the Faraday
Cup sensor while providing the calibration control signals when that mode is actuated. The
delicacy of the designed microelectronics art and the elegance of the fine tunning and
optimization methodology will be concretely confirmed following the launching of the
WIND spacecraft in 1992 by NASA.
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Fig. 1 The Faraday Cup System.

Fig. 2 Logic Board Block Diagram



Fig. 3 Sequence Segmentation. (a) The segments are stepped through sequentially, first
with I, then with R a number of times equalling the desired integration time minus 5ms,
followed by F, and S, after which the new integration begins again at R. This continues for
one spin when a sunsync initiates a new I. (b) Within each section the desired signals are
structured allowing for the appropriate segmentation.

Fig.4 Logic Signal Generation. The logic signals are generated through two methods: (A)
using memory, (B) through combinatorial logic.
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ABSTRACT

A high rate Level Zero Processing system is currently being prototyped at NASA/Goddard
Space Flight Center (GSFC). Based on state-of-the-art VLSI technology and the functional
component approach, the new system promises capabilities of handling multiple Virtual
Channels and Applications with a combined data rate of up to 20 Megabits per second
(Mbps) at low cost.

1. INTRODUCTION

Level Zero Processing (LZP) is a core function in NASA’s return link telemetry data
processing systems. Its main objective is to remove all artifacts and disturbances from
delivered data products so that it appears as originally generated by the on-board
experiment. To accomplish this goal, the following functions are considered essential to a
LZP system: 1) synchronizing serial data streams to telemetry frames; 2) checking and
correcting errors; 3) reassembling user packets from the frames; 4) reversing “backward”
playback data; 5) merging together realtime data and playback data in the proper time
order; and 6) deleting redundant data due to the overlap between realtime and playback
data.

To perform these basic LZP functions solely by software demands expensive mainframe
computers with high computational power or an array of medium performance
workstations each handling some portion of the overall task. This is especially true when
the data rate is high and the delivery time is short. However, as the Space Station Freedom



era approaches, even the power of these approaches may not be enough. In addition, these
systems are costly to replicate, house, and maintain and are therefore not suitable for future
distributed systems environments where similar capabilities would be required at numerous
sites around the world and on other planetary objects (i.e., the lunar surface). To meet
NASA’s needs for drastically increased data speed and volume in the Space Station
Freedom era, the Data Systems Technology Division (DSTD) at Goddard Space Flight
Center proposed a new processing algorithm and a new architecture for a LZP system
utilizing VLSI technologies [1]. The new LZP system is based on the VMEbus with
multiple microprocessors running concurrently. The telemetry data will be processed by an
array of 32-bit microprocessors and custom VLSI controllers while flowing through a
custom telemetry data pipeline. Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks (RAID) technology
is used for system mass storage.

Since the initial proposal, a team of engineers from DSTD has been formed to design a
prototype LZP system based on the proposed architecture and Consultative Committee for
Space Data Systems (CCSDS) data format recommendations. This paper presents the
implementation of this prototype system, with emphasis on the design of its core data take
processing subsystem and mass storage subsystem.

2. LZP PROCESSING REQUIREMENT

The prototype LZP system being implemented uses CCSDS recommendations [2][3] as the
format standard and supports all six essential LZP functions defined in the introduction.
The input to the system is serial data in either telemetry transfer frames, VCDUs, or Coded
VCDUs (CVCDUs). The outputs of the system are data takes consisting of time-ordered
packets grouped by Application ID (or source) with associated annotation. The actual
interfaces on both input and output depend on the system to which the LZP is integrated
and are not covered in this project.

The system will operate in three non-exclusive operational modes: realtime, quick-look,
and production processing. In the realtime processing mode, customer’s packets are
transmitted as soon as each packet has been received and reassembled. The data are also
retained for normal production processing. In the quick-look processing mode, a high
priority subset of the data take will be made available to the user. No redundancy deletion
is performed. Again, the data are retained for normal production processing. The last and
most important mode is production processing mode. Data from different acquisition
sessions, including both realtime (forward ordered) and playback (reverse ordered), are
processed and merged into data takes.



Figure 1. Functional Block Diagram of the Level Zero Processing System

The annotation of packets and data takes will be made for the customers by the LZP
system. Also supported are data quality and accounting functions. Moreover, the catalog
files for system operation, quality, and production will be maintained.

As a prototype system, the capacity of mass storage is chosen only to demonstrate the
validity of system design.

3. THE DESIGN OF THE LZP SYSTEM

3.1 System Configuration

In order to achieve high speed and low cost with VLSI technology, the  functional
component approach [4] is taken in designing the LZP system. Off-the-shelf commercial
microcomputer modules and standard NASA telemetry data processing functional modules
developed at DSTD are used wherever available. Functional components specially
developed for the LZP system are designed with emphasis on modularity and
configurability for reuse in the future.



Figure 2. The Data Take Processor

The prototype LZP system consists of two subsystems: the Data Take Processor and the
Mass Storage Subsystem. Shown in Figure 1 is the system functional block diagram. The
Data Take Processor is based on a dual bus multiprocessor architecture housed in a 9U
VME rack, as depicted in Figure 2. The microprocessors communicate through the
VMEbus, while the telemetry data flows through a dedicated data pipeline. As illustrated
in Figure 1, the configuration of the Data Take Processor includes three processing units:
the System Base Unit, the Packet Processing Subsystem, and the Data Take Processing
Subsystem.

The Mass Storage Subsystem has two disk buffers, one for telemetry data and one for
annotation data. The data disk buffer utilizes a commercial disk farm based on RAID



technology with data capacity of 5.5 Gbytes and data rate up to 128 Mbps. The annotation
disk buffer uses an off-the-shelf 1.2 Gbytes SCSI drive. Both disk buffers are logically
divided into multiple partitions, with each partition dedicated to one Application ID.

3.2 System Operation

3.2.1 System Base Unit

The System Base Unit serves as the system master. The operator interfaces with this unit
and controls the LZP operations by sending commands and gathering status to and from
other system components through this unit. In addition, the System Base Unit maintains the
operational database including quality and accounting data files and production catalog
files. It also provides system disk and memory as well as the Ethernet interface linking the
LZP to remote terminals or workstations.

3.2.2 Packet Processing Subsystem

The Packet Processing Subsystem or Front End Unit is responsible for reassembling user
packets from serial data. It consists of the Simulator, Frame Synchronizer, Reed-Solomon
Decoder, and Packet Processor. The Simulator simulates frames, VCDUs, and CVCDUs
used for system debugging and testing. The Frame Synchronizer synchronizes to a serial
telemetry data stream formatted in frames, VCDUs, or CVCDUs. The Reed-Solomon
decoder performs error detection and correction when CVCDUs are passed through it.
Finally, the Packet Processor extracts frame/VCDU headers and trailers, reassembles user
packets, reverses “backward” data for playback packets, and sends them to the Data Take
Processing Subsystem. Additionally, the Packet Processor monitors gaps in received
packets, as indicated by a discontinuity in packet sequence count. When a gap is detected,
it sends a message to the Data Take Processing Subsystem for updating the Segment
Directory (the database to track the received telemetry data).

The Packet Processor extracts the sequence count and spacecraft time of each packet and
builds them into an 8-byte time unit. Time records are formed when 512 time units from
one Application ID have been received. For any packet with detected errors, an 8-byte
annotation unit is generated by the Packet Processor. Annotation records are formed when
512 annotation units from one Application ID have been received. When either type of
record is ready, the record is sent by the Packet Processor to the Segment Processor who
then immediately forwards it to the Annotation Processor. Since annotation data is
generated only for erroneous packets, the amount of annotation to be handled by the Data
Take Processing Subsystem is significantly reduced.



3.2.3 Data Take Processing Subsystem

The major function of the Data Take Processing Subsystem or Back End Unit is to
reassemble data takes from user packets. The four processing modules in the subsystem
are the Segment Processor, Disk Interface Controller, Annotation Processor, and Data
Take Assembler.

The Segment Processor sorts user packets according to their Application IDs. The sorted
data are stored in separate buffers allocated for each Application ID. When data in the
buffer exceeds the size of a disk record, that data record will be transferred to the Disk
Interface Controller.

The Disk Interface Controller receives data records from the Segment Processor and
transfers them to their corresponding logical buffers on the Data Disk. While the records
are temporarily buffered on the card, disk access time can be minimized by rearranging the
order that the records are written to the disk.

The Annotation Processor receives annotation records from the Segment Processor and
transfers them to the Annotation Disk. At the end of each acquisition session, the
Annotation Processor checks the Segment Directory to determine if data take output
should commence. If the Segment Directory indicates that data disk utilization exceeds
50% capacity, then an output process begins. For each Application ID, the Annotation
Processor checks to see if all segments received can be merged together. If so, then these
segments will be output as a data take; if not, then the segments from earlier sessions
which can be merged together will be output as a data take. To merge data segments
together, their time boundaries will be compared. Redundant packets during session
overlap will be deleted according to the quality of each individual packet. Using
information stored in the Annotation Disk, a Data Take Assembly Table will be generated
for each data take to be output. The table will include a header, a session list, an error list,
and a gap list. The error and gap lists annotate the data take with all detected errors. The
complete Assembly Table will be passed to the Data Take Assembler.

The Data Take Assembler uses the Data Take Assembly Table and Segment Directory to
assemble a data take. The first table specifies data pieces in the data take and the second
table is used to compute the addresses of these data pieces in the data disk. The data is
transferred from the disk, block by block, to a local buffer, then from the local buffer to the
output port. Thus, the data can be selectively output to perform redundant data deletions. If
the data segment to be output contains playback data, (i.e., all packets in that segment are
in reversed time order) the Data Take Assembler restores the order simply by transferring
the last-received packet first and the first-received packet last. The Data Take Assembler
also inserts data take headers and annotation into the output.



3.3 Data File Organization

To reduce the magnitude of data base management, the Data Disk is divided into X
number of session partitions (as shown in Figure 3) which operate like ring buffers. The
session partitions are then subpartitioned for Y number of Application Buffers. Each buffer
will hold a data segment and its size is large enough to hold all the packets at the
maximum rate for the session. All packets in a data segment have a unique Application ID,
direction, and size; and they follow the time order strictly. The time span of a data segment
is defined by the space times of the first and last packets of that segment. Time spans of
various segments should be exclusive, except for overlap data. An Application buffer is
further divided into Disk Records for physical disk storage purposes.

The partitions on the Data Disk and the partitions on the Annotation Disk are similar in
format.

 Figure 3. Data Disk File Organization

4. THE DESIGN OF SYSTEM COMPONENTS

4.1 System Base Unit

The System Base Unit consists of a VMEbus CPU module with a 25 MHz 68030 and 2
Mbytes of no-wait-state dual ported SRAM, a disk module with one 2 Mbyte floppy drive



and one 90 Mbyte Winchester drive, an 8 Mbyte SRAM card, and an Ethernet interface
card. The integration of these high-performance commercial products provides a powerful
base for system functions.

4.2 Packet Processing Subsystem

The Packet Processing Subsystem consists of generic telemetry processing modules
developed at DSTD to support a number of NASA’s operational projects. As described in
various literature [5][6][7], these generic telemetry processing modules employ numerous
VLSI semi-custom components, such as a test pattern generator, a frame synchronization
chip set, a Reed-Solomon decoder chip set, a tribuffer controller, etc. to carry out generic
telemetry processing functions such as test pattern generation, frame synchronization,
Reed-Solomon error checking and correction, packet reassembly, error checking, and
annotation.

The Simulator, Synchronizer, and Reed-Solomon Decoder cards each have a 25 MHz
68030 microprocessor as its main software processing engine. Since most processing
functions are performed by the custom VLSI components, the microprocessor is mainly
responsible for hardware setup, hardware operation control, status trailer generation, and
status gathering.

The Packet Processor supports up to 8 Virtual Channels and 64 Application IDs. It uses
three 25 MHz 68020 microprocessors and two semi-custom VLSI controllers to implement
this multi-channel, multi-source packet processing capability. While the VLSI hardware
moves data through a special on-board data pipeline between two dedicated RAM
subsystems, the software executed on the three microprocessors performs processing
tasks. By altering this software, the processor can be easily adapted to different data
formats.

4.3 Data Take Processing Subsystem

All modules in the Data Take Processing Subsystem are specially designed for the LZP
system; however, hooks have been embedded into their design for alternate future
applications. Since these cards provide the core LZP functionality, a more detailed
description for each is given.

4.3.1 Segment Processor

The Segment Processor is a combination of a 3U commercial single board computer and a
6U custom logic card, as shown in Figure 4. The commercial CPU board, equipped with a
25 MHz 68030 and 1 Mbyte memory, is responsible for communication and hardware



control. The side card, equipped with a 25 MHz 68020, custom hardware and 2 Mbytes
memory, is responsible for switching, moving, and buffering data. There is one input port
and three output ports, all implemented on the VMEbus J3 connector.

Figure 4. Functional Block Diagram of Segment Processor

All input to the Segment Processor comes from the Packet Processor. This input is a mixed
data stream which includes user packets, annotation records, and messages from the
Packet Processor. User packets are sorted by Application IDs and stored in separate
buffers. While being saved in buffers, packets flagged as realtime are also routed to the
realtime packet port for output. The annotation records are forwarded directly to the
Annotation Processor through the annotation port. Messages are read and interpreted by
the 68030 CPU. Such messages include information about the start and end of data
segments as well as detected data gaps. The Segment Processor uses this information to
update the Segment Directory.

When packets in a particular buffer have reached half full (128 Kbytes), the CPU forms a
data record and sends a transfer request to the Disk Interface Controller. Upon receipt of
permission from the Disk Interface Controller, the Segment Processor will send the record
to the Disk interface Controller via the data pipeline port. Each buffer is 256 Kbytes and
can hold two records. Thus, while one record is being output, new packets can be received
concurrently. However, if the Segment Processor hasn’t been granted permission from the
Disk Interface Controller for its previous transfer request for a prolonged time, it can send
a high priority request to expedite the process.

A Segment Processor manages 8 independent memory buffers and therefore can handle 8
Application IDs. To accommodate more data sources, up to 8 Segment Processors can be
supported by the system, giving a maximum capacity of 64 Application IDs.



4.3.2 Disk Interface Controller

The Disk Interface Controller is another example of combining a 3U commercial CPU
card and 6U custom logic card. As depicted in Figure 5, the custom card is comprised of a
disk interface mezzanine, two 2 Mbyte memory buffers, and a pipeline interface. The disk
interface circuit is implemented on a mezzanine card so that different mass storage devices
can be accommodated by plugging in different interface mezzanines. For the prototype
LZP system, a High Speed Interface (HSI) mezzanine is provided for data disk control and
data transfer.

Figure 5. Functional block diagram of Disk Interface Controller

Two 2 Mbyte memory banks are designed to buffer data between the pipeline and the Data
Disk. While one bank is taking input from the pipeline port, data in the second bank can be
output to the Data Disk. The two banks are swapped when both input and output
processes are completed. An extensive data flow analysis is included in Section 5 to justify
the size of memory chosen. Moreover, pipeline control logic is designed to arbitrate the
use of the pipeline bus by multiple Segment Processors.

4.3.3 Annotation Processor

The Annotation Processor is implemented by a generic High Rate Data Mover card
designed at DSTD, shown in Figure 6. Upon software set up, the Data Mover card can
move data at a rate up to 160 Mbps between six ports: the data pipeline on J3, VMEbus,
VSBbus, CPU bus, and two interface mezzanines. Multiple data channels can be set up
simultaneously, and data received by one port may be routed to multiple ports. Because
the mass storage interfaces are implemented on mezzanines, they can be easily configured



to project needs. For the prototype LZP system, a SCSI interface mezzanine is installed to
provide access to the Annotation Disk.

Figure 6. Functional block diagram of the Annotation Processor

The software processing capability is boosted by a 68020 mezzanine running at 25 MHz.
To support full CPU operation, a CPU support chip, 256 Kbytes of memory, and a serial
I/O port as well as interrupt and clock control logic are incorporated on the mezzanine. In
addition to monitoring and controlling the Annotation Disk operation, the CPU mezzanine
is also used to calculate boundaries of data takes and generate data take assembly tables.

4.3.4 Data Take Assembler

The Data Take Assembler uses the same hardware card as the Disk Interface Controller.
The only difference is in the port configuration. Instead of taking input from the data
pipeline and sending data to the data disk, the Data Take Assembler reads data off the data
disk and writes data out to the data pipeline.

Automatic starting address generation, a special feature of the Disk Interface Card, is
utilized by the Data Take Assembler to correct the order of packets received from a
playback session in reversed order. Once data is loaded from the Data Disk into one of the
memory banks, it will output the last packet in the data segment first and the first one last
(note that data inside packets is always in forward order). After being set up with the
starting address and the size of packet, the Starting Address Generator will calculate the



starting address of the next packet in the memory bank and load an on-board DMA engine
with this address.

5. MASS STORAGE SUBSYSTEM

The mass storage requirements for the prototype LZP system described include sustained
transfer rates above 100 Mbps, random access storage from 5 to 45 Gbytes, and multiple
read/write ports. Several years ago, storage systems which could support these
requirements were either not available or very expensive, one of a kind research tools.
Today, a number of vendors offer systems which meet these high performance
requirements.

The system chosen for this LZP implementation can utilize from 1 to 4 banks of magnetic
disk drives. Each bank includes 8 data drives, 1 parity drive, and 1 standby drive. The
prototype LZP will use the minimum configuration of 1 bank of 760 Mbyte disk drives
giving a total formatted storage of 5.5 Gbytes. This system is easily expanded to over 40
Gbytes in a single 7 foot tall equipment rack by filling all banks with 1.2 Gbyte disk
drives.

Some of the mass storage subsystem characteristics include:
C 128 Mbps sustained storage/retrieval rates.
C Fault tolerant operation and realtime or background data reconstruction due to a

bad disk drive.
C Complete media defect management and avoidance.
C Command queued logical block interface, with disk stripping invisible to user.
C Up to four High Speed Interface (HSI) channels for commands and data.
C Data channels burst at up to 40 Mbytes/s in a synchronous mode.

6. MASS STORAGE DATA FLOW ANALYSIS

In the past decade, disk drive technology has evolved dramatically in terms of single drive
capacity. However, its speed, measured by data transfer rate, average seek, and latency
time, still lingers where it was: 5 - 20 Mbps for transfer rate, 14 to 20 ms for seek time,
and 6 - 9 ms for latency time. This inevitably worsens the already stressed disk I/O
problem. Fortunately, RAID technology, employed recently by the mass storage industry,
allows parallel access of an array of disk drives, synchronously or asynchronously, lifting
their effective data rates by 8 to 64 times. This certainly alleviates the Disk I/O problem
significantly, even though the seek and latency times remain the same.

The 20 Mbps LZP system uses disk storage as its working buffer under continuous data
flow. Since all data going to the disk will be output later, the system requires double the



system rate; add to that a 16% operational margin and the average disk I/O rate is 46.4
Mbps. To meet this requirement, a state-of-the-art disk farm, based on RAID technology,
was chosen as the Data Disk. The disk farm integrates ten disk drives into a disk bank,
eight as data drives, one parity drive, and one stand-by drive. Controlled by a sophisticated
controller, the entire disk bank acts as if it was a single disk drive. Eight data drives are
accessed in parallel, yielding an effective data transfer rate of 128 Mbps. If the nature of
disk accesses is strictly sequential, then the average disk I/O rate will be fairly close to this
transfer rate.

The LZP system operational scenario demands random access to the Data Disk, since
reading and writing occur on different logical session and Application partitions. With such
a high data transfer rate, the transfer overhead, mainly incurred by the disk seek time and
latency time, becomes very significant. For example, to transfer a record of 128 Kbytes of
data to or from the disk takes only 8 ms, but average seek and latency time for one access
takes 25 ms, more than 3 times longer than the time used to actually move the data!  This
fact dictates that the disk I/O rate is determined not only by the disk transfer rate, but also
the transfer size and transfer overhead. The design of the LZP system mass storage path
has taken all the above factors into account, as described in the following:

Let P  be the disk I/0 rate,d

R  be the disk transfer rate,d

t  be the disk transfer overhead,o

t  be the disk seek time,s

t  be the disk latency time,l

M  be the input transfer size, andi

M  be the output transfer size.o

Assuming t  =  t  + t , i.e., other parts of the disk transfer overhead are negligible comparedo   s  l

to t  and t , then the disk I/O rate iss  l

Pd = M / (M/Rd + to) (A)
where,

M = (2 x M  x M ) / (M  + M ) (A-1)i  o   i  o

From equation A, the combined transfer size M can be expressed as

M = (P  x R  x t ) / (R  - P )                    (A-2)d  d  o   d  d

Given P  = 46.4 Mbps, or 5.8 Mbytes/s, R  = 128 Mbps, or 16 Mbytes/s, and t  = 25 ms,d       d        o

M = (5.8 x 16 x 0.025) / (16 - 5.8) = 227 (Ebytes)



That is, the combined transfer size should be at least 227 Kbytes. Further, select M  8o

times bigger than M  since data takes to be output are much greater than input datai

records. Substituting these numbers into equation A-1, we have

M = (2 x M  x 8 M ) / (M  + 8 M ) = 227 (Ebytes)i   i   i   i

Thus

M  = 128 Kbytesi

M  = 1024 Ebyteso

Having determined the required disk input and output transfer sizes, they are used in the
design of the Segment Processor and Disk Interface Controller. On the Segment Processor,
eight memory buffers of 256 Kbytes each are designed to hold up to two 128 Kbyte data
records for eight Application IDs. While one record is moving out of a particular buffer,
incoming packets from the same Application ID can simultaneously fill up the other.

On the Disk Interface Controller, there are two banks acting as a double buffer. Each bank
is 2 Mbytes, capable of holding up to 16 data records. This is important because it enables
disk access optimization to reduce the disk seek time. Such optimization is accomplished
by writing data records to the Data Disk in the order of their disk logical addresses rather
than the order they were received. This renders actual seek time lower than the given
average seek time, thereby guaranteeing the specified disk I/O rate.

A simulation model of this design has been developed using the OPNET simulation tool
[8]. The behavior of the system was studied under 6 different scenarios developed using
data rates for EOS, ASTROMAG, TRMM, and OSL sources. These scenarios include
cases of a few high rate data sources, a cluster of low rate data sources, and combinations
of both. The results of this simulation demonstrate that the design is robust.

7. CONCLUSION

The implementation of a prototype VLSI Level Zero Processing system has been
discussed. Based on VLSI technology and the functional component approach, the
prototype LZP system features compact size, low cost, high processing throughput, high
configurability, easy maintainability, and increased reliability.

The single LZP system can handle up to 8 Virtual Channels. Depending on the number of
Segment Processors configured, data from 8 to 64 applications can be processed 



simultaneously. Multiple LZP systems can be configured in parallel to process more
Virtual Channels and data sources.

The design of the Data Take Processing Subsystem has been covered in detail. The
application of the functional component approach is reflected in the board level design and
all mass storage interfaces are implemented on mezzanines. This will significantly reduce
development time and cost in the future, should different mass storage devices be chosen
for the system.

A RAID technology based disk farm is selected as the Data Disk which offers large
capacity, very high transfer rate, and reliability. An analysis of major data flow to and from
the Data Disk is presented to illustrate the design. The results of a simulation study show
that the design is robust under various scenarios based on space project data.
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ABSTRACT

NASA’s reaction to requirements for the Space Station Freedom era’s telemetry data
systems has been the continuing effort to combine a modular design approach with state-
of-the-art VLSI technology for developing telemetry data processing systems. As part of
this effort, NASA’s Data Systems Technology Division, in cooperation with Clemson
University, is developing a Macintosh II based Telemetry and Command (MacTAC)
system. This system performs telemetry data processing functions including frame
synchronization, Reed-Solomon decoding, and packet reassembly at moderate data rates
of 5 Mbps (20 Mbps burst). The MacTAC is a low-cost, transportable, easy to use,
compact system designed to meet requirements specified by the Consultative Committee
for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) while remaining flexible enough to support a wide
variety of other user specific telemetry processing requirements (e.g., TDM data). In
addition, the MacTAC can accept or generate forward data (such as spacecraft
commands), calculate and append a Polynomial Check Code (PCC), and output this data
to NASCOM to provide full Telemetry and Command (TAC) capability. Semi-custom
VLSI gate arrays perform the return link functions of NASCOM deblocking, correlation,
and frame synchronization. Reed-Solomon decoding (for error detection) and packet
reassembly are also performed by modern microprocessor and semi-custom VLSI
components. The local user interface is a standard Macintosh application with the well-
known look and feel of the Macintosh environment. A remote interface is possible via
Ethernet which allows the system to be completely controlled from any location capable of
generating the required remote operating commands. Return link data may be viewed in



real time on the local or remote user interface screen in a variety of formats along with
system status information. In addition, data may also be archived on SCSI disks for later
retrieval and analysis as needed.

This paper describes the general architecture and functionality of this MacTAC system
including the particular custom telemetry cards, the various input/output interfaces, and the
icon driven user interface.

Key words: Macintosh, Telemetry, Functional Components

INTRODUCTION

Current technological advances offer many new challenges to telemetry data users and
telemetry system designers alike. With the widespread use and acceptance of modern
VLSI technology, many complex functions which would otherwise require large numbers
of discrete parts and interconnections can now be confined to relatively small areas of a
single printed circuit board and will execute several times faster than was possible just a
decade ago. Goddard Space Flight Center’s (GSFC) Mission Operations and Data
Systems Directorate (MO&DSD) has taken advantage of the benefits offered by VLSI
technology (1) (2) (3) (4) and has developed a Functional Components Approach towards
telemetry data processing. This approach is based on a library of telemetry modules (or
Functional Components), each of which performs a different telemetry processing function.
Each module can be placed into a system with its supporting software to produce a wide
variety of systems for meeting modern telemetry processing requirements. A global
software environment provides communication among the various modules and
automatically configures itself based upon which cards are placed into the system.

Over the past several years, NASA GSFC has developed several fully functional telemetry
modules for use in the VME hardware platform (5) (6). Advantages provided by VLSI
technology have been used in modules for frame synchronization (including forward,
reverse, true, and inverted data as well as programmable search-check-lock and slip
synchronization strategies), Reed-Solomon error detection and correction, and packet
reassembly functions according to standards recommended by the Consultative Committee
for Space Data Systems (CCSDS). This VME-based system is capable of handling data
streams of up to 20 Mbps sustained, which satisfies the speed requirements for a large
number of telemetry processing applications. In addition, a global software environment
has been developed for this system to allow new telemetry modules to be easily integrated
into existing system configurations. This environment is a combination of the Basic System
Environment (BaSE) and the Modular Environment for Data Systems (MEDS) both of
which are custom environments developed by GSFC for meeting the requirements of the
Functional Components Approach.



The VME-based system described above is an ideal system for meeting high performance
telemetry requirements; however, many systems do not require the high data rates
supported by this system. In fact, many telemetry requirements can be satisfied by systems
which support only medium data rates of 1-5 Mbps. In addition, many space data users
require systems which are low-cost, portable, and flexible enough to meet a wide variety
of telemetry processing requirements.

In an effort to provide extended telemetry processing support for those space data users
who require only moderate data rates (1-5 Mbps), GSFC has developed a Macintosh
Telemetry and Command (MacTAC) system (7) for providing telemetry data processing
functions at moderate data rates (5 Mbps sustained / 20 Mbps burst). The processing
functions provided by this system are the same as those provided by the larger and more
expensive VME-based system described above (i.e., frame synchronization, Reed-
Solomon error detection and correction, user packet reassembly functions, and forward-
link capabilities to provide support for full Telemetry and Command (TAC) operation), but
these functions are implemented on Macintosh II (NuBus) compatible cards. This system
offers several advantages over current medium performance telemetry systems. The
MacTAC system is inexpensive and portable, while it brings the task of processing
telemetry data much closer to the user. For additional flexibility, the MacTAC may be
networked and used from a remote location via Ethernet if required. Additionally, the
system may be completely controlled through a graphical user interface on the Macintosh
machine. The interface software isolates the user from many of the tedious details of
initializing the telemetry modules residing in the internal NuBus slots. In addition, the
interface software utilizes graphic displays to quickly and clearly display system data (both
configuration and mission) to the user.

This paper describes the general architecture of the MacTAC system, including the general
structure of the overall system and of individual telemetry modules.

SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL BLOCKS

The overall purpose of the MacTAC is to convert formatted telemetry data blocks into a
stream of user packets and to remove all disturbances from the packet stream. Possible
disturbances to these streams include redundant data, reversed data, time gaps in the data
stream, etc. In existing systems, this task is typically carried out in two stages. A front-end
stage is primarily responsible for transforming a NASCOM data stream into user packets,
while a back-end stage removes all disturbances from the stream of packets. The MacTAC
prototype is designed to initially handle only the front-end function of converting a
NASCOM stream into user packets; therefore, only front-end components will be
discussed in this paper. Figure 1 illustrates the structure of the MacTAC front-end unit.



Figure 1. General Architecture of the Macintosh Telemetry and Command System

The MacTAC front-end unit consists of five cards: 1) MacTAC Controller Card, 2) Frame
Synchronizer Card, 3) Reed-Solomon Decoder Card, 4) Packet Processor Card, and 5)
Forward Link Card. All cards are resident in a Macintosh II and operate completely
independent of the Macintosh system with telemetry data being passed through a special
pipeline bus. Status and special telemetry data segments are passed to the Macintosh user-
interface application across the NuBus. In addition to the above cards, a standard Apple
Video Card and Apple Ethernet Card are required for a fully configured system. In order
to place all five telemetry modules into a system that also requires a remote interface (via
the Ethernet card), a NuBus expansion chassis is required.

The MacTAC Controller Card is a real-time controller that is responsible for configuring
and monitoring the status of other cards in the system based on user input received from
the Macintosh interface software. The Controller Card also possesses a Small Computer
System Interface (SCSI) controller so that incoming telemetry data can be stored in real
time to a hard disk (or disk farm) for later retrieval as needed.

The Frame Synchronizer Card and the Forward Link Card perform many of the same
functions. As a result, a dual-purpose card has been designed for the MacTAC which will
handle both Frame Synchronization and Forward Link functions. The Synchronizer Card
(Forward Link Card) has been implemented using NASA’s VLSI telemetry processing
chip set (1) (2) (3) (4). As a set, these devices perform high-speed NASA communications



block processing, telemetry frame synchronization, real-time trailer generation, and data
quality accumulation. Telemetry data enters the MacTAC through the frame synchronizer
in the form of an RS422 interface; an RS422 output path also exists on this card. This
output path permits real-time data to be passed through the MacTAC so that systems may
be chained together, or stored data (from the SCSI disk) may be transmitted allowing the
MacTAC to perform as a data-rate changer if needed. In addition, this RS422 output
allows the Frame Synchronizer Card to act as a Forward Link Card. By adding only a
minimal amount of extra hardware beyond what is required for frame synchronization, this
card can serve its dual purpose. This extra hardware is placed onto a special-purpose,
plug-in mezzanine which is required only for the Forward Link Card. While the structure
of the front end system shown in Figure 1 shows both a Frame Synchronizer Card and a
separate Forward Link Card, the actual hardware on these two cards is the same except for
the plug-in mezzanine.

The Reed-Solomon Decoder Card is responsible for detecting and correcting errors in the
telemetry data stream. This card receives its data input primarily from the Synchronizer
Card and transfers the corrected data to the Packet Processor Card. This card decodes
(255,223) Reed-Solomon code words using a decoder chip set developed by the
University of Idaho. It also supports code word interleaves from 1 to 15. After the data is
corrected and transferred to the Packet Processor Card, the telemetry data blocks are
transformed into user packets for storage on the system’s SCSI disk.

The Forward Link Card (Frame Synchronizer Card) is primarily responsible for generating
command data and receiving non-telemetry status data for spacecraft control, thus allowing
the MacTAC to be a full Telemetry and Command (TAC) system. In addition, this card is
responsible for providing NASA-36 timecode generation for use by the other telemetry
modules.

The custom backplane shown in Figure 1 actually consists of three, completely
independent buses, each of which also operates independent of the NuBus. Part of the
custom backplane contains two custom-protocol First-in, First-out (FIFO) buses to be used
for transferring telemetry data among the cards of the front-end system. Additionally, there
is a daisy-chain bus to be used primarily for communications between two physically
adjacent cards in the system. This hardware arrangement allows the telemetry data to be
pipelined through the MacTAC System for effective, distributed processing of the
incoming telemetry data. All telemetry data being processed is moved exclusively along
this custom backplane. Only display data and system commands are actually transferred
across the NuBus.

Each card in the system has one or more Motorola MC68020 microprocessors under the
control of a real-time, multitasking operating system that provides many multiprocessing



functions such as task synchronization. Also, each card’s application software executes
within simplified versions of the Microelectronics Systems Branch’s Basic Software
Environment (BaSE) and Modular Environment for Data Systems (MEDS) (8). Simplified
versions of these environments are used on MacTAC because the Macintosh II series of
computers inherently performs many of the functions provided by BaSE and MEDS. For
example, a primary function of BaSE is to determine the location and type of each card
installed in the system. This function is handled automatically by the Macintosh’s slot
manager. Each MacTAC card conforms to the design standards set forth by Apple
Computer, Inc., thus allowing it to be automatically identified (both its base address and
card type) at startup time.

An optional development interface is also found on every card in the form of a VT100-
compatible terminal interface. This interface can be used to monitor the system during
integration, troubleshooting, and software maintenance as needed. Finally, the Controller
Card can also serve as a development platform for the other cards in the system. Because
this card already has a SCSI controller, a disk possessing development tools can be
attached to the Controller Card, and a driver can be added to the Controller Card’s
operating system to give a programmer access to all tools necessary for on-board
application development.

The user-interface software is in the form of a standard Macintosh application and serves
to isolate the user from many of the tedious details of configuring the MacTAC for
operation. The user is responsible for providing key pieces of information specific to a
particular mission. Once setup is complete, the information is transferred to the Controller
Card. The Controller Card then configures the remaining cards in the system and monitors
system operation. Status information is gathered by the controller and then transferred to
the user application for monitoring overall system performance. In addition, telemetry data
may be stored in real time to a SCSI disk for later access as needed.

MODULE ARCHITECTURE

In keeping with the Functional Components Approach to telemetry system design, a
standard architecture is required in order to allow future telemetry modules to be easily
integrated into the MacTAC System. This section presents an overview of the architecture
of a typical telemetry processing module. Each card in the MacTAC is considered to be a
module that contributes some function towards overall system operation. Because each
module must be capable of interacting with other cards in the MacTAC System in a variety
of ways, a standard module architecture has been defined to serve as a template for the
design of future cards for the MacTAC.



Figure 2 illustrates the general structure of a telemetry module for the MacTAC System.
As seen in the figure, each module consists of at least two major submodules.

Figure 2. General Architecture of a MacTAC Telemetry Module

The first submodule is a custom, plug-in CPU mezzanine which possesses a Motorola
MC68020 microprocessor and a ROMable real-time, multitasking operating system.
Application software can also be placed in the CPU mezzanine’s Read-only Memory
(ROM), which allows all applications to be accessible at startup; however, the standard
practice in the MacTAC system is to download application software from the Controller
Card at system startup. The second submodule is the custom hardware that resides on a
Macintosh NuBus compatible card.

As indicated in the figure, each card must meet several standard requirements in order to
operate in the MacTAC System. A MacTAC module must be capable of interfacing to the
NuBus as a slave so as to allow data transfers to and from the Macintosh as needed. In
addition, a custom backplane interface must also be provided to allow intercard
communications across the custom backplane. Finally, the module must provide a
development interface to be used for connecting a VT100 terminal to the card to perform
development and troubleshooting as needed. Once these basic requirements have been



satisfied, custom hardware used for implementing card-specific functions is added. Of
course, This hardware varies from card to card in the system and can range from
semicustom Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC) to special-purpose plug-in
mezzanines.

The CPU mezzanine, shown in Figure 3, is a high-performance, custom CPU board
possessing all of the major components of a stand-alone computer system. The
microprocessor is a Motorola MC68020 operating at 25 MHZ. Accompanying the
MC68020 is a semi-custom ASIC that is used by the microprocessor to perform memory
decoding, interrupt handling, and device acknowledgment. This ASIC provides extensive
programmable support for several key interface issues, including active high and active
low device selection, device acknowledgement for different speed devices ranging from
extremely fast to rather slow, special support for dual-ported Random Access Memory
(RAM), and programmable support for different device port sizes.

Figure 3. CPU Mezzanine General Architecture

Also located on the CPU mezzanine is a 128 kilobyte Erasable Programmable Read-only
Memory (EPROM), which holds a real-time operating system. The EPROM is a surface-
mount EPROM that must be programmed before mounting on the mezzanine board. As a
result, any custom porting of the operating system must be done and tested before
mounting on the board. Once a custom operating system has been ported and mounted, this
defines the CPU mezzanine for use with a specific board. Generic ports are available that
can be used for debugging purposes.



The Universal Asynchronous Receiver-Transmitter (UART) used on the CPU mezzanine
is the SCC2691 from Signetics. This UART performs the special functions required for
RS232 communications with the system and supplies a real-time clock required by the
operating system for proper system operation.

The local decode logic simply performs address decoding for the different sections of
RAM located in the static RAM block. The 256k of static RAM is implemented using
high-speed Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) static RAMs that offer a
lower-power alternative for high-speed memories. These RAMs are local to the CPU
mezzanine and can be linearly mapped with RAM on the host board, which must be of
comparable speed if maximum performance is to be achieved. Of course, if slower RAMs
are used on the host board, then memory access time must be adjusted to compensate for
the slower devices. This compensation can be easily performed in software by changing a
register value in the support chip.

The CPU mezzanine possesses a real-time, multitasking operating system that supports
inter-process communications and process suspension. This operating system is the Power
Disk Operating System (PDOS) distributed by Eyring Research Institute, Inc. PDOS is a
layered operating system that facilitates easy porting to a variety of hardware
configurations. PDOS is written in Motorola 680xx assembly language, and its small
kernel handles multi-tasking, real-time clock, event processing, and memory management
functions. In PDOS, tasks are the components that make up a real-time application, with
each task being an independent program that shares the processor with other tasks in the
system. Tasks are typically written in the C programming language, while special, time-
critical operations can be written in assembly language and linked with C object modules
at link time. This system structure allows for a natural functional approach towards real-
time application design, with each task performing some major function required by the
overall system.

Each telemetry module residing in the MacTAC possesses one or more of these CPU
mezzanines with the PDOS operating system resident on each CPU. This places a large
amount of computing power inside the MacTAC System, allowing for a wide range of
functionality. This capability is readily available to the independent user for application-
specific programming if generic functions do not meet specific system requirements.

USER INTERFACE

The user interface displays the current configuration of all MacTAC cards and allows the
user to configure those cards. It performs all data entry in the style of the Macintosh in that
all data is checked as soon as it is entered, if possible. In addition, the user interface allows
the user to select data to be displayed on the screen in real time during a data-logging



session. The final duty of the user interface is to allow the user to start and stop the data
collection process.

The user interface is implemented in the standard Macintosh format as described in the
Apple Human Interface Guidelines. This is facilitated by the use of Apple’s software
development tools: Macintosh Programmer’s Workshop and MacApp, an object-oriented
software toolkit from Apple. Standard Macintosh controls such as radio buttons,
checkboxes, fields and so forth are used to promote conformity and ease of use. Icons for
each entity in the system have been developed for consistent resource representation.
These icons are used both as a label for illustrating the source or destination of a data path,
and as a button for obtaining a new window containing additional information. Visual
contrast is made by shadowing the button icons when they are not applicable. Another
specialized visual control used in the MacTAC user interface is the switch. These come in
three varieties: the on-off, the two to one, and the three to one. Each switch cycles through
its possible positions when the mouse is clicked on it. This gives the user a simple,
graphical method of routing data. To avoid confusion, display and/or setup data for each
window has been logically grouped together according to function. Within each window,
subgroups of information have also been defined that allow additional functional grouping
of information on a specific window.

Once all initialization data is entered, the user interface application transfers the
initialization data to the Controller Card and waits for a response. Any resulting error
messages are reported to the user. If the initialization was successful, then the user
interface will begin real-time data display of requested data. For each item that the user
identified in the quicklook initialization section, a window will display the applicable
information. These data windows can be manipulated like standard Macintosh windows.
They contain information received from the system as it is decoded in real time. The user
will also have access to system throughput information and quality data. The number of
possible items simultaneously displayed is inversely related to the data rate. Finally, the
user will also be able to issue a command to stop the mission.

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate screens implemented in the user-interface software. Figure 4
shows the top-level menu with all system cards shown in icon form. Each card has a
unique icon which represents a module’s function. Configuration information for a
particular card may be accessed by simply clicking a mouse on the appropriate icon. For
example, clicking on an active Frame Synchronizer icon will open a window similar to the
one shown in Figure 5 .



 Figure 4. Initialization Screen with Module Icons

Figure 5. Configuration Screen for Frame Synchronizer Module



In Figure 5, inputs to the Frame Synchronizer Card are illustrated (in icon form) on the left,
and outputs are on the right. The module’s internal resources (in this case the VLSI Block
Processor and Frame Synchronizer chip sets) are also displayed with animated lines
representing the current data path through the card. If a synchronization strategy is to be
programmed, a user may simply click on the individual VLSI chip icons, and a new
window containing the chip’s register contents will appear and will allow the user to
reprogram the appropriate registers. The data path may be changed by simply clicking on
the various routing switches until the desired configuration is obtained.

The general philosophy illustrated in Figures 4 and 5 is used throughout the user-interface
software for providing a very powerful, yet easy-to-use graphical user interface for
controlling the MacTAC.

CONCLUSIONS

Several issues of current architectural research interest for meeting NASA’s future data
systems needs are being addressed during this design effort, including how to optimize the
performance of real-time multiprocessor systems, how to structure real-time software for
maximizing throughput while maintaining the integrity of the data, how to route and
sequence data and control through multiple buses to minimize interference with real-time
data throughput, and how to design a user interface which is both efficient and easy for a
space scientist to use. In addition, the design and development methodology to be used in
developing integrated hardware/software systems of this complexity, and the design of
architectures that take advantage of custom VLSI chips for maximizing real-time
cost/performance ratios are current research areas that the Microelectronics Systems
Branch has pursued for some time as part of its basic mission.

This project merges low-cost microcomputer systems with powerful custom VLSI chips to
bring space telemetry data processing to the user in a small, portable, easy-to-use system.
The high-speed, real-time system integrates both custom hardware and system software to
achieve results that can not be realized by a pure hardware, or pure software system.
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ABSTRACT

Space telemetry data processing elements for flight and ground systems are currently
developed using discrete components on a project-by-project basis. The adoption of
various standards, such as those recommended by the Consultative Committee for
Space Data Systems (CCSDS), brings commonality of requirements across future
NASA communications elements and affords the opportunity to create standard
components to meet these requirements.

Over the past five years, NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) has
developed a series of high performance Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI)
components for space data systems. These standard components have enabled the
development of high performance data systems that are an order of magnitude more
compact and cost effective than systems of the previous generation. Recent advances
in design automation tools and integrated circuit densities have yielded the means to
achieve yet another leap in the integration levels, performance and cost reduction of
space data systems. Design automation tools can generate complex integrated circuit
designs from high level technology independent functional descriptions. A single
reusable functional description can be targeted to a variety of circuit technologies
including CMOS, ECL and GaAs. With available densities of over 1 million
integrated transistors in both CMOS and GaAs technologies, standard components
integrating multiple processing elements are realizable for both flight and ground
projects.

This paper describes the ongoing efforts of the Microelectronics Systems Branch at
GSFC to create highly integrated components to meet functions outlined by the
CCSDS using design automation techniques.



INTRODUCTION

In order to serve an expanding community of space data users in an era of tightening
budgets, NASA space data transport and processing functions must become broadly
available to users at low cost. Currently, most telemetry data processing systems for
flight and ground elements are developed uniquely for each new project. Project
resource limitations often constrain data systems to meet only the specific functional
and performance requirements of their mission. These project oriented data systems
lack the flexibility and generic capabilities for subsequent missions and, therefore, are
very rarely reused. This mission-unique development cycle leads to very high costs for
implementation and maintenance of telemetry data systems on a NASA-wide basis.
As the number of space data users increases, the required functionality and bandwidth
of data systems also increases which further drives up their cost. Under the current
development cycle and budget constraints, telemetry data system costs will limit user
access and, thereby, limit the full potential of future space missions.

The adoption of international space data transfer and processing standards, such as
those outlined by the CCSDS, promises great potential for significant cost savings
across all future NASA flight and ground acquisition and processing systems. Because
the CCSDS recommendations provide a commonality of functional and performance
requirements across future communications elements, an opportunity arises to meet
NASA data system needs with fewer unique system designs. By partitioning and
targeting CCSDS functionality into standard modular components, flexible data
system architectures can be created that can be configured to meet a broad range of
project requirements. The reuse of these genetic data system architectures will provide
a significant savings in cost, time and manpower in the areas of design, integration
and test of subsequent projects. Standard components implemented using VLSI
technology will further reduce manufacturing and maintenance costs through
economies of scale. Additionally, VLSI standard components will improve the
performance and reliability of space data systems while reducing their size and power
consumption. The current commercial electronics and computer industries offer ample
evidence of the level of improvement possible in cost, performance, size and
reliability when high integration and standardization are used.

The Microelectronics Systems Branch of the Data Systems Technology Division of
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) has been developing low cost data
systems from generic standard components for a number of years. This approach,
referred to as the “Functional Components Approach”, has produced front-end ground
telemetry data systems for such NASA projects as the Topographical Explorer
(TOPEX), Small Explorer (SMEX) and the Deep Space Network (DSN). The
backbone of this approach is a set of more than a dozen VLSI Application Specific



Integrated Circuits (ASICs). These VLSI ASICs are integrated into larger standard
functional (board-level) components to create a library of generic reusable processing
elements. The current library contains some fourteen different standard components
which implement such functions as frame synchronization, Reed-Solomon decoding
and packet processing. By selecting the appropriate standard hardware components
and configuring them with modular software components in an open bus system
environment, low cost “mission specific” ground telemetry systems can be created.

Within the Microelectronics Systems Branch, new integrated circuit design
methodologies are being adopted that foster design reuse and increase designer
productivity. The new methodologies, based upon Hardware Description Languages
(HDLs) and automated logic synthesis, are being used to create a new series of very
high density ASICs. The very high density ASICs will serve as a basis for the next
generation of functional components which will further integrate space data
processing functions into smaller and less expensive functional units. The creation of
these next generation functional components and the techniques used to create them
are the subject of this paper. First, we start with the motivation to move to a new
design methodology and a description of the HDL-based design methodology adopted
by the Microelectronics Systems Branch at GSFC within the context of a current
ASIC design. We then describe ongoing development to create the first in a series of
next generation functional components. Finally, we comment on plans for other next
generation components and plans to reuse HDL designs in subsequent generations of
components with successively higher integration levels.

A NEW DESIGN PARADIGM

Since the advent of integrated circuit technology in the late 1950s, the number of
transistors on a chip has doubled approximately every two years. Today, individual
chips can contain millions of transistors. In order to understand the operation of a
complex chip, it is imperative to view the chip design at the proper level of
abstraction. Otherwise, it is easy to get lost in an overwhelming amount of detail. In
the same light, the timely and cost effective design of complex chips requires working
at the proper level of abstraction. Through the years, integrated circuit design
methodologies have followed the trend of moving design to higher levels of
abstraction through software automation. The graph contained in Figure 1 illustrates
this point.

As fabrication technology has evolved to allow greater chip complexity, the
development of Computer Aided Design (CAD) software has allowed designers to
economically design more complex chips. In the 1960s, integrated circuits were



 Figure 1. The Impact of Software Automation on Integrated Circuit Design

fabricated from hand generated artwork used to create process mask layers. In the
1970s, CAD software automated the representation and manipulation of geometric
objects and provided computer-aided chip layout. In the 1980s, gate-level schematic
capture and automated component place and route software brought the abstraction of
chip design to VLSI levels. While schematic capture is now commonly used to design
integrated circuits with complexities up to 20,000 gates, the capability of fabrication
technology has extended well beyond 100,000 gates. Using a schematic capture
approach, the design costs of creating chips at current fabrication levels can quickly
overwhelm most organizations.

A methodology that couples HDL design with synthesis, referred to as HDL synthesis,
can provide the further abstraction and automation required to economically design
and manage circuits of this complexity. HDLs are text-based languages that provide
designers with the ability to describe and validate a hardware element’s architectural
and functional characteristics in an abstract technology independent format. Logic
synthesis tools provide an automated mechanism of transforming HDL code into an
optimized gate-level representation targeted for a specific circuit technology.



Not only does this type of automation increase a designer’s productivity, but it also
promotes design reuse. Because computer software can quickly perform the
technology mapping and optimization, a design can be automatically retargeted to a
variety of circuit technologies or reused in subsequent designs at higher levels of
integration. Synthesis libraries are now available for a number of commercial and
radiation hardened (rad hard) processes in both Silicon and Gallium Arsenide (GaAs)
technologies. At modest additional cost, flight qualifiable ASICs can be created that
are functionally identical to ground processing components.

The Microelectronics Systems Branch has elected to use a synthesis approach based
upon the VHSIC Hardware Description Language (VHDL). While there are many
HDLs in existence today, VHDL was selected because it is an industry standard and is
the most widely supported hardware description language. Our design approach,
which is typical of HDL synthesis methodologies in general, is depicted in Figure 2. It
is shown in the context of a single chip generic frame synchronizer planned for use in
the first next generation of functional component. The frame synchronizer chip, when
combined with a compact CPU module and memory elements, is intended to replace a
current card-level component.

The design process starts with a general functional and performance requirements
specification. In the case of the frame synchronizer, we require generic functionality at
a full spectrum of operating rates. By targeting this frame synchronizer to two
different fabrication technologies, we can supply system developers with a choice of
performance and cost solutions. Since the goal is a single chip implementation,
fabrication processes are selected that support very high integration levels. For low
cost frame synchronization at rates less than 50 Mbps, a chip will be fabricated using
a 0.7 micron silicon Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) process.
For rates greater than 50 Mbps, we will use a 0.6 micron GaAs Metal Semiconductor
Field Effect Transistor (MESFET) process. The same functional design will yield two
parts in only a little more time than it takes to design one.

From the requirements, a top level design hierarchy containing the major functional
modules of the design is created. A preliminary block floorplan often helps to
efficiently partition a design. The next step is to write VHDL code for each individual
module. This VHDL code is written at a data-flow level of abstraction, known as the
Register Transfer Level (RTL). RTL code has a definite, implied architecture.
Although VHDL can be used to describe designs behaviorally with no implied
architecture, current synthesis tools cannot automatically translate behavioral
descriptions.



Figure 2. VHDL Synthesis ASIC Design Flow

After an RTL description has been entered, functional validation is performed using
simulation. Typically, validation proceeds in a bottom-up manner with each module
being “unit” tested to ensure desired operation. After all the functional modules have
been validated, they are assembled for a full validation of the design.

Once an RTL design is validated, then it is ready for the synthesis phase of the design
cycle. Synthesis translates the RTL VHDL code into a gate level representation.



Synthesis also performs optimization on the design with respect to a particular set of
performance goals and the target technology library. Test synthesis tools can also be
used to automatically insert test structures into the design and generate high coverage
fault vectors. In the case of the frame synchronizer, we are actually translating and
optimizing the design twice; once for a CMOS chip and again for a GaAs chip. Prior
to verification, chip-specific features such as I/O buffers are manually added to the
design.

Verification is an automated process that performs gate-level simulation and compares
the simulations with the validation results. It also performs timing analysis including
critical path analysis. Its primary purpose is to ensure that functionality is achieved
and performance goals are met. If chip specifications are not met, then the design is
either reoptimized or the RTL architecture is modified to meet design goals. For the
frame synchronizer parts, each chip will have its own verification phase. Verification
is where HDL synthesis methodologies coincide with traditional design approaches.
After verification, the two chip designs continue to flow through traditional design
processes prior to fabrication. These processes include layout, post-layout verification
and mask generation.

In the future, the same Frame Synchronizer VHDL functional design may also be
targeted to a rad hard flight qualifiable CMOS fabrication process. Several rad hard
processes are presently available that can integrate over 50,000 gates on a single
device. The availability of integrated flight components will allow flight system
developers to take advantage of the same performance gains and cost reduction gained
in ground data systems.

A NEXT GENERATION FUNCTIONAL COMPONENT

An effort is currently under way to develop the first next generation functional
component, a single card CCSDS return-link telemetry processor. This next
generation component integrates the functionality of three current generation
components into a single 9 U VME bus card. A high level functional block diagram of
the CCSDS return-link card is shown below in Figure 3.

The card is functionally separated into the Channel Controller CPU (CCC), Telemetry
Simulator module and a pipeline of telemetry processing modules. The telemetry
processing modules consist of the Frame Synchronizer, Reed-Solomon Decoder and
Packet Processor modules. In order to achieve the integration levels for a single card
implementation, the modules will be created using very high density HDL-designed
ASICs, compact CPUs and memory elements. Current effort is centered on the
development of these ASIC components; one of which is the Frame Synchronizer chip
mentioned in the previous section.



 Figure 3 - Return Link Processor Functional Diagram

The card is planned to function in the following manner. Upon bootup, the CCC
performs a diagnostic self-test on the card. The CCC sets up each module and issues
instructions to the Telemetry Simulator to perform testing. The Telemetry Simulator
tests each module using a variety of simulated telemetry data. To determine proper
functioning, a module’s output data and status are compared against expected results.
After successful unit testing, different segments of the processing pipeline are tested
in a similar fashion.

Prior to accepting telemetry data, the CCC downloads a session setup catalog to each
module. Setup data consists of hardware parameters and software executable code
required to process data for a specific mission or session. For example on the Frame
Synchronizer module, some of the downloadable hardware parameters include the
sync pattern, sync acquisition strategy, error tolerances and Cyclic Redundancy Check
decoding algorithms.

After setup, each module is ready to process data. The Frame Synchronizer delimits
an incoming stream of data into framed units based upon a setup acquisition strategy.



It also performs a number of other functions including bit transition density decoding,
data inversion and reversal correction. Frame data and status are then passed through a
First-In-First-Out (FIFO) buffer to either the Reed-Solomon Decoder or the Packet
Processing module.

Upon receiving data, the Reed-Solomon Decoder determines which type of frame it is
processing (encoded or unencoded). It then performs any necessary frame and header
error correction including deinterleaving and delivers corrected data and status to the
Packet Processor module.

The Packet Processor module is actually a general-purpose protocol convener. When
configured for CCSDS data processing, the Packet Processor first extracts frame and
packet headers from received data. It then validates the header IDs, checks data
integrity and reassembles users packets. User packets including an optional routing
header are delivered to the output of the card.

Each of the modules also supplies the CCC with cumulative quality monitoring. The
CCC accesses this information through a dual port memory located in each module.
The CCC formats the status and passes it to the next higher system controller.

Besides the Return-Link Processor card, there are plans to create a number of other
next generation components. Single card functional components for forward-link
processing, data take processing and catalogue / database processing are being
contemplated. These highly integrated generic components will offer the functionality
and performance needed to support the requirements of a number of present and future
missions. The low cost of these components will make ground data handling systems
readily available to most organizations.

THE EVOLUTION OF TELEMETRY SYSTEMS

Past methods for providing telemetry processing functions involved the use of
medium scale integration subsystems consuming multiple cards and racks of
equipment. The current generation of functional components has integrated
subsystems into single standard bus cards through VLSI technology. The next
generation of functional components will continue the evolution of integrating larger
system elements into smaller, less costly functional units. Eventually, these
components will be replaced by higher performance systems that are even smaller and
cost less. This progression to higher levels of integration is a natural evolution of
electronic systems. Figure 4 demonstrates this evolution and its potential impact on
future telemetry data systems.



Figure 4. The Impact of Integration on Telemetry Systems

With an HDL Synthesis design methodology, this natural evolution toward higher
levels of integration can be efficiently applied to telemetry data systems. The VHDL
descriptions of ASICs being designed today can be reused to economically create
future ASICs of even higher integration levels. Several VHDL chip designs can be
merged, synthesized and fabricated into a single higher integration chip. Thus,
advances in circuit fabrication technology can be taken advantage of without
significantly repeating design work. Using this method, the Return-Link Processor
card may undergo additional iterations. Several return-link channels may be put on a
single card by merging VHDL designs and using denser implementations.

In the not too distant future, even commercial CPUs may be included with VHDL
designs to create single ASICs. Several vendors presently offer Reduced Instruction
Set Computer (RISC) processor designs for embedding in their ASIC
implementations. The major drawbacks of utilizing these processor designs is that
they arc expensive, technology dependent and vendor specific. However, ASICs with
embedded processors will be practical when standard VHDL CPU designs become
readily available.



CONCLUSION

The Microelectronics Systems Branch at GSFC is using new design methodologies to
continue the evolution of telemetry data systems to higher levels of integration.
Hardware Description Languages and automated logic synthesis tools are being used
to create very dense ASICs that generically implement telemetry processing functions.
The ASICs will enable the development of a new generation of functional
components; each of which integrate several telemetry processing subsystems into a
single card. The availability of these open bus card components win offer system
developers continued improvement in the performance and economy of ground
telemetry data systems.
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ABSTRACT

NASA’s Space Station and Earth Observing System (EOS) will be utilizing the Customer
Data Operations Systems (CDOS) for data acquisition, capture, and production
processing. The Advanced Orbiting Systems (AOS) Front End System being designed at
NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) is a prototype front end system which is
designed to demonstrate the core front end functions required in the CDOS system in a
realistic data processing environment. The overall goal is to provide a low cost
environment for evaluating and verifying AOS and CDOS requirements before the actual
operational systems are built. Additionally, the prototype will provide a data transport
mechanism to move data to prototype production data systems and to other processing
facilities via the new NASCOM II system.

This paper describes the overall architecture of the AOS Front End (AFE) system, its core
processing functions and performance requirements, and the possible implementation
architectures and solutions being developed to handle key required AOS services.

INTRODUCTION

The AOS Front End (AFE) system is a proposed prototype system which will demonstrate
the front end functions of the CDOS Data Interface Facility (DIF). Specifically, the AFE’s
functionality will focus on the core AOS services defined by the Consultative Committee
on Space Data Systems (CCSDS). In addition, the system will be part of a larger
testbedding effort at GSFC which prototypes the end-to-end functions needed to support
the space-to-ground link, including space flight systems, ground data processing systems,
and ground communications networks. The AFE will provide a realistic, low cost
environment for identifying and evaluating the technical challenges and processing
bottlenecks involved in performing the AOS front end functions.



The AFE will provide a generic front end system capable of transporting return and
forward link CCSDS formatted data to and from the TDRSS Ground Terminal (TGT) and
a commercial communications network. The communications network interface will allow
the AFE to provide a front end testing environment for various systems such as Production
Data Processing Systems, Rate Buffering Systems, and NASCOM II Systems. This paper
describes the functions, performance, and architecture of the AFE system.

SYSTEM LEVEL DESCRIPTION

The AFE provides return and forward link processing services, configuration management
services, and testing and verification services. The system is broken down into four
subsystems as shown in figure 1. Return link CCSDS data is received from the TGT and
transported to a Fiber Distribution Data Interface (FDDI) communications network by the
Return Link Processor System (RLPS). The Forward Link Processor System (FLPS)
provides for the transport of CCSDS forward link data from the FDDI network to the
TGT. The Data Delivery Management System (DDMS) configures all AFE subsystems,
provides extensive data quality and accounting functions, and provides the interface to the
AFE operator. The Integration, Test, and Verification System (ITVS) provides the
capability to test and verify the functionality of the entire AFE.

Figure 1: The AFE Functional Architecture.



As shown in figure 1, there are two RLPSs and two FLPSs in the AFE to support two
return link and two forward link data streams. Each subsystem is modular so that
additional forward or return link interfaces with the TGT could be accommodated simply
by adding more RLPSs or FLPSs to the AFE.

Each subsystem in the AFE, except for the management subsystem (DDMS), is a multi-
processing VMEbus-based system consisting of both custom and commercial hardware
and software. The VMEbus is used for transporting control and status information between
cards, while the data is passed from card to card through an independent data pipeline. The
commercial cards are used for the system controller, memory, and network
communications. The custom cards perform the specialized data processing functions of
the subsystem. Many of the custom cards utilize semi-custom Very Large Scale Integration
(VLSI) gate arrays to achieve the high density and high rates needed to perform the
complex functions of the AFE. Each subsystem’s master controller interfaces with the
DDMS for self-configuration and for the collection of status information.

RETURN LINK PROCESSOR SYSTEM (RLPS)

The RLPS performs both data processing and network interface functions. The RLPS
receives a serial data stream of Channel Access Data Units (CADUs) at a maximum rate
of 150 Mbps from the TGT. The following data processing functions are performed on the
data stream: frame synchronization, bit transition density decoding, Reed-Solomon error
detection and correction, virtual channel sorting, and CCSDS AOS service processing. The
RLPS then formats the processed data units into Protocol Data Units (PDUs) and transfers
them to an FDDI network. The RLPS must also maintain an interface to the DDMS for
configuration control and status reporting and with the ITVS for testing.

Figure 2 shows the architecture and data flow of the RLPS, including both the commercial
and custom cards. The specialized data processing functions performed by the RLPS, are
as follows. The Frame Sync Card synchronizes to the beginning of each CADU in the
serial stream, performs bit transition density decoding, detects and flags errors using a
Cyclic Redundancy Code (CRC), and outputs synchronized, parallel CADUs. The Reed-
Solomon Decoder Card performs a Reed-Solomon error detection and correction algorithm
over the entire VCDU, and supports the use of “virtual fill”. Additionally, the card
performs Reed-Solomon decoding on the VCDU header. The VCDU Sorter/Processor
Card sorts VCDUs, based on the VCDU-ID field, according to the CCSDS AOS service it
requires. VCDU, Insert, VCA, and Bitstream services are also performed on this card. The
VCDU Sorter/Processor Card is also capable of extracting Link ARQ Control Words
(LACWs) from Grade of Service One (GOS-1) VCDUs in support of the Space Link ARQ 



Figure 2: Return Link Processor System.

Procedure (SLAP) on the Forward Link. Those VCDUs which require Multiplexing and/or
Encapsulation services are output to the Packet Processor Card where these services are
performed.

The FDDI network interface function is performed by one custom card and one
commercial card. The Arbiter/Buffer Card provides a temporary buffer for the various
Service Data Units (SDUs) from the Packet Processor and VCDU Sorter/Processor Cards.
It then formats them into Space Operations Service Data Units (SOSDUs) by adding the
appropriate Customer Service Header, and interfaces with the commercial FDDI Network
Interface Card. The FDDI Network Interface Card encapsulates the SOSDUs within FDDI
PDUs and, while providing any necessary flow control, outputs them to the FDDI
Network.

The RLPS communicates with the DDMS to receive configuration and processing control
information, and to provide status on data quality and performance. The RLPS also
interfaces with the ITVS to receive simulated data streams and to return processed data, so
that the ITVS can verify the functionality of the RLPS. (To preserve clarity, these
interfaces are not shown in the figure.)



FORWARD LINK PROCESSOR SYSTEM (FLPS)

The FLPS consists of both a network interface function and data processing functions.
First, the FLPS receives one forward link data stream of PDUs, at a maximum rate of 25
Mbps per stream, from the FDDI network and performs any FDDI protocol processing as
needed. The FLPS then performs its data processing functions, which include delimiting,
error encoding, and fill frame insertion. The FLPS then transfers this stream of forward
link data to the uplink via the Space Network (SN). As with the RLPS, the FLPS must
maintain and interface with the DDMS and ITVS subsystems.

The architecture and data flow of the FLPS is shown in figure 3. The Network Interface
Card takes those PDUs off the FDDI network which are destined for a particular forward
link, and extracts VCDUs from the PDUs. The FLPS then performs its specialized data
processing functions. The Error Encoder Card is capable of performing three types of error
encoding: Reed-Solomon encoding of the entire VCDU, Reed-Solomon encoding of the
header only, and CRC encoding of the entire VCDU. Which type(s) of error control
encoding are performed on a given VCDU is defined by the VCDU-ID. Additionally, the
Error Encoder Card supports the use of “virtual fill” when Reed-Solomon encoding is
performed. Next, the TGT Interface Card will perform bit-transition-density encoding, if
required, and it attaches a sync marker to each (C)VCDU to produce a CADU. Finally, the
Interface Card inserts fill CADUs into the forward link data stream as required and
transmits the CADUs to the TGT at a pre-determined clock rate.

Additionally, the FLPS will support the SLAP protocol on the forward link. The RLPS
must extract LACWs, located in each return link Grade-1 CVCDU, and transfer them to
the FLPS. FLPS support of SLAP requires storage to support the SLAP data transmission
window, and return-link LACWs indicate the need for retrieval and retransmission of
CVCDUs.

The FLPS must bi-directionally communicate with the DDMS, the Data Delivery
Management System. The DDMS controls the FLPS by sending configuration and
processing control information. In return, the FLPS provides status on data quality and
performance to the DDMS. The FLPS also interfaces to the Integration, Test, and
Verification System (ITVS). The ITVS has the capability to verify FLPS data processing
capabilities in an off-line mode, alerting the user if and where errors are occurring
throughout the FLPS pipeline. (Again, these interfaces are not shown in the figure.)



Figure 3: Forward Link Processor System.

DATA DELIVERY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (DDMS)

The DDMS manages the AFE configuration, fault reporting, testing, quality and
accounting, and associated status data. It provides the control and status monitoring
capabilities for the AFE and is responsible for initiating, configuring, and controlling all
element functions. The DDMS is a workstation-based AFE element, and it interfaces to all
the other AFE components and to the system operator via a network.

 Figure 4 shows the data flow of the DDMS. First, the DDMS receives configuration
requests from the operator and determines the changes required to particular elements of
the AFE. The DDMS shall then transfer this setup information to each of the elements,
alerting the operator if the changes cannot be implemented or were not implemented
correctly. To accomplish the implementation of configuration requests successfully, the
DDMS must be aware of the state of the AFE at all times, including which resources are
available and which are being used.

The DDMS is also responsible for receiving real-time data quality, data accounting, and
fault information from the various components that perform the AFE functions. The
DDMS uses this information to generate formatted status displays and threshold alarms for
operators. The configuration, data accounting, and fault information is acquired
periodically by the DDMS This time period is adjustable and may be modified by the AFE
operator.



Figure 4: The Data Delivery Management System Data Flow.

Finally, the DDMS serves as the front end for the ITVS, providing commands and
associated control information and retrieving test results from the ITVS. The DDMS
determines, based on its resource management information, when and if it is possible to
execute tests on the AFE. The operator will initiate requests for specific tests to be run and
will receive the test results as they are available. The operator interacts with the DDMS to
perform all functions of the ITVS.

INTEGRATION, TEST, & VERIFICATION SYSTEM (ITVS)

The ITVS consists of three groupings of capabilities: simulators/test data generators, test
execution, and test analysis/verification (see figure 5). The ITVS uses a combination of
software and hardware to perform these functions; test data generation and test analysis
are performed off-line, i.e. not in real-time. This permits flexibility in the setup of the ITVS
and allows the test execution to be performed at the extremely high rates needed by the
RLPS.

The ITVS simulators/test data generators provide the capability to generate test data sets
for all operational data flows through the AFE. To accomplish this, the ITVS must have
interfaces to the input and output sides of all other AFE sub-systems, as shown in figure 6.
The ITVS shall be capable of producing test data and predicted resultant test data in an
off-line mode for each of the AFE subsystems in their native formats. This test data shall
include both data with no protocol errors and data with forced errors to simulate real-world
conditions. The ITVS also supports a reporting capability to provide reports to the AFE
operations staff via the DDMS.



Figure 5: Integration, Test, & Verification System Data Flow.

The ITVS shall execute a test upon request from the operator via the DDMS. The AFE test
execution capability allows test initiation, test monitoring, test control, test modification,
and test termination for all ITVS controlled tests, under control of the operator via the
DDMS. The ITVS is capable of transmitting and receiving the test data at the maximum
rates supported by the subsystem which it is testing.

Finally, the ITVS supports an off-line test analysis and verification capability. This
capability provides bit-by-bit comparisons of predicted results with resultant test data, and
it allows the ITVS to analyze the test data for correctness. Lastly, the ITVS shall generate
statistics for any given test, indicating time delays and data rates for that test.

CONCLUSION

This paper described the functions, performance, and architecture of the AFE, a prototype
system which will demonstrate the front end functions of the CDOS DIF while focusing on
the core CCSDS AOS services. An overview of the AFE was presented, describing its
forward and return link processing services and the functional subsystems which comprise
it. These subsystems include the Return Link Processor System, the Forward Link
Processor System, the Data Delivery Management System, and the Integration, Test, &
Verification System. The subsystems were described physically, indicating a VMEbus-



 Figure 6: Integration, Test, & Verification System Architecture.

based architecture for their implementation. Finally, each subsystem was described in more
detail, including their functionality, performance, and architecture.
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NOMENCLATURE

AOS Advanced Orbiting Systems
ARQ Automatic Repeat Queuing
AFE AOS Front End
CADU Channel Access Data Unit
CCSDS Consultative Committee on Space Data Systems
CDOS Customer Data Operations System
CRC Cyclic Redundancy Code
CVCDU Coded Virtual Channel Data Unit
CVCDU-ID CVCDU Identifier
DDMS Data Delivery Management System
DIF Data Interface Facility
EOS Earth Observing System
FDDI Fiber Distribution Data Interface
FLPS Forward Link Processing System
GOS Grade of Service
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center
ITVS Integration, Test, and Verification System
LACW Link ARQ Control Word
Mbps Megabits per second
MO&DSD Mission Operations and Data Systems Directorate
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NASCOM NASA Communications
PDU Protocol Data Unit
R-S Reed-Solomon
RLPS Return Link Processing System
SDU Service Data Unit
SLAP Space Link ARQ Procedure
SN Space Network
SOSDU Space Operations Service Data Unit
TDRSS Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
TGT TDRSS Ground Terminal
VCDU Virtual Channel Data Unit
VCDU-ID VCDU Identifier
VCID Virtual Channel Identifier
VME Versa Module Eurocard
WSGT White Sands Ground Terminal



SPACEBORNE MULTIFUNCTIONAL
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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces a multifunctional data acquisition system which has been
developed. This system contains micro-computer and electronic memory, it adopts the
method of hardware and software cooperation to control data acquisition, encoding,
handling, storage and sending. It can acquire analog signal and digital signal, then
output PCM data, and send data to transmitter after PSK modulation. It can real-time
execute clock switching, changing of bit rate, writing data into memory or reading
data from memory etc., according to the external command. The major handling
function is data compression to reduce delayed data capacity. Basic characteristic of
system, design consideration, data compression means and experiment result is
represented in the paper, and emphasises on the handling means of independent sub-
frame data inserted in digit form, and different design means of two electronic
memory ( RAM and E PROM ) .2

INTRODUCTION

It is known that tape recorder has already been replaced by electronic memory in
many cases, because LSI and VLSI electronic memory chips are used. However, there
is data capacity problem, which makes this replacement become difficult in some
cases. The data compression accomplished by micro-computer are taken to solve the
problem. We have accomplished the design, due to user’s full support to this work.
The electronic memory and micro-computer are used in the data acquisition system, to
realize a multifunctional data acquisition system. The memory capacity of the design
is not very big, but the design method is important.

SYSTEM CONSTITUTION AND CHARACTERISTIC

The basic system constitution is illustrated in Fig. 1.The analog multiplexer contains
120 single-end analog inputs. The digit multiplexer contains 4 ports to outside and a
few service channels to interior. Every digit port can contain many channels. The



service signals of all ports are fully provided by control circuit. These parameters are
programmable, which are the amount of analog input, distribution of channels (analog
and digit), selection of digit port etc. The word lenth is 8 bits.

The real time data are fed sub-carrier modulater PSK 1 through the part bus,
modulated sub-carrier is sent to the transmitter from the output 1. Note, the real time
telemetry data are not compressed.

The real time data in part bus enter into micro-computer through interface under
control of the software. The external control command and the internal service signals
first are put into condition register, then enter into micro-computer through the
interface under control of the software. External control command contains write,
read, stop write and stop read.

The micro-computer begin to handle the data after receiving the write command, and
the data which need remaining are written into memory. This process continues till
memory have be written to the full or the stop write command has be received. The
micro-computer begin sending data to modulater PSK 2 from memory through
interface after receiving the read command, modulated sub-carrier is sent to other
transmitter from the output 2. In the process of read, first the leading frames are
readed, second the data frames are readed: The leading frames again are readed after a
readout of all data in memory,..., once and again till the stop read or next write
command has be received. The leading frames do not contain telemetry information,
they contain only fixed words, which are useful to detect service signals in receiving
station. The reading data are compressed and delayed.

For this design, the maximum of bit rate is 5Kbps. The bit rate can change in three
values under control of external signal. The system can operate at external clock,
when external clock occurs. The system operates at internal clock when external clock
is removed. Clock switching is automatic. The data memory capacity is 64K words,
the micro-computer machine cycle is 2 uS. The maximal minor frame length is 256
words contained synchronization, the sub-frame maximum length is 64 words
contained sync. The digital signal is generally put into channels of minor frame, the
independent sub-frame may be inserted only as a channel of minor frame.
Programming of software contained programmable control software and data handling
software can be executed by user or designer.

DATA COMPRESSION

There are many types in data compression means . This paper recommends zero-(l)

order floating-aperture predictions  and fixed ratio compression means. The common(2)



characteristic of the two means is simplicity, and to recognize them is easy for user.
Note, the recognition of user is very important for selection of data compression
means.

Zero-order floating aperture prediction means can be seen on many books or
magazines, we’ll not repeat it here. Reconstructed data error is dependent on aperture
size in this means. When the aperture is selected properly, the error does not affect
use. The redundancy is less in data compressed with this means, but the word error
extension is a little larger. The means must use indication words.

Fixed ratio compression means i.e. proportionlly data are remained in proportion as
fixed ratio without any indication code. As an example, only one is remained per five
data, i.e. fixed ratio is equal to 5. Practically this means is equivelent to drop in
sample rate. The means can not eliminate redundancy rationally. Reconstructed data
have a few of error, which vary directly as change rate of original data and inversely
as compressed sample rate. When fixed ratio is selected properly, this error does not
affect use. The word error extension is less in this means.

Generally, only one of above two means is used at the same time.

DESIGN CONSIDERATION

After micro-computer is added into the system, there occurs the problem of computer
action range. The writer’s view is synthetical consideration of software, hardware,
reliability etc. Not all controls are undertaken by computer, and software is combined
with hardware, EPROM bit control is combined computer control. Specifically, clock
switch and bit rate control are undertaken by hardware, channels distribution is
controlled directly by EPROM, interior time code is generated by computer with
software (for the high byte) and hardware ( used timer for the low byte) combined
form, data compression and memory management are undertaken by computer
software.

Computer is a machine which repeats on use of digit circuit under control of software.
This repeat is noncyclic genenally. Once the error occurs in input data or operation,
then the error may exist for a long time, even lockout; it may occur when very big
disturbance is meeted. Watch-dog can not resolve all problems. We must pay attention
to it.

Hardware must provide enough support for software. There are two interrupt signals
in the current design, which are real time words sync. and delay time words sync. Real
time words sync. simultaneously feed a counter on CPU chip, frame interrupt and



chennals number of minor frame can be obtained under control of the software. Minor
frame sync. and sub-frame sync. enter into computer through condition register. In a
word, all useful service information for data handling can he provided.

HANDLING OF INDIPENDENT SUB-FRAME

The independent sub-frame is inputted in digit form, there is not service signal in this
system. The independent sub-frame synchronization code must be found from data
flow, and establish service signal in accordance with it. The three states ( detection-
check-lock) logic can be used for purpose of reliability in establishing sync. process.
Note, the first detected sync. can be used for handling, if bit error rate is less in data
transmission. Independent sub-frame sync. code pattern can not be too simple,
otherwise it will affect correlation, hence to affect error sync. probability or loss sync.
probability.

ABOUT E PROM2

The above memory is made from RAM chips generally, its working speed matches for
CPU and suffices for this system. RAM can not remain data after power-off. E PROM2

can remain data after power-off, this is very important for replacing tape recorder in
some cases. But, write cycle of E PROM is too long, it can not suffices for this2

system. This problem is resolved by parallel working in this design. Specifically, first
word sends into first cell in first chip, second word sends into first cell in second
chip,..., eighth word sends into first cell in eighth chip, ninth word sends into second
cell in first chip, ..., and so forth; every chip effectuates writting process oneself. This
means can reduce write cycle to one-eighth of the original, so it suffices for this
system. This means can be achieved by hardware or software. It is achieved by
hardware in this design, because of chip pins of RAM are not all accordant with
E PROM, hardware must be modified and software need not. Specifically, lower three2

bits of address replace higher three bits of address as input of E PROM chip selection2

decoder. In this design, memorys made from RAM or E PROM chips are single2

module respectively, either of they can be used, but they can not be used
simultaneously.

There is important different, that RAM can provide for working area and E PROM2

can not. Hence a small RAM must be used as working area, when data memory uses
E PROM chips. Only internal RAM on CPU chip are used in this design, because2

working area needed software is less. Handling means is limited by internal RAM
capacity, unless to increase in a RAM chip as working area.



EXPERIMENT RESULT

The ground experiment has been finished with the help of user. Practical data
redundancy is very big, and there are some differences between channels. Above two
compression means are used. Data capacity can be reduced to one-tenth of the original
with zero order prediction means. Compressing ratio is 5 with fixed ratio compressing
means. Computer active utilization ratio is about 40 percent in the experiment. The
system operation is reliable in experiment, and user is satisfied with this system.

CONCLUSION

Practicality has shown, the data compression accomplished by micro-computer is
taken to reduce data capacity, electronic memory replaces tape recorder as data
storage, these are united into multifunction data acquisition system with data
acquisition, such design is feasible. Decrease of volume, weight, power dissipation
and cost is obvious. The design means is available to the low bit rate system which
works for long time.

Data compression is dependent on statistics characteristic of original data, and
actively operates only when redundancy is bigger.
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ABSTRACT

White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) has developed an Advanced Transportable
Telemetry Acquisition System (TTAS-A) which utilizes a dedicated computer system
for antenna control. The Automated Testing System (ATS), an integral part of this
system, is the subject of this paper.

The ATS consists of hardware and software designed to provide fully automated
testing of the radio frequency (RF) and servo subsystems for validation purposes. The
RF subsystem tests are designed to evaluate, measure, and display RF performance
parameters such as receiving system Figure of Merit and RF system sensitivity. The
servo subsystem tests are designed to evaluate and display the stability and response
characteristics of the servo subsystem. Tests are accessed via a keyboard, and
extensive use of menus makes the software easy to learn and use. The test equipment
is controlled entirely by the computer, and hard copies of all test results are available
on the system printer.

INTRODUCTION

The requirement for an ATS was developed over a number of years as a result of
special operational scenarios and the concern over whether the WSMR TTAS’s can
accommodate those scenarios. Tracking numerous targets, in an environment that
requires frequent movement and setup, dictated the need for an ATS for validation. A
series of tests have been designed to evaluate the performance of the TTAS-A’s RF
and servo subsystems.

The RF subsystem tests are designed to evaluate and measure the design parameters
required to satisfy the operational requirements of the TTAS-A. These tests consist of
measurements of RF system sensitivity, receiving system Figure of Merit, receiving
system gain characteristics and Tracking Error Gradient. Additionally, an antenna



pattern test can be performed to determine the feed/antenna geometry and to ensure
the Focal Length/Diameter (F/D) ratio has not changed due to transport of the
TTAS-A.

The servo subsystem tests are designed to determine the stability and response
characteristics of the servo system. The tests include constant velocity, constant
acceleration, small and large step response and tachometer gradient test.

DESIGN CRITERIA

The ATS was designed to provide fully automated testing with as little operator
intervention or input as possible. The following discussion covers the design criteria
for the software and hardware aspects of the ATS.

The software was to be easy to use and understand, with extensive use of menus and
prompts so that even a first-time user would be able to execute tests with little or no
training. Test results were to be plotted graphically, or displayed in tabular form on
the video monitor, with a hard copy option to print data or plots on the system printer.

The time each test takes to run was to be minimized without jeopardizing the integrity
of the test. If a setup parameter could be set by software rather than input by an
operator, it should be set by software to reduce the risk of erroneous data entry and to
speed up the test. Any positioning of the antenna during the course of a test was to be
under computer control.

The hardware, to be fully remote-controllable by the computer, consists of the RF test
equipment (sweep oscillator, power meter, and frequency counter), telemetry
receivers, the Signal Distribution Panel (SDP) which routes the RF and IF signals
through the test system, the video monitor, and the system printer. The equipment was
to be controlled either by the IEEE-488 parallel interface bus (also called the GPIB,
General Purpose Interface Bus) or by a serial interface bus.

DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION

The test equipment used in the ATS has IEEE-488 capability and is fully remote-
controllable from the GPIB. Figure 1 shows a simplified block diagram of the ATS
hardware configuration. The Hewlett Packard model 8350B sweep oscillator was
selected as a signal source because of its high rate modulation capability, a factor
which may become critical in future requirements. The power meter being used is a
Boonton model 4200 and the frequency counter is a Hewlett Packard model 5343A.
The ATS also controls two Microdyne 1200 telemetry receivers through the GPIB.



The SDP was built in-house specifically for use in the TTAS-A. The SDP’s function
is to route RF and IF signals from the test equipment to the antenna feed or to the test
equipment from the RF System. The SDP eliminates the need for manual patching, by
automatically routing the RF signal to the appropriate piece of test equipment,
according to which test is being conducted. A signal flow diagram of the SDP is
shown in figure 2, and table I contains the SDP component list. The SDP is controlled
by the computer using a relay board which routes the 28-volt source to the on-board
switches and attenuators.

Table   I. SDP COMPONENT LIST

AT1, AT2: Programmable Attenuators
PS1: 28V dc Power Supply

DC1: Directional Coupler
HY1 - HY3: Hybrid Signal Dividers

J1 - J8: N-type Connectors
MT1, MT2: Power Sensors
RY1 - RY5: Relay Switches

SW: Power Switch
TB1, TB2: Terminal Boards

The TTAS-A’s test line cables were then measured to account for the line losses in the
test system. These line losses were entered into a file to be accessed by the ATS
software when certain tests are run. The effects of the test cables are factored out in
calculations to ensure that only the RF system is tested.

The ATS software was developed in C language, using the National Instruments (NI)
GPIB-1014P GPIB board. Software development began with the GPIB drivers, which
interface the test equipment to the GPIB board. NI provided C language drivers which
performed the basic input and output functions associated with the interface bus. This
software is being used with some modifications. The in-house developed GPIB drivers
constitute an interfacing medium between the ATS software and the specific items of
test equipment. They accept a high level GPIB command and translate it to be
compatible with the GPIB board. The GPIB board then relays the message to the
appropriate pieces of test equipment, each of which has its own control protocol.

The ATS programs, which actually run the RF and servo system tests, were then
developed based on the functional requirements. The tests were developed in a
modular fashion as much as possible in order to aid in debugging and to allow for
repeated use of functions among programs. The graphics software interfaces with the



ATS software through the data files generated by the individual ATS tests. After a test
is run and the data has been acquired and reduced, the data, along with pertinent
information such as date and time, is placed on data files on the system’s ram disk.
The ATS program then calls the appropriate graphics program, which accesses the
new data, and plots or prints the data. Additionally, the graphics programs can access
the data directly (without running the actual test) if data from a previously executed
test exists in the appropriate ram disk data file. The graphics routine displays the most
recent data taken by a test, regardless of when that test was performed.

ATS TESTS

The ATS tests were designed to have as much standardization as possible from test to
test. For example, extensive use was made of functions or modules which could be
used by more than one test, similar menu structures, and similar initializing routines.
This modular approach was helpful in keeping the software easier to read and manage.
The common features of the ATS tests will be discussed now, and specific discussions
of individual tests will follow.

The ATS tests are accessed by the operator from the ATS main menu. The operator
can select either RF tests or Servo tests, and the resulting submenus are summarized
in table II.

Table II. ATS TESTS

RF TESTS SERVO TESTS

SUN TRACKING STEP RESPONSE
ANTENNA CONSTANT VELOCITY
TRACKING ERROR CONSTANT ACCELERATION
NOISE FLOOR TACHOMETER GRADIENT
GAIN/SYSTEM
SWEPT FREQ/AMPLITUDE

From the submenus the individual tests can be selected, at which time the system goes
into an initialization phase. During this phase, the computer checks to insure that the
pedestal has been unstowed and that pedestal power has been applied. If either has not
been accomplished the computer gives the operator a message to check the stow pins
or the pedestal power switch. The computer then puts the antenna in the center of the 



cable wrap in order to avoid driving the antenna into an azimuth limit during testing.
This is the extent of the initialization procedure for the Servo tests.

During the execution of the RF tests, the initialization procedure is extended to
include selection of RF system polarization for the test being run, selection of bore
site to be used (if appropriate), selection of receiver frequency and IF bandwidth being
used, and an inquiry of test equipment which will be used by the test being run. If the
test equipment needed for the selected test does not respond to the inquiry, the
operator is informed as to which item(s) of test equipment is not responding, and the
test is aborted.

A feature which is common to most of the RF tests is the verification of the presence
of a signal source before the autotrack mode of operation is selected. To accomplish
this, the antenna is commanded to a point in the quiet sky (no signal source within 30
degrees), whereupon a signal strength reading from the telemetry receiver is recorded.
The antenna is then commanded to point at the signal source, whereupon the signal
strength is compared to the quiet sky signal strength reading. If the signal source
reading is not at least 3 dB higher than the quiet sky reading, the operator is alerted,
and the test is aborted. This check prevents the antenna from going into autotrack on a
source which either has not been turned on, or has been erroneously designated as a
source by the operator.

Another feature used by some RF tests is the sun position verification, which utilizes a
routine to calculate the look angles to the sun using the date, time, and antenna
position (stored in nonvolatile RAM in the computer). The sun position angles are
tested to ensure that they are within the limits, to allow both valid measurements and
antenna movement. Specifically, if the sun angle is not at least 30 degrees above the
horizon, the operator is alerted that test results may not be valid and is given the
choice to continue or abort the test. If the sun angle is above 85 degrees, which is the
upper elevation limit of antenna, the test is aborted and the operator is instructed to
wait for a lower sun angle. If the sun angle is below the horizon, the operator is
instructed to wait for the sun to rise before attempting to track it.

TEST DESCRIPTIONS

Sun Track Test

The Sun Track test autotracks the sun and compares actual antenna angles with
calculated pointing angles to the sun. The purpose of the Sun Track Test is to verify
that the Autotrack tracking mode is operational in all three servo bandwidths. The test
also yields standard deviation measurements for each bandwidth of the azimuth and



elevation position angles during the sun track, which can be indicative of a
degradation in the system.

Noise Floor Measurement

The Noise Floor Measurement test measures the system noise floor and calculates the
RF System sensitivity for any receiver IF bandwidth required for mission support. The
test also allows the operator to set threshold levels for the Antenna Control Unit, and
to perform a strip chart calibration on the RF system.

Swept Frequency vs. Amplitude Test

This test measures and plots the amplitude response of the system’s RF channels for
any frequency range input by the operator. The Swept Frequency vs. Amplitude Test
is designed to establish and periodically verify the overall System Gain for all RF
bands used by the system. The preselector filters and triplexers are also tested to
ensure they are providing adequate isolation for each band.

Antenna Pattern Test

This test plots the antenna pattern of the TTAS-A by stepping the antenna plus-and-
minus 15 degrees across a bore site. The Antenna Pattern test is designed to
graphically display the response of the feed/antenna. The test can be used to validate
the system response and overall reliability during premission setup. An example plot
of the Antenna Pattern test is shown in figure 3.

Tracking Error Gradient

The Tracking Error Gradient test determines the error gradient of the feed and the
tracking error demodulator. The test can be run in azimuth only, elevation only, or
both for either right or left circular polarizations.

Gain/System Temperature Test

The purpose of the Gain/System Temperature (G/T) test is to determine the TTAS-A’s
Figure of Merit. The information derived from this test establishes the RF system
sensitivity, system noise figure, system temperature and antenna gain. The procedure
used for the G/T measurement and subsequent calculations closely follows that set
forth in IRIG Document 118-89, Test Methods for Telemetry Systems and Subsystems,
under the Solar Calibration using Linear Receiver Method test. An example of the G/T
test results can be seen in figure 4.



Servo Step Response Test

This test steps the antenna either 1 degree (small step) or 5 degrees (large step) and
plots position vs. time. The purpose of the small Servo Step Response test is to
determine the relative stability in the linear response region of the servo system. The
small and large step tests determine the maximum overshoot, the rise time and the
settling time of the system. The large step response can also be used to determine the
maximum angular velocity and acceleration for each bandwidth in both azimuth and
elevation.

Servo Constant Velocity Test

This test moves the antenna at a constant velocity and plots error vs. time. The
purpose of the Constant Velocity test is to determine the relative stability and the error
overshoot of the servo system. The test is also used to verify that the error overshoot
does not exceed the beamwidth of the antenna. The test can be run in each servo
bandwidth in both azimuth and elevation.

Servo Constant Acceleration Test

This test moves the antenna at a constant acceleration and plots error vs. time. The
purpose of the Constant Acceleration test is to determine the relative stability and the
acceleration constant (K ) of the servo system. The test determines the steady statea

position error overshoot, the rise time and the settling time of the system. The test can
be used to verify that the error overshoot does not exceed the beamwidth of the
antenna for each servo bandwidth, in both azimuth and elevation. See figure 5 for an
example of the test results.

Tachometer Gradient Test

This test drives the antenna at several constant velocities and simultaneously measures
the tachometer output to verify that the tachometer output is linear with respect to
angular velocity.

CONCLUSION

The use of automated testing in telemetry antenna systems has proven to be an
effective performance verification, troubleshooting and maintenance tool. The
automated tests provided for the TTAS-A have been designed to: Require little or no
setup time, Be simple to run, and Require as little operator input and intervention as
possible. As a result the ATS provides the operator with an efficient, quick, accurate,



and repeatable method of diagnosing and evaluating both general and specific
characteristics of the TTAS-A’s RF and servo subsystems.
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USE OF TELEMETRY PREPROCESSOR IN A
REAL TIME CLOSED LOOP TEST SYSTEM

BHARAT PARKHANI
PAUL R. TAYLOR

ABSTRACT

Application of new and modern technology to Fire Control Systems (FCS) requires
qualification through extensive simulated testing followed by field testing.

This paper addresses application of a telemetry preprocessor in a real time closed loop test
system, for testing an anti-aircraft tank FCS. A predefined and preprogrammed test
sequence loaded into the preprocessor allows it to accept measurement data and return
processed stimuli data in real time to various units in the loop. An acquisition and display
subsystem consisting of a host computer and workstation allows data archiving and quick-
look displays to check data integrity. Interactive operator and/or programmable control of
test sequencing permits system flexibility.

Ultimate usage as a test set for verification of function, performance and accuracy in a
production environment would give the user a test platform which provides productivity
improvement.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The system is a closed loop test system for testing antiaircraft tank turrets. The system
consists of a Fire Control Computer (FCC), different Radar Target Simulators (RTS)
(Analog, Digital and Optical), the Data Preprocessor (EValuation And Test [EVAT]) and a
Host Computer system with a Workstation (MEAS). The FCC provides stimuli data to
EVAT which processes the data and distributes it back to the FCC, the MEAS, and the
Target Simulator in real time. The data going to the MEAS can be displayed on the
workstation terminal and also stored on the disc as a data archive file for later analysis.

The block diagram in Figure 1-1 indicates the specific application of this system process.
The concept may be applied in many closed loop testing configurations. The basic
components are the Control Computer, the processor, and the test device (in this case the
Fire Control System). Serial or parallel data, transmitted via various electronic interfacing, 



Figure 1-1.  System Block Diagram



is possible in this system. All of these methods have been implemented in the various
configurations developed.

A block of data is transmitted from the FCC to the EVAT serially over an RS422 link. A
coincident system clock is used to generate timing signals required to convert this into a
telemetry data stream operating in a burst mode. This mode of operation provides the
EVAT, the Host Computer, and the Workstation with data in a form normally used in
telemetry systems. The data content for the specific application consists of angular,
positional, and distance values, all used in calculations to adjust the closed-loop system.
The targeting information is defined in the Host Computer, as Target/Command Tables,
which are downloaded to the EVAT for processing. Time reference is established by
incrementing the time value by a fixed number of milliseconds every time a burst of data is
received.

OPERATION

The system uses the system clock to establish the first word in the data stream, permitting
subsequent processing to be performed within the EVAT. As each data word is received,
applicable algorithms are applied which permit control of the data and processor activity
during the entire frame.

The first data word in the frame is verified for a frame sync pattern. If there is no pattern
match, a global flag is set, and all subsequent words entering the unit are ignored. The next
system clock restarts the process, so only one frame of data could be lost due to sync loss
and so that no partial frame of data is processed by the system. Upon a successful compare
of the pattern, all subsequent data words are processed. As part of the first word’s
processing, the Target/Command Table processing is performed. The frame is 151 words
long. As part of the real time processing, there is a requirement to output data to the Radar
Target Simulator after first 18 words have been processed. The algorithms performed on
word 18 include outputting a selected set of data from both the Target/Command Table
and from calculations collected during processing of data prior to word 18. Calculations
are performed using the input data, and constants previously defined, with the results being
stored in EVAT memory for output at appropriate time. A second output, which contains
the Command Data, is returned to the FCC when the last word (151) is encountered. This
data is output serially in a burst mode.

Real time processing of data in the EVAT includes such functions as conversion of
encoded angular data to floating point; calculation of targeting position correction values,
calculations of system delay, and other engineering functions used to simulate targeting of
the FCS. These values are output to the host computer for display at the workstation, and
for recording on disk for later analysis. The Target/Command Table contains the appropri-



ate targeting information necessary to calculate the needed delta values. The table also
contains the targeting position values used to simulate the target positions during the
simulation. The targeting information is part of the data which is output to the RTS unit.
All incoming data, calculated data, and appropriate data about the TCT is output to the
host computer.

The Target/Command Table consists of a number of table elements, each containing data
used for target position, and constants for calculation of deltas, error correction, etc. Each
element also contains the desired function to be performed. These functions permit precise
control of processing during the test sequencing. The table is constructed using a menu
entry interface to create the TCT source file. The operator is presented with a display
which contains entry positions for each of the table element values. As entries are made,
the file is updated, one record per table entry. When testing is to be performed, the file is
compiled into an image that is loadable into the EVAT. These image files are subsequently
loaded into the EVAT, both at the initial test startup and later under dynamic control.

Real time processing of the table element consists of several functions. The available
functions are Continue, Hold, Wait, Reset, Start, and Terminate:

! Continue is used to cause a step to the next table element, and process data based on
that element’s information.

! Hold function causes the processor to set appropriate flags so no subsequent data
processing is performed. This mode is modified by operator control in a dynamic
update to the EVAT.

! Wait function causes a temporary hold until the specified number of frames have
passed, then processing continues.

! Reset function causes the table element pointer to reset to the first table element, and
defaults table processing to a hold function.

! Start function changes a reset table hold condition to a continue.

! Terminate function causes a reset, but also outputs data specified in the terminate table
element, before placing the processor in the hold mode.

In the system, the Target/Command Table processing is performed each time a valid frame
is encountered. The first is to determine what table function is to be performed next. Each
frame of data cause output of table status (element number, current table process state, and 



next process state) to the Host Computer. This data can be displayed; it is also stored for
use in later analysis.

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

As shown in Figure 1 - 1, the Target/Command Table data is generated by the user on the
MEAS and downloaded to the EVAT along with all Test Procedure information. The FCC
provides stimuli data to the EVAT for preprocessing. The EVAT processes this data
together with the TCT data and, based on the test procedure definition, outputs the
appropriate data to the MEAS, the FCC, and the RTS. All downloading from the MEAS to
the EVAT is done by means of parallel interface through DRV1W card in the MEAS and
Parallel Setup Module in the EVAT.

EVAT interfaces with the FCC, RTS, and MEAS. These functional interfaces are
described in the following sections.

FCC !>  EVAT DATA PATH

The input data from the FCC is a serial RS-422 dataset which contains a 16-bit frame sync
pattern word followed by 150 data words(300 bytes) of 16 bits each. This data is
transmitted in a burst every 20 milliseconds, coincident with the system clock. The special
RS422 S/P P/S PWA (serial-to-parallel parallel-to-serial converters with RS422 drivers
and receivers) in the EVAT converts the serial data to parallel data and provides it to the
RS422 Data Input Module (DIM) as 16-bit data transfers. The S/P hardware uses the
system clock to act as a frame clock so the DIM can identify word 1 of the major frame.
The hardware converts a serial burst of data into a conventional PCM data stream and
provide the basis for all further processing in the system.

EVAT !> FCC DATA PATH

The EVAT output path to the FCC is from the Parallel Output Module (POM) to the
RS422 S/P P/S PWA where the parallel data is converted to serial data and transmitted
over RS422 lines. This serial output to FCC occurs after 150th or last word of data input
from the FCC. This data consists of 30 bytes of Target Command and other data which is
output in a burst mode.

EVAT !> RTS DATA PATH

The EVAT output path to the RTS is dependent on the type of simulator being used. It is a
TAG, DATA parallel output from the POM or a serial data only output from the RS422
S/P P/S PWA. This data is buffered during processing in the EVAT and output in a burst



mode at a prespecified word time. This output buffer is built from selected and/or
processed incoming or TCT words. The size is dependent on the RTS being used.

EVAT !> MEAS DATA PATH

There are two data paths from the EVAT to the MEAS. The Display output is a TAG,
DATA parallel output from the POM to the CVT interface card in the MEAS. All or
selected parameters can be sent to this card where a Current Value Table (CVT) is
maintained for distribution to workstations for display. The Archive output is a 16-bit
parallel TAG-DATA-DATA sequential transfer from the POM to the archive interface
DMA device. All or selected parameters can be sent to this card, which outputs the data to
disk for storage and later retrieval.

SERIAL INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS

All serial data transfers to/from the EVAT consist of 16-bit words transmitted as 8-bit
bytes via a UART. The serial stream operates at 500k Baud for the FCC link and 19200
Baud for RTS serial link. The following protocol is employed for the UART:

Data Channel: Asynchronous
Data Bits: 8
Parity Bit: Even
Start Bit: 1
Stop Bit: 1

SYSTEM SOFTWARE

The system provides the capability for multiple user access to Test Procedure information.
All Test Procedure specific information is stored in a unique account. Each unique account
contains the necessary FCC input data definitions to process the telemetry data stream
input, one or more Target/Command Tables, and the graphical data display files used to
display real time and post test data. The Host Computer and the Workstation both contain
software which provides all necessary functions to set up collect, distribute, and display
data gathered during the testing. The EVAT is loaded with software, Target/Command
Tables, and other data necessary to process, in real time, the closed loop testing. There is
support for pretest setup and definition, control of data acquisition and processing,
dynamic modification of real time processing, and display of both real time data and
previously recorded archived data.

The real time processing is based on the identification of data as a telemetry data stream.
The frame clock, which causes the word counter to reset, drives the process. The data is



processed in the EVAT as a telemetry stream using the 20 millisecond frame clock as the
reference (other clock rates can be used in this system). Data processing control is
determined by a frame sync pattern embedded in the data stream. This provides the
capability to control further frame level processing as required. Input data which does not
contain the pattern is ignored in the EVAT. Once the pattern is acknowledged, the EVAT
processes data on a word-by-word basis. The Target/Command Table is also processed by
the EVAT based on whether processing has advanced to Lock. The Table is made up of
table elements, each representing one frame processing. Once the sync pattern has been
verified, the EVAT processes one table element every frame. Based on the incoming FCC
data and the current table element contents, target data and correction values are
transmitted from the EVAT to the RTS and FCC. This is the process which provides the
test control and measurements necessary for accomplishing the desired test.

MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE (MMI)

The software system uses a sophisticated Man-Machine Interface (MMI) for entering the
user-defined information and for controlling system operations. This MMI consists of
forms for the entry of setup information and menus for controlling the operation of the
system. All menus use the graphical windowing capability of the MEAS and provide the
user with both keyboard and mouse data selection options. Help facilities to assist the
operator during data entry and operations control are an integral part of this MMI.

The system contains a Parameter Database, a Graphical Display Editor, and Real
time/Playback Display Manager, a Networking Manager, the Data Acquisition Package,
and the Target/Command Table Support Software:

! Parameter Database provides the capability for inputting data stream definitions,
processing definitions, and output destination specifications for all stimuli and other
input/output devices.

! Graphical Display Editor and Real time/Playback Display Manager provide the user
with the ability to create and execute data displays. The display formats include the
following:

- Bar Charts
- Scrolling or Fixed Alphanumeric
- Smooth and Jump Scrolling Time History
- Retained Data Scrolling Time History
- Dynamic Symbology
- Annunciator Panels
- Polar Plots



- Cross Plots
- Standard Two-Dimensional Drawing Facility

! Networking Manager provides the workstations with real time data from the host
computer for real time graphical displays.

! Data Acquisition Package allows the system to control both Host Computer input
devices, the device used for interfacing real time data from EVAT to the Host
Computer and the device used for archiving data to disk.

! Target/Command Table support software consists of menu driven, fill in the blank,
data entry environment along with a real time dynamic load capability for loading
subset portions of the Table to the EVAT

TARGET/COMMAND TABLE

The Target/Command Table provides the capability of sending command data to the FCC
and/or Target data to the Radar Target Simulator. The table structure is shown in Figure
1-2. The table resides in the EVAT memory, and occupies 128k bytes of the 256k bytes of
available memory. The other 128k bytes are used for parameter and algorithm processing
definitions.

Time referencing in the data stream is based on the 20ms time clock. Each burst of data
from the FCC is assumed to be at 20 ms intervals and all times are incremented by this
20ms. The system has provided the capability to modify the time interval to match other
framing times.

SOFTWARE SYSTEM FUNCTIONS

The system is capable of performing these primary functions required to accomplish the
testing of the FCS:

! Provide MMI to the Target/Command Table for table data entry and table data editing.

! Convert a Target/Command Table file into a suitable format for loading to the EVAT.

! Perform necessary data conversions and calculations to appropriate data words within
the EVAT.

! Process the appropriate Target/Command Table element coincident with the current
data samples.



TARGET/COMMAND TABLE:

Figure 1-2. Target Command Table



! Output data words, via the P/S converter, for transmission to the FCC.

! Output data words from the Target/Command Table coupled with incoming data
words to the RTS via the EVAT.

! Output data to a CVT for display of real time data at a Workstation.

! Output data to a disk file for playback redisplay during real time or post-test.

! Upon operator demand, cause control of Target Command Table operations in the
EVAT to be modified. (Commands are Reset, Start, Terminate, Hold, Wait, Continue
and Load.)

! Upon operator demand, load a different Target/Command Table into the EVAT for
processing.

! Perform communications functions between the Workstation processor and a Hand
Held Terminal.

! Upon operator demand, pause or restart data recording of archived data during
execution of a test.

EVAT PROCESSING IN HOST COMPUTER

The following functions are provided in the system, as they relate to EVAT Processing in
the Host Computer:

! Load the Target/Command Table Image File to EVAT.

! Modify current Target/Command Table state in EVAT (issue commands); and

! Compile the Target/Command Table Image file from the Target Command Table.

These functions are in addition to the telemetry acquisition preprocessing. That function
examines the parameter database and compiles the necessary loadable image for the
EVAT to use during telemetry data acquisition and recording.

HAND HELD TERMINAL

This terminal is used as a communication tool between the Workstation operator and a test
operator within the tank. The software residing on the Workstation also provides software
support for a Hand Held Terminal. This terminal is able to emulate the DEC VT100 and



the display has 4 lines of 20 characters each. The display is updated every 2 seconds. The
user is able to control the Target/Command Table processing in the EVAT with Terminate
and Continue commands. The Hand Held Terminal Software supports these functions via
FORTRAN-called subroutines:

! Initial program access to terminal: This software establishes a connection to the HHT,
for all further I/0 operations.

! Collect and issue Continue command to EVAT: When the terminal has transmitted the
continue command characters, this software issues a Continue command to the EVAT.

! Collect and issue Terminate command to EVAT: When the terminal has transmitted
the terminate command characters, this software issues a Terminate command to the
EVAT.

! Collect and write message to display header: When the terminal has transmitted a
message character string, this software issues the transmitted message to the
Workstation display in the message area.

! Collect and write data to specified CVT data location: When the terminal has
transmitted an update character, the transmitted data is written to the CVT, at the
offset designated.

! Transmit text and CVT data to terminal: Data is collected from CVT and transmitted
every 2 seconds. When this software is executed, the desired text is transmitted to the
terminal. Then, every 2 seconds, the DATA from the CVT is collected using a
predefined TAG as an offset. This data is then converted to ASCII and transmitted to
the terminal.

! Associated STOP data transmission to terminal: When any transmission from the
terminal is received, this routine cancels transmissions of CVT data being sent to the
terminal.

! Wait for verification characters from terminal after text/data is transmitted: When text
and data has been transmitted to the terminal, then this software waits for a response
transmission from the terminal. The response is then made available to the calling
program.



USE OF POLARIZATION, ANGLE, HEIGHT, AND
FREQUENCY DIVERSITY DURING MULTIPATH

FADING TO IMPROVE TELEMETRY
RECEPTION ABOARD SHIP

Roger M. Vines

ABSTRACT

Methods to improve reception during multipath fading of telemetry data received
aboard ships participating in missile exercises include various diversity techniques.
Among these techniques are polarization, angle, height, and frequency diversity. In
this paper, a two-ray multipath model is used to investigate the various techniques and
determine the merits of each. Possible ways of implementing the promising ones are
discussed.
Key words: multipath fading, diversity techniques, telemetry link.

INTRODUCTION

Shipboard reception of telemetry from missiles at low elevation angles can result in
loss of data because of multipath propagation. As data rates and distances increase,
communication link margin decreases, leaving none left to offset the effects of
multipath fades. This is especially true when a small receiving antenna is used aboard
ship. Various diversity techniques have been examined over the past few years to
increase received signal during multipath propagation.(1,2) The purpose of this
investigation is to examine the applicability of polarization, angle, height, and
frequency diversity to the shipboard receiving station and determine which diversity
methods (or combinations of methods) will result in link improvements.

MULTIPATH MODEL

An ideal one-way communication link has one path between the transmitting antenna
(source) and the receiving antenna. The electromagnetic wave travels along this path,
and the received signal may be calculated by using the Friis transmission equation.
Multipath propagation occurs when additional paths allow additional signals from the
source to arrive at the receiving antenna. In general, the lengths of the paths are not
equal and thus result in differences among the arrival times of the signals. These time
differences result in phase differences among the signals that sometimes cause the



signals to subtract from one another, resulting in low signal (a null) at the output of the
receiving antenna.

For this investigation, a two-ray multipath model was used as shown in Figure 1. One
ray follows the direct path, and the other follows the path reflecting off the water at
grazing angle R. The field component reflected off the water is the field component
incident to the water multiplied by the reflection coefficient, D, for seawater and for
the proper polarization. At the receiving antenna, the total signal is a combination of
the direct-path field component (signal) and the reflected-path field component
(signal). Field attenuation due to 1/R in the Friis equation is essentially the same for
both the direct- and reflected-path signals; therefore, the difference between the
lengths of the direct and reflected paths affects only the relative phase of the two
signals.

The following assumptions are made to simplify the multipath model: the reflecting
surface is assumed to be smooth and flat, allowing use of theoretical values for D and
simplifying the geometry. The angle " is very small, resulting in the magnitude and
polarization of the direct-path and reflected-path signals being equal to each other as
the signals leave the transmitting antenna and resulting in zero phase difference
between them. The carrier frequency is 2250 MHZ, nominal. The telemetry
modulation type is narrowband FM; consequently, results at the carrier frequency
apply throughout the bandwidth of the signal. (Wide-bandwidth signals are a special
case considered under Frequency Diversity.)

In the resulting model, the direct-path signal has a coefficient of 1 and the reflected-
path signal has a coefficient De , where D is the reflection coefficient for seawater andj2

2 is the phase shift caused by path difference. The total signal at the antenna (in the
frequency domain) is given by:(3,4)

(1)

where

D(T ,R) = reflection coefficient at frequency T  and grazing angle R for either0 0

horizontal or vertical polarization

T = carrier frequency (rad/s)0

R = grazing angle (deg)



h = height of the receiving antenna (m)

H = height of the transmitting antenna (m)

c = speed of light (m/s)

D = range of the transmitting antenna (m)

The signal at the output of the receiving antenna is the vector sum of the direct-path
and reflected-path components multiplied by the gain of the receiving antenna at the
respective incident angles (superposition). The total signal at the output of the antenna
is given by

(2)

where

S (T ) = voltage at the output of the receiving antenna at frequency TT 0 0

G(M ) = receiving antenna gain for the direct-path signald

G(M ) = receiving antenna gain for the reflected-path signalr

M = angle of the direct path referenced to boresightd

M = angle of the reflected path referenced to boresightr

Equation 2 must be used twice (once for each polarization) to compute the horizontal
polarized signal and the vertical polarized signal at the output of the antenna. Proper
weighting must be used for each polarization depending on the polarization of the
transmitted wave. The total received power is the sum of each received signal squared.

DIVERSITY METHODS

Polarization, height, angle, and frequency diversity were investigated to determine
their effectiveness in increasing received signal during multipath fading. Polarization
diversity uses the polarization of the transmitted wave and receiving antenna as well
as the reflection coefficient to advantage. Height diversity and angle diversity are
closely related and vary receiving antenna height and antenna pointing angle,
respectively, to advantage. Frequency diversity uses multiple frequencies or a wide
signal bandwidth to advantage.



In most of the methods, more than one output signal would be available from the
antenna system (e.g., horizontal and vertical polarization). The outputs would then be
combined in a multiple-channel receiver/combiner to yield the best signal. Such an
optimal combiner is assumed in the following discussion, but details of its operation
are beyond the scope of this paper.

POLARIZATION DIVERSITY

First, polarization diversity in the multipath-free environment is considered. The
polarization of the transmitted wave depends on the transmitting antenna polarization
and the attitude of the antenna. Since attitude may change considerably during flight,
any attempt to control transmitting antenna polarization does not ensure a given
polarization at the receiving antenna. Thus, a robust solution is to receive orthogonal-
polarized signals and optimally combine them. In this solution, a dual-polarized
receiving antenna and optimum receiver/combiner function together to yield a
receiving antenna whose polarization matches the incoming wave polarization in real-
time.

Next, the effects of multipath propagation are considered. Equation 2 is used first for
horizontal polarization and then for vertical polarization to determine the total
received signal. Figure 2 shows the magnitude of D as a function of R for both
polarizations. It can be seen that *D* is approximately one for all angles of R
(horizontal polarization); this results in 6 dB peaks and deep nulls for all angles of R
as shown in Figure 3 for h = 12 meters. It can also be seen that *D* varies considerably
as a function of R (vertical polarization); this results in smaller peaks and nulls as
shown in Figure 3. Not shown is the phase of D as a function of R. For horizontal
polarization, it is always approximately -180 deg; for vertical polarization, it varies
from -180 deg at R = 0 deg, to -90 deg at R = 6 deg, and then toward 0 deg for large
values of R. The consequence of this phase difference between polarizations is that the
horizontal reflected signal will not be in phase with the vertical reflected signal for R
greater than a few degrees. This results in the nulls (and peaks) of the total horizontal
signal occurring at different times than the nulls (and peaks) of the total vertical
signal. As R decreases toward 0 deg, it can be seen that the nulls for both polarizations
start to correlate, and at R = 0 deg, they occur simultaneously; this is apparent in
Figure 3.

The following techniques might be used to exploit the above behavior. First, if the
transmitting polarization can be controlled (which it usually cannot), use vertical
polarization for transmitting and receiving; signal nulls are not deep for vertical
polarization except at very low grazing angles. Second, transmit, receive, and
optimally combine both polarizations; the combined signal will have no nulls above



R = 6 deg because the horizontal and vertical nulls are uncorrelated. But below 6 deg,
nulls will get deeper as R decreases toward 0 deg because the phases of the two
reflection coefficients approach -180 deg and *D* for vertical polarization approaches
one.

HEIGHT DIVERSITY

Height diversity is a method of locating antennas at different heights to increase the
total received signal during multipath fading. Its effectiveness can be visualized by
plotting received signal level versus receiving antenna height. Using Equation 1, a
family of curves, one curve for each value of R, is plotted in Figures 4 and 5 for
horizontal and vertical polarization, respectively. Figures 4 and 5 can be described as
interference patterns that result from the direct- and reflected-path signals reinforcing
and interfering with each other. Note that the received signal at a given height h
depends on R so that the received signal from an antenna placed at that height will
increase and decrease as the interference pattern runs past the antenna due to the
changing R. One can see that a movable antenna could avoid the pattern nulls by
adjusting its height dynamically as R changes.

Figures 4 and 5 also show two horizontal lines, A and B, located at the heights of two
antennas. One can see that for R = 2.5 deg, one or both of the antennas will receive
sufficient signal because both are not in signal nulls simultaneously. As R decreases to
1.75 deg, both antennas are in adjacent nulls, and the received signal from both
antennas is insufficient. When R decreases below 1.75 deg, both antennas begin to
move away from being in simultaneous nulls, and total received signal increases.

Total received power is plotted versus R for two antennas at 13- and 14-m heights
(separation equals 1 m) in Figure 6. It can be seen that this value of separation results
in good signal for R > 1.5 deg, but that the null depths gradually increase as R
decreases. If the antenna heights are varied but the separation distance is fixed, a
family of curves will result. If the nulls of each curve are connected, an envelope will
be constructed, which is shown by the dashed line in Figure 6. Figure 7 is a plot of
several envelopes for cases of antenna separation from 0.5 to 2 m. It can be seen that
different values of separation result in different ranges of R in which nulls are weak or
deep. Height diversity may be combined with angle diversity as described at the end
of the following section on angle diversity.



ANGLE DIVERSITY

Angle diversity is the method of pointing the antenna to increase the received signal.
One example, the limited-elevation method, is a technique of limiting the antenna in
elevation near the horizon so that the direct-path signal enters the antenna near the
main beam peak, but the reflected-path signal enters down on the main beam near the
first null. The output of the antenna may be calculated using superposition. When the
direct-path signal and reflected-path signal are out of phase at the antenna, the output
of the antenna is the direct-path signal multiplied by the peak main-beam gain, minus
the reflected-path signal multiplied by the main-beam gain at the incident angle. Thus,
the reflected-path signal is reduced in amplitude by the antenna pattern, which results
in only a mild signal null.

Another example, the monopulse-combining method, is a method of optimally
combining the sum signal and elevation error signal from a monopulse antenna. An
analysis in Reference 5 shows that it is equivalent to combining the outputs of two
wide-beam antennas spaced vertically a small distance apart. This results in a two-
element electronic phased array antenna that automatically changes and moves its
antenna pattern to obtain the greatest signal, regardless of fine mechanical pointing
(i.e., automatic tracking). Thus, the antenna and optimum receiver/combiner function
together to yield an antenna that electronically points in the direction of the incoming
wave. This has the advantage of being able to track the incoming wavefront in
real-time.

 Figure 8 shows a plot of signal level versus phase shift of the reflected-path signal for
three cases: normal sum-channel reception, limited-elevation method, and monopulse-
combining method. It can be seen that the sum-channel reception has a deep null while
the other two methods do not. Also, the null depth using the other two methods is very
close, but the peaks are significantly different.

Reference 4 outlines a method using angle diversity and height diversity to yield a
combined signal that reduces the effects of multipath fading better than either
diversity technique alone. Figure 9 shows an example of total received power for three
cases: angle diversity, height diversity, and both.

FREQUENCY DIVERSITY

Frequency diversity is a method of using multiple or spread frequencies to reduce the
effects of multipath. Looking at Equation 1, it can be seen that the received signal is a
function of frequency. Previously, analysis of the received signal has assumed that it
is at a single frequency; however, this is not exactly true because a signal that contains



information also has bandwidth. The signal bandwidth depends on the information
rate, coding, modulation, etc.

The spectral components of the received signal will be changed in magnitude and
phase due to the filtering effects of multipath. The magnitude of the received signal
from Equation 1 is plotted as a function of frequency in Figure 10 for a receiving
antenna located at a height of 13 m and with a grazing angle of 5 deg (horizontal
polarization). It can be seen that the received signal is a periodic function of
frequency; the 6-dB bandwidth is approximately 90 MHZ and the 6-dB null width is
approximately 45 MHZ. As both h and R decrease, the pattern moves to the right and
expands, increasing the bandwidth and the null width. Methods using multiple carriers
or spectrum-spreading modulation methods may be used to allow energy to be
received regardless of the location (in frequency) of the null. As bandwidths increase,
techniques such as adaptive filtering may be used to offset the filtering effects of
multipath fading.

CONCLUSIONS

Of the four diversity techniques considered, polarization diversity is the most easily
implemented and results in signal improvement even when multipath propagation is
not a factor. Thus, it should be implemented by using dual-polarized antennas and
receiver/combiners when possible.

Strategies using angle diversity and height diversity should be developed using the
receiving antenna capabilities and available assets (receivers and antennas). One
strategy might use limited-elevation positioning of a large antenna and an additional
smaller antenna. Another strategy might use the monopulse-combining method when
the receiving antenna is located high on the ship. These diversity techniques show
promise in reducing the detrimental effects of multipath fading at a reasonable cost.

Frequency diversity techniques are very complicated in that they involve the
transmitting end as well as the receiving end of the communication link. At the
present time, these techniques do not appear justified for our application; however, in
the future, they may become necessary for the missile-to-ship telemetry link.
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Figure 1. FLAT-EARTH MULTIPATH MODEL



Figure 2. MAGNITUDE OF REFLECTION COEFFICIENT VS 
GRAZING ANGLE

Figure 3. RECEIVED SIGNAL VS GRAZING ANGLE



Figure 4. RECEIVED SIGNAL AS A FUNCTION OF h FOR 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION

Figure 5. RECEIVED SIGNAL AS A FUNCTION OF h FOR VERTICAL
POLARIZATION



Figure 6. TOTAL RECEIVED POWER FOR TWO ANTENNAS SEPARATED
BY 1 METER

 Figure 7. ENVELOPES OF TOTAL RECEIVED POWER FOR TWO
SEPARATED ANTENNAS



Figure 8. SIGNAL LEVEL VS PHASE SHIFT USING ANGLE DIVERSITY

Figure 9. TOTAL RECEIVED POWER VS GRAZING ANGLE FOR ANGLE
& HEIGHT DIVERSITY



Figure 10. SIGNAL LEVEL VS FREQUENCY FOR A SINGLE ANTENNA
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ABSTRACT

Tracking performance and data reception can be considerably improved by the
use of one or more types of diversity in the receiving system.

Various schemes of optimizing signal strength and quality are currently in use.
These include polarization, frequency, space, and time diversity. The question
of why, when and what kind of system to be used baffles many of us who are
required to make mission-dependent decisions. This paper discusses the nature
and magnitude of improvement for the various types of diversity. It also
discusses which systems should be used for various mission requirements.
Methods of combining the diverse signals are adequately discussed in the
referenced literature.

INTRODUCTION

Defining the requirements for a system to track airborne vehicles necessitates
consideration of the gain of both the receiving antenna and the transmitting
antenna. The definition of antenna gain uses, as a reference, an isotropic
antenna. Life would be so much simpler if only someone could build an isotropic
antenna!  In the real world it is not possible to build such a device let alone
achieve isotropic coverage on a vehicle.

Most tracking applications require the reception of a signal from a vehicle at all
aspect angles of the vehicle. The majority are concerned with tracking either
aircraft or missiles.

On an aircraft, the transmitting antennas are usually blade antennas or stub
antennas which are linearly polarized. Experience has proven that two antennas
are preferable for instrumenting aircraft for tracking. This usually yields large



areas of constant signal level at about the isotropic gain level. However, when
the aircraft attitude is such that both antennas are visible by the receiving
system, large pattern interference nulls are induced. These nulls vary in signal
level but can be as deep as 20 dB below isotropic, causing serious fading with
attendant data loss or complete loss of track.

The optimum antenna solution for missiles is usually what is called a wrap-
around antenna which is a stripline array consisting of many antenna elements.
Since many elements are used, regardless of the polarization of each element,
the antenna pattern at various angles will be very polarization sensitive. The
pattern from a wrap-around antenna has many deep nulls. Fortunately, the
position of the nulls and peaks are nearly reversed for orthogonal polarizations.
Without diversity, the fading problem while tracking missiles is more severe than
while tracking aircraft.

There are four basic types of diversity in use today. These are:

* Polarization Diversity
* Frequency Diversity
* Space Diversity
* Time Diversity

Diversity techniques involve either the combining or selection of two or more
receive signals. Time diversity, by its very nature, can only use the selection
process, i.e., the two signals are time shared. The methods of combining or
selecting signals is well documented in the literature (1), (2), (3), (4). These
techniques will not be discussed in this paper. The object of this paper is to
discuss the improvements obtainable in the signal quality received from a
tracked vehicle for various types of diversity and various mission requirements.
Some conclusions are obtained for the choice of the various types of diversity
and benefits obtainable for particular mission requirements.

Before considering the various types of diversity, one should consider all the
solutions available to solve a particular problem at hand and consider the cost of
the various solutions. As an example, assume that the link power budget
indicates an additional 3 dB is required to satisfy a particular mission. The
requirement can be satisfied by doubling the transmitted power or increasing the
antenna size by 41 percent. Either solution yields the required 3 dB.
Unfortunately, it is not always that simple. Often it is not practical to increase the
power due to physical limitations, heat dissipation or possible interference with
other missions.



The choice of the diversity system to use is also dependent upon many factors.
It would behoove the system engineer to determine the best solution for the
dollar, or to try to evaluate the cost per dB of the various solutions available.

SIMPLE PROBLEMS - SIMPLE SOLUTIONS

If the only tracking problem is one of a varying linear polarization, the simplest,
most cost-effective solution is to use a circularly- polarized tracking antenna.
However, the 3 dB polarization loss, inherent in circularly-polarized antennas
receiving linearly-polarized signals, must be considered. If the 3 dB reduction of
signal strength cannot be tolerated it usually can be compensated for by an
increase in antenna size or transmitted power or a combination of the two. This
approach is far less expensive than implementing polarization diversity, which
would require an additional receiver and a diversity combiner. If the tracking
problems are more complex such as deep nulls in the received signal caused by
antenna pattern interference, multipath, etc., the best solution may found among
the diversity techniques.

POLARIZATION DIVERSITY

The maximum improvement obtainable by polarization diversity is commonly
experienced in tracking missiles with wrap-around antennas. The major reason
for this is that the nulls and peaks are usually interchanged for orthogonal
polarizations. While this is not always true, it is true a good percentage of the
time. Berns (5) provides a complete discussion of the problems in tracking
missiles with wrap-around antennas and the improvements obtainable by the
use of polarization diversity. Of all the signal fading problems encountered while
tracking wrap-around antennas on missiles, the largest improvements are
realized using polarization diversity.

In the Berns paper, a statistical analysis is used to describe the realizable
improvements. This, indeed, is the best figure of merit to be used for the missile
tracking problem. While polarization diversity affords a maximum improvement
of slightly less than 3 dB for an incoming signal of varying polarization
orientation (as, for example, in the case of a maneuvering aircraft) due to the
elimination of the polarization mismatch, improvements provided by polarization
diversity in the reception of signals from missiles are dramatic -- of the order of
10 dB or more -- from reduction of the effects of the deep nulls that exist for any
single polarization because of the missile’s wrap-around antenna.

One misconception in tracking both aircraft and missiles is that polarization
diversity can considerably reduce multipath nulls since the two apparent



sources of signal are not correlated. While this is true at higher elevation angles,
the majority of aircraft and missile tracking requirements call for extremely low
angle tracking. For angles below the Brewster angle, the reflection coefficient is
nearly identical for all polarizations and, therefore, the two sources of signal are
indeed correlated. Polarization diversity cannot be used for solving the multipath
fading problem. For aircraft tracking, the deep antenna interference nulls cannot
be significantly reduced by polarization diversity. This condition will be
addressed during the discussion of frequency diversity, which is a more suitable
solution.

FREQUENCY DIVERSITY

Frequency diversity is used most often and most effectively for tracking aircraft
equipped with two antennas, usually top and bottom. Severe interference nulls
exist when both antennas are driven by the same transmitter and both are
visible to the tracking antenna. These nulls range from 10 to 20 dB deep. To
illustrate the problem, Figure 1 presents the analytical radiation patterns of two
blade antennas mounted on the top and bottom of an aircraft. Blade antennas
are in common use, not only for aerodynamic considerations, but because they
yield a horizontal component which tends to fill in the null that would be present
directly above the antenna. Harney (6) achieved about the same results by
using stub antennas at a 45º angle. One can see, by Figure 1, that the upper
hemisphere is very adequately covered by the upper antenna and the lower
hemisphere is very adequately covered by the bottom antenna. If, however, the
antennas are at the same frequency, an interference pattern, which is shown in
Figure 2, results. Although the selection of antenna locations on the airframe is
usually done empirically, Kim and Burnside (7) have developed a numerical
solution for predicting the radiation patterns of antennas mounted on curved
surfaces. This methodology provides an accurate and efficient means of
determining the optimum locations on aircraft.

Using frequency diversity, the antennas operate at two different frequencies and
interference nulls are nonexistent. This again, shows that different tracking
applications have different solutions. With the missile, where the antenna is an
array of many elements, it would not be practical to have a matching number of
transmitters. While polarization diversity was clearly the choice for tracking
missiles with wrap-around antennas, frequency diversity is the preference for
tracking aircraft where omnidirectional coverage is required.

There is another possibility for aircraft tracking with two antennas on the aircraft,
and that is the use of time diversity. It is only practical when there is an uplink
involved. Time diversity will be discussed later.



Harney discusses, in detail, the problems and improvements associated with
the use of frequency diversity for aircraft tracking where omnidirectional
coverage is required. He tried a form of time-diversity for his uplink, but
abandoned it in favor of a form of space-diversity, using separate airborne
receivers for each of the top and bottom-mounted stub antennas, together with
AGC-weighted diversity combining. His downlink uses frequency- and
polarization-diversity with a separate transmitter feeding each of the two
airborne antennas. The ground antenna receives one frequency on one
polarization and the other frequency on the orthogonal polarization; each signal
is fed to its own receiver, and then to a diversity combiner. These two
approaches provide very satisfactory coverage -- both for the uplink and for the
downlink.

For the case of tracking maneuvering aircraft, it is clear that frequency diversity
is indeed the best solution, offering an advantage in the areas of the nulls of
about 15 dB.

At this point, it would appear that achieving optimum results in aircraft tracking
necessitates the use of both polarization diversity and frequency diversity. That
may be true, but after we look at space diversity we may conclude that a
combination of all three would yield the optimum performance. However,
budgets being what they are, we must make the most practical selection of
options to satisfy the majority of our missions. The practical selection would
favor the use of frequency diversity, to eliminate the interference nulls, in
combination with a circularly polarized receiving antenna to minimize
polarization variations. The deciding factors, as always, are the mission
requirements and available funds.

SPACE DIVERSITY

Two or more receiving antennas, located in different areas are required to
provide space diversity. Since tracking systems are expensive, the use of space
diversity is usually confined to those situations where the target vehicle cannot
be continually visible to a single receiving antenna.

There is a lesser known but highly effective use for space diversity. A space
diversity system can be configured to reduce the effects of multipath nulls by a
substantial amount. Such a system is particularly well suited for low angle
tracking over highly reflective terrains, such as water or smooth desert areas.
There are missions where multipath nulls of 10 to 20 dB are encountered and
cannot be tolerated. To reduce these nulls by increasing the power or 



increasing the antenna size is not practical, especially from a cost
consideration.

To illustrate the multipath problem, a case will be considered of tracking an
aircraft over a relatively calm ocean. The parameters chosen were an 8-foot
tracking antenna with a reception range, neglecting multipath, of 100 miles. A
frequency of 1.435 GHz was used. (Variations in the frequency have very minor
effects on the multipath problem in the L and S-band ranges). Polarizations of
the tracked antenna and of the reception antenna were both vertical. (At the low
angles, the multipath problem is independent of polarization.) A dielectric
constant of 70 was chosen for the reflecting terrain, with a conductivity of 5.5,
and a surface roughness factor of 1 foot was used. A plot of the range of the
receiving antenna located at a height of 25-feet was made. Plots at other
heights were then made to determine the alternate antenna height needed to
interchange nulls and peaks. The optimum alternate height turned out to be
35-feet. The superimposed plots of the 25 and 35-foot high receiving antenna
maximum ranges are shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the resulting maximum
range, using space diversity.

There is considerable null pattern improvement from using space diversity.
Using the example above, the maximum range for the first null, which is at the
horizon, is improved from approximately 45 to 70 miles, or an improvement of 4
dB. The maximum range of the second null is improved from about 25 to 125
miles, or an improvement of 14 dB. The maximum range of the third null is
improved from approximately 50 to 155 miles, or an improvement of 9 dB. The
maximum range of the fourth null is improved from approximately 75 to 105
miles, or a 3 dB improvement. The range of the fifth null is extended from
approximately 85 or 120 miles, or an improvement of 3 dB. For the example
chosen, the second null which was at an angle of a little less than 1 degree was
the worst case. While the improvement of this null was actually 14 dB and
extended the range to 125 miles, the maximum required range for the mission is
only 100 miles, resulting in a 12 dB improvement for the mission.

The improvements shown by this example, are relatively frequency independent
over the L-band. Figure 5 is the superposition of 1435 MHZ and 1540 MHZ
patterns of the antenna and shows there is little change in the position of the
nulls.

A detailed study of multipath fading is presented by Geen (9). A multipath
computer model was developed and analytic predictions were verified by
controlled field tests.



TIME DIVERSITY

For tracking airborne vehicles, time diversity is only practical when there is an
uplink to the vehicle, in addition to downlink reception. When this is the case,
time diversity can be a very low cost and effective way for signal improvement.
The outputs of the receivers on the aircraft are continuously sampled to
determine which antenna produces the stronger signal. The transmitter is
switched to this antenna, when the differential between the two exceeds a
predetermined value. Since, at any given time, only one antenna is radiating no
interference nulls are formed.

CONCLUSION

When specifying the requirements for a mission which involves tracking and
receiving data from telemetry instrumented airborne vehicles, there are usually
options in the parameters involved (except space loss). Normally, the designing
engineers have control over the amount of transmitted power, the loss between
the transmitter and the transmitting antenna, the type of transmitting antenna,
and polarization. They also specify the type of receiving antenna and
polarization, losses between the receiving antenna and preamplifier, gain and
noise figure of the preamplifier, losses between the preamplifier and the
receiver, and the receiver itself. There can be many trade-offs involved such as
transmitted power, type and size of antennas, preamplifier noise figure, etc.
These trade-offs are usually the result of cost considerations.

If the vehicle being tracked could be instrumented to have a constant effective
isotropic radiated power (EIRP) and a constant polarization throughout the
mission, then the receiving antenna would utilize the identical polarization and
there would be no advantage to any type of diversity. Since this is never the
case, and since most operations require tracking through all aspect angles of
the tracked vehicle, the systems engineers must consider some form of diversity
reception to improve system performance to the maximum extent possible
within the constraints of available funding.

Berns (5), has shown the benefits of polarization diversity for missile tracking.
There is no question that for missile tracking polarization diversity should always
be used. There will still be trade-offs on transmitted power, antenna gain,
preamplifier noise figure, etc., but unquestionably, the benefits to be obtained
from polarization diversity offer the best buy for the dollar.

For aircraft tracking, the received signal is nearly always linearly polarized. The
orientation of the linear polarization however, is varying as a function of the



aircraft maneuvers. The problem of the varying linear polarization can be solved
using either a circularly polarized tracking antenna or polarization diversity.
Polarization diversity affords a gain increase of a little less than 3 dB. The
decision to use polarization diversity is therefore purely one of cost. Usually, if a
3 dB improvement is required, it can be had by other means for lower cost. This
is not always the case and should be evaluated for every requirement.

For tracking aircraft where omnidirectional telemetry coverage of the vehicle is
required, Harney (6), has shown that frequency diversity is the obvious choice
for this requirement. Again, the magnitude of the interference nulls for this
situation is such that frequency diversity yields the lowest possible cost to obtain
the required performance. The selection of antennas and their location on the
aircraft is extremely important. The proper location of the antennas can be
determined by modeling techniques or by analysis. Kim and Burnside (7) have
developed analyses applicable to solving this problem.

For most tracking operations, multipath is not a severe problem. When the
terrain is rough, particularly with vegetation, the multipath will be negligible.
Smooth terrain, however, does present a problem. About the worst case
encountered is that of tracking over smooth water and, next to that, tracking
over a smooth desert. Since the use of space diversity requires at least two
completely separate antennas, it is very seldom used because of cost. There
are times, however, when space diversity should be used and is the most cost-
effective means of satisfying mission requirements. Again, this can only be
determined by the particular mission requirements. As an example, doubling the
size of the tracking antenna will achieve a 6 dB improvement. For small
antennas doubling the size is less expensive than purchasing two antennas.
When two antennas are required, they need to only be about 71% of the
diameter of the one antenna system for the same gain (equal area). The two
antennas can be mounted on the same pedestal. The pedestal required would
be larger than the single antenna approach. The choice of a single pedestal or
two pedestals again is determined by cost. Different mission requirements will
have different solutions.

At about an 8-foot diameter, the cost of doubling the size becomes comparable
with purchasing two separate antennas. The lowest cost approach changes
from increasing antenna size to using two separate antennas. It is relatively
easy to analyze the effects of multipath for a particular mission requirement; see
Chandler (8) or Geen (9). Anytime the reflecting terrain is smooth, this analysis
should definitely be performed to determine the magnitude of the multipath
problem. Usually polarization diversity is of no help because the tracking
requirements are for angles lower than the Brewster angle. For example, at



L-band the lowest possible Brewster angle is 5.8 degrees. Most operations
require tracking below this angle. When severe multipath nulls exist, space
diversity should certainly be considered and, usually, will afford the optimum
solution or the best buy for the dollar. This is especially true if the link budget
indicates the need for a large antenna in the absence of multipath.

The decision of when to use time diversity is usually quite simple. If the
operation includes an uplink it is cost effective to use time diversity to avoid the
problems of interference nulls. Since most tracking requirements do not have an
uplink, time diversity is very seldom used.
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ABSTRACT

The availability of GPS (Global Position Satellite) information in real-time via the
RAJPO Datalink system will significantly increase the capacity of flight test and
training ranges in terms of missions supported. This increase in mission activity will
in turn impose more demands on mission planning in the range operations
environment. In this context, network management tools which can improve the
capability of range personnel to plan, monitor, and control network resources, are of
significant interest. In this paper we describe the application of both simulation and
artificial intelligence techniques to develop such network management tools.

INTRODUCTION

The recent advent of the Global Positioning System has opened up new possibilities in
navigation and positioning. In particular, the Range Applications Joint Program Office
(RAJPO) has developed a range Datalink (in conjunction with Interstate Electronics
Corporation and Qualcomm Inc.) for use on instrumented flight test ranges. The
Datalink will be used to relay GPS-derived Time-Space Position Information (TSPI)
from mobile range participants (primarily airborne) back to a central tracking facility
in real-time (1). This capability can be expected to greatly expand the current capacity
of the range test centers in terms of the numbers of missions which can be handled on
a daily basis — currently the ranges are restricted by physical resource limits such as
the number of available radar systems, video systems, etc. The Datalink on the other
hand can in principle handle up to 200 participants simultaneously with the number of
simultaneous missions limited in effect only by the manpower resources available to
track each mission.

The introduction of the Datalink can be expected to have a significant impact on range
operations. As range users gradually become aware of the capability of the network,
one can anticipate that the nature of missions conducted on the range will become



more complex. In particular, no longer limited by physical resources such as the
number of radars on the range, users will begin to take advantage of the higher number
of participants allowed in the network. In turn this will change the nature of mission
planning and network operations on a day-to-day basis. While the Datalink is designed
to operate with little manual intervention for a particular mission, assessing network
capacity and resources for multiple missions in a real-time planning mode will require
significant experience in using the Datalink in order to understand the trade-offs
involved. Hence, it was recognized from the outset, that it is essential to develop
network management tools to support Datalink operations. These tools would be
integrated with existing tools which support GPS mission planning, but which do not
model the Datalink (2).

JPL (the Jet Propulsion Laboratory), under RAJPO support, has been looking at ways
to help case the transition of the Datalink system into range operations. In this paper
we describe how we have applied both simulation and artificial intelligence
techniques to develop tools which realistically model how the Datalink will be used in
a day-to-day manner. In particular we describe the development of a software Datalink
simulator which models the system primarily at the network level. We describe the
lessons learned from this simulator, in particular the lesson that situation analysis for
the Datalink in real-time is a complex task. We also describe the use of the simulator
as a test-bed for developing network management tools using artificial intelligence
techniques. This neatly solves a familiar dilemma in developing expert systems for
newly fielded networks — rather than waiting a few years for operators to develop
expertise so that one can than “reverse-engineer” the operator’s knowledge into the
form of heuristic rules, this approach allows the bootstrapping of an intelligent
network management system from the outset, using the simulator as a tool to generate
the initial rule-base. We conclude that building network management tools using a
combination of simulation models and artificial intelligence techniques is a practical
methodology when developing a new network.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DATALINK NETWORK

The GPS Datalink Subsystem (DLS) provides two-way digital communications
between range participants and a host range command and control center. A simplified
block diagram of the network is shown in Figure 1. Its primary purpose is to support
GPS position data collection from range participants to the control center in real-time.
The system is implemented as a packet radio network utilizing a TDMA (time-
division multiple access) participant allocation scheme, with a distributed network
routing algorithm. The network supports 200 kbits per second message throughput
with data being transmitted in 736-bit packets. Participant rates range from 10 packets
per second, down to 1 packet every 10 seconds. Data transmission occurs on an 



Figure 1: The (simplified) Datalink Network

L-band link using a 1.6Mhz bandwidth. The network features both frequency diversity
(to combat multipath interference) and spatial diversity (to combat terrain blocking of
line of sight reception).

From an operations viewpoint, the Datalink network is characterized by the largely
autonomous and distributed manner in which participant data is routed to ground in
real-time. The Datalink operator has a PC-based interface to the network at the central
network control point, the Datalink Controller (DLC). The DLC essentially acts as the
central bookkeeping facility for the network, assigning TDMA slots to users, keeping
track of network connectivity in real-time, sending periodic uplink messages to
participants, and correlating packets received via different paths to ground.
Participants (such as aircraft) have a Datalink Transceiver (DLT). The DLT listens for
messages from the ground, broadcasts TSPI information during its assigned slots, and



relays messages received from other DLT’s if necessary. The relaying capability
allows a dynamic tree-structured relay routing scheme to be built up to a maximum
depth of 5 DLT’s. Each DLT keeps a “neighbor cost table” which allows it to make a
local decision in real-time as to what its best route to ground is. These neighbor costs
are derived from estimates of link quality to other participants (among other factors)
which are updated in real-time. At the cost of reduced network capacity, the relaying
feature extends the communication capability of the Datalink considerably beyond the
nominal 70 nautical mile maximum link length, allowing for communication with
participants up to 350 nmi away (provided that the maximum duty cycle of any of the
relayers is not exceeded). Relaying also allows for communication with participants
whose L-band link to ground is poor or non-existent due to terrain shadowing, fading,
or aircraft fuselage masking. Because of the distributed, non-linear nature of the
routing algorithm, closed-form analysis of routing patterns is difficult to carry out, i.e.,
if we assume a simple model of link signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) as a function of intra-
participant distances, how can we determine when a participant will switch to a
relayer or not?  It is important that one can predict network behavior in terms of
routing patterns to enable accurate mission planning. A frequent occurrence in range
operations is that a mission will cancel at the last moment perhaps due to technical
difficulties with the aircraft, in which case a standby mission may be brought onto the
day’s schedule. Hence it is vital that network resource requirements can be evaluated
so that real-time mission planning can occur.

Because of the relative complexity of the network routing scheme it is clear that
mission planners will need some assistance in judging mission requirements. As an
example consider the following very simple scenario. Participant A will be flying
away from the only visible ground station, out beyond the 70nmi nominal link limit.
Another participant, participant B, is available to act as a relayer if necessary but — B
is also participating in another mission and his position must remain static at distance
d miles away from the ground station. We ask the simple question, as a function of
B’s distance d, at what point will A use B as a relayer? This is a simple version of a
typical question one might expect to occur in real mission planning. It turns out that
the answer is somewhat complicated. The relaying characteristics, or relay “contours”
are a complicated function of various network parameters, including the transmitter
power of the aircraft, and (indirectly) the maximum number of relays allowed in the
mission. After some complicated analysis, using an assumed channel model and
assuming that A, B and the ground station are collinear, we arrived at results such as
those plotted in Figure 2. For some geometries and parameter values relaying occurs
fairly near the 70nmi nominal link limit, whereas for other values no relaying at all
occurs. Indeed it is quite possible for A to begin flying out at first routing directly to
the ground station, then switching to use B as a relayer, and then switching back to the
ground station again once the air-to-air channel range is exceeded. Such behavior is 



Figure 2: Relay “Contours” Characteristics

perfectly acceptable within the network design (at each point on A’s trajectory he is
using roughly the best path to ground), yet a network operator or mission planner
might view such routing patterns as suspect. The main point here is not the details
about routing, but rather the fact that even a simple mission can lead to complex
routing patterns. This will make mission planning a difficult prospect unless software
tools are available to aid the planner. Furthermore, as we learned from the analysis
described above, because of the distributed nature of the of algorithm and the
complicated interaction of various parameters, closed form determination of network
routing patterns as a function of participant position is very much non-trivial. Hence, it
became clear that a Datalink simulation capability was required not only to initially
verify and analyze the network design, but also potentially to be integrated as part of a
Datalink mission planning tool for use in range operations.

THE DATALINK NETWORK SIMULATOR

Since the Datalink is a TDMA system, it lends itself to discrete event simulation at the
time-slot boundaries. By choosing this level of granularity we effectively chose to
ignore any sub-slot timing effects which may occur (analysis indicates that timing and
synchronization should not be a factor in network performance). In addition, with the
slot boundary scheme, we chose to simulate at the packet level rather than at the bit
level. This was very much a practical consideration since all of the network



algorithms effectively operate at the packet level (once each participant decodes the
convolutionally encoded packet in hardware). The simulation model was coded in C
and implemented on a Sun Sparcstation. The most complex portion of the code
involved modeling the central control facility, since this part of the algorithm must
perform all the book-keeping tasks associated with TDMA slot assignment, uplink
message scheduling, broadcast messages, etc.

The simulation model itself is implemented as three cooperating processes. Very early
in the development, the utility of the simulator as a test-bed for the research of
network management tools was recognized. Thus, the simulator tasks were
modularized to facilitate the incorporation of these tools. The first of the three
processes exists solely to accept user input and display data generated by the
simulator. The display process passes user inputs to the second process which acts
solely as a parser. If, after passing some basic semantic and syntactic checks, the input
appears valid, it is encoded and passed to the third process. The Datalink network
simulator is entirely contained in this last process. Simulation results and network
status information are continuously made available to the user by passing these results
back to the initial process.

The separation of tasks into separate process has several important consequences.
First, unlike the user-interface process, the actual network simulator is written in very
standard C. Thus, it can be moved to nearly any computing environment and run with
its input and output obtained from files, rather than other processes. The parser
process (constructed from the UNIX tools YACC and LEX) is also very standard
among UNIX environments. But the most important consequence of the modular
interface is that monitor and control applications can be developed and placed either
between the existing processes or can replace them — all without modifying the
complex network simulator process.

LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE SIMULATOR

The simulator was, and still is, a very useful tool to verify network algorithms and
answer “what-if” types of questions. For example, we verified that the network was
quite robust in the sense that subject to a wide-range of participant configurations and
terrain blockage, it quickly and consistently found a route to ground if one existed. We
also discovered certain parameter settings which produced undesirable unstable
routing patterns, producing useful information regarding the operational ranges of
various network parameters.

However, the most important information derived from the simulator was that real-
time situation analysis of the Datalink is a very complex task. Originally we designed



the simulator using just a text interface. However we found that it was very difficult in
this mode to monitor network activities and so we added a more sophisticated
graphics interface displaying position and routing information in real-time. Even with
this information one’s ability to assess the status of a mission is limited. Consider for
example what happens if a burst of packet losses occurs. This could have happened for
a number of different reasons. One potential cause is that certain network re-routing
switching patterns cause temporary packet dropouts as participants find new routes —
this is perfectly normal network behavior. Another routine cause might be due to
fuselage masking of the antenna on the aircraft. Yet these packet losses could also in
principle be due to some underlying problem, such as a hardware or software problem
in a DLT. It quickly became obvious from using the simulator that tracking down such
cause and effect scenarios in real-time was next to impossible — by the time the
relevant data was gathered and traced the symptom might no longer even be present.

Another problem occurs when one tries to predict network routing behavior, perhaps
for the purposes of assessing how much bandwidth and relay capacity to assign a
mission. All of the dynamic routing is essentially transparent to the network operator.
The operator can specify global parameters such as the maximum relay depth which
can be used for a particular mission, but by and large network routing occurs without
operator intervention (although the facility exists for manual specification of routes
and costs, it is unlikely that this feature will be used in an operational environment).
This transparency of network operation simplifies the operator’s role to a great extent.
This is fine under normal operating conditions. However when the network is being
stressed near its capacity limits, or it is not behaving as expected for one reason or
another (component failure, incorrect parameter specification) it will be quite difficult
to judge why the network is choosing certain routing patterns and to predict what will
happen next.

By running reasonably complex simulated missions on the simulator we were able to
extrapolate that the Datalink operations environment will be a complex one, both for
real-time situation analysis (reactive decision-making) and mission planning (pro-
active decision-making). From this viewpoint, the development of network
management software tools using artificial intelligence techniques is a logical next
step.

NETWORK MANAGEMENT TOOLS USING AI

For the purposes of the Datalink network, network management activities can be
categorized into 3 basic areas: (I) fault management, (ii) performance management,
(iii) operator interface management. We chose also to place a fourth component in our 



software architecture, a real-time situation analysis module. The overall system design
is depicted in Figure 3. Details of this network management tool are described in (3).

Figure 3: Real-Time Network Manager Prototype Block Diagram

The real-time situation analysis module serves a dual purpose. Firstly it serves as a
buffer to isolate the real-time system (the Datalink) from the network management
software — despite claims to the contrary, artificial intelligence tools such as rule-
based systems deal with temporal events very poorly, hence by isolating the real-time
aspect of the problem the various analysis modules can operate by continuously
looking at prioritized agendas without worrying about the time dependencies involved.
Secondly, and more importantly, the situation analysis module translates the raw data
into a higher level representation. In particular we have identified three useful levels
of information representation: (i) the low-level network information (packet headers,
etc.), (ii) quantitative summaries of network behavior (traffic statistics, routing trees,
etc.) and (iii) a qualitative context level of representation. This identification of
different levels of knowledge representation is the key component in developing a
complex network management system. Each level of the hierarchy plays a particular
role. For example, the fault diagnosis module can be written using rules written at the
context level. Once a potential fault condition is identified at the context level via
these heuristic rules, a more detailed analysis can be invoked at the quantitative



summary level (using perhaps a more algorithmic approach), going down to the low-
level packet header information if necessary. An explicit  knowledge representation
scheme defined in this manner makes the resulting system both easier to develop and
maintain.

The three modules which operate off the real-time situation analysis module are
relatively self-explanatory. The fault diagnosis module uses a set of rules written at
the context level to monitor network events and determine if there are any potential
faults. Potential faults are then examined in more detail to determine likely cause. At
this point many false alarms can be expected to be eliminated, e.g., packet losses due
to normal network operations. Remaining faults can be correlated and prioritized prior
to being handed over to the operator interface module. The performance module is
primarily algorithmic, monitoring network traffic statistics at the qualitative summary
level. However, once adverse performance is detected, context-level rules can be used
to represent constraints and provide advice to the operator, again fed to the interface
module.

The operator interface module uses a mix of context-level and quantitative summary
information to provide a real-time “snapshot” of network activities to the operator
using graphic displays. The interface also use context-based rules to represent
constraints which filter the operator keyboard input and provide feedback as to
whether a particular command may be appropriate or not. The interface module uses
some context level rules to control the nature of the display shown to the operator. As
an example, the mission goes through various sequential phases such as start-up,
initialize, shut-down, etc. It is clearly inappropriate to display the same information
(such as traffic statistics) during these various phases, hence the display is actively
changed in response to the context.

This is the key factor in the design of the system, namely, that the system operates in a
context-dependent manner, where the system actively tracks the context of the network
in real-time. Building such real-time, context-sensitive AI applications is non-trivial,
but nonetheless essential if the early successes of knowledge-based programming (as
applied to passive, advisory, rule-based systems, such as for medical consultation) are
to be extended to complex real-world engineering systems.

CONCLUSION

The network management tools described above are currently under development
using the Datalink simulator as a test-bed. Future work includes the use of learning
algorithms to automatically identify rules for fault prediction and performance
optimization (4, 5). Our primary conclusions from this work are:



C The RAJPO Datalink system will introduce new complexities into the range
operations and mission planning environments. Hence, there is a need for
sophisticated network management tools to support the Datalink.

C Applying artificial intelligence techniques to intelligent monitoring of a real-
time complex engineering system requires considerable extrapolation beyond
the state-of-the-art in conventional rule-based, advisory Al systems. However,
identification of a good knowledge representation scheme and integrating both
procedural and rule-based software in the application, are good cornerstones for
success.
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GPS: THE LOGICAL TOOL FOR PRECISION
TRACKING IN SPACE

Carl E. Hoefener

ABSTRACT

As we develop more space vehicles, a pressing requirement emerges to provide precision
tracking information. This need for exact time and space-position information (TSPI)
persists whether developing and testing space weapons or locating the precise position of
intelligence-gathering satellites. Because this is a worldwide tracking requirement, the use
of conventional tracking techniques such as radar is precluded. Fortunately the Global
Positioning System (GPS) is now in place and can provide the tracking information
required. GPS offers two techniques for tracking space vehicles. A GPS receiver can be
installed on the vehicle to determine the position that is then relayed to a ground terminal,
or a GPS frequency translator can be used to compute the vehicle position at the master
groundsite. Since both techniques have been proven satisfactory, the specific tracking
requirement determines the method selected.

For the flight tests of the Exoatmospheric Reentry-Vehicle Interceptor Subsystem (ERIS),
the GPS frequency translator technique is used. A GPS frequency translator is installed on
the target (a reentry-vehicle launched on a Minuteman from Vandenberg), and a translator
is also installed on the ERIS, which is launched from Meck Island in the Kwajalein Atoll.
The GPS frequency translator approach was chosen for these tests for a variety of reasons,
the most important of which were the limited instrumentation space on the target and
interceptor, the extreme dynamics of the interceptor, the tracking accuracy required, and
the range at which the operation must be tracked.

For the tracking of orbiting satellites, a GPS receiver can be flown on the satellite with its
derived position information continuously stored. This data can then be dumped as the
satellite passes over a selected groundsite.

Keywords: Global Positioning System (GPS), time and space-position information (TSPI),
frequency translator, translator processing system (TPS).



THE TRACKING REQUIREMENT IN SPACE

Precision tracking of cooperative targets in space is primarily required for both test and
evaluation and reconnaissance. For test and evaluation, weapons such as ballistic missiles
and kinetic energy space weapons must be tracked to evaluate their guidance systems. The
targets these weapons seek must also be tracked to measure miss distance of the weapon
to verify its performance. As we have seen from the recent Persian gulf conflict, satellite
surveillance of the battlefield is extremely important, and for satellite information to be of
value, precise position of the satellite is mandatory while it gathers information. There are
undoubtedly many more examples of cooperative space vehicle tracking, but this paper is
concerned only with orbiting satellites and kinetic energy weapons employed against space
vehicles. These two requirements imply precise tracking over long ranges anywhere in
terrestrial space.

WHY GPS IS SELECTED

Although the Global Positioning System (GPS) was developed for navigational purposes, it
is ideally suited for terrestrial space tracking. The GPS satellite constellation is in place
and provides precise position information anywhere around the world. All that is required
is a GPS receiver or a GPS frequency translator on the vehicle. With the GPS receiver,
precise position is computed onboard the vehicle and retransmitted in realtime or stored for
later transmission to a master groundsite. When the GPS frequency translator is used, the
satellite signals are received at L-band and retransmitted at S-band to a translator
processing system (TPS). The precise vehicle position is then determined, either aboard a
space station or at a master groundsite. Both GPS receiver-based instrumentation systems
and GPS frequency translator tracking systems have been proven to be very effective.

LIMITATIONS OF GPS AT EXTREME ALTITUDES

Although we have postulated the use of GPS for tracking in space, this is impossible at
extreme altitudes above the earth; that is why we have spoken only of terrestrial space.
The GPS satellite constellation orbits at about 11,000 miles above the earth’s surface
(semisynchronous orbit). The directional antennas on the satellites are focused to cover the
surface of the earth, so the beamwidth of transmitted L-band signals is such that it
subtends an arc of about 6,900 nautical miles at a range of about 14,400 nautical miles.
This implies a beamwidth of approximately 27 degrees. The actual beamwidth of the L1
satellite antennas is about 28.6 degrees. The GPS constellation consists of 18 satellites all
beaming their signals at the earth. There is a critical altitude above the earth, however, at
which signals from four satellites cannot be received simultaneously. Therefore, the use of
GPS in space is limited to altitudes below about 1,000 miles above the earth. GPS is
entirely satisfactory, however, for tracking ballistic missiles, ballistic missile interceptors,



and low-altitude orbital satellites. So as long as we limit ourselves to tracking in terrestrial
space below the 1,000-mile altitude, we have selected an effective technique.

RECENT USE OF GPS IN SPACE

GPS has, in fact, been proven as a successful space tracking technique in two Department
of Defense weapon system test and evaluation programs. These are the U.S. Navy’s
Trident ballistic missile program and the Strategic Defense Initiative’s exoatmospheric
reentry-vehicle interceptor subsystem (ERIS), a ground-launched kinetic energy weapon.
For the Trident program a GPS frequency translator-based tracking system is used to track
the missile in portions of its ballistic flight in space to gather precision trajectory data for
guidance system evaluation. In the ERIS program GPS frequency translator tracking
systems are used to track both the reentry-vehicle target, launched on a Minuteman missile
from Vandenberg Air Force Base in California, and the ERIS, launched from Meek Island
in the Kwajalein Atoll. The precision GPS tracking data is used to evaluate the
effectiveness of the ERIS weapon system.

THE FUTURE OF GPS TRACKING IN SPACE

The two programs just described used relatively large GPS frequency translators on the
vehicles being tracked. The position data was derived in large ground-based translator
processing systems. A typical 40-cubic-inch translator is shown in Figure 1, while Figure 2
shows the large, complex TPS used on the ERIS program. With the advancement of
technology, it is now feasible to reduce the size of the GPS frequency translator to 10
cubic inches or less (see Figure 3), and the TPS to a single rack-mounted chassis (see
Figure 4). With these possibilities a whole new world of GPS space tracking techniques is
now available. Small weapons such as those proposed for Brilliant Pebbles could easily
contain a miniature GPS frequency translator, and a small TPS installed in an orbiting
vehicle could derive the position of the small weapon and temporarily store it until
convenient to dump its data to a groundsite. For orbiting surveillance satellites, a GPS
receiver could be flown in the satellite and stored with the surveillance sensor data until
convenient to transmit the data to a ground station.

CONCLUSIONS

With the entire GPS satellite constellation almost entirely in place, GPS is ready to be
extensively used for test and evaluation. It has already been demonstrated successfully on
major programs, and as the hardware developed by the Range Applications Joint Program
Office (RAJPO) becomes available, we will see much more use of GPS on the test and
training ranges. It is logical, therefore, that GPS be extensively used for precision tracking
in space.



Figure 1. The ERIS 40-Cubic-Inch Figure 2. Translator Processing
Translator System Single-Vehicle Tracker

Figure 3. The Miniaturized GPS Frequency Translator (Artist’s Conception)



Figure 4. GPS Translator Processor (Artist’s Conception)



THE TEMEMETRY TEST STATION - AN INTRODUCTION

Kamalini Martin

ABSTRACT

The Telemetry Test Station has been developed at the Digital
Systems Division, ISRO Satellite Centre, to test House
Keeping Telemetry Packages which will be flown onboard
satellites. The main feature of the Test Staion is its
configurability, since it is intended to be used with
different types of (low bit rate) telemetry packages. Other
features include automation of test procedure, and reduction
in testing time/increase in repeatability due to
minimisation of manual interaction.

Since the test station comprises GPIB controlled equipment,
hardware and software, thf configurability should be built
in at all levels and stages, from design to implementation.
Thus since the specification is subject to change, the
configuration for structure of the system is traosferred
from the designer to the user. This results in a large part
of the system being devoted to user interface design, since
the computer which is an integral part of the setup must be
‘invisible’ to the user. Due to specialised requirements the
user and the system are treated at peer level i.e, at any
time during the entire test session, the user can override
system process and verify/correct it and equally, the system
must also verify/correct user input especially with regard
to critical test procedures.

The test tession itself (after configuration) is divided
into three equally important sections: preprocessing, test
and analysis. All the data required during the test run
should be made ready before the actual test. Since it has
been found by experience that this is not always convenient,
the preprocessing software is integrated in to the test
session so that the user can perform this at any time.
Similarly, the results of the test can also be analysed 



immediately or even during the test to improve subsequent
procedures.

This paper describes the prototype telemetry test station
which has been built and tested over the past two years.
This performance has been satisfactory. The system
integration features and design problems and solution are
high lighted.

KEY WORDS (1) Satellite Telemetry
(2) Configurability
(3) Automated testing

INTRODUCTION

A setup to test Satellite Telemetry Systems, the Telemetry
Test Station, is described here. The aim of the test session
is the exhaustive and efficient testing of all electrical
specifications of the system under test. The test equipment
has to provide all inputs to and measure all outputs of the
system under test. The specification of the test session
must also include all procedures, parameters, controls,
signals and environments under which the system is to be
tested. The test setup must be modified quickly and easily
to suit the system under test and must provide especially
robust and failsafe interfaces so that the satellite system
is in no circumstance jeopardised or over stressed under
faulty conditions.

The aim in designing the Telemetry Test Station is to be
able to test any low bit rate telemetry system. The
Telemetry (TM) systems designed by ISRO Satellite Centre
fall into three broad categories, i.e., those designed for
Experimental Satellites, Low earth, operational satellites,
and Geostationary, operational satellites.

Moreover the TM systems designed for different satellites
within each category may differ from one another. Thus
configurability is the main feature of any test setup that
is to be capable of test any or all TM systems.

After study of a number of telemetry systems in each
category, the common features and differences can be listed



with reference to the testing aspect (not design criteria).
Every system can be decomposed in to the following minimum
set of building blocks, with any specific requirements, such
as payload interface, being added on as another block. The
variable features of each block and the method of test are
also listed in Table 1.

Section-1 of the paper decribes the interfaces of the test
station which perform all the required tests outlines above.
Next the configurability of the system is examined. Since
the specification of the test session (its procedures,
parameters and environments) is to be made changeable, the
‘configuration’ is to be acheived by the user (section-3).
The design structure to achieve this is briefly touched on
in section-4 with a example taken from an area with real
time constraints.

TABLE-1

Building block Features which vary Method of Test at
and function from system to package level

system

1. Formatter to Number, types and Examine PROM
define the contents of PROMS contents.
output format which define the

format

2. Multiplexer Number, types and Supply inputs and
array to combine structure of the check appropriate
all the signals multiplexer array. outputs
monitored
onboard the
satellite

3. ADC to convert Resolution, Supply every analog
analog signals accuracy type of input over the
into digital ADC entire input range,

monitor the output
so as to prepare an
accurate input Vs
output graph



Building block Features which vary Method of Test at
and function from system to package level

system

4. Onboard timer Number of bits Monitor a clock
generating the alloted, clock signal over
onboard clock speed and sampling extended periods of
reference rate time to measure the

drift.

5. Command Number and type of Simulate all
interface block command commands and
to receive the combinations of and
telecommands and check the action by
act on them monitoring system

status.

6. Control signal Number and type of Measurement of each
to generate pulse, period and wave form.
specific pulse width of the
interface pulses pulses.

7. Modulator to Type of modulation Measurement of each
convert the PCM filter waveform.
stream to the characteristics.
required
subcarrier
modulated analog
waveform

TEST STATION INTERFACES

The structure of the test station is shown in fig.l. It is
composed of a number of GPIB controlled equipment, a set of
hardware modules to interface the system under test and
software utilities in the controlling PC.

The test station provides the following interfaces to
measure and/or monitor the signals output by the system
under test:

1. Digital PCM Interface
2. Analog Interface
3. Control Pulses Interfaces



The Digital PCM interface to acquire the basic TM output
through decommutation. This is used in all the tests
described in Table 1 except 6 and 7. This is done by
designing a plug in card to the PC and writing the
decommutation software. The card can work to an absolute
maximum 60 Kbps and decommutation features are fully
programmable. These features are described in detail in the
companion paper (Ref.3). The hardware is fully transparent
to all (low bit rate) TM systems so that only the software
needs to be configured during run time.

Analog waveform interface: This basically demodulates the
subcarrier modulated output of the TM and provides the
digital interface for decommutation. The appropriate
demodulator and bit sync. equipment simply convert the
analog signal into the digital data and clock stream. The
digital data and clock are then used for decommutation. In
the absence of GPIB controlled demodulator and bit
synchronizer a change in subcarrier frequencies could entail
the physical replacement of these equipment.

Control pulse interface: This is achieved by using a GPIB
equipment like a frequency counter or oscilloscope which
measures the waveform characteristics under software
control. Some equipment may need different methods of
configuration.

The following interfaces are provided to simulate all inputs
to the system under test.

1. Analog and Digital Channel Interface
2. Telecommand Interface
3. Power Interface

Analog and Digital channel interface: Satellite health
monitoring parameters are simulated here. The simulation is
done by hardware demultiplexer arrays distributing the
specified analog and digital value under software control.
The number of channels handled can vary between 50 to 1500.

Telecommand interface: This is a set of digital lines
(programmable through software) which simulate the pulses
and data lines as defined by the user.



Power supply interface: The system under test may possess
its own regulation unit within the package or receive
regulated power. A GPIB controlled power supply generates
the required voltage and automatically provides overcurrent,
overvoltage and alarm/safe shutdown features.

WHAT TO CONFIGURE

Given a test setup and a new system to be tested, the system
under test and the test session must be clearly specified.
This is done in three stages: abstract, parameterwise and
physical definitions and descriptions.

The abstract description is the writeup of the telemetry
system i.e its input and output interfaces and its modes of
operation. This may be defined especially with reference to
table-1. The parameter wise description specifies the
characteristics of each physical input/output wire that is
to be simulated or monitored. The physical ‘description’ is
to physically connect each input/output to the corresponding
ouput/input of the test station and to make sure that the
actual connection supports the parameter wise description.

The requirements of the test parameters and procedures,
controls, environments etc must be specified to suit the
system under test. The first effect of this specification
may be to change the equipments which compose the test
station. A simple example could be systems with 12 bit ADC
may not be tested with the same voltage calibrator as that
used for a system with 8 bit ADC (the accuracy and
resolution of the output is obviously far higher in the
first case). Similarly, systems with widely varying
subcarrier frequencies will need different demoudlator
modules to be used.

Thus the configurable sections of the test station may be
divided as follows:

1. The GPIB Controlled Equipments
2. The Hardware interface between the controller and

the system under test
3. The controlling software routines and procedures



4. The data files and structures which define the
inputs and outputs of the system under test

The major physical change in the test station is the actual
hardware interface between the system under test and the
test controller. i.e different types and numbers of hardware
cards are needed to interface to the physical wiring. This
consists of :

1. Sets of demultiplexers to generate the analog and
digital channel inputs

2. Sets of multiplexers to route the control pulses to
the measuring equipment one at a time

3. Sets of Telecommand Simulation lines
4. Sets of multiplexers to route the TM output lines

for decommutation.

Since the user of the test station would like to configure
the test procedure to suit the system under test, the number
and type of test procedures must be under user control at
run time. This affects preprocessing, test and analysis
stages. Different data files will be offered to the test
station for use during the test run, different operations
(tests) performed using this data and finally different
kinds of analyses performed on the results. This kind of
configuration may be required even if the system under test
does not change i.e at different stages of qualification of
a single TM system.

WHEN AND HOW TO CONFIGURE

The configurable features of the test station are:
Equipments and hardware cards/modules and their
corresponding software modules.

The physical change of a component equipment must be
reflected ‘automatically’ in the test station software. This
‘automation’ means that (1) user input for defining the
change is minimised as far as possible and this is required
only during the ‘configuration’ stage as distinct from the
test session stages. (2) The equipment features are
monitored and taken care of throughout the test session. All
types of alarms, failsafe conditions, protection features



etc of the equipments will be transparent to user, i.e
provided whatever the equipment chosen.

This can be done in two ways: Any software related to the
automated control of equipment can be divided into (a)
Initialisation (b) Normal working and © Error/Exception
handling procedures. Given a limited set of equipment types
to choose from each software stage can process each
equipment by a series of itf ‘equip 1’ then ‘proc 1’, if
‘equip 2’ then ‘proc 2’ etc. Any change (addition,
modification or deletion of equipment) would be reflected in
each division. This is not recommended generally for
modulating systems built with object oriented methods, but
is easy to inplement as far less overhead when the equipment
types are few.

The other way is to link in a set of modules corresponding
to the configured equipments. The advantage here is that
only those modules needed for the session are used thus
aving, code time and space. However, the ‘configuration’
phase is now distinct from the ‘test session’ phase with an
intermediate linking to be performed so that configuration
during the run itself is difficult. If this is simple and
short, eg. chaining in the required modules into the work
area, it is transparent to the user and results in well
structured extensible code. Also, if the operation of
equip-1, is widely different from that of equip-2 this
method is far neater to implement.

The change in the hardware modules composing the test
station is easy to implement since configuration constraints
are builtin to the hardware design itself. The
‘configuration’ therfore consists in specifying the number
and types of each specifying the number and type of each
module/card described above. The software then checks for
the actual presence of the module and its performance as far
as possible and prepares a list of input addresses and
values. This is used during the test session. The
‘changeable’ feature is therfore a data set. This can be
dynamically shared between modules during run time (RAM
areas) or created as files if configuration is not done
often. Dynamic sharing saves time but increases code space.
File structures need overhead intime of access but are



simple and easy to use. Both types are used in the test
station.

Apart from designing reliable hardware and software modules,
two features to help ensure safe sessions are built in. At
every stage, the system checks the user input semantically
and logically. Help features such as overall and specific
status monitoring are available for the user at any time, to
assess the correct working. Thus the user and the test
system are treated at peer level, each verifying the other.
However, the user is always given priority in commanding the
system.

EXAMPLE: THE ADC CHECK ROUTINE

As described above the test station session consists of
three phases, preprocessing, testing and analysis. Each of
these stages perform certain operations on certain data.
Errors in data entry should be removed as far as possible
before its activation and is therefore checked mainly during
preprocessing. The integration of a configurable system is
to put all the operations together and ascertain that all
modes of operation will operate reliabily and automatically
independent to the data content.

The routine to check the charcteristics of the ADC in a TM
system is one of the most complex and involves most parts of
tje test station. The function is to obtain a graph of the
input (Analog) vs output (Digital) of the ADC which will
completely describe its characteristics. Note that the test
is performed at package level where neither the input nor
the owtput of the ADC is directly accessible.

The input to the ADC will be routed as any one (chosen by
user) of the analog monitoring channels. The output of ADC
will be monitored through the formatted TM output. To
scrutinise the behaviour qf the ADC closely, at large number
of samples must be examined to verify the analog to digital
conversion characteristic over the range of interest. To
save time, the TM system can be commanded to repeatedly
sample only the selected chennels to maximise the
information content of the frame. Thus the program must
input the analog value monitor the output calculate the next



required analog value based on the output pattern and stop
when the stopping criterion is reached. 
The various options and the features of error checking by
the system and the user are summarised in Table 2.

Table 2.

What to Config. When to Config. Software check User check

1. Database file At preprocessing The pre- User can check
containing in- stage the struc- processing the configu-
formation about ture and content software checks ration of the
all monitoring of the database the entire file data base and
channels. This must be clearly for validity of can modify data
is needed so specified to structure and which has been
that user can minimise channel content. The signalled
select any ana- information file needed by erroneous by
log channel at access time the run time the pre-
run time and the during actual software is processing
appropriate in- testing. created auto- software
put simulated matically from
output monitored the data base.
automatically.

Overall par- Before actual        - User has com-
ameters such as run, parameters plete control
ADC Specs.GPIB stored as a file
specs.(address)
log file names

2. Command infor- At preprocessing User entry is Specification
mation regarding stage the command only checked of the format
input and output no. an type to for typing etc is com-
switches and perform each errors pletely under
modes of opera- action must be user control.
tion of the specified and
Telemetry stored as a file.
system. The run
time software
uses the command
output file to
perform  the
command simula-
tion.



What to Config. When to Config. Software check User check

3. The selected At run time the The channel is Channel address
analog channel user can simply verified from an format allo-
which can be identify a chan- the data base cation can be
used for check- nel by number file and its checked by
ing the ADC from the given contents used user.
characteristics. list for runtime.

4. Selection of At run time the Software checks User can check
type test run file is created whether all whether the
i.e how closely to describe the analog values analog value is
to characterise analog values and lie within the correctly
the ADC their step sizes. safe ADC range transmitted

and also en- from the
ables the GPIB equipment to
communication the system
for instrumen- input
tation errors

5. Stopping Before or at run S/W checks if User can read
criteria time, user can spec. criteria back the trans-

specify whether is safe (within lation in term
stop on anyone ADC specs). of final value
1. No. of values step sizes etc.

acquired
2. Particular

file size is
reached

3. ADC maximum
is reached

4. Time of run
is reached

6. Analysis of Analysis of Normal software User can check
output output can be checks like file names etc

specified after type checking, at operating
the run to give dimensioning system level
the user short graphics posi-
form or detailed tioning display
results in text modes etc.
or graphic mode.

CONCLUSION

The test station comprises at number of GPIB equipments,
hardware modules and software utilities. The test session
consists of preprocessing, testing and analysis phases. To



make this set up configurable, all features (equipment
hardware modules and software for preprocessing, testing and
analysis) must be changeable i.e can be added, deleted or
specified in different ways by the user. The physical change
of a component (equipment or hardware module) is immediately
reflected in procedure especially of the test utilities is
changeable. The data structures and values on which each
software procedure works at any phase is also changeable.

A practical system with all these features has been briefly
outlined. The system has been working for over two years and
has performed satisfactorily with 4 types of TM packages.
Its adaptability to suit future TM systems with unknown
features and limitations remains to be seen.
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A SIMPLE DECOMMUTATION SCHEME FOR THE TELEMETRY
TEST STATION

Kamalini Martin, M.Vanitha & P.C.Manjunath

ABSTRACT

The Telemetry Test Station has been developed at the Digital
Systems Division, ISRO Satellite Centre, to test the
housekeeping telemetry packages which will be flown onboard
satellites. The heart of the test procedure is the
decommutation, display and processing of the telemetry
output format. The decommutation has been achieved by
designing a simple plug in card to an IBM PC/XT compatible
computer and writing the related assembly language software.

The card and the software have been extensively tested and
found to work satisfactorily upto 60 Kbps PCM data rate.

To make the hardware and software flexible and truly general
purpose, the acquisition should be independent of the modes
of operation and data formats. All the parameters which
define acquisition display and processing are therefore
programmable and can be changed at any time. The parameters
which influence acquisition are bit rate, word rate, frame
rate, length of word, length of frame and frame synchronous
code. The bit rate is transparent, i.e., need not be set by
the user. The word length is assumed to be 8 bits or
multiples of 8 bits. The other parameters are programmable
at any time during the test session. Similarly, the
parameters which affect display are the display rate, and
positioning of the format including highlighting, alarm
signals, related information etc. This gives a user the
facility to tailor the display to his liking. The storage is
also flexible and independent of display. All these modes
are in real time and have therefore been coded in assembly.

It has been found that a large part of the software is
needed for user interface alone and user requirement is far
more changeable than expected. The software is therefore



designed for change. The problems and solutions in achieving
these features are discussed in this paper.
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INTRODUCTION

The Telemetry Test Station is a setup to test any low bit
rate satellite telemetry system. Any test session involves
simulating inputs to the system under test and monitoring
relevant outputs. In the case of telemetry packages, the PCM
formatted data output of the system carries almost all the
information about the inputs and the states of the system
under test. The acquisition, display and postprocessing of
this single data stream, therefore forms a part of most
tests to qualify a telemetry system. This function, called
“Decommutation”, has been achieved by designing a simple
plug in card on an IBM PC/XT compatible computer and writing
the related realtime software.

The relevant parameters needed for decommutation are related
to data speed and content. Once the system is capable of
handling different types of data (speeds and values), the
versatility of the system depends on the user interface and
the facilities offered to the user.

The hardware design to achieve high speed decommutation
using the simple 8088 based PC-bus is described in
Section-1. Section-2 describes the software and programmable
parameters. User interfaces and methods to handle varying
requirements are discussed in Section-3. An example to show
how the decommutation is used in another test feature of the
test station is described in Section-4.

HARDWARE DESIGN

The hardware required for the decommutation was designed as
a simple plug in card on the IBM PC/XT compatible machine.
The card design utilised the available, unused DMA channel
and Interrupt facility of the PC, thus minimising the number
of chips mounted on the card. The card also uses the



prototype card address space as recommended in the Technical
Reference Manual [2].

The details of the design are shown in Fig.1

The hardware mainly utilises the features of two chips, an
8251A USART chip which is mounted on the plugin card, and
the 8237 DMA chip available within the PC. The 8251A
receives serial data and clock and essentially performs the
frame synchronizing function. It is programmed in the
synchronous mode to detect a two byte sync. pattern. As soon
as the programmed sync pattern appears in the serial bit
stream, the ‘Sync Detect’ status is set in the register. The
status is immediately recognised by the software which then
reprograms the 8251 into the normal mode. From now on, the
8251 acts as a serial to parallel converter, raising the ‘Rx
Rdy’ flag on reception of each byte of data. Thus both word
and frame synchronization is achieved. The checking for the
Frame Sync. code is now taken over by the software. By
utilising the 8251, an important parameter of decommutation,
the clock or bit rate is made transparent to the system. The
PCM stream could therefore be accepted upto the maximum rate
of the 8251 specification (sync. mode), i.e 64 Kbps. However
software limitations have shown that the absolute maximum is
about 60 Kbps, with long frame lengths.

Since low bit rate Telemetry systems operate well within 20
Kbps, this limit is quite comfortable and therefore the user
need not specify the speed i.e the bit rate for the
decommutation.

The other important chip used is the 8237 DMA controller
within the PC. On the PC/XT one channel of the 8237 is free
for the user. This channel is programmed to operate in the
single transfer modes by using the ‘Rx Rdy’ signal of the
8251 as the DMA request (Fig.1). The DMA acknowledge is
ANDed with the memory read signal to extract the received
word from the 8251 into the programmed memory (RAM) address
space. At the end of a convenient block of transfers
(generally the block is the frame length), the DMA chip
interrupts the PC (using the terminal count signal to
generate a free interrupt, the IRQ2). The interrupt handler
software thus is handed a block (frame) of bytes for further



processing. Since the DMA action is ‘transparent’ to the
program, the fresh frame thus acquired can be read and
processed while the newly acquired data is being written
into the specified RAM address through DMA action. Two
blocks of address are alternately used for read and write to
avoid clash of simultaneous read/write signals. To keep the
interrupt handler to a minimum, this routine only checks for
the Frame Synchronous Code (FSC) in the correct slot and
sets the pointer to the correct read address block. In case
of error, the interrupt and DMA channels are reset and
reinitialisation takes place.

Since the acquisition of data is done by DMA action, the
decommutation software (apart from the interrupt handler)
mainly does the processing, display and storage of data,
ensuring efficient code.

REALTIME SOFTWARE

The main timing constraint on the software is the interrupt
rate. Since it is easy to visualize, analyse and process the
data in terms of the Telemetry frame, the interrupt rate is
programmed to be the frame rate. Thus all processing must be
completed within the time to acquire one frame. It is
obviously more advantageous, therefore to have larger frames
at higher bit rates. However this may cause loss of data
when the PCM bit stream is faulty i.e when the frame sync.
is ‘lost’ frequently.

On interupt, the interupt handler first switches the
addresses of the read/write blocks. Then the Frame Sync.
Code is checked by comparing the value of the words in the
approriate positions in the newly received frame. Whenever
the software discovers that the FSC is not present in its
proper slot, the 8251 is again programmed to hunt for the
sync in the synchronous mode i.e reinitialisation takes
place. Generally, the frame obtained immediately after
detection of the FSC is not utilised for processing since at
least two consecutive frames must be verified before
accepting data as synchronized. Thus, for every loss of
synchronisation, at least two frames are lost. Larger frames
would then mean more loss of data, and more delay. This may
not be of consequence in some types of tests.



The software was developed in the 8086 assembly language,
and was greatly simplified by the use of DOS utilities
especially for file I/O. The minimum set of parameters
needed for the display and storage of the frame are as
follows:

1) Frame length in bytes
2) FSC length in bytes
3) FSC value for each byte
4) Display parameters (position of each byte on the

screen)
5) Log file name
6) Log rate in terms of frames
7) Starting and Stopping criteria for logging the

frames

These parameters may be defined by the user at any time
prior to the decommutation. The separation of the
specification of these parameters enhances the modularity of
the software. The user interface which defines them can then
be adapted for changing requirements while the realtime
software remains the same. The criterion here is to minimise
the time taken by the (real time) procedure while also
minimising the space required to completly specify a fully
configured system. If simple decommutation is all that is
required, a file containing this information is created
beforehand. However most test routines performed by the
Telemetry Test Station use decommutation as a part of their
procedures. Thus, other software routines, which are
normally also realtime and in assembly language, will need
to input the parameters and extract the acquired frames. In
these cases, simple common data areas serve for the
communication since the activation of each routine is
strictly sequential.

Once the stand alone decommutation routine itself is
started, the user can stop the routine by pressing the Fl
key. No other keys affect the normal working except the ‘F3'
key which has been programed to act a ‘Freeze’ control in
the toggle mode. (Pressing F3 first stops and pressing F3
again reactivates decommutation automatically)



Apart from acquisition, the processing, display and storage
of data can be done in various ways. This is left almost
entirely to the user. it has been found that in practical
use, the user demands a very great variety of formats and
fully utilises the flexibility offered by the software.

USER INTERFACE

The hardware and the realtime software have been optimised
so that any low bit rate telemetry output can be
decommutated with ease. Display and storage each have a
limitation. The human user cannot perceive very fast
changing values even if they are faithfully reproduced on
the screen, and whatever the size of the storage some
limitation must be put on the sizes of files and/or data
content. Apart from these two constraints, the user is
therfore completely at liberty to select, examine or process
any feature of the output.

It should be recollected that as long as the telemetry
system is powered, data is always available for
decommutation and is never interrupted except due to link
problems. Therfore, an important input from the user is the
‘stopping criterion’, i.e., the conditions under which the
display, storage and the decommutation mode itself stops.

DISPLAY

As explained, it is convenient to acquire data in blocks,
where the block is generally equal to the frame length. The
display is also therefore in terms of frames. Decommutation
display parameters may be specified in three levels.

At the first level, the bytes composing the frame are
displayed in Ascii-Hex characters on the screen. Decimal
values can also be chosen but will occupy one extra space
per byte. At this level, all the user has to specify is the
display rate (in terms of frames) and position of display.
Usually the display is centred on the screen by default.
This mode can continue indefinitely and is stopped only
under user control (by pressing the ‘F1' key). There is thus
no stopping criteria to be specified by the user to stop the
display/mode.



At the second level, some interpretation can be given to the
words of the frame generally, the user likes to
differentiate between analog and digital channels, onboard
time, main and subcommutated words, FSC etc. Unused words
are usually not displayed. The differentiation is
conveniently done by alloting different colours to the
different kinds of channels. This is chosen by the user
before the test run. Thus although the position and value
(ascii hex) of the bytes are the same as in the first level,
the information content to the user is higher.

At the third level, the entire frame is not displayed. The
user selects only required words (upto 20 in number due to
screen size limitations). These words are processed and
displayed in engineering units eg. an analog channel value
received in binary codewithin the format is converted back
into voltage or any appropriate units by using the
appropriate equations. This level contains the most
information about the selected channels. Obviously, this
level may not be required in every test run but only when
time is not a critical factor. During normal test sessions
where decommutation is done to check the Telemetry system,
only the first or second levels are used.

STORAGE

The display can continue indefinitely since every frame
displayed on the screen is overwritten with the next. For
storage, physical (memory) limitations dictate that stopping
criteria must be specified. When the data rate is low (less
than 2Kbps), the data can be stored directly in the hard
disk, using the DOS utilities for opening, writing and
closing files. When the data rate is higher, a part of the
RAM is used as a disk, with the same routines, with the
changed drive specification in the file names. Since the RAM
access is far faster than the hard disk, data rates upto 60
Kbps can be supported. However, the size of files is
obviously severely affected. With the PC/XT, a RAM disk of
size greater than 448 kbytes cannot be used, whereas in the
hard disk, very large file sizes (up to 2 M bytes was tried)
can be conveniently accommodated.



The parameters which affect storage are therefore rate and
total length of data. Since it was assumed that storage is
essential, large amounts of data would be required to be
stored and online print of stored data is not essential, the
decommutated data hs been stored in binary form. This
minimisers the storage space. Conversion to ascii takes
place at the time of printing when a variety of post
processing formats are available to the user.

The data rate is simple to specify: Either specify 1 in n
frames to be logged where n is any number upto 256, OR Log a
frame whenever specified data contents matches/does not
match. The main facility afforded to the user is in stopping
criteria. Logging can be stopped by specifying any one or
more of the following:

1. Absolute number of frames logged
2. Stop when a specified value appears in a specified

location
3. Stop when a specified value does not appear in a

specified location
4. Stop when DOS time reaches specified value (starting

time can also be specified.
5. Stop when logged file size reaches specified value.

These facilities are offered to the user in menu form and
have been utilised effectively in a variety of environments.

When the ‘user’ is another program, all these parameters
must be conveyed to the decommutation program, bypassing the
menu structure but keeping all interfaces common. Under this
condition, the display and storage of the decommutated data
is ‘invisible’ to the human user who is interested in some
other facility of the test station. This is explained with
the help of an example below.

EXAMPLE : TO CHECK A CHANNEL

One of the facilities offered by the telemetry test station
is automated testing of all monitoring channels (Ref. 1).
Here, let us assume that single channel, say, digital of the
telemetry package is to be checked. To simulate the input
for this channel, the user must specify (identify in a



convenient way) the channel and the chosen values to be
input to it. The test station then loads the value and
routes it on to the corresponding input of the system under
test. Once the input is supplied, the output of the system
under test must be monitored to check for correct behaviour.
The output which contains the information about the input is
the formatted telemetry output.

Thus the simulation procedure “calls” the decommutation
routine to acquire one (or more if the user needs repetitive
checking) frame and to load this acquired data into a
specified communication area. This data is then checked for
the chosen value appearing in the chosen slot of the format.
Further action is taken by the simulation procedure
depending on the user’s requirement.

The decommutation procedure is thus to acquire n frames, at
log rate (i.e every frame to be logged). The display of
decommutated data is at first level only and is switched to
another page so as to avoid discontinuities in the viewing.
Thus the user can ‘see’ the operation of the simulation
procedure, but can switch the active page of the display to
verify the decommutation data, if so required. Similarly,
the storage mechanism remains the same, but ‘file name’
specified (by the calling procedure) refers to a RAM data
area. The first stopping criterion is used (stop when n
frames are logged). One more facility is offered which
relates more to the link/acquisition conditions. In case of
loss of synchronisation, the user can choose whether to log
erroneous frames or not (to verify, later, the type of
disturbance which caused the loss). In case of simulation,
it is usually required that the n acquired frames be
consecutive and error free.

CONCLUSION

The hardware and software for decommutation has been
extensively used for the past 3 years, in both the
standalone and integrated modes. The system has worked very
satisfactorily and has proved to be the basic building block
of the telemetry test station, which has been composed of a
series of software utilities based on this routine.



The hardware has been rigorously tested on the PC/XT. It can
also be used with the PC/AT with very minor alterations due
to the higher frequency of the operating clock. The real
time software has also been proved to be modular. Many user
interface routines which can themselves be adapted easily
for future change have been conveniently used with the real
time software to the satisfaction of the designer and the
users.
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ABSTRACT

Phase modulation has traditionally been performed in analog hardware. A new
product will be described that implements this function using a phase-modulating
NCO IC. The modulating signal is sampled and added digitally to the phase of the
carrier generated by the NCO. This method produces an output spectrum with highly
accurate modulation control, low spur levels and minimal distortion. The effects of
generating sampled phase-modulated signals will be described. The selection of the
clock and output frequencies are critical to ensuring a clean spectrum. Resulting
output spectra are shown.

INTRODUCTION

Phase modulation has commonly been used to transmit commands, data, and
telemetry on a carrier to and from satellites. In particular, SGLS uplinks containing
commands and ranging, data, and telemetry utilize phase modulation on S-band carrier
frequencies. Phase modulation has traditionally been implemented using analog
hardware. This approach has had problems with modulation index accuracy, drift, and
repeatability. Recent advances in speed and density of digital logic have made digital
implementations of phase modulation feasible. Digital designs offer the advantages of
precise frequency and mod index control, excellent repeatability, and relatively little
drift. The STel 5310 RF Modulator chassis was designed using digital phase
modulation because of these considerations.

5310 RF MODULATOR

The 5310 RF Modulator was designed to operate as either an RF uplink signal
generator for a SGLS ground station, or as an RF downlink simulator for SGLS
satellites. The unit can transmit on any of the 20 channels for uplink, and can simulate
any of the 20 carrier I downlink channels. The channel frequencies range from 1.7 to



1.8 GHz on the uplink, and 2.2 to 2.3 GHz on the downlink, as shown in Table 1. The
complete specifications for the RF Modulator are shown in Table 2. The basic
function of the 5310 is to input commanding, ranging and telemetry signals in digital
format, generate the baseband signals, and phase modulate them on a selected RF
carrier frequency. The mod index for each signal and the carrier frequency are
selectable on the front panel or through a remote RS-232 link. An analog baseband
input can also be modulated on the carrier with a predefined sensitivity (3
radians/volt). The interfaces are shown in the block diagram in Figure 1.

The ranging modulator adjusts the voltage levels generated for a 0 or a 1 using a
precision D/A converter (DAC). The resulting mod index is a function of the ranging
signal voltages, the A/D converter range, and the bits used by the modulation NCO.
The command modulator generates a unique frequency tone for each of the 0, 1, or S
inputs, and amplitude modulates this FSK signal with a triangular ramp synchronized
to the clock signal with a selected phase offset. The resulting signal is shown in
Figure 2. The voltage level of the command signal is also adjusted using a DAC to set
the modulation index. The BPSK subcarrier modulator modulates a 1.024 MHZ
subcarrier with the telemetry input, and sets the voltage level using a DAC. The
subcarrier can also be selected as 1.25 MHZ or 1.7 MHZ.

The baseband spectrum is formed by summing the outputs of the three modulators and
the separate analog baseband input. The baseband signal is low-pass filtered prior to
A/D conversion. These digital samples are used to phase modulate a carrier in the
baseband modulator using the STel 1175 Phase-Modulating NCO chip. The selection
of the sample rate and the NCO output frequency will be discussed in a later section.

The NCO output is converted to analog using a DAC and an LPF, and this signal is
mixed up to a nominal frequency of 69.75 MHZ for the uplink generator or 70 MHZ
for the downlink simulator. These frequencies were selected because of the
availability of SAW bandpass filters at a 70 MHZ center frequency. The SAW BPF is
used to reject any spurs or harmonics outside of a ± 3 MHZ band. The nominal uplink
frequency could not be 70 MHZ because the synthesizer generates RF mixing
frequencies in increments of 2 MHZ for the uplink, so any remainder when the
channel frequency is reduced modulo 2 MHZ must be generated by the IF. The uplink
IF can thus range from 69.721 MHZ to 69.795 MHZ.

The RF synthesizer module uses a PLL to generate the RF mixing frequency from a
10 MHZ reference. The upconverter module mixes this local RF with the IF from the
baseband modulator to produce the S-band output. This signal is then bandpass
filtered and the output level set to the selected value using an amplifier and a step
attenuator. This output can be routed to either the uplink equipment or a downlink
receiver for loop-back testing.



Table 1. SGLS Frequencies

SGLS
CHANNEL

UPLINK DOWNLINK RECEPTION
TRANSMISSION FREQUENCIES. MHZ

FREQUENCY. MHZ (NOMINAL)

(±0.002%)

1 1763.721 2202.500

2 1767.725 2207.500

3 1771.729 2212.500

4 1775.733 2217.500

5 1779.736 2222.500

6 1783.740 2227.500

7 1787.744 2232.500

8 1791.748 2237.500

9 1795.752 2242.500

10 1799.756 2247.500

11 1803.760 2252.500

12 1807.764 2257.500

13 1811.768 2262.500

14 1815.772 2267.500

15 1819.775 2272.500

16 1823.779 2277.500

17 1827.783 2282.500

18 1831.787 2287.500

19 1835.791 2292.500

20 1839.795 2297.500



Table 2. RF Modulator Specification

PARAMETER PERFORMANCE

Output Power 10.0 dBm to -53.5 dBm ±.5 dB in .5 dB steps

Carrier Frequency Any of 20 SGLS uplink or Carrier I downlink channel
frequencies
C Can be offset by ± 1 MHZ with 1 Hz resolution

Spurious Levels
(Unmodulated Carrier)

CC Harmonics of carrier < -50 dBc
C Other spurs outside F  ± 2 MHZ < -60 dBcc

C Spurs inside F  < -43 dBcc

Phase Noise Less than 2º RMS when integrated from F +500 Hz to F  +c c

1 MHZ

Phase Modulation Index C .01 to 1.99 rad for ranging, command, or subcarrier
C Linearity = ± 8%

Command Tone Modulation C Baud rate = 1 kbps or 2 kbps
C Tone Frequencies:

"1"   95.00 kHz ± .01% 
"0"   76.0   kHz ± .01%
“S”   65.0   kHz ± .01%

C AM modulation percentage = 50% ± 5%
C Sync phase from .55 to .70 in .025 increments (± 10%)

Subcarrier Modulation C Frequency selectable from 1.024, 1.25, 1.7 MHZ (±40
Hz)

C Offset selectable from -99 Hz to +99 Hz in 1 Hz steps
C BPSK modulated by input data clock

Analog Baseband Modulation Modulation sensitivity = 3 rad / v

Control C Front panel menu selection
C RS-232 remote interface

Mechanical C 3.5" rack height
C 40 lbs



Figure 1. RF Modulation Block Diagram

 Figure 2. Typical Command Signal

The controller board provides the chassis interfaces to the front panel and remote
control. The controller presents parameter selection menus on a 4 line by 40 character
display for a local user, and configures the hardware based on these selections. A
serial remote interface is also provided to select the same parameters and to receive
status. The controller stores the configuration in EEPROM allowing the last state to be
reconstructed upon powering up the chassis.

Mechanically, the 5310 occupies a rack height of 3.5". The baseband modulator and
controller boards are both 6 U VME form factors, and plug into a common backplane.
The controller board is the standard depth of 160 mm, while the baseband modulator



is 280 mm. The RF synthesizer and upconverter modules are separate enclosed boxes
mounted inside the chassis. The rear panel uses a combination of multipin circular
connectors, BNC and N-type connectors.

PHASE-MODULATING NCO

The primary innovation in the design of the 5310 was the use of a digital phase-
modulating NCO chip, the STel 1175, in the baseband modulator board. To discuss
the design constraints on using this method, the chip design must first be understood.
A block diagram of the 1175 is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. STel 1175 Phase-Modulating NCO

The heart of the 1175 is a 32-bit phase accumulator. This accumulator has the value in
the delta-phase register added to its contents every clock cycle, at a rate of up to 60
MHZ. The recycle or overflow rate of the accumulator defines the carrier output
center frequency. Every clock cycle the 32-bit accumulator contents represent the
current phase of the output frequency. This phase is converted to a sinusoidal signal
level by performing a table look-up on the highest 13 bits of the accumulated phase to
map to a 12-bit signal level. The 12-bit phase is also available as a direct output.



The delta-phase register can be loaded synchronously from one of two delta-phase
buffers. This mechanism also provides the capability to frequency hop or FSK the
carrier. The delta-phase registers are loaded over an 8-bit microprocessor bus. The
center frequency of the output can be determined by the formula

where F is the accumulator clock frequency, F  is the output frequency, and )  isclk out phase

the value in the delta-phase register. The highest recommended output frequency is 25
MHZ, based on a maximum F  of 60 MHZ.clk

The phase modulation occurs at the output of the phase accumulator. 12-bit phase
offsets are added to the 13 high-order bits of the accumulator after appending a 0 as
the lowest bit of the offset. This provides the ability to increase the phase by 0 to 2 B
radians (or -B to +B) in steps of 1.53 millirad. The phase offset can change at a rate up
to 25% of the accumulator clock rate. The 13-bit result of this addition is used in the
sinusoid look-up table and output directly.

The center frequency of the NCO can be set with a resolution of 14 MHz at a 60 MHZ
clock rate. The output spectrum of the unmodulated carrier should have no spurs
higher than -75 dBc in theory. The actual spectral purity depends on the performance
of the DAC used to convert the 12-bit sinusoid samples. In the baseband modulator, a
small printed circuit module was used which includes the 1175, a 10-bit SONY DAC,
and CMOS/ECL level shifters. This package, the STel-1375A, provides a spurious
level of < -65 dBc.

SPECTRAL EFFECTS OF DIGITAL PHASE-MODULATING

The basic effects of sampling the modulating signal are shown in Figure 4. If the pre-
sampled modulating signal appears as in (a), ideal sampling with impulses will
produce the spectrum shown in (b). The modulating signal is replicated at multiples of
the sampling frequency F . In actual practice, a sample-and-hold technique is used,s

which is equivalent to scaling the ideal spectrum by a sinc function with nulls at
multiples of the sampling frequency. This function is shown as a dotted line in (b).
The resulting spectrum of the sampled modulating signal is shown in (c). The sinc
function produces residual asymmetric components centered at multiples of the
sampling frequency.



Figure 4. Sampling of Modulation Signal

The samples of the modulating signal are added to the phase accumulator output to
create a phase-modulated carrier. The modulation index is determined by the voltage
level of the modulating signal before sampling, and the bits/V sensitivity of the A/D
converter. The ideal phase modulation output spectrum is shown in Figure 5(a). Only
the first-order PM harmonics are shown, but these are the most significant. The
desired signal is shown as a carrier at F  with the modulating signal centered aboutc

that frequency. The reflected images of the residual components occur at multiples of
F  away from the complementary PM output at F . If the sampling and carriers c

frequencies are not chosen carefully, these components will fall in the band of interest
around F , which for this design was ± 3 MHZ.c

The actual phase modulation process generates samples of a continuous signal, so the
resulting spectrum will be the product of replicating the ideal spectrum at multiples of
the output clock frequency and scaling by a sinc function with nulls at those same
frequencies, as shown in 5(b). The shape of the sinc function causes some distortion in
the desired output due to larger attenuation for higher frequencies. The goal of the
frequency plan is thus to select clock and output frequencies such that image effects
and distortion am minimized.



Figure 5. Phase Modulation Output

FREQUENCY PLAN FOR BASEBAND MODULATOR

A principal requirement was that the frequencies used were to be synthesized from a
10 MHZ reference. The number of unique synthesizers on the board should be
minimized, however. The modulating NCO accumulator clock should be kept as close
to 60 MHZ as possible to maximize isolation from reflected images about the clock
frequency. Combined with a nominal output frequency of about 70 MHZ, these
constraints led to the design shown in Figure 6. The same frequency is used to clock
the NCO accumulator and to mix the NCO output up to ~70 MHZ. There is a single
phase-locked synthesis loop, which generates both the NCO accumulator clock and
the sampling clock. The sampling clock was selected to be 1/4 of the NCO clock.

The frequencies selected were 58.75 MHZ for the NCO and mixing frequencies, and
14.6875 MHZ for the sampling frequency. This implies an NCO output frequency of
11 MHZ for the uplink, and 11.25 MHZ for the downlink. The images at -F  + F  andc s

-F  + 2Fs are located at 3.6875 MHZ and 18.375 MHZ, which places them over 7c

MHZ from the carrier frequency. Since the signal bandwidth of interest is about ± 3
MHZ about the carrier, the images will be rejected by the SAW BPF. The distortion
over the bandwidth due to the NCO clock sinc function is about .6 dB, which is
acceptable. Note that the NCO output has an image of the modulated carrier at the
desired frequency of 69.75 MHZ, but the sinc function causes the power level to be 16
dB lower and the distortion to be >3.6 dB, so this output is unusable.



 Figure 6. Baseband Modulator

Another important design consideration for the baseband modulator is the selection of
the A/D converter that samples the modulating signal. The NCO can input 12-bit
samples, but no A/D converter was found that could generate 12-bit samples at a 15
MHZ clock rate. 10-bit A/DCs were found that could operate at those rates, so the
parts were evaluated and a Comlinear CLC920 was selected. The 10 sample bits were
mapped into the high 10 bits of the 12-bit input of the NCO, and the 2 low bits were
set to zero. This provides a resolution of .006 rad, which for the lowest mod index of
.1 rad implies a resolution error of ± 3%. For linearity of ± 8%, the ADC must not
vary by more than 1 bit for a constant input voltage.

TEST RESULTS

The 5310 met all of the requirements shown in Table 2. Examples of unmodulated and
modulated spectra are shown in Figures 7-10. Figure 7 shows the unmodulated carrier
at the NCO and RF outputs. The highest spurs are shown to be 65 dB down from the
carrier. Figure 8 shows command tone modulation at .1 rad. The three tones are
clearly distinguishable on either side of the carrier, and the start of the second
harmonics can be seen about 30 dB down at twice the frequency. The added phase
noise on the RF output is due to synthesizer phase noise. Figure 9 shows the ranging
signal modulated at .3 rad. Figure 10 shows an unmodulated 1.024 MHZ subcarrier
modulated onto the carrier at 1.65 rad. At this mod index, the carrier level falls below 



that of the first sidebands. The spurious tone between the second and third harmonics
are reflections from the images on each side of the carrier (±7 MHZ).

SUMMARY

The digital approach to phase modulation has distinct advantages over analog methods
in the areas of accuracy, stability, and repeatability. The digital design must take into
account the constaints on frequency selection to avoid unwanted in-band images. The
STel 5310 RF Modulator has been designed using carefully selected frequencies in the
phase modulator to provide a clean output spectrum with digital phase modulation.
The 5310 is designed for the SGLS uplink and Carrier I downlink channels, but this
approach can easily be extended to other frequency bands and baseband data types.



 



 



LOW COST SATELLITE TRANSPORTABLE
GROUND STATION

G.E. Laufman W.J. Slivkoff
Stanford Telecommunications, Inc.

2421 Mission College Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95956-0968

ABSTRACT

A low cost Transportable Ground Station (TGS) for satellite tracking, Telemetry &
control (TT&C) applications has been developed. The initial focus of the TGS is to
provide S-Band Space-Ground-Link-Subsystem (SGLS) TT&C services for these
satellites with compatible transponders. The TGS also has the capability to be
expanded to perform mission control station tasks including telemetry data analysis,
command formulation, mission analysis and satellite ephemeris generation.

The TGS consists of an International Shipping Organization (ISO) shelter and a
foldable 5 meter antenna both of which are mounted on a 48' commercial air ride
trailer. The TGS size meets requirements for United States highway transportation.
The TGS can also be transported via C-130 aircraft. A photograph of the TGS
model is shown in Figures 1 and 2.

SGLS CAPABILITIES

The SGLS services which the TGS provides is an accepted standard to transmit
commands/data to a satellite, receiver telemetry/payload data from a satellite and
measure two way satellite range and range rate. Detailed description of the SGLS
signal structures, data rates and frequencies are contained in Aerospace Report No.
TOR -0059 Reissue H.

ACHIEVEMENT OF LOW COST

Low TGS cost is achieved by utilizing a commercial ISO, a low cost antenna and
equipments that have been designed specifically for SGLS applications. These
equipments include the STEL-5298 Receiver Chassis and the STEL-5310 RF
Modulator Chassis. These chassis have multifunction capability including self-tests 



Figure 1 TGS (Deployed)

TTC 42256PU-5/30/91
Figure 2 TGS with Antenna Stowed



of the satellite uplink and downlink. These tailored equipments replace a
considerable number of other off-the-shelf chassis.

TGS OVERVIEW

The TGS TT&C core configuration is shown in Figure 3. The antenna has a 5 meter
reflector which can be folded back on itself. The antenna pedestal also has hydraulic
positioners which can position the pedestal in a horizontal position for transportation
of the TGS. The TGS stowed configuration is shown in Figure 2. In this
configuration the height is 13.5' and the width is 8' both of which meet requirements
for highway transportation. Two men can either stow or deploy the TGS in
approximately 4 hours. Special hoists or platforms are not required for these
operations.

The as-built TGS contains the basic TT&C capability as a core. This capability
generates and transmits SGLS commands (Carrier I), receives and demodulates
satellite telemetry (Carrier I) and measures 2-way satellite range and range rate.
Unused (spare) racks, environmental cooling and power distribution are available to
add customer specified data processing equipments required to perform mission
control tasks.

 
Figure 3. TGS Configuration



CAPABILITY AND PERFORMANCE

The TGS G/T is 15.4 dB/ºk minimum. An HPA is not included in the initial
configuration although control, statusing and monitoring interfaces are provided with
the basic TGS TT&C core. The basic ISO shelter provides ample room for addition
of an HPA with output power up to 2.5 kw which would provide an EIRP of 104
dBm.

The present method employed for antenna pointing is program track using NORAD
Data Element Sets. A Conscan version of the feed will be added for feed autotrack
operation.

The S-band feed, a scaler feed designed by DEL-T Microwave, has a primary
pattern which is ideally matched to the reflectors F/D ratio of 0.306. The over
efficiency of the reflector and feed combination is 65.9%. The computed antenna
pattern based on the measured scaler feed pattern is shown in Figure 4. As noted,
the first sidelobe is down approximately 32 dB which is very good compared to
other feed systems such as single channel monopulse (which have typical sidelobes
down only 15 dB).

Figure 4. Computer Antenna Pattern

The receiving capabilities of the core TGS is shown in Table 1 and the uplink
characteristics are summarized in Table 2.



Table 1 Receiving and Demodulation Characteristics
PARAMETER VALUE/CHARACTERISTICS

RF FREQUENCY RANGE C 2.2 GHz TO 2.3 GHz

RF FREQUENCY SELECTABILITY C ANY OF THE 20 SGLS CHANNELS

RECEIVING G/T C 15.4 dB/ºk MINIMUM

DYNAMIC RANGE C 75 dB

DATA DEMODULATION MODES C SUBCARRIER MODE
C DIRECT CARRIER PM MODE

SUBCARRIER DEMODULATION MODE C SUBCARRIER = 1.024 MHZ, 1.25 MHZ
OR 1.7 MHZ

C DATA RATE: 50 bps TO 256 kbps

DIRECT CARRIER DEMODULATION C 50 bps TO 1.5 mbps
MODE

DATA DETECTION EFFICIENCY C WITHIN 2 dB OF THEORY

SIGNAL QUALITY MEASUREMENTS C C/N , RF SIGNAL STRENGTH, E /No     b o

Table 2. Uplink RF Carrier Characteristics
PARAMETER VALUE/CHARACTERISTICS

RF FREQUENCY RANGE C 1.76 GHz TO 1.84 GHz

RF FREQUENCY SELECTABILITY C ANY OF THE 20 SGLS CHANNELS ±
200 kHz

C SELECTABLE IN 1 HERTZ STEPS

RF OUTPUT POWER C FUNCTION OF HPA
C 63 dB RANGE
C SELECTABLE IN 0.5 dB STEPS

RF CARRIER MODULATION C PRN TURNAROUND RANGING a
C FSK/AM COMMAND TONES PER

SGLS STANDARDS
C MODULATION INDEX IS

SELECTABLE 0 TO 1.85 RADIANS,
0.01 RADIAN STEPS

OUTPUT SPURIOUS C LESS THAN 45 dBc ± 2 MHZ RANGE
ABOUT CARRIER

C LESS THAN 60 dBc OUTSIDE ± 2 MHZ
RANGE

INTEGRATED PHASE NOISE C LESS THAN 20 RMS



The antenna pedestal, designed by Rotating Precision Mechanisms, can drive the 5
meter antenna at rates up to 20 ft/sec and 15 ft/sec  in both azimuth and elevation2

and in the presence of severe wind-loading. The pedestal can actually drive a 10
meter antenna for those applications in which the antenna would be located off the
trailer.

SHELTER SUMMARY

The shelter is a 20' x 8' x 8' steel ISO container which can be deployed on or off the
trailer. Modifications include the addition of an environmental unit (heating and
cooling), insulation, 3 phase circuit breaker (and power distribution) and paneling.
The outline of the shelter is shown in Figure 5.

The shelter contains 6 racks as shown in Figure 6. The TGS TT&C utilizes 2 racks.
a third rack is reserved for the addition of CRYPTO, telemetry processing and
command generation equipments. Three additional racks are available for
expansion. As shown the TGS central/status computer (PCAT-486), and a 

Figure 5. Top View ISO Shelter



spectrum analyzer is mounted on the operators work table. The HPA space
allocation is for an output power less than 250 watts. For higher power requirements
the shelter contains ample space for separate HPA rack(s).

DETAILED CORE TT&C BLOCK DIAGRAM

The detailed block diagram of the core TT&C is shown in Figure 7. The system
includes a robust built-in test function in which the uplink equipment can be tuned to
test the downlink equipment and visa versa. Moreover, these test can be conducted
via collapsing test loops to isolate faults to circuits and chassis. Features of the
TT&C are:

C A single chassis (STel 5298) performs multiple receiving functions
CC RF ability to receive any SGLS channel CC Range/range rate measurements
CC Telemetry Demodulation/Detection  CC C/No, RF power and Eb/No measurements
CC Antenna Az/El autotrack error signal demodulation
CC Reception and demodulation of the Uplink Command Signal (for test)

C single chassis (STel 5300) performs multiple signal generation functions
CCGeneration of command tone FSK and uplink subcarriers
CCRF modulation on any SGLS channel frequency
CCSimulation of the downlink RF modulated carrier (for test)

C A low cost status and control PCAT computer which controls the TGS equipments and
generates antenna program track commands

C An extensive built-in test capability which performs complete bit error rate and data integrity
tasks on both the uplink and downlink (RF to baseband)

The TGS TT&C core can be controlled and statused by any of the following three
methods: 1) Equipment Front Panels, 2) PCAT keyboard/screen, or 3) Remotely via
Ethernet LAN

Test conduction is established by calling up test modes. There are five test modes,
each associated with a test loop. Figure 8 shows the loops for downlink testings and
Figure 9 the loops for uplink testing. The results of loop testing are summarized as
data integrity errors and are displayed in the PCAT controller and provided as status
on the Ethernet LAN.







Figure 8. Downlink Test Loops

Figure 9. Uplink Test Loops



Implementation of a Reliable Satellite Commanding
and Telemetry System

Capt. Dan McKean
Spacecraft Ground Systems Engineer

Satellite Control and Data Handling Program Office
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Los Angeles AFB, CA 90009

Abstract

A spacecraft command and control system has unique requirements in the
areas of telemetry and other data processing. Not only must the system support
the processing of high data rate telemetry, but it must also simultaneously
support outgoing command streams, usually coupled to the incoming telemetry.
In addition, the system must reliably support several satellites (with up to twenty
contacts each day per satellite) and be capable of week-long continuous contact
with recently launched satellites. Integrating vehicle commanding with a
telemetry system utilizing distributed software and hardware processing in such
a fashion that no mission data is lost, and presenting the operator with a clean
user interface, are just some of the technical challenges that were met in the
design of the Operational Mission Unique Equipment (OMUE) project, which
was installed earlier this year at the Consolidated Space Test Center (CSTC) at
Onizuka AFB, California. This paper describes several of the technical trade-offs
that were made in developing the OMUE system and its implementation.

Introduction

The Air Force Satellite Control Network (AFSCN) consists of two fixed
command and control centers, the Consolidated Space Test Center (CSTC) in
Sunnyvale, California, and the Consolidated Space Operations Center (CSOC),
in Colorado Springs, Colorado. At each site several mission control centers
(MCCs) are responsible for control of one or several classes of satellites.
Communication networks tie these MCCs to 19 remote tracking antennas
around the world.

Each MCC can support up to five simultaneous contacts: Typically these
contacts last about twenty minutes, although during certain activities (such as



launch and early orbit checkout) contacts can last over many days. During
routine periods, each MCC contacts each one of its satellites from two to ten
times a day.

The MCC’s real-time functions include real time satellite commanding and real
time telemetry processing. In accordance with mission tasking, the MCC control
team must build the appropriate command loads, determine when to send the
command, and then send it during the satellite’s pass over a tracking station. As
the commands are uplinked, the MCC receives and processes telemetry data,
examining it for correctness and storing it for later trend analysis.

Late in 1988, requirements emerged to provide a command and telemetry back-
up system to an existing MCC mainframe command and control system in order
to increase the overall mission success rate. Essentially, this hot backup was
needed mainly for satellite contacts of short duration (under twenty minutes) as
the mainframe cannot be restarted in such a short time. The hot backup role is
also valuable for launches, where loss of contact could lead to missing a crucial
maneuvering position.

Design Constraints

OMUE had several design constraints. To keep costs low, existing commercial
telemetry processing systems and commercial software products were
mandated wherever possible. Since the system would eventually be turned over
to the end user for maintenance, it should have a minimum of developed
software, and that software should be well documented, of clear design, and
supported by good development tools. OMUE will be used for at least five years
(possibly up to twenty), and software longevity, rather than specific hardware
choice, was a key selection criteria; consequently the system chosen should be
built on easily ported software. The intent was to choose the COTS telemetry
and software products that best met our telemetry processing needs and could
easily be expanded to include a commanding capability.

The choice of the system proceeded along two tracks. A very detailed systems
specification was written by a team of users, Air Force developers, and contract
engineers in early 1989.

Parallel to the specification development, commercial COTS telemetry products
were surveyed, beginning with a list of twenty-seven vendors that was quickly
narrowed down to ten and finally three product lines. To better evaluate the
vendors, a sample 1 megabit/sec telemetry stream tape was sent to each. A few 



weeks later, the vendors demonstrated how they could best process that
telemetry stream.

The approach of writing system specifications in parallel with vendor visits had
immense impact on the quality of the final system requirements. First, it allowed
the vendors direct access to the user for up-front discussion on user needs.
Secondly, it injected reality into the specification writing process. By seeing the
bounds of the best current commercial technology, the program stayed as an
engineering effort and not a technology development effort. Lastly, the approach
allowed initial estimates of cost. This specification development process
promoted significant stability in the OMUE requirements and has become a
major factor in the success of the program.

System Design and Requirements

The OMUE system is based on the Loral Instrumentation System 500, which
utilizes multiple front end processor (FEP) chassis connected via an Ethernet
local area network (LAN) to multiple UNIX-based workstations and file servers.
What makes the System 500 unique is that it readily adapts itself to handle
commanding (including interfacing with AFSCN KG encryption devices), and is
supplied with an extensive set of software customization tools.

The System 500 offers a departure from traditional telemetry system
architectures, in that it uses real time distributed telemetry servers that do not
depend on a host computer to process and display data[1]. A block diagram
illustrating the OMUE configuration is shown in Figure 1. The system is required
to support 6 simultaneous contacts, including one hot-handoff contact, which is
where satellite control is handed off from one ground station to the next as it
passes overhead. The System 500 configuration used for the OMUE program
has 6 FEPs, networked with 10 UNIX workstations and 2 file servers.

The 6 FEPs are configured identically, each containing 4 Field Programmable
Processor (FPP) cards. Of these 4, one FPP supports algorithmic processing of
telemetry measurands, the second FPP is used to decommutate embedded
asynchronous telemetry frames, the third FPP is used for command processing,
and the fourth FPP maintains the current value table (CVT) of the FEP and
performs data gathering. Other modules in the FEPs support tasks such as IRIG
time stamping, PCM simulation (for test), LAN interfacing, and the local control
of the FEP (performed by the System Controller module). All decommutation,
data compression, time stamping, and algorithmic processing occurs in the high
speed FEPs.



Each module in the FEP communicates with 2 buses: one for administrative
functions (setup and control), and one for data passage. The data bus in the
FEP is called the MUXbus; a full-duplex, 32-bit wide parallel broadcast bus. This
channel operates at 4 MHZ, giving a full 16 Mbytes/second of throughput per
FER This channel supports an efficient command verification environment by
allowing the telemetry decommutator and the command processor (Command
FPP) housed in the same FEP to communicate very quickly (on the order of
microseconds).

LAN loading of the system is also streamlined by having only pertinent data
reside on the network. The Ethernet communications are performed on a
request-transmission basis, where only the desired data is placed on the
network. Thus, many Ethernet requests are served simultaneously by each FEP
Ethernet Processor/Data Gathering FPP, a departure from the inefficient method
of broadcasting all data values onto the network.

The workstations serve to display telemetry data and issue commands, and can
act as system servers if needed. The basic role of the system server is to
provide access to mass storage devices for archiving commands and telemetry
data. The two servers are redundant, and store system configuration items such
as display formats for the workstations, telemetry processing algorithms, and
command databases.

Telemetry Description

OMUE is required to support up to six 1 megabit/sec telemetry streams, though
the FEP hardware can support bit rates up to 8 megabits/sec for each stream.
The telemetry is used to monitor spacecraft systems and for verification of
commanding. All telemetry parameters are stored as database values, and
there are multiple telemetry wavetrain definitions for each of the many satellites
that are supported. Figure 2 shows a data flow diagram of the OMUE telemetry
software, which relies heavily on System 500 processes and services.

Almost all of the telemetry processing software was available with the off-the-
shelf System 500 software, including most of the processing algorithms,
telemetry display builders, and database tools. As such, little or no technical
problems were encountered in implementation.

OMUE’s technical challenge came when commanding was grafted to this COTS
telemetry processing system.



Commanding Description

OMUE is required to provide a real time satellite commanding capability,
accepting or building command loads, and uplinking them to the satellites.
Command loads read into the system are converted to a database format that
can later be edited. During a satellite contact, the OMUE system, under operator
control, transmits the commands to the satellite and monitors incoming
telemetry to ensure that the commands arrived. This entire contact session is
saved into a command history file for later examination.

Commands themselves are 32-bit words. An operator creates new commands
out of existing commands. By grouping existing commands a single block
command can be formed containing up to 3274 commands. These blocks can
be chained together, allowing a sequence of blocks to be sent out automatically.
For particularly volatile commands (such as thruster firing), the OMUE system
requires restricted commands, each requesting additional operator confirmation
before the command is sent out.

The “command type”and “subtype”determine three major characteristics of the
command. The “command type”dictates the command and also dictates the
expected telemetry responses. Some 15 telemetry measurands, depending on
the command type, are examined for ground configuration of the command.

Also, “command type” determines whether the commands are transmitted in the
authenticated or continuous mode. Authentication is the acceptance onboard
the satellite of a command that was properly decrypted from the incoming
command stream. It is related to verification, which is a legality check on the
authenticated command to verify its legality for a particular satellite.
Authentication/verification data is used for the manual and automatic
retransmission of commands, and the data is received asynchronously to the
command transmission.

All of this command data is kept in the command database, and can be
browsed, printed, or edited as needed. In addition to the commands, satellite
specific configuration information is stored in the database to minimize operator
inputs during a satellite contact.

Prior to a satellite contact, OMUE creates or updates the command database
with the contact’s command load, and acquires the OMUE system configuration
and satellite configuration files. Once in contact, various validity checks are
performed on the command prior to transmission, and the operator has the
opportunity to verify that the selected command is correct. When the TRANSMIT



directive is issued, the satellite command is sent, and it can be halted with the
STOP directive. The satellite commands are output to a KG, which OMUE has
initialized via the Command FPP[1]. From the KG, encrypted commands are
passed to the communication network for uplink to the satellite.

Commanding Issues

Development of commanding raised several interesting design issues. The
major issues resolved, which include the selection of a commanding database,
and the encapsulation and interface with the existing COTS software are
presented in greater detail below.

Command Database Selection

Selection of a command database management system (DBMS) was performed
in mid-1989. OMUE does not require very complex database operations; the
primary driver in database selection is large throughput of real-time data.

Telemetry must be able to be added to the database at a rate of 300
KBytes/sec, and commands must be acquired within .5 seconds from a list of
20,000 commands. The ability to distribute the database between clients and
servers was also of interest, as most of OMUE’s large database files are stored
only on the system server. The ability to run under X Windows or Motif was also
important. Also, the availability of development tools such as a fourth generation
language, Structured Query language (SQL) compatibility, and optimization
capabilities were examined.

A set of about thirty benchmark tests was drawn up, and several candidate
database products evaluated on systems approximating the OMUE target
system. After evaluation, Unify/2000 and its application development product
Accell Net were selected. Unify met our throughput requirements, and also
quickly pointed out existing throughput bottlenecks (generally, I/0 channel
capacity to disk). It was found that other DBMS were not suited to real-time data
systems, for they optimized numbers of transactions rather than throughput. In
addition, Unify better fit the client/server architecture.

COTS Software Encapsulation and Development of the User Interface

OMUE extends the capability of the System 500 to include commanding, yet
there is a very strong need to have the system appear seamless to the operator.
To achieve this goal, all of the System 500 software would be encapsulated
under our OMUE software, particularly in the area of user interface.



The System 500 did not utilize a widely used window manager, and this was
seen as a limitation. Various window management tools were examined and
Motif was chosen for its portability, availability, and strong style and language. It
was a fairly simple task to build Motif screens for our developed software.
Immediately behind the Motif windows is where the developed/COTS software
division exists.

Displays

The System 500 comes with a display creation toolkit, which allows generic
telemetry screens to be built quite quickly. Such screens include layouts and
windows for items such as measurand values, plots, and graphical widgets.
With this powerful toolkit, the engineers could quickly draw up proposed
screens, have the user review them, and make any changes with minimal effort.
This could all be performed long before the actual measurands were assigned
names in the database. With the telemetry display toolkit and the Motif tools,
display building proceeded rapidly.

COTS Software Interfaces

Besides displays, two other COTS interfaces posed challenges: “Data Gathers”
and “Event Logging.”

The Commanding process requires the FEP to acquire command data (sent
from a location on the network) as a measurand on the FEP data bus, perform
appropriate checks, and send it out as a command. To perform this, 3 Data
Gather functions were utilized and proved to be straightforward to implement.
These functions included opening a connection to the FEP, writing data to the
FEP MUXbus, and then closing the connection. A fourth commanding Data
Gather was added to the system software to increase system reliability. Its
function was to disconnect a gather in event of a process failure. Initially, the
user definable Data Gathers were somewhat tedious to implement as the
System 500 software wasn’t originally intended for developers to write their own.
This has since become a standard feature of the product.

The other challenging requirement was to interface to the System 500's COTS
Event/Alarm/Status (EAS) Logging capability. With the System 500, each
workstation maintains an EAS daemon process, which, when triggered, collects
the event data and passes it on to the EAS manager and logger on the server.
This interface was deep inside the COTS software and was fairly inaccessible at
the time. In order to access this code, Loral supplied the interface protocols, and 



the eventual solution was to write routines embedded into the developed code
to allow processes to participate in the EAS distribution network.

Commanding Software Structure

The commanding software relies on some System 500 services; however, it is
primarily stand-alone software with processes which only occasionally interact
with the existing commercial software.

The overall design of commanding was driven by the need to have one primary
module controlling command output, with auxiliary modules performing functions
such as data management, displays, and system management. With this
approach, the commanding requirements segmented into five primary software
modules (see Figure 3)[2].

The “Operator Interface Management Module” resides above the other four. Its
role is simple: it accepts messages for display from the other four modules, and
interprets user inputs to the system. Almost all of this module executes on the
workstation.

The “Systems Configuration Management Module” manages the allocation and
setup of all hardware necessary for a contact, including the workstations,
front-ends, and KGs necessary to support a contact. Most of this software
module executes on the workstation, with system configuration files kept on the
file server and KG control done by the FEPs. Initial system set-up is performed
precontact, with the operator selecting various hardware icons and dragging
them into a particular contact group region on the workstation screen. After this
initial setup and a go/no-go test, the module reports the system status, and
monitors for system malfunctions as the contact progresses. The System
Configuration Management Module ensures that resources devoted to one
contact are not preempted by other users: a very important task, especially
since all operators are not in the same physical area. To aid the operator in
managing the hardware, a special screen was supplied with the system that
shows the system configuration, including the hardware devoted to each of the
six contacts. This hardware is assigned a different color on the workstation
screen for quick operator checks.

The “Command History Management Module” keeps track of command history
during contact and reads command history logs. With the command history and
system event/alarm/status files, a complete description of transactions during
the contact can be obtained.



The “System Data Management Module” resides on the server and provides
command database services, such as editing, building, and reading in
command loads. System Data Management’s most important function is to set
up the command loads for the next module’s (Satellite Command Processing) to
use during a contact.

The Satellite Command Processing Module is the key command software
module in OMUE, and it allows the operator to select the commanding
configuration for the contact and transmit the command.

The dominant design issue in commanding was encountered in the Command
Processing Module design: how to download the commands from the system
server to the FEP and transmit them.

Two approaches were considered: load the commands onto the workstation and
issue them one at a time to the FEP or directly download the commands to the
FEP and have the workstation trigger them out. While the first approach has the
advantage of direct operator control over the outgoing commands, it suffers
from several deficiencies. First, by sending the entire command down the LAN
to the FEP, LAN loading is quite high. With the longest command taking up to
four seconds to send down the LAN with no loading, delays from other LAN
traffic can quickly impact how fast a command can be sent out. Secondly, it
requires that a large portion of the database manager be kept at the workstation
to manage these command loads. In addition, the workstation FEP download
approach does not allow for easy command recovery should the workstation
fail.

Command recovery is the main benefit of the second approach, where the
loading of the FEP directly from the server is performed before a contact begins,
and then workstation triggers the preloaded commands out from the FEP

LAN loading is minimized, as only a short request is sent from the workstation to
the FEP. The database manager and database remain on the server, freeing
workstation disk space. Most importantly, this approach allows other
workstations to monitor the outgoing command transmission requests to the
FEP. Should the primary workstation issuing the command trigger request fail,
one of the monitoring workstations can step in and begin issuing the requests.



Summary

Without a doubt, the one element that made this project technically successful
was a stable set of requirements. Those requirements, specified so as to be
readable, unambiguous, and testable, are the foundation of the project, and can
be traced from the evaluation of the COTS systems and initial design through
the final system testing and user acceptance.

In addition to the stable set of requirements, the program did not push new or
risky technical solutions, but stayed mainstream. Selections of the telemetry
processing system, operating system, database, and window manager were
made based on finding the product with the widest flexibility in meeting our
needs.

In three areas the OMUE system capitalized on technologies emerging in early
1989–standard graphical window management software, client/server database
application and commercial UNIX workstations to support real-time applications
–and industry trends were clear in indicating that these technologies would be
standard building blocks that would be used for years to come.

OMUE proved that a COTS telemetry system could be readily adapted to
handle the rigors of day-to-day satellite operations, where high system reliability
and fault tolerance are key concerns.
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Figure 3. OMUE Commanding Data Flow
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ABSTRACT

The Air Force Satellite Control Network(AFSCN) supports DoD satellite systems for
C2, monitoring, as well as providing a communications path for mission data. The
present ground-based system is limited in the coverage of satellites, the survivability
of communications links as well as the foreign-based RTS’s.

The proposed concept is to field a satellite segment to augment the AFSCN, which
would provide both backup as well as new services (such as providing real-time,
survivable C2 and mission data). The proposed system would maximize transparency
to the existing SCN and user satellites, and could provide a “bridge” to the future
capabilities of the Integrated Satellite Control System (ISCS).

The objectives of the study just concluded were to define system requirements,
identify and develop satellite concepts, and evaluate the feasibility and cost
effectiveness of the concepts. Concepts were developed that provide varying
capabilities to enhance the AFSCN. Operational concepts for this system were
defined. A proof-of-concept demonstration, which is proposed for a future phase of
the study, was defined, so that system and cost effectiveness of the proposed system
could be further evaluated.

This paper will discuss the results of study for AFSSD-XRS to provide the Air Force
with data and a well defined concept to augment the SCN and provide new, innovative
services to DoD satellite assets, as well as advance the introduction of the survivable
C2 as defined in the Integrated Satellite Control System (ISCS). The concepts
explored in this study can also be part of the larger concept to provide enduring and
direct support to operational military users (TACSAT).



INTRODUCTION

The Air Force Satellite Control Network (AFSCN) supports DoD satellite systems,
providing TT&C (Telemetry, Tracking & Commanding) services to user satellites
and, for some systems, also provides the communication paths for the receipt of
mission data. This support is evolving from the present fragmented ground-based
system that has both common-user and dedicated systems, to one that provides
satellite-to-satellite, survivable cross-linking and a mix of fixed and survivable mobile
ground stations in a standard system, called the Integrated Satellite Control System
(ISCS). In the near-term and interim period, there might be a difficulty in transitioning
both the satellites and the ground stations from the present system to the future
system. Both satellites and ground stations will require new hardware that will not be
compatible with the present system. Furthermore, “older” satellites and ground
stations would not be compatible with newer ISCS-driven hardware interfaces. The
proposed system concept would provide both an immediate improvement in AFSCN
capabilities as well as provide a “bridge” for present systems to evolve to the
advanced ISCS capabilities in the most effective manner. In addition to the problems
of transitioning to a survivable satellite control system, the current ground-based
system has several limitations: 1) continuous coverage cannot be provided for all
satellites, 2) the current SGLS communication links provide limited survivability and
3) the system relies upon non-CONUS based assets. There are a number of
capabilities and services that might be available from a space-based augmentation
system. Some of these near-term improvements include; 1)replacement for failed
ground stations, 2) increased satellite coverage for space tests, 3) and backup or
replacement of RTS-CONUS communications.

The proposed system concepts involve the use of small “TACSAT”-class satellites to
augment the existing ground-based AFSCN assets and to provide both backup and
new services not currently available. The AFSCN-augmentation satellites could be
used to both relay data/telemetry from the user satellites to the user on the ground, and
relay command/control information to the satellites directly from the ground user
stations. Figure 1 gives an overview of the proposed AFSCN satellite augmentation
concept.

The AFSCN consists of two control nodes, at the STC in Sunnyvale, Cal. and at the
CSOC in Colorado Springs, Col., a number of Remote Tracking Stations (RTS)
distributed around the world, and dedicated-mission ground stations that service
particular programs.



Figure 1. PROPOSED AFSCN-AUGMENTATION SATELLITE CONCEPT

The AFSCN user satellites can be segmented by orbit. Low Earth Orbiting (LEO)
satellites can communicate through many ground stations, as they pass through their
orbital path, although the time a satellite is in view is limited to 15-20 minutes. The
same is true for Medium Orbit Satellites (MEO). Geosynchronous orbiting satellites
are in constant view of fixed ground stations within thier field of view.

Ground-based relay stations are also limited by view angles, which also limits the
view times of LEO satellites. If a large amount of data communication is required,
then a high data-rate link is required, potentially increasing satellite power and weight
requirements. As shown in Figure 2, a typical LEO satellite flies in and then out of
sight of the various RTS coverage areas. In Figure 2 it can be seen that a satellite in
the 778 km altitude will not be contact with any RTS when it is over the South
Atlantic. Figure 2 also shows the location and viewing area of the various RTS’s
around the world. Due to the limited availability of contact between satellites and the
ground stations, space tests are also limited in the length-of-time and orbital location
that a test can take place, if real-time C2 and/or data transmission is required. Highly
Elliptical Orbiting (HEO) satellites are likewise subject to temporary contact with
ground stations, although at their apogee this period of contact can be large. In
summary, ground-based receiving stations can only communicate with LEO/HEO
satellites for a fraction of their orbit, thus limiting the availability and operations of
the satellites.

Geostationary satellites, while they can communicate continuously with a ground
station, can communicate only through the ground stations that are in line-of-sight. In
the event that an ground station(s) should become non-functional, then those
Geostationary satellites utilizing the failed station(s) will have reduced or impaired 



Figure 2. RTS COVERAGE AREAS - TYPICAL LEO SATELLITE

command and control as well as mission-data communications with the ground. If one
RTS or dedicated ground station were out of service, then the capacity and availability
of other ground stations in the AFSCN could be severely strained, lowering
availability to other satellite systems due to rescheduling of resources.

The AFSCN ground stations are at risk of shut-down or degradation from many
diverse causes, such as military attack/sabotage, terrorism, political shut-off, jamming,
natural disaster, and nuclear environmenteffects. Ground station survivability during
wartime is limited, and thus is a weak link in the satellite command and control chain,
as are the co-located RTS-CONUS communications links (via DSCS). Reliability
(MTBF) and communications path redundancy for the data in the AFSCN is limited.
RTS capabilities are improving with the recent modifications and additions of the
Automated Remote Tracking Station (ARTS) program, but could still be improved
with the addition/replacement of a space-based system. The ARTS program is a step
in the same direction of removing the ground-based relay system abroad with a more
direct path or “bent-pipe” from users in CONUS to the satellites in orbit. The
proposed satellite augmentation system will likewise increase the capabilities of users
to directly control the satellite systems on orbit.

The AFSCN has finite capacity and flexibility to handle unscheduled-“responsive”
satellite launches or quick increases in the number of user satellites, as schedules are
difficult to change. An AFSCN-augmentation satellite launched prior to, or with the
unplanned launches could provide the additional capability required.



Another limitation of the ground-based AFSCN is that commands and telemetry must
be relayed between CONUS and the satellite in question to/from an RTS via either
ground or space-based relays (eg., DSCS). Real-time command and control over
payload (eg., antenna pointing) and satellite (eg., maneuvering) is limited under the
present capability. Operators that are located in the theaters have limited time-critical
C2 and mission data capability for data that must go via several links to arrive. Also,
the relay paths themselves are potential targets for disruption and are not survivable. A
cross-link of TT&C as well as mission data from existing satellites to satellites in the
proposed space-based system could be made both AJ and LPI using either laser or
millimeter-wave technology. These links would not penetrate the atmosphere, and
would thus not be detected or jammed. Survivable, A-J transmission to CONUS
stations (ie., CSOC/STC and/or mobile stations) would complete the survivable link.
This concept has been addressed in the Integrated Satellite Control System (ISCS),
which envisions relay crosslinks and survivable communications links to handle both
C2 and mission data from DoD satellites. Table 1 summarizes the potential services
that a space-based augmentation system would support for user satellites.

Table 1. POTENTIAL AREAS FOR SUPPORT

REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS

System level requirements were identified during the study. Primary among the
system requirements were system transparency, to both on-orbit spacecraft as well as
existing ground stations. ISCS operational requirements shown in Table 2. The
proposed system should meet both the ISCS transition-requirements as well as the
near-term enhancement (backup) requirements to completely satisfy the program goals
of providing a near-term space-based system that is cost-effective as well as being
useful in the near-term. The primary requirement of the system is to provide a means
to relay data from user satellites to the ground by means of satellite-to-satellite
crosslinks. The system should be as compatible with as many existing satellite TT&C
systems as possible, in order to be useful to the maximum number of users. The
system should also be compatible with either or both the SGLS as well as the future
satellite TT&C system (possibly at EHF).



Table 2. ISCS REQUIREMENTS IMPLEMENTATION

  USER SATELLITE COMMAND AND CONTROL

The details of the existing user-satellite command and control systems (TT&C)
on-board the user satellites were analyzed so that the proposed system will be as
compatible with the greatest number of satellites on-orbit or already built. The satellite
TT&C system signal waveform, EIRP, antenna characteristics, and receive G/T will
be used in the link analysis to define the AFSCN-augmentation satellite
characteristics. Details of the TT&C characteristics are classified and are not
presented in this paper.

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

Analysis of the operations of the existing and planned AFSCN operations was also
performed during the study. The space-based system must not interfere or hinder the
operation of the ground-based system in any way. The proposed system must be as
transparent as possible to the operators of the satellites, and should allow them to
command and control and receive payload data to/from their satellites. In order to
determine the details of the operations of the present AFSCN direct contact will be
made during the early phase of the study to define the requirements and procedures of
the system. The conops being looked at in studies of the ISCS architecture will also be
considered. A preliminary concept of operations for the space-based augmentation
system is shown in Figure 3. The AFSCN-augmentation satellite will be operated by
the AFSCN in much the same manner as the present ARTS. The user satellites will be
monitored and controlled by the CSTC and/or CSOC through the AFSCN-
augmentation satellite-mission satellite crosslink directly. Payload commands could 



Figure 3. POTENTIAL OPERATIONS WITH 
AFSCN-AUGMENTATION SYSTEM

either be sent by the user to the user satellite by three means; 1) directly, or 2) through
the AFSCN-augmentation satellite and then on to the user satellite, or lastly, 3)
through the AFSCN nodes for relay to the user satellite. This flexibility and
redundancy in paths also gives some survivability and reliability to the user. Mission
data could either be sent from the user satellite directly to the ground user, or if
desired, through the AFSCN-augmentation satellite to the AFSCN nodes and then on
to the user.

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

Various satellite, payload and launch concepts have been identified and evaluated in
the Phase I study effort. These concepts will be further refined so that a baseline
design can be chosen from these concepts that provides that maximum utility and
cost-effectiveness.

Figure 4 shows two concepts, using LEO AFSCN-augmentation satellites and GEO
user satellites, that could be useful in the transition from the present AFSCN
capabilities to the ISCS capabilities. One concept shown in Figure 4 allows an “older”
SGLS-compatible satellite to contact a new or upgraded EHF ground station by
having the older S-band waveform converted by the augmentation satellite to the 



Figure 4. AFSCN TRANSITION AUGMENTATION - LEO CONCEPTS

newer EHF waveform before being relayed to the ground. The other concept shows
the reverse situation, where a newer satellite has its EHF signal converted by the
augmentation satellite to the older S-band signal.

In addition to the capability to act as a “bridge” from the present system to the future
ISCS-driven system, the proposed system could also be used to provide relay to either
Geosynchronous satellite, or LEO satellites, as shown in Figure 5. In this
comprehensive concept, both GEO and LEO user satellites are “serviced” by a two
orbit AFSCN-augmentation system. One satellite, at LEO, could contact both LEO
and GEO user satellites, while the GEO-augmentation satellite acts as a relay for the
LEO augmentation satellite, as well as possibly contacting other GEO user satellites
(those that can direct their transmissions to another GEO satellite).

TRADES AND ANALYSIS

Link Margin analyses were performed for the concepts identified during the study, in
order to trade power and gain characteristics, determine optimum link distances, and
to size the satellite components. Table 3 shows a sample link margin calculation for a
LEO to GEO SHF relay. An 8 Kbps data rate is supported by a 5 watt transmitter on
the LEO satellite into an Earth-coverage antenna on the GEO satellite.



Figure 5. TWO SATELLITE AFSCN AUGMENTATION
CONCEPT FOR DATA RELAY

TABLE 3. SAMPLE LINK MARGIN ANALYSIS



Satellite coverage analysis was provided in the Phase I study, as shown in Figure 6.
The orbital coverage of one LEO satellite constellation to view another is shown in
Figure 6. The observing constellation (the AFSCN-augmentation constellation) is at a
higher altitude than the user satellite LEO constellation. It can be seen that for an
observing satellite at a high inclination angle (60 degrees) at 1000 nmi altitude, a high
percentage (95%) of a user satellite constellation at 30 degrees inclination angle and
400 nmi altitude can be seen.

Figure 6. ORBITAL ANALYSIS - LEO TO LEO
SATELLITE OBSERVABILITY

TECHNOLOGY IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION

From the various concepts analyzed during the study, existing, state-of-the-art, and
new technologies were identified. Figure 7 shows the satellite payload components
and their characteristics that have a degree of risk. Preliminary analysis indicates that
this mission can be designed with no new technologies, although new or space-
qualified components will be required. Among these items are the “inverse RTS
transponder”, the on-board processor, large (possibly deployed) antenna, and the
crosslink transciever (at 60 GHz or laser). Hardware from some of the existing, or
soon to be implemented satellite crosslinks might be compatible with the requirements
of the AFSCN-augmentation system. These links include those on the DSP,
MILSTAR, GPS, and TDRSS satellite systems.



Figure 7. PRELIMINARY TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

SATELLITE BASELINE DESIGN

In order to “size” the AFSCN Augmentation satellite, preliminary conceptual design
of the payloads and satellites have been determined. Figure 8 shows a preliminary
block diagram (with estimated power and weight for the identified component) for a
payload that receives data from a user satellite, and then retransmits that data to a
satellite in the Geostationary orbit. This is one of the concepts that appears to be
useful for both near-term use as well as for for ISCS transition use. The payload
weighs 249 lbs and requires 183 watts of prime power from the satellite.

Figure 8. SAMPLE PAYLOAD BLOCK DIAGRAM



From the conceptual design of the payload, along with other pertinent parameters (eg.,
satellite orbit, life, pointing stationkeeping, etc. requirement) a conceptual baseline
design for the satellite has been defined, to the degree to which a satellite weight can
be estimated. SPARTA has developed an in-house satellite synthesis computer
program, SATSYN, that estimates the weight and power for a satellite, given key
payload and system parameters. The SATSYN program calculated that the
satelliteweight would be 976 lbs., which is within the desired 1000 lbs TACSAT goals
of low-cost and “responsive” capability.

The satellite sizing analysis is used to define the launch vehicle requirements. In order
to provide a “responsive” launch capability, the time to operational status of the
AFSCN-augmentation Satellite will be determined for selected launch vehicles. A 976
lb spacecraft, launched into a LEO orbit, can be launched by a Taurus launch vehicle.

DEMONSTRATION CONCEPTS

Several demonstration concepts have been identified that can serve to identify issues
and determine capabilities of a space-based SCN-augmentation system. Both ground-
based demonstrations and space-based demonstrations will be considered. Two
critical issues that must be evaluated are, 1) that satellite crosslinking of TT&C and
mission data from a user satellite to an augmentation satellite is practical and
technically feasible, and 2) the AFSCN operations and procedures will allow for
crosslinking of command and telemetry.

Figure 9 shows an example demonstration concept that uses a DSCS III satellite as a
GEO relay for a small LEO AFSCN-augmentation satellite, e.g. intercepting data
from a DSP satellite. This type of demonstration will serve to identify the issues and
technical problems with the various concepts. Both technological and operational
issues could be addressed by this type of demonstration. The technology issues of
designing the augmentation satellite payload will be addressed by the on-orbit
satellite, and the operational issues and problems of utilizing a satellite in place of an
RTS for data/command relay will be uncovered.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has discussed the rationale, requirements, concepts and analysis that has
been performed during a study for AFSSD/XRS to provide a space-based
augmentation to the AFSCN. The two basic objectives of the proposed system is to
provide an enhanced capability and new services to the AFSCN, as well as to provide
a cost efficient means of transitioning to the standardized and survivable ISCS
requirements. Primary requirements of the system are to be as transparent to the 



  Figure 9. PRELIMINARY DEMONSTRATION CONCEPTS

existing satellites as possible; be compatible with the AFSCN ground system and
provide survivable real-time, continuous data relay capabilities to satellites in both
LEO and GEO orbits. Concepts involving AFSCN relay satellites in both the
Geosynchronous and Low Earth Orbit have been identified and analyzed. Several
favorable concepts have been identified which require further evaluation and analysis.
Technology issues have been discussed for the concepts identified. No new
technologies will be required to provide the satellite relay services proposed. A
near-term demonstration concept has also been identified that can serve to verify the
feasibility and operational requirements for this system.
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ABSTRACT

Recent advancements in high-speed Digital Signal Processing (DSP) concepts and
devices permit digital hardware implementation of relatively high-frequency signal
processing, which formerly required analog circuitry. Systems utilizing this
technology can provide a high degree of software programmability; improved
reproducibility, reliability, and maintainability; immunity to temperature induced drift
errors; and compare favorably in cost to their analog counterparts.

This paper describes the DSP implementation of a software programmable, digital
frequency multiplexed FM system providing up to 4 output multiplexes, containing up
to 36 subcarrier channels extending up to 4 MHZ, and accommodating modulating
frequencies up to 64 kHz. System overall design goals and the implementation of
these goals are presented.

Key Words : Frequency Modulation, Numerical Controlled Oscillator, Digital
Pipeline Design.

OVERALL SYSTEM DESIGN GOALS

The Digital Frequency Multiplexer (DFM) overall system design goal is to replace
existing wide band analog frequency modulation (FM) data recording equipment with
a digitally implemented, fully programmable alternative. Instead of using the classical
approach of generating an FM subcarrier by charging and discharging a timing
capacitor circuit and then shaping the output triangle to remove the odd order
harmonies, the DFM approach generates the subcarriers using a computer
programmable digital frequency synthesizer clocked by an extremely stable crystal
source. Since the DFM subcarriers are digitally generated using the stable clock



source, it is not necessary to calibrate the frequency of the subcarriers over time and
temperature changes.

A straight forward approach was taken in selecting the design features of the DFM.
Start with the standard features provided in analog FM systems used for wide band
recording (e.g., differential inputs, gain and offset control), then add the features of a
digital synthesizer and computer control (programmable center frequencies,
deviations, pre-emphasis, multiplex configurations, etc.).

 The resulting DFM design has inputs and outputs that are in analog format. Data
frequencies at the input can be up to 64 kHz, and the output multiplexes can have
bandwidths up to 4 MHZ with capability to drive both multi-track analog tape
recorders and fiber optic links.

The heart of each channel of the DFM is a proprietary application specific integrated
circuit (ASIC) gate array that performs the digital synthesis and modulation of the
each subcarrier. Each modulated subcarrier employs an ASIC that is synchronized
from one system clock. In this manner, all subcarriers are perfectly timed to one
another prior to and during multiplexing. The digitizing of each data channel is also
synchronized off the same clock, ensuring exact time correlation between all the
channels in a multiplex.

The physical configuration of the DFM is also based on expanding the present
capabilities of an analog FM data recording systems. A complete DFM subsystem fits
in an 8.75" by 19" rack mount housing. Each DFM subsystem (Figure 1) contains up
to 36 independent data channel digital modulators, with 4 modulators located on each
card. The output of each digital modulator can be assigned to one of four digital
multiplexers and then converted to analog format for storage or transmission. A
reference frequency and common data channel (e.g., voice) can also be multiplexed
into any or all of the multiplexes. The DFM system is expandable and can contain up
to 14 subsystems, all controlled from one of three sources: locally via the unit’s
electroluminescent (EL) graphic display with infra-red touch screen user interface, or
remotely either by an IBM-PC compatible computer or by a host computer with GPIB
or RS-232 interface.



 Figure 1. Digital Frequency Multiplexer System Architecture



DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION DESCRIPTION

Each multiplex in a DFM system can be broken down into five sections: input data
front end, digital modulator, digital summing or multiplexing, analog reconstruction,
and the controlling computer. Each section is designed with all features being
computer programmable, in contrast to analog FM systems that use manual
adjustments (i.e., potentiometers and switches). The following topics describe each
section of the DFM and compare the techniques used in the DFM with those in analog
FM recording systems.

Input Data Front End

The input data front end accepts either analog single ended or differential inputs
(Figure 2). The input is received by a differential buffer circuit that can accommodate
data bandwidths up to 64 kHz, common mode voltages up to 200 V DC, and voltage
inputs up to 10 V pp. The output of the buffer is connected to an analog switch. The
switch is used to isolate the input data signal from the rest of the circuit when
performing an internal offset correction to automatically balance the channel.

Figure 2. DFM Channel Front End

 The input data signal is then buffered and filtered by a lowpass anti-aliasing filter,
which accomplishes two things. First, it filters the data above 64 kHz before sampling.
This is necessary because if the data is not band limited prior to sampling, the digital
data spectrum will be corrupted by any frequency terms above the Nyquist rate of the
sampling system.

Second, the filter corrects for the sin( x)/x attenuation effects caused by the sampling
process. Most digitizing systems do not attempt to make such corrections. Since the
data signal is sampled with pulses of finite width and not with ideal zero-width
impulse functions, the resulting signal will be attenuated by a sin( x)/x or sinc(x) factor,
causing the amplitude of the sampled data to decrease as the data frequency



increases.  Therefore, by adding a sin( x)/x correction to the anti-aliasing filter, the(l)

same fixed frequency anti-aliasing filter and fixed frequency sampling system can be
used for all input data frequencies.

After the anti-aliasing filter, the data is passed to a programmable gain amplifier
(PGA). This amplifier is computer controlled by user input selection to allow input
data voltages from 0.5 Vpp to 8.0 Vpp, in binary gain increments, for ±100%
subcarrier deviations. This corresponds to the gain adjustment potentiometer found in
standard analog FM systems.

The output of the PGA is current summed together with a user programmable offset
correction that allows the input data to be either unipolar or bipolar, with or without
any DC offset. A 16-bit digital to analog converter (DAC) supplies the offset
correction, and is also used by the computer to remove any offsets in the analog front
end. During an automatic balance sequence, the computer grounds the input to the
data channel, by switching the previously discussed analog switch after the input
buffer, and reads the sampled data. The offset is measured after sampling and is added
to the user selected offset at the DAC. This internal zeroing eliminates the need to
calibrate each subcarrier prior to performing a test. On current analog FM systems, the
offset adjustment is performed either by turning a potentiometer or running an
automatic calibration sequence. This DAC controlled offset adjustment is also used to
perform pre- and post-calibration sequencing of each data channel. Because the
computer controls the offset values sent to the offset DAC, the number of steps and
the dwell time of each step are user selectable.

Finally, the input data is digitized using a 12-bit sampling analog to digital converter
(ADC). The ADC has a full input range of ±5 V DC. By defining that an input voltage
range of 8 V pp corresponds to a ±100% subcarrier deviation, each data channel can
actually be deviated ±125%, providing a safety margin for overdeviated input signals.
The ADC is clocked at approximately 330 kHz, which gives a minimum of 5 points
per period for the fastest input frequency of 64 kHz. The ADC clock is derived from
the system clock so that all data within the digital pipeline is fully synchronized.

The input to the ADC is also sampled by an automatic ranging circuit. This circuit
senses the RMS level of the input data to the ADC and allows the computer to change
the gain of the PGA if the full input range of the ADC is not being used.

The digital output of the ADC is the modulation source for the digital modulator. The
computer has the ability to read the modulation data and display a representation of
the data on the EL panel. This feature provides the user with an indication whether the
input data front end is set up correctly to produce the correct amount of subcarrier



deviation. Adjustments can be performed by the user to the programmable front end
features while the modulation data is being displayed, which gives the user immediate
feedback to the changes taken.

Digital Modulator

All the hardware algorithms necessary to perform the digital frequency modulation of
a subcarrier are built into the ASIC. Figure 3 illustrates the FM portion of the ASIC.
The subcarrier frequency is generated using a numerically controlled oscillator
(NCO). The ASIC is programmed with the user selected subcarrier parameters: center
frequency, deviation range, and pre-emphasis. After these values are sent to the ASIC,
the ASIC performs all subcarrier generation and modulation without computer
intervention. The only time the computer communicates to the ASIC is when the user
changes a subcarrier parameter.

Figure 3. Frequency Modulation Section of the ASIC

The output of the ADC is registered and fed into the modulation data input of the
ASIC. All data inside and outside the modulator is pipeline registered. This means
after a function is performed (summing, multiplying, decoding, etc.) the data is
clocked into a register that maintains synchronization of the digital pipeline. All data
channels have the same number of pipeline delays, so all data from channel to channel
will be perfectly time correlated.

The digital input modulation data is scaled by a digital multiplier with a computer
calculated value from the user selected deviation range of the subcarrier. The ASIC is
designed to allow deviation scaling from 0.5% to 50.0% of the selected center
frequency of a subcarrier. Therefore, as different deviation values are chosen, the
deviation multiplier scales the ADC data to allow 12-bit resolution (4096 unique
steps).

After the modulation data is scaled for deviation, the data is summed with a user
selected center frequency value. The user can select any subcarrier frequency from
300 Hz to 4 MHZ. The computer calculates the appropriate value to obtain the desired
subcarrier center frequency.



The output of the center frequency summer is fed into a phase accumulator, which is
the heart of the NCO. The input data to the accumulator represents the phase step for
each clock cycle, and the output of the phase accumulator at any time corresponds to
the phase of the programmed frequency. The accumulator overflows between 359 and
0 degrees, and the rate at which the accumulator overflows is equal to the output rate
of the subcarrier. The phase accumulator inside the ASIC is 32 bits wide and is
synchronized to the system clock which is running at 2  Hz. The frequency resolution24

of the phase accumulator is equal to the clock frequency divided by the number of bits
in the accumulator, yielding 2  or 3.9 millihertz.-8 (2)

The output of the phase accumulator, which represents the phase of the waveform
being synthesized, is converted to a sine wave in the wave shaping section. This
section calculates the true value for the sine wave at the phase angle that is being
entered. By calculating the true value of the sine wave and having a crystal controlled
phase accumulator with excellent phase resolution, there are essentially no harmonic
distortion terms generated in the sine wave, as there are in present analog wideband
FM recording systems. The output from the waveform shaper is a 12-bit full scale
digital sine wave value that is then scaled against a user entered relative output level,
or pre-emphasis value. Pre-emphasis scaling is done using a 12 x 12-bit, twos
complement multiplier. Entering 0 dB for the pre-emphasis value leaves the digital
sine wave at full scale. The user can program the pre-emphasis value of each
subcarrier from 0 dB to -20 dB.

 DIGITAL SUMMING

The digital summing section multiplexes together the user selected subcarriers. As
previously stated, each DFM subsystem can have up to 36 data channels plus 2
channels in a common multiplex. These channels can be configured for output in up to
4 different multiplexes. Table 1 illustrates the different configurations, listing the
number of channels for each output multiplex.

Four data channel front ends and digital modulators are placed on one printed circuit
board. Their outputs are digitally summed together prior to exiting the board by a
second proprietary ASTC. This approach greatly reduces the number of connection
lines within the DFM subsystem, so that only 12 data lines for each of the four
channels are required.

After the initial summed data is received, the hardware is designed to direct the
different digital subcarriers to the appropriate summing points for the desired
multiplex configuration. The second ASIC was also designed to have the flexibility to
program different pipeline delays in the summing system in order to maintain time 



Table 1. DFM Multiplex Configuration

Maximum Number of Channels per Multiplex
Configuration Mux 1 Mux 2 Mux 3 Mux 4

1 8 8 8 8
2 12 12 12
3 16 20
4 8 8 20
5 12 24
6 32

correlation between all subcarriers in all the different multiplex configurations. Each
multiplex has a selection control register that is computer programmed to turn on or
off the common multiplex and to direct the multiplexed subcarriers to the appropriate
multiplex outputs.

ANALOG RECONSTRUCTION

Analog reconstruction of the digitally multiplexed subcarriers is accomplished using a
high speed 12-bit DAC (Figure 4). The DAC has a settling time twice as fast as the
rate that data is processed in the pipeline. The DAC must also be able to output a
bipolar sine wave without causing distortion terms induced into the multiplexed
subcarriers. During the DAC conversion, the system clock frequency is modulated
with the frequency of the digitally synthesized subcarrier. The digital system clock
frequency term is removed from the multiplex using a lowpass interpolation filter.
This filter has a passband from DC to 4 MHZ and provides excellent attenuation at the
digital pipeline rate of 2  or approximately 16 MHZ. The interpolation filter also24

provides a constant group delay through the passband of the filter in order not to cause
time correlation errors within the multiplexed subcarrier data.

Figure 4. Analog Reconstruction



Each filtered, reconstructed multiplex output is passed to a bipolar analog multiplier.
The user can program the output level of each multiplex to the appropriate level for
the tape recorder system that the data will be stored on. A 16-bit DAC programmed by
the computer is used to generate the scale factor to multiply the multiplexed
subcarriers. This programmable multiplex output level is similar to adjusting a
potentiometer on the output section of a present analog FM recording data systems.

Each output scaled multiplex is available from the DFM subsystem in two different
forms: as a 50-ohm driven output on a BNC connector, or as a fiber optic output on an
SMA connector. The fiber optic output is ideal for performing real time demodulation
of the data within a kilometer of the DFM subsystem.

SUMMARY

Now there is an alternative to analog wideband FM data recording systems. The day
of plug-in replacements for multiplex system reconfiguration is gone. Subcarriers,
multiplex configurations, and input/output levels are now completely programmable.
No longer is there a need to recalibrate for temperature and time variations. All data
channels now have the same stability as the crystal controlled reference channel of
wideband analog FM recording systems without having to wait for the system to
warm-up and stabilize.

The modulation ASIC was also designed to generate other types of modulation under
computer control (phase modulation, amplitude modulation, PSK, FSK, QAM, etc.).
With the success of the development of the DFM for digital FM multiplexing, the
potential for fast growth of future products is exciting. In the near future it will be
possible to produce a computer controlled, mixed modulation system using just one
standard instrument.
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ABSTRACT

The testing and integration of modern avionic systems is facing us with new
dimensions of complexity and sophistication. A smaller, faster avionic distributed
processing system and small airborne spaces are demanding a new, innovative way to
handle the telemetry requirements.

The various types of data, ranging from analog values like temperature, vibrations,
pressure and bi-level signals, up to the contents of fast buses like the MIL-STD-1553B
and/or distributed multi-processor systems (performing calculations of a distributed
nature) challenge the telemetry engineer coping with this task in the most efficient
way.

INTRODUCTION

The telemetry realm Airborne and Ground stations methodologies have changed very
little in the last 10-15 years.

The traditional way of collecting airborne data, mostly analog, via multiplexers, or
monitoring a serial bus like the MIL-STD-1553B and transmitting it to the ground
telemetry station is not enough for the elementary modern avionic system.

A typical airborne instrumentation system consists of the following components:

“ Sensors - Temperature, vibrations, pressure, linear bilevels, etc.

“ PCM multiplexers with A/B multichannel capability.

“ Recorders or transmitters.



The purpose of this paper is to present a new concept of integrating the various
sensors, buses and distributed processing subsystems into a single telemetry serial
bus, utilizing a unique approach of a master/slave configuration.

A TYPICAL AIRBORNE SYSTEM

A common airborne system is composed of analog/digital sensors, avionic subsystems
interconnected via MIL-STD-1553B buses and various satellite systems connected to
the main avionics via discrete lines.

The various avionics systems such as Radars, Navigational systems, computers and
other subsystems are distributed among the different avionic buses.

A stereotype subsystem may be composed from several CPUs tied together via an
internal bus such as VME, MULTIBUS-11, or B bus.

The variety of internal information exchanged among the processors is invisible to the
outside world (i.e. the MIL-STD-1553B which interconnects the avionics subsystems
externally to the modules). This information is essential for the avionic developer
during the integration and fly test periods.

The existing methods of collecting the data will involve several collecting links and
thus several transmitters or recording channels.

THE INTEGRATED APPROACH

The heart of this approach is an MLM designed PCM Frame Formatter (PFF) VLSI
chip. This PFF may be installed in each subsystem, CPU board or PCM multiplexer.

This formatter can operate as a stand-alone device in a single acquisition system, or be
networked in a master/slave architecture.

By cascading several PFFs together, it is possible to build a flexible data acquisition
system network.

The PFF is incorporated into the PCM multiplexer, configured to operate as a master
on the PCM bus while the other PFFs are assembled on the various CPU boards. The
PFF appears to the local controller on each board as a memory mapped device. The
local controller initializes the VLSI formatter to the proper operational mode
(Master/Slave, Frame size, Sync pattern, etc).



From this point it operates autonomously, transmitting the data supplied by the local
CPU to the PCM bus according to the master formatter commands.

The 1553 to PCM controller (MPI) is also configured to operate as a slave on this
PCM bus (Figure 4). This is equipped with FIFOs and timers and can be initialized as
a selective monitor on the multiple 1553 buses.

The PCM Formatter can be used also in the software development phase, monitoring
software debugging.

The system operates as follows:

The master formatter on the main multiplexer instructs each device as to the time to
put its information, in serial form, on the PCM bus. In its own time slot it adds the
digitized analog and bi-level information that has been collected by the master.

The pre-modulation function is also performed in the main multiplexer. In this way,
various types of data are integrated into one stream, composed from sensors output,
events, 1553 bus and CPU distributed data and is transmitted to the ground telemetry
station to be recorded on a single channel.

The example in Figure 3 illustrates the PFF interconnection scheme for multiple
processor architecture as used in one of MLM system designs. It should be noticed
that two of the PFFs are in the slave mode while the third one is a master on this
network.

THE PCM FRAME FORMATTER (PFF/8)

The VLSI frame formatter block diagram as described in Figure 4 is divided into the
following main blocks:

“ Host Interface Module

“ Sequencer Module

“ Data RAM

“ Frame Format RAM

“ PCM Bus Interface Module



The Host Interface module is used to initialize the VLSI as to the operating mode and
status monitoring. The sequencer module performs control functions according to the
sequence needed to move the data in and out of the chip. The Data RAM is a dual
buffered device which is loaded by the telemetry data to be transferred to the PCH
bus. The Frame Format RAM contains the structure of the PCM frame for that device.

The PCM Bus Interface module interfaces to the external PCM bus.

Highlights:

“ All PCM frame parameters can be programmed

“ Appears as a regular RAM to the local controller

“ Flexible frame format and word length

“ Easily interfaces to the popular microprocessors

“ Transmits data rates from I Hz to 8 MHz using internal clock

“ Accepts separate external bit rates clock

“ Accommodates several outputs formats such as NRZ-L, NRZ-M, NRZ-S,
Bi-PHASE and VITERBI coded 3/4, ½ data

“ Acts as master or slave unit

“ Enables frame format changes during mission

“ Has a self-test built-in capability

“ Single power supply 5 volts, 0.15 watt, 68 PGA package

MPI - MUXBUS TO PCM INTERFACE

The MPI module implements all IRIG 106-86 chapter 8 “MIL-STD-1553”
requirements in a flexible, modular design approach. Up to 8 dual redundant 1553B
buses can be incorporated into a single PCM stream and sent out. The module
provides up to 4 serial outputs to multi-track tape recorder (RNRZ or BIO modulated).



MPI can be configured as a standalone formatter or a slave device on the PCM system
bus. In the last case, 1553 data will be transmitted together with other system
information as embedded frame. In order to utilize the PCM bus in an efficient way,
all monitored 1553 data is stored in a 4K x 27 FIFO.

Highlights

“ Intelligent 1553B message monitor enables:

Word type recording (data, status, command)
Extensive error reporting
Message selectivity
16 bit time tagging of each message
16 bit response time attached to each message
Functions as a Remote Terminal for software upload and testing

“ Provides up to 8 Megabit/s TTL, NRZ-L and NRZ-S data formats

“ Programmable frame length

“ Messages are never cut by frame boundaries or filler words.

SUMMARY

A method of integrated telemetry approach was described coping with the modern
needs of avionlc systems.

Two different approaches to the variable requirements of modern airborne telemetry
needs were shown here. The advantages gained by the integrated method are clearly
visible, saving space and allowing the user to reach into the internal world of data that
was difficult to get until now.

The conservative way of coping with the requirements shown in the example, namely
to use several data collecting systems with each one using its own transmitter or
adding external submultiplexers, is very expensive in any imaginable way,
complicating the data reduction and time synchronization between the various
streams.



A new device is now in final design stages to give an answer to systems without the
need of a local host. This device (PFC90) will operate in three modes:

a. With host computer (higher bit rate, identical to markl)

b. As standalone system for data collection

c. In high bit rate systems (digitized video).

The device is described in the appendix to this paper.

APPENDIX: THE PCM MARK II

1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The PFC90 (PCM Formatter/Controller-PFF8 mark2) is designed to perform the
general PCM controller and formatter functions. The PFC90 acquires data In three
different configurations:

1.1 Host-based System

The PFC90 is connected to a host as a memory mapped I/0. The host loads data to
internal memory (512x16 RAM), which operates in double buffer mode like in markl.

1.2 Moderate Data Acquisition System

The PFC90 controls and acquires data from the simple data acquisition system that
includes components for acquiring analog and bi-level input signals. In this mode, the
PFC90 does not require any host. The PFC90 uses external memory which determines
the data acquire and transmit sequencing.

By integrating the PFC90 with the external components in a hybrid form, there is a
single module solution to a complete data acquisition.

1.3 Flexible Data Acquisition System

In this mode, the PFC90 acquires data from a host, as an inhost based system and from
additional external memories. The PFC90 uses its internal memory for inputs and
outputs sequencing then formats and transmits this data and sync words, serial to the
RF transmitter. The external memory can be used for very fast data (video)
transmission.



2. FEATURES

The PFC90 is implemented in a 1 micron HCMOS technology “cell” based array. It is
packed in an 84 pin PGA. The PFC90 contains 1Kx16 bits RAM memory. One half of
this memory is used for storage of the transmission formats, while the other half is
used in the host driven configuration. The 512x16 RAM used for the data memory is
divided into two buffers, in a flexible configuration. 128x16 is used for data and
384x16 is used for data acquisition format.

2.1 Host Based System (MARK 1]

The PFC90 appears as a RAM for the host system. The host can access the internal
registers and the internal memories. During the initialization phase, the host loads the
internal registers and the format memories and then instructs the device to start the
transmission. In the transmission phase, the host loads data to the internal data
memory which operates in double buffer mode.

When the chip terminates the transmission the buffer initiates an interrupt request and
starts to transmit the other buffer. After the chip transmits a word from the buffer, it
loads it with a filler word, if required. The chip allows each word in the minor frame
to transmit the filler word or the old data word, in cases when the data in the buffer is
not updated.

The chip contains an internal interrupt controller which interrupts the host when at
least one of the following events occur:

“ Terminate transmitting data buffer

“ Master reset command

“ Master message

“ Selftest fault.

2.2 Autonomous System

The PFC90 supplies the interface to the data acquisition system components.

The PFC90 uses external memory (EPROM) that keeps the content of the internal
registers, the content of the transmission format memories and the content of the
acquisition formats memory. During “POWER ON RESET” the PFC90 self initializes



the internal registers and the transmission formats memories and then starts the
transmission mode. During the transmission the device reads the acquisition
format—one instruction per sample time, for controlling and acquiring data from the
data acquisition components.

The chip supports multiple formats by defining a schedule of formats in the external
memory. The memory (EPROM) can be programmed by an external programmer/PC
or microcomputer, on-board without disassembly.

2.3 Slow Mode Acquisition System

This mode supports a system with one “SAMPLE/HOLD” component. The chip
acquires data in two phases.

In the first phase the channel is selected, the address and the type of channel are
loaded to the external latch, by the PFC90 and the S/H component is set to sample
state, controlled by the S/H pin.

The second phase holds the sampling value while the S/H is in “HOLD” state and
instructs the A/D to start the conversion. When the conversion is terminated the result
is read and loaded to the Sync Process Data Buffer (SPDB).

2.4 Fast Mode Acquisition System

This mode supports the system with two “SAMPLE/HOLD” components. The chip
acquires data in two stages, in pipeline configuration. The first stage samples the
channel and the second one holds the previous sampling result, while the A/D makes
the conversion. The PFC90 can also read data from discrete registers, to acquire
bi-level input channels or any other data type stored in the memories or the registers.

2.5 Data Acquisition Interface (Video)

In this mode, the PFC90 acquires data from different types of external memories and
from the host.

During the initialization phase the host initializes the internal registers, the
transmission, and acquisition of the internal format memories. In the transmission
phase the PFC90 gains the control on the I/0 bus and acquires data from the external
memories.

This scheme is used for fast video (digitized pictures) transmission. The digitized
video is stored in the external memories and from this point is cared for by the
formatter.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the progress made by the Wright Laboratory Armament
Directorate Instrumentation Branch in developing Subminiature Instrumentation
Technologies. These advancements will be explained relative to the overall scope of
Subminiature Instrumentation efforts. The goal of these efforts is a DoD depot
capability to provide low cost, non-intrusive telemetry instrumentation for any weapon
system.

INTRODUCTION

Current telemetry instrumentation systems are subject to space and weight limitations
for use in bombs, missiles, submunitions, projectiles and other conventional weapons.
Off-the-shelf solutions are not available for installation into these weapon systems in a
rapid, cost effective manner. As a result, custom instrumentation systems have to be
built from the ground up for each application. The costs associated with such a
development are often so prohibitive that no telemetry capability is developed at all.
In the past decade, we have seen a trend toward more complex weapon systems,
containing a greater number of electronic functions in a much smaller volume. Many
of these weapons have the dubious distinction of being untestable since no provision
for test instrumentation was developed while the weapon was being designed. These
acquisitions are renowned for missed schedules and inflated costs, often due to
inconclusive test results and subsequent foundering design. We have learned from
these acquisitions just how vital a built-in-test capability is. The Subminiature
Instrumentation program at the Wright Laboratory Armament Directorate was formed
to develop the technologies necessary to permit an instrumentation capability for
current and future weapon systems stressing rapid development and installation, low
cost, and extremely small size.



REQUIREMENTS

When Subminiature Telemetry was initially conceived in 1986, its applications
covered primarily cluster and submunition tests where a large number of munitions
are dispersed in the air over a target area. As the program progressed, the scope of
requirements grew substantially. Bombs, missiles, dispensers, artillery shells, bullets
and even aircraft skin test applications were amassed from all branches of the DoD.
Additional requirements, many not even weapon related, continued to come in over
the next several years. It became clear that a very generic approach to producing a
wide range of products would be required. Instead of inhibiting our progress, the wide
range of applications became our driving requirement; after all, we would ideally like
to set in place an institution for creating instrumentation solutions for some time to
come.

From here, our program requirements became more evident. Small size meant massive
monolithic integration. A transmission technique would be required to enable
simultaneous reception from up to 100 transmitters thereby permitting operational
testing of multi-munition scenarios. Environmentally hardened components and
packages would be required to survive and operate during gun-launch accelerations,
body vibrations, aerodynamic loading, and widely varying temperatures. Finally, the
end item must be compatible with Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG)
standards and DoD ground station equipment to the maximum extent.

MODEL PROGRAMS

After a thorough survey of munition telemetry instrumentation requirements, from
both existing and planned systems, six model programs were identified to represent
the electrical, physical, and environmental extremes of the broad base of potential
users. This was done to make the task of defining an architecture easier to handle,
with the knowledge that a large percentage of the remaining customer requirements
would fall between these extremes and, therefore, be satisfied. The programs chosen
are identified in table 1.

Model Analysis

With the cooperation of the respective program offices, each model program was
analyzed in great detail. A thorough understanding of the munition's physical
structure, electrical design, expected level of performance, and performance scenario
were determined. Added to this was a list of measurands necessary for each platform.
Obviously, for the models with existing telemetry systems, most of the measurand
data was easily provided. The others proved more challenging. A summary of the
model analyses is provided in table 2.



Table 1
Model Programs

Model Program Office Scenario Existing TM?

AMRAAM ASD/YM, Eglin AFB Air-to-air missile Yes

BKEP ASD/YB, Eglin AFB Runway penetrator No

SFW ASD/YB, Eglin AFB A/C dispensed anti-tank No
seeking submunition

SADARM ARDEC, Picatinny Gun launched anti-tank Yes
Arsenal, NJ seeking submunition

Seek Eagle ASD/SK, Eglin AFB A/C to weapon No
compatibility certification

Table 2
Model Analyses: Abridged Data Compilation

Parameter Units SFW SADARM Seek Eagle AMRAAM BKEP

Power Supply Volts 4,+/-12 N/A N/A N/A NA

Munition Signals
Analog Qty 3 6 0 45 0
Bandwidth kHz 1.5 18.4 --- 0.104 ---

Discrete Qty 8 4 0 32 0
Sample rate Hz 2000 8400 --- 312 ---

Digital Qty 0 1 0 1 0
Bit rate kb/sec --- 355 --- 1700 ---

Sensor Measurements
Analog Qty 0 0 8 0 1
Bandwidth kHz - - 135 - 3



Parameter Units SFW SADARM Seek Eagle AMRAAM BKEP

Mechanical Data
Package Size in 2 10 1 4.2 53

Form Factor --- cube cube planar cube cube

Weight grams 45 1300 TBD 450 200

Antenna --- WA WA PP WA WA1 2

Link Parameters
Link Range km 7.5 7.5 .015 160 7.5

Simultan users Qty 40 6 100 1 16

RX antenna gain dB 38 38 -3 38 38

RX noise figure dB 12 12 15 12 12

All scenarios require 10  Bit Error Rate (BER).-5

1) Wrap-around Patch Antenna
2) Planar Patch

The Link Specification

Figure 1 displays the seven link configurations available to meet the design criteria.
This figure also illustrates the two levels of multiplexing required in our system
concept. The first level is multiplexing data channels, or measurands, within a single
munition. Waveforms 1, 2, 3, and 6 utilize a Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) serial data
format for collecting multiple digitized measurand signals. For low to moderate level
analog signal bandwidths (typically less than 200kHz as is the case for most telemetry
systems) PCM is the technique of choice due to its extreme accuracy, robustness, and
convenience.

The second level of multiplexing deals with transmitting and receiving data from
multiple munitions. There are three such multiple access techniques that were
considered; Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), Frequency Division Multiple
Access (FDMA), and Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA). Of these three,
TDMA (waveform 6) must be discarded entirely since it requires burst mode packets
of data, any of which could be lost if a particular munition detonated before it
transmitted its packet. TDMA timing complexity is also a large cost driver. FDMA is
the most compatible with IRIG standards, yet has a major drawback in that it requires 



Figure 1: Waveform Trade Study

one RF receiver per transmitter. Clearly use of 100 receivers on the ground is not
feasible. CDMA is attractive for the precise reason that FDMA is not; it transmits
multiple data streams on a single frequency, differentiating them by spread spectrum
codes unique to each munition. One type of CDMA system is of particular interest;
direct sequence (DS), which directly modulates the data stream with a Pseudo-random
Noise (PN) code. With large bandwidths per munition, CDMA-DS requires immense
radiated bandwidths with efficiency compromised. Therefore, the multi-access
technique of choice was FDMA for a low number of simultaneous operators and
CDMA-DS/FDMA for a large number of simultaneous operators. The CDMA/FDMA
“hybrid” technique utilizes 4 center frequencies on which up to 25 munitions may
transmit per frequency. This strategy offers a “mix and match” capability to the
system designer where he may trade bandwidth, CDMA link margin, and ground
station complexity.



Figure 1 also addresses RF modulation techniques best suited for a particular
multi-access technique. The general rule here is that shift keying modulation (either
frequency or phase) is most efficient when used with a digital waveform such as
PCM. Various forms of shift keying exist, each with respective good and bad points.
The right hand block of figure 1 illustrates the performance of these waveforms in
conjunction with several combinations of channel multiplexing and transmitter
multiplexing techniques. The general result is that for an FDMA application,
Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) performs best whereas for a CDMA/FDMA system,
Differential Phase Shift Keying (DPSK) of an Offset-Quadrature direct spread signal
(utilizing a nonmaximal Gold code) works best. Henceforth, the FDMA approach
using FSK modulation will be refered to as FSK mode, and the CDMA/FDMA
approach will be called Spread mode.

 Also of consideration are error correction coding techniques. Extensive analysis
provided trade-off data for various coding strategies. Coding is necessary, especially
with an FSK or PSK waveform, to protect against fading. The data showed that with
our waveforms of choice, the best performance with least complexity is convolution
encoding with Veterbi decoding, yielding a required Signal-to-Noise (S/N) ratio, or
Eb/No, of 6.7dBm for DPSK and 9.7dBm for FSK.

The Link Budget

The link specification identified the technologies of choice for establishing
transmission links that satisfy all of our system design goals. With this information
and data from table 2 and figure 1, we may compose a link budget to determine the
required transmitter power for each model. These link budgets are shown in table 3.

WAVEFORM DESIGN

The results of the link budget and specification dictated a specific waveform design
which is illustrated in figure 2. The signal path will be described in two sections; the
transmitter and the receiver.



Table 3
Model Program Link Budgets

SFW SADARM Seek Eagle AMRAAM BKEP

TRANSMITTER

Line Losses (dB) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Antenna Gain (dBi) -6.0 -12.0 -3.0 -6.0 -6.0

PROPAGATION (dB) -117.2 -117.2 -63.3 -144.1 -117.2

RECEIVER

Antenna Gain (dBi) 35.0 35.0 -3.0 35.0 35.0

Polarization
Losses (dB) -4.0 -4.0 -1.0 -4.0 -4.0

Noise BW (dB-Hz) -46.0 -58.3 -51.3 -62.6 -48.6

Noise Figure (dB) -12.0 -12.0 -15.0 -12.0 -12.0

kT (dBm/Hz) 174.0 174.0 174.0 174.0 174.0

AVAILABLE S/N (dB) 22.8 4.5 36.4 -20.7 22.0

REQUIRED S/N (dB) -6.7 -6.7 -6.7 -10.0 -10.0

SAFETY MARGIN -20.0 -20.0 -20.0 -10.0 -20.0

TRANSMIT PWR
dBm 3.9 23.2 -9.7 40.7 8.0
milliwatt 2.5 166.0 0.1 11700.0 6.3



  



The Transmitter

There are two modes in which the system may operate: FSK or Spread. The FSK
mode is chosen for a single or very low number of simultaneous operators, such as
AMRAAM. Spread mode is chosen when a large number of transmitters must be
accessed simultaneously, an extreme example being Seek Eagle. In either case,
analog, discrete, and digital data are commutated into a single, Pulse Code Modulated
(PCM) serial data stream of variable, selectable bit rates and frame structures. The
commutation procedure uses two multiplexed buses: data and address/control.
Digitized data is gathered via these buses from acquisition cells of 2 types. In the first
type, up to 4 analog signals are amplified, filtered, multiplexed, digitized (eight bits)
and sent to the commutator. In the second type, eight discrete channels or eight bit
parallel data can be conditioned and supplied to the commutator. Serial digital data
can also be commutated using a handshake/buffer interface. The commutator collects
data from the data acquisition cells according to a programmed frame and creates the
single serial data stream. A Convolution Encoder performs a rate = ½, constraint
length = 7 convolution, effectively doubling the serial data rate. This data is
interleaved over 128 blocks of 32 symbols with a 16 symbol sync over each 4096
symbol block. Once interleaved, the data is either differentially encoded and
Offset-Quadrature spread (for Spread mode) or Manchester encoded (for FSK mode).
The spreading stage performs an offset quadrature direct spread on the serial data with
a Gold code sequence of 2048 length and 16 Mchips/sec rate. Figure 3 illustrates the
design of this stage and the characteristics of the resulting waveform. As shown, two
different output taps, one for In-phase the other for Quadrature (I and Q) are selected
from a Gold code generator. The I and Q codes are modulo-2 added to the
differentially encoded bit stream and clocked out at 16 MHZ. Note that the clock for
the Q component flip-flop is delayed one half clock cycle so that it lags the I
component output. The resulting two 16 Msymbol/sec streams are routed to the Phase
Shift Keying (PSK) modulator for up-conversion to RF. In FSK mode, the Manchester
encoder converts the NRZ-L PCM to bi-phase, thus insuring transitions during long
durations of no data; typical of our scenarios. A phase-locked-loop (PLL) synthesizer
generates selectable RF center frequencies for both Spread and FSK modes:

FSK Mode: 2310.5 MHZ to 2389.5 MHZ step 1 MHZ
Spread Mode: 2320.0 MHZ to 2380.0 MHZ step 20 MHZ

When enabled, the FSK modulator adds a voltage offset (in binary) to the center
frequency which the VCO changes to a frequency deviation around the center
frequency. The output is fedback through a divide by two stage to the synthesizer,
completing the PLL. The up-converted output is routed through two RF switches to
the power amplifier, then harmonically filtered and radiated. When in Spread mode, 



Figure 3: Gold Code And Ouadrature Spread Stage

the FSK modulator does not alter the carrier waveform. The PLL functions only to
furnish a center frequency to the PSK modulator. The carrier is split into two signals,
each 90 degrees apart in phase. One of the carrier signals is then balanced modulated
by the “I” waveform from the spreading stage while the other is modulated by the
“Q”. These two waveforms are then mixed by a power combiner and routed to the
power amplifier, harmonic filter and antenna. Two configurations of power amplifiers
are available, 25 mW and 250 mW, and can be selected during system configuration.
Any amount of additional gain can be obtained by “stacking” power amplifier stages
in-line with the existing amps. A family of compatible modules will be developed in
the near future to meet the high transmission power requirements.

Receiver System

The emphasis on keeping our waveform compatible with IRIG standards is well
demonstrated in the receiver system design illustrated in figure 2. Typical 5 meter dish
antennas or low gain, wide beamwidth antennas are used to capture the radiated
signal(s). In Spread mode a standard wideband telemetry receiver is used. The 70



MHZ Intermediate Frequency (IF) and Local Oscillator (LO) are routed from the
receiver to a downconverter which separates the signal into its compound, quadrature
components. I and Q are then digitized at 32 Msps, 6 bit per sample and independently
processed to correlate specific Gold code addresses from the compound signal. Notice
in figure 2 that multiple codes may be correlated simultaneously by simply bussing
the digitized I and Q signals to additional processing cards in parallel. Such a
capability could provide multiple streams of real-time PCM data for recording or
decommutation and analysis. The correlated I and Q signals am DPSK demodulated
into a serial digital stream which is deinterleaved and decoded using a Veterbi process
matched to the convolution encoder in the transmitter. The restored NRZ-L PCM
stream is decommutated using IRIG STD 106 compatible equipment, at which point
the original measurands are available for analysis.

In FSK mode, the same RF receiver is used, with narrower band plug-ins. The
baseband FSK signal is routed to the downconverter which quantizes it for digital
processing. This signal is Manchester decoded, then deinterleaved, Veterbi decoded,
and decommutated using the same hardware used in the Spread mode.

POWER AND SYSTEM CONTROL CONSIDERATIONS

Thus far we have only considered the path of the telemetry data waveform. Control
and power circuits must also be considered to flesh-out the system design. For lack of
space, these circuits will not be discussed. However, the required functions were
designed and breadboarded and form a part of the system as shown in figure 2 in the
Data Controller Cell (DCC) and Power Controller Cell (PCC).

COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY SELECTION

The microelectronic component technologies specified to implement each subsystem
were determined through foundry product trade studies. Once again, our emphasis was
to keep costs low, minimize interface complexity, and maintain our targeted
reliability. Due to limited space, the specifics of each component were not included.
To summarize, CMOS, BICMOS, and GaAs are the monolithic circuit technologies
used to implement most of the system. An AT-cut crystal is being used as the
oscillator and microstrip patch technologies will be used for antennas.

PACKAGING DESIGN

Figure 4 demonstrates a means for keeping our telemetry system adaptable while
achieving great packaging densities. The primary element of the system is the
Multichip module (MCM), containing all of the waveform and control circuits in a



single, high density package. Each of the die are mounted unpackaged to the substrate
and either flip-chip or wire bonded to achieve the greatest density. The substrate of the
MCM may easily be divided into 2 or more MCMs or constructed in most any shape
that the weapon requires so that it may fill any available space. The Integrated Sensor
Cells mount on or in the body to be measured and electrically interface to the MCM
via 34 AWG wire harnesses which in-turn terminate on an extremely dense
microminiature connector. If higher densities are required and mechanical coupling of
the substrate is not a problem, unpackaged sensors may be mounted directly to the
MCM substrate. The microminiature connector also provides an off-munitions
interface for mission programming, and activation/deactivation lines. The antenna of
choice is interfaced through a 50 ohm miniature coax. The power, whether supplied by
battery or munition, is routed to the MCM by way of a 4 conductor harness.

Figure 4: Baseline Package Partitioning

Low Temperature Co-Fired Ceramic was determined to be the best Multi-Chip
Module technology available for our application. The Low Temperature Co-Fired
Ceramic process uses conventional thick film production tools to deposit metal lines
and solder dots on a soft tape ceramic to make multi-layered circuit interconnects. All
the layers are then fired simultaneously at low heat (often with components in place to
be reflow soldered) to form a single ceramic package. LTCC offers good high
frequency operation and conducted/radiated isolation and is naturally sealed for
hermeticity. Once fired, however, ceramic is brittle and requires a metal backing plate
to isolate high-level shocks. For this effort, we are pursuing a LTCC multilayered



substrate in a aluminum silicon carbide package. This combination has been shown in
lab and gun-launch tests, to withstand severe shocks while maintaining a good match
of coefficients of thermal expansion. Low production cost (since well established
thick-film processes are used) and design flexibility make this combination the most
attractive approach.

CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT

Encryption Capability

From the start, we realized the importance of trying to include encryption functions
into the library of Subminiature Telemetry Macrocells. We also realized the challenge
of building an embedded COMSEC system and key generator device in such small
packages. Luckily, the National Security Agency solved one of our problems; they
developed a CMOS key generator, the KGV-69, fully compatible with SECRET
COMSEC standards and which will easily meet our size and function goals. We have
scheduled additional development of this device to further reduce power requirements
so that it is fully compatible with our system. The challenge of a TEMPEST design
also presented itself. Throughout the electrical and package design, TEMPEST
concerns were raised, so that if we wished to add an embedded COMSEC capability,
we could do so without redesigning the system. This was successfully done.

Prototype Fabrication and Qualification Testing

With detailed schematics of each component completed, the entire system was
breadboarded to verify functionality. In general, the link performed well within our
budget in both FSK and Spread modes. Detailed results of these efforts are available
(Ref 9). Chip layouts are currently being designed for each component from the
schematics generated for the breadboard. Foundry runs for these chips are expected to
be complete by April 92. In the meantime, we have identified two platforms to qualify
the chip-set on: BKEP and Seek Eagle (both model programs). The BKEP platform
will demonstrate the FSK mode system in single and multi drop scenarios. The Seek
Eagle platform will demonstrate the Spread mode operation with four transmitters.
Configurations, packages, and test plans for each one of these platforms is being
developed so that when the chips are completed, systems can be assembled, integrated
with each platform, and flight tested. Flight tests will be completed by December 92.
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REMOTE TELEMETRY CONCEPTS
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ABSTRACT

A Remote Telemetry Station (RTS) was developed to support Boeing’s requirement to
relocate its flight test telemetry range away from Seattle, Wa. As requirements to relocate
the test range were investigated high level requirements were documented and various
approaches were evaluated. The end result of the analysis and requirements definition was
the procurement of the Remote Telemetry Station (RTS). The RTS is capable of
supporting many sites, tracking and receiving up to 1024 Kbits/sec of telemetry data,
providing fully redundant two-way radio communication in the UHF and VHF bands,
linking all the data back to Seattle and appearing transparent to the users. The RTS was
designed and developed by a Boeing/Veda Incorporated team. The end result of this joint
design and development effort is a system that meets all Boeing requirements in a highly
integrated, extremely efficient, and very flexible package providing for growth through the
year 2000.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1989 Boeing concluded that it must move minimum crew flight testing (flutter) out of
the Seattle area. A combination of three factors lead to this conclusion. First, in 1988, a
Boeing commercial airframe undergoing dynamic testing in southwestern Washington state
experienced a flutter event which resulted in a detailed procedures review. The second and
third factors were increased commercial airline traffic and urban sprawl. These last two
factors combined to cause the loss of a major portion of the previous test range area. The
conclusion that Boeing must relocate its telemetry testing range was the driving force
behind the Remote Telemetry Station (RTS) project.



Several relocation options were studied. The results of this study indicated the best
solution was a mobile telemetry tracking and communications facility. In January 1990
after analyzing possible mobile configurations a Request For Proposal (RFP) was sent out.
The RFP was for a two-stream mobile telemetry facility housed in a “motorcoach and
trailer combination.” This paper discusses requirements and solutions, final design
requirements, and the RTS as built. The paper concludes with a brief discussion of how
the system has performed since delivery in January 1991.

REQUIREMENTS

The requirement for the test range relocation project was investigated in two phases. The
first phase dealt with broad concepts at a high level. The second phase added depth, detail
and focus to the first phase concepts. One of the first areas of concern was where to move.
No one site in the continental U.S. offered suitable year-round flight test conditions. The
probability of having to support many different sites had to be considered.

The next area of concern was how much of the system to relocate. Two combinations were
reviewed: a) ground analysis stations and the telemetry receiving hardware and, b)
telemetry receiving hardware coupled with a highspeed data link to the existing ground
analysis facility. During the review the existing ground analysis facility was deemed usable
for the foreseeable future. When the expense of transporting the whole test team to a new
site was added to this finding, the design focused on moving just the telemetry link
hardware. The next consideration was operational. With the analysis staff, airplane, and
telemetry link operators separated by hundreds or even thousands of miles,
communications and link delays became critically important. These concerns and many
others resulted in the following high-level design considerations:

o The system must be mobile so that it can support many sites with a minimum of
capital investment.

o The system will include all hardware necessary to track and receive up to 1024
Kbits/sec of telemetry data.

o The tracking and receiving hardware must operate on L and S band.

o The system must provide fully redundant, two-way radio communications between
the test director in Seattle and the test pilot.

o Both UHF and VHF radio frequencies must be supported.



o The data and communications link between the remote site and the Seattle analysis
facility must be transparent to the operators.

o The data link must be compatible with the existing ground analysis facility.

o The maximum allowable delay in the link will be 500 m/sec one way.

o Target remote sites include Glasgow Mt, Moses Lake WA, and Edwards AFB CA.

o The maximum acceptable bit error rate is 1 bit in 1 million

Two of the above design considerations lend themselves to many possible solutions and
require further refinement. The first design consideration to be refined deals with the
mobile platform. There were several possible vehicle combinations capable of supporting
this mission. Four combinations were reviewed. They were tractor trailer, satellite news
gathering (SNG) truck with a trailer, cab and box (U-Haul) with a trailer, and motorcoach
with a trailer. The tractor trailer combination could provide a stable platform with more
than enough internal space. Its primary draw back is the special drivers license that is
required just to move it. The SNG truck and trailer’s strength is that it is custom built for
mobility and easy set-up. It has two main negatives in this application, high cost and very
limited operating space. A cab and box (U-Haul) truck with a trailer is readily available
and the least expensive of the four platforms; however the structure of the box will not
support the required loads. The last combination, motorcoach and trailer, is easy to drive,
custom built (hence structurally sound), space efficient, and cost is only moderate. The
main problem with this combination is detailing a specification since most telemetry
integraters do not have an automotive engineer on staff. Any of the four platforms could
have met the requirements; however, for this particular application the driveability, space
efficiency, and moderate cost of the motorcoach and trailer made it the best choice.

The second design consideration was the data link between the remote site and Seattle.
There are two primary trade-offs relating to this issue: cost and availability. The two
options are fiber-optic land lines and a satellite data link. Leased fiber-optic lines are far
cheaper than satellite time; however, availability is a problem since fiber-optic lines do not
go to many remote sites. Although more expensive per hour, the satellite data link is still
cost effective and can provide true remote operation capability.

Distilling the ten listed high-level design consideration and the above discussion on mobile
platforms and data links yielded the more detailed and focused second phase requirements:

o The vehicle consisting of a motorcoach and trailer must contain all tracking,
receiving, communications, and satellite link equipment.



o A T1 satellite link will be employed for the remote site to Seattle data link.

o Operational at -20 to +50 C with wind load requirements exceeding non-operational
winds of 100 mph.

o A master control computer will interface with and control all components within the
system.

o Positive bit sync, frame sync, and when appropriate subframe sync lock must be
indicated both with panel lights and on the microprocessor controller system.

o Bit sync inputs must accept NRZ-S data at up to 512 Kbits/sec.

o Frame synchronizers must accept classical PCM and message formatted PCM data.
(For a description of Message Formatted PCM data please see the paper on
ADDAS elsewhere in this ITC proceedings).

o Status information will be provided from the RTS to Seattle via the satellite link.

o The system must require no more than two persons for set-up and operation;
furthermore they must be able to set-up the system in less than one day.

o The RTS shall be compatible with commercially available power.

o The system must be designed with redundant operating modes wherever possible.

o The system must be designed to be easily modified to accept future changes as
required.

REMOTE TELEMETRY STATION DEVELOPMENT

With the exception of an Interphone and Remote Keying (IRK) device and custom
software, the system represents a complete off the shelf approach, and is divided into six
distinct groups: 1) the Tracking and Receiving Subsystem (TRS) 2) the Telemetry
Processing Subsystem (TPS) 3) the Monitor and Control Subsystem 4) the Voice
Communication Subsystem (VCS) 5) the Satellite Communications Subsystem (SCS) and
6) the Vehicle and Power Distribution Subsystem. A detailed block diagram of the RTS is
depicted in the following diagram and the remaining sections of this paper discuss the
overall approach in detail.



TRACKING AND RECEIVING SUBSYSTEM

At the input to the system is the Tracking and Receiving Subsystem (TRS) which consists
of a dual axis telemetry tracking antenna and associated dual axis controller which in turn
feeds three dual L and S band TM receivers. The TRS features both a high and low gain
antenna to accomplish long-range acquisition and high resolution auto tracking. Outputs
from the feed assembly are split to the three telemetry receivers, two of which provide
AGC and AM control loop feedback to the antenna controller. The third receiver serves as
a hot spare.

Since space and weight considerations were paramount in system design, special care went
into the selection of the telemetry receiving antenna, since it was the single largest piece of
equipment. To further reduce equipment, it was decided that directional UHF and VHF
radio antennae would be mounted on an azimuthally-slaved pedestal. That was driven by
the azimuth servo control of the telemetry tracking antenna. This scheme allows for 



continuous tracking for voice communication even through brief periods of telemetry
blanking (using rate memory servo control).

The chosen telemetry tracking antenna system was a CMS-05 designed and developed by
EMP Incorporated. It provides hemispherical coverage with conical beamwidths of up to +
/- 8 degrees at L band and + /- 5 degrees at S band. Using a radially scanning feed
assembly reduces the system weight and, therefore, the load-bearing requirements to
support a roof-mounted assembly. As noted above, the azimuth axis is supplied with a
second synchro to provide slave command data to a communications antenna rotor. For
typical telemetry subbands, the antenna can provide 24 dBi gain at L band and a minimum
27 dBi gain at S band. Antenna control is accomplished using a microprocessor-based
Antenna Control Unit with autotrack, remote, hold, stow, and manual modes of operation
via IEEE-488 (GPIB).

The Microdyne 1400MRA telemetry receivers are microprocessor-based dual conversion
type receivers which meet IRIG Standard 106.86. To provide the greatest possible
flexibility, the receivers were outfitted with dual L/S band tuners, as well as plug-in
wideband conversion modules. This allows remote selection of a desired band on a given
receiver, thereby eliminating module swapping time and, hence, down time for
reconfiguration. The receivers are capable of processing telemetry signals with data rates
to 15 Mbps in FM/PM/BPSK and QPSK formats. The receivers are completely remote
controllable by the MCS through an IEEE-488 bus interface, and outputs from the
receivers are routed to all three bit synchronizers.

TELEMETRY PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM

The telemetry processing subsystem (TPS) consists of a single Integrated Telemetry
Analysis System (ITAS) designed and developed by Veda Systems Incorporated. Receiver
output is directed to the appropriate ITAS bit synchronizer via the setup and control
software. Once setup, complete intact data streams are processed and retransmitted via the
SCS (discussed in a following section) to the ground station at Boeing in Seattle, Wa.

In the RTS, the dual data streams are handled in two ways. First, ITAS bit synchronizers
process and signal condition the data for use by the TM multiplexer, which sends the data
over the satellite link unchanged. Secondarily, the data is decommutated to provide the
positive frame lock indication and processed for use in a mapping program that has a
number of utility functions. The flight map program displays basic aircraft flight
parameters (altitude, airspeed, heading, etc.). In addition, the flight map program positions
the RTS relative to the aircraft and local latitude and longitude. A God’s eye view of the
flight test area can be displayed from a range of 50 to 400 mile radius, anywhere in the
continental U.S., in real time.



To facilitate ease of use, setup files, which were previously stored, can be recalled and
downloaded to ITAS from the MCS completely and swiftly reconfiguring the system. EU
conversion, tabular and graphic data displays, and data extraction and archival processes
may all be created and used via the ITAS menus. If required, the user may perform
statistical analyses on the data, or may choose to process the data with functions from
extensive libraries of mathematic and engineering or custom applications programs.
However, in most applications once ITAS has been configured to decommutate data, only
the mapping functions will be required. The result is a system that can be completely
operated by a user with no special knowledge of the ITAS software or hardware
architecture, but easily supports custom display, application programming and independent
control by advanced users.

MONITOR AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM

The Monitor and Control Subsystem (MCS), hosting the Veda developed software, is the
central control of the RTS. All major components of the RTS can be initialized, monitored,
and controlled from a single user console. Written in C code and running the OS/2
operating system, the MCS mouse-driven menus access and control all but a few RTS
functions.

This central control system is essential in the scheme of RTS since the majority of the test
personnel will be at the local control center where flight test parameters might change up
to the last minute. Operationally, the Seattle flight test engineers can build and download
the most current set-up for the RTS via the satellite link using a second MCS on the
Seattle side. Once RTS setup parameters are established, the Seattle MCS “wakes up” the
RTS MCS and downloads the configuration of the day. This function greatly reduces the
workload of the team in the RTS. The beauty of the system is its ability to be configured
from either local or remote sites.

The MCS initializes and controls the telemetry tracking antenna, telemetry receivers,
telemetry processor, and the voice and status mulitplexer. This subsystem can be
configured for a majority of uses including complete data processing and control. Physical
interfaces are provided to each subsystem via IEEE-488 (GPIB) or RS-232 interfaces.

VOICE COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM

The Voice Communication Subsystem (VCS) designed jointly by Boeing and Veda
consists of a bank of UHF and VHF radios along with intercom and remote keying
circuitry. The VCS allows communications between the Flight Test control center, the
RTS, and the flight crew in the “open mike” or “local intercom” modes. This will allow
the test director to communicate directly with the aircrew while they are in flight or with



the RTS test personnel. As part of the VCS, local VHF radios are installed to allow the
RTS personnel to communicate with local control towers.

There are four VHF and two UHF receiver/transmitter pairs. The receivers and
transmitters are single-channel ground station receiver/transmitter pairs designed for
aeronautical radio telephone communications service. A crystal controlled synthesized
frequency generator forms an integral part of the receivers, providing for selection of any
standard aeronautical frequencies in the range of 118 - 135.975 MHZ for VHF and 225 -
400 for UHF. Modern all solid-state circuit design is featured providing current state-of-
the-art techniques for optimum spurious and intermodulation performance. The receivers
are specifically designed for use in the typical modem airport environment with 25 kHz
channel spacing and the resulting frequency congestion. Modular construction is employed
together with conservatively rated components for simplicity of maintenance and excellent
long term reliability.

In addition to the receiver/transmitter, a custom Interphone/Remote Keying device was
specifically developed. The only developmental item in the system, this unit is used to
interface the DataMux with the radios and provides the required interphone capability
between Seattle and the RTS. A unique feature of the unit is its ability to pass voice data
directly to the aircraft without coach personnel assistance or relay. Speakers are located in
strategic RTS locations to provide spatial separation, thus allowing coach personnel to
determine which radio is being used without actually monitoring indicators.

SATELLITE COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM

The system is configured to transmit telemetry data, voice data, and status/control data
over commercially available satellite systems. Furnished by GTE Spacenet, the Satellite
Communication Subsystem (SCS) is also a dual stream system, telemetry data, and voice
and control commands are up-linked separately. The SCS consists of a transportable
satellite earth station, a fixed site earth station, satellite network access controllers, two
different types of multiplexers, and satellite modems. The SCS accepts telemetry data from
the telemetry data multiplexer and accepts voice from the DataMux. This system
effectively puts the data analysis team on range.

Like the telemetry link analysis, satellite links perform differently in different environments
and geographical locations. The satellite communication subsystem consists of a “matched
pair” of satellite earth stations. Each earth station system provides a setup and control
computer suite, a satellite modem, and an antenna. One end of the equipment is housed
and deployed on range, and the other is installed at Boeing field. The following figure
depicts the mobile satellite link design for the system.



The satellite subsystem consists of two Network Access Controllers (NAT) facilities
connected through combiners and splitter to an outdoor IF/RF assembly for satellite
interface in full duplex mode. The NAT facility consists of a rack mounted personal
computer for monitor and control of the system. A set of satellite modems interface
between the data from the two multiplexers and the IF/RF assembly. The IF/RF assembly
consists of an IF/RF converter with 15 watt SSPA and receiver LNB. It provides
conversion of the modulated transmit 70 MHZ IF signal to Ku-band (14GHz) signal. It
also provides conversion of the modulated receive Ku-band (12 GHz) signal to 70 MHZ IF
signal.

The outdoor equipment is located on a 22 ft. transportable trailer. The antenna is fully
adjustable with elevation over azimuth position drive assemblies. All outdoor electronics
are mounted on the backside of the antenna assembly and are interfaced to the NAT
terminals from the trailer via two Inter-Facility Link (IFL) cables which carry the
modulated 70 MHZ signal. Set-up of the whole system is done in such a manner that all
speeds can be selected automatically with software and the transmit levels will be correct.

VEHICLE AND POWER DISTRIBUTION

The vehicle and power distribution completes the RTS picture. A custom manufactured
motorcoach houses the entire RTS facility, and acts as a platform for deployed operations.
The motorcoach receives power from an external source. Once power is applied to the
coach, all connections to the satellite trailer and other equipment are realized from internal
power distribution circuits. The interior laboratory space is designed to be outfitted with
modular, movable (and removable) components to allow reconfiguration at any time. All
electronic equipment is installed into heavy duty enclosed racks with sufficient air
circulation for cooling. All cable troughs are recessed under the vehicle floor to provide an
unobstructed floor area. Basic human comforts such as chairs/work stools, a small
refrigerator, microwave oven, and water cooler are installed in the vehicle.

The entire installation takes into account that space is a premium concern in the laboratory
area, and minimizes wasted floor and wall space. The laboratory floor is designed and built
so that it is raised to yield a straight-through floor (no wheel well obstructions). Recessed
cable troughs are installed in the floor of the laboratory area with transverse connecting
trough runs. The cable troughs are completely accessible from above by means of
removable cover plates. Additionally, the cable troughs are accessible from both sides of
the exterior of the vehicle via weather resistant access hatches.

The unit is designed to operate in varying environments and weather conditions. Heat is
primarily provided by below-floor fan-forced electric heat capable of maintaining 



comfortable conditions in sub-zero degree weather. Six tons of air conditioning is provided
by roof mounted heat pumps which also serve as dehumidifiers and auxiliary heat sources.

Electrical power is provided by two external busses, one used for environmental and the
other used for instrumentation. The environmental bus powers the air conditioners, heaters,
and laboratory outlets, and is supplied via a 110/220 volt single-phase, 100 amp power
cable connected to the vehicle with a weatherproof cannon type plug. External termination
of the cable may be with similar connectors, with power bus lugs, or left stripped for
bolting to a commercial power bus. Power for the telemetry processing instrumentation is
supplied by the other external 110/220 volt single phase, 100 amp power cable, also
connected to the vehicle with a weatherproof cannon type plug.

CONCLUSIONS

In the world of decreasing test range availability the RTS concept offers one possible
solution. The solution chosen by Boeing for the RTS, and developed by Veda
Incorporated, has met all of the requirements for a dual stream telemetry system with
satellite relay capability. In its first few months of operation the Boeing/Veda RTS has
already proven its worth by successfully supporting two flight test flutter programs. During
these tests, while based in Glasgow Montana, the RTS operated successfully in winds up
to 40 mph and temperatures as low as -5C and acquired telemetry data at or beyond the
RIF horizon, approximately 250 miles @ 30,000 ft. There are many aspects of the RTS
concept that could easily be expanded to accommodate changing requirements in the
future. This “designed-in” flexibility gives the RTS an expected life cycle well beyond the
year 2000.



ARCHITECTURE FOR A NEXT GENERATION
TELEMETRY AND DATA ACQUISITION BUS
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ABSTRACT

During the requirements definition process for a new telemetry and data acquisition
product, Veda Systems engineers had the opportunity to examine the requirements for
the ideal bus architecture to support future needs. Design goals and requirements were
solicited from major users in flight test, space ground station data monitoring and
command applications, and C41, as well as Veda’s own engineers. The process
resulted in a bus architecture design which could potentially set the standard for the
next generation of telemetry and data acquisition systems. This paper outlines the
design goals selected and the thought process that yielded the goals in an attempt to
promote advancement of current bus design approaches and increased availability of
standard architectures and operating environments.
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INTRODUCTION

The difficulties associated with testing or monitoring dynamic air and space craft are
increasing exponentially. Data requirements are soaring as systems become more
complex. The pace of change becomes faster, but resources seem to dwindle. The
challenge is to not only deliver more raw data, but to find innovative ways to translate
that data into useable information for the user to take action. The answer must also lie
in providing systems which are cost effective and can be economically adapted as new
technologies or requirements arise.

To meet the challenges described above, Veda Systems embarked on the design of a
new generation of telemetry and data processing systems fundamentally different from
our current Integrated Telemetry Analysis System (ITAS) products and those of our
competitors. To define tomorrow’s needs as well as current requirements, input was



solicited from some of the major forces in commercial and military test as well as the
space applications and other data acquisition environments. The purpose of this paper
is to discuss the requirements and thought process which resulted in our new Series 30
design to perhaps begin a dialogue and spark a move toward a new approach to high
speed, open bus architectures.

REQUIREMENTS

The requirements definition process was begun with very few initial constraints.
Corporate basic philosophy dictated that the bus architecture should be open, with
maximum utilization of industry standards and support of a wide range of available
third party products. It should have sufficient bandwidth for significant growth
overhead beyond our most aggressive, projected user requirement. The final
instruction was to set a new standard of performance, while ensuring low risk of
implementation and high reliability.

The detailed requirements which resulted from the Series 30 development fall into
seven areas, which are discussed in the paragraphs below. These are followed by a
Results section which discusses how each are integrated into an overall Series 30
architecture.

DESIGN GOALS

1. High Bus Bandwidth

Specifying bus bandwidth is superficially straight forward. In general, provided that
bus integrity is not compromised, the faster the bus operates the better. The number of
data channels required to test increasingly sophisticated systems is growing, along
with the trend to ever higher bit rates. Add the fact that users have come to expect real
time engineering units and derived parameter processing, and the need for extremely
high transfer rates between data acquisition modules and processors, or archive media,
becomes apparent. While it may have been appropriate at one time to size the
acquisition bus based on host CPU bandwidth this approach would now present a
roadblock. Parameters output for display or archive may be the result of many input
parameters, combined or processed within several distributed modules. No single host
CPU can handle the projected data bandwidth as well as a number of tightly coupled
distributed processors.

It is also critical to examine how a candidate bus responds to periodic bus loading in
excess of nominal operating speed. A bus which loses data when the nominal rate is
exceeded is a poor choice for a multi-stream, or avionics bus monitoring application.



It can be argued that bandwidth overhead of at least an order of magnitude should be
allowed to provide complete assurance that neither data or time continuity will be lost
due to burst increases caused by situations such as asynchronous data streams. Based
on our review of available technology, risk constraints, and customer input, we set the
practical goal of 10 MHz, with a steady state bandwidth of 10 mega parameters per
second; however, the bus should be designed for operation at 16 mega parameters to
accommodate future growth.

2. Time Deterministic Bus Operation

Most telemetry and data acquisition buses available today operate satisfactorily with
low data rates and/or single input streams, whatever the bus architecture chosen. Most
are unsatisfactory as the basis for fulfilling future requirements, however, because the
trend is for ever higher data rates, multiple channels, and especially asynchronous
data. Asynchronous data fundamentally conflicts with the standard, priority based, bus
arbitration architectures which are prevalent. Another problem with priority based
arbitration systems is the difficulty with accurately time tagging all parameters and
maintaining a consistent time relationship for output to archiving media or time
deterministic processes. The following example illustrates the point.

If we consider a single input stream with bandwidth less than the system bus operating
speed, it is obvious that the bus can accommodate all data traffic and data archived
will result in the data being stored in a correct or causal fashion. If desired, we can
also time tag each data parameter by appending a time stamp as the parameter appears
on the system bus. The problem arises if we add additional input streams which are
asynchronous to the existing stream. It is easy to see that a condition can occur
whereby data can arrive at time t0 at stream #2 and at time t1 at stream #1. If the bus
arbiter is currently servicing steam #3's request, it will grant the next bus access to
stream #1, which has the higher priority, but whose data should chronologically be
placed on the system bus after stream #2's earlier arriving data. This “time rollback”
phenomena can be ignored if the only application is CVT based display, but can cause
erroneous calculations if a data-driven processing methodology is employed. It creates
havoc for real-time data archiving.

The above example shows a very real potential problem even for telemetry or data
acquisition systems which have implemented a dedicated front-end bus topography.
Those systems which insist on utilizing a general purpose data bus, such as the P1
VME bus, to accommodate both normal setup/control data traffic as well as real-time
high speed input and interprocessor traffic are even more severely flawed. Placing the
data traffic requirements of controlled bus interprocessor data communication,
advanced software operating system demands and memory intensive graphical user



interfaces such as X-windows on the same bus as the asynchronous input data, will
statistically make it certain that compromise of data integrity will occur. The result is
that the overall system will be functionally downgraded to a simple quick-look
capability - not a competent data acquisition front-end environment.

3. Large Parameter Address Size

In a similar argument to the discussion concerning system bus bandwidth, the total
number of uniquely tagged or identified parameters for new test requirements has
been increasing in a dramatic fashion. For example, a large commercial aircraft
required only several hundred unique parameters to be processed during flight test a
decade ago, while today’s newest commercial aircraft requires over 30,000 parameters
to be processed. When you add engineering units processed parameters and derived
parameters, the numbers can exceed 64,000. Multiple data streams, redundant
processing requirements. and multiple avionics bus data acquisition and processing
requirements can increase this number as well.

In designing a next generation system architecture, it seems prudent to consider the
trends for large numbers of parameters and design an addressing capability to
accommodate in excess of the current 64,000 tag requirements. The ITAS Series 30
bus design has anticipated this trend and provides 256,000 unique tags per system
chassis with 6 more tag address bits available in reserve for multiple streams. This
gives the system designer a virtually inexhaustive supply of available parameter tags
for the largest multi-stream ground station requirements.

4. Fault-tolerant Design

Advanced bus designs must provide fail-safe, reliable performance under a variety of
environments. The requirement for high bus speed dictates that a modern bus design
should utilize a terminated, controlled impedance bus architecture. Bus cycle time
measured in tens of nanoseconds necessitate Bi-CMOS line drivers to maximize cycle
speed while minimizing EMI concerns.

In designing the Series 30 system bus, Veda implemented a state-of-the-art hardware
bus with extensive use of Bi-CMOS and VLSI CMOS interface chip technology. The
result is an extremely reliable bus implementation which also fully supports built in
test and diagnostic capabilities as well as an implicit bus performance “watchdog”
function.



5. Large Number of Bus Talkers

It is rather trivial task to design a bus architecture to accommodate one or two
independent, synchronous data input sources - admitently with the potential problems
identified in section 2 of this paper. With requirements for increasing numbers of data
steams in a system, it becomes important from a system design level to implement a
bus architecture which can accommodate a large number of bus interface modules.
While the lure of VME and other I/O capabilities on the P1 or other setup and control
bus may be attractive, the argument for a dedicated high speed system bus outlined in
section 2 above does not go away. Therefore, the user or system integrator may find it
desirable or mandatory to interface DAC outputs, additional real-time processors or
unique I/O modules to the high speed system bus. The open ITAS Series 30 bus
design supports up to 16 high speed, arbitrated bus talkers and encourages systems
integrators to take advantage of the high data bandwidth of the ITAS Series 30 bus by
adding interface cards directly to the bus.

6. Open Architecture

Our initial design goals included the firm requirement to provide an open architecture,
compatible with industry standards to the extent practical, and to provide access to a
wide range of economical third party software and devices. This in turn led us to
select VME as the environment of choice for set-up and control. With the possible
exception of the venerable PC/AT ISA bus, VME is the most widely used and
accepted bus standard available. The 6U form factor also provides and excellent
mechanical design environment for portable and rugged systems. The real question
became not one of whether VME was the environment of choice, but one of
appropriate utilization.

The VME bus is a superb set-up and control bus with adequate bus bandwidth and
addressing space to accommodate the most demanding classical computing
environments. The bus, however, is severely limited for use as a telemetry or data
acquisition bus due to the arguments presented in the above paragraphs.

If the user is willing to accept possible or probable data loss in multi-stream systems,
or non-casual data archiving, the use of the P1 bus on VME is acceptable. A more
appropriate utilization of the VME P1 bus, however, is as an independent setup and
control bus. The best of both worlds is, therefore, an architecture that uses the VME
P1 for setup, control and display and a dedicated high speed data bus implemented on
the user definable P2 pins.



The result is a system architecture which can accept a wide variety of commercial off
the shelf VME module but does not impact either P1 operation or real-time data
acquisition on P2. Remember, the real issue is not total available bus bandwidth - the
VME P1 bus boasts considerable available bandwidth. The issue is how asynchronous
input modules can reliably gain access to this bus and the overall maintenance of a
time ordered bus traffic. This is critical in data flow processing and archiving.

7. Compatibility With Software Standards

Following the line of reasoning used for specifying an open architecture, the software
operating system and system interfaces should follow industry standards to the extent
possible. By specifying standards such as POSIX compliant UNIX, a graphical user
interface based on X-Windows and a Standard Query Language (SQL) interface to
user parameter and host data bases, the resulting system provides an ideal platform for
adapting to changing needs.

RESULTS

In order to meet the requirements that we stated above, it became clear that we would
have to design a new data bus that met all our goals. We examined all the present
VME subsidiary bus structures before making this decision, since it was obvious that
the last thing that the market needed was yet another bus standard. We kept in mind
the absolute requirement for full conformance with existing VME standards, however,
so that we could continue to promote a fully open architecture and allow our
customers to add commercially available cards if needed.

We designed the new data bus, which we called GM-X, to use the user-defined A and
C rows of pins on the P2 connector. We standardized on the 6U VME form factor for
our system as being the most attractive in terms of size, performance and availability.
We designed a 20 MHz bi-phase bus protocol but only implemented a 10 MHz clock
to provide both room for growth and give some latitude in bus timing on the initial
production systems. The bus design included a 32 bit data and 24 bit tag transfer, with
the ability to arbitrate up to 24 modules. It also included burst mode lines and a
parallel 8 bit time transfer with every transaction, and a 64 bit time transaction every
2.4 microseconds.

The time transaction was also used as a method of ensuring correct bus operation. The
bus time stamps are generated by circuit on the bus arbitrator board with 100
nanosecond resolution. This generator can also accept standard IRIG time inputs,
allowing external time sources or VME board level time sources to be used. The bus
clock is independent of the time stamp circuit and can be easily changed if we need to



increase the throughput of the system. We also standardized the bus interface circuit
and can offer it in the form of a kit to vendors wishing to integrate their products with
our Series 30 systems.

The GM-X bus operates in the following manner. When a data value arrives at any
input module the module requests the bus by means of a request line. Any number of
modules may request the bus during the same bus cycle. The bus arbiter stores the
module identifier and the time of bus request in a list. The modules are assigned the
bus in the order that they have requested the bus and dependant on a user-defined
priority. The time of bus request (and therefore the time that the data arrived at the
system) is written to the bus at the same time as the data. Blocks of data or multiple
inputs that arrive at the same time on a single input module are accommodated by the
burst line, and all data elements that arrive simultaneously are given the same arrival
time.

The bus is capable of providing 100 nanosecond time resolution, and a full major and
minor time stamp for every parameter without the least affect on the bus bandwidth.
The throughput of our initial 10 MHz bus for continuous operation is a full 10
mega-parameters per second, but the design allows this rate to be exceeded for bursts
without losing data elements and can therefore easily accommodate packet or message
data inputs.

Each bust transaction includes 32 bits of data, 24 bits of tag and 8 bits of time as well
as arbitration functions. The data are stored in the form of 32 bits of data, 24 bits of
tag and 32 bits of time in a CVT or multiple FIFO’s for output to displays or external
devices. The remaining 32 bits of time are multiplexed, if required, at a very low rate
when the minor time changes to ensure that all data are associated with a full time tag.
The system does require that the A and C rows of the P2 bus are free, but this can
easily be ensured by partitioning the P2 bus between the ITAS modules and any off
the shelf VME cards that our customers may with to install. Since the output of the
three dimensional current value table is available to the P1 bus, third party VME
modules can be cheaply and easily added without integration risk.

CONCLUSIONS

The Series 30 design offers an example of what could be a new generation of
telemetry and data acquisition systems based on the concepts of open architectures
and standardized hardware and software environments. Sufficient bandwidth is
allowed in its design to provide a comfortable margin of performance for the
foreseeable future. The key benefit, however, could be in providing a platform for
change to meet the unforseen. Use of industry standards and concentrating on ease of
integration of third party, value added improvements, provide the user protection from
ending up in a technological dead end.



GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS) FOR THE
ARMY’S AIR DEFENSE OPERATIONAL TESTING

Mario Z. Parra
Dr. Robert G. McIntyre

ABSTRACT

The Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering
recognized the potential advantages of a GPS-based range tracking system. As a
result, the Range Applications Joint Program Office (RAJPO) was established.  The(l)

RAJPO was formed to develop a family of NAVSTAR GPS range equipment for the
tri-service national test range community. The Air Defense Artillery Test Directorate
(ADATD) has supported the RAJPO in the potential use of GPS-derived time, space,
and position information (TSPI) in operational testing environments.

INTRODUCTION

The NAVSTAR GPS is a space-based multilateration system that provides highly
accurate three-dimensional position, velocity, and precise time to the test platform.
The GPS has been designated a future source of TSPI data on instrumented vehicles
operating on the Department of Defense (DOD) test ranges.

BACKGROUND

The GPS will become operational when a constellation of 18 satellites in 6 orbital
planes provides an unlimited number of suitably-equipped users with precise position,
velocity, and time.

The tri-service GPS Range Applications Steering Committee completed an evaluation
of the applicability of GPS to DOD test range applications.  In support of the(2)

committee’s activities, the Analytic Sciences Corporation performed an analysis of the
technical and implementation issues involved in adapting GPS for test range
applications and of possible resulting cost benefits. (3)



NOTE: The RAJPO has developed a suite of equipment that fits on an AIM-9 pod to*

ensure provision of TSPI at high dynamics and data rates.

SHORT-TERM OPERATIONAL TEST REQUIREMENTS

Within the next 18 months, the ADATD will be required to provide track information
for 10 rotary-wing aircraft and 13 ground players. In this timeframe, we expect to
upgrade our present Multiple Target Tracking System (MTTS) to interface with the
GPS equipment to ensure compatibility, growth, and support of our ADA mission.

LONG-TERM OPERATIONAL TEST REQUIREMENTS

Within the next 3 years, the ADATD will be required to track up to 117 players with a
mix of ground players and fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft. These capabilities will be
firm requirements to perform Forward Area Air Defense (FAAD) command, control,
communications, and intelligence (C I) operational type testing. Figure 1 depicts a3

typical scenario involving different types of players.

Rotary-wing aircraft will be using terrain masking to fly their pop-up missions. These
techniques make it virtually impossible for a number of sensors to keep valid tracks on
the helicopters. On the other hand, GPS will provide the required TSPI to determine
rotary-wing unmasking to any particular fire unit.

Fixed-wing aircraft will be flying nap-of-the-earth profiles. Again, these profiles will
heavily tax radar or ground multilateration systems and will not be able to provide the
necessary TSPI information for a valid operational test. The GPS, with the aid of
additional specialized equipment,  will be able to provide TSPI at the required*

accuracies and sampling rates.

Ground players will comprise different ground equipment such as: the Non-Line-of-
Sight (NLOS); Line-of-Sight-Forward-Heavy (LOS-F-H); Avenger; battery and
platoon command posts (CP); Ground Based Sensor (GBS); Army Airspace
Command and Control (A C ); and Battalion Technical Operations Center (BNTOC).2 2

All these ground players will be at their different locations mandated by tactics and
doctrine. The area of coverage will be large and diversified, which makes it virtually
impossible for conventional tracking systems to provide the required TSPI for the
FAAD C I operational test. Not only is the GPS the most capable system of providing3

TSPI data for this scenario but also the most cost effective. As a byproduct of using
RAJPO equipment, the ADATD will also be compatible with other test ranges DOD
wide.



GPS ADVANTAGES

Low Altitude Coverage.

Modern tactics and doctrine for air operations require terrain screening to avoid
detection of unfriendly radar-controlled surface-to-air missile (SAM) sites. The GPS,
with its proposed data link having player-to-player relay, affords the possibility of
instrumenting the participants even when flying in remote valleys to obtain terrain
screening. It thus expands the tracking area.

By design, the GPS requires sites for data communications purposes not for player
position location. Few prepared sites may be required. The system is portable and it
does not require to be surveyed. It is conceivable to install data relay sites on trucks
making them more cost effective than stationary surveyed towers. Also, high-flying
aircraft can be used for data relay purposes and could be used as data link remote
stations.

Accuracies.

The GPS position accuracies have been demonstrated  to be on the order of 6 ft and(4)

1.7 ft/sec horizontal and 12 ft with 2.7 ft/sec vertical when differential GPS is used.
With GPS, position and velocity are computed onboard the player equipment;
therefore, the inherent accuracy is not dependent on data link dropouts caused by
terrain or any kind of masking. With ground-based multilateration as used in the
ADATD, a radar altimeter for aircraft must be used to obtain the required vertical
accuracy at low altitudes since the geometry of the tracking stations is in a plane. The
GPS does not require an altimeter.

SUMMARY

The potential benefits of GPS as a source of TSPI has been clearly established, and
DOD has accelerated efforts to effect a timely integration of GPS into the test ranges.
By adopting today’s GPS tracking techniques for air defense operational testing, the
requirements can be satisfied in a cost-effective manner.
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 Figure 1. FAAD C I Operational Testing3



MISSILE FLIGHT SAFETY AND TELEMETRY
AT

WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE
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ABSTRACT

Missile Flight Test Safety Managers (MFTSM) and other flight safety personnel at
White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) constantly monitor the realtime space position
of missile and airborne target vehicles and the telemetered missile and target vehicle
performance parameters during the test flight to determine if these are about to leave
Range boundaries or if erratic vehicle performance might endanger Range personnel,
Range support assets or the nearby civilian population.  WSMR flight safety personnel
rely on the vehicle telemetry system to observe the Flight Termination System (FTS)
parameters.  A realtime closed loop that involves the ground command-destruct
transmitter, the vehicle command-destruct receiver (CDR), other FTS components, the
missile S-band telemetry transmitter, and the ground telemetry acquisition/
demultiplex system is active when the vehicle is in flight.  The FTS engineer relies
upon telemetry to provide read-back status of the flight termination system aboard the
vehicle.

WSMR flight safety personnel use the telemetry system to assess realtime airborne
vehicle systems performance and advise the MFTSM.  The MFTSM uses this
information, in conjunction with space position information provided by an Interactive
Graphics Display System (IGDS), to make realtime destruct decisions about missiles
and targets in flight.

This paper will aid the missile or target developer in understanding the type of vehicle
performance data and FTS parameters WSMR flight safety personnel are concerned
with, in realtime missile test operations.

Key Words: Flight Safety, Command-destruct System, Auto-destruct or fail
safe, Flight Termination System (FTS), Telemetry, and Graphics
Display System.



WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE

The Test Range opened on July 9, 1945 as White Sands Proving Ground.  WSMR is
located in south central New Mexico and is approximately 100 miles north to south
and 40 miles east to west in size at an altitude of 4000 ft MSL.  It is bounded by
El Paso, TX to the south, Las Cruces, NM to the west, Alamogordo, NM to the east
and smaller communities to the north.  Because WSMR is bounded by populated areas
on all sides, missile flight safety is extremely important.

WSMR has published a “Range Users Handbook” to present customers of the Range
with the organization of WSMR and its measurement and data product capabilities.  1

The document addresses the following:

C Range Points of Contact
C Range Functions and Organizations
C Range Policies and Procedures
C Range Test Capabilities
C Universal Documentation System
C Planning
C Data Products
C Telemetry
C Metrology
C Missile Flight and Laser Beam Safety
C Ground Safety
C Laser Safety
C Security
C Recovery
C Communications
C Photography
C Health and Safety
C Environmental Considerations

BACKGROUND

The goal of range safety at WSMR, or any test range, is the prevention of injury to
personnel or damage to property by taking all reasonable precautions consistent with
operational requirements.  At WSMR, the range safety responsibility is divided into
two groups, one dealing with ground safety concerns and the other with flight safety
concerns.  This paper will only describe the WSMR flight safety operations.  The
organization responsible for flight safety at WSMR is the Operations Control Division 



of the National Range Operations Directorate.  This organization, in turn, is divided
into two Branches which carry out the flight safety function.

Flight Safely Branch.   The Flight Safety Branch, of which the MFTSM is part of, is
responsible for the realtime safety operations during missile or target launches.  This
group is responsible for defining the physical area in which a missile test will be
allowed to take place, and for establishing the limits or “destruct lines” whose
violations will result in a commanded flight terminate action.

Safety Engineering Branch .  The Safety Engineering Branch is responsible for the
development and qualification of the FTS, which will be used in a particular missile or
target vehicle.  Personnel from this Branch check out the FTS and certify to the
MFTSM that the FTS is functioning properly prior to missile or target launch.  It also
monitors the FTS performance during flight and after a missile/target engagement, and
advises the MFTSM on the status of the system.

The MFTSM is the final decision maker of the “closed loop” in the range safety
process.  Each of the major systems that are a part of the loop will be discussed.

FLIGHT TERMINATION SYSTEM’S COMPONENTS

FTS’s are very diverse and complex systems with the complexity proportionate to the
complexity of the missile or target system.  It is impossible to list every type of
component which may be used in an FTS, but some of the major components include:

C Command-Destruct Receiver
C CDR Antenna
C CDR Antenna Coupler
C FTS Dedicated Battery (backed up by some other power source, such as the

telemetry system battery through isolation diodes)
C FTS Logic Unit
C FTS Safe and Arm Device
C Destruct Ordnance

INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS DISPLAY SYSTEM

At WSMR, MFTSM’s primarily rely on an IGDS to display the realtime position of a
missile relative to an “electronic” WSMR map.  This IGDS uses realtime missile
position information, provided by the FPS-16 Range radars.  The MFTSM’s use high
resolution color interactive graphics displays to present the realtime position of a
missile overlaid on an “electronic” Range map.  This cathode ray tube (CRT)



presentation shows the position of the target, missile, Range boundaries, restricted
areas and missile flight parameters.

Targets and missile space position information is provided by the FPS-16 Range
radars.  This position information is transmitted to the Real-time Operations Control
System (ROCS) computers at the Range Control Center (RCC).  The ROCS
computers provide the position information to the IGDS Digital Equipment Corp.
Model 8650 host computer that drives Evans & Sutherland Model 390 interactive
graphics displays.  The display units have multi-color high resolution 20-inch CRT’s,
along with joy-sticks, function buttons, control dials, keyboards and data tablets.  An
electronic map of WSMR is presented on the color CRT with a small symbol of the
flying missile or target superimposed on the map.  The operator can select appropriate
map scales in realtime and move the map so that the missile or target is positioned
center screen.  Using the IGDS, the MFTSM monitors the position of the missile or
target, along with the vehicle data from the telemetry down link to make realtime
decisions as to the correct vehicle performance.

The FPS-16 Range radars provide a 20-sample-per-second serial data input of range,
azimuth and elevation of their tracked object to the ROCS computers.  The ROCS
computers transforms these inputs to an earth centered fixed coordinate system.  The
ROCS computers then filters and smooths the data and provides position, velocity and
acceleration data to the graphics system.  Generally, at least two radars are assigned to
each missile and two radars to each high performance target.

The Range S-band interferometer tracking systems also provide position data of their
tracked object to the ROCS computers. The ROCS computers and the IGDS process
this interferometer position data in much the same manner as the radar data for display
on the IGDS.

FTS MEASUREMENTS INPUTS TO THE TELEMETRY TRANSMITTER

At WSMR certain missile or target vehicle parameters are required by the Safety
Engineering Branch for realtime evaluation of the FTS and other missile subsystems. 
The following are representative parameters that might be required for a “generic”
missile and should not be construed to mean that all missile and vehicle programs
require these particular parameters.  More complex missile systems may require over2

50 parameters.  A specific list of required parameters would be given to the Range
User when the design of the FTS was finalized.  However, some of the parameters
may include:



a. Analog Missile Functions:

C Fin positions
C Motor chamber pressure
C FTS temperature
C FTS battery voltage
C FTS back-up battery voltage
C FTS storage capacitor voltage
C FTS receiver Automatic Gain Control voltage

b. Discrete Missile Functions:

C FTS Safe and Arm Device status
C Motor Arming and Fusing Device status
C Auto-destruct enable
C FTS receiver arm
C FTS receiver monitor
C FTS receiver optional command
C FTS receiver IRIG tones
C FTS receiver fire outputs

These analog and discrete parameters are inputs to the missile S-band telemetry
transmitter.

UHF COMMAND-DESTRUCT SYSTEM

MFTSM’s rely upon the missile telemetry system to observe the FTS parameters.  The
realtime closed loop, shown in Figure 1, involves the:

C Missile Under Test
C Missile CDR
C Missile S-band Telemetry Transmitter
C Ground Telemetry Acquisition/demultiplex System
C Range Radars
C Interactive Graphics Display System
C Flight Safety Team Member
C FTS Engineer
C Missile Flight Test Safety Manager
C Ground Command-destruct Transmitter



A Flight Safety Operations Team Member advises the MFTSM of the missile
performance, and the FTS Engineer advises the MFTSM, on the performance of the
FTS.  Prior to launch, the MFTSM uses the information, in conjunction with realtime
information from the IGDS, to make realtime decisions to permit missile or target
launches to proceed.  After launch, the MFTSM uses the realtime data to make
destruct decisions on missiles or targets in flight.

FLIGHT TERMINATION SYSTEMS

At WSMR, as in most other missile test ranges, the primary means for flight
termination is an independent UHF command-destruct system.  This system is also
sometimes required to be auto-initiated upon loss of RF carrier or Inter-Range
Instrumentation Group (IRIG) tone or loss of power.  A secondary means to effect
flight termination may be through the command guidance system for target vehicles.

WSMR requires redundant FTS’s for full scale recoverable targets.  One of these may
be one provided by the command guidance system, such as the Vega Precision
Laboratories, Inc.  Target Tracking and Control System, or the WSMR Drone
Formation Control System.  The other system is an independent UHF command-
destruct system.  These systems may be actuated by the MFTSM when target control
is lost, as might occur when a missile has scored a “hit,” causing the target to fly in an
erratic manner.  The redundancy requirement for full scale targets ensures multiple
ways of setting off the onboard destruct ordnance.  For example, while damage
inflicted by a missile “hit” may disable one FTS, it is probable that the other FTS will
survive, so that the MFTSM does not lose the ability to conduct a destruct operation. 
In addition, the FTS’s will automatically activate upon sensing loss of uplink or loss
of power.  Typical full scale target destruction is caused by explosion of the fuel cells
or breaking of the air frame.

Sub-scale targets usually have a non-destructive FTS on board.  FTS onboard
sub-scale drones typically work by shutting off the fuel supply and deploying the
parachute.

The UHF command-destruct FTS is the most widely used and is the one principally
addressed in this paper.

UHF FLIGHT TERMINATION SYSTEM

When the MFTSM decides to terminate the flight of a missile, a destruct switch is
activated at the WSMR RCC.  This destruct signal is generally sent via a digital
destruct system.  A switch closure, initiated by the MFTSM in the RCC, sends a



digital serial stream to the command-destruct transmitters.  This digital serial stream is
used to select an IRIG transmitter modulation tone or sequence of IRIG transmitter
modulation tones at the transmitter site.  The selected tone frequency modulates a
UHF command-destruct transmitter.  There are three fixed and three mobile
command-destruct dual redundant transmitters at WSMR.  Only one site is active at a
time.  As a missile flies up Range, one site transmitter may be turned on while another
is turned off.  The transmitter sites are selected based on the best signal received by
the airborne CDR, as indicated by the automated gain control telemetered parameter. 
Figure 2 shows the transmitters.

An airborne FTS is actuated by (1) a commanded signal which engages a prescribed
sequence of destruct tones, (2) automatically, following loss of a designated tone as
might occur through a severe loss of RF signal strength, and (3) automatically,
following an abrupt or gradual loss of FTS power below a specified voltage level.

UHF COMMAND-DESTRUCT RECEIVERS

WSMR uses CDR’s tuned to 409 MHZ.  These units are typically less than 50 cubic
inches in volume, ruggedized and are designed to receive a destruct tone sequence
from a ground based transmitter.  These receivers can be tuned from 409 to 525 MHZ. 
The receivers are responsive to transmitters which are frequency modulated with IRIG
tones, ranging from 7.5 to 73.95 KHz.  The frequency of the tones is selected in
accordance with IRIG Document 307-79, Range Safety Transmitting Systems
406-549 MHZ Band, paragraph 1.0.  Upon receipt of the proper tone sequence, the3

receiver will activate its internal solid state or relay output drivers which in turn
causes an explosive package to detonate and destroy the vehicle.
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Figure 2. Command-Destruct Transmitters and Telemetry Trackers.



GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM TELECOMMAND LINK
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ABSTRACT

The Global Positioning System of satellites and
pseudosatellite ground stations (GPS) is designed to provide
very accurate Time, Space, and Position Information
throughout the entire world. It is also being used to
provide such information to unmanned vehicles operating on
test ranges throughout the United States, as a replacement/
adjunct for tracking radar as well as a form of guidance.
What is proposed in this paper, for which a patent has been
applied, is that the existing L-Band RF link carry command
information, when required, as well as TSPI information. Key
Words: Telecommand, GPS, Range Applications, TSPI.

INTRODUCTION

Almost all unmanned aerial vehicles, including rockets and
missiles, have some sort of command receiver on board for
reasons of range safety or for remote control. At present,
telecommand information to such receivers is normally
provided through dedicated radio frequency links. Typically,
telecommand is accomplished by way of a dedicated UHF
channel located between 406 MHZ and 549 MHZ, with the
commands themselves taking the form of frequency modulated
audio tone pairs. Each range is provided its own frequency
(or frequencies) so as not to interfere with other ranges.
For instance, the Eastern and Western Test Ranges have been
assigned 416.5 MHZ for a primary frequency and 406.5 MHZ for
a secondary frequency, White Sands Missile Range has been
assigned 409 MHZ and the Pacific Missile Test Center
telecommands on 425 MHZ. What this means is that any program
which requires telecommand support cannot easily be moved
among ranges. Command receivers have to be retuned to work



on different ranges and there is effectively no easy way for
a vehicle to fly through more than one range during any one
operation. Essentially one range must be prime and the other
range’s telecommand assets must be retuned, something that
cannot be done in real time.

Additionally, the frequency band is not dedicated to this
function. While 406.5 MHZ to 420 MHZ are dedicated to flight
termination, the entire band is assigned to many other
users, Government and private. For instance, the SARSAT ELT
frequency is 406 MHZ, amateur communications can be found
between 420 MHZ and 450 MHZ, and UHF channel 14 begins at
450 MHZ. At the present time telecommand exists in this band
on a waiver which will expire in 1995.

The GPS Navigation Message is designed to provide users with
enough information, or data, to use the satellite
constellation to determine user location. But data
transmission is one thing, command transmission is another.
In the case of data transmission, one strives for high data
rates, with acceptably low data dropout rates, of course, in
order to transfer the maximum of intelligence in the
shortest time. The emphasis is on higher and higher data
rates. In the case of telecommand, command messages are
purposely kept short and simple. That is, the information
content, or data, as it were, is the minimum possible to
effect the desired output, which is usually a voltage on a
particular connector pin. The emphasis is on reliability, so
the information transfer rate is purposely kept as low as
possible. This is a major difference between data and
command messages.

GPS TELECOMMAND

What is proposed is a new use for GPS which will in no way
impact the use of the GPS by its other users, and that use
is telecommand. There are three major cases whereby
telecommand can be accomplished and which are covered in the
patent application. Each of these three cases calls for the
addition of some componentry and/or software to existing
range applications designs, both on the transmission and
reception ends. The figures provided in this paper 



illustrate only the reception end; the transmission end will
necessitate appropriate “Mirror Image” additions.

In the first case, (see Figure 1) the telecommand signal is
sent as a direct spread (DS) signal, utilizing a Gold (or
similar) Code as a spreading modulator and sent at the L1
frequency (1575.42 MHZ) used by the GPS C/A signal. This
signal would look like a GPS C/A signal, except that the DS
spreading code, while being similar to a proper C/A Gold
Code, would not be a code assigned to any GPS NAVSTAR
satellite. The additional circuitry shown in Figure 1 is
basically identical to what might be found in a GPS receiver
because the telecommand link is in the form of a GPS signal.
The “data” contained in the message which would be
demodulated from the output of the additional correlator
would not be data at all, but commands. For ease in
fabrication, the form of the command message could be in the
same form as the GPS data message, e.g. 50bps BPSK. It does
not have to be in any particular format, however. The
commands could be in the existing IRIG audio tone-pair
format or the so-called secure High Alphabet tone-pair
system used by the Space Shuttle. By abandoning the present
UHF Telecommand system, however, an updated digital command
message format could be developed, incorporating more modern
techniques to enhance intelligibility under all
circumstances. Of course, adoption of this approach to
telecommand is not necessary to effect such a change but, by
replacing the existing system in its entirety, it does make
such a course of action much more feasible, as there would
be no compatibility requirements with the existing system.

To discriminate between several vehicles in flight at the
same time, different DS codes could be used, assigning one
DS code uniquely to one vehicle. Alternatively the command
messages could be assigned uniquely to each vehicle. Both
tone-pair systems allow for alternate commands, although the
IRIG standard system is very limited. Another possible
option for discrimination is to use L2 (1227.6MHz) for s
second vehicle. Indeed, to guarantee a true dual flight
termination system with no single-point failures, both L1
and L2 could be used simultaneously to two receivers
installed in the same vehicle, sacrificing frequency-based
differentiation for redundancy.



The coded, spread spectrum signal approach could also be
done as an analog to the P-code navigation signal. All
functions would be the same as the C/A-code lookalike case
with handover and lock-up on a P-code lookalike. There isn’t
much utility in this approach, however, as the time to
transmit the command information is lengthened and usually
the transmittal of commands calls for the shortest time
possible to be spent from initiation of the command to its
execution. Using such an approach on a missile or space
launch vehicle, where the shortest possible time delay is
very important and flight time is on the order of minutes,
the receiver could be “captured” prior to launch by sending
the “IC/A-like” code and transmitting a null command
message, spending the search and synchronize time on the
ground.
If a translator is used onboard the vehicle, as is most
likely, the command recognition and processing circuitry
must be incorporated into the design. It will resemble a



single channel GPS receiver except that the correlator will
only be programmed to recognize one DS code; the code
assigned for telecommand usage. Such circuitry now exists in
sizes of less than ten cubic inches.

The transmission system can be a special purpose transmitter
which resembles a pseudosatellite, or a true pseudosatellite
ground station with command capability as an added feature.
It is also conceivable that future GPS NAVSTAR satellites
might incorporate the capability of relaying telecommand
signals. This would call for the capability to transmit
different DS spreading on command.

The second case, (see Figure 2) is simpler and faster-
acting. Here the command information is sent on a single
frequency signal which is NOT modulated by a spreading code.
The additional hardware required is no longer a direct
spread correlator, but a simple detector which feeds a
demodulator. As in the first case, the form of modulation
taken by the telecommand link is not important and could be
FM, AM or PM, for instance, and, as above, the form of the
command message is also not important. The radio frequency
of operation can be either L1 or L2. As a spread signal is
not used, this case reduces the time delay from initiation
of the command to its execution, as there is no time lost in
acquiring and “locking up” on the spreading code in the
correlator.

For this case the ground command station or transmitter site
will broadcast on L1 and/or L2 at high power to effect
capture of the receiver. This would be necessary to prevent
an unauthorized command from entering the receiver and is
the primary technique used in today’s telecommand systems.
This is not necessary in the first case because the use of
pseudorandom noise (PRN) codes and spread-spectrum
modulation techniques provide this protection.

The third case, (see Figure 3) is based on defining or
redefining portions of the present GPS Navigation Message.
There are four non information-bearing bits in the GPS
telemetry stream. By utilizing these four bits, two in the
TLM word and two in the HOW word, it is possible to transmit
a command through the existing GPS NAVSTAR satellite network 



with minimum modification, thus allowing a global tele-
command capability. These bits are picked because these two
words occur at the beginning of each subframe, thus limiting
the internal delay to a maximum of 6 seconds, which is the
length of time to transmit one subframe. If other bits
within the Data Blocks of the GPS navigation message were
picked, the internal delay could be as great as 30 seconds,
probably too great a delay for most telecommand situations.
It has been mentioned in the literature that these non
information-bearing bits might some day be used to transmit
data, nowhere in the literature is there any reference to
these bits, or any other bits in the GPS navigation message,
for that matter, being used to convey commands.

Alternatively, The TLM or the HOW word can be changed to
either serve as a flag that the rest of the incoming message
is not a Navigation Message but is a command, or such a
changed TLM or HOW word could also incorporate the command. 



This would not be quite the same as discussed above as this
would call for actually redefining the bits in these words
as opposed to giving a definition to the four non
information-bearing bits. This approach may be necessary if
there is a need for more commands than can be handled by
four bits.

As can be seen, this case can be implemented with software
only and need not call for any additional componentry -
except in the case of a translator, where a single channel
GPS receiver must be incorporated to decode and process the
command message. As was discussed earlier, such circuitry is
of minimal size, weight, and power consumption.

ADVANTAGES

As discussed in the Introduction, the UHF band is crowded
and telecommand exists in this band under a waiver. By using



an integrated GPS TSPI/Telecommand system, not only is
telecommand moved out of the 406MHz to 549MHz band but no
new bandwidth is needed for telecommand. The existing L1 and
L2 frequencies used by GPS receive additional usage without
compromising their use as a TSPI source. This is all due to
the nature of spread spectrum, which is an integral part of
GPS architecture.

Advantages of the proposed approach, stem not only from the
ability to establish a potentially universally compatible
telecommand capability at the Test and Training Ranges, away
from the seriously crowded UHF band traditionally used, but
also in the redesign of the actual command messages. For
instance, there is a DOD policy which mandates the use of
secure telecommands for flight termination of missiles. This
is to preclude unauthorized commanding of flight termination
or jamming of the command and is the reason the Titan IV SLV
uses the Space Shuttle secure High Alphabet system of
commands. By being freed from the existing UHF system, and
its specified audio tone format, the command message can be
designed to be easily encrypted. In the first and third
cases, the use of DS modulation, which is central to GPS
architecture, significantly improves the protection afforded
the command.

It would also be possible to have a selective command/all
command, or a command/insure command mode by transmitting
command information by spread spectrum (to individual units
by using separate PRN codes) and also by broadcasting on the
L1 and/or L2 frequencies thereby being received and
processed by all units. Again, the additional componentry/
software necessary to implement such an option would be
minimal.

A Global Positioning System telecommand link provides other
important advantages besides the flexibility that a new
system of telecommanding can grant and the opportunity to
move out of the somewhat crowded UHF band. Existing methods
of providing TSPI information and commands consist of
separate systems calling for duplicate radio instrumentation
aboard the unmanned vehicle. There are separate antennas,
separate cabling, separate radio units, separate power
supplies, etc. Instead of having a GPS receiver or



translator to provide vehicle TSPI and a separate command
receiver for the reception of commands from the control
point, only one piece of hardware need be provided, with an
attendant reduction in antennas, cabling and power supplies.
With any of the cases described above, these separate units
are combined to save power, space, and weight, all valuable
commodities in most unmanned test vehicles. As is seen from
the figures, the antenna system, downconverter and wideband
amplifier are all shared between the TSPI portion and the
telecommand portion of the airborne instrumentation. It is
these components which also call for a large share of the
electrical power required by any radio receiver, thus an
integrated GPS TSPI/Telecommand receiver will require not
much more power than a unit used for TSPI only and
represents a large savings in battery weight. There can also
be a reduction in ground equipment, as well. If there was an
existing “pseudosatellite” ground station supporting GPS
TSPI, no additional command transmitter would be needed.

CONCLUSION

Since the Test and Training Ranges of the U. S. Government
have committed themselves to convert from C-Band tracking
radars to GPS as the prime means of obtaining TSPI
information, this concept of an integrated GPS TSPI/
Telecommand system offers the advantage of deleting existing
separate telecommand systems, both on the ground and as
airborne instrumentation, in trade for a slight addition to
range instrumentation supporting a GPS-based TSPI system.
Such a trade-off means less overall complexity, greater
control, greater security, and much less airborne weight,
volume and power requirements translating into more payload
available on the vehicle. Please note, the GPS modifications
proposed herein are the subject of a patent application
pending in the US Patent and Trademark Office.
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ABSTRACT

The Gulf Range Drone Control Upgrade System (GRDCUS) Mobile Control System
(GMCS) is an integral part of the test ranges located on the Gulf of Mexico. This
paper begins with a brief overview of the current Gulf Range systems. These systems
consist of five major components: ground stations, ground computer systems, data
link/transponders, consoles, and software. The GMCS van contains many of these
components to provide a stand-alone range capability for remote operations.

This paper describes the development and assembly of the GMCS van and focuses on
the on-board computer systems, consoles, and data link technology. An overall system
engineering approach was used during GMCS development and is highlighted through
the use of rapid prototyping. This methodology and the lessons learned are presented
in the paper.

Suggestions for future applications are considered.

Key words: GRDCUS, drone command and control, formation control, data link,
multilateration real-time processing, weapon testing.



Figure 1. GRDCUS Mobile Control System (GMCS)

INTRODUCTION

The Gulf Range Drone Control Upgrade System (GRDCUS) is a major element of an
overall Gulf Range Air-to-Air Upgrade Program. Other programs completing the
upgrade are the Missile Endgame-Scoring System, the Airborne Platform/Telemetry
Relay Program, the Range Control System Upgrade, and the Global Positioning
System Program. (1)

The GRDCUS Mobile Control System (GMCS) is a part of the GRDCUS and utilizes
many of the same technical disciplines with state-of-the-art computers. This paper will
focus on a description of the GMCS van and its functional capabilities. Future
applications are also discussed.

GRDCUS BACKGROUND

GRDCUS operates as a multifunction command and control, tracking, and data link
system capable of supporting developmental and operational test and evaluation
(DT&E and OT&E) air-to-air missions over the Gulf Range. The regions depicted in
Figure 2 cover approximately 17,150 square miles of water. The main ground portions
of the system are located at Tyndall Air Force Base (AFB), with a communication/
data link to the Central Control Facility (CCF) at Eglin AFB and ground stations
located along the Gulf coast. (3)

The system will support simultaneous control of a mixture of subscale and full-scale
drones flying independently or in close formation at altitudes from 50 to 50,000 feet.
The system is capable of launching, controlling, maneuvering, and recovering up to
four drones in a fully automatic mode through the use of ground stations. In addition
to drone targets, the system is designed to acquire simultaneous time-space-position
information (TSPI) on up to four shooter aircraft and four missiles, four support 



Figure 2. Gulf Range Area

aircraft (high fliers), plus one additional airborne platform. The high fliers and
additional platform are used to relay control data when the drones are over-the-horizon
(OTH) from the ground stations. (1)

The GRDCUS system software is derived from the White Sands Missile Range
(WSMR) Drone Formation Control System (DFCS) software. DFCS and GRDCUS
are functionally equivalent; differences lie in the ground computers and data link.
WSMR uses an IBM computer suite for the ground system while GRDCUS is based
on a VAX multiprocessing architecture. The DFCS data link tracks and controls
drones by using a time-shared, single-frequency, high-duty-cycle radio link between a
transponder in each drone and each of four interrogation substation sites (ground
stations) as depicted in Figure 3. Signal propagation time from the ground station to
each drone is measured ten times a second and is used to calculate slant ranges. Using
these distances, plus the output of airborne altimeters, the space position of the drone
is computed by the DFCS computer. (2) Details on the GRDCUS data link will be
presented later in the paper.



Figure 3. Drone Formation Control System at White Sands Missile Range

GRDCUS COMPONENTS

Similar to other drone control systems, GRDCUS can be broken into five basic
subsystems:

1. Ground stations
2. Ground computer system
3. Data fink/transponders
4. Consoles
5. Software.

Listed below is a short description of each subsystem. Additional details are available
in Reference 3, “Summary Description of the Gulf Range Drone Control Upgrade
System.”

Ground stations  along the Florida coast and around Tyndall AFB drone runway were
selected based on geometric requirements for tracking and controlling aircraft with
GRDCUS. The surveyed coordinates of each site are stored in the GRDCUS data base
and then used in the tracking process. Each ground station consists of a Data Link
Subsystem (DLS) unit, a tower that varies in height from site-to-site, an alert monitor
box, and microwave communications equipment.

Ground computer system , for the GRDCUS, is comprised of six VAX computers
and associated peripherals (printers, terminals, drives, and disks). The underlying
architecture is based on a multiprocessor, shared-memory configuration supporting



parallel processing and interprocess communications. The software used for all
applications resides in the VAX computers. Assisting the VAXes are four PDP 11/34s
for data and information transfer only; no GRDCUS application processing is
accomplished on these machines.

Data link/transponder  is the heart of the GRDCUS because it provides for data link
communication between the GRDCUS drone control subsystem software, ground and
airborne stations, and other participating aircraft. It also permits the control system
software to determine the locations of individual participants by having interrogation
response times clocked and resolved using multilateration between different stations.
The actual DLS hardware includes a radio frequency transmitter and receiver, time-of-
arrival clock, drone interface unit, signal processor, and power supply.

Consoles  fall into two categories: a master console which monitors the entire mission
scenario, and a drone control console which monitors, commands, and controls one
drone. The consoles, designed for operation by a single operator, are driven by
CALCOMP display processors. Some of the display format options available to the
operators are an area map, a drone pilot’s display, time history, and navigation.

Software is best described in terms of the control subsystem software, which
encompasses the GRDCUS computation and control functions. This software
performs four types of processing: mission, simulation, console display and control,
and support. All the GRDCUS software falls into one of these four processing
categories. The software, written primarily in Fortran, relies heavily on data sharing,
execution synchronization, and message-sending.

GRDCUS MOBILE CONTROL SYSTEM (GMCS) OVERVIEW

The GMCS is a completely self-contained system that provides the identical track,
command, range, and telemetry capabilities of the GRDCUS fixed control facilities
located at Tyndall AFB. GMCS must satisfy a requirement for a nonautomatic
(manual) mobile control system for landing full-scale aerial targets (FSATs). Two
systems are needed, one to be delivered to Tyndall AFB, Florida and the second to
Holloman AFB, White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico. The GMCS will be
installed in an 18-foot step van along with power generators, uninterruptible power
supply, air conditioning system, data/signal generation systems, and communications
necessary for autonomous operation. Operation of the GMCS mobile requires
modification of the roof for the consoles and controllers. Two controllers are
positioned on top of the van to facilitate visual sighting of the drone; one controls the 



drone pitch and power controls and the other controls lateral motion, brakes, and
chute. A third person is required to monitor the systems from the lower section inside
the van.

Along with the modifications to the van, a wide range of other items were addressed: a
separate destruct system, antennas for communications with other range systems, and
printers, disk drives, and a strip chart recorder that must be installed for system test
and range operations.

GMCS VAN DEVELOPMENT

Many of the milestones, past and present, are identified in Figure 4. The first
prototype computers, IBM RISC 6000 Models 320 and 520, were delivered in
September 1990. Three critical areas were addressed: compatibility with existing
GRDCUS consoles, demonstration of the graphics capability to support real-time
processing, and compatibility with the GRDCUS data link system.

Initial testing was conducted to verify system compatibility with existing GRDCUS
consoles and the Eglin AFB computer network. No problems were encountered;
integration proceeded on schedule and was completed in October 1990.

Figure 4. GMCS Milestones



GRDCUS requires a real-time graphics capability, and selecting the proper set of
graphics cards required a great deal of preparation. A side-by-side test of two IBM
systems was required to demonstrate the differences in graphics capability. Each
system hosted the same software, was configured in the same manner, and executed
the same test software. The only difference was the hardware graphics cards. The final
test results revealed the need for upgrading our specification for graphics hardware
and expanding the memory needed to execute the tests. The second prototype system
was configured accordingly; it was also necessary to upgrade the first system for the
expanded graphics capability. Figure 5 is representative of the type and number of
display values used in pilot display format for the GMCS mobile.

Figure 5. Test Display

January and February of 1991 were busy months for GMCS integration. All the
prototype hardware was in place, testing was progressing well, and integration of the
token ring was complete. The remaining critical link was interfacing to the GRDCUS
data link subsystem. The fixed sites communicate with the drones using a DLS
interface which in-turn communicates through ground stations along the Florida coast.
Figure 6 depicts the ground stations and demonstrates a drone message being passed
from the fixed site at Tyndall AFB to a drone by way of the high flier relay.

Initial designs for the DLS interface required an in-house hardware/firmware card
connecting the IBM RISC system to the existing DLS interface. Fortunately, IBM
identified a source, available on the open market, for the interface card. In a matter of 



Figure 6. Drone Communication

weeks, rather than months. the prototype GMCS was able to perform a live test
demonstrating the necessary range systems.

Following seven months of intensive design, prototyping, and testing, a final GMCS
computer architecture was baselined. The system will require an IBM workstation for
each controller console. A third IBM workstation will act as the master of the token
ring and gateway for other systems such as disc logging, recording devices, and the
data link subsystem. The block diagram in Figure 7 depicts the baseline system.

Figure 7. GMCS Baseline



GMCS LESSONS LEARNED

The GMCS van required a wide range of disciplines and talents. Manufacturing
personnel were needed to fabricate the consoles and modify the vans. Technical
people were needed to establish the design of the GMCS baseline, then assist in the
testing. Finally, an unending stream of procurement actions plagued this program.

Manufacturing used a sound approach of developing the first consoles out of
cardboard, whereby the first design changes were made with scissors. Once the design
stabilized, a sheet metal prototype was manufactured. Using this evolutionary
approach allowed for rapid changes and a cost effective method for accommodating
changes.

The technical people used rapid prototyping to assist in establishing the baseline
system. Keeping in mind all the design “ilities,” almost all the system components are
available off-the-shelf. This will help the supportability of the GMCS vans in the field
and cut down on the up-front development costs.

The procurement personnel were supportive by offering alternative ways to procure
materials. Focusing on off-the-shelf items and synopsizing higher priced items proved
to be a sound approach for obtaining competitively priced items; competition drove
the price down.

FUTURE APPLICATIONS

The future applications of the GMCS van fall into two categories: GMCS must match
the automatic control and full range of capability of the GRDCUS system, and GMCS
must look to the future, in support of other drones and support systems.

The current GMCS baseline is capable of hosting and executing the same GRDCUS
software resident on the suite of six VAX computers. During system integration and
test of the IBM RISC computers, the GRDCUS simulation was hosted on a
workstation. All the GRDCUS drone features of takeoff, maneuvering, landing, and
data collection were operational on the GMCS computer.

GMCS would be a viable option for the developer of the QF-4, the next Air Force
drone. GMCS could provide the necessary ground control system for controlling the
drone at a contractor facility. Another application involves the satellite based Global
Positioning System (GPS). Positional data derived from GPS could be given to
GMCS, thereby reducing/eliminating the dependency on multilateration and airborne
tracking/relay aircraft.



CONCLUSIONS

The GRDCUS is an integral pan of testing weapons and weapons systems on the Gulf
Range. The development of a GRDCUS-based mobile control system is underway.
The GMCS van remains on schedule and will be delivered in the spring of 1992 to
meet the needs of future test programs.
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ABSTRACT

We describe FAES, a knowledge-based system for postprocess interpretion of
telemetry data obtained from in-water tests of the Torpedo MK48 ADCAP and
recorded on tape in a telemetry format. The system is designed to automate a
diagnostic application in fleet operations. A generic software solution provides the
infrastructure for customization through application-specific knowledge
representation. Pattern recognition provides a feature-extraction layer between the raw
data and an expert system, and gives domain experts a natural and comfortable
representation. Use of features abstracted from the raw data greatly reduces the
complexity of encoding the rules that describe the behavior of the system under
investigation. This allows the experts – not the system programmers – to control the
resulting software.

The approach has led to development of a system which accurately determines the
cause of shutdown in torpedo tests and which will be extended to the full range of
diagnostics now done manually. A slightly modified system is being used to support
torpedo proofing by automating comparisons of recorded data with the weapon
specification and alerting engineers to violations.

1. TELEMETRY DATA ANALYSIS

Hardware and software for collecting and archiving telemetry data has been
commonplace for many years. More recently powerful systems for interactive
examination and analysis of the resulting data have become available. BBN’s
DataProbe ™ is a representative example. Data Probe provides efficient shared access
to large datasets. Frame decommutation is performed in software under the control of
a flexible Data Dictionary. DataProbe includes powerful graphical presentation tools,
a signal processing library, and a programming language to support development of 



automated applications. DataProbe and similar tools have been extremely effective in
serving the needs of the telemetry data analysis community.

C There are many circumstances in which successful analysis of the telemetry
data from both routine and experimental tests require more sophisticated
capabilities than those provided in tools of this class. In many applications,
complex decisions must be made based on criteria that are hard to describe
algorithmically. In these cases, human analysts examine data, accessing and
processing it using tools like DataProbe, and make the decisions based on their
abilities to extract relevant information from graphs and tables (i.e. pattern
recognition) and to reason with it. The knowledge used to make these decisions
may be based on explicit models of the operation of the system under test, or on
heuristics developed through lengthy experience. Successful analysis depends
on three aspects of the analyst’s skills:

C Knowledge  of the domain

C Extraction of relevant features from the data, or pattern recognition , and

C Reasoning  with the resulting information to reach a decision. 

Since it is feasible to represent knowledge in a computer program, and use that
knowledge to control processes of algorithmic computation, pattern recognition, and
inference, it is straightforward (at least in theory) to automate this decision-making
methodology.

In this paper we present a successful implementation of this concept. The application
domain is in-water tests of the Mark 48 ADCAP torpedo. The original problem was
failure analysis in standard fleet range tests of in-service weapons; additional uses for
the technology developed during the course of development. FAES is unique in
utilizing pattern recognition as a preprocessing step before inference , leading to an
especially compact representation of the problem and to substantial economies in both
system development and maintenance.

2. TORPEDO MK48 ADCAP FAILURE ANALYSIS

Figure 1 shows an overview of the method traditionally used in the fleet for failure
analysis of in-water torpedo test runs. Weapons are run with an instrumentation
section that records much of the internal data generated by the many subsystems that
cooperate in controlling a run. On return to an Intermediate Maintenance Activity
(IMA) on shore, the data cartridge provides input to a FDRS-RG test set that includes 



Figure 1.  DataProbe running on a MicroVAX in the FDRS Test Set generates plots
and tabulations that must be interpreted by a sailor using NUSC’s Diagnostic rule
book. Anomalies beyond the scope of the rule book, or cases about which the sailor is
uncertain, require costly support by the offsite Fleet Failure Analysis Team.

a tape replay unit, a MicroVAX™ computer, DataProbe and other software, and a
printer. The test set uses DataProbe to generate a sequence of tabulations and graphs
(a Quicklook Report) that is then interpreted by a sailor. The Navy Fleet Failure
Analysis Team (FFAT) prepared and maintains a Data Interpretation and Diagnostic
Procedures manual (the Rule Book), which guides the sailor in analyzing the test data.
The output of this procedure is a Hardware Release Form, which describes what
should be done with the torpedo: turn around and restore to fleet inventory; tear down
and send a section for detailed testing on an ATE test set; or call in the FFAT when
the sailor cannot complete an analysis. The latter case occurs commonly when
complex or unusual anomalies are encountered.

In practice this methodology has some weaknesses. The results are only as good as the
sailors who perform the analysis. These have limited education and training, and vary
in competence and motivation. Different staff do not always provide consistent
interpretations of the same data, and there are also variations correlated with time of
day or month. Considerable FFAT support is required. Changes in weapon hardware
and firmware require corresponding modifications to the Rule Book and to training
procedures, and take considerable time to integrate fully into fleet operations.
Tracking of results requires manual entry of data, since no automated data capture of
Hardware Release Form contents exists.



3. A KNOWLEDGE-BASED COMPUTER SOLUTION

The characteristics and limitations of this diagnostic procedure are well suited to
application of an expert system. The problem is consistent and well understood. There
are experts who can perform the task effectively and are available to participate in
knowledge engineering. There is sufficient volume of tests to justify the initial
expense of developing a system. Finally, there are many other similar problems in the
fleet, to which generically similar solutions are applicable, and for which the software
developed here is applicable at a modest incremental cost.

We have developed an expert system, FAES ( Failure Analysis Expert System), with
characteristics based on the DataProbe philosophy of using the least resources
necessary. The relationship between the fleet problem and our solution is shown in
Figure 2, and will be described in greater detail in section 4 below. The general
architecture of the FAES system is shown in Figure 3. The most important
characteristics of our system include the following:

C DataProbe provides access to the underlying telemetry data stream. In addition
the knowledge-based system understands enough of both the command
language of DataProbe as well as its output responses to be able to use
DataProbe effectively when it is more efficient to do so.

C FAES incorporates an efficient object-oriented representation of data obtained
from DataProbe, with an associated interactive graphing environment which
provides for direct manipulation of data. A superset of DataProbe time-series
signal processing capabilities is available.

C Pattern recognition is performed by a parsing process analogous to those used
for natural or computer languages. This results in a high level abstract
representation of the raw data in terms of shape features such as flat, ramp,
step-response , and glitch (Figure 4). These features are chosen to mimic the
shape descriptions of torpedo data used by domain experts, maximizing ease of
use of the system. Use of this step considerably simplifies the rules needed for
reasoning about signals and correspondingly simplifies development and
maintenance of knowledge-based telemetry analysis applications.

C A uniform English-like query language permits quick entry of interactive
queries as well as being the rule language of the FAES expert system.

C FAES includes an interactive graphical knowledge-base editor in which rules
and other knowledge can be altered and the consequences evaluated rapidly.



Figure 2.  The IMA methodology shown in Figure 1 is mapped step by step into an
automated solution. Each stage of the process is studied and a procedure is
implemented so that a 1-to-1 correspondence between the manual and automated
operations is maintained. In this way torpedo domain experts can understand and be
comfortable with the knowledge-based FAES expert system. This in turn leads to
greater acceptance as well as improved performance.

C For fleet application, FAES generates a Hardware Release Form identical to
that completed by the IMA sailor. Our form, however, permits FFAT-level
users to investigate FAES reasoning by recursively “opening” each conclusion
on the form as presented on the computer screen, and receiving explanations in
as much depth as desired. Explanations ground out in a statement of fact from
the knowledge base or in a graph of the variable that was used in reaching a
conclusion (Figure 5).

FAES exists in two modes: A development version, which includes all of the features
described above, and a delivery version, which retains all of the infrastructure and
computational capabilities of the development version, but hides most interactive
capabilities behind a turnkey user interface designed for production use in the fleet.



Figure 3.  The FAES Architecture separates domain-independent core components (the
box at center)from domain-dependent knowledge and user interfaces. Core components
operate at different levels of abstraction, providing a rich environment for building
expert solutions. The core can be efficiently shared between different applications. A
further benefit is that the system is very modular; software components can be
enhanced or upgraded with little impact on the rest of the system.

The development version is designed to be used by domain experts to create rules and
knowledge bases for solving an operational problem, such as the IMA failure analysis
task. Additional tools support storing canonical solutions and performing regression
tests to validate experimental rules and verify new system releases. The development
version forms the basis of FAES offshoots that have been applied in other related
applications, such as weapon proofing (the Adcap Proofing Expert or APEX) and in
quality assurance for torpedo simulations.

The delivery version uses a knowledge base and rules downloaded from the
development system. It requests data from DataProbe running on the FDRS-RG test
set and produces a printed Hardware Release Form. Cases beyond the knowledge
available to FAES result in a recommendation to call the FFAT, just as is done in the
manual procedure. The elaborate graphics and report interrogation facilities provided
in the development version are not normally included. Instead a turnkey, bullet-proof
user interface provides for execution of standardized analyses as required in fleet
operations.



Figure 4.  The signal parser used for pattern recognition treats telemetry data as being
derived from a “language” of signals, described, as are computer and natural
languages, by a grammar. The “words” are primitive patterns like short-drop, while
“phrases” and “sentences”can be built hierarchically. The entire pattern shown above
could be matched to the step-down-maybe-bounce  template. Numerical parameters are
adjusted within predefined limits in matching data and templates. The resulting
descriptions closely match those used by torpedo analysts, enhancing system usability.

4. FROM A TELEMETRY ANALYSIS PROBLEM TO
AN EXPERT SOLUTION

Figure 2 shows how we abstracted the fleet torpedo analysis and diagnostic problem
into an expert system. The key to our methodology was to examine each component of
the manual solution, and apply two key steps:

C Thoroughly understand  the manual process contained in each component; and

C Implement the component such that the expert can interact with the system in a
natural manner, ensuring that the expert  in turn understands how the system
functions and remains in control  of the overall knowledge-based analysis
process.



Figure 5.  The Shutdown section of the Hardware Release Form in the Development
System permits developers to trace the reasoning of the expert system. In this view, the
SHUTDOWN-TYPE  conclusion has been opened to show the rule which led to FES-
SHUTDOWN. This is a simple rule with two conditions in its premise. In turn, the
conclusion that the variable SUGGESTED-FES  is true has been opened to display a
considerably more complex rule, with 7 conditions of several types in its premise, all of
which must be satisfied for the THEN conclusion to be asserted. Following the train of
reasoning further leads to definitions extracted from the knowledge base or, in the case
of a telemetry signal, a graph of the relevant segment of the data. Graphs shown in the
explanation support the same functionality as in the primary graph windows, for
example taking measurements off the graph or annotating data points, intervals, or
parser patterns. Developers can use this reporing and explanation facility to
understand system operation and to test and debug new or modified rules.

There are 5 procedures we followed in translating the IMA diagnostic task to the
FAES automated solution (the shade layer labeled The FAES Approach  in Figure 2).
These are not specific to the torpedo diagnostic application, but apply to a wide range
of generically similar tasks, such as torpedo proofing and avionics development and
regression testing. These common procedures are



C Build on existing data collection:  we obtain considerable leverage by utilizing
the existing telemetry data collection and analysis tools; in this case, DataProbe
and associated software running on the FDRS test set. We layer the knowledge-
based system on top of the existing substrate. There is an additional benefit to
this – we provide a window through which development system users can watch
the dialogue that FAES conducts with DataProbe (so that they understand where
and how the data originates) and in which they too can access DataProbe. They
therefore have all the familiar (old) tools available, as well as the new ones.

C Encode pattern recognition capability for signal understanding:  we provide
representations of signal patterns that are based directly on those used by
domain experts, and an efficient mechanism for matching patterns. We
construct complex patterns hierarchically from simple intuitive building blocks.
While applicable to the torpedo domain, the methodology and primitive building
blocks can also be applied to other sources of telemetry data.

C Capture domain-specific knowledge:  the knowledge used by experts, whether
consciously or not, is the principal resource necessary to solve any difficult
analysis task. FAES began with a considerable advantage in that much of the
knowledge engineering had already been done to publish the rule book used in
the fleet. FAES facilitates the knowledge engineering process by providing
natural representations for domain data, and a description language that is close
to natural English for encoding knowledge and expressing rules. Like
DataProbe, users can request help at any point while entering an expression
(such as a data accessor) or a rule, and the system will show all valid responses.
Here again, the approach relies on extracting leverage wherever possible.

C Encode rule-based inference for decision-making:  FAES uses a
straightforward backward-chaining (or goal-directed) expert system. In each
stage of analysis, FAES attempts to satisfy a goal (or answer a question). In
order to do so, FAES attempts to execute those rules with the desired result
appearing in their conclusions. If all conditions in the premises are known, the
result can be determined and the analysis is done. If not, the process is repeated
(backwards) until all necessary data has been collected and the intermediate
conclusions have been drawn. Backward-chaining is economical in terms of
data and resources accessed, important when many megabytes of data might
potentially need to be interpreted. The expert system component of FAES, like
the rest of the software, is well modularized, so that other applications with
differing inference needs can easily substitute a different expert system.



C Provide interface tools for analysis and report generation:  A rich toolbox of
graphs, queries, and report capabilities are included in FAES. The torpedo
diagnosis application uses graph windows and a combined report/explanation
window, as well as the DataProbe terminal and assorted knowledge base editing
tools. These can be chosen and customized to suit the needs of the particular
problem being addressed.

A schematic architectural view of FAES is provided in Figure 3. The box in the
center, labeled FAES INFRASTRUCTURE , contains the domain-independent
generic components. These are (at increasing levels of abstraction) the data collection
substrate (including DataProbe), the pattern recognizer, and the inference engine.
Primitive signal patterns are implemented here.

The USER INTERFACE  box contains a collection of tools which can be combined
and customized to create the system as it becomes visible to its users. Interfaces can
be made more or less interactive, depending on the setting in which the system is
placed.

KNOWLEDGE  is where domain-specific information is concentrated. There are two
primary forms of knowledge:

C Templates , which describe domain-specific parameterized signal patterns
hierarchically in terms of the simple (primitive) patterns defined in the
infrastructure; and

C Rules , which define how reasoning occurs and how it is controlled.

In addition, the domain-specific knowledge base includes definitions and descriptions
of facts and variables used in the domain. These are generally known as slots.

Finally, each application has its specific INPUTS  and OUTPUTS . FAES takes time
series and event data from DataProbe and generates Hardware Release Forms. Other
applications will change this. For example, the APEX variant of FAES that is used to
support weapon proofing currently has similar inputs, but generates a specification
violation report instead of the hardware release form.

5. CONCLUSIONS

FAES provides an effective methodology for applying modern knowledge-based
expert system technology to telemetry applications. It is efficient, and applies leverage
to minimize development costs and maximize utilization of existing investments in



hardware, software, and expertise. Compared with other fielded telemetry analysis
systems that include knowledge-based capabilities, FAES is unique in its use of a
sophisticated intermediate feature extraction layer. There is a potent synergy between
the pattern recognition subsystem and the expert system that allows FAES to encode
substantial complexity in a small number of rules. For example, the torpedo shutdown
analysis requires only 36 rules; about 80% of the knowledge is encoded in the signal
templates.

FAES currently operates only in postprocess mode. In addition to the applications
mentioned above, the software has been (or will soon be) used in two other contexts
within the same overall domain: diagnosis of acoustic anomalies in a hardware-in-the-
loop underwater simulation environment, and as a productivity enhancement tool for
analysts performing specialized investigations of abnormal behavior in the weapon.
The same query and inference tools provide access to regions of data selected
according to rule-like criteria of arbitrary complexity, and can gather collections of
such signal segments independently. Current practice without FAES requires that
analysts scrutinize large volumes of data interactively to find the corresponding
segments, a much less efficient process.

The essential question addressed in this paper is: Can knowledge of telemetry data be
encoded in a formal set of rules?  In principle the answer is yes, but in practice the
telemetry expert benefits from a programming language aimed at a fairly high level of
data abstraction . People want to communicate using abstract terms, derived from
recognized patterns, such as the end of the first flat or the size of the overshoot. Within
an application the number of such abstractions is finite and can be incorporated as
domain-specific extensions to a core language shared by all applications. Given these
abstractions, we have found that the complexity of encoding is reduced by an order of
magnitude, with corresponding gains in modularity and maintainability.
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ABSTRACT

The growth of personal computer use was explosive in the last decade. In the
telemetry industry, however, the adaptation and utilization of a PC-based telemetry
instrument for high-speed data processing and display did not come about until the
Intel 80386™ or equivalent processors were widely used in the late 1980s. At this
time, the power of these processors finally began to meet the requirement to display,
store, and play back the high-speed data (such as 10 Mbps with an embedded
asynchronous data stream) that is typical in telemetry applications. Many users are
still hesitant to use PCS for their telemetry applications because of the real-time
limitations of these instruments. This paper will examine the advantages and
disadvantages of PC-based test equipment, the performance these instruments, and the
future of PC-based telemetry instrumentation. This paper will also focus on Loral
Instrumentation’s d*STAR as an example of a PC-based telemetry system.

INTRODUCTION

In the 1970s, telemetry ground stations were composed of special-purpose equipment
with discrete logic designs. These designs required racks of very expensive
equipment. In the 1980s, with the advent of the microprocessor, these multiple racks
of equipment were condensed into single chassis that contained multiple printed
circuit boards that incorporated microprocessors, LSI chips, fast memory chips,
discrete logic components, and bit slice processors.

Over the last few years, several telemetry companies have taken advantage of the
advances in PC technology to design state-of-the-art integrated circuits on several PC
AT™ boards that can be plugged into an IBM (or compatible) PC™. Although the
PC-based systems are in some ways limited by the speed of the PC’s processor, the
PC’s storage drive, and the AT bus, the systems provide a capable low-cost solution
for a variety of telemetry applications.



ADVANTAGES OF A PC-BASED TELEMETRY SYSTEM

In parallel with the advances in telemetry instrumentation came great improvements in
PC capabilities in the 1980s. Processing speed increased from 4.77 MHZ to 33 MHZ.
Processor (CPU) design evolved from an 8-bit to a 32-bit architecture. The PC
processors of today, such as the Intel 80286™, Intel 80386™, and their associated
math coprocessors, offer sufficient processing power for many of the telemetry tasks
previously handled by a telemetry front-end interfaced to a host computer.  For1

example, PCS can perform telemetry processing tasks such as engineering unit (EU)
conversion and limit checking of sampled data for display purposes.

Also in the 1980s, the speed of PC memory doubled and cache designs eliminated the
constraints of memory wait states. With the advent of the Intel 80286 processor in
1984 , the designs of the PC I/O bus improved from the original 8-bit path to the2

16-bit AT bus or “Industry Standard Architectural” (ISA) bus. In addition, hard disk
speed increased to allow real-time data storage on the PC’s internal hard disk at a rate
greater than 2 Mbps.

The resolution and quality of PC graphics also improved over the last decade.
PC-based telemetry workstations can take advantage of a PCS’ video adapters and
flexible software capabilities to provide high-quality color displays of telemetry data.
The more advanced PC video adapters are the EGA (Enhanced Graphics Adapter) and
VGA (Video Graphics Array). These adapters have on-board ROM that is mapped
into the PC’s memory space. With the EGA adapter, the IBM Enhanced Color Display
is capable of a resolution of 640 by 350 with 16 colors. The VGA system is designed
to display up to 262K colors.

In addition to the PC itself, the number and quality of PC peripherals have increased.
This fact is important because all of the peripherals supported by the PC, including
mass storage devices, communication networks, and host computers, become
available to the telemetry user.

The flexibility of programming on the PC and the wide variety of commercially
available data analysis packages make the PC a powerful display and analysis tool for
the telemetry user. For example, data analysis packages such as DADiSP™ provide
users with significant flexibility in analyzing and displaying data. DADiSP is a
graphics-based worksheet that can display and manipulate 64 waveforms at once and
can create a data reduction chain containing up to 65 windows of complex processing
steps. DADiSP allows users to zoom, scroll, expand, compress, add grids, change
scales, print, or edit waveforms.



There are other advantages to a PC-based telemetry system. For example, the disk
operating system (DOS) handles file manipulation and other functions. In addition, the
PC has many word processing software packages that can be used in conjunction with
telemetry software. For example, graphics displays can be captured and imported
directly into word processor documents for report generation. The flexibility and
power of the PC, combined with its low cost, ensure that the PC will play an
increasing role in telemetry instrumentation in the future. However, there are
limitations in the PC that limit the application of current PC-based telemetry stations
and create a challenge for system designers.

DISADVANTAGES OF A PC-BASED TELEMETRY SYSTEM

The major constraints of a PC-based telemetry system are limited processing power,
the bandwidth of the AT bus, and the slow storage rate to the hard disk. These
constraints limit the current applications of these instruments and call for innovative
designs to circumvent or overcome the limitations.

The power of the current processors in the PC limits the ability of the PC-based
telemetry system to do real-time limit checking and engineering unit conversions on
every sample of each parameter at high data rates. Although current bit synchronizers
and decommutators can handle data at rates of up to 10 Mbps, the processing of the
PC’s CPU is typically limited to the sampled data that is displayed. Special purpose
processor boards which plug into the PC are necessary to overcome this limitation.
Another approach is to use another real-time telemetry front-end to acquire the data
and pass it to the PC for display, storage, and postanalysis. This approach does
provide a viable solution for a number of applications, but the system is then burdened
with the cost of the front-end in addition to the PC and any hardware and software
required to interface the two elements.

Although 32-bit processing became available with the introduction of Intel’s 80386
processor, most PCS still use the 16-bit Industry Standard Architecture (ISA) bus.
This use significantly limits the performance of the PC. To solve this problem, a
consortium of large PC-compatible manufacturers jointly developed a new high-
performance, 32-bit Input/Output (I/O) bus called the Extended Industry Standard
Architecture (EISA) bus. This bus is compatible with the ISA bus in all areas
including physical specifications, DMA, and bus mastering, so that all ISA cards fit
into EISA connectors. The EISA bus has superior data transfer rates, enhanced
memory capability, improved DMA modes, and numerous other benefits. IBM also
produces a 32-bit bus called the Micro Channel Architecture (MCA) bus. Telemetry
PC cards of the future must take advantage of the higher data transfer rates of 32-bit or
higher buses.



The storage of telemetry data to the internal hard disk is limited by the access time of
the disk, the bandwidth of the AT bus, and other factors. Current designs have
obtained real-time storage of telemetry data at rates of up to 2.5 Mbps. As PC
technology advances in this area. the storage rate will become less of a bottleneck.

DATA STATION FOR ANALYSIS AND RETRIEVAL

An example of today’s PC-based telemetry systems is Loral Instrumentation’s
d*STAR, for Data STation for Analysis and Retrieval. d*STAR is a PC-based
personal ground telemetry workstation that includes a bit synchronizer, decommutator,
simulator, time code translator, and analog outputs. The bit synchronizer and
decommutator serve as a front-end for the PC workstation that is used for analysis and
display. d*STAR’s primary advantages are its high-performance front-end, quick-look
capabilities, and postanalysis capabilities. In addition, d*STAR’s software takes
advantage of the flexibility of the PC, and utilizes pop-up windows, pull-down menus,
and context-sensitive help screens.

The d*STAR bit synchronizer accepts data at rates of up to 15 Mbps. (This data rate
exceeds that of the decommutator since the bit sync can be used in applications
independently.) It reconstructs a serial PCM signal that has been degraded by noise or
distortion and creates a coherent clock. A block diagram of the d*STAR bit sync is
shown in Figure 1. The bit sync handles all IRIG codes and operates within 1.5 dB of
the theoretical bit error rate. The bit sync utilizes a digital design, which eliminates the
need to recalibrate since digital components do not drift. In addition, the bit
synchronizer locks onto the signal 10 times faster than traditional analog bit syncs,
typically within 10 data transitions.

Figure 1. Bit Sync Block Diagram



The d*STAR decommutator operates at data rates of up to 10 Mbps and handles
embedded asynchronous data streams, without requiring any additional hardware. The
decom accommodates large formats of up to 32,000 words in the major frame, and
complex frames with embedded and embedded subframes. The decom board also
includes a simulator that exercises the primary modes of operation of the decom,
assists in software/data base development, and is used for the system self-test.

The decom card synchronizes the serial data from the bit sync and stores the data into
dual-port RAM that is shared by the PC. A block diagram of the decommutator/
simulator card is shown in Figure 2. The synchronization functions are performed by
multiple bit correlators with corresponding PAL state machines. The data storage
functions are determined by the primary control, embedded control, and address
RAM. The control RAM determines the number of bits in each word in the frame and
specifies the significance of each field’s location (e.g., frame sync code, subframe ID,
end of buffer, etc.). The address RAM determines where each field should be stored in
the dual-port data RAM.

Figure 2. Decom/Simulator Module Block Diagram

One of the biggest advantages of a PC-based telemetry workstation is the ability to
store the incoming data onto the PC’s internal hard disk for later analysis. d*STAR
stores all or selected parameters and the lock status at data rates of up to 2.5 Mbps. In
addition, the PC supports the storage of data to an external hard drive for applications
with requirements for extensive data storage.

d*STAR utilizes the EGA/VGA adapters of modern PCS to generate color bar charts
and graphs for quick-look, in real time or during playback, of key parameters during a
telemetry test. In d*STAR’s numeric mode, a user can view parameters in engineering
units, and create an additional color bar chart or a binary or hex display of the same
data that highlights alarm conditions in red. The numeric mode display is shown in



Figure 3. The user can change the EU scaling, display range, and alarm limits on-the-
fly. The update rate of the display is greater than 10 Hz and depends on the power of
the PC.

This numeric mode display page shows
parameters in engineering units, color bars
binary, and hex.

Figure 3. Numeric Mode

d*STAR uses the same displays to show both real-time and playback data, so a user
does not have to define separately the scaling and display setup for each. While data is
played back from the PC’s internal hard disk, a user can control both the display rate
and step size (in words, minor frames, or major frames) between successive values
and can step forward or backward through the data, play the data back at the desired
rate (and step size), or jump to a certain time, frame number, or marked position.
During the test, upon the occurrence of an interesting event such as a parameter
turning red, the user can mark positions in the data on the hard disk by pressing the F6
key. This flexibility in analyzing the data after the data is captured allows the user to
evaluate quickly key events that may have occurred during a test.

In graphic mode, d*STAR’s three levels of “zoom” allow a user simultaneously
display up to four graphs, or fill the screen with just one graph. The graphic mode
display is shown in Figure 4. Alarm limits are indicated by a color line on the graph;



the parameter’s data points are plotted in red if the value is in the alarm range. One or
two parameters can be plotted per graph. An additional graph can be stacked behind
each graph so that a user can toggle between the two. The time scale of each graph can
be changed easily from 0.01 seconds to five hours. In both real time and playback
from disk, a user can “freeze” the graph to analyze the data in detail, using
“cross-hairs” to travel across the graph to point at and display data values versus time.

In this display page, the graph with parameters RPM and Temperature
has been expanded (zoomed) to half the screen and “cross-hairs” point
to a specific value.

Figure 4. Graphic Mode

CONCLUSION

The future of PC-based telemetry systems will be even more exciting than the recent
past. As PCS become increasingly powerful and workstations less expensive, the
distinction between the two will begin to disappear. UNIX is already being installed in
PCS for heavy-duty, multi-user environments.

Advances are already underway in PC processors, the PC I/O bus, and networking that
will be utilized for the telemetry systems of the future. The Intel 80486™ processor is
currently becoming common and will be closely followed by the 80586™. These



faster processors will allow greater throughput of calculations such as engineering unit
conversions and alarm checking. Telemetry cards will utilize improved buses, such as
the Enhanced Industry Standard Architecture (EISA) bus or IBM’s Micro Channel
Architecture (MCA) bu to take advantage of the 32-bit data pathway and other
capabilities. PC local area network (LAN) use is rapidly becoming widespread. The
PC-based telemetry system of the future will share real-time data in transparent way
so that users can be located in different areas of a large facility and use LANs or
modems to access different data from the same data stream for later analysis.

As computer software and hardware evolve, it is clear that the importance of
incorporating emerging standards is essential to avoiding rapid obsolescence. The
future of evolving standards is uncertain, but it clear that successful players in the
telemetry industry will increasingly utilize standard hardware platforms, such as the
PC, and widely accepted software as a base for their designs.
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MODERNIZING THE REMOTE TRACKING STATION

W. N. Blanchard

ABSTRACT

Since the inception of the Air Force Satellite Control Network (AFSCN) in the late 1950s,
capabilities of the network’s Remote Tracking Stations (RTSs) were evolutionarily
developed to meet satellite Tracking, Telemetry, and Commanding (TT&C) needs. The
result, although fully satisfactory operationally, was an RTS network requiring manpower-
intensive mission support. Additionally, reconfiguration of an RTS between satellite
contacts consumed far more time than was operationally desirable as demands for RTS
contact support continued to grow.

To improve network responsiveness and cost effectiveness, the Air Force undertook, in the
mid-1980s, a major “block upgrade” under the Automated Remote Tracking Station
(ARTS) Program. This paper traces historical RTS capabilities, identifies emerging mid-
1980s RTS support requirements, and defines the operational and financial advantages
accruing to the Air Force through ARTS implementation to meet those requirements.
Possible future upgrades to further enhance AFSCN TT&C mission capability are also
briefly discussed.

RTS CAPABILITIES CIRCA 1983

In 1983, the RTS network consisted of 12 tracking stations at 7 geographic locations, plus
2 vehicle checkout facilities. As shown in Figure 1, these were the Guam Tracking Station
(GTS; comprised of two collocated stations or “sides”); Hawaii Tracking Station (HTS; 2
sides); Vandenberg Tracking Station, CA (VTS; 2 sides); New Hampshire Tracking
Station (NHS; 2 sides); Thule Tracking Station, Greenland (TTS; 2 sides); Tracking and
Command Station, England (TCS); Indian Ocean Station, Republic of Seychelles (IOS);
Eastern Vehicle Checkout Facility (EVCF), Cape Canaveral, FL; and Western Vehicle
Checkout Facility (WVCF), Vandenberg AFB, CA.

The fundamental requirement influencing development of the RTS network was that all
stations had to be capable of supporting the TT&C needs of the complete family of DOD
spacecraft. Because each new satellite program tended to levy at least some unique
requirements on the AFSCN, the result was a multiplicity of different uplink/downlink
configurations at the RTSs.



Additionally, some satellite programs chose to incorporate program-unique capabilities at
only some RTSs to complement dedicated program ground assets — for example, DMSP
mission data support at HTS. Finally, modifications to support new programs had to be
added without significant operational downtime, precluding “block changes” to the
network. The resultant RTS technical configuration included a large number of manual
patch and control panels, many of which had to be changed between each satellite contact.
RTS operations were therefore manpower-intensive (nine technicians per RTS side).
Average reconfiguration time between satellite contacts was approximately 20 minutes;
given an average contact time of 15 minutes, each RTS side could support a theoretical
maximum of 40 to 45 contacts per day. When adjusted for station downtime (e.g., for
scheduled/unscheduled maintenance or modifications) and for some longer contact
periods, actual network experience was 22 to 25 contacts per day per site side. The 12-
RTS side AFSCN could thus be considered saturated at as many as 95,000 contacts per
year, which was its actual support load in 1982.

KEY ARTS REQUIREMENTS OVERVIEW

A principal driver for major RTS modernization was the need for significantly increased
AFSCN contact capacity. As shown in Figure 2, worst-case AFSCN contact saturation had
been approached in 1982; despite a decrease in network loading in 1983, a conservative
5% projected annual increase in contacts implied significant support problems by 1987. 



While simple proliferation of existing-technology RTSs could provide temporary relief for
capacity problems, using modem technology to reduce reconfiguration time offered a far
more attractive long-term solution. A modernized station would also provide substantially
improved reliability and reduced mean time to repair, further increasing overall network
capacity.

A second objective of the modernization program was reduction of the number of
personnel required to operate the RTS. The ARTS design objective was operation by 3
technicians (versus the 9 needed for the 1980 RTS); a life-cycle-cost goal was recovery of
investment cost over a 15-year life cycle following ARTS activation throughout the
network.

Implementation of site-unique special support capabilities (e.g., the ability to function as a
Global Positioning System Ground Antenna) was a third category of key ARTS
requirements. Such capabilities were to be added to specific sites as “enhancements,”
which did not invade (in a hardware or software sense) the core TT&C system of the
station. A successful ARTS design would therefore allow further modular expansion to
meet new special requirements at a site without causing the core TT&C configuration of
that site to diverge from that of the remainder of the network. In addition, ARTS
enhancements had to provide the appropriate hardware/software interfaces to ensure
transparency of support to the user; for example, a GPS mission controller would perform
exactly the same commanding functions in using an ARTS GPS enhancement as would be
performed in using a dedicated GPS ground antenna.



ARTS IMPLEMENTATION

The ARTS Program was planned and implemented in two phases. Under the ARTS
Acquisition I contract, awarded to Loral Space & Range Systems in mid-1984, the ARTS
core design was completed and four systems were built. Three were complete new
tracking stations, including a 10-meter antenna and radome, which were activated at the
Colorado Tracking Station (CTS), pictured in Figure 3, near Colorado Springs; at TTS;
and at TCS. These RTSs are now fully operational. The fourth system, termed the ARTS
Development and Modification Facility, is used for continuing hardware/software
development and training.

ARTS Acquisition II, the ARTS production contract, was awarded to Loral Space &
Range Systems in August 1988. This contract, scheduled to be completed in 1993,
provides 1 new 10-meter tracking station on the island of Diego Garcia (DGS); 10 ARTS
cores to replace existing RTS equipment (one side of TTS and TCS are not currently
scheduled for replacement); 2 additional ARTS cores, without antennas, to be used as
ARTS EVCF and WVCF assets; and core retrofits to the 4 Acquisition I systems. To date,
Acquisition II has completed installations at DGS, HTS-B, NHS-B, and VTS-B ahead of
schedule. Figure 4 is the planned schedule for the remainder of Acquisition II.

 Figure 5 is a simplified diagram of an ARTS, which includes an antenna, a core,
site-specific enhancements, and communications. These are the basic subsystems of an
ARTS as currently configured. The ARTS antennas are either new 33-foot antennas
(Acquisition I or II) or upgraded existing 46-foot or 60-foot antennas (Acquisition II),
depending upon the site.



The ARTS core consists of a TF&C Subsystem and a Control and Status (C&S)
subsystem. The TT&C Subsystem provides telemetry, tracking, and commanding
capabilities that transmit and receive data to/from the space vehicle functionally identically
to any pre-ARTS RTS site. The C&S Subsystem is a computer-based configuration, with
approximately 270K lines of code, which automates the functions of equipment control;
equipment status verification; and readiness, equipment performance, and calibration
testing. Because the C&S computer stores a complete data base of preset satellite
uplink/downlink equipment configurations for every spacecraft in the DOD inventory,
actual reconfiguration of equipment between satellite contacts is achieved in under 10
seconds.

The basic system described above, developed as part of the Acquisition I effort,
successfully met all system requirements. In addition, Acquisition II has added new
capabilities that include core enhancements at all sites and 46-foot and 60-foot antenna
upgrades, as well as certain site-specific enhancements to meet the unique needs of
existing and new satellite programs not included as part of Acquisition 1. Core upgrades
include the capability to process Quadrature Phase Shift Key downlink; Norad Element
Data Set processing, and improved recording. Upgrades to the antennas include monoscan
tracking for the 46-foot antennas, and new feeds and servo amplifiers for the 60-foot
antennas. Site-specific enhancements include increased uplink power at 4 60-foot antenna



Including decrease in turnaround time, but not including further availability increase*

resulting from MTBF/MTTRS improvements.

sites, ballistic missile downlink test support, simultaneous uplink, and payload test facility
support.

In addition to the above subsystem configuration changes, the Acquisition II program is
upgrading the EVCF and WVCF into Transportable Vehicle Checkout Facilities (TVCFs).
Both the Eastern Test Range and the Western Test Range will now be supported by a
transportable van-mounted ARTS for space vehicle checkout on the launch pad or at a
vehicle manufacturer’s facility for early compatibility checkout. A transportable 23-foot
antenna and High-Power Amplifier are also being designed in a second van for use with
the TVCF van to provide a full-up tracking station replacement when both are deployed at
a remote site. This tracking station configuration can be used to reduce downtime for the
remainder of the ARTS II activations when the first TVCF van and transportable
antenna/HPA combination become available by the end of 1991. In addition, the TVCF
could be deployed to maintain network capacity should a fixed-site ARTS be lost due to
disaster.

ARTS OPERATIONAL BENEFITS

Table I contrasts ARTS performance with the performance of pre-ARTS stations.
Turnaround time between satellite contacts, including both ARTS reconfiguration and
complete automated station self-test to verify readiness, is consistently less than 5 minutes.
In addition, its computer-assisted fault detection/fault isolation capability reduces ARTS
Mean Time to Restore System (MTTRS) for the antenna and core from 3.79 hours to 26
minutes, the latter value established through actual tests at an Acquisition I site. ARTS
reliability is also far greater than the precedent RTS. The basic Mean Time Between
Failure (MTBF) requirement is 150 hours for an ARTS; actual mission reliability,
determined on the basis of some early Acquisition I experience, is approximately 550
hours. The latter number compares with approximately 28 hours for an RTS. The net result
is a modernized satellite tracking network that significantly increases the AFSCN’s
satellite contact capacity over the pre-ARTS tracking station network. Figure 6 compares
minimum network capacity  with actual and projected loading demands through 1993. This*

data clearly indicates that ARTS implementation is providing a network reserve capacity
well in excess of projected requirements.

Perhaps the most significant operational benefit of ARTS implementation has been the
remarkable decrease in operator errors at ARTS sites. Such errors typically result in at
least partial failure of the RTS satellite support mission. Operator error rates at pre-ARTS 



tracking stations averaged approximately 1.3 per 1000 satellite contacts. Actual ARTS
experience has been 0.22 errors per 1000 contacts, a sixfold improvement.

ARTS FINANCIAL BENEFITS

As previously mentioned, the ARTS implementation objective was reduction of technician
staffing from 9 per shift to 3. In fact, a single operator can execute all ARTS functions
except for changing data recorder tapes. An operational staff of 2 is thus more than
adequate (the second technician performs preventive maintenance actions as well).
Additional savings result from the increased reliability of ARTS equipment. Figure 7
shows annual savings already realized and projected from ARTS implementation. Program



acquisition costs will be totally recouped through operational savings in approximately 10
years.

FUTURE ARTS ENHANCEMENTS

Given the breadth of support provided by the AFSCN, continued upgrades to the ARTS
may be anticipated to meet new mission requirements and maintain RTS efficiency. Table
II identifies potential enhancements. The table is purely illustrative — actual enhancements
will undoubtedly be driven by evolving satellite needs.

SUMMARY

The ARTS Program represents a quantum improvement in AFSCN RTS capabilities, with
a concurrent significant decrease in operating costs. Based on operational evidence to date,
this modernization effort is exceeding expectations. Furthermore, modular ARTS design
allows ready accommodation of further station enhancements as mission needs dictate.



EVOLUTION OF THE DOD GLOBAL SPACE TEST CAPABILITY

James L. Grogan, III and Robert E. Fricks

ABSTRACT

This paper is an overview of progress toward a more formalized military space test
range capability. It reviews the motivation for a space test function, relates history
which has led to the contemporary space test operation, scopes existing space test
pursuits and projects a direction for future activity. Its intent is to baseline the status of
the current space test program and to present one vision for its future evolution.

BACKGROUND

Space-based assets have been employed as a part of the global U.S. military strategy
since the late 1950s. Initially, each deployment was a unique test operation. All were
effectively research and development (R&D) “proof of concept” systems. Over time,
space technology and space vehicle operations matured. The perception of satellites as
experimental devices gave way to a recognition of their military utility, first as
augmentation to support forces and later as force multiplier assets. Space-based
navigation, meteorological, communications and surveillance systems became an
accepted adjunct to traditional land, sea and air force elements. The decision to apply
resources in space as an integral component of the U.S. military evolved strongly in
the 1970s. When it became evident that spacecraft operations must become “routine”
to traditional warfighting support, space force objectives of “Force Enhancement,”
“Space Control,” “Force Application” and “Space Support” were established in U.S.
Air Force policy in 1980. A commitment was made with the establishment of Air
Force Space Command (AFSPACECOM) in 1982 to move proven spacecraft systems
from a “continuous test and evaluation” mode of orbital operations to a phase where
routine mission functions could be executed by an operating command with
non-engineer, military personnel. Subsequently, Strategic Defense Initiative
Organization (SDIO) Delta 180, Delta 181 and Delta 183 space test experiences
reemphasized the need for shortened timelines to safely implement
increasingly-complex, on-orbit spacecraft tests. Additionally, support to traditional
ground, sea, and air test operations in geographically diverse situations (i.e., remote
ground regions, over-the-horizon locations, broad ocean areas) became of interest.
This implied use of spaceborne assets as a means for establishing a capable,
cost-effective test and evaluation (T&E) capability. The need was for an independent



space safety analysis and certification function as well as for a space T&E range. That
dictated that an agency be designated with responsibility for the establishment and
management of a “global space test capability.” An execution agent with extensive
knowledge of in-space test and spacecraft operations as well as an appreciation of the
broad set of test capabilities possessed by the U.S. military T&E community was
recommended to being this ambitious program to fruition.

RECENT HISTORY

Clearly, the need for an identified central agent responsible for global test and
evaluation has its roots in the maturation of spacecraft systems applications.
Spacecraft use has evolved from primarily an RDT&E support tool to the employment
of operational spacecraft as one element of the U.S. warfighting capability. The
practicality of spacecraft systems use in this application was proven in Operation
Desert Storm. Integration of two initiating themes (Figure 1) have led to designation
of the Consolidated Space Test Center (CSTC) as the lead DoD agency for generation
of a global test capability. Within the U.S. Air Force, Air Force Systems Command’s
“cradle to grave” responsibility for space systems development, operation and support
has given way to a “normalization of space” initiative to transition the operational side
of space systems command structure responsibilities in a manner traditional to that for
other Air Force weapon systems. This was a specific objective in the formation of
AFSPACECOM further logistically supported by the Air Force Logistics Command.
Within DoD, budgetary considerations have driven a recognition of the need for
consolidation of the application of test assets of the Major Range Test Facility Base
(MRTFB) with those of other T&E resources. Although modem-era, global-scale test
execution implies the use of space-based assets, space test operations need not be
confined to an investigation of space system developments. This recognition, coupled
with the emergence of a requirement for an independent, worldwide space test support
function, has led to Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) sponsorship of a
tri-service cooperative to field a Global Range Capability (GRANCAP). Under
GRANCAP, all DoD T&E activity requiring interfaces with space-based assets will
be managed under a single umbrella organization. The execution agent will organize
resources drawn from the set of traditional range facilities to service any agency
requiring use of space-based test assets or planning to conduct tests in space. Figure 2
overviews the GRANCAP concept. The Air Force has been designated executive
agent for GRANCAP by OSD. Individual projects are to be executed by the Army,
Navy and Air Force. The CSTC (by virtue of its 30-year history of successful
execution of space test programs) has been selected to manage Air Force
implementation of GRANCAP.



CURRENT SPACE-RELATED TEST ACTIVITY

The present scope of the space-related T&E effort concerns achievement of
GRANCAP near-term objectives and the reorientation of traditional spacecraft
development and space experiment support functions to operate effectively in the
GRANCAP T&E environment.

The immediate interest of the OSD-sponsored, tri-service GRANCAP acquisition
program is activation of a core set of capabilities with the ability to plan and conduct
DoD space-related tests through integrated, coordinated multi-range support. Primary
interest in new capability is to provide for the initial upgrade and integration of current
range systems for early IOC and to support T&E requirements projected for the next
five years. To that end, key projects are underway. The Initial Space Safety System
will establish and develop a safety function capable of positive control for global
range testing. Its development is the responsibility of the USAF Space Systems
Division. The Interrange Internet System will establish a capability to transfer data
between DoD ranges during real-time experimentation. Its design is the responsibility
of the USA Electronic Proving Ground. The Interrange Scheduling System will
provide the ability to coordinate, schedule and utilize existing multiple DoD range
resources. Its implementation is the responsibility of the USN Pacific Missile Test
Center. Figure 3 illustrates key aspects of the projects. Successful consummation of
the three initiatives will yield the infrastructure necessary to meld MRTFB and other
range system assets into a “virtual” test range resource which, on demand, is capable
of configuring itself to meet user global-scale test objectives. That is, the implemented
GRANCAP will not assume ownership of the participating range assets. It will
provide the mechanisms, interfaces and procedures to temporarily link capabilities
resident on existing ranges in order to accomplish global-scale test objectives.

A major challenge to ongoing spacecraft T&E activity is the use of the Air Force
Satellite Control Network (AFSCN) operational asset base to accomplish effective
GRANCAP-type functions. The traditional DoD spacecraft T&E asset base
represented by the AFSCN is now controlled by AFSPACECOM. Within the AFSCN,
T&E interests have been recognized by retention of the CSTC as a tenant at the
Onizuka Air Force Base (OAFB), California network control node. At Onizuka, the
CSTC retains access to AFSCN fixed-site assets for GRANCAP and other test
support purposes. It conducts spacecraft test operations from Test Support Complexes
(TSCs). Consistent with the GRANCAP concept, it augments basic AFSCN services
by use of its dedicated transportable assets to effect geographically-unconstrained test
operations. The resultant test support configuration revises past spacecraft test
operations philosophy to emphasize the two historical perspectives which led to CSTC
designation as the lead T&E agency for space. Operations and RDT&E functions are



separated while support of space-based experimentation and DoD spacecraft
development is continued. Flexible T&E services are provided on a global scale as
envisioned by GRANCAP. As suggested by Figure 4, current space test operations
apply the modern T&E philosophy to assist a variety of customers including the Air
Force Phillips Laboratory, the SDIO, the Space Test Program (STP), the spacecraft
system program offices (SPOs) and the AFSPACECOM. Nonmilitary customers are
supported as well. For example, launch and early orbit assistance has been provided
for NASA interplanetary missions (e.g., COBE, Galileo, Magellan, Ulysses), NOAA
spacecraft (TIROS and GOES) and foreign space operations (e.g., the German
Deutscher Fernmeldesatellit and English Skynet deployments).

CSTC support to the recently-completed Relay Mirror Experiment (RNIE) (Figure 5)
and the Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES) deployment
(Figure 6) illustrates the GRANCAP philosophy. Multiagency objectives were
achieved through application of multirange assets to accomplish global-scale test
coverage. GRANCAP-type space safety, scheduling and data transfer functions were
accomplished. CSTC Transportable assets were employed to meet experiment-specific
test support configuration requirements.

The RME was an SDIO program to test atmospheric effects on LASER beams, and to
demonstrate the feasibility of relaying laser energy from a ground source. A LASER
beam in Hawaii was directed at the RME spacecraft, and a mirror on the spacecraft
relayed it to a ground target and scoring system, also in Hawaii. To carry out this
experimental program, a transportable facility for spacecraft commanding and
telemetry retrieval had to be located in Hawaii to permit local control of the spacecraft
during LASER firings. Secure communications were established between the Remote
Operations Control Center and the CSTC. CSTC Orbital Safety personnel performed
prelaunch analyses of the LASER to assure there was no hazard to passing aircraft and
Hawaiian residents. These actions were an early exercise of GRANCAP principles.

CRRES is designed gather data on the near-earth space environment, particularly
ionospheric irregularities. Conducted jointly by the Air Force Space Test Program and
by NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, it posed a number of challenges. 20,000
telemetry points were displayed simultaneously on 20 workstations at CSTC and on a
network linking several remote sites. Cannisters deployed by the CRRES spacecraft
released chemicals to facilitate study of ionized particle behavior. Safety analyses
were needed to assure that there was virtually no chance for the cannisters to collide
with other spacecraft or for the chemicals to contaminate any of them. Again, a
transportable command and telemetry system was required for spacecraft tests at the
factory, and weather imagery from the Defense Meteorological Satellite System was
needed during orbital tests. The newly activated test support organization met these



complex needs by providing safety expertise and by coordinating and interlinking
existing assets belonging to several agencies, exemplifying the GRANCAP approach
to RDT&E in space.

THE FUTURE

The opportunities for future application and payoff of a DoD Global Space Test
Capability are many but, realization of the potential implicit in the GRANCAP
concept will require cooperation, dedication, resource commitment and perseverance
on the part of the T&E community. A major challenge facing the initiative will be to
find an effective T&E path that provides the highest leverage for technology
development and operational programs support in the current era of constrained DoD
budgets. The MRTFB Range Commander’s Council can be employed in this pursuit
as a mechanism to assist the integration of space test with more traditional MRTFB
functions. The CSTC must implement a technical, engineering-intensive approach to
space test mission execution which will rely on time share of AFSCN operational
resources. It must also catalyze the application of space-based assets across the broad
class of development objectives supported by the DoD T&E community. It must lead
development of a multirange interface infrastructure to activate a global-scale test
range capability based on use of space-based test assets.

The strategy for meeting the challenge of the future will be to maintain and expand
existing CSTC and other ranges capabilities as melded together by the core asset set
provided through the GRANCAP acquisition. The projects for initial safety,
scheduling and internetting capabilities must be completed, demonstrated, matured
and deployed at other DoD ranges. Given that basic set of integrating services for the
T&E community, the required fully interactive infrastructure to support MRTFB-wide
data processing needs and a broad class of unique T&E requirements for rapid
analysis of test data can be pursued. Technology initiatives funded through the
OSD-sponsored Centralized Test and Evaluation Investment Program (CTEIP) will be
used to augment the basic GRANCAP structure. Figure 7 shows some of the planned
technology development activities specifically directed toward expanding
space-related or space-based T&E support capabilities. Extension and integration of
test range capabilities to encompass other military test suppose objectives (such as the
conduct of large, multiple-range test support operations as well as remote site and
over-the-horizon testing) can then follow through a fully-developed GRANCAP.

The National Aerospace Plane (NASP) test support scenario of Figure 8 represents a
future T&E mission requiring global-scale test asset coverage by an integrated set of
range facilities. Suborbital flight test operations require application and coordination
of range system assets across the continental U.S. Transatmospheric and orbital tests



will require world-wide expansion of this suppose complex. To help assure an
economical transition of support for atmospheric testing to orbital trials, CSTC
assisted in the formulation of preliminary test plans for atmospheric flight. Safety
analysis and in-flight monitoring aids (e.g., collision avoidance software) as well as
navigational software to predict trajectories for transatmospheric maneuvers will be
required. The vehicle will possess unprecedented agility for space vehicle operations
and will cover large volumes in space. Since this will be a manned vehicle, the need is
seen for continuous communication, accurate, real-time, time and space position
information (TSPI) and assured telemetry reception over all flight phases.

The CSTC will continue as the key military element responsible for maturation of the
DoD Global Space Test Capability. It will provide the forum for multi-agency
participation in GRANCAP evolution. It will operate to advise all DoD agencies as to
the status, benefits and potential of space-related assets relative to their experimental
and/or developmental T&E objectives. Its Space Test Range Office will analyze T&E
requirements imposed by future space test missions, will budget and acquire T&E
resources, and will function as a clearinghouse to facilitate experimenters use of
space-related T&E assets. The CSTC posture will be one of facilitating the processes
of technology transition and systems acquisition through its space-related T&E
services. Its primary customer base will be the DoD R&D as well as system
acquisition communities for which it will operate a laboratory in space. It will have
particular responsibility for space test operations (e.g., in association with Air Force
Laboratories and the SDIO) with emphasis on RDT&E in the space environment. It
will also seek out and explore new opportunities for space-based T&E support of other
military systems R&D (e.g., cruise missiles, aircraft) for the national defense. It will
support the military systems implementation process as a DT&E and/or IOT&E
resource manager contributing to SPO turnover of developed systems for operational
use. The CSTC will also continue its role as the designated DoD agency for
interfacing military space-related test assets in support of non-DoD space experiments
such as those conducted by other U.S. government agencies, U.S. commercial
interests and foreign entities.

Continued testing incorporating use of space-based assets is assured. Traditional
activities will endure and, given the vision of GRANCAP, new ones will be added. At
issue is the nature and extent of the class of operations which will be addressed. At the
CSTC, traditional functions will continue to provide uninterrupted service for
evolutionary systems developments associated with the contemporary customer base.
Incremental capabilities will be added to meet known requirements imposed by ever
more complex space experiments. The evolutionary implementation of the
GRANCAP T&E umbrella will catalyze a push for integration of USAF space test
activities with the T&E functions of the MRTFB ranges, the USN World Range and



the USA Space Systems Test Bed concept. In the extended T&E arena so defined, the
likely trend in requirements for military systems acquisition support will be toward
more complex investigations which aid tactical systems development and require
multi-mission applications of space-based T&E assets. Collateral areas will address
maturation of the traditional military T&E system through activation of interfaces
with the National Test Facility, NASA research centers and private enterprise
initiatives. This will require broadening of traditional operational interfaces to
accommodate an expanding customer base and potentially may encompass many U.S.
commercial as well as additional foreign test support operations.

CONCLUSION

Military space systems have reached maturity with the application of operational
satellite constellations in support of U.S. warfighting forces. Their demonstrated
success as a force multiplier in Operation Desert Storm will likely intensify future
U.S. military dependency on space-based assets given the programmed reduction of
DoD resources through 1995. Test operations in space and space-based test assets
must evolve to support this increased space emphasis. The GRANCAP T&E structure
is under development and the CSTC resource is active to meet that need. As the
operator of a laboratory in space, the CSTC stands ready to assist the R&D
community in the determination of cost-effective directions for future program
development and test. As manager of the GRANCAP acquisition, the CSTC will also
advocate availability of effective T&E resources which, when properly applied, can
guarantee space as well as other fielded systems will execute their assigned mission
upon deployment. The CSTC-supported global Space Test Range capability will be a
prominent feature of the modern DoD system development and implementation
process. It will function to assist technology transition from the R&D community to
the systems acquisition establishment. It will act to aid systems activation conveyance
of proven development concepts from design organizations to operational elements.



 





 



 







 



 



RAPID PROTOTYPING AS AN ACQUISITION STRATEGY
OF THE AIR FORCE SATELLITE CONTROL NETWORK

L.K. Whipple   T.J. Hoida
USAF Space Systems Division

Los Angeles Air Force Base, CA 90009-2960

ABSTRACT

The Air Force Satellite Control Network (AFSCN) processes on the order of a thousand
separate requirements each year to enhance Network capability to meet the support needs
of various satellites. Many of these individual requirements are translated into
modifications or additions to the network assets. Rapid Prototyping has been utilized
successfully for complex and urgent developments to meet many of these requirements.
Rapid Prototyping has also been used for requirements definition and for defining
man/machine interfaces. Through Rapid Prototyping, the AFSCN has successfully
developed applications using new technology and has improved the process of defining
requirements for operational satellite support systems. Rapid prototyping is proving to be
an effective alternative to the traditional system acquisition process.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Satellite Control and Data Handling System Program Office (SPO) is responsible for
engineering, development, and integration support to the worldwide assets of the Air Force
Satellite Control Network (AFSCN). The Network operates around the clock, 365 days a
year, providing various command and control services for most military satellites and for a
selected group of non-military space programs. Many individual development requirements
levied each year are implemented through relatively small efforts, but a significant number
(approximately 10%) are translated into more extensive modifications to one or more of
the Network’s assets. It is a characteristic of these efforts that they are implemented on an
operational system and cannot interfere with critical mission support activities.

The AFSCN is required to support a constantly-increasing satellite inventory. At the same,
the experience and numbers of Mission Control Complex (MCC) operators are decreasing.
Consequently, future satellite operators must have the effective tools to support more
satellite passes, to process greater volumes of telemetry data, and to analyze more complex
satellite systems. This trend is creating a need to develop more complex, “user friendly,”
systems more quickly.



The paper describes AFSCN applications of the rapid prototyping approach in the
network’s unique operational environment. Problems that yield best to the rapid
prototyping approach are discussed, and examples of past successful prototypes are
presented.

2. PROBLEM: COMPLEX REQUIREMENTS

The AFSCN worldwide assets include Mission Control Complexes, Range Control
Centers, Remote Tracking Stations and the Network communications systems. These
facilities support the daily operation of close to 80 communication, navigation, weather,
surveillance, and scientific satellites. DoD satellite systems have many missions and within
each satellite family are a variety of configurations. Additionally, the AFSCN assets are
used to support sub-orbital tests and commercial launches. The variety of space assets
requires a large number of support assets. Development of advanced computer
workstations with automated data processing, expert systems applications, multimedia, and
improved operator computer interfaces for satellite support activities are increasingly
common throughout the satellite operations community. Some typical characteristics of
AFSCN systems requirements are: a) an unclear or incomplete statement of requirements,
b) developments encompassing new technologies, c) man-in-the-loop systems that require
a heavy user interface, necessitating a high degree of experimentation to define optimum
configurations for user control, input and data display, d) systems may have short
acquisition lead time, e) the evolution of the AFSCN inherently requires evolutionary
development of its components. To assure timely deployment of the most effective
advanced systems, the AFSCN requires an acquisition process which promotes iterative
definition and evaluation of requirements and a great deal of user involvement.

3. SOLUTION: RAPID PROTOTYPING

Prototyping is used to create either a model from which a system is copied or a set of
technical parameters for incorporation into specifications. Prototyping systems during the
acquisition process provides the following advantages:

o Provides a better definition of requirements
oo Avoids misunderstanding of requirements
oo Avoids over- or under-specification of requirements

o Assists in understanding operability and interface issues

o Helps to determine a realistic cost analysis
oo Defines development timelines
oo Assesses cost of workstation components and software development



o Provides a mechanism to develop and evaluate state of the art technology

o Provides a mechanism to develop and evaluate new standards

o Provides “insurance” - Prototype cost is 2-10 percent of the “real-thing”

Rapid Prototyping (RP) is an iterative method for developing prototypes of components,
subsystems, or complete computerized systems, in which the time between successive
versions of the prototype is short. RP integrates analysis, design and construction, and
defines requirements during the process. RP produces a working model more quickly than
conventional computer systems development approaches. The prototype focuses on
communication between developers and users. RP lends itself to problems which are not
well understood, and for developing user-system interfaces. The ill-structured system
development problems that yield best to RP include: a) decision support systems in areas
where system knowledge changes rapidly, b) systems whose users need to assess and
organize data in ways not foreseen when the system is created, c) instructional or
experimental systems, and d) user-system interfaces [1]. In the AFSCN, satellite operator
workstations become prime candidates for RP. The two systems discussed here, ASTRO
and ASW, represent some successes the Network has had in employing this methodology.
ASTRO is a system which automates the time intensive, manual process of AFSCN
resource scheduling and communication of schedule data. ASW is an operator support
environment which provides tools for technical information access and management, and
telemetry analysis. These prototypes are leading to the acquisition of operational systems.

3.1 ASTRO

The Automated Scheduling Tools for Range Operations (ASTRO) project was developed
to explore the electronic representation of paper acquisition scheduling charts, and to
design new approaches to the human computer interface (HCI) and automation of
scheduling regular satellite contacts with the global network of satellite tracking and
control facilities. On a given day, the nearly 1600 satellite network support events must be
interpreted and used to make decisions that can be critical to the survival of our space
missions. ASTRO is a semi-automated network scheduling system incorporating a
synergystic HCI consisting of a Compaq 386/25 computer, Greyhawk 22" by 34" large
screen color display, Verbex 5060 voice input/output system, Science Industries GP-8
Sonic Pen pointing device, Elographics touchscreen overlay on a color CRT, and a
standard keyboard shown on Figure 1. ASTRO replaces a single paper chart, 36" wide by
144" long, with extremely high information density. Three types of schedules are
maintained: seven day, 24 hour, and real-time. The engineering challenge of representing
such a data intensive display in a useable format, while maintaining supervisory control of
the scheduling task, was met by designing an optimized HCI for ASTRO.



The effective HCI was developed by involving the user early in the design phase. Instead
of copious reports, documentation and design reviews, system demonstrations were given
to representative users at frequent intervals during the development. Forty demonstrations
were given to 320 people with space operations and scheduling background, over a three
year period, to solicit suggestions and to guide the development process. Following this,
ASTRO was installed at two major control nodes of the AFSCN: Falcon Air Force Base
(FAFB) in Colorado Springs, Colorado, and Onizuka Air Force Base (OAFB) in
Sunnyvale, California, where a four month extensive functional evaluation study was
conducted, with an extremely favorable report. Areas evaluated were: Functional
Requirements (Information Display, Operator Capabilities, Scheduling Functions),
Performance Requirements (Display, Functional), Human Factors (Workspace, Displays,
Pointing Devices, Keyboard, and Voice Input), plus an overall system rating. Later,
ASTRO was given two weeks of full operational testing, and performed very well. Recent
personnel reductions in Air Force Space Command have produced an urgent requirement
to activate this research and development system, to reap benefits of increased efficiency
of the electronic acquisition chart. The effectiveness of this prototyping activity is
demonstrated by the readiness of the prototype to be activated on very short notice.

3.2 ADVANCED SATELLITE WORKSTATION

The Advanced Satellite Workstation (ASW) was developed to improve the definition of
requirements for automated satellite support systems and to gain technology transition
experience though evaluation in an operational environment. The ASW is a prototype
integrated data processing and display environment. The central mission of ASW is to
provide an intelligent decision support and training environment for operators and analysts
of complex systems such as satellites. There have been other workstations developed
which incorporate graphical telemetry displays and expert systems. ASW is a considerably
broader look at intelligent data access and integrated toolsets. The ASW hardware consists
of a Sun 3/470 workstation connected to a Apple Macintosh IIcx via ethernet network,
Sony Laser Disk System, Optical Storage System, and DEC PDP Telemetry Data Interface
shown in Figure 2. The Sun provides the operators primary interface to the telemetry data
and analysis tools including an expert system for anomaly analysis, automated pass planner
for scheduling vehicle support activities, and an architectural modeler for hierarchical
simulation and analysis of satellite vehicle subsystems. The Macintosh provides access to
multimedia-based information systems that provide intuitive and easy access to Orbit
Operations Handbooks and other relevant support documentation (text, graphics, and
animation) on the CD ROM and Laser Disk. The Sun-based data analysis architecture
integrates user modifiable telemetry display systems and expert systems for background
data analysis. It also provides an interface to the multimedia system. The Macintosh
multimedia workstation is connected via ethernet and is automatically oriented to the
proper documentation page based on analysis being performed on the Sun workstation.





Operational experience with the ASW prototype is providing a method of exploring
operational questions relating to satellite support activities. The following areas are being
explored as part of the ASW prototype activity:

a) Utility of Automation and General Design: Using on-line documentation, automated
display and analysis of telemetry, automated Pass Planning and scheduling, can the
operator work-load be reduced, can errors be reduced, can automation save time, can
operations costs be reduced?  Which operators benefit from automation?  What training is
required to effectively use the system?  Can the workstation system be easily modified for
customization for each user?  Are messages displayed clearly and understandably?  What
is the best configuration of control buttons, time and status displays?  What “Icons” are
most descriptive and unambiguous?

b) Expert Systems (E.S.) Applications: What areas of satellite support are best suited
toward implementation of E.S.? Can experience on a specific subsystem for one program
improve efficiency of development of another E.S. for a different program?

c) Telemetry Processing and Display Systems: How can the clarity and control efficiency
of the TLM display system be maximized?  Is graphic display of TLM an improvement
over numeric display of measureands?  What are the most effective user interfaces and
control mechanisms for a TLM display and workstation?  What are the performance
tradeoffs of batch vs. local TLM processing?

d) Hypermedia and Multimedia Systems: Can an interface be developed that it is intuitive
to all users of the system?  Does having access to as-built photographs of the satellite
vehicle assist the operator in normal operations or during anomaly resolution procedures? 
How should multimedia data be structured to provide scalable systems with efficient user
and programmed data access and query capabilities?  What procedures will streamline
development of electronic multimedia data systems?

e) Modeling and Visualization: What modeling and simulation techniques can be used
most effectively in an operational environment?  How can advanced visualization
techniques be used in conjunction with modeling to improve operator understanding?

The development of ASW was tailored to meet the operational requirements of a scientific
program, following many demonstrations. ASW has elicited positive comments from many
satellite program offices and operators at both Air Force Systems Command at Onizuka
AFB, and Air Force Space Command at Falcon AFB. ASW-like environments are being
developed for other satellite programs at this time. [3]



4. CONCLUSIONS

Rapid prototyping methodologies are proving to be successful in meeting the challenges of
the AFSCN acquisition process, helping to develop computer technology, and to define
and evaluate unique and complex system requirements. The ASTRO and ASW satellite
operations support tools show Rapid Prototyping with extensive user interaction has been
instrumental in the creation of useful products and acceptance of new technology.
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Abstract:

The Air Force satellite control capability was started in
the late 1950s to support command and control of orbiting
spacecraft. A need to train and certify ground support
personnel as well as to validate equipment configurations
soon became evident. Ground personnel would have to know how
to generate satellite contact plans, establish connectivity
between the satellite and telemetry display terminals,
analyze satellite telemetry data, and transmit commands to
execute the contact plans. They would have to learn specific
ground systems capabilities, satellite design information,
and approved command and control procedures.

This presentation will review the evolution of telemetry
simulation systems as they apply to systems test, personnel
training and evaluation. Included will be a discussion of
the ground and satellite systems, and how system upgrades
and changing operations concepts have fostered the
development of telemetry simulators. In describing the next
generation of AFSCN simulation systems, this paper will
highlight the important part they play in validating system
configuration and in personnel training.

THE EARLY YEARS

The rush to get the United States into space in the late
1950s dictated an accelerated approach to manufacturing and
operating space systems. This need was met by ground system
teams who designed satellite telemetry systems that were
relatively simple compared with today’s standards. These
teams performed ground tracking and telemetry processing and
therefore did not need a great deal of operator training.



Initial telemetry readouts were verbally relayed over
telephone lines to Sunnyvale control engineers. Increased
space missions, each with increased telemetry data points,
required the Air Force to augment the telemetry processing
equipment with computers. These systems also provided for
electronic data transfer between the remote tracking
stations and the Sunnyvale control center. Modulation
techniques such as Pulse Amplitude Modulation/Frequency
Modulation (PAM/FM) and analog were used. These allowed for
transmitting only a few telemetry points.

Manual patch panels were used to configure ground system
equipment. Patching and other errors caused the loss of
spacecraft telemetry. The loss of data reinforced the need
to improve the training methods of ground personnel to check
out the system configuration before actual contacts were
made.

The first spacecraft simulation consisted of playing
previously recorded telemetry tapes through as much ground
equipment as possible. The ability of ground personnel to
capture a few seconds of spacecraft telemetry data brought
about dramatic changes. Spacecraft and ground systems were
upgraded to process increased telemetry data rates. The
impact of electromagnetic noise was minimized by switching
to digital telemetry systems. As advances continued, more
satellite missions were entering the planning stages. With
the lack of standardized telemetry systems, each satellite
design team began planning individual telemetry systems.

The Air Force reacted to these challenges by standardizing
satellite and ground telemetry systems. Inter-Range
Instrumentation Group (IRIG) standards were applied to
frequencies and telemetry formats. From 1966 to 1970 the
Space Ground Link Subsystem (SGLS) was installed at each
tracking station to provide for multiple telemetry data
streams between the satellite and the ground. It continues
to be the primary telemetry system in use today. The
Advanced Data System (ADS) was installed to increase
telemetry and command data processing capabilities at the
remote tracking stations (RTSs). It also increased realtime
data transfer capabilities between the RTSs and Sunnyvale.



The Air Force had the foresight to include a digital
simulator with the ADS installation. This simulator was
excellent for system configuration testing and validation.
In order to simulate the vast variety of telemetry schemes,
the simulator was reprogrammed each time the ADS computer
was initialized for a specific satellite contact. This
simulator could provide only static telemetry data thus
limiting its use as a realistic satellite training tool.
Space vehicle training continued to be conducted on the job,
through technical discussions with experts, and by playing
pre-recorded telemetry tapes.

Nonetheless, the ADS and SGLS systems located at the remote
tracking stations proved successful over the years. As new
satellite missions entered the network, only minor
modifications were needed to these systems to establish
support capability. However, the problem of training
personnel to support these new missions continued to be a
factor in system operations.

Rehearsal and training exercises were conducted by playing
telemetry tapes, recorded during factory testing, through
the ground system. Factory testing occurred for one specific
subsystem at a time. Other subsystem data remained static.
Factory data did not correspond with planned rehearsal,
contacts, timelines, and other activities. Ground support
personnel continued to have their first look at realistic
spacecraft telemetry data during the first satellite contact
following launch. This resulted in incomplete training and
depended on the operator’s ingenuity rather than his skill
to resolve problems.

In the late 1970s, NASA requested support from the Air Force
for planned Space Shuttle missions. NASA expressed a
critical safety concern about the way the AFSCN conducted
spacecraft training. In order to validate ground equipment
configurations, NASA deployed their Portable Simulation
System (PSS) to the Indian Ocean Tracking Station. As PSS
data fed through the system, it became apparent that an
increased complexity in ground support configurations was
required to meet all data processing needs. Satellite
management decisions had to be made on a much tighter
timeline. NASA and the Air Force agreed that a new satellite



simulator would be required to train personnel supporting
NASA missions.

TODAY’S SYSTEMS

For today’s simulation capability, the Air Force uses a
Telemetry Simulation System (TSS). At first, this simulator
was limited to supporting Inertial Upper Stage (IUS)
missions. The contract was later modified to include
simulation capabilities for United Kingdom Skynet, DOD
Global Positioning System (GPS) , and other space missions.
As each mission was added, a complete software package had
to be developed. The IUS simulations required the TSS
operator to manually type in satellite commands sent by the
Mission Control Team. The GPS simulations allowed the TSS to
respond automatically to satellite commands received
directly from the Mission Control Complex computers.
Complete software packages had to be developed for each
added mission support capability. Today’s TSS can support
only a few satellite missions.

However, the TSS does provide for modeling of satellite
subsystems and produces a telemetry wavetrain output that
nearly replicates that of the satellite. TSS databases allow
for tailoring from one specific mission profile to another.
TSS telemetry data interfaces with the Mission Control
Complexes in exactly the same way as live satellite
telemetry data.

In 1980 the Air Force began implementing the Data System
Modernization (DSM) program to upgrade our command and
control segment (CCS). Previously, telemetry data processing
was shared between the remote tracking stations and control
centers. With this upgrade the telemetry data handling
capability was enhanced by installing mainframe processors
in each Mission Control Complex. This upgrade is currently
being augmented by the Automated Remote Tracking Station
(ARTS) program. ARTS replaces the SGLS equipment at the
tracking stations and allows the removal of the ADS
equipment.

The upgrade included plans for a simulator to support both
system testing and personnel training. Budget constraints



limited these plans and this capability was scaled back. A
simplified hardware simulator was built to support system
testing, and a software simulator was built to support
personnel training.

The training simulator provides data to the front end of the
mainframe processing software and does not allow for
external interfaces. However, it does allow satellite
operations personnel to develop math models of satellite
subsystems. Priority has been given to fixing operational
software problems over simulation problems. The lead time to
develop a scenario is extensive. Today, the CCS simulation
capability is used to train new personnel how to use the
mainframe system. Its use for specific satellite command and
control training is extremely limited.

Increased satellite contacts combined with an increased loss
of workforce expertise are critical factors in a need for an
improved simulation capability. Today’s CSTC certification
training is conducted within the operational complexes. With
the conversion of the CSTC from an operations to a testing
environment, future certification training may have to be
conducted in an external training facility. This could have
some limited impact on the training’s effectiveness.

In the early 1980s a classified satellite program office
began to develop a space vehicle simulator to meet their
personnel training requirements. However, due to budget
problems, this effort was shelved. Recently the Air Force
Communications Satellite Program Office reactivated
development of this simulator and have called it the Generic
Telemetry Simulator (GTS). Currently the GTS is being used
to train ground support personnel. For GTS, procurement of
spare parts has been difficult, and the software has been
developed to support only one specific program.

Today, the Consolidated Space Test Center (CSTC) at
Sunnyvale is supporting many Space Defense Initiative (SDI)
and other space test missions. Typically, the short lead
time for this type of mission support does not allow for
long term simulation development and major software changes
between missions. In order to meet this need, a generic 



simulator is required that allows satellite operations
personnel to quickly tailor simulator databases.

FUTURE SYSTEMS AND PLANS

Today’s ground hardware and software systems have
experienced rapid technology advancements in data processing
capabilities. SDI project offices and others are favoring
off-the-shelf systems to process their telemetry data. The
current CCS will need to be augmented with technology
advancements to meet future needs. High speed data busses
such as TOKEN RINGS, Fiber Distributed Data Interface
(FDDI), and Ethernet systems are already in use for offline
processing, and will be included in future system
architectures. A distributed telemetry processing network
allows for new systems and equipment upgrades to be
installed without impacting continuing operations on
existing systems. This approach provides for a flexible
architecture that can meet the processing requirements for
individual users.

One such distributed network approach is under study by CSTC
personnel. It is known as the Information Processing and
Analysis System (IPAS) and provides for telemetry data to
input to a data server system. Here the data is recorded and
passed to an FDDI ring. Processing equipment attached to the
ring includes Macintosh and IBM PCS and UNIX-based SUN
workstations. The goals of the IPAS software are to:

1. Provide a common operating system that can support
other computer systems throughout the network

2. Use network communication protocols that conform to
government and industry standards

3. Provide a software environment that is not limited to
specific hardware platforms

4. Provide a standard software platform for the
development of operations support software, that
easily accommodates the needs of new users

5. Support realtime monitoring and anomaly detection
6. Support data analysis and trending
7. Provide a means for controlling the system

configuration, both hardware and software.



The IPAS software architecture is designed in a layered
approach. The bottom layer is formed by the operating
system, compilers, and network and display management
software. Next is the development layer. Formed with off-
the-shelf expert system software, the development layer
includes realtime processing, graphical interface, orbit
determination, relational databases, statistical analysis,
and math applications. The development layer makes it easy
for the end user to develop highly specific tools, which can
be integrated into a workbench concept. The workbench
contains a set of tools available to all users.

The existing software simulation capability operating within
the CCS mainframe cannot support such a system because it
does not generate a telemetry wavetrain. Potential
development of the TSS and GTS simulators to support new
missions is not practical due to equipment age and the
software development requirements.

FUTURE PLANS

In light of this history, the Air Force is looking towards a
simulation capability that will fulfill future needs.
Performing simulation functions for multiple and diverse
satellite missions is technologically difficult. No single
simulator can currently meet all needs. Limited budgets
require the systems to be portable and reusable to avoid
having to develop new systems for each mission. The Air
Force is now considering several simulation development
approaches. Requirements include generalized databases to
tailor models, user selectable algorithms, and system hooks
for custom software.

Future plans include separate satellite vehicle and network
simulators for training purposes. Long range goals are to
develop a “system of systems” that will include engineering,
mission planning, training, hardware and software validation
simulators.

Summary:

Throughout the history of the AFSCN, system testing and
personnel training have relied on playing telemetry tapes



and the use of old technology simulators. Because of past
stable workforces, equipment configurations, and long term
satellite programs, these methods have been satisfactory.
The future’s rapidly changing environment will include new
systems, operations concepts, shorter lead times to prepare
for satellite launches, and future workforce personnel.
System validation and personnel training can no longer be
accomplished with current systems. Future simulators will be
needed to validate the software processing of telemetry
measurands as well as conduct readiness training.

Our future simulators should meet the needs of both AFSCN
control centers (Onizuka Air Force Base, California, and
Falcon Air Force Base, Colorado) and other potential
satellite tracking networks.

Great challenges and opportunities are now at hand to test
and checkout system configurations and train ground support
personnel effectively and efficiently, through the use of
high fidelity telemetry simulators. The expertise developed
over thirty years of AFSCN satellite operations will be
applied to meeting these challenges.



AIRBORNE DATA ACQUISITION and RELAY SYSTEM

Capt Allan Netzer

Abstract

The Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC), 6545th Test Group,
is the Air Force center of expertise for Unmanned Air
Vehicle (UAV) test and evaluation (T&E). To facilitate this
mission, the 6545th Test Group developed three NC-130
Surrogate Carrier Launch Platform (SCLP) aircraft for UAV
test support. The SCLP aircraft support various test
functions including avionics testing, captive-carriage, and
launch of UAVs and missiles. The system can support concept
validation and early Developmental Test and Evaluation
(DT&E) without requiring the operational launch platform,
freeing these critical assets from test support. The SCLP
aircraft use a palletized “roll-on/roll-off” approach to
increase test support flexibility and decrease test costs.
Capabilities include airborne command and control, flight
termination, telemetry tracking, recording, relay of
in-flight test vehicle data, and engineering test stations
for airborne data analysis and test control. The SCLP can
captive-carry, launch, and operate a test article out of
line of sight of range ground stations. SCLP can display
engineering data and relay the data to a Mission Control
Center (MCC). Additionally, the SCLP permits autonomous
operation on undeveloped airspace or supplements
capabilities at existing facilities. Early SCLP
configurations were used during concept validation of the
air-launched Tacit Rainbow missile, while later variations
supported several efforts, including classified programs.
This paper describes the telemetry-tracking and relay
capabilities of the SCLP using the Airborne Data Acquisition
and Relay System (ADARS) station. The ADARS uses a
combination of tracking and omni-directional antennas to
acquire, track, record, and retransmit telemetry data. The
combination of two directional tracking antennas and
diversity combining of the received signals enables the
system to reliably acquire test vehicle data at relatively



low signal levels or with high fade rates. The system proved
very versatile and was modified to support various special
project requirements. The system is currently configured to
receive and retransmit telemetry data up to a rate of 1.92
Megabits per second (Mbps).

Introduction

The shrinking defense budget and the growing complexity of
today’s systems, developmental tester is increasingly
challenged to thoroughly flight test systems with limited
resources. New weapon systems, particularly Unmanned Air
Vehicles (UAVs), push the limitations of test range airspace
and instrumentation coverage. Additionally, reduced range
improvement and modernization funding impacts the test
facility’s ability to react to the constantly changing
requirements. These factors combine to hinder the test
planner’s and data engineer’s efforts to acquire continuous
data without sacrificing needed test profiles. To meet this
challenge, the 6545th Test Group developed the Airborne Data
Acquisition and Relay System (ADARS). ADARS was developed to
provide low-cost, real time, mobile, continuous Pulse Code
Modulation (PCM)/Frequency Modulated (FM) telemetry (TM)
coverage of the test article when ground based TM stations
are not available or cannot provide adequate margin. Test
constraints such as low power transmitters in the test
article, flush mounted antennas, low altitude flight
profiles, flight on range space with limited
instrumentation, or line of sight limitations often
constrain the test profile. Frequently the critical flight
phase occurs when ground TM station coverage is not
adequate; for example, in the terminal area during the end
game maneuver against a target array. ADARS provides dynamic
placement of the telemetry coverage along with an airborne
orientation to acquire the best signal. ADARS can record the
data stream as well as relay the data from the airborne
vantage point to the Mission Control Center (MCC). ADARS
system operators monitor the data quality and manipulate the
system to provide the best possible data.

Background. ADARS was developed to acquire and relay PCM/FM
telemetry data from airborne test vehicles as part of the
Surrogate Carrier Launch Platform (SCLP) system. The



operating concept of the SCLP is to provide a low cost
carriage, launch, and test support platform for UAV/missile
systems and avionics testing, freeing the operational
carrier during early developmental testing. The concept uses
palletized stations onboard three specially modified NC-130
aircraft to provide a variety of capabilities. These include
test vehicle carriage and launch, airborne command and
control relay, TM acquisition and relay, flight termination,
test conduct and control, and engineering work stations. The
SCLP/ADARS is totally self-contained including support
equipment and personnel. These capabilities allow the SCLP
aircraft to operate independently on multiple ranges with
high reliability to augment the existing range
instrumentation or bring instrumentation to undeveloped
airspace. ADARS has proven to be a powerful, reliable, low
cost capability on numerous projects on multiple ranges and
is in the future for test programs such as Unmanned Air
Reconnaissance System/Advanced Tactical Air Reconnaissance
System (UARS/ATARS).

ADARS Configuration

ADARS consists of the TM system discussed here, as well as
the UHF command and control relay and flight termination
system, and the engineering work stations. The major ADARS
TM relay components are depicted in the system diagram
(Figure 1). The data monitoring equipment is not depicted.
The data acquisition or receive side of ADARS consists of
S-band receive antennas S1, S2, and S3, front-ends, the
Antenna Control Unit (ACU) , tracking and data receivers,
and the diversity combiner. Once the data is acquired, it is
reconstructed using a bit synchronizer for recording and
re-transmission. The transmit side consists of a
pre-modulation amplifier/filter, an exciter/amplifier
transmitter assembly, a bandwidth filter, and the transmit
antenna.

Aircraft modifications. Currently the ADARS TM station is
configured for carriage in two specially modified NC-130
aircraft. ADARS is contained in pallet mounted
instrumentation racks compatible with the A-A32H-4A dual
rail cargo handling system. This, in conjunction with quick
disconnect aircraft interfaces, allows for a roll-on/roll-



Figure 1

off capability permitting mix-matching with the other
surrogate carrier stations, tailoring the aircraft for the
specific test mission. For TM relay-recording missions the
ADARS TM rack/pallet, a data recording and ground check-out
rack/pallet, and a seat pallet make up the flight station.

External modifications were accomplished on two SCLP
aircraft to accommodate the addition of TM antennas. A
standard C-130P radome was used on the top of the aircraft
to house the upper tracking receive antenna (S1). A lower
radome was constructed for the bottom surface of the
aircraft to house the lower tracking receive antenna (S2).
Stub dipole antennas were mounted on the lower surface; one
for an omni-directional receive antenna (S3) and one for
data relay transmit (L1). Various blade antennas were also
included on the aircraft belly for receiving ADARS
transmissions as data quality monitors. Internal
modifications include various cable runs for the antennas
and other aircraft/test station interface, and the
installation of the tracking antenna pedestal rotators. Also
mounted in the aircraft are the “front-ends” for S1, S2, and
S3. The front-ends consist of a noise filter, preamplifier,
and limiter.



Antennas. An important feature of ADARS is its two
directional tracking S-band antennas, allowing for low
signal level data acquisition. The upper tracking antenna
(S1) is mounted on the top surface of the aircraft, just aft
of the flight deck, inside a standard C-130P radome. The
antenna is a horn aperture/helicone configuration with 8
helical coil elements. The antenna is pre-flight adjustable
in elevation and rotates 360 degrees in azimuth on a
precision pedestal. The antenna has a measured gain of 20
dBic (isotropic, circularly polarized) at a center frequency
of 2.2765 GHz. The 3 dB down beamwidth of the antenna is 15
degrees in azimuth and 55 degrees in elevation. The antenna
has a +/-300 MHZ bandwidth. The lower tracking antenna (S2)
has similar characteristics with 6 elements and a measured
gain of 17 dBic. It is mounted on the aircraft belly
slightly aft of S1. The reduced antenna size was necessary
due to space constraints. The typical scenario for tracking
an airborne test object is to place the NC-130 above the
test article (higher altitude) in an orbit or along a
predetermined route. To best cover the elevations below
horizon, the antennas are typically set with S1 at zero
degrees elevation with respect to the horizon and S2 twenty
degrees down. During high aircraft/test vehicle closure
rates at close range, high dynamic angular rates can exceed
the antenna’s effective slew rate. To meet this situation an
omni-directional antenna is employed having a 360 degree
azimuth beamwidth covering the lower half of the zenith
plane. This antenna has a gain of 5 dBic, significantly
reducing the effective range as compared to S1 and S2. It
has proven sufficient to complement the trackers for close
range data acquisition. The relay transmit antenna (L1) has
the same beamwidth as S3, also with a 5 dBic gain. The
transmit side is in the L-band, at 1.5305 GHz. All antennas
are right hand circularly polarized.

Antenna Control. The directional receive antennas require
accurate azimuth tracking control to be effective. Manual
pointing is used to initially acquire the test vehicle data
signal. Automatic (auto) tracking can then be selected.
During auto track, the phase difference between elements
left and right of the selected antenna’s boresight is used
to generate a tracking error signal. A scan converter on
each antenna amplitude modulates the error signal on the



carrier with the frequency modulated data. The combined
signal is amplified in the front-end. Narrow band tracking
receivers demodulate the error signal and the dual servo
amplifier generates steering/lobing commands to the selected
antenna. The deselected antenna is automatically slaved to
the selected one. S1 or S2 can be selected manually or
automatically using the strongest signal strength as
selection criteria.

Data Acquisition. Data from each of the three antennas pass
through its respective front-end. The front-end consists of
a band-pass filter, preamplifier with a measured 35 dB gain,
and limiter to protect the receivers. The front-ends are
mounted in the aircraft as close to the antennas as possible
to minimize loss prior to the preamplifier. After the
front-ends, the three signals are each demodulated by
variable bandwidth, frequency tuneable data receivers,
providing data rate flexibility and limited carrier
frequency selection. The data from the two tracking antennas
are postdetection spacial diversity combined to obtain a
single optimum continuous data stream. The data stream from
the omni antenna (S3) can be selected manually instead of
the combined data stream from the tracking antennas when
desired. The selected data stream is then reconstructed for
recording and retransmission.

Data Transmission. The reconstructed data from the bit
synchronizer is passed to the pre-modulation
amplifier/filter. The amplifier consists of gain stages to
provide adjustment of the PCM data bit stream peak-to-peak
voltage, adjusting the peak deviation of the transmitted
data. Bessel low pass filter stages remove the high
frequency harmonics introduced in data reconstruction. The
data stream is then modulated on a 1.5305 GHz 70 watt
carrier using an exciter/amplifier assembly.

Testing and Operation

Testing. Both ground and flight tests were accomplished on
ADARS. Flight testing was performed using ground and
airborne data transmit sources. Testing was accomplished in
two phases. The initial test phase was conducted at a 320
Kbps (Kilobits per second) data rate and did not employ



diversity combining of the two tracking antenna signals.
Switching between the two data streams was accomplished
concurrently with the tracking antenna control switching
process. Emphasis was placed on establishing system
sensitivity, antenna tracking performance, and tracking
antenna selection weighting. Measured system sensitivity met
design requirements, and tracking performance after
adjustments to the control algorithms proved satisfactory.
The data stream switching, however, proved to be less
acceptable. As discussed earlier, highest relative signal
strength was used as the data stream selection criteria. One
problem encountered with this configuration was dithering
between the two tracking antennas. Switching hysteresis was
included in the original design; various levels between 3 dB
and 7 dB were investigated in an attempt to reduce undesired
switching. However, nonlinearities in the hysteresis values,
typical of analog circuits over a large voltage range,
complicated the process. Additionally, large relative signal
level fade rates, typical of UAV/missile telemetry data due
to vehicle dynamics, antenna patterns, and multipath,
coupled with the ADARS aircraft dynamics and multipath
environment, frequently required the operator to manually
override the antenna selection to stop the dithering.

A second problem observed was the choice of the selection
criteria itself. In correlating the signal level and the
receiver output eye pattern, it was apparent that highest
carrier signal level did not guarantee best data quality. In
certain geometries, a higher data quality was obtained from
one antenna and the best tracking information from the
other; the best tracking information typically associated
with the higher signal level. This resulted from the
multipath environment of the ADARS aircraft, which was
significant in certain relative target positions. A new
requirement to increase the data rate to 1.92 Mbps presented
a more significant shortfall, however, due to the bandwidth
limitations of the CMOS switches used in the antenna data
stream selection. These factors suggested the use of spacial
diversity combining, ushering in the next phase of testing.

The second test phase emphasized measuring the sensitivity
of the system at the higher bandwidth limit, and
characterizing the addition of postdetection combining.



Predetection combining was not pursued due to limitations in
available hardware. Postdetection combining solved the
limitations of the previous configuration. Postdetection
combining however does not provide the gain in Signal-to-
Noise Ratio (SNR) that predetection enjoys for PCM/FM [1].
This was noted in static testing as the combiner functioned
as a “seamless switch” rather than an optimal combiner.

Operation. Two topics regarding mission conduct are
noteworthy here: premission checkouts and mission data
monitoring. Thorough premission checkouts are key to
reliable test mission support. This is especially true in
highly flexible configurations like the surrogate carrier
systems. The ADARS system employs a totally self-contained
premission check capability that is an integral part of the
system, allowing complete preflight at any operating
location. Checks include: end-to-end (S-band receive
antennas to L-band transmit antenna) Bit Error Rate Tests
(BERT), sensitivity and threshold checks, antenna tracking
checks, and checks of cable and antenna integrity using a
Time Domain Reflectometer (TDR). A complete complement of
spare components, engineering, and technician support have
resulted in 100% ADARS mission support in over 50 missions.
The other key aspect to mission conduct is real time data
monitoring. The system operator monitors the eye pattern and
receive signal levels from all data streams to ensure the
best data is selected. The operator also monitors the ADARS
transmit signal spectrums and demodulated signals to ensure
the relay is healthy. The data quality monitor allows the
operator to override tracking, or antenna selection if
necessary. Coordination between the aircraft pilots, ground
controller, and ADARS operator allow real time profile
corrections to meet circumstances not foreseen in the test
planning. The combination of real time data monitoring,
engineering and technician support have more than once
proved valuable for in-flight diagnoses and repair of a
problem that would have otherwise resulted in performance
degradation.



Performance

The performance of the ADARS relay system is effectively
characterized by the performance of the data acquisition
side of the relay. Once the data is acquired and
reconstructed at the combiner SNR, the transmitter power is
sufficient to ensure the transmitted SNR is above the
typical ground station receive system threshold for
reasonable distances. This being true, the ground station
Bit Error Rate (BER) will be equal to the ADARS received BER
assuming the transmit side is properly configured to filter
and deviate/modulate the data on the carrier. A 70 watt
transmit Effective Radiated Power (ERP) design goal was
selected for this purpose.

The ADARS figures of merit discussed here are the system
sensitivity, system noise, and the effective range obtained
from link analysis. The upper antenna (S1) is addressed here
as it is the primary receive source for long range
acquisition, because its beam is centered on the horizon.
The acceptable system BER for the performance evaluation is
1-3 errors per million bits. This conservatively translates
to a required SNR of 12 dB and 14 dB at bandwidths of 320
Khz and 2 MHz respectively, with bit rate equal to bandwidth
and peak deviation equal to .35 times the bit rate [1]. The
system sensitivity is defined here as the minimum signal
strength at the front-end input that will provide the
required BER. For ADARS, sensitivity is measured at the
front-end inputs. The measured sensitivities are -104 dBm
and -96 dBm at 320 Kbps and 1.92 Mbps respectively. These
values correspond very well to expected values calculated
using equation (4-1).

S = -174 dBm + 10 * log(B) + NF  + SNR 4-1)s

where:
S= system sensitivity (dBm) B= rcvr IF bandwidth (Hz)
NF = system NF (dB) SNR= required SNR (dB)s



The system Noise Figure (NF), expressed as a power ratio, is
a measure of the noise added by the system. It is defined as
the ratio of total output noise to output noise due only to
input noise at 290 degrees Kelvin [1]. The NF for the Sl
system assuming no signal gain from the combiner is
calculated using equation (4-2) [1], [2].

NF  = (Nf -l)*G +(NF -l)*G +NF +(NF -1)/G +(NF -1)/G Gs a cl c1 c1 fe c2 fe r fe c2

(4-2)
where: NF = system NF G = cable 1 gains c1

NF = antenna NF G = front-end gaina fe

NF = front-end NF G  = cable 2 gainfe c2

NF  = cable 1 NF NF = receiver NFc1 r

The NF is referenced at the front-end input. In determining
the system NF, the antenna, cables, front-end, and receiver
are included. Cable 1 runs from the antenna to the
front-end, and cable 2 from the front-end to the receiver. A
conservative antenna noise figure of 1.8 dB (150 degrees K
noise temperature) is assumed here, as half of the 55 degree
elevation beam-width is looking at the ground causing a
higher noise contribution. The system noise figure at 1.92
Mbps data rate is estimated at 3.2 dB. The impact of the
assumed antenna noise temperature is seen readily here. The
system noise figure without the antenna is 2.0, which
correlates well with our measured sensitivity. Link margin
analysis yields a more physically meaningful figure of merit
in the range at which ADARS can effectively acquire TM data
[2]. Figure 2 presents the maximum range as a function of
bandwidth for two Effective Radiated Power (ERP) levels
typical of UAV test vehicles. An 18 dB margin is included
for multipath, typical of range safety requirements. A 3 dB
polarization loss is also included.

Conclusion

ADARS provides a viable low cost telemetry data acquisition
capability. s part the of the Surrogate Carrier Launch
Platform (SCLP) system, ADARS is a powerful support
capability allowing dynamic telemetry coverage, collectively
with carriage and launch of the test vehicle. ADARS is a
fully self-contained system capable of staging out of any



Figure 2

operating location, supplementing existing range
instrumentation or supporting tests autonomously. The total
system approach employing in-the-field check-out and
maintenance with real-time data monitoring is proven; over
50 missions supported, zero missions lost. The ADARS
tracking antenna configuration gives 360 degree azimuth,
coverage freeing the aircraft to maneuver as required to
optimize the TM coverage along the profile. The tracking
system gain and system sensitivity allow for ample TM range
coverage at relatively wide bandwidths. The use of
postdetection diversity combining enhances operation by
producing a continuous data stream from the two tracking
antennas, minimizing the effects of the high fade rate
environment. The current performance is expected to improve
with the planned addition of predetection diversity
combining. The next phase of testing, scheduled for late
1991, will investigate the system performance in this
configuration. Additional studies to characterize
improvements in performance, including multipath rejection
and SNR gains for various geometries, are currently planned.
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ABSTRACT

The Multi-Stream Data-Driven Telemetry System (MSDDTS) is a new generation
system in China developed by Beijing Research Institute of Telemetry (BRIT) for high
bit rate, multi-stream data acquisition, processing and display. Features of the
MSDDTS include:

.Up to 4 data streams;

.Data driven architecture;

.Multi-processor for parallel processing;

.Modular, Configurable, expandable and programmable;

.Stand-along capability;

.And, external control by host computer.

This paper addresses three very important aspects of the MSDDTS. First, the system
architecture is discussed. Second, three basic models of the system configuration are
described. The third shows the future development of the system.

KEY WORDS:  Telemetry System, Data-Driven, Multi-Processor Architecture.

INTRODUCTION

The Multi-Stream Data-Driven Telemetry System (MSDDTS) has been developed to
meet the demand for handling multi-stream in telemetry area in China. It would be
expensive and too large to build a multi-stream system by combining a lot of former
equipments designed for single stream. A more effective way to construct a



multi-stream system is using a more integrated design, modularizing the telemetry
system functions and connecting all the function modules with a bus. Such a system
will be expandable, configurable and has a relatively lower cost. The MSDDTS is
such an integrated system. In the design, handling of 4 input streams is considered.

Another target of the MSDDTS is for real-time data processing. Aerocraft tends to be
more complex, but flight test need to be more effective, Therefore, telemetry data
real-time processing is more demanded than ever. The real-time data can be used to
support flight situation real-time monitoring, abnormal and failure phenomena quick
decision and responding. However, higher bit rate and multi-stream increasingly
multiply the difficulties. And the requirement on processing power extraordinarily
exceeds the ability of a general traditional computer. Parallel processing is the
direction to solve the problem. Among parallel processing architectures, data flow
architecture is known as allowing maximum use of potential parallelism . The[1]

execution principle of the data flow architecture is data driven  which asynchrony[2]

and functionality features fit in with the needs of the telemetry streams mergence and
processing. Data driven has been applied to MSDDTS for telemetry data parallel
processing. In the MSDDTS, the granularity of parallelism is at the function level
rather than instruction level as a general data flow computer does.

In addition, the MSDDTS must meet a lot of other requirements for different
applications, which can be simple or complex, may or may not incorporate a host
computer that would be a product of any corporation, and have different data
processing algorithm. The MSDDTS series products with features of configurable,
expandable, programmable and stand-alone capability get the goal.

Firstly, this paper describes the system architecture of the MSDDTS. Secondly, the
three basic models of the MSDDTS are discussed. And the final shows the future
development of the system.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The MSDDTS is based on two bus structure as shown in figure 1. HDBus (high-speed
Data Bus) transfers tokens between input/output (I/O) modules and processing
modules and supports the data-driven execute mode. Tokens consists of data and tag.
The data has 32 bits and tag has 16 bits. The token transfer is of broadcast transfer
mode that all slave modules can receive a token from a master module at the same
time. The bus requesting from master modules are arbitrated according to rand-robin
priority parallel arbitrating scheme. HDBus is a synchronizing bus. Every bus
operation is timed to bus clock. The transfer period and arbitrating period are all single
clock period and the two period can be overlapped.



The computer bus is one of the types of a common industrial standard bus. This bus is
used for administrative tasks. By means of the computer bus, monoboard
microcomputer can controls, tests and setups all of the modules. Some parts of
telemetry data can also be transferred to the computer bus from HDBus through bridge
module, and be outputed through commercial available I/O controllers.

On the front panel of the system main chassis, there is a plat panel terminal, which is
connected to the monoboard microcomputer via RS232. As the controller of the
system, monoboard microcomputer executes the system real-time programs and
management programs, which provide a menu-system for man-machine interface on
the plat panel terminal, access disk files via disk controller, maintains setup
information that is to be loaded to modules. controls, tests and diagnoses all the
modules, and do some complex processing on some data from HDBus. All of the
management information and some of the telemetry data are displayed on the plat
panel terminal.

The multiple bit synchronizer modules, frame/subframe synchronizer modules and
data distributor modules can simultaneously operate in the system. After
demodulation, telemetry data is limit checked and parameter identified. The prime
data is then assigned a tag, forming a token which is sent to HDBus.

The data processor module receives tokens from HDBus. The token is to be matched
and only the needed token will be buffered to activate the corresponding executable
objective code that is in the data processing algorithm library. The processing result is
assigned a new tag which forms a new token. And then the new token is sent back to
HDBus.

The multiple Data processor modules may be incorporated for parallel processing.
Due to the function execution in a module only depending on the arrival of a required
data, the operation of processors is completely parallel. And processors can handle
different telemetry parameters. When a parameter needs more than one processing
function, a pipeline operation will be established by allocating each function to
different modules. Based on the effective scheduling and allocating, the parallel
processing efficiency can be improved by software.

When handling a complex data structure, data flow architecture is more complex and
need more additional overhead than traditional computer architecture. But it is not the
case in telemetry data processing. Because most of the telemetry data processing
algorithms are functional operation, and the parallelism can be established at function
level rather than instruction level as a general data flow computer usually does.



The data output channels are also parallel. Multiple analog port modules and DMA
modules can be used. All of the output modules can simultaneously receive data from
HDBus and output the same parameters or different parameters independently.

The bridge module connects the two data buses, the HDBus and the computer bus.
The data on the HDBus can route to computer bus, access the cheaper commercial
available output interfaces and general computer resources. Covertly, the data on the
computer bus can be transferred to HDBus and processed by the parallel processing
resources. According to the requirement of a application, therefore, a system can be
constructed flexibly and get a higher performance-cost ratio.

The system utility generates the bus clock and implement bus arbitrating for HDBus.
The IRIG time from a time code transferor/generator is input through the system
utility module. Time words are also tagged to form a token that is to be sent to
HDBus, so all modules which need the time words can receive the time words as
receiving a data.

The single main chassis of the MSDDTS can be stand-alone. An user operate it on the
chassis’s plat panel terminal. If necessary, it may be controlled also by an external
host which is connected via RS232, or by one of the display workstations which are
connected by the ethernet.

THE THREE BASIC MODELS

The MSDDTS provide a series of products for wide applications. Basically, there are
three models:

1. The small scale system is a single main chassis system. It consists of six elementary
units, i.e., plat panel terminal, monoboard microcomputer, disk controller, system
utility, bridge and simulator. And a bit synchronizer, a frame/subframe synchronizer
and a data distributor may be inserted into the main chassis for single stream
acquisition. The data processor and analog port are options.

2. The middle scale system is constructed with a main chassis, an expanding chassis
for multi-stream acquisition, and a display workstation for integrated information
display and post time data analysis.

3. The large scale system is a distributed system. Except a main chassis, there will be
multiple expanding chassis and multiple display workstations which are connected
together via the ethernet.



CONCLUSION

The MSDDTS based on two busses parallel processing architecture complements the
multi-stream real-time telemetry data acquisition, processing and display. The next
work is to improve the speed of data processor and enlarge the processing algorithm
library, and providing more optional modules.
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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the design and implementation of a microcomputer system that
functions as the central processing unit for performing servo system control, tracking
mode determination, operator interface, switching, and logic operations. The computer
hardware consists of VMEbus compatible boards that include a Motorola 32-bit
MC68020 microprocessor-based CPU board, and a variety of interface boards. The
computer is connected to the Radio Frequency system, Antenna Control Unit, azimuth
and elevation servo systems, and other systems of the Advanced Transportable
Telemetry Acquisition System (TTAS-A) through extensive serial, analog, and digital
input/output interfacing. The software platform consists of a commercially-acquired
real-time multi-tasking operating system, and in-house developed device drivers and
tracking system software. The operating system kernel is written in assembly
language, while the application software is written using the C programming
language.

To enhance the operation of the TTAS-A, software was also developed to provide
color graphics, CRT menus, printer listings, interactive real-time hardware/software
diagnostics, and a GPIB (IEEE-488 bus) interface for Automated Testing System
support.

KEY WORDS

Microprocessor, Real-Time Computing System, Tracking System Controller

INTRODUCTION

The Instrumentation Directorate has recently implemented a microprocessor-based
digital controller (MBDC) that provides the means for performing telemetry signal
acquisition and tracking. The MBDC performs real-time computations and logic



functions, interfaces to a variety of subsystems, and communicates to the outside
world via a serial data link. This paper describes the functional requirements,
developmental approach, hardware design, software design, and implementation of
this microcomputer system.

DEFINITION OF REQUIREMENTS

The MBDC provides the logic and control for the TTAS-A to acquire, track, and
receive telemetry data from airborne targets. Also, extensive diagnostic software is
included to provide information about system performance and facilitate maintenance
of the TTAS-A. The main functional requirements established for the MBDC are
listed below:

a. Interactive Operator Interface Through the Antenna Control Unit (ACU)
and the System Console . The ACU houses the displays, indicators, switches, etc., that
are used by the TTAS-A operator for operating the TTAS-A antenna pedestal. The
MBDC contains the software to read and validate the status of the input devices on the
ACU; it also outputs display information for the readouts, meters, and indicators
located on the ACU front panel. The system console is used to display menus and
options, allowing the operator to interact with the MBDC.

b. Interface to the Radio Frequency (RF) Sub-system . The tracking error
signals from the RF tracking demodulator are used by the MBDC to generate a drive
voltage for the servo system when the operator has selected the AUTOTRACK mode.
The AGC signals from the RF receivers are used to determine the validity of the
AUTOTRACK signals.

c. Interface to the WSMR Precise Acquisition System (PAS) . The PAS
consists of instrument pointing data provided by the WSMR Range Control Center.
The PAS is implemented as a serial message that contains the site identification,
synchronization bits, and pointing information for tracking instruments. Along with
the serial data, there is a 20 pulse-per-second clock signal that is used to synchronize
the MBDC to the PAS data message.

Also, there is a “return” PAS data message called the Instrument Data Message
(IDM). The IDM is generated at the tracking instrument and is transmitted to the
Range Control Center. It contains the site identification number of the tracking
instrument (in this case the TTAS-A-A) and the azimuth and elevation pointing angles
of the antenna pedestal. Information about the status of the TTAS-A is also included
in the IDM; these include: tracking status, servo bandwidth, and receiver status, etc.



d. Implementation of the Automated Testing System (ATS) . The ATS is a
collection of hardware and software that the operator uses to test the RF subsystem
and the azimuth and elevation control systems under computer control. This includes
ACU, antenna pedestal, video monitor, system console, printer, power wattmeter,
sweep oscillator, frequency counter, telemetry receivers, and the Signal Distribution
Panel.

e. Interface, Switching and Control of the Azimuth and Elevation Servo
systems. This includes: selectable servo bandwidth, interface with the pulse-width-
modulated servo amplifier, the tachometer, and the synchro-system. The servo system
(azimuth and elevation) consists of the following items: power amplifier, tachometer,
tachometer attenuator, motor, synchro system, and synchro-to-digital convertor. A
PID (proportionality-integrator-differentiator) controller algorithm is executed in the
MBDC for position control.

f. Interface to the TTAS-A antenna pedestal . The antenna pedestal includes
the motor, gearbox, cable wrap potentiometer, limit switches, interlock switches,
tachometers, motors, blower fans, stowlocks, electromechanical brakes, and other
items.

g. Input 20 pulse-per-second (pps) strobe signal from the Basic Timing Unit .
This signal provides the event trigger that is used to execute one iteration of the
real-time servo control software. The 20 pps signal can be time synchronized to IRIG
timing, if required.

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

Based on the requirements discussed above, and past experience, we decided to design
the MBDC using off-the-shelf products. This was accomplished by using
commercially-available hardware (based on the VMEbus specification), a
commercially-available real-time operating system (PDOS - Eyring Inc.), a C
compiler, and a VMEbus-based computer (FORCE Computers) that was used as the
development system and the target system. Using this approach, we were able to
concentrate on developing the application software.

HARDWARE DESIGN

The MBDC consists of different boards that comply with the VMEbus standard. The
following VMEbus boards are used in the computer system:



a. VMEbus system controller - bus arbiter, real-time clock with on-board
battery backup.

b. CPU board - MC68020 CPU, 25 MHZ clock frequency; floating point
coprocessor, 25 MHZ clock frequency; data transfer size: 8, 16, 24, and 32 bits; two
serial RS232 interface ports; 1 Mbyte of static random-access memory (RAM); status
indication light-emitting-diodes; VMEbus compatible.

c. Memory board - read-only memory (ROM); RAM; on-board
programming logic for erasable-programmable ROM, on-board battery backup for
static RAM’s; VMEbus compatible.

d. ISCSI (intelligent small computer serial interface) - Hard disk controller,
floppy disk controller; VMEbus compatible. This board is used for software
development purposes only.

e. Mass storage - 175 Mbyte Winchester disk, 1 Mbyte floppy disk. This
item is used for software developmental purposes only.

f. Intelligent serial input/output (ISIO) - MC68010 microprocessor-based
serial data communications controller, dual-ported RAM. Used to receive and transmit
PAS data serial messages. Includes firmware that was developed in-house.

g. Analog input/output - 16 input channels, 16 output channels; VMEbus
compatible.

h. Digital input/output - 148 programmable input/output channels; VMEbus
compatible.

I. Relay output - 32 relays; VMEbus compatible.

j. Optically-isolated input; 32 channels, VMEbus compatible.

k. Dual-channel synchro-to-digital convertor - converts three-phase synchro
input to 14-bit circular binary output; VMEbus compatible.

l. VME to IEEE488 bus interface - contains IEEE-488 talker/listener/
controller; manufacturer provides software drivers; VMEbus compatible.



m. Graphics controller - Manufacturer provides software drivers in the form
of graphic primitives compatible with the PDOS; resolution: 480 x 640 pixels; RGB
video outputs; VMEbus compatible.

n. Prototype board - voltage level conversion: RS-232 to TTL, TTL to
RS-232. Used to interface (PAS data) modem to ISIO board; developed in-house.

The VMEbus boards reside in a standard 19-inch rack; a power supply, and cooling
fans are included.

SYSTEM INTERFACE

Figure 1, Digital Control Unit and Interface shows the MBDC, other subsystems, and
the operator interface equipment. The drawing shows the different types of input and
output signals for the system; and it shows the configuration of the VMEbus boards
that comprise the MBDC. Since the computer is the focal point of system, it provides
a powerful tool for monitoring physical system parameters, handling input/output
devices, performing servo control, automated testing, and data display capabilities.

SOFTWARE DESIGN AND THEORY OF OPERATION

Figure 2 shows the functional relationship between the physical subsystems, and the
MBDC software. The MBDC software is comprised of real-time tasks and other
programs. A task is an independent program that shares the processor with other tasks
in the system. Tasks provide the means for dividing the MBDC software into
independent, understandable, and manageable modules.

Since each PDOS task is an independent module, it is beneficial to have each task
perform a specific interface function. The task can be used to perform input, output,
data conversion and formatting, logical, mathematical and other functions.

In the MBDC, a task communication scheme is used that does not require an extensive
amount of memory overhead; yet, it provides a means by which the independent tasks
can communicate with each other. This was accomplished by defining and allocating a
block of system memory that could be accessed by all the tasks. The global memory is
a block of RAM.

The memory on the ISIO board is external to PDOS; therefore it can be used without
conflicting with the PDOS operating system. A name was assigned to each signal that
is input, output, or otherwise manipulated by the computer system. This name (or
mnemonic) was used to define and allocate memory for that particular signal.



For example, *a_motor_i is the name of the floating point variable assigned to
represent the value of the motor current for the azimuth servo. This analog signal is
input to the computer, and stored at the memory referenced by the variable
*a_motor_i. Read operations can then be performed to determine the value of that
physical parameter.

Two PDOS files were created to define and allocate the global memory described
above; these are “DEFINE:C” and “TEMP_MEM:C.” These two files are C language
“include files” that are compiled with the target software that comprises each task and
program. “DEFINE:C” is used to define and allocate memory for the input/output
signals of the computer system. “TEMP_MEM:C” is similar to “DEFINE,” except
that it is used to define variables that are used for data formatting, status indicators,
etc., that are not directly related to a physical input/output signal.

The MBDC software consists of a start-up program that is automatically executed on
power-up. The start-up file then creates tasks and executes a master program that
operates through the PDOS command interpreter. In the PDOS environment, one
program can call another program. This calling feature was used to develop a control
path that permits several programs to be executed sequentially through the PDOS
command interpreter. Control is always returned to the calling program so that the
TTAS-A operator is always at a predefined state of the operating software.

The MBDC software can be categorized as follows: initialization programs,
input/output programs (tasks), real-time servo system controller (task), TTAS-A
operator interface programs, and special software.

IMPLEMENTATION

The development/target system is a VMEbus microcomputer manufactured by
FORCE Computers, Inc. This system, along with the other VMEbus I/O boards,
comprises the MBDC. It is a self-contained system that includes a CPU board,
memory board, system controller board, floppy/disk controller board, and a mass
storage system.

VMEbus boards that are considered external to the FORCE system are the analog I/O
boards, digital I/O boards, relay boards, etc. Software modules were developed that
are specific to each board and application.

In order to develop, test, and debug the MBDC a lab configuration was used. The
FORCE computer was located in another rack, and was connected to six terminals and
a printer for developmental purposes. Initially, the I/O boards were housed in a



separate chassis from the basic computer system, since there were not enough slots to
accommodate all the different I/O boards. A VMEbus repeater board was used during
this phase of the development cycle. A later version of this configuration consisted of
a single chassis containing the computer boards and the I/O boards, thus eliminating
the need for the repeater board. The mass-storage system (floppy drive and hard disk)
was located in a separate VME rack.

As each I/O board was configured and integrated into the basic computer system it
became part of the MBDC. Since the MBDC requires input signals for operation, the
only way to develop and test it was to provide physical input signals; these input
signals were used to exercise the DCU hardware and software. This was accomplished
by using data simulators and math modelling software. The lab configuration
consisted of interfacing the MBDC to the ACU, the PAS data simulator, a servo
simulator, and a hard-wired simulator of the TTAS-A pedestal sensors. In addition,
logic state analyzers and oscilloscopes were used to test the MBDC interface
capability, and to verify critical timing specifications for the servo control software.
Using this platform, a major portion of the software was developed and tested in the
laboratory under controlled conditions.

After testing the prototype MBDC with the ACU and the simulators, the lab setup was
then dismantled and reconfigured in the TTAS-A. The following equipment was
installed: MBDC, ACU, TTAS-A Interface Unit (TIU), Signal Distribution Panel,
automated test equipment, color video monitor, console, printer, and the required
cabling and wiring.

The MBDC was thoroughly tested in the TTAS-A, to verify that it was working
properly. This process was rigorous and exacting. Every signal, hardware connection,
computer board, and software program was checked out and debugged. The diagnostic
software was used extensively during this phase to insure that the computer and
interface were working properly.

For example, to check the ACU interface, the operator selects “HARDWARE
DIAGNOSTIC” from the menu displayed on the terminal screen; he then selects
“ANTENNA CONTROL UNIT” ; at this point he may select from the following:
“AZIMUTH,” “ELEVATION,” “OTHER,” OR “QUIT.” Now the operator can press
a switch, move a handwheel, or other input device on the ACU panel, and the “raw”
representative reading of that device will be displayed on the console screen.

This diagnostic capability is extremely useful in testing the operation of the input
device itself, the cabling in the ACU, TIU, and the interconnecting wiring between the 



ACU and the DCU. In addition, this also allows the operator to exercise the
input/output VMEbus board. the device driver software, RAM and the CPU board.

The refinement process was accomplished by operating the TTAS-A, observing its
operation, and then modifying the software as needed to “fine-tune” the system. The
programs were left on the hard disk so that modifications could be made on-line. Since
the computer also functions as a development system (as long as the hard disk is
connected, and the editor and compiler are installed), software programs can be edited,
compiled, and executed -- even in a field environment. Without this capability,
software modifications would have to be done in the laboratory and then programmed
onto ROM IC’s.

The software was evaluated by operating the TTAS-A in the ATS mode and the
tracking mode. Preliminary tests performed so far indicate that the system is
functioning properly.

CONCLUSION

The Microprocessor-Based Digital Controller, and its associated hardware and
software, has proven to be a successful realization of applying present day
microcomputer technology.

The software development cycle was relatively short for a project this size, due to the
fact that off-the-shelf hardware was used along with a commercially available
real-time multi-user operating system. ID engineers were able to focus on developing
application software specific to this project by building on proven technology and
development tools, e.g., PDOS, and the VMEbus.

This MBDC development/target platform allows engineers to test, edit, compile, and
retest software in the field environment; this capability (for embedded systems) had
never been available at WSMR prior to this task.

By concentrating the logic and control functions in software rather than in hardware,
there exists a highly flexible means of maintaining and modifying the software if such
a need arises.
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A NUMERICAL CONTROL AND INFORMATION GATHERING
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

X.D. Liu

ABSTRACT

This paper describes a numerical control and information
gathering transmission system. The system is designed around
an Intel MSC51 single chip microcomputer. The system has
proven to be simple and dependable in a user environment.
The system is described first, followed by descriptions of
the hardware, the memory assignment, and the software
strategy.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The system described in this paper has been implemented in a
hospital setting to allow for real time transmission of
information throughout a local area. The system has proven
to be robust and useful in its role.

2.0 SYSTEM INTRODUCTION AND USES

2.1 SYSTEM FORM AND FUNCTIONS

The system host machine is composed of the Numerical
Controller (NUMC), the Analog Data Modulator/Demodulator
(ADMD), and Command Inputs and States Output Device (CISO).
The data transmission system is composed of the Signal Drive
Device (SDD), the Control and States Bus Lines, and the
Terminal Matched Filter (TMF). The Gathering and Control
Elements (GCE) form the end user/machine interface. The
system is illustrated in Figure 1.

The NUMC is the core of the system. It controls the ADMD,
the GCE, and awaits input from the central user interface.
It stores the GCE status data, modifies the system time, and
writes the status data and system time to the display device
( a CRT display ).



The ADMD receives control signals from the digital
controller. The ADMD works in one of three states:
conductance, cut-off, and keep watch (wait). It communicates
with all of the elements. In this paper, the ADMD is used as
a voice modulator/demodulator that can communicate with one
or more of the GCEs.

The CISO allows data interfaces with outside systems. For
this paper, the outside data interfaces are a keyboard and a
CRT display.

The SDD and the TMF are used to shape the signals on the
data bus lines and provide an increase in the signal to
noise ratio of the transmission system.

The GCE are remote processing systems. They decode address
and function codes, execute fixed programs, and can relay
GCE status data back to the host system. In addition, the
GCE can store request status data and interrupt the system
host to serve a request command.

3.0 HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

The NUMC is designed around a reliable industrial process
control integrated circuit: the Intel MSC51. The NUMC is
comprised of the MSC51, an address latch register, an
address decoder, program memory, the analog signal mod/demod
controller, data memory, the I/O interface, the data bus
interface, and the even-odd check circuit. Figure 2
illustrates the NUMC design.

The NUMC primary features are:

o 8 bit CPU
o 10 MHz external crystal
o 46 data I/O lines
o three 16 bit software timers/event counters
o 4kbytes EPROM
o 512 byte RAM
o five 2-level interrupt priority structure
o programmable full duplex serial channel
o 128 bit addressable RAM



The NUMC works in one of three modes: (a) keyboard command,
(b) time clock, © interrupt request from the GCEs. When
working in the keyboard mode, the MSC51 uses an inquiry
program to scan the keyboard for input. When working in the
time clock mode, the timer can interrupt the MSC51 when it
reaches a predetermined time count. The CPU then processes
the interrupt program and can update the system memory or
collect the GCE status data. When the GCE sends an interrupt
signal to the MSC51, the GCE is polled for the GCE status
data, and depending on the system program, the MSC51 can
update or change the GCE status.

3.0 DATA PATHS

3.1 KEYBOARD COMMAND DATA PATH

When an operator pushes a key on the keyboard, a scan
circuit sends a signal to the MSC51. Depending on the
command, the MSC51 may change the state of the analog
mod/demod, send(receive) data to(from) the GCE, or control
the CRT interface circuit to provide feedback display to the
operator.

3.2 TIME CLOCK DATA PATH

The 10 MHz oscillator generates a pulse waveform that is
passed through a D-type flip-flop. The signal is then passed
onto the external 16 bit timer of the MSC51. The external
timer signal is passed onto the internal 16 bit timer of the
MSC51 (to). After the timer reaches a time preset by the
program, it can send an interrupt signal to the MSC51. The
MSC51 can then write the system time and data to memory,
start the timer again in the interrupt program, or collect
the GCE status data.

3.3 GCE INTERRUPT DATA PATH

The GCE sendS interrupt signals that reach the data
interface even-odd check circuit. The signal is passed to an
invertor and the output of the invertor is passed to the
MSC51 interrupt port. The interrupt program can examine the
GCE interrupt code and subsequently update the state of the
asking GCE.



4.0 GATHERING AND CONTROL ELEMENTS

The GCE are made up of the following parts: the unit code
comparator, the function decoder, the even-odd check
circuit, the request and sate register, and the analog/
digital receive and transmit controller. Figure 3 depicts
the functional relationship.

The even-odd check circuit compares the data with the parity
bit. When the comparison is true, the check circuit sends a
true signal to the unit code comparator. The GCE which has a
code that matches the code from the host system will be
selected. The function decoder then decodes the signal from
the host system. The decoded signal will then set or reset
the control and state register which in turn controls the
analog/digital into a receive or transmit state.

5.0 MEMORY DISTRIBUTION

The memory is divided into five parts in the NUMC:

o program memory in EPROM
o MSC51 internal RAM
o special function registers
o bit addressable RAM
o off-chip RAM

Figure 4 illustrates the memory mapping.

5.1 PROGRAM MEMORY

Programs are stored in the program memory. The program
counter provides the address of the program memory in the
MSC51. The MSC51 is capable of addressing up to 64 kbytes of
program memory. However, the on-chip program memory is not
used and 4 kbytes off-chip EPROM is used instead. The EPROM
address range is from 0000H to 0FFFH.

5.2 INTERNAL MEMORY

The MSC51 has 128 bytes of on-chip data RAM. The internal
RAM address is from 00H to 7FH. Different address regions
have different functions. The functions are broken down



into: working register bank, direct addressed bit RAM area,
and internal data bank. The memory was structured to
integrate the address working register bank and the data
bank. Addresses from 00H to 1FH are divied into four banks.
Each bank has eight registers. The register banks are
selected using the 3rd and 4th bit of the program state
word. The correlation between the PSW state and the work
register banks is shown in table 1.

PSW.4 PSW.3 CURRENT REGISTER
(RS1) (RS0)

0 0 Register 0(00H-07H)

0 1 Register 1(08H-0FH)

1 0 Register 2(10H-17H)

1 1 Register 3(18H-1FH)

Table 1.

In the system, the states of RS0 and RS1 of the PSW can
change to select one of the work register banks. Because of
this, the system is capable to quick interrupt responses. If
a register bank is not used, it can be used as data memory.

In this system the first work register bank is used as the
keyboard command general purpose register. The second bank
is used as the time clock general purpose register. The
third bank is used as the elements service register. The
fourth bank is the reserve register.

The other MSC51 internal memory bank is divided into two
parts. One part is used as the stack memory (the base
address is 47H). The other part of this memory is used as a
special states memory (addresses between 30H and 46H). When
the MSC51 is working on keyboard command interrupt
processing, the PSW is written by PSW1 memory. When the
MSC51 is working on time clock interrupt processing, the PSW
is written by PSW2 memory. When the MSC51 is working on unit
service interrupt processing, the PSW is written by PSW3
memory.



5.3 SPECIAL FUNCTION REGISTERS

The I/O latch, timer, serial port memory, control register,
and states register are special function registers in the
MSC51. They use internal memory at addresses 80H to FFH.

5.4 BIT ADDRESSED RAM

As in direct bit addressing, values between 0 and 127 (00H-
7FH) define bits in the MSC51 internal RAM locations 20H -
2FH. These bits may be changed by software. The state of any
of these bits may be tested for “true” or “false”. The
program state making and bit control variable are put into
these memory locations. In the present system, these bits
are accessed by the service seeking program of the select
and control units. These programs can read and write data.

Address bytes between 128 and 255 (80H-0FFH) define bits in
a 2 x “special function” register address space. If no 2 x
“special function” register corresponds to the direct bit
address used, then the function is undefined.

5.5 EXTERNAL RAM AND INPUT/OUTPUT PORTS

RAM and I/O ports are addressed in the MSC51 64kbytes
external RAM location. Addresses between 0000H and 00FFH
define 256 bytes of RAM. Addresses between FF00H and FFFFH
define I/O port addressing. The RAM memory is used to save
restore state and control words of the GCE. I/O ports are
used for data interface, even-odd check, the video display,
the keyboard, and the printer.

6.0 SOFTWARE

6.1 KEYBOARD COMMAND MODE

In this mode, the keyboard is scanned for data input. The
software is robust enough to overcome momentary “key
mechanical shake” so as to avoid erroneous data input. Data
scanned from the keyboard is relayed to the video display
for operator feed back.



6.2 TIME CLOCK MODE

This is an interrupt driven software mode. This mode is used
to execute various functions that must occur at precise
times.

6.3 GATHERING AND CONTROL ELEMENT SERVICE MODE

This is an interrupt program that obtains the states of the
various GCEs. It is different from the time clock mode. The
time clock mode interrupt service routine masks the
interrupt signal from the GCEs.

7.0 SUMMARY

This paper described the system design and characteristics
of a numerical control and information gathering system that
has been implemented in a real world environment. The system
design has provided for real time control, and data
gathering and telemetering, and has been successfully
implemented in a user setting.



 
  



 



HIGH “G” MICROWAVE TELEMETRY SYSTEM
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The high “G” microwave telemetry system is a microwave-
metre wave compatible telemetry system and a telemetry
system of time division-frequency division hybrid. The
so-called “hybrid” means by adding a microwave program-
controlled receiving antenna and a microwave frequency
converter to the front-end of metre wave telemetry system,
the microwave telemetry system shall be made up, by removing
the additional front-end microwave head and connecting to
metre wave receiving antenna instead, the metre wave
telemetry system shall be made up. The so-called high “G”
means that the microwave projectile-borne equipment can
stand the high acceleration shock overloading and the
high-speed rotation of the gunshot. This system is compact
in structure, flexible in forming ground equipment and
unique in high-strength design for projectile-borne
equipment, the system meets the requirements of small-size,
all-purpose and economization for range telemetry, therefore
it is the necessary equipment for the range.

System Formation

This system consists of the high-strength projectile-
borne equipment and the small ground equipment. The former
is made up of signal conditioning, data acquisition,
modulation and transmission sub-equipment, and the later is
made up of antenna, receiver, demodulator and data
processing sub-equipment. The diagrams of the microwave
projectile-borne equipment and the ground equipment are
shown respectively in Fig.1 and Fig.2.



 
Fig. 1 Principle Diagram of Microwave

Projectile-borne Equipment

 

Fig. 2 Diagram of Ground Equipment for
Microwave Telemetry



Working Principle

The fast changing parameters, such as the internal
ballistic shock overloading, thrust and the base pressure
etc. of the rocket and the projectile shall directly be
added to each loading frequency voltage controlled
oscillator for the first frequency modulation through signal
conditioning circuit; The slow changing signals, such as the
external ballistic pneumatic parameter of the rocket and
projectile and the fuze working state parameter, etc. shall
be added to commutator circuit, PAM signal, including frame
synchronization, shall be generated, and the PAM signal
shall then modulate high loading frequency voltage
controlled oscillator. After being modulated the loading
frequency of each channel shall be sent to the summing
amplifier for summation and amplification, the summarized
signal shall again modulate tire loading frequency for the
second time, and through power amplification it will be
radiated in the air by microwave transmitting antenna.

The ground microwave receiving antenna shall transfer
the received signal to microwave frequency converter, the
output medium frequency signal from the microwave frequency
converter shall then be transferred to metre wave receiver,
the metre wave receiver shall discriminate FM signal for the
first time, and then through signal separation filter the
signal shall be transferred to FM demodulator for second
discrimination, and the fast changing signals and the PAM
signals of each channel shall be restored.

The slow changing simulative signal shall be received
after the restored PAM signal and the time code signal
produced by the time code generator are subjected to sync
test, and together with the fast changing signal, the PAM
signal and the time code signal can also be transmitted to
tape recorder or to data processing for necessary real time
display and post-mission processing.

The Basic Technical Indexes for
High “G” Microwave Telemetry System

1 Band:S-band
2 Center Frequency:2250MHz±5MHz(or 2850MHz±10MHz)
3 Modulation:FM-FM,PAM-FM-FM(or PCM-FM-FM)



4 Transmission:frequency division, frequency division-time
division

5 Operating Distance:>15Km(transmitting power of 
projectile-borne transmitter <60mw,)

6 Transmission Error:<3%(FM); <5%(PAM)
7 Ambient Temperature of Projectile-borne Equipment:

temperature:-40EC-+40EC
straight-line shock overloading:20000g 
rotation:20000rpm

8 Sensitivity of Ground Receiver:superior to -126dBW(output
signal-to-noise ratio 15dB,bandwidth lMHz)

9 Ambient Temperature of Ground Station:
temperature:0EC-+40EC
relative humidity: <80%

The Basic Technical Features of
High “G” Microwave Telemetry System

1. Because the small-size transmission equipment is
required for practical operation, and the room left for
projectile-borbe equipment is limited, therefore the
projectile-borne equipment we have developed is as small as
CP40X60 on the condition of fewer channels.

2. Since the projectile-borne microwave equipment has to
stand the severe test of gunshot, so the developed
projectile-borne equipment has to be of high-strength. By
means of plastics sealing, reinforcing and high-strength
structure, the projectile-borne equipment we developed can
stand straight-line overloading of 20000g and rotation of
20000rpm.

3. As the wavelength of S-band matches with the barrel,
so the barrel can be used as waveguide, the radiant result
is proper. The test has shown that when the projectile is
still within the barrel, the ground station 6km ahead has
already received the signal radiating by the microwave
transmitter on the projectile. This is unimaginable for the
metre wave telemetry system.

4 Moderate chanel capacity, easy combination and flexible
changement make the equipment adaptable for measuring fast
changing signals, slow changing signals as well as
transmitting the above-mentioned signals simultaneously.

5 Because the projectile-borne equipment can be used only
once, so it costs less.



6 The microwave receiving antenna of the ground equipment
is a dish antenna of small aperture (400mm), it is designed
to be double-directional program controllled tracking, so
the narrow beam (high gain) of the antenna can always track
the projectile during flight and thus the complete ballistic
receiving is realized.

The structure of microwave converter, metre wave
receiver, band filter and phase-locked demodulator etc. is
compact, their combination is flexible, the operation is
convenient, reliability high and maintenance easy, thus meet
the requirements of low cost and practicality for range
telemetry

Application of High “G” Microwave Telemetry System

One of the most outstanding features of this system is
that the equipment is small in size, it costs less, the
structure is simple and flexible, projectile-borne equipment
can stand high overloading shock, it is of typical high “G”
mivrowave telemetry system, it is the necessary equipment
for the conventional range, and it can also be used in
various fields such as meteorology, geology, petroleum,
oceanology and medical and health work as well.

Another important application of this system is
high-frequency working state parameter telemetry of the
projectile radar, it can successfully solve the problem
about compatibility of projectile-telemetry transmitting
antenna and the radar antenna, it is up to now the best
means for dynamic measuring of Micro-radar. it is the
important equipment for micro radar development.

This system can complete ballistic parameter measuring,
and it is the comprehensive measuring system for internal
and external ballistic parameter telemetry (the measuring
result is shown in fig.3).



Fig.3 Measuring Result of Internal and
External Ballistic Parameter
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ABSTRACT

This paper will discuss the needs and requirements of a PCM
encoder data simulator.

The 9000SE PCM encoder data simulator allows for the
simulation of flight PCM data as well as bit error rate
(BER) test patterns designed for link stress analysis. In
addition, the open architecture of the 9000SE as an ISA bus
device allows for the incorporation of the simulator into
application specific realtime systems.

INTRODUCTION

The requirements for simulated PCM data are generated from
many sources. For example, pre-flight operational testing of
ground based telemetry systems require PCM data simulators
to test the functions and behavior of the ground based
telemetry hardware and software under various data
conditions. These tests also verify that proper data
continuity exists from the PCM stream all the way to the
user’s display console.

To insure that various links within the telemetry systems
possess adequate signal to noise ratios (SNRs) these links
are tested with known bit patterns and verified under
controlled conditions designed to test the link’s SNR.



Another application of a PCM data simulator is during the
development phase of custom airborne PCM encoder equipment.
To insure a program against the risks to schedule and cost,
a PCM simulator may be used to test the numerous interfaces
of the airborne encoder, particularly special hardware and
software systems designed for that system.

In addition to the primary requirements of commercial
availability and ease of use, the functional requirements of
a commercial PCM data simulator can be generalized by
stating that system reliability of ground based telemetry
equipment is enhanced by performing an end-to-end test from
the PCM stream to each of the ground based telemetry’s
display consoles. System reliability goals are not met when
performance is demonstrated only under nominal data
conditions. It is only under abnormal or disastrous
conditions that the integrity of data becomes critical. And
it is under these conditions when the fog lifts that
surrounds the raison d’etre of telemetry. Thus, telemetry
engineers have the responsibility to test for and eliminate
potential problems from the telemetry system before they
happen by subjecting that system to unexpected or non-
characteristic PCM data.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE 9000SE

The scope of these tests have been curtailed on the one hand
by the built-in limitations of utilizing the existing
airborne encoders for source PCM data, and on the other by
the static data content of existing PCM data simulators. The
limitations of utilizing the airborne encoder instrument are
built-in since the encoder was designed to function within
it’s operational environment. To utilize the encoder as a
PCM data simulator obligates the provision of actual (or
simulated) interfaces to the encoder, and thus pushes the
problem down to the next level of the system without solving
it. The limited scope inherent in this test methodology is
obvious and thus many data conditions are left untested,
resulting in endless time being spent to rationalize system
integrity from limited test results. Even when these
interfaces to the encoder can be provided, all to often the
costs cannot be amortized since the interface has a high
degree of probability of being custom to the encoder. As



mentioned above, to often PCM data simulators only provide
static data within the output frame. The programmability of
these simulators is generally limited to frame, word and bit
oriented parameters, and the data content of the simulator
is about as exciting as the diagnostic test pattern used by
television repairmen.

However, with the advent of the 9000SE PCM simulator,
extensive end-to-end testing of hundreds of measurements may
be simply performed by telemetry users. The 9000SE system
represents the right combination of hardware and software
designed for the PC-AT platform to provide a PCM data
simulator meeting all IRIG 106.86 requirements (including
the class II requirements of variable word lengths,
asynchronous subframes, format changes, etc.) as well as
providing the user control over the time dynamics and data
content of any PCM word. Given the wide variety of off-the-
shelf PC-AT compatible data acquisition boards (MIL-STD-
1553, analog I/O, networks, etc.) it is now possible to
provide PCM data simulation with virtually any type of data
acquisition interface. To understand the ability of the
9000SE to provide dynamic data simulation, various classes
of 9000SE data devices are addressed in this paper. All
devices that are presented are supported by the 9000SE
system. The PCM data devices are:

## FORMAT UNIQUE This device consists of those words
within the PCM frame that are
individually specified as to their
content and location and are unique and
time independent within the format.

## UNIQUE This defines those words within the PCM
frame that are individually specified as
to their content and location and are
alterable in real time without
interruption of the PCM stream.
Utilization of this device in a time and
data content controlled fashion allows
for the creation of calibration loops for
PCM data. In addition, a unique PCM
device may be designated as a destination



of a component of an application specific
real time system.

## WAVEFORM The 9000SE waveform design environment
defines those words within the PCM frame
that are to be output by this device. The
environment allows the introduction of
periodic waveform data to PCM words
within the format. The entire waveform or
individual data points are dynamically
controllable in real-time without the
interruption of the PCM stream.

## SUBFRAME The 9000SE subframe design environment
defines those words within the PCM frame
that are to be output by this device. The
environment allows the introduction of
various subframes (see below) to PCM
words within the format. The entire
subframe or individual words within the
subframe are dynamically controllable in
real-time without the interruption of the
PCM stream.

## SUBFRAME SYNC This device provides for the
synchronization of subframes that are
dependent on the mainframe. Frame code
complement (FCC), unique recycle code
(URC) and subframe identification (SFID)  
are the types provided.

## MAINFRAME SYNC This provides for the synchronization of
the mainframe.

## COMMON WORD This provides for the definition of all
PCM default words.

 As mentioned in the above device description, the 9000SE
system appears as five (5) design environments to the user.
These environments are organized to define and control
various aspects of the simulator. They are described below.



## MAINFRAME DESIGN This provides the user an environment
in which the user’s frame, word and
bit oriented specifications of the
mainframe are made. In addition, the
user assigns PCM devices to words
within the PCM frame. Up to 256
instantiations of PCM devices within a
mainframe design may be made and up to
sixteen mainframe format designs may
reside within the simulator. Format
switches may be made without
interruption of the PCM stream.

## SUBFRAME DESIGN This furnishes the user an environment
in which the subframe, and subframe
word oriented specifications are made.
The subframe may be of one of four
type as defined in the IRIG 106.86
specification. These are:

## Dependent Subframe
## Independent Subframe
## Asynchronous Embedded Format
## Packet Data Format

In addition, the common and unique PCM
devices may be instantiated within any
subframe. An unlimited number of
subframes may created in advance of the
realtime run of the simulator and
called for output in the PCM stream in
accordance with the realtime schedule
of the simulator.

## WAVEFORM DESIGN This presents the user a software
waveform generator. The environment
extracts numeric data that is created
by the user inputs to the generator.
An unlimited number of waveforms may
created in advance of the realtime run
of the simulator and called for output
in the PCM stream in accordance with
the realtime schedule of the
simulator.



## REALTIME SCHEDULE This provides the user the means to
specify the dynamics of time and data
content, so as to cause the 9000SE
simulator to output a PCM stream that
realistically simulates mission
conditions.

## BER TEST DESIGN This design environment is quite
different from the previously
discussed applications in that the
simulator does not output the
traditional IRIG structured data. In
this design an algorithm is selected
that generates a known bit pattern of
fixed length. This pattern is
transmitted by the simulator in a
continuous fashion.

The system test engineer then is
allowed various means to degrade the
SNR of this bit stream. The end
receiver of the system then is tested
to insure that no errors occurred in
the bit stream pattern. This process
may be repeated until the margins of
performance for link of the system are
discovered.

CONCLUSIONS

The 9000SE system is defined by a single PC-AT full size
board and the 9000SE user interface software. The trade-offs
between hardware and software have been optimized such that
host processor resources are utilized solely to control the
real time procedures. No processor exists in the simulator
hardware, and as a result, once the simulator is programmed
by the user interface, it will output a continuous PCM
stream during and after a host software re-boot. Given the
wide variety of off the-shelf AT compatible boards it is now
possible to configure a PCM simulator with virtually any
type of data acquisition interface. The 9000SE thus provides
the first instrument fully capable of simulating mission
conditions in a cost effective manner.
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ABSTRACT

One of the most challenging technical problems in the development of a spacecraft
telemetry simulation is the interface with a flight computer running real-world flight
software. The ability of the simulation to satisfy flight software requests for telemetry
data, and to load, mode, and control the flight software along with the simulation, can
be constrained or degraded using conventional interface solutions. Telemetry dataflow
architecture systems can be utilized to solve the interface problems with less
constraints. This is an especially attractive solution in a telemetry simulation where
the telemetry system can also be used to format and serialize spacecraft telemetry, and
receive and preprocess commands. This paper discusses the concepts developed for
such a system for a training simulation of the Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle for NASA
at Johnson Space Center.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to illustrate the applicability of the dataflow architecture
to a telemetry simulation, and the problem of interfacing the simulation with an
engineering model flight computer. The concepts discussed in this paper were
developed for application on a telemetry simulation for real-time man in the loop
training of control center personnel for the NASA Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle
(OMV).

The OMV was designed to be a telerobotic space vehicle which was to be piloted
from the ground at Johnson Space Center (JSC). The vehicle was designed to
downlink real time status telemetry, and digital video from on-board cameras. The
vehicle was to be piloted during critical docking maneuvers by a pilot manning a
control console in the control center. The pilot viewed real time video on a graphics



terminal which also displayed numerical and graphical depictions of status telemetry.
The pilot maneuvered the vehicle in space using hand controllers. Movement of the
controllers resulted in formatting and uplink of appropriate thruster firing commands
from the ground. The pilot, and supporting control center personnel had an ability to
send commands to commandable spacecraft systems. Communications with the
vehicle for commands and telemetry during nominal mission operations was via the
NASA Tracking Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS). Figure 1 illustrates a
simplified OMV data flow.

The vehicle design incorporated dual redundant on board computers for sequenced
mission control and on board systems management. The computers had a local ability
to command the same on-board systems as the ground via uplink. The computer also
had an ability to request telemetry parameters from instrumented on-board systems. In
addition, the ground had an ability to uplink commands to the computers, as well as
software and mission sequence data table loads.

The OMV simulation requirement was to simulate the spacecraft in such a manner
that there was no discernable difference to the pilot and flight controllers between the
simulation, and the spacecraft. This included production and digitization of video
scenes as viewed from the spacecraft, production of all telemetry parameters visible to
the control center, and an ability to receive and respond in a realistic manner to all
possible uplink commands. The simulations physical interfaces to the control center
were required to be in real world telemetry and video formats, so that the actual
systems to be used during an OMV mission could be exercised during training
scenarios. Likewise, the simulator was required to be able to receive uplink
commands in the real world command format. One of the more interesting
requirements was a simulation of the real world delay introduced by the TDRSS
network, and the OMV on-board systems. Since the spacecraft was flown from the
ground during critical docking maneuvers, it was deemed critical that the pilots have
an ability to practice docking with a delay of several seconds between the movement
of hand controllers, and visual feedback on the video screen showing results of hand
controller manipulation.

While interesting in many respects, the area of interest in this paper is the interface
with the on-board computers, and how the dataflow architecture lent itself to solving
many of the most challenging problems of the simulation. Studies done at JSC
indicated that the least risk design for simulation of the on-board computers was to use
real world equivalent engineering models of these machines, running actual flight
software. The spacecraft had multiple design reference missions. A functional flight
software simulation (coded in software and resident on the simulation host computer)
would require software rewrites for each different design reference mission. 



Figure 1 - Simplified OMV Data Flow and Interfaces



Engineering model hardware with real-world flight software avoided this problem by
using the real world software.

The most challenging aspect of the simulation design was to determine the most
effective means of interfacing the simulation with the on-board computers in such a
manner that the flight software running in them did not require modification to run in
the simulation. It was important that the interface to the on-board computers and their
flight software be satisfied to the extent that there was no difference in the execution
profile of the flight software in the simulation from the execution profile aboard the
actual spacecraft.

THE TRANSPORT LOOP LAG PROBLEM

Aboard the vehicle, commands and requests for telemetry data from the on-board
computer to on-board systems were output via a high speed serial interface (512 Kbps)
to a central unit of the on board Command and Data Handling system (C&DH). From
the central unit, the commands and requests for telemetry data were relayed via a data
bus to a remote unit which acted both as a multiplexor and demultiplexor for telemetry
and commands. The remote unit provided interface signal conditioning. This design
allowed transport of commands from the on-board computer to on-board systems in a
sub-millisecond time frame. This design allowed requests for telemetry data by the
on-board computer from on-board systems to be satisfied in approximately . 1
milliseconds.

The transport loop lag problem is brought about because the software models of the
various on-board systems in the simulation were hosted on a host computer separate
from the on-board computers. These models substitute for the on-board systems with
which the on-board computer communicated via the C&DH aboard the actual
spacecraft. An example is a software model of the propulsion system of the spacecraft.

Since the software model host computer and the engineering model flight computer
were separate physical devices, it was necessary to interface them using an
intermediate hardware device. There were no commercially available interface
devices which could transport the on-board computer requests for telemetry data to the
simulation host computer, and output a response containing a telemetry value within a
sub-millisecond time frame. Most available commercial devices exceeded this turn
around time requirement by an order of magnitude.

Budgetary constraints on the program dictated use of an existing system design for
on-board system model execution. This design used the classical cyclic executive
approach, which is prevalent in real-time training simulation. On-board system



software models cycle at pre-determined fixed iteration rates. In this case the model
iteration rate was a maximum of 31.25 Hz, meaning each model would get a chance to
execute once per 32 milliseconds.

Additional constraints were that the on-board computer’s Input/Output (I/O) profile
was variable based on loading. The number of commands and requests for telemetry
data depended on current mission circumstances, and the time at which any particular
command or request needed to be responded to was dependent on the flight software.
This meant that responses to requests for telemetry data and response to commands
could not be immediate from the on-board systems models, and that the start of
execution times for on-board systems models could not be “tuned” in any methodical
manner so that the transport loop lag problem was avoided.

SIMULATION MODING AND CONTROL

Several additional problems unique to the simulation environment were caused by the
need to interface with engineering model flight computers. The most significant was
the requirement for the simulation to be moded from an Instructor Operator Station
(IOS). The major modes required for the OMV simulation were:

1. Run - an ability to start execution of the flight software running in the
engineering model computers at a point in time synchronized with the start of
execution of the on-board systems models on the host computer

2. Freeze - an ability to suspend execution of the flight software at a point in time
co-incident with the end of a major on-board systems model iteration, in such a
manner that the simulation can return to “Run” without loss of data

3. Datastore - an ability to store the current contents of the engineering model
flight computer (software, data, internal registers, program execution counter) in
such a manner that the stored contents can be reloaded in the computer and
execution can resume at exactly the point execution was stopped

4. Return to Datastore - an ability to reload a “Datastore” into the flight computer,
and resume execution at the point in time the Datastore captures, by moding to
“Run”.

A PAST APPROACH TO SOLVING THE PROBLEM

The Space Shuttle Mission Simulator (SMS) at Johnson Space Center has similar
requirements for interface to on-board computers. This simulation incorporates



hardware engineering models of all 5 Space Shuttle General Purpose Computers. The
solution deemed most effective at the time of the SMS implementation (mid 1970's)
was to dedicate a large mini computer to servicing the simulation interface. In addition
a complex custom hardware simulator interface device was built to physically
interface the minicomputer to the on-board computers.

This design has proven effective, however it is still necessary to patch the Shuttle
flight software and tune the interface to the simulation with every new on-board
computer software load. This effort requires dedicated and specialized sustaining
engineering resources. Since the interface equipment is custom, it is also relatively
expensive to maintain. As with most custom solutions, this type of interface would
also be prone to early obsolescence because no similar systems with later generation
technology would be in development.

THE DATAFLOW ARCHITECTURE SOLUTION

A dataflow system of the type build by most of the telemetry equipment
manufacturers is an effective solution for a telemetry simulation with these
requirements. A system diagram is shown in Figure 2. The reasons this architecture is
effective are described below in the order of most obvious to least obvious.

INTERFACE WITH THE SIMULATION HOST COMPUTER

Most telemetry vendors offer a two way interface from host computers to their
dataflow architecture systems. This interface provides direct access to the system data
bus both to and from the host computer. This ability was used in the design to pass
model telemetry data to the telemetry data bus, and to pass processed commands from
uplink and from the on-board computer, to simulation models resident on the host
computer.

INVERSE ENGINEERING UNIT CONVERSION

General purpose programmable processor cards are available for most dataflow
architecture systems. These cards are able to accept data from the telemetry data bus,
process it, and return it to the bus with a new tag identifying it as processed data. One
of the common uses of these devices is to preprocess downlinked PCM values into
engineering units for a host computer. An application of this device in the design was
to accept engineering units from the host computer and perform the opposite function,
that is, convert them into PCM. PCM was the format for downlink and the format
expected in reply to telemetry data requests from the on-board computer. It is
generally most convient in a software simulation to keep all parameters in Engineering 



Figure 2 - Telemetry Simulation System Diagram



Units. In the design this capability off loaded conversion of in excess of 2000
telemetry parameters per second from the simulation host computer. The output of this
function was processed telemetry, which was to be input from the bus by both a
telemetry formatting and serialization function, and an on-board computer interface
function.

TELEMETRY FORMATTING AND SERIALIZATION

Most of the telemetry vendors offer a telemetry simulator card or serialization card
with an on-board programmable ability to input data from the system data bus,
automatically format appropriate “telemetry” characteristics such as synchronization
codes, frame and sub-frame counter, and even commutate the telemetry data using
real-time data from a computer interfaced to the data bus. This was the means to meet
the simulation requirement to interface with the control center using the real-world
telemetry formats.

UPLINK COMMAND SYNCHRONIZATION AND RECEPTION

Decommutators, which generally have programmable characteristics similar to those
of spacecraft command receivers, are naturally able to lock up on uplink commands
which have embedded synchronization codes. They are also generally able to
discriminate between different “classes” of uplink commands and tag them for
different destinations on the telemetry data bus. A DECOM was able to act as the
simulation command receiver in the design.

COMMAND VALIDATION AND ROUTING

Another application of a general purpose processor card in the design was to validate
the uplink commands once received by the DECOM, strip off artifacts of uplink
transmission, and route the commands to the appropriate destination, which could be
on-board systems models on the host computer via the bus resident computer interface
card, or the on-board computer interface function.

ON-BOARD COMPUTER INTERFACE AND TELEMETRY DATA
REQUEST/RESPONSE PROCESSING

Most important in the design was the ability to dedicate a programmable processor
card to service of the engineering model on-board computer interface. This card
interfaced to the computer using serial I/O ports, and to the telemetry system data bus
using the standard data bus interface. From the data bus this card accepted fresh data
from the host resident on-board systems models each simulation iteration, which had



been converted to PCM by the “inverse engineering unit conversion” function. In this
manner, telemetry data replies were pre-positioned “near” the on-board computers and
flight software. It became possible to turn around a request for telemetry from the
flight software just as quickly as the real world spacecraft system. In addition, this
card could accept on-board systems commands from the flight software and pass them
to the command routing function, where they would be processed just like uplink
commands destined for on-board systems models.

ON-BOARD COMPUTER MODING

The on-board computer was designed to be moded via a number of discrete I/O lines
mapped directly into computer control registers. The simulation design incorporated
discrete I/O cards interfaced to the telemetry system data bus which could affect these
control lines, and thereby cause the computer to halt, resume execution, read out the
contents of the computers memory and internal registers, and load the computer with
data via the serial I/O interfaces nominally used to transfer commands and telemetry
to and from the computer. This capability allowed satisfaction of the simulation
requirements for “Run”, “Freeze”, “Datastore”, “Return to Datastore”, and other
minor simulation modes.

CONCLUSIONS

It is difficult to justify the cost effectiveness of use of a dataflow architecture system
in a simulation based upon it’s ability to perform any one of the individual functions
in the simulation design, however the flexibility of the architecture allows it perform
many of the major functions of a telemetry simulation using one system. For this
reason, use of such a system is very cost effective. The cost to engineer individual
solutions to each of the myriad of problems solved by this architecture would have
easily exceed the cost of the designed system, and the combined complexity of
individual solutions would have been extremely high.

The ability of a dataflow architecture system to dedicate processor resources to tasks
like the engineering model computer interface adds a new dimension to simulation
capabilities. It is now possible to do limited but time critical on-board systems models
on a general purpose processor card resident on the system bus, making the
implementation of certain classes of extremely time critical models possible. In the
past impmentation of these types of models were either not technically feasable, or
were constrained compromise solutions.

The applicability of a data flow telemetry system to this simulation problem may be
surprising because this is not what these systems are generally used for. Since a



telemetry simulation with these stated requirements contains a simulation of a space
based data handling system, and dataflow telemetry systems are ground based data
handling systems, the parallels in functionality should not be difficult to comprehend.
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ABSTRACT

Telemetry and data communications network simulation training devices are used to
train mission controllers and spacecraft flight crews to manage the space network’s
resources for consistent and reliable data flow between a user’s spacecraft and control
center. A Space Communication Network simulation for communication controller
training contains models for; network configuration, resource scheduling, simulation
of tracking data blocks, data quality monitoring (DQM), responses and interaction,
malfunctions, and a communication environment to control the flow of data. The goal
of the simulation is to train in the management of the Space Communication Network
utilizing real-world formats and real-world protocols thus enabling the simulator to
appear to the trainees as the real-world network.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is describe telemetry and data communications network
simulation for training of spacecraft crews, ground controllers of spacecraft on-board
systems, and spacecraft control center communications network support personnel.
The widely accepted definition of “network simulation” in the data communications,
engineering, and information science communities is “a simulation of network traffic
loads given some protocol and amount of information to be transmitted over a
network”. These types of simulations are useful to predict network loading for
formulation of requirements and design of communications networks, but are not used
for training. The purpose of the simulation described in this paper is training of
personnel who control network resources or use data transported by the network. In
this sense the simulation being described in this paper is more similar to an aircraft
flight simulator or spacecraft vehicle simulator, than to a network traffic analysis
simulation. Hereafter in this paper a telemetry and data communications network
simulation will be referred to as the “network simulation”.



Network simulations have been in use by the United States space program for many
years. As the world enters an era in which there will be more than two (the US and
USSR) nations with a manned presence in space, it is hoped that the international
community will be able to recognize the need for network training. An understanding
of the reasons for this training in the US space program will help bring about this
recognition.

The descriptions in this paper of personnel trained by a network simulation will be
generic to maximize the readers ability to draw parallels between the tasks performed
by these personnel and those performed by similar personnel at the readers facility.
Descriptions of telemetry and data network services, network system interaction with
mission control centers, and status information produced by the network will be kept
generic for the same reason.

 TYPICAL SPACECRAFT TELEMETRY AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS
NETWORK SERVICES, SCHEDULING, CONTROL,

STATUS, AND ARTIFACTS

NETWORK SERVICES

Figure 1 shows data flow and interaction with a telemetry and data communications
network. Typical services provided by a telemetry and data communications network
include the following:

1. Transportation of telemetry data from a spacecraft to the spacecraft mission
control center, spacecraft systems engineering support centers, and spacecraft
payload control centers. Typically data transport involves use of a relay satellite
in geosynchronous orbit coupled with a ground station for the relay satellite.
This function may also involve direct downlink from the spacecraft to a ground
site. In either case, it is the responsibility of the network to:

a. Receive the telemetry from the spacecraft

b. Transport the telemetry minimizing the number or errors introduced during
transport

c. Maximize the convenience to the end user of the telemetry by delivering it
packaged in an easy to process form (if cost effective)

d. Deliver the telemetry with a minimum delay time from receipt by the first
element of the network



Figure 1 - Network Data Flow and Interaction



e. Correct any errors which occur at any point in transmission if possible

f. Report any errors which occur at any point in transmission

2. Transport uplink command data to the spacecraft. Typically this function is a
mirror image of the telemetry transport function. All of the same functions are
provided by the network with the source and destination reversed

3. Tracking of the spacecraft is usually performed by the network. It is convenient
for the network to perform this function because Doppler, Pseudo Noise coding,
and antenna angle information is immediately available to the network at a
ground station. This information is readily convertible into spacecraft position
and velocity. Often it is necessary for the network to remain cognizant of the
spacecraft position and velocity so that data transmission and reception antennas
can be pointed, transmission frequencies can be Doppler compensated prior to
transmission, and reception signal frequency windows can be adjusted for
optimum reception of the signal. The tracking data is usually transported to the
spacecraft control center, over the network

4. Recording of telemetry data during periods of interface outage, or for users who
do not require immediate real-time delivery. Typically a mechanism is provided
by the network to allow playback through the network to the control center so
that delayed delivery of the data can be accomplished.

SCHEDULING

If the network is used by more than one spacecraft control center, and has insufficient
resources to dedicate communications paths to all users simultaneously, some
mechanism for scheduling network resources must be provided. Typically scheduling
will be accomplished via some electronic communications path with the network
control center, if the scheduling system is an automated system. Over this
communications path the spacecraft control center will request use of the network
resources as described above. The user will typically specify a start and stop time for
network use, and a set of resources that make sense (a “possible” support
configuration). To do this the user must specify information such as a support
identification code, data rates, transmission band, and frequency. If the user has an
especially congenial relationship with the network management, establishment of
special predefined configurations may be possible. These will allow the spacecraft
control center to specify a macro configuration code.



The control center will usually have assigned personnel responsible for network
scheduling. These personnel utilize a computerized means of generating scheduling
messages. The nature of this function dictates that the interface between this local
scheduling function and the network control center be a two way interface. This is
necessary so that requests for support can be responded to with acknowledgement that
the requested resources have been reserved. In cases where the requested resources
can not be reserved, a dialog is necessary between the local scheduling function and
the network control center so that corrective action can be taken.

NETWORK CONTROL

Modern spacecraft telemetry and data transport networks allow interaction between
the spacecraft control center, and elements of the network. Those elements which
interact directly with the user’s spacecraft or depend directly on spacecraft
configuration to work can be configured electronically from the control center. This
allows configuration of the scheduled resources to match the configuration of the
spacecraft telemetry and command data transmission systems. Performance of this
control from the spacecraft control center is both necessary and convenient because
the area of greatest expertise on the spacecraft communications systems will be
localized at the control center. The spacecraft control center is also the location which
is most aware of the spacecraft condition and configuration.

The network will usually provide a means for the control center to control the
transmission frequency for the uplink signal to the spacecraft, initiation of the signal
acquisition sequences to lock up on the carrier, and many other of the variables
involved in radio frequency communications. An example for use of this capability is
a change in data rate from the spacecraft. When something like this occurs the
elements of the network which require a knowledge of data rate need to be informed
in real-time so that communications can continue with a minimum of interruption.

The control center will have support personnel responsible for the performance of
these real-time network control functions. These personnel will monitor the
configuration and performance of the network and tune the configuration for optimum
performance. The means of communicating network configuration changes will be a
real-time communications interface with the network control center. This interface
will be two way, so that the control center network control personnel can be assured
that configuration changes to the network have been received and are being acted
upon.



NETWORK STATUS

Status data of all types is of primary interest to a spacecraft control center. In the case
of the network, status data can be broadly divided into two primary areas. These are
the status of the data being transported through the network and the status of the
network systems. The status of the data being transported will include such
information as the amount of telemetry and command data being processed by the
network for the spacecraft and the number of errors in the data. The status of the
network will consist of the network configuration and any status information gathered
from supporting network systems which could be useful to resolve data transport
anomalies. The network will usually supply status information in real-time electronic
form to the control center. Status information will be displayed in the control center by
systems viewed by the control center network control personnel. The status provides
feedback about the current telemetry downlink and command uplink data transmission
performance, and is a factor in the decision process to initiate network control
corrective actions.

NETWORK ARTIFACTS

Network artifacts are effects on the transported data caused by the network. These
include the following:

1. Acquisition of signal/Loss of signal times - These will depend on the geometric
positions of the network relay satellite(s) or ground station with respect to the
spacecraft position, assuming line of sight is necessary with the spacecraft. The
minimum power threshold the network is configured to receive data at, as well
as the maximum power level the network is able to transmit at also effect when
AOS is possible. Often mission sequences for the performance of tasks aboard
or from the spacecraft (like extra vehicular activity or experiments) are planned
around the predicted AOS/LOS times.

2. Noise - Among the factors which contribute to the amount of noise introduced
into the telemetry data during transmission are the bit error rates the network
was designed to operate within. The amount of noise in the telemetry downlink
and command uplink has an effect upon every control center on-board systems
controller position, whether or not that controller has anything to do with the
network or spacecraft communications configuration. There will be periodic
losses of telemetry data due to noise. These will show up on displays in the
control center, and may even trigger the annunciation of alarms in control
center. Automated processes for monitoring of spacecraft systems will be
affected due to total or partial lack of input. In rare cases were telemetry data



with errors gets through all the checks and error protection built into the data
communications systems, noisy data will be displayed and or processed.

3. Outages and degradation due to malfunction - In cases where nominal support is
not possible due to equipment failure, the network can affect the data by either
disallowing it’s transmission, or artificially introducing errors. This is also
possible due to misconfiguration of either the network or the spacecraft data
communications systems. Noise, and it’s effects in the control center as
described above, can be much greater in this situation. Often in these cases it is
necessary for the control center network support personnel to trouble shoot and
initiate work arounds to this type of problem. This may involve corrective
action through ground control, scheduling of a new configuration, or voice
interface with network control center and ground station personnel.

REQUIREMENTS OF A NETWORK SIMULATION

Typical requirement of a network simulation for training are to simulate each of the
network functions described above, providing the same inputs to the real world
mission control center as it receives from the communications network in the real
world. Data interfaces typically utilize the same formats and data rates as are used in
the real world. The goal of the network simulation is to create the illusion that the
control center is interfacing with the real world network communicating with the
actual spacecraft. The uplink commands produced by the control center in the real
world are received by the network simulation and provided to the spacecraft vehicle
simulation (the same simulation used for crew training). The spacecraft vehicle
simulation also provides all telemetry to the network simulation. Figure 2 shows the
data flow and interaction with a network simulation. Detailed network simulation
requirements include the following:

1. Physical receipt and transportation of telemetry and command data between the
spacecraft control center and the spacecraft simulation. Data is only processed
and allowed to pass though the simulation if the simulated network conditions
and configuration is one that would allow data communications in the real
world

2. Simulation of tracking by the network. This involves transformation of the state
vectors and velocity information maintained by the spacecraft vehicle
simulation into the format of tracking data messages produced by the network.
These messages are then transmitted to the mission control center



Figure 2- Data Flow and Interaction with a Network Simulation



3. Simulation of line outage recording is provided by recording the telemetry
produced by the spacecraft vehicle simulation. This data is then played back to
the control center, if requested in the manner utilized by the real world

4. Simulation of the network scheduling function by having the simulation play the
role of the network control center. This involves receipt of scheduling messages
from the spacecraft control center scheduling system, maintenance of a schedule
database, and response to spacecraft control center scheduling data messages.
Once valid schedule requests are transmitted to the simulation and added to the
simulated network schedule, the schedules are used to automatically configure
the simulated systems in the network simulation to match the configuration
requested by the spacecraft control center. This automatic network
configuration ocurrs when the appropriate support start time is reached as
specified in the schedule.

5. Simulation of network control. This involves receipt of control messages from
the mission control center, and altering the configuration of simulated network
systems in the manner commanded by the control center. As with scheduling,
no attempt is made by the simulation to insure that the commanded
configuration will allow communications. This provides the trainees with an
opportunity to make the same mistakes which are possible in the real world.

6. Simulation of network status. This involves collection of the same statistical
data provided in network status messages in the real world. This data is
collected based upon measurements taken from the simulated telemetry
received from the spacecraft vehicle simulation, and measurements taken from
the command uplink received from the control center. This data is then
formatted into data quality status messages and provided to the control center in
electronic form.

7. Simulation of network artifacts. This involves accurate AOS/LOS
computations. These are based upon line of sight calculations using the
simulated positions of the spacecraft, the relay satellites, and ground stations.
The current scheduled network configuration is also considered in these
computations, to insure network systems have been configured correctly to
allow data to flow. The configuration of the spacecraft vehicle simulation
on-board data communications systems is also considered. Transmission
frequencies, polarization, data encoding, and any other variable which has a
possibility of manual configuration mismatch between the spacecraft and the
network relay satellite or ground station is checked for compatibility. If all
conditions allow, data is allowed to flow between the spacecraft vehicle
simulation and the control center.



8. Introduction of noise. This involves intentionally introducing errors into the
telemetry data produced by the spacecraft vehicle simulation, prior to the
simulation of data reception by the network. A random noise generation
algorithm is utilized, which is seeded by the bit error rate characteristics of the
network for nominal noise simulation. The simulation instructor is also allowed
to increase this level of noise to simulate degraded conditions. Similar noise is
introduced on the command uplink data prior to it’s presentation to the
spacecraft vehicle simulation, as well as to all other simulated real world data
links including the scheduling, ground control, data quality, and tracking. In
each case realistic “seeds” are used for the random noise generation, based upon
the bit error characteristics of the respective data link.

9. Simulation of outages and degradation due to malfunction. This is accomplished
by simulating the systems which are used to transport data, and creating the set
of symptoms which would appear in the control center if that system were
degraded or completely broken. The instructor of the simulation is allowed to
introduce malfunctions into the simulation. Malfunction symptoms may
manifest themselves in any or all outputs to the control center including
telemetry, tracking, ground control response, scheduling response, and data
quality messages. In this manner it is possible for control center personnel to
recognize the particular set of symptoms which accompany numerous
permutations of anomalous situations.

PERSONNEL TRAINED BY A NETWORK SIMULATION

Assuming the simulation requirements were to simulate all typical network services,
interaction, and artifacts as described above, candidates for training include the
following:

a. Spacecraft crews - The crew has opportunity to practice configuration of the
communications systems aboard the spacecraft. This is especially important in
practice for recovery from anomalous situations in which communications with
the ground has been lost and must be recovered to continue the mission. Often,
loss of communications is due to misconfiguration, either of network, or of the
spacecraft. The fact that the network simulation is present and simulating the
network configuration makes misconfiguration possible. Without a network
simulation, the training cues which manifest themselves during a
misconfiguration will never be experienced by the flight crew in a realistic
manner.

The crew will also be able to experience the effects of noise on uplink. If a
network simulation was not utilized, the crew would not experience the effect of



noise on uplink commands. If uplink voice data were completely error free
during simulation, but noisy in the real world, negative training would result. If
on-board systems never registered the receipt of noisy invalid commands, cues
which contribute to realistic training would be missed. If every command
sequence received from the control center was completely error free, then every
mission event which is driven by control center command sequences would be
less realistic than if a network simulation were present to introduce noise.

Training is also more realistic because mission time lines which require
synchronization with AOS can be more accurately rehearsed. If AOS/LOS
times were not accurately simulated, the practice of mission time lines would be
unrealistic. Taking a few moments more than planned to perform a crew
procedure is significant if the extra time causes a mission event which requires
observation and cooperation from the control center, to occur during an LOS
period. In space, where irreplaceable consumables can be expended when
mission time lines are exceeded, this is a very important consideration in
determining the need for network simulation.

b. Ground controllers of spacecraft on-board systems - All control center
personnel who view telemetry get accustomed to “normal” noise. In addition,
the same concerns apply here as to the crew training for mission command
sequences and time line planned mission events.

Since the network simulation is required to accurately simulate the current
scheduled network configuration, including transmission power levels,
frequencies, and other characteristics, it is possible for the flight controllers for
the spacecraft on-board communications systems to view realistic telemetry.
Without network simulation the telemetry from these simulated on board
systems which measure the characteristics of the uplink signal from the network
can not be realistic.

c. Spacecraft control center communications network support personnel - These
personnel have an opportunity to practice scheduling of “possible” network
configurations for mission support. If preplanned “canned” schedules are to be
utilized in the actual mission, there is opportunity to utilize these in mission
simulations. If there is no scheduling training in simulations, these individuals
do not have a chance to practice live.

As a side benefit, the control center personnel who view tracking data and the
outputs of systems in the control center which process tracking data, are
allowed to view realistic data.



d. The entire team - Every anomalous situation has a set of symptoms which will
manifest themselves in different ways to each member of a mission support
team. These symptoms can be thought of as a signature of the problem. If it is
possible to inject likely problems during simulations, and the simulation is of
sufficient fidelity to produce that problems associated signature accurately, it is
possible to train the mission support team to recognize anomalous situations and
take appropriate corrective action quickly. The team will see a “distributed”
signature, which will require appropriate communications and dissemination of
information among team members in order to formulate a collective decision on
the nature of the problem and it’s solution. The distributed nature of the problem
signature makes it all the harder to recognize and solve the problem. The
network simulation provides a solution to training the entire mission support
team to work together to recognize and solve these types of problems.

NETWORK TRAINING IN THE PERMANENTLY MANNED SPACE ERA

As we enter the era of permanently manned space presence, another consideration is
mission support team complacency due to long periods of nominal operations. There
is temptation to assume on the job training for spacecraft flight controllers will be
sufficient in this era, since mission control centers will be manned full time. Whether
simulation type training is necessary after an initial training “bootstrap” is
accomplished is in question .

We submit, that in order to avoid complacency, proficiency training in anomalous
situations is absolutely necessary. Space systems are designed with the goal that the
most catastrophic problems will be least likely to occur. This means that this most
dangerous class of problems are the ones least likely to be encountered on the job. It
therefore is essential that mission support personnel be exposed somehow to the
signatures associated with these problems. Space is a very unforgiving environment,
and every possible step should be taken to prepare for all contingencies. Training is
very inexpensive when compared with the expense of loss of even one average
experiment or payload. We further submit, that the fidelity and realism of the
simulation is of paramount importance in order to produce an accurate signature of
anomalous situations. The need for this realism is magnified due to the distributed
nature of problem signatures in a spacecraft control center.

CONCLUSIONS

High fidelity simulations of telemetry and data communications networks have been
utilized by the US space program for training of flight crews and mission control
center personnel for many years. These simulations provide realistic training for
configuration of spacecraft and telemetrty communications networks, as well as



providing benefits to all personnel who utilize telemetry and command data by
introducing network artifacts into simulated telmetry data produced by the spacecraft
vehicle simulation. These simulations are necessary to allow all mission team
members to recognize the symptoms of anomalous situations, and are especially
critical due to the distributed nature of control center designs and distributed flight
controller responsiblities. As we enter the era of permanently manned space presence,
network simulations become even more important for proficiency training in
recognizing and solving spacecraft communications problems.
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ABSTRACT

There exists today, numerous off-the-shelf hardware solutions for the
generation of simulated telemetry data streams. The ability to rapidly develop
engineering models to drive the data contents of the telemetry is restricted by
the lack of contemporary CASE tools. This paper presents an object-oriented
Graphical User Interface (GUI) approach to generation of mathematical models
in order to reduce the time required for model generation to a fraction of today’s
development time, eliminate the need to write substantial amounts of software,
and allow reuse of model objects in a manner consistent with the GUI cut, paste,
and copy metaphors.

Key Words: Telemetry Generation, Engineering Models, Object Oriented.

INTRODUCTION

Traditional methods of building engineering software models in support of the
simulation of telemetry data revolved around classical functional decomposition
methodologies and simple text-based software development tools. Functionality
of a defined process was examined and models were coded, compiled, linked,
and tested, using very cumbersome tools. This process could take as long as 1
to 6 hours per iteration for very complex systems. One of the key disadvantages
to this method is that for each system the functionality is very unique thus
demanding unique models and code to produce the desired results. Recent
technology innovations in software engineering have seen the emergence of the
Object Oriented methodologies and the Graphical User Interface (GUI). This
technology promises to provide the most significant advances in the current
computer and hours per iteration for very complex systems. One of the key
disadvantages to this method is that for each system the functionality is very



unique thus demanding unique models and code to produce the desired results.
Recent technology innovations in software engineering have seen the
emergence of the Object Oriented methodologies and the Graphical User
Interface (GUI). This technology promises to provide the most significant
advances in the current computer and software industry. It not only changes the
thought processes involved with the problem solution it also redefines how the
users relate to computers and the potential that can be realized by utilizing this
technology.

OBJECT ORIENTED APPROACH

Todays methods of performing high fidelity telemetry simulation usually consist
of large scale embedded systems comprising thousands of lines of third
generation language code (such as FORTRAN) which is extremely expensive to
produce and costly to maintain. The telemetry interface to this system is usually
accomplished on the hardware level which performs well but is expensive in its
self and limited in its flexibility. The emergence of object oriented techniques in
the 80's brought about several key methodologies and concepts which apply to
real world modeling which is the essence of telemetry system models. By
definition an object, in the object oriented paradigm, models the real world. It is
a self contained collection of functions and data bound together in a single unit,
designed with a strict interface to the “outside world”. Object oriented design
and programming, OOD and OOP, respectively, focus on organizing programs
or systems as collections of objects. The main idea of the object oriented
approach is to focus development efforts on the objects of a system as opposed
to the traditional approach of being concerned primarily with functionality which
is prevalent in many of todays existing systems. In an Object Oriented
approach, data and functions are not separated but are closely coupled allowing
the functions to work on the data and the data to determine which functions will
execute. With this methodology, software objects can be designed in
accordance with their real world counterparts and only a well defined interface
to the external world will be visible thus creating a black box or encapsulated
object.

ENGINEERING MODEL BUILDING

These black boxes can then be used as building blocks. These building blocks
can then be constructed and integrated to form a functional model of the real
world system. This will require a rule or knowledge based system capable of
defining and maintaining the properties of each object and then implementing or
creating an instance of the object as required.



The object decomposition of a simple vehicle is presented in Figure 1.0. This
system or vehicle consists of a collection of real world objects or components,
each with a very specific function and behavior. By defining these
characteristics to the knowledge base and then applying them to corresponding
software objects, they can be used and integrated as a functioning model. In
order to fully utilize the capabilities of this approach, a repository of objects or
black boxes would need to be available and maintained for most real world
components. Added flexibility could be gained by providing varying levels of
fidelity and generic behavior in the models as to maximize fidelity/performance
ratios.

The output of this system would be fourth generation language software objects
that could then be used as is or integrated into larger systems or a real-time
simulation environments for training or verification testing purposes.

GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE

The next fundamental component is relaying or interacting to the user the
information needed to construct this type of object oriented knowledge based
system. The concepts or the Graphical User Interface (GUI) are the best suited
for this capability based on several studies. One such study was conducted in
1989 when Microsoft and Zenith Data Systems commissioned Temple, Barker &
Sloane to study the performance attributes of GUI’s versus character based
user interfaces. The findings were as follows:

Experienced GUI users finished 58% more correct work than users of
character-based interfaces.

Frustration and fatigue levels were lower among GUI users.

GUI users were better at self-teaching and exploring, not to mention being
better at learning more capabilities of machines and systems.

The application of GUI’s to the development of telemetry simulation system
models points toward the possibility of similar results. GUI’s also provide a
natural interface to object-oriented applications such as model building systems.

Figures 2.0 and 3.0 represent a model for a GUI to a conceptional engineering
model building system. The key elements consist of the object oriented
approach to the model building capabilities and the graphical representation of
real world objects to the user.



Figure 1.0 Simplified Vehicle Model 





CONCLUSION

By utilizing a GUI based modeling and telemetry generation system, rapid
prototyping efforts would be much more feasible and provide faster more
accurate data to aid in further design processes. The cost of such a system
would be considerably less that contemporary systems and provide much more
flexibility. With this model building capability, entire systems or vehicles could be
modeled and then plugged into generic type environment simulation systems to
provide an entirely integrated vehicle telemetry simulation suitable for
engineering development as well as turn key training devices. This could also
lead to a greater increase in efficiency in actual flight article systems by
providing a what-if capability to system designers.

Also, this technology does not strictly apply to telemetry systems. There are
others areas within aerospace which are studying the potential of this
technology or are currently implementing similar systems. With the concepts of
OOD, these existing systems could possibly be tailored or reused in this
particular application.
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ABSTRACT

In a generic telemetry simulation the overall fidelity of the simulation is largely based on
the simulated vehicle’s On-Board-Systems (OBS) engineering models that drive the
generation of the telemetry. Also, the actual transfer of data between the simulated vehicle
and control center depends on the ability of the Radio Frequency (RF) OBS to acquire and
process the RF links thus resulting in a Acquisition of Signal or Loss of Signal (AOS/LOS)
determination. The simulated RF links are a function of the communications OBS models,
and the communications environment models. The communications OBS models are
responsible for propagating the RF signal. Since the RF link analysis is highly integrated
into the characteristics of the communications equipment and environment models, RF link
software needs to be constantly redeveloped as communications equipment models
change, fidelity is added, or multiple links are created. However, by using a generic object-
oriented design, RF link software can process any number of differing links based on the
RF characteristics of the propagated wave. As a result, the communications equipment
model software can be changed to reflect possible design changes without having to
rewrite the RF link software thus allowing reuse of existing code.

INTRODUCTION

Accurate high fidelity simulations of RF links are necessary for high fidelity spacecraft
telemetry simulations. Spacecraft telemetry simulations traditionally have been used to
train ground crews, flight crews, and mission support personal in the use of OBS and
ground telemetry equipment. As telemetry simulations evolve and become more
affordable, other uses are being realized in areas such as RF link margin analysis,
telemetry equipment design, telemetry equipment checkout, and mission planning.

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the advantages of an object-oriented approach
as opposed to a functional approach for the simulation of RF links in a multi-vehicle space



environment. A multi-vehicle space environment involves communications with Space
Shuttle Orbiters, payloads, free-flyers, the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
(TDRSS), the Ground Space Tracking Data Network (GSTDN), the Space Station
Freedom (SSF), and other transmitting and receiving communications systems. For most
space applications, users communicate with the vehicles through a ground station or a
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS). Currently, there are 3 TDRSs with each TDRS
providing 1 Multiple Access (MA) and 4 Single Access (SA) forward services
simultaneously along with 20 MA and 4 SA return services simultaneously. These services
include S and K-band frequencies, various modulation schemes, and a host of other
options. As a result, the number of possible combinations and type of links in a multi-
vehicle space environment is immense.

This paper presents an object-oriented design which allows receivers to interface to
transmitters in such a way that the transmitting system is transparent to the receiving
system. This generic scheme allows all possible links to be modelled in the same manner
with considerable reuse (see Figure 1). Each RF link in a point-to-point telemetry
communications transmission is represented by instances of transmitter and receiver
objects which are affected by environment objects.

OBJECT-ORIENTED VS. FUNCTIONAL

Non-object-oriented space telemetry communications designs have suffered in the past
because the characteristics of the vehicles were deeply imbedded into the RF link
processing software. Also, every possible link had to be modelled to ensure connectivity
between the systems (i.e. a separate section of code existing for each link; TDRSS East to
Orbiter, Orbiter to TDRSS East, TDRSS Spare to Orbiter, Orbiter to Ground Station,
etc..). Therefore, when multiple systems were added the possible number of links
increased geometrically (i.e. n systems yields n•(n-1) links), and within each link, the
characteristics of the system were hard-coded into the link (i.e Ku-band, MA etc..). As a
result, when a system changed or another was added, extensive rework was necessary.

Object-oriented space telemetry communications designs involve creating “classes” of
real-world objects. These classes represent the attributes and operations of generic real-
world objects. When classes are instantiated and assigned attributes specific to the vehicle
being modelled, they become objects. By combining objects from several systems (i.e.
environment, on board avionics, propulsion etc ... ) a full vehicle can be modelled. As the
vehicles being modelled evolve, vehicle models are easily updated by adding new objects,
deleting obsolete objects, or by adding attributes and operations to existing objects. The
various objects send messages to each other for information or services. As a result, when
a real-world system changes, only the affected object needs to be updated, thus eliminating
costly rework from systems containing heavily imbedded functional processes. For



example, when vehicle B is added to Figure 1, a functional approach would require
modification to both vehicles A and B.

RF LINK OBJECTS

The two main classes of objects for space telemetry communications are for the OBS
communications equipment and the communications environment. The communications
equipment class contains classes of antennas, RF Combiners, transmitters, and receivers.
The Communications environment class contains classes of signals, ephemeris (noise), and
obscuration (see Figure 2). Common to all communications equipment classes is the
vehicle the equipment is contained in, and the operation of updating the equipment’s mode
by an on board computer or ground control command. Common to all communications
environment classes is the coordinate system of the modelled universe. As a result, the
subclasses of the communications equipment class and communications environment class
are said to inherit the attributes and operations of their parent classes.

Communications Equipment Class - The basic subclasses of the communications
equipment class are as follows:

1) The antenna class contains attributes for; polarization, the boresight angle, beam
pattern, and gain. The operations include; updating the signal as its own attributes
are changed due to moding, requesting a signal obscuration determination when
receiving, and calculating the signal’s gain based on boresight angles.

2) The RF combiner class determines which resources of the vehicle will update the
signal and thus contains attributes for pointers representing object to object
connections. On vehicles with multiple transmitters/receivers, antennas, signal
amplifiers, and extensive cross-strapping, the RF combiner routes the signals to the
various resources based on its commanded mode of operation. Also during
reception, noise is routed to the receiver.

3) The transmitter class contains attributes for; the signal frequency, power, mode
(modulation scheme), the presence of a Pseudo-Noise (PN) long code, PN short
code (which uniquely identifies the vehicle), data rate, and if in dual channel mode,
the I/Q channel power ratio. This information is set based on the commanded mode
of operation of the transmitter. Basically, transmitters are responsible for creating
(spawning), updating, and deleting signal objects.

4) The receiver class contains attributes for; the center frequency, acquisition
bandwidth, acquisition threshold, mode (demodulation scheme), the presence of a
PN long code, PN short code, detector lock, and receiver lock. Basically, receivers



are responsible for polling and processing signals. Processing includes; requesting
availability from the RF combiner objects, calculation of the resultant signal power,
calculation of a Bit Error Rate (BER), and from all this, calculation of the AOS/LOS
determination. Also if AOS and tracking services are scheduled, the PN long code
epoch is checked for coherent signals to allow ranging

Communications Environment Class - The basic subclasses of the communications
environment class are as follows:

1) The signal class contains attributes for; the signal ID, polarization, frequency,
power, propagation state vector, the presence of a PN long code, PN short code,
data rate, and for dual channel applications, the I/Q channel power ratio. The
operation of the signal class is to update its values based on messages received from
antenna and transmitter objects.

2) The ephemeris class contains attributes for; the type, mean, variance, and level of
the noise present in the simulation environment. The noise parameters are used by
receiver objects to determine the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) which is used for
calculating the BER and AOS/LOS determination. The ephemeris class updates its
values usually from instructor inputs or other environment objects.

3) The obscuration object contains attributes for the position and size of an obscuring
body. The operations include; calculating whether the receiving antenna is pointed
at the sun within a given tolerance thus causing outage, and determining if the body
in the simulation is blocking the signal’s path to the receiving antenna. This class is
instantiated to produce obscuration effects due to the earth, sun, and any payloads
that may be in the environment.

When higher fidelity is required to model the real-world telemetry equipment of the vehicle
or environment, extra classes are created and inserted under the appropriate class. Also,
more objects can be added by instantiating the desired class and forming objects from
other objects (aggregation), allowing representation of a variety of vehicles and real-world
objects (see Figure 3). As a result, the development environment is flexible and can
represent many dynamic configurations.

 PROCESSING THE COMMUNICATIONS PATH

The processing of an RF link involves utilizing all the objects in the communications path.
Each active receiver must process each active signal. In the real-world, many transmitters
are simultaneously active causing the RF environment to contain many signals and noise.
Also, many receivers constantly search the RF environment for a compatible signal to lock



on. As a result, in a real-world RF link, the transmitter is totally transparent to the receiver
and the intended communications path can be any combination of active transmitters and
receivers.

To accurately simulate this process, several parallel processes must occur. First, a signal is
created by a transmitter. Next, an RF combiner routes the signal to the appropriate
antenna. Then, the antenna updates the polarization and power attributes of the signal
based on its abilities. At this point, the signal is placed in a stack with all other active
signals. While waiting to be picked up by a receiver, the signal is constantly being updated
by the transmitter and antenna objects as their configurations change. In a separate task, a
receiver starts to poll signals when it is moded to do so. The receiver polls signals by
checking the PN short code of each active signal. If a match is found, the receiver requests
that the signal be made available by the RF combiner and antenna objects. This causes the
RF combiner object to send a message containing the signal ID to the linked antenna
object. The antenna object then rendezvous with the obscuration object to determine if the
signal can be seen by the antenna. If it can, the signal object's attributes are updated based
on the antennas gain and boresight. Finally, the signal and the noise currently present in the
environment are routed to the receiver, where the final AOS/LOS determination is made
based on the attributes of the signal, the noise, and the receiver (see Figure 4)

With the advent of multi-processor hosts, the real-world RF environment can be accurately
simulated by placing each active receiver, signal, and transmitter in its own processor. This
allows simultaneous processing of links involving many possible combinations of receivers
and transmitters in real-time. As a result, signals are processed with the transmitter
completely transparent to the receiver, whereas a functional approach must define the
receiving and transmitting pair to know which type of link to process. Also, the signal
objects are dynamic. This causes system resources to be allocated and deallocated as the
signals are created and deleted, thus maximizing system efficiency.

CONCLUSION

Previous functional RF link designs, while well suited for initial development, became
quickly obsolete as telemetry equipment and transmission methods evolved and became
more complex. As a result, the simulation software which modelled the real-world
telemetry equipment and processes was constantly being updated. Since, the functional
approach did not lend itself easily to modifications, it became expensive to keep the
simulation current with telemetry technology. However, an object-oriented RF link design
overcomes many of these shortcomings by representing the real-world objects with
simulated objects. With instantiation and inheritance, large models can be quickly
prototyped and modified due to reuse. The simulation also can be integrated with other
simulators easily because an addition to the communications path causes generic classes to



be instantiated and not re-engineered. As a result, an object-oriented RF link allows the
simulation to be co-developed with the real-world vehicle and delivered to the user before
the real-world vehicle is built, thus allowing design validation, checkout, and training prior
to the vehicle’s deployment.
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Abstract

In a PCM-FM-FM/FM modulation scheme, one pulse code
modulated (PCM) signal is added to a series of FM subcarrier
modulated signals, and the sum is modulated on one FM
carrier frequency. After the signal is carrier demodulated
at the receiver and the signals modulating the subcarriers
are individually filtered and demodulated, the information
carried by the subcarrier frequencies may be distorted or
lost due to interference power of the PCM signal that is
passed by the subcarrier signals’ bandpass filters. The
effect of the interference power may be reduced when the
subcarrier frequencies are chosen to coincide with the zero
crossing frequencies of the PCM signal. It will be shown
that this choice results in a lower interference power than
when the subcarrier frequencies come between the zero
crossings. The PCM signal used in this study is of polar
nonreturn to zero format.

Introduction and Background Information

Before discussing PCM-FM-FM/FM, the schemes of PCM-FM
and FM/FM will be introduced. PCM-FM modulation modulates a
pulse-code modulated (PCM) signal m (t), of a polarD

nonreturn-to-zero format, amplitude A, bit rate R , andb



period T, on the FM carrier frequency f . A block diagram ofc

the circuit that produces this modulation scheme is given in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: PCM Modulation Scheme

The equation describing the modulated signal y(t) is given
as

(1)

where k is the gain of the FM modulation box. k has units of
Hertz per volt. The derivative of the argument of the cosine
gives the instantaneous frequency of the modulated signal.

This instantaneous frequency shows that the peak deviation
in frequency is given by

f =Ak (2)d

The FM/FM modulation scheme is shown in the black box
design in Figure 2. FM/FM has n signals m (t) modulating nn

FM subcarrier frequencies. The signals are then summed, and
the sum modulates a single FM carrier frequency. The FM/FM
signal is described as Equation 3.



Figure 2: FM/FM Modulation Scheme

(3)

In Equation 3, f  =A , where A  is the amplitude of m (t) anddn n n n

k is the gain, in Hz/volt, of the FM carrier modulation box.

PCM-FM-FM/FM is like the FM/FM modulation scheme, but
the PCM  signal m (t) is summed with the other n signalsD

after they modulate the n subcarriers. Figure 3 is the black
box design of the new modulation scheme, and Equation 4 is
the PCM-FM-FM/FM signal.

(4)



Figure 3: PCM-FM-FM/FM Scheme

Equation 4 introduces several new parameters. f  is thec

carrier frequency, and f  is the peak frequency deviation ofd

m (t), as introduced in Equation 2. f  is the frequencyD dcn

deviation of the carrier by the nth subcarrier frequency.
For m (t), f  is usually chosen to be .35R , where R  is theD d b b

bit rate of the signal. f  is determined according to thedcn

design’s objectives, and the subcarrier frequencies f  arescn

specifications of the modulation scheme design.

For the remainder of this paper, the lowest frequency
subcarrier signal will be considered. The rms power
associated with the lowest frequency subcarrier of the PCM-
FM-FM/FM signal, m (t) , after carrier demodulation is given1

in Equation 5. This shows that the weight of the subcarrier
in the frequency domain is f  (See Figure 5).ds1

(5)

The PCM-FM-FM/FM demodulation scheme is shown in Figure 4.



Figure 4: PCM-FM-FM/FM Demodulation

After carrier demodulation, the subcarrier modulated by
m (t) is filtered by an IF filter, which is a bandpass1

filter with a central frequency equal to f , and with asc1

bandwidth of 15% of the central frequency, 7.5% on each
side. This filter may be considered ideal. These percentages
are the IRIG standard bandwidths of bandpass filters. This
filter also passes any components of m (t) that fall withinD

the bandwidth, which could interfere with the power of the
subcarrier signal and either distort or destroy the
information associated with m (t).1

The interference power associated with the components
of m (t) that fall within the subcarrier’s IF filter is theD

integration over the IF filter bandwidth of the energy
spectral density (ESD) of m (t) divided by T, the period ofD

m (t). This expression is shown as Equation 6,D

 
(6)

where S(f) is the ESD of one period of m (t). Note that theD

integration is multiplied by 2 to achieve the double sided
ESD of m(t). S(f) is expressed as

(7)

If any premodulation filtering was performed on the PCM
signal before it was added to the other signals and



modulated (see Figure 3), then H(f) in Equation 6 is the
transfer function of the filter. If no premodulation
filtering was done, then H(f) is unity, or the filter is an
all pass filter.

A comparison of the power associated with the
components of m (t) within the bandpass filter’s bandwidthD

to the power of the subcarrier modulated by m (t) is best1

expressed as a ratio of the powers. This ratio is shown here
in dB.

(8)

Employing logarithmic properties, remembering the IF filter
is ideal, and using the expression for power in Equation 7,
the ratio becomes

where the integration is performed over the bandwidth of the
IF

filter. Notice the first term of Equation 10 does not depend
on f  but the second term does because it contains thesc1

integration over the bandwidth of the IF filter. If f , andsc1

consequently the IF filter, were changed, any change in the
ratio of PCM signal power to subcarrier signal power would
show in this second term only. It is the second term that is
used to monitor the effect of changing the location of the
subcarrier in the PCM-FM-FM/FM modulation scheme.

Approach

A sample PCM signal used in this analysis is of polar
nonreturn to zero format, with amplitude A = 1, bit rate Rb

= 11 kbits/second, and T = 1/R . The gain of the FM carrierb

modulation box is set to k = 1 Hz/volt. Three different



premodulation filters are employed in the modulation scheme
of Figure 3. The first has a transfer function H(f) = 1, to
pass all frequencies. The second filter is a single-pole low
pass filter with a transfer function of

(11)

where R , the -3dB cutoff frequency, is the bit rate ofb

m (t). The final filter is a six-pole Bessel low passD

filter, designed for the same -3dB cutoff frequency and
normalized. Its transfer function is

(12)

where w  is R  expressed in radians/sec, andc b

The subcarrier frequencies were first chosen to fall
between the zero crossings of the frequency representation
of m (t). This puts the first subcarrier frequency atD

f =16.5 kHz. Figure 5 is a sketch of the frequency domainsc1

representation of the PCM-FM-FM/FM signal after carrier
demodulation.

For each H(f) , the second term of Equation 10 was evaluated
for f . The integration was performed over the limits ofsc1

the bandwidth of the IF filter centered at f .sc1

Then the subcarrier frequencies were chosen to coincide
with the zero crossings, so f  = R  = 11 kHz. This is shownsc1 b

in Figure 6.



Figure 5

Figure 6

Again, for each H(f), the PCM signal was integrated
over the bandwidth of the IF filter centered at f . Thesc1

following table gives the calculations just described. All
powers are expressed in dB, according to Equation 10. The
calculations were performed using the Matlab software
package (see Appendix).



Results

Second Term of (10)  (dB)
Type of Premodulation Filter fsc1=16.5 kHz fsc1=11kHz

All Pass ( H(f)=1 ) -17.0997 -32.5030

Single Pole -22.1467 -35.4769

Six Pole -24.3180 -35.4610

The data in the table shows that placing f  at the zerosc1

crossing Of m (t) causes the PCM signal power-to-subcarrierD

power ratio to be lower in dB. The ratios calculated for the
single pole low pass filter show a drop of over 10 dB when
f  coincides with m (t)’s zero crossing. The lower the PCMsc1 D

signal power being passed through the IF filter, the lower
is the distortion of the subcarrier signal. The table data
also shows that a high order premodulation filter helps
reduce the power ratio. For example, in the second column of
the table, the ratio associated with the all pass filter is
higher than that of the single pole low pass filter by over
5 dB.

There is an anomaly in the results. The calculation of
the ratio given f  = R  and the single pole low pass filterfs1 b

is lower than that for the same subcarrier frequency and the
six pole filter. The difference is small, however, and may
have come from using two different versions of Matlab
software for the calculations. Another run of all the Matlab
files on the same computer should correct this error.

Conclusions

The results of the calculations performed do show that
subcarrier frequencies placed at the zero crossings of the
PCM signal in a PCM-FM-FM/FM format result in lower
interference power. Choosing a higher order premodulation
filter for the PCM signal also lowered the interference
power. Making these choices when designing a PCM-FM-FM/FM
system will help to insure that the signals m (t) aren

received with minimal interference by m (t). Choosing aD

higher order premodulation filter for m (t) should notD



compromise the signal, since the components of m (t)D

associated with frequencies higher than the filter’s cutoff
frequency are small.

This paper examined an example of a PCM-FM-FM/FM
modulation scheme of R  = 11 kbits/sec. For an actual caseb

of PCM-FM-FM/FM using IRIG standards, the bit rate would
have to be chosen as either 10.5 or 14.5 kbits/sec. The
subcarriers’ IF filters could not be ideal in an actual
case, but could be chosen as high order filters and
considered ideal for analysis purposes.
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Appendix

Included in the Appendix are all the Matlab command
files used in computing the data presented in the Results
section. PC-Matlab and Matlab for Macintosh were used.
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ABSTRACT

Designing and fielding a telemetry processing and
display system in today’s environment of rapidly changing
requirements is an imposing task. This paper delineates some
design considerations that will allow a system designer to
adapt or modify a system as required in order to stay
abreast of constantly changing telemetry requirements. A
description of how these design considerations were used in
implementing the Telemetry Processing System at the Pacific
Missile Test Center is then presented.

INTRODUCTION

Designing a modern telemetry processing and display
system presents a system designer with many difficult
challenges. Foremost among those challenges is defining
exactly what are the system requirements. As can be seen
from Figures 1 and 2, telemetry data rates and data sample
throughput rates have grown exponentially over the last few
years and consequently so have the requirements for data
processing and display. Advancements in micro-circuit
technology over the last 20 years have allowed a tremendous
increase in the number of functions monitored on board a
test vehicle and have permitted increased use of on-board
computers in test vehicles. The increase in functions
monitored along with the increased use of on-board computers
have made the volume of data and the complexity of the data
formats increase dramatically. I make the analogy that
trying to define telemetry requirements in today’s test and



evaluation environment is like trying to hit the bulls-eye
on an archery target mounted on the back of truck moving at
60 miles per hour. By the time you take aim and release the
arrow, the target has moved. Given the lead time required to
design, develop, and procure complex telemetry systems,
fielding a system that is not already obsolete is a
significant challenge. While the challenge is great, it is
not impossible and by following the simple design
considerations and recommendations outlined below, one can
adapt a system as required and hit that moving target.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The first consideration in designing a system should be
modularity in implementation and the ability to easily size
or adapt the system to changing requirements. The use of
standard bus based implementations such as VME and other
industry standards allows for simplified expansion or
modification of systems. One must keep in mind the maximum
data throughput requirements of the system and ensure that
whatever bus is chosen for implementation that it is capable
of sustaining those throughput rates under real world
loading conditions.

Another key consideration is the use of a distributed
processing architecture versus a highly centralized
processing approach. Distributed processing allows for
specialized highly efficient processing to be implemented
where it is needed. For example, it is more efficient to
process embedded asynchronous data formats in a telemetry
front end using a dedicated bit-slice processor than in a
generic mainframe computer. Another example of distributed
processing is in the display area. By using graphics
workstations as opposed to a mainframe computer with dumb
display terminals, one can optimize and customize displays
for individual users with no impact on the display or
processing rates of other system users. This ability to
customize displays for one user with no impact to other
users is critical when you have diverse functions such as
Range Safety, Range Control, and the test vehicle evaluator
concurrently using the system during a test operation. One
can also easily expand the processing and display capability
by the simple addition of more workstations. Another aspect



of the distributed architecture is software implementation.
A modular implementation is essential. This is particularly
true in a test and evaluation environment like that at the
Pacific Missile Test Center (PMTC) where several operations
are conducted each day and each one is unique in it’s
requirements. The ability to easily add and tailor specific
software modules without major perturbations in the basic
software system is a must.

As a consequence of using a distributed architecture,
bus bandwidth and network data rates are key elements to
determining overall system performance. You must ensure that
your network(s) can sustain the worst case performance
requirements. Use of multiple networks or channels is one
mechanism to provide some headroom for growth in the network
requirements. Another way to optimize network performance is
by prioritizing functions to ensure that critical realtime
functions are always serviced first and lower priority
functions are performed on a time available basis. For
example, the transfer of realtime data to the display system
would have a higher priority than the production of hardcopy
data products.

A factor for consideration that is often overlooked or
sacrificed for cost considerations is the incorporation of
an off-line software development system. Practical
experience has repeatedly demonstrated that systems
dedicated to realtime operational support are rarely
available to software personnel to develop and test their
software. It then becomes imperative that software
developers have an off-line system that allows them to
develop and test independent of the primary operation
support systems. By providing an off-line capability that is
networked to the primary support systems, significant
improvements in utilization can be achieved as both software
development and operations support can be conducted
simultaneously.

An important consideration, particularly in Government
installations, is system and data security. Typically, data
must be separated not only on the basis of classification;
Secret, Confidential, and Unclassified; but also on a
project and need to know basis. Local security regulations



will dictate to a large degree how you handle security, but
a few ideas can simplify your system implementation. One,
avoid running systems with concurrent multi-level security
if you can. Multi-level systems are expensive to implement,
operate and maintain. It is simpler and cheaper to dedicate
a system to a particular operation and run it in a security
“system high” classification and then reboot the system and
change classification for the next operation than to run a
multi-level system. Second, use removable recording media,
tapes and disks. Removable media greatly simplify the
security problems and expedite system turn around between
operations. Third, require that routine security
requirements be automated. For example, security
classifications should be appended automatically on all data
displays and data products produced by the system. An
automated security check should be implemented on data
transfers between systems if your system is networked to
other systems. Also, require that all networks be
implemented with physical security disconnects. A network
monitor that graphically displays all networks and
connections will be a great aid in monitoring and
controlling access to the system.

The final, and in the real world possibly most
important consideration, is procurement cost and long-term
affordability. You can design the greatest performing system
ever conceived but if it is not cost effective to build or
operate, it is of no value. Adherence to a few simple rules
can go a long way towards minimizing system costs, both
implementation and long term operations and maintenance.
First, do not re-invent the wheel. Use Off-The-Shelf (OTS)
hardware and software wherever possible. There now exists
quite a large selection of systems that can meet most
telemetry requirements or can be easily modified to meet
them. Unique hardware and software tend to be extremely
expensive, not only in terms of development costs but in
longterm maintenance support as well. Second, utilize
Military and Commercial standards for hardware and software
whererever possible. Require that all applications software
be written in standard languages such as Fortran, C, and
Ada. Third, do not over specify requirements. Use of
commercial grade products vice military qualified will save 



you significant dollars not only in procurement costs but in
operations and maintenance costs as well.

TELEMETRY PROCESSING SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

Now that I have enumerated several of the design
considerations for a modern telemetry system, I will
describe how those considerations were put into actual
practice in the design and implementation of the Telemetry
Processing System (TPS) at PMTC. The TPS is the fourth
generation of telemetry processing and display systems to be
implemented at the test center. The TPS block diagram and
installed systems configuration is shown in Figure 3. A
single TPS consists of three major subsystems; a Telemetry
Front-End Subsystem (TFESS), a Telemetry Processing
Subsystem (TPSS), and a Telemetry Display Subsystem (TDSS).
The basic data flow of the TPS starts at the TFESS where the
demultiplexing, data compression, and engineering unit
conversion functions are performed. From the TFESS, data is
transferred to the TPSS where history recording, overall
system control, data routing, and specialized applications
processing is performed. From the TPSS, data is routed via
the Telemetry Graphics Network (TGN) to the TDSS for
realtime display. Data is also routed from the TPSS to other
Range systems via the Telemetry Data Network (TDN). The
configuration implemented at PMTC consists of four
independent TPS’s interconnected via an Input Data
Distribution Patch Panel (IDDPP) and various high and low
speed local area networks. The systems can be operated
totally independently, supporting up to four independent
operations concurrently, or can be networked together in any
combination of two, three, or four systems to support large
operations that exceed the capacity of a single TPS. The
TPS’s are capable of supporting both realtime and post
flight operations. However, due to the workload on the Range
at PMTC, all four TPS’s will be dedicated to the support of
realtime test and evaluation operations. Post flight
analysis and data reduction functions are handled by other
Range and Project systems.



IDDPP

The IDDPP provides the means for centralized
distribution and monitoring of the incoming telemetry data
streams to each of the four TFESS’s. The IDDPP consists of
five standard 19-inch equipment racks containing two
Honeywell Model 97 recorder/reproducers, a TRAK Model 8500
time code generator/translator, two Apcom AGC/Video
Multicouplers, and four Fairchild Weston Model 4142 tunable
analog discriminators.

TFESS

The heart of the TFESS is the Aydin Computer and
Monitor Division (ACMD) System 2000 (S2K) telemetry system.
The S2K provides frame synchronization, engineering unit
conversion, data compression, processing of user defined
algorithms, and other generic processing functions on the
input telemetry data streams. In addition, the S2K is
interfaced to two Acroamatics Model 2410 PAM synchronizers/
PCM converters, a Fairchild Weston Model 8470 Tunable
Digital Discriminator, a Tustin Model 2315 Analog/Digital
converter, and a TRAK Model 8500 Time Code Generator/
Translator. Table 1. summarizes the basic capabilities of
the TFESS.

TPSS

The TPSS serves as the host computer for the TPS. It
supports the functions of centralized operations control,
preflight setup, data acquisition, data routing, and data
recording in both realtime and post flight modes. The TPSS
is based on a Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) VAX 6220
super minicomputer configured with 64 megabytes of memory
and 1 gigabyte of removable on-line disk storage. A special
feature of the TPSS is the Input/Output Processor (IOP). The
IOP serves as a translator performing data and format
conversions between the TPSS and other dissimilar Range
computer systems. The IOP functions are controlled by the
TPSS but are implemented in specialized dedicated processor
boards external to the TPSS that have access to the VAX 6220
main system bus. This implementation off-loads the 



translation functions from the TPSS host computer and frees
more CPU time for applications processing.

TDSS

The TDSS provides the primary interface between the
Range user and the TPS. Each TDSS consists of four high
resolution color Graphics Display Stations (GDS), eight
strip chart recorders, two remote color monitors and a large
screen Range operational Display System (RODS). The GDS is a
DEC VAXstation 3200 configured with a GPX graphics
coprocessor. The GDS has 8 megabytes of memory, 200
megabytes of local removable disk storage for local data
recording and playback, and interfaces to the TPSS via the
TGN. The TGN is an Ethernet based network. The strip chart
recorders are Astro-Med Model 95000R’s with a digital
interface option and are remotely controllable from the TPSS
or locally controllable from the front panel.

SDS

The Software Development System (SDS) provides an off-
line capability for setup file development and applications
software development. The SDS is networked to the four TPS
systems via a Local Communications Network (LCN) which is an
Ethernet based network. The SDS is composed of a DEC VAX
6210 super minicomputer and peripherals along with a
VAXstation 3100 based GDS. The SDS also serves as the
archival system for TPS setup file software.

TDN

The TDN serves as the primary data link between the TPS
and the rest of the Range instrumentation and control
systems. It is based on a Network Systems Corporation
HYPERchannel network. The network is configured with
redundant channels and will support bidirectional data
transfer rates up to 50 megabits per second.

EXPANDABILITY AND FLEXIBILITY OF TPS DESIGN

In the process of procuring the TPS, twenty-four months
elapsed from the issue of the TPS Request for Proposals



(RFP) to the initial TPS design conference with the prime
contractor. During that time, several new requirements for
the TPS were documented. The most significant of those
requirements was to demultiplex and process Mil-Std-1553
aircraft bus data embedded in a PCM telemetry data stream.
This modification was easily accommodated through firmware
additions in the S2K and minor software changes for the TPSS
and SDS. Additionally, with the modular design and
implementation of the TPS, expansion of the system to meet
increased requirements is relatively simple. Additional
processing capability can be implemented by simply adding
additional frame synchronizer or processor cards to the
TFESS S2K chassis. As test program requirements exceed the
current 10 megabit per second data rate limit of the TFESS,
input channels can be individually upgraded as required to
meet the expanded requirements. Transfer of data to new
Range computer systems can be accomplished by simply adding
additional conversion routines to the IOP software.

The TPS was designed from the very start to accommodate
as yet to be written application specific software. By
designing the TPSS software system to have the appropriate
systems calls and software “hooks”, it is possible to add
new applications software modules to the system without
major impacts to the overall TPSS software.

Large operations, that exceed the capacity of a single
TPS, can be accommodated by defining additional TFESS and
TPSS as part of the setup file software and additional
display capability is simply a matter of adding another TDSS
to the setup file and making the appropriate patch panel
connections. The TPSS is designed such that there is a
reserve capacity of 50 percent in the TPSS and TDSS systems
to accommodate future growth and as yet unspecified
requirements.

COST SAVINGS/AVOIDANCE

The TPS is quite similar to the Realtime Telemetry
Processing System (RTPS) III at the Naval Air Test Center
(NATC). Because of the close coordination in specification
and requirements development and the near identical TFESS
implementation between the TPS and RTPS III, PMTC benefited



from the lessons learned at NATC and consequently benefited
from reduced development costs in the implementation of the
TPS. By utilizing commercially available OTS hardware and
software, we anticipate that additional long term savings
will be realized. The TPSS host computer and GDS utilize the
same operating system thus minimizing the burden on the
software maintenance personnel and reducing the number of
personnel required. The display software utilized in the GDS
is an OTS commercially available product that is used 100
percent as is with no modifications. As a result we do not
have to assume the burden of maintaining this piece of
software.

SUMMARY

As the TPS demonstrates, you can hit a moving
requirements target by using a little foresight and
incorporating growth and flexibility into the system design
from the start. The incorporation of incremental growth
capability will allow you to size your system for near term
requirements but still be able to adapt to increased
requirements in the future. Finally, one can achieve
significant cost avoidance by utilizing OTS hardware and
software as much as possible and by using commercial grade
equipment where applicable.
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PCM BIT SYNCHRONIZATION
TO AN Eb/No THRESHOLD OF -20 dB

Gene F. Schroeder

ABSTRACT

This paper presents an overview of a digital PCM adaptive bit synchronizer capable of bit
synchronization down to an Eb/No of -20 dB where Eb/No is the energy contrast ratio.
The topics addressed include:

1. Functional block diagrams.
2. Loop bandwidth as a function of synchronization threshold.
3. Accuracy, resolution and stability requirements of the Numerically Controlled

Oscillator (NCO) and Loop Filter (LF).
4. Performance data.

The purpose of this paper is to highlight the major components of a unit capable of
performing this task based on an actual development program.

INTRODUCTION

A digital PCM adaptive bit synchronizer was developed jointly by the US government and
LORAL Data Systems. The main purpose of this development was a unit capable of
synchronization to a very low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and automatic adaptability for
optimum loop bandwidth (LBW). This paper deals only with the low SNR synchronization
aspect of the development.

Some phase-locked-loop (PLL) fundamentals are presented to familiarize the reader with
the basics of the major function of the bit synchronizer. A block diagram further details the
major functions and analogies are drawn between an analog system and its digital
counterpart. Analysis of the LBW and hardware for low SNR is followed by some
performance data.



SOME PLL FUNDAMENTALS

Using standard closed loop feedback system analysis, the following relationships can be
obtained as they relate to Figure 1-1 where H(S) is the closed loop transfer function.

For N = 1

(1)

where: F(S) = Loop Filter transfer function
K = Kd Ko Kg and
Kd = phase detector gain in (volts/rad) (2)
Ko = Kg/S = VCO gain in ((rad/sec)/sec)
Kg = any other gain in the path

Figure 1-1. Phase Locked Loop (PLL)

There are any number of circuit configurations for a loop filter which will satisfy the
desired transfer function for a second order type 2 PLL but the circuit of Figure 1-2 adds a
few extra desirable features.

This filter has a transfer function

(3)

which when substituted into the closed loop Equation (1) yields

(4)



Figure 1-2. An analog loop filter design

The denominator of this closed loop transfer function is the characteristic equation, C.E. A
standard form of this second order C.E. may be written as

(5)

where: Zeta = damping factor
Wn = undamped natural frequency in radians/second

When like terms of this PLL transfer function (4) are compared to the second order
characteristic Equation, (5), it can be seen that Wn is proportional to LBW control, A. To
keep the LBW proportional to the bit rate, one must change K and 1/RC proportional to
the bit rate. The VCO gain, Ko should be such that the frequency - vs input voltage curve
is a straight line when the frequency is plotted on a logarithmic scale. This leaves only
1/RC to be programmed.

FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM

A functional block diagram of a digital PCM bit synchronizer is given in Figure 1-3. Like
many bit synchronizers, this unit contains the necessary components of a PLL. A bit
matched filter (BMF) limits the loop input noise bandwidth and provides for optimum bit
decisions into the code converter while a transition matched filter (TMF) along with the
BMF provide the input to the phase detector.

The matched filters of this digital design are implemented as an accumulate and reset
which is analogous to the familiar integrate and dump of an analog design.



Figure 1-3. Digital PCM Bit Synchronizer Block Diagram

The particular phase detector used in this design multiplies the output of the TMF' by a
limited version of its derivative. Since both the BMF and the TMF are sampled only once
per bit, the derivative is estimated by combining the forward and backward differences of
the BMF. For an Eb/No greater than 0 dB the loop SNR is improved because the loop
input is clamped to zero by the derivative when no transition is present; however, for an
Eb/No less than 0 dB, the detected transition density (TD) tends toward 50 percent no
mater what the actual TD.

Synchronization signal-to-noise ratio (SSNR) is estimated to assist is adaptation to the
optimum LBW when operated in the automatic mode. Synchronization and data quality are
estimated to assist in downstream processing.

Assuming that contamination of the input signal is additive white Gaussian noise only and
the bit synchronizer has achieved perfect frequency and phase synchronization, bit error
rate is a function of the energy contrast ratio, Eb/No. Synchronization threshold however
depends primarily on the SNR in the loop. For a given Eb/No, the error signal in most 



squaring type PLLs is proportional to the TD; therefore, SSNR is sometimes referred to as
the transition SNR which is important to the PLL. SSNR can be computed from the Eb/No
and TD as follows:

SSNR = Eb/No + 10Log(TD) in dB (6)

It can be seen that for a TD = 50 percent, SSNR is 3 dB less than Eb/No.

For a digital loop filter shown in Figure 1-4, the integrator is replaced by an accumulator
where the time constant is affected by the accumulation clock rate and gain constant Tau
instead of the value of 1/RC. A digital NCO can be designed to be programmable in
samples per bit (SPB) for which case the frequency, and thereby the deviation gain, is
logarithmic. For a digital loop then, the LBW is automatically proportional to the
programmed bit rate without changing any component or gain value.

It can be shown that the loop filter design of Figure 1-4 is the result of a simple backward
difference transform where (S) in

Equation (8) is replaced by     Therefore,

(7)

where 1/RC is replaced with Tau/T and Tau is the accumulator gain or rate. This transform
is is adequate so long as the LBW is small compared to the sample rate. Although not
shown in Figure 1-4, there are pipe line registers after each multiplier and adder. It has
been shown in both a computer model and a prototype unit that these delays have little
affect on the PLL performance so long as the delays are less than 1/10 of 1/LBW. The
coefficients of Figure 1-4 represent a LBW of one percent when the nominal input from the
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is +/- 16.

Figure 1-5 illustrates the numerically controlled oscillator (NCO) used in the design. The
setup input of samples per bit (SPB) is in a 32-bit fixed point format with a sign bit which
is always positive, eight integer bits, and 23 fractional bits. Setup SPB is designed to be
between 7 and 128 and is maintained above 32 for bit rates less than 2 Mb/s. Modulation
from the loop filter is added to the setup SPB and must be in the same format.



Figure 1-4. A Digital Loop Filter Design

A 70 MHZ/P clock is divided by the integer portion of the sum of the two inputs to
provide output bit rate clocks. To maintain long term accuracy, the remainder (fractional
part of the SPB) is always accumulated with the next sample. The integer portion is shifted
by two bits to provide the 180 degree strobe and by four bits to provide the 90 and 270
degree strobes. Although not shown in Figure 1-5, the one or two bits that are shifted out
of the register for a divide by two or four are accumulated as a fraction just as the 23-bit
fraction above is accumulated so as to maintain symmetry of all clocks on the average.

SYNCHRONIZATION THRESHOLD

A PLL can be modeled from which the theoretical synchronization threshold may be
computed. Depending on the assumptions used, most models agree within several tenths of
a dB. Assuming white Gaussian additive noise only and a mean time to a bit slip of 10^8
bits, Figure 1-6 plots the theoretical synchronization threshold curve as a function of LBW.
It should be noted that LBW is the single sided equivalent noise bandwidth of the loop and
is typically given as

LBW = (2Pi*fn/4Zeta)(1 + 4Zeta^2) (8)

where: Pi = 3.1416
Fn = undamped natural frequency in hertz
Zeta = damping factor



For a minimum LBW capability of 0.0005 percent, the theoretical synchronization
threshold can be read from the curve to be approximately -22.5 dB. At a 50 percent
transition density this threshold would be at an Eb/No of -19.5 dB.

The programmable and adaptive LBWs shown in the Figure 1-6 are those taken from a
prototype unit.

ANALYSIS

From the theoretical synchronization threshold curve of Figure 1-6, a minimum LBW of
0.0005 percent is required for an Eb/No of -19.5 dB with a TD of 50 percent or a SSNR of
-22.5 dB.

So that bit rate tuning resolution is less than one-tenth of the LBW, at least seven decimal
digits are required to specify the setup bit rate. Twenty-four bit are required to represent
the bit rate at the NCO to provide the same or better resolution as the decimal bit rate
input. For a minimum seven SPB, three integer bits plus at least twenty one fractional bits
are required. Twenty-three fractional bits are provided so this requirement is met. Further,
it is convenient for the setup processor to use 32-bit floating point processing. DEC
floating point format was used which provides a 24-bit. fractional resolution.

Resolution analysis of the loop filter is considerably more involved. For a LBW of 0.0005
percent, the coefficients of Figure 1-4 must be multiplied by the floating point binary
representation of 0.0005 = 1.024 * 2^-11. For one count of phase error, the proportional
path output (PPO) is

PPO = 1 * 16790 * 1,024 * 2^(-1-11) = 4(9)                                                                           (9)
            truncated

A 32-bit output from the first multiplier is necessary to represent this small number.

The integral path output (IPO) is

IPO = 1 * 16790 * 1.024 / 2^8 = 67 (10)
           truncated to a 24-bit input to the 2nd multiplier.

Here a 24-bit input is required to represent this small number.

= 67 * 16790 * 2^8 * 1.024 / 2^23 = 35, truncated at the 24-bit multiplier output.

= 35 * 2^24 * 2^-16 = 8960 as a 48-bit number hardware shifted by -16 at the input.

= 8960 * 2^9 * 2^(-11*2) = 1.09 = 1 truncated at the accumulator input



Here a 48 bit accumulator is required to accumulate this small number.

The worst case equivalent SNR degradation due to phase error quantization in the LF is
approximately 0.02 dB. By far the worst degradation is due to quantization of the clock
phase in the NCO. The next worst contributor is imperfections of the antialiasing input
filter. These degradations are approximated in Table 1-1.

Table 1-1. SNR Degradations

SPB BR ANTIALIAS FILTER SAMPLE TIMING TOTAL

7 10.0 Mb/s 0.20 dB 0.23 dB 0.53 dB
8 8.75 Mb/s 0.16 dB 0.28 dB 0.44 dB
16 4/375 Mb/s 0.09 dB 0.14 dB 0.23 dB
32 - 128 2.1875 Mb/s - 8 b/s 0.05 dB 0.07 dB 0.12 dB

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 1-7 shows the measured phase error of the recovered clock as a function of signal
to noise ratio, Eb/No, for a particular NIZZ signal with a TD of approximately 50 percent
and a programmed LBW of 0.0005 percent. Note that the phase error measured is not the
mean squared phase error but rather the peak phase error observed on an oscilloscope.

If the peak phase error exceeds 180 degrees, a bit slip has occurred. Because the slope of
the curve is so steep at near 110 degrees, the SNR at which a bit slip is probable can be
read from the curves to be approximately -21 dB which translates to a SSNR of
approximately -23 dB for a 50 percent TD. This data correlates very closely to the
theoretical synchronization threshold of Figure 1-6. Other tests indicated that the unit has a
synchronization threshold as good or better than the model used for Figure 1-6.

The step response of the PLL at one percent LBW or less behaves according to text book
examples of the classical second order type 2 PLL. With a damping factor of 0.7, bit slips
tend to occur in bursts. A damping factor of 1.0 was used in order to make the bit slips
more independent.

Bit error rates were within 0.5 dB of theoretical for NRZ and BiPhase PCM codes for
Eb/No from 0 to 10 dB.



 
Figure 1-5. Numerical Controlled Oscillator (NCO)



Figure 1-6. Theoretical Synchronization Threshold



Figure 1-7. Measured Phase Error of Recovered Clock 
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